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Chapter 81: prohibition of asking 
for leadership and preference 
for avoiding leadership except it 
becomes incumbent or necessary

Hadeeth 674
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‘Abdur-Rahman bin Samurah reported: The Messenger of 
Allah It said to me, “Do not ask for position of authority. I f  
you are granted this position without asking for it, you will be 
helped (by Allah) in discharging its responsibilities; but if you 
are given it as a result of your request, you will be left alone as 
its captive. I f  you take an oath to do something and then find  
a better alternative, you should adopt the latter and expiate for 
your oath.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his 

book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, “Chapter on Prohibition of Asking for 
Leadership and Preference for Avoiding Leadership except It Becomes



Incumbent or Necessary.”

Imaarah (as it occurs in the Arabic text) refers to assumption of 
leadership over people and control over them; and it has the major 
and minor categories:

The Major: in which the leadership is general over the entire 
Muslims such as the leadership of Aboo Bakr As-Sideeq - may Allah be 
pleased with him the caliph after Allah’s Messenger it. Likewise the 
leadership of Ameer al-Mumineen (i.e., the Leader of the Believers), 
Umar bin Al- Khattab, Uthman bin Affan, Ali bin Abi Talib and others 
amongst the Caliphs. These were general leaderships and authorities.

The Restricted Authority, lesser than the first: the leadership would 
be over an area covering cities and towns, or even lesser, like those of 
a single town or city.

In both categories, it is forbidden for the individual to seek to be 
ruler as it shall soon be mentioned in the in the hadeeth of Abdur- 
Rahman bin Samurah - may Allah be pleased with him.

Thereafter, the author commenced this Chapter with Allah’s saying:

“That home o f the Hereafter (that is, Paradise), We shall assign to 
those who rebel not against the truth with pride and oppression in 
the land nor do mischief by committing crimes; and the good end 
is for the Muttaqun (pious and righteous person).”

“That home o f the Hereafter,”  that is, the Paradise;

“... We shall assign to those who rebel not against the truth with 
pride and oppression in the land...”
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The intentions of the individual seeking power may be to dominate 
the people and enslave them, to command and forbid them, such that 
his intentions would be evil. Consequently, he would not gain any 
share in the hereafter; and as such, seeking for power was prohibited.

His statement: “...nor do mischief by committing crime” that 
is, mischief in the land, such as highway robbery, stealing peoples’ 
wealth, violating their honor among other forms of mischief.

“...and the good end is for the Muttaqun (pious and
righteous persons)”

The pious will succeed in the end. The good end either manifests 
in this world or in the Hereafter. The pious are those who will have 
the good end whether in this world or the Hereafter, or both in this 
world and the Hereafter.

Then the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 
the hadeeth of Abdur-Rahman bin Samurah that the Messenger of 
Allah M said to him: “O Abdur-Rahman bin Samrah” ; He called 
him by his name and the name of his father in order that he may pay 
attention to what will be conveyed to him since the matter was not a 
trivial one. “Never request for position of authority” that is, never 
seek to become a leader.

“If you are given due to a request” , meaning, because you 
asked for it, “you will be left to it, but if  it is given to you without 
request, you shall be helped upon it.” And Allah is the Helper -  
the Mighty and Sublime.

So, if you are given because you requested for it, Allah will leave 
you to it and abandon you -  and the refuge is with Allah. You will 
fail in it; you will neither succeed nor prosper. But if you were made 
the ruler without you asking for it; the people rather chose you and 
requested for you, then Allah - the Exalted - will assist you upon it. 
That is to say, accept it then and take it up.

Tbis is similar to wealth, the Messenger H told Umar that, 
“Whatever comes to you of this wealth without you craving or 
asking for it, take it. Whatever does not (come to you) do not make
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your soul keep longing.” (l)

Consequently, it is necessary for the individual upon correct 
guidance not to request anything of office; if he is given without him 
requesting, then that is the best, he should accept it. But that he seeks 
and presses for it, it is feared that such an individual may fall within 
the statement of Allah’s Messenger M that: “Whatever comes to you of 
this wealth without you craving or asking for it, accept it. Whatever 
does not (come to you) do not make your soul keep longing.”

Cautiousness and due precaution necessitate that the individual 
should not seek any office or appointment and the likes. But if you are 
given, accept it. But if you are not given, the best, most cautious and 
righteous is that you do not seek it. The entirety of this world is really 
nothing; that Allah grants you sufficient provision, devoid of trials, is 
better for you than tremendous wealth with which you are put to trial. 
We beseech Allah for wellbeing.

“Never request for position of authority; because if you are given 
without you asking, you will be left to it, and if are given without 
your requesting for it, you shall be assisted upon it. Whenever you 
make an oath and then find other than it better than it, you should 
expiate for your oath and take to the better option.”

That is, if you vow not to do a thing and it later became clear to you 
that it is best to do it, you should rather expiate for your oath and do 
it. Likewise, if you made a vow to do something, and then it became 
known to you that it is rather better to leave it, then do leave it and 
expiate for your oath.

The Prophet H told him this because, if the individual is a ruler 
and he makes an oath to do something, sometimes the pride of 
leadership tricks him into refusing to change his decision. However, 
it is necessary that -  even if he is a leader -, when a person makes an 
oath regarding a thing and then finds that it is better to leave it, he

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Rulings, Chapter on the Provision of the Rul
ers and those Employed to Manage It; no. (7163), and Muslim, Book of Zakaah, 
Chapter on the Permissibility of Accepting What is Given Without Request; no.
(1045)-
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should rather leave it. Similarly, if he vows to do something and later 
discovers that it is better to do it, then he should do it. This applies to 
the leader and any other person.

Whenever you make an oath regarding a thing and then find that 
other than it is better, you should rather expiate for the oath and do 
the best thing. For example, a man swears not to visit his relative 
due to some disagreement that arouse between them, and he said, 
“ (I swear) by Allah! I will never visit him!” This is an oath to severe 
the ties of kinship, whereas joining the ties of kinship is better than 
severing it. So we say: It becomes obligatory on you to expiate for your 
oath and visit your relative, because this is part of connecting family 
ties and it is mandatory.

Another example: A man vowed never to talk to his Muslim brother -  
i.e., he made an oath to boycott his brother we say: that is an error, you 
should rather expiate for your oath and talk to him. Similarly, for whatever 
the individual would have made an oath, if other than it becomes known 
to be better, you atone for your oath and carry out the better alternative. 
This is a principle that applies to all forms of oaths.

However, the appropriate thing is for an individual not to be hasty 
in making oaths; many hastily vow or express divorce and so on, 
and then begin to regret (their actions). We say: Do not hurry; do 
not rush. If you are firmly resolved upon something, do it or leave 
it without having to vow and pronounce divorce. If you are afflicted 
with regularly making oaths, then connect the oath with the statement 
that, “Inshaa Allah (If Allah wills)” because when you make an oath 
and say, “Inshaa Allah (If Allah wills)” then you are free; even if you 
violate the purpose of the oath, there is no harm.

So if you say -  (for instance), “(1 swear) By Allah - Inshaa Allah (If 
Allah wills) - I will not do this thing” and then you end up doing it, 
there is nothing upon you, because whoever connects “Inshaa Allah 
(Allah willing)” to his oath, there is no sin upon him.

Allah alone grants success.
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Hadeeth 675

Abu Dharr 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M said to me, “O Abu 
Dharr, I  see that you are weak and I  like for you what I  like for 
myself Do not rule over (even) two persons, and do not manage 
an orphans property.” [Muslim]

Abu Dharr 4* reported: I  said to Messenger of Allah M: “Why do 
you not appoint me to an (official) position?” He (M) patted me 
on the shoulder with his hand and said, “O Abu Dharr, you are 
a weak man and it is a trust and it will be a cause of disgrace 
and remorse on the Day of Resurrection except for the one who 
takes it up with a full sense of responsibility and fulfills what is 
entrusted to him (discharges its obligations efficiently).” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 676

Hadeeth
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Abu Hurairah reported: Messenger of Allah m said, “You 
will covet for getting a position of authority, but remember that 
it will be a cause of humiliation and remorse on the Day of 
Resurrection.” [Al-Bukhari]

The great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower 
blessings on him said in his Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, under 
the Chapter on Prohibition of Asking for Leadership among what 
he reported on the authority of Aboo Dharr - may Allah be pleased 
with him -  that the Prophet it told Aboo Dharr - may Allah be 
pleased with him -  that, “You are a weak person, and I love for you 
what I love for myself: Never assume authority over two persons 
or take responsibility over the wealth of an orphan.” These are 
four expressions with which the Messenger % explained what he 
enunciated to Aboo Dharr:

The first: He said to him, “You are a weak person.” This is a frank 
statement in front of a person which will undoubtedly be heavy upon 
the heart. It would disturb you that a personality like the Prophet 
M would tell you that, “You are a weak person.” But being honest 
requires that; that one unequivocally tells a person about a trait he 
has; if it is of strength, he is told, and if weak, he is equally told.

Such is sincere advice, “You are a weak person” ; there is no 
blaming a person if he says to an individual -  for instance -  that, 
“You have such-and-such trait”, by way of giving sincere advice and 
not from the aspects of insult or condemnation. The Prophet St said, 
“You are a weak person.”

The second: He M said, “And I love for you what I love for myself” :

Commentary



This is out of sound character of the Prophet M, considering the fact 
that the first expression contained some element of blemish. So he said, 

. .and I love for you what I love for myself” meaning that, I have not 
said that to you, except because I love for you, what I love for myself.

The Third: “Never assume authority over two persons” : that is, 
do not be a leader over two persons, and with a greater reason, over 
more. It means that the Prophet M prohibited him being a leader since 
leadership requires being strong and honest. The strong person with 
authority and decisive statements; when says a thing he implements 
it. He would not be a weakling before the people, because once the 
people tame a person, he loses every honour before them; even the 
worst ones would harass him making him become insignificant.

But if he is strong and decisive regarding Allah’s Rights, not 
exceeding the limits of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -, and not 
be failing regarding the authority Allah has placed in his charge, 
such is the true leader.

The fourth: “and do not take responsibility over the wealth of an 
orphan.” The orphan is the one whose father passed away before such 
a child attained puberty. The Messenger M forbade him to take charge 
of the wealth of the orphan considering the fact that the orphans 
wealth requires diligence and attention.

“Verily, those who unjustly eat up the property o f orphans, they 
eat up only a fire into their belies, and they will be burnt in the 
blazing fire.” (an-Nisaa: 10)

Aboo Dharr is weak, he would not be able to pay due attention 
to this wealth, consequently, he advised him, “and do not take 
responsibility over the wealth of the orphan” : that is to say, do not be 
an administrator over it; leave it to others.

This hadeeth contains evidence that among the conditions for
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(appointing an individual to the post of leadership) is that he should 
be strong and trustworthy considering the point that the Messenger it 
said, “ It is a trust.” When the individual is strong and trustworthy, these 
are the characteristics that deserve (consideration while choosing) a 
leader. But if he is strong but not trustworthy, or trustworthy and not 
strong, or both weak and not trustworthy, these three categories are 
not worthy of being leaders.

However, we should understand that issues become restricted 
by necessities; if we would only find a weak or a leader that is not 
trustworthy; no one could be found around bearing the full attributes, 
then the closest ones should be appointed. The affairs should not be 
left without the ruling authority, because the people necessarily need 
a leader. They pressingly need a judge; they need a person to direct 
their affairs. If it is possible to find a person who fits the description, 
that is the mandatory thing; otherwise, the person with the closest 
quality should be appointed, and then those after him, based on the 
statement of Allah, the Exalted:

“So keep your duty to Allah and fear Him as much as you can..
(At-Tagaabun: 16)

The views differ about when we have two men: one of them, 
trustworthy but weak while the second is strong but not trustworthy; 
they are both deficient. But in matters of appointments, preference 
should be given to the strong, even though he may be some weak 
in terms of trust since the strong (but not trustworthy) may 
become trustworthy. But the weak, innately weak; such intrinsic 
dispositions do not change.

Therefore, we should appoint the strong (but not trustworthy) since 
that is more beneficial to the people. People need a person in authority 
and power; but if the power becomes absent especially in addition 
tosome weakness in the persons religion, the affairs will be ruined!

Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 82: encouraging the ruler 
and judge and others among those in 
authority to appoint pious aides and 
warning them against evil associates 
and taking from such persons

Hadeeth 678
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Abw Said  and Abu Hurairah 4 fc reported: Messenger of Allah M 
said, “Allah neither raised up any Prophet nor did He authorize 
any person with ruling power but for whom there were two types 
of entourage: one enjoins upon him to do good and incites him 
to carry it out, and the other enjoins evil and goads him; and 
the protected (from the bad entourage) is the one whom Allah 
protects.” [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 679
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‘Aishah 4 ® reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “When Allah 
desires good for a ruler, He appoints for him a sincere adviser who 
will remind him if he forgets and helps him if  he remembers. When 
Allah wishes for him the contrary, He appoints for him a bad 
adviser who will not remind him if  he forgets, nor will he help him 
if  he remembers.” [ Abu Dawud with a good chain of narrators]

Commentary
The author , the great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee -  may 

Allah shower blessings on him -  said, “Chapter on Encouraging the 
Ruler and Judge and Others Among Those in Authority to Appoint 
Pious Aides and Cautioning Them Against Evil Associates and 
Taking From Such Persons.

The author then mentioned the statement of Allah, the Exalted:

“Friends on that Day will be foes one to another except Al-
Muttaqun (pious).”

Al-Akhillaa (as it occurs in the Arabic text), is the plural of the 
word, Khaleel; and the Khaleel is a person who loves you and you 
greatly love too such that the love permeates into the entire body. 
Regarding that, the poet said:

You have permeated me in the manner the soul does

For this, the Khaleel is called Khaleel

When the intimacy is sincere and strong, that is the highest level
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of love called, Al-Khullah (firm friendship), and as such, Allah chose 
Ibraaheem as a Khaleel and selected Muhammad I  as a Khaleel as 
well. And we know not that He -  the Exalted - took any Khaleel among 
His creatures aside from these two: Ibraaheem and Muhammad -may 
Allah’s peace and blessings be upon them both.

Consequently, we say: Whoever says: “Ibraaheem is Allah’s Khaleel, 
Moosa is the Kaleem of Allah (the one to whom Allah spoke) and 
Muhammad is only a Habeeb (beloved) of Allah” has failed to uphold 
the rights of Muhammad M; and why? Because if he considers him 
just a Habeeb of Allah, he has inadequately described his status; and 
He - ft  -  is on a higher rank than that of the Habeeb; and Allah loves 
the believers, the Muqsiteen (i.e., just ones), the Muttaqeen (pious). 
Allah’s Mahabbah (loving) is more encompassing whereas the Khullah 
(being Allah’s firm friend) is not attained by just anyone.

So the poor and ignorant people say, “Muhammad is the Habeeb of 
Allah and Ibraaheem is the Khaleel of Allah” -  and free is Allah from 
all imperfections! The Prophet ft had said, “Verily, Allah made me 
as a Khaleel as He made Ibraaheem a Khaleel” M He ft also said, “If 
I were to take a Khaleel from my nation, I would have picked Aboo 
Bakr.” (2) Yet, he was asked “which man is most beloving to you” and 
he ft said, “Aboo Bakr.” (3)

So he distinguished between Al-Khullah (firm friendship) and Al- 
Mahabbah (mere friendship); Al-Khullah is certainly deeper than Al- 
Mahabbah. Firm friends and ordinary friends in this worldly life will 
remain as friends but will be enemies in the hereafter:

“Friends on that day will be foes one to another except Al-

1  Reported by Ibn Majah, Book of Introduction, Chapter on the Virtues of Al-Ab- 
bass; no. no.(i4 i)

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of the Prayer, Chapter on Alleys and Pathways in 
the Mosque; no. (466), and Muslim, Book of Mosques, Chapter on Prohibition of 
Building Mosques upon Graves; no. (532).

3 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Virtues, Chapter on the Statement of the 
Prophet “If I were to take...” ; no. (3662), and Muslim, Book on the Virtues of 
the Companions, Chapter on Some Virtues of Aboo Bakr -  may Allah be pleased 
with him -; no. (2384).
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Muttaqeen (pious).”

The friendship of the pious is for the sake of Allah; and when two 
persons love themselves for the sake of Allah -  coming together and 
separating for the same purpose they will be among the seven Allah 
will place under His shade on the Day there will be no shade except 
His. May Allah count us among them. The evidence that the firm 
friends will become enemies except the pious is Allah’s saying:

“(Allah) will say: Enter you in the company o f nation who 
passed away before you, o f men and jinns, into the fire. Every 
time a new nation enters, it curses its sister nation (that went 
before it).” (Al-A’raaf: 38)

And He - the Exalted - also said,

“When those who were followed disown (declare themselves 
innocent of) those who followed (them), and they see the 
torment, then all their relations will be cut off from them.” 
(Al-Baqarahh: 166)

Ibn Abbas - may Allah be pleased with him -  said, “Their ties of 
mutual love will be severed; their mutual love will only last in this 
world; in the hereafter, it will be smashed and severed.”

Thereafter, it is incumbent for us to understand that Allah - the 
Mighty and Sublime - would try His servant. Sometimes, He makes 
it easy for him to have sincere firm friends who will invite him to 
righteousness; they will order him to do good and forbid him from 
vice, and help where he becomes unable. At some other times, he may 
be tried with a different people altogether. As such, it occurs in the
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hadeeth that, “A person would be upon the religion of his friends. So 
each one of you should appropriately consider those he befriends.” (l)

He - sallallahu alayhi wasallam -  said, “The similitude o f a pious 
companion is like the person carrying perfume; he will either sell to 
you” that is to say, he sells the fragrance to you, or “or he gives you 
free of charge” , i.e., he gives you not collecting any money, “or you 
find good smell from him.” (2)

But the evil sit companion -  and the refuge is with Allah -, 
“he is like person blowing the bellows; he either burns your 
cloth” from the sparks of fire that will fly towards you, “or you get 
displeasing odour from him.”

In the hadeeth of A'aishah which the author -  may Allah shower 
blessings on him -  cited, the Prophet H said, “Whenever Allah wills 
good for a leader, He grants him sincere aides. When he forgets, he 
reminds him and when he remembers he assists him. But if He will for 
him, other than that, He grants him evil aides. If he forgets, he would 
not remind him, and when he remembers he does not assist him.”

And the refuge is with Allah.

Similarly, the Prophet £s said that Allah never raised a Prophet nor 
made anyone a caliph except that he had two (kinds of) advisers: a 
good adviser, who orders him to good and encourages him thereupon, 
and the evil adviser, who would direct him towards evil and order 
him the same. He $t, said, “...and the one who will be saved is 
whomever Allah protects.”

This is something that is witnessed; you would find some of the 
leaders would themselves be pious people, eager to do good; but 
Allah would foreordain than they have evil aides -  and the refuge is

1  Reported by Aboo Dawood, Book of Etiquettes, Chapter on The One Whose Com
panionship is Ordered; no. (4833), and At-Tlrmidhi, Book of Ascetism, Chapter 
on What has been Reported Regarding Taking Wealth Upon Its Right; no. (2378).

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Sacrifices, Chapter on the Misk; no. (5534), and 
Muslim, Book of Benevolence and Joining the Ties (of kinship), Chapter on the 
Virtue of Sitting with Righteous People, no. (2628).
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with Allah -  and they would prevent him from the good he intends. 
They make evil alluring to him and make him betray Allah’s servants. 
Likewise, you would find some leaders who would themselves be 
unrighteous, but he has good advisers who would direct him towards 
good and encourage him thereto. They will guide him towards the 
things that will engender mutual love between him and his subjects 
till he will himself become upright and his affairs will be rectified. So 
the safe are those Allah preserves.

If this is the situation with leaders, then examine yourself 
thoroughly; if you find that your companions guide to do good and 
assist you thereupon, and when you forget, they remind you and 
when you are ignorant they educate you, then adhere to their advices 
and stick to them tightly. However, if you find that your companions 
are negligent and careless whether you perish or survive; in fact, he 
may work seeking for your destruction, then be wary of him, he is 
permeating poison -  and the refuge is with Allah.

Do not come any close to such people, you should distance yourself 
from them and flee from them as you would from a lion. The guided 
person is the one who is never stupid as the stone, they are rather 
clever and intelligent like the glass; whatever is beyond it could be 
seen out of its plainness. So he should be absolutely vigilant such 
that he will would easily perceive and understand what will benefit 
or harm him. And so, he would hasten towards what will benefit him 
and avoid whatever will harm him.

We ask Allah to grant us and the rest of the Muslims success.
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Chapter 83: prohibition of 
appointing whoever asks for 
leadership or judgeship or any 
other position of authority or 
eagerly seeks it indirectly

Hadeeth 680
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Abu Musa Ashari 4* reported: I  called on the Prophet M with two 
of my cousins. One of them said to him: “O Messenger of Allah 
M, appoint me governor of some land over which Allah has given 
you authority.” The other also requested for something of the same 
nature. Messenger of Allah M said, “By Allah we do not appoint 
someone to this post who seeks it or someone who contends for it.” 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
This chapter mentioned by the author, the great scholar of hadeeth, 

An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him is: Prohibition 
of Appointing Whoever Asks for Leadership or Seeks It.
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It had preceded in the hadeeth of Abdur-Rahman bin Samurah - 
may Allah be pleased with him - that the Prophet J j  said, “Do not 
ask for authority; if  you are given without asking for it, you shall 
be assisted upon it. But if you are given out of your request, you 
shall be left to it.”

Similarly, it is not proper for the one in Authority (to appoint) 
someone who asks to be given appointment over a town or large 
area o f open land or the like, even if such an individual is qualified. 
This is because the Prophet M said in the hadeeth of Aboo Moosa -  
may Allah be pleased with him -, which the author also mentioned, 
when the two men requested him to appoint them over some of 
what Allah had granted authority over. The Prophet M then said, 
“We - by Allah -  will not appoint over this matter, anyone who 
requests for it or whoever craves for it.” That is to say, we will not 
give anyone appointment to be in-charge of whatever he asked to 
be placed in-charge of or that he craved for.

Because the one who requests or craves after it may have the motive 
of personal aggrandizement and not the goal of extending benefit 
to the people. Since he may be prone to such ulterior motives, the 
Prophet M prohibited that anyone who seeks office be appointed, “We
- by Allah -  will not appoint over this matter, anyone who requests 
for it or whoever craves for it.”

Likewise, if a person asked for judgeship and says to the head of 
Judiciary, for example, the Minister of Justice, that, “make me the 
judge in so-and-so city”, he should not be appointed. However, the 
one who seeks transfer from one city to another or the like does not 
fall under (the import of) this hadeeth. This is because he had already 
been appointed, he only seeks that it should be somewhere else; except 
if we find out that he intends to (sinisterly) dominate the people of 
that city in which case we should prevent him: Deeds are considered 
according to the motives for them.

If someone asks, “How do you respond to the statement of Yoosuf
-  peace be upon him - to the prime minister:
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‘set me over the store house o f the land; I  will indeed guard them
with fu ll knowledge.’ (Yoosuf: 55)?”

We give one of two answers:

The first: It is either considered that when the Law of those before 
us is contradicted by our legislation, then our legislation holds the 
stance according to the well-known principle in the parlance of the 
scholars of the Fundamentals of Jurisprudence that: “The legislation 
of those before us is legislation for us too so long as our legislation 
does establish anything contrary.” In this case, our own legislation has 
established contrariwise: that we must not appoint anyone to office if 
he asks to be given appointment.

The second: Or that Yoosuf -  peace and blessings be upon him 
-, noticed that wealth would waste away; it will be squandered 
and mismanaged, and so, he desired to protect the city from such 
mishandle. In the circumstance, his goal was to eradicate evil; 
mismanagement and mal-administration. Then, there would be 
no problem. So, if - for example -, we observe a leader in an area 
who has mishandled and corrupted the affairs o f the people, we 
could say, “appoint us over this city”, by way of preventing the evil 
therein and that would not constitute any impropriety. Such would 
be in consonance with the Principles.

The hadeeth of Uthman bin Abee Al-‘Aas points to this; he said to 
the Prophet It, “Appoint me the imam of my people”, referring to the 
Prayers. So he M said, “You are their imam.” (l)

Therefore, the ruler should consider the motive behind the persons 
request to be appointed a leader or judge or an Imam and then do 
whatever he considers beneficial to the people.

Allah alone grants success.

1 Reported by Aboo Daawood, Book of the Prayers, Chapter on Taking a Wage for 
Making the Call-to-Prayer; no. (531).
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Book of manners 

Chapter 84: bashfulness: virtues 
and encouragement towards it 
Hadeeth 681
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Ibn ‘Umar 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M passed by a man of 
the Ansar who was admonishing his brother regarding shyness. 
Messenger of Allah M said, “Leave him alone, for modesty is a 
part oflman .” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 682
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‘Imran bin Husain 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “Shyness 
does not bring anything except good.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author, An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him 

said in his Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen: Book of Etiquettes: Bashfulness 
Its Virtues and Encouragement Towards It.
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Manners: These are the qualities of the individual; and they are 
of various forms such as Al-Karam (generosity), Ash-Shujaa’ah 
(courage), Teeb An-Nafs (good mind-frame), Inhiraah as-Sadr (large 
heart), Talaaqatu al-Wajh (cheerful face) and so on.

Al-Adab refers to the praiseworthy traits of the individual such as 
al-Hayaa, Bashfulness.

Bashfulness is an innate character that drives the individual to 
act in a beautiful and elegant manner and avoid ignominious and 
shameful acts. So, you find that whenever he acts contrary to good 
manners, he is shy of people, and when he falls into any unlawful act, 
he is painfully shy of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. If he fails to 
perform an obligatory act, he is shy of Allah; and when he fails in a 
duty, he becomes embarrassed about meeting and speaking to people.

Bashfulness is from the aspects oiEeman (Faith); and so, Ibn Umar 
- may Allah be pleased with them both -  reported that the Prophet it 
passed by a man from amongst the Ansar while he was admonishing 
his brother about bashfulness. That is to say, he was encouraging 
and urging him towards it. The Prophet H then explained that 
bashfulness is part of faith.

He M said in another hadeeth, “Al-Iman (Faith) is seventy-some 
branches; the highest of it is the statement: La ilaaha ilia Allah 
(there is no deity worthy of worship except Allah) and its lowest is to 
remove harm from the path, and Bashfulness is a branch of Faith.” (l)

When a person is modest, you find him walk in a gentle way; 
being neither culpably hasty nor despicably sluggish. Likewise when 
he speaks, you notice that he never made any other than good and 
pleasant utterances, in a nice manner and with lofty expressions as 
much as he can. On the other hand, if he is immodest, he would behave 
just as he wills as contained in the authentic hadeeth that, “From what 
the people have acquired among the statements from the earlier 
messages is: If you are not shy, then do whatever you wish ” (2)

1 Reported by Al- Bukhaari, Book of Faith, Chapter on the Matters o f Faith; no.9 
and Muslim, Book of Faith, Chapter on the Number o f Branches of Faith; no. 35.

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Manners, Chapter on “If you are not shy; do
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And the Prophet M was more bashful than the virgin 
girl behind her veil.(l)

‘Al-'Adhrad (as it occurs in the Arabic text, rendered as virgin) 
refers to the lady that had never married; naturally, she would be 
bashful. The Messenger M is even more bashful than such young 
virgins covered in her veil. Nevertheless, he is not shy of saying the 
truth; he would say the truth being unequivocal about it and would 
not be hindered by anyone. But regarding the matters that do not 
constitute violating rights, the Prophet It is the most bashful of people 
-  may Allah’s peace and blessings be upon him.

Therefore, it is incumbent upon you, O brother, to act modestly, 
good mannerly and imbibe excellent praise-worthy traits.

Allah alone grants success.

Abu Hurairah 4 ® reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “ Iman has 
sixty odd or seventy odd branches. The uppermost of all these is 
the Testimony of Faith: ‘ La ilaha illallah ’ (there is no true god 
except Allah) while the least of them is the removal of harmful 
object from the road. And shyness is a branch of Iman .” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

whatever you wish” ; no.6120.
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Manners, Chapter on Modesty; no .2119  and 

Muslim, Book of Virtues, Chapter on His Abundant Modesty; no.2320
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Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in the Book, 

Riyaad as-Saaliheen, from what he narrated from Aboo Hurayrah - 
may Allah be pleased with him that Allah’s Messenger M said, “ Iman 
(Faith) is seventy-some or sixty-some branches.” The narrator was in 
some doubt whether the Prophet U actually said, “seventy-some” or 
that he said, “sixty-some branches?”

i

“The best of it” -  and in another wording, it said -, “the loftiest of 
it is the statement, Laa ilaaha ilia Allah (there is no deity worthy 
of worship except Allah) and the lowest degree is removing harm 
from the path; and bashfulness is a branch of Faith.” This is the 
point of reference (in the hadeeth) regarding this chapter title; 
bashfulness and its virtues.

In this hadeeth, the Messenger M explained that Iman (Faith) has 
several branches, sixty-some or seventy-some. The Messenger H did 
not enumerate them so that the individual could himself strive and 
research them in the Book and the Sunnah until he gathers these 
branches and acts upon them. And this occurs frequently; that is to 
say, there would be things in the Qur’aan and the Sunnah not widely 
known; Allah and His Messenger made them not easily noticeable by 
way of trying the creatures to distinguish the willing and eager from 
the reluctant and indolent.

For example, Laylat al-Qadr (the Night of Power) occurs during the 
last ten (nights) of the month of Ramadan or ending seven (nights). 
However, the exact night is not known, so that people could strive to 
perform good deeds on each of those nights, hoping that it may be the 
Night. If it were known specifically, people would only strive during 
that night and be lazy on the remaining nights.

Likewise the Prime Period of Invocations on the Jumu’ah day, 
Friday: “ It has an hour in which no Muslim becomes fortunate to 
stand supplicating and asking Allah for anything except that He 
grants it to him.”(l) This is also obscure so that people may strive to

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of the Friday Prayer, Chapter on the Hour on 
Friday; no.935, and Muslim, Book of the Travelers’ Prayer, Chapter on “there is an
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attain it and perform good deeds. Similarly, there is a prime hour 
for acceptance of supplications during every night; no one attains it 
supplicating to Allah the Exalted except that He answers him.

Likewise, the Prophet H told that, “Allah has some ninety-nine 
Names, a hundred but one, whoever preserves them will enter the 
Paradise.” (l) But he did not enumerate them; the hadeeth that lists 
them is a Da’eef (weak) which cannot stand as evidence.

Therefore, the statement of the Messenger |J here that, “/man 
(Faith) is seventy-some or sixty-some branches” , he did not list them 
in order for us to endeavor to search the Book and the Sunnah so 
that we gather all these branches and then act by them. This is from 
the wisdom of the Prophet which Allah, the Mighty and Sublime, 
has bestowed upon him.

The Messenger % said regarding these branches: “The best of it” 
and “the loftiest of it is the statement: Laa ilaaha ilia Allah (there is 
no deity worthy of worship except Allah).”

If this great statement was weighed against the seven heavens and 
the seven earths and all creatures, it would outweigh them because it 
is the greatest utterance, the Expression of Monotheism which when 
uttered by an individual, he becomes a Muslim, and when he scorns it, 
he becomes a disbeliever. So, it is the criterion between Iman (Faith) 
and Kufr (disbelief). And so, it is the loftiest and best branch of Faith.

Laa ilaha ilia Allah: that is, there is no true deity except Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime. All other deities besides Allah are falsehoods, 
except Allah alone, He has no associate. He is the Truth as Allah -  free 
is He from all imperfections and Exalted is He, said:

hour during the night prime for the acceptance o f supplications; no. 757.
1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Supplications, Chapter on Allah has some 

Hundred but One Names; no. 6410, and Muslim, Book of Remembrance and Sup
plication, Chapter About the Names o f Allah, the Exalted and the Merit of Who
ever Preserves them; (without a no.).
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“That is because Allah - He is the Truth (the only true God 
o f all that exists, Who has no partners or rivals with Him) 
and what they (the polytheist) invoke besides Him it is Batil 
(Falsehood). And verily Allah - He is the Most High the Most 
Great.” (Al-Haajj: 62)

Believing this great monotheism -  that no deity deserves worship 
except Allah - involves believing that there is no other Creator except 
Allah, no provider of sustenance except Allah, no director (of the 
affairs) of creation except Allah and no one has control over harm or 
benefit besides Allah.

Similarly, it includes believing Allah’s Names and His Attributes, 
since worship must only be directed to the one with known to 
be deserving of it; and no one deserves to be worshipped except 
the Creator -  the Mighty and Sublime. Hence, this expression is 
the loftiest branch of Faith and the Best branch. Whoever is made 
to end life while being upon it will be among the adherents of the 
Paradise, “Whoever has his final words in this life as La ilaaha ilia 
Allahu (there is no deity worthy of worship except Allah) will enter 
the Paradise.”(l) We beseech Allah to end our lives and yours upon it; 
certainly, He is able to do all things.

“...the loftiest of it is the statement Laa ilaaha ilia Allah (there is 
no deity worthy o f worship except Allah)” “and its lowest degree” 
that is, the least of it is, “removing harm from the path.”

Al-Adhaa (as in the Arabic text, rendered as harm) refers to 
whatever hurts the passers-by such as thorns, splinters (of glass), 
pieces of word, stones and so on. Removing harmful objects from the 
road is among the branches of Faith. This points to the vastness of 
Iman (Faith) and that it includes all (virtuous) deeds.

“...and bashfulness is from the aspects of Faith” : Bashfulness is 
being self-consciously timid and to loath things boring and disgusting 
to people. Having bashfulness towards Allah and bashfulness towards

1  Reported by Aboo Daawood, Book o f Funerals, Chapter on Urging the Dying Per
son to Say: Laa ilaaha ilia Allah (there is no deity worthy of worship except Allah); 
no.3116.
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people are from the aspects of Faith. Being bashful towards Allah 
drives the servant to give obedience to Allah and avoid whatever 
Allah forbids while bashfulness towards people compels the servant 
to behave respectably and only give actions that will grace and 
attract him to the people while eschewing blemishing and detractive 
behaviours. So, bashfulness is from the aspects of Faith.

The Prophet St was asked about Iman, Faith, and he answered 
that, “ that you believe in Allah, His Angels, His Books, His 
Messengers, the Last Day and in Preordainments -  the good of it 
and the bad of it.” (l)

When you combine this hadeeth with the other (i.e., the main 
hadeeth under discourse here), it becomes clear to you that Iman, 
as opined by the People of the Sunnah and the Jama’ah includes Al- 
Aqeedah (Creed), it includes Utterance, it involves Actions of the 
heart; belief of the heart, actions of the heart, utterance of the tongue 
and the actions of limbs; four things.

“La ilaaha ilia Allah (there is no deity worthy of worship except 
Allah)” : This is a statement of the tongue; “removing harm from 
the path” is an action of the limbs; “Bashfulness” is an action of 
the heart, “Belief in Allah, His Angels, His Book...” constitutes 
belief of the heart.

So, Iman, Faith, according to the People of the Sunnah and the 
Jama’ah includes all of these four things: belief of the heart, action of 
the heart, statement of the tongue and action of the limbs; and proofs 
establishing this fact in the Book and the Sunnah are numerous.

This hadeeth contains an encouragement to remove harmful 
objects from the path. Since it is part of Iman, then you should 
do it. It will increase your Iman and perfect it. So, whenever you 
find a harmful object on the path, be it stone, glass, thorn and so 
on, remove it because doing so is from the aspects o f Faith. I f  you 
have placed your car in the middle of the road, constraining the

i Reported by Muslim, Book of Faith, Chapter on the Explanation of Faith, Islam
and Ihsan; no. 8
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people therewith, you have placed harm in peoples’ path. Hence, 
to remove it is part of Iman.

Since removing harm from the road is part of Iman, then 
conversely, placing harm on the road would constitute perdition (or 
misfortune) -  and the refuge is with Allah - and deficiency in Faith; 
and so, it is necessary for the individual to be ever mindful, conscious 
of the people’s feelings.

We find some of the people today parking cars at places, whether 
longitudinally or transversely, oblivious of the space being narrow or 
wide. This is not the trait of the believer; the believer is rather mindful, 
attentive to the feelings of others. He would love for others what he 
loves for himself. For example, how would you come and park your 
car in the middle of the road, mindless of whether you constricted the 
road upon people or cause it?!

Sometimes, they block the road; they park at the entrance of the 
Mosques narrowing the road therewith. When people leave (the 
Mosque) on the day of Jumu’ah (Friday), they have their ways blocked; 
this is certainly wrong. Taking away harm from the road constitutes 
charity. So, the individual should always remove harm from the road. 
When he is not able to do so - for example -, if there are boulders 
or huge piles of sand and similar other things on the road, then he 
should inform the authorities.

For instance, he could inform the Municipal Council since that falls 
within its duties. He should inform such agency so that he becomes of 
those who cooperated upon goodness and piety.

Bashfulness is a branch of Iman, Faith. So when an individual is 
bashful, he does not utter or do whatever will tarnish his reputation 
before people. You find him dignified, calm and composed. These are 
from the signs of Faith.

Allah alone grants success.
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Hadeeth 684

Abu Said  Al-Khudri reported: Messenger of Allah M was 
even shier than a virgin behind her veil. When he saw something 
which he disliked, we could perceive it on his face. [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

The author, the great scholar of hadeeth, an-Nawawee -  may Allah 
shower blessings on him said under the Chapter on Bashfulness 
and its Virtues, in what he narrated from Aboo Hurayrah - may Allah 
be pleased with him -  that, “the Prophet M was more bashful than the 
young virgin behind her veils.”

Al-Adhraa (as it occurs in the Arabic text) refers to the lady that 
had never been married. They are usually very reserved since she had 
never married and had not related with (non-relative) males. So, you 
find her very bashful in her veil. And Allah’s Messenger M is even 
more bashful. However, when he sees anything he loathes, it is noticed 
on his countenance; his facial expression will change, but he was so 
bashful -  may Allah’s peace and blessings be upon him.

This is how the believer should be; reserved and not coarse; he 
would not engage in any ignominy or dispraised thing. But when 
he hears or sees what he dislikes, he reacts. It is being manly not to 
respond to just anything; yet it is the imbecile who does not react 
to anything. You should rather respond even though bashfulness 
will prevent you from acting or speaking disparagingly. In addition,

Commentary
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bashfulness should not prevent the individual from asking questions 
about his religion especially with regard to obligatory matters. Not 
asking about the religion especially in the mandatory issues is not 
from the aspects of bashfulness; it rather constitutes weakness.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime - is never shy of the truth.

A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with her -  said, “The women of 
the Ansar are so good; bashfulness never prevents them seeking to 
understand the religion.” (l) So, a woman would come to the Prophet 
M enquire about a matter that men would ordinarily shy away from. 
Nevertheless, regarding the matters of the religion, the individual 
must find out and not be held back by bashfulness.

Consequently, when Ma’iz bin Malik - may Allah be pleased 
with him - came to the Prophet M affirming and saying that he had 
committed illicit sexual intercourse and the Prophet -M turned away 
from him, he came again, confessing he committed illicit intercourse. 
He -  peace and blessings be upon him -  turned away again and then, 
the man returned a third time, admitting he committed adultery, the 
Prophet M again, turned away from him. The man wanted to repent 
that Allah may grant him forgiveness.

When he came the fourth time, the Prophet M asked him, saying, 
“Are you insane?” He answered, “No! O Messenger of Allah!” He M 
asked him, “Do you know what adultery means?” He responded, 
“Yes, adultery when a man does to a woman unlawfully, what a 
man does to his wife, which is lawful.” He M enquired, “Did you 
have sex with her?” (2) He was not equivocal; he was direct, even 
when it forms among the things shied away from. But the truth 
must not be shied from.

He M asked him, “Did you have sex with her?” the man said, “Yes.” 
He -  peace and blessings be upon him -  said, “Such that thing from

1  Reported by Muslim, Book of Menstruation, Chapter on the Merit of Using Sani
tary Napkins after Menstruation; no.332

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Legal Punishments, Chapter on Should the 
Imam Say to One who Confesses...; no.6824
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you disappeared inside that of hers?” He responded, “Yes.” He M 
explained, “As the kohl stick disappears in the kohl jar and as the 
rope disappears in the well?” The man replied, “Yes.”(l) Even though 
it falls among the things people avoid having to deal with, with regard 
to the truth, do not shy away.

Umm Sulaym -  may Allah be pleased with her - came to the 
Messenger of Allah M asking him that, “O Messenger of Allah! Allah 
is never shy of the truth, must a woman give the ritual bath if she has 
a wet dream?” He responded, “Yes, if she notices the fluid.” (2)

Sometimes, a man would avoid enquiring about such a question, 
especially in a gathering, but bashfulness did not prevent Umm Sulaym 
from learning the religion and understanding it. Consequently, such 
self-restraint and reticence that would deter the individual from asking 
about the incumbent and necessary is blameworthy. It is not rightly 
called bashfulness; it is rather - we say -, weakness and timidity, and it 
is from the Satan. So find out about your religion and do not be timid.

As for issues that are not connected to matters of obligation, being 
bashful in them is better than showing otherwise: “Among what the 
people learnt from the earliest prophets is that: If you are not shy, 
then do as you like.”(3)

From the matters that go contrary to modesty is what some 
people do now in the stores; uttering evil and vulgar expressions 
or shameful manners and so on. Therefore, it is incumbent on the 
individual to be modest except in a matter he must know which he 
must not avoid dealing with.

Allah alone grants success.

1 This is to wording of Aboo Dawood, Book o f Legal Punishments, Chapter on the 
Stoning of Ma’iz bin Malik; no.4428.

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Manners, Chapter on Whoever Believes in A l
lah and the Last Day Should not H arm ...; no. 6091, and Muslim, Book o f Men
struation, Chapter on Obligation of the Ritual Bath Upon a Woman when Sexual 
Fluid Emanates from Her; no.313.

3 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Manners, Chapter on If you are not Shy, then 
Do whatever You Like; no. 6120.
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Chapter 85: on guarding secrets 

Hadeeth 685
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Abu Said Al-Khudri 4 ® reported: Messenger of Allah M said, 
“The most evil of the people to Allah on the Day of Resurrection 
will be the man who consorts with his wife and then publicizes 
her secret.” [Muslim]

Commentary
The author, the great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee -  may Allah 

shower blessings on him -  said, “Chapter on Guarding Secrets.”

As-Sirr (as in the Arabic text, rendered as Secret) refers to something 
private between you and your companion. It is not permissible for 
you to divulge this private matter or expose it to anyone. Whether he 
says, “do not divulge it to anyone” or you understand from his actions 
or the circumstances surrounding the matter that he does not like that 
anyone comes to know about it.

The first example: Verbal: That he tells you something and warns 
that, “do not tell anyone; it’s a trust.”

The second example: That he tells you while watching around, 
fearing that any other persons hear it. His looking around implies that 
he does not desire that anyone knows it.

The third example: Circumstance; when what he told you is among 
the matters he is shy of or he fears should be told, and similar other
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circumstances. It is not therefore permissible for you to divulge 
and expose the secret.

Then the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  evidenced 
this with the statement of Allah - the Exalted:

“And fulfill (every) covenant, verily the covenant will be
questioned about.”

That is, whenever you promise them something, whether directly 
or implicitly, it becomes mandatory upon you to fulfill the promise. 
Among such promises are: the conditions people agree to during 
buying and selling, renting and leasing, in mortgages and so on. These 
conditions form aspects of promises.

Likewise that between Muslims and non-Muslims, it is mandatory 
on the Muslims to fulfill them. As regard the non-Muslims under pact 
with the Muslims, Allah explained in Surat At-Taubah that they are 
of three categories:

A category that fulfills its covenants; we must fulfill 
the pacts with them.

The second category: those who broke their covenants; there is no 
valid pact between us and them since they already broke the pact. 
Allah - the Exalted - :

“Will you not fight a people who have violated the oaths (pagan 
ofMakkah) and intended to expel the Messenger while they did 
attack you first.”  (At-Tawbah: 13)

The third category: those who have not broken the pact, and there 
is no indication they will uphold the pacts. We are rather worried that 
may violate the agreements. Concerning those, Allah the Exalted says:
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“I f  you (O Muhammad M) fear treachery from any people
throw back (their covenant) to them (so as to be) on equal terms
(that there will be no more covenant between you and them).”
(Al-Anfaal: 58)

That is, say to them: there is no pact between us and you unless the 
matter becomes clearly stated.

The point is, whatever agreements people go into constitutes 
promise such as the workers’ punctuality and diligence on their 
jobs. The employee had accepted the work conditions stipulated by 
government, such as arriving at work on time and not leaving until 
the end of working hours, sincerity at work among other things 
well-known in the laws of service. It is compulsory to fulfill these 
agreements; otherwise, you should resign from the job and become 
free to do whatever you like. The job was not imposed on you; you 
rather even applied and took up the job. So, you must abide by the 
entire conditions of service, otherwise you may resign and become 
free to do as you wish. Then, no one will as you to give accounts except 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.

Then, he mentioned the hadeeth of Aboo Sa’eed Al-Khudree - 
may Allah be pleased with him - that the Prophet M said, “Amongst 
the worst people in rank on the Day of Resurrection” : Asharr (as 
in the Arabic text, meaning worst): this word is rarely so used. In 
most cases, the hamzah (the first letter in Asharr in the Arabic 
text) would be omitted. Both Khayr (better) and Sharr (worse) (in 
Arabic grammar) mostly have their hamzah (i.e., the first letter in 
a superlative Arabic syntax) omitted. So they not say, Akhyar (to 
refer to better) nor Asharr (to refer to worse); they’ll rather only 
say, Khayr (better) or Sharr (worse).

Allah - the Exalted - said:

f

“ The dwellers o f Paradise (that is, those who deserved it through
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their faith and righteousness) will on that day have the best 
abide and have the fairest o f places for repose.” (Furqan: 24)

He -  the Mighty and Sublime - also said:

“ They will come to know who is worst in position, and who is
weaker in forces.”  (Maryam: 75)

In both verses, the hamzah was omitted in Khayr and Sharr 
(in the Arabic text); but sometimes, they are placed by way of 
retaining the basic form.

So here, “Amongst the worst people in rank on the Day 
Resurrection is the man who met a woman and she met to him” , 
referring to the wife, “then he wakes up divulging her secret” or also 
wakes up exposing his secrets. So he goes about saying, “I did such- 
and-such with my wife last night”, “I did such-and-such and such- 
and-such with my wife” - we seek refuge with Allah -, to such an 
extent that those who were not there became like eye-witnesses; as 
if they were with them on the bed -  and the refuge is with Allah! He 
goes on telling about the private affairs which the wife would detest 
that any other person knew about.

In other cases, the wife may be the person telling other women 
that her husband would do such-and-such with her. All these are 
prohibited and not permissible. Such an individual will be of the 
worst of people in rank before Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime - on 
the Day of Resurrection.

Therefore, it is compulsory for you to preserve the private affairs of 
the home, the bed and so on; no one else should know about them, 
for whoever keeps his brother’s secrets, Allah will preserve his own 
secrets: Rewards come in the form of actions.

Allah alone grants success.
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Thabit <& reported: Anas 4& said: Messenger of Allah Js came to
me while I  was playing with the boys. He greeted us and sent 
me on an errand. This delayed my return to my mother. When I 
came to her, she asked, “What detained you?” I  said; “Messenger 
of Allah M sent me on an errand.” She asked, “What was it?” I 
said, “It is a secret.” My mother said; “Do not disclose to anyone 
the secret o f Messenger of Allah i i ” Anas said to Thabit 4fe: By
Allah, were I to tell it to anyone I would have told you. [Muslim]

Commentary
The author , the great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee -  may 

Allah shower blessings on him -  said in the Chapter on Guarding 
Secrets in what he narrated on the authority of Thabit Al-Bunaanee 
-  may Allah shower blessings on him -  from Anas bin Malik (may 
Allah be pleased with him), the servant Allah’s Messenger ^  that: the 
Prophet M passed by him while he was playing with kids and made the 
Salam to them. That is, he gave the greeting of Salam to the playing
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children. Allah’s Messenger H was the best in character; he would go 
past kids and greet them.

So, he called Anas bin Malik (may Allah be pleased with him) and 
sent him on an assignment. Anas tarried from his mother, Umm 
Sulaym, the wife of Aboo Talhah (may Allah be pleased with them 
both). When he returned to her, she enquired, “What delayed you?” 
He said, “The Prophet sent me on an assignment.” She asked, ‘What 
was the assignment?” He answered, “I will not divulge the secret of 
Allah’s Messenger M” So, she said, “Do not ever tell anyone the secret 
of Allah’s Messenger |j.” Anas then said to Thabit who was one of 
those regularly kept his company, “If I would tell anyone, I would have 
told you”; i.e., the assignment the Prophet M gave me.

This hadeeth contains lessons:

Firstly: The noble character of the Prophet U and his modesty; 
and that he - despite his nobility, status and rank before Allah and 
His creatures -  would humbles himself and even give the greeting of 
Salam to playing children in the market. Who amongst us does that 
except the one Allah wills.

Secondly: From the lessons of this hadeeth is that, it is right for 
a person to greet those he passes by even if they be children. The 
greeting of Salam is supplication for your brother, (you say): As- 
Salam ‘Alayka (May Allah’s peace be upon you), and his response is 
supplication for you; Alayka as-salaam (May Allah’s peace be on you 
too). Because when you greet children with the Salam you have them 
accustomed to good training they would grow to know and live upon 
and you will earn rewards each time they follow you to do the same 
thing. Whatever an individual imitates you in of good deeds, you 
earn rewards therefrom.

Thirdly: Also, among the points of benefit in this hadeeth: the 
permissibility of sending a child on an assignment, even though that 
must be on the condition that he has the ability to fulfill such. But if 
he will be unable to carry it out, perhaps because the child plays much 
and is forgetful, then he should not be relied on.
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Fourthly: Among that is what the scholars of jurisprudence -  may 
Allah shower blessings on them -  say, that if a child comes to you 
and says: “this is from my father”, “this is from my mother” and the 
like, then you have the right to take it even though he himself has 
not the right to gift out anything of his wealth on his own.” But if he 
comes upon being sent and says, “this from my father”; he comes to 
you, for example, with dates or brings watermelon to you or a cloth, 
anything, accept it. Do not say, “this is a child; he might have taken 
it without due permission” or “may be this and that...” all by way of 
depending on the apparent.

Fifthly: Also, among the points in this hadeeth is: giving 
consideration to one’s parents and family; and that if the individual 
intends to carry out an assignment but fears having to be away from 
them, he should inform them if that does not disturb executing the 
assignment. That is to say, when you go out leaving the family, it is 
necessary for you to say, (for example), “I am going towards such-and- 
such direction” so that they may be calm and relaxed. The individual 
would not know, perhaps, he might go in a particular direction and 
be injured in an incidence or he may fall and if it were not known, it 
becomes a problem to his family.

Therefore, when you go somewhere out of your routine, it is 
necessary to inform them of your movement. But as regard the usual 
movements, such as going to the mosque and the like, then there is 
no blame. But if you intend to go somewhere unusual, like leaving for 
a nearby town, you should say (for example), “Today I am going to 
such-and-such place.” Likewise when you leaving for an excursion, 
you should say, “Today, I am going on an excursion”; tell them, so that 
they may remain calm.

Sixthly: Amongst the benefits in this hadeeth is that: it is not 
permissible for an individual to divulge the secrets of another person, 
not even to his mother or father. If someone sent you on an assignment 
and then your father says to you, “What did he send you?”; do not tell 
him although he is your father or your mother because this is part of 
peoples secrets and it is not permissible to divulge it to anyone.
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Seventhly: Part of it is the lesson of righteous upbringing Umm 
Sulaym gave her son when she said, “Do not tell anyone the secret of 
Allah’s Messenger it.” She only said that to him - despite the fact that he 
neither informed her nor anyone else by way of approving his (refusal 
to divulge it) and excusing him since he declined to disclose it owing its 
being the secret of Allah’s Messenger M- So she said, “You should never 
tell anyone” as if to say, “I support you on this; keep it up.”

Eightly: Also, it indicates Anas’ affection for Thabit Al-Bunaanee 
-  may Allah shower blessings on him -  owing to regularly being 
with Anas’. And so, you find him giving a lot of narrations from him. 
Hence, he said to him, “If I would tell anyone, I would have told you.” 
This indicates the affection between Anas and his student, Thabit. 
This is how there should be mutual fondness between the student and 
his teacher; when such is lacking, the student will not accept what the 
teacher says. Likewise the teacher, he will neither find the zeal to teach 
his student nor pay much attention to him. But if there occurs mutual 
affection among them, tremendous benefit will be achieved.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 86: fulfilling covenants 
and keeping promises 

Commentary
The author, the great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee -  may Allah 

shower blessings on him -  said, “Chapter on Fulfilling Covenants 
and Keeping Promises.”

Al-Ahd  (as it occurs in the Arabic text) means: what a person agrees 
with another person; and they are of two forms: Covenants with Allah 
and Covenants with Allah’s servants.

Covenant with Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -: 
Allah says in His Book:
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‘And (remember) when your Lord brought forth from the 
children o f Adam from them loins, their seed (or from Adam’s 
loin his offspring) and made them testify as to themselves 
(saying): Am I  not your Lord?” (Al-A’raaf: 172)

Allah has taken a covenant from His entire servants that they shall 
worship Him and never join anything in worship with Him since He 
is their Lord and Creator.

As for Covenants with Allah’s Servants: These are the agreements 
that occur between people; between a person and his Muslim brother, 
between a Muslim and a non-Muslim among other well-known 
agreements. Allah - the Exalted - has commanded that covenants be 
fulfilled. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime - says:

“And fulfill (every) covenant. Verily! The covenant will 
be questioned about”

That is, the individual will be asked about fulfilling convents on the 
Day of Resurrection; he will be queried about his covenants whether 
he did fulfill it or not.

Also, He -  the Exalted - says:

“And fulfill the covenant o f Allah when you have covenanted...” 

Meaning that, do not break the pledge.

He, Exalted is He - also said,
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“O you who believe! Why do you say that which you do not 

do? Most hateful it is with Allah that you say that which 

you do not do.”

When an individual promises and fails to fulfill, he has spoken what 

he will not do. That is to say, if you say to someone that, “I promise 

never to reveal the private talk between me and you” or “I promise not 

to ever tell what you did at such (place or time)” and then you fail and 

revealed it, that constitutes saying what you will not do.

“ Why do you say that which you do not do.”

And His saying:

“Most hateful it is with Allah,”  that is, it is most mean in the sight of 

Allah that you say what you do not do. Allah certainly hates this and 

loves those who fulfill their covenants when they make any.

Hadeeth 689
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Abu Hurairah 4b reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “Three are 

the signs of a hypocrite: When he speaks, he lies; when he makes a 

promise, he breaks it; and when he is trusted, he betrays his trust.” 

[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]
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‘Abdullah bin ‘Amr bin Al-As 4&> reported: The Messenger of Allah 
St said, “Four are the qualities which, when found in a person, 
make him a sheer hypocrite, and one who possesses one of them, 
possesses one characteristic of hypocrisy until he abandons it. 
These are: When he is entrusted with something, he betrays trust; 
when he speaks, he lies; when he promises, he acts treacherously; 
and when he argues, he behaves in a very imprudent, insulting 
manner.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 691
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Jabir reported: The Prophet St said to me, “When the revenues 
of Bahrain will arrive, I  shall give you such and such and such.” He 
passed away before the revenues were received. When they arrive 
during the caliphate of Abu Bakr he ordered to be announced:
“Anyone whom Messenger of Allah St promised or owed anything, 
should come to him.” I went to him and said: “Messenger o f Allah 
H had said to me such and such.” He took a double handful out 
of the money and gave it to me. I  counted it and found that it was 
five hundred dirham. Then Abu Bakr 4® said to me: “Take twice 
as much more of that amount.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author, An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him 

narrated in Riyaad as-Saaliheen in the Chapter on Fulfilling Covenants 
and Keeping Promises on the authority of Aboo Hurayrah - may 
Allah be pleased with him - that the Messenger of Allah % said, “The 
signs of a hypocrite are three.” He means by, “signs”, things by which 
he becomes known: “When he speaks he lies, when he promises he 
breaks his promise and when he is entrusted he betrays.” That is to 
say, these are among features of the Hypocrites.

When you notice a person lie when he talks, break his promise 
and betray when trusted, these are some of the traits of Hypocrites. 
Essentially, hypocrisy is founded upon ambiguity and secrecy; he would 
hide evil and show good; he conceals disbelief and manifests Faith. So 
is the liar; he would tell what is contrary to reality (i.e., the truth).

Likewise the promising individual who would break his promises, 
and the trusted person who would betray trusts. These are the traits of 
hypocrisy -  and the refuge is with Allah.

This contains caution against telling lies and shows that it is one 
of the traits of the hypocrites. So, it is never permissible for the 
individual to tell a lie, but if he is forced to give Tauriyah (being 
equivocal), then there is no blame. For instance, that a person asks 
him concerning something he does not like that anyone knows of,
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and so, he says something different from the truth, being equivocal, 
there is no problem in this.

As for breaking promises, this is prohibited; it is incumbent to 
fulfill promises, whether you promised the person money or some 
help regarding a matter or concerning any other issue. Whenever you 
make a promise, meeting it becomes mandatory upon you.

Therefore it is necessary for the individual to define his promises 
and properly delineate them. If he promises to meet you at a particular 
place, then he should mention the time so that if the promised person 
comes late and the promising individual leaves, he would have an 
excuse such that he is not held back in a location for long.

It is common to find some among the foolish say, “I will promise 
you and not break the promise; my promise is English.” They think 
that those who fulfill promises are the English. But the commitments 
that must be fulfilled are those of the Mu’min. Hence, when you give 
a promise and intend to affirm it, you should rather say, “This is the 
promise of a believer” so that he does not break it since only hypocrites 
break their promises.

“And when he is entrusted he betrays” : that is, when people entrust 
him with their wealth or private affairs or children or any of these 
things, he betrays -  and the refuge is with Allah -; and that is also 
a sign of hypocrisy.

As for the hadeeth of Abdullah bin Amr bin Al-Aas (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that, “Whoever has four traits is a stark hypocrite, 
and whoever has any of them has a trait of hypocrisy till he abandons 
it” ; the meaning is that, these four things would all only combine in a 
stark hypocrite. Although a believer may have one of them, he would 
not (for that singular reason) be a stark hypocrite; he rather only has 
a trait of hypocrisy in him till he leaves it.

These four (traits) are:

“When he is entrusted he betrays, and when he speaks he lies” : 
These two phrases have been previously discussed.

The third: He H said, “When he covenants, he betrays” - this is



close to the previously cited statement that, “When he promises he 
breaks his promise” -  meaning that, if he covenants any person, he 
betrays it; he will not keep the promise he made.

The fourth: “When he disagrees he goes overboard” : Khusoomah 
(as it occurs in the Arabic text) refers to dispute before a judge and 
similar other situations. So when he falls in dispute, he exceeds 
bounds. Exceeding bounds in disputes has two forms:

The first: To claim what does not belong to him.

The second: To deny what is binding upon him.

An illustration of the first: a person makes a claim against the other 
before a judge that: “this man owes me one thousand Riyals (1000 
SAR)” -  while lying -, and he swears upon the claim, presenting a 
false witness. So the judge decided in his favor. Such an individual has 
disputed and gone overboard in it owing to his claiming and swearing 
regarding what does not belong to him.

An example of the second: that a person has a thousand Riyals, and the 
owner comes and says, “Give me my right.” So, he denies, saying, “You 
do not have anything with me.” When they present the matter before a 
judge, and the claimant does not have any proof, this rejecting individual, 
lying in his rejection that he has nothing due on him may have the judge 
acquit him. This is sinful litigation -  and the refuge is with Allah. It is 
authentically reported that the Prophet M said, “Whoever insistently 
swears a false oath wrongfully, seeking to usurp the wealth of a Muslim 
therewith will meet Allah on the Day of Resurrection while He is angry 
with him.”(l) And we seek Allah’s refuge.

When these four traits combine in an individual, such is a stark 
hypocrite because he combined all the traits of hypocrisy - we seek 
refuge with Allah. But if he has just one of them, he has just a trait of 
hypocrisy until he leaves it. This hadeeth seriously warns against these 
four traits: betraying trust, telling lies, breaking promises and going

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Covenants and Vows, Chapter on the State
ment of Allah, the Exalted, “Verily those who purchase a small gain at the cost of 
Allah’s covenant”..., no. 6676, and Muslim, Book o f Covenants, Chapter on the 
Warning of Punishment of Fire for One who Wrongfully Appropriates the Right 
of a Muslim with False Oath; no. 138.

^ ----------------------------------------------------r J/u/rA (/l/z/aadas^Saa/iA iem
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overboard during disputes.

It also contains evidence that an individual may combine the traits 
of Faith and those of hypocrisy based on his statement that, “...then 
he has a trait of hypocrisy.” This is the position of the People of the 
Sunnah and the Jama’ah; that a person may have a trait hypocrisy, 
one of Faith, another of sinfulness, a trait of uprightness, another trait 
of enmity and yet another trait of Friendship. That is to say, it is not 
absolute that an individual is a stark disbeliever or pure believer; in 
fact, he may have traits of disbelief while still being a believer and 
some traits of Faith.

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of Jabir bin Abdullah - may Allah 
be pleased with them -  that the Prophet f i  said, “ If the wealth from 
Bahrain had arrived, I would have given you such-and-such (of it).” 
“...wealth from Bahrain...” refers to the wealth from Al-Ahsaa and 
its environs at the time. “If the wealth had come I would have given 
you such-and-such (of it).” He gesticulated with his hand -  peace and 
blessings be upon him -. This is a promise from Allah’s Messenger M 
to Jabir bin Abdullah (may Allah be pleased with him) to give him 
such-and-such quantity of the wealth from Bahrain.

When the Messenger % passed away before the wealth from Bahrain 
came during the caliphacy of Aboo Bakr As-Siddeeq -  may Allah be 
pleased with him -  which was by the consensus of the companions: 
they all gave allegiance to him as the caliph after the demise of Allah’s 
Messenger sft. The wealth from Bahrain finally came during Abu 
Bakr s time and he said, “Whoever has a promise or loan with Allah’s 
Messenger ‘Iddah (as in the Arabic text) meaning, promise or debt; 
that is to say, the Messenger M owed. Perhaps the Messenger -  peace 
and blessings be upon him -, had purchased something on credit from 
anyone necessitating the debt or had promised anyone something.

And rightly, the Messenger M passed away while his coat of mail 
was in mortgage to a Jewish man in Madinah for thirty (30) Sa’a of 
barley.(l) He M bought it for his family because he hadn’t money at

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Expeditions, Chapter on the Death of the 
Prophet SI; no. 4467, and Muslim, Book of Watering, Chapter on Mortgages, Its 
Permissibility When at Home and on Expeditions; no. 1603.
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the time. He wasn’t hoarding money; wealth would not last with him 
before he distributed it to the Muslims.

In a nutshell, Aboo Bakr called out that whoever had a promise or 
debt with Allah’s Messenger that is to say, they should come to us. 
He then recalled that the Prophet M said, “If the wealth from Bahrain 
had arrived, I would have given you such-and-such (of it).” So he said, 
“Take” and he took with his two hands, counted it and found that it was 
five hundred. Abu Bakr repeated, “Take twice of it (again)” because the 
Messenger had said, “such and such and such”, saying it (i.e., the word, 
such) three times. Aboo Bakr -  may Allah be pleased with him -  fulfilled 
the promise the Messenger of Allah M had made to Jabir.

Among the points of benefit in this hadeeth is: the permissibility of 
particularly giving some Muslims part of the wealth from the central 
treasury considering the Prophet’s grant to Jabir. But that should be 
on condition that such is not based on mere personal proclivities; 
such benefits must be general or specific.

It also indicates Prophet’s generosity; he would give wealth in bulk, 
not counting it, considering the fact that he gestured with his two 
hands put together. This shows generosity and that worldly wealth 
meant not much to him -  may Allah’s peace and blessings be upon 
him -, contrary to those who would gather the wealth and begin to 
avariciously count them. Such persons would first count the lower 
unit of the currency before the higher ones due to his greed for wealth.

It also has evidence that the Prophet M does not know the Unseen 
because he gave a commitment but passed away before meeting it 
owing to the delay in the arrival of the wealth.

Similarly, it contains proof of the excellence of Abu Bakr - 
may Allah be pleased with him -  considering the companions’ 
pledging allegiance to him.

It also contains proof supporting the acceptance of the claim of an 
individual when no one opposes the claim; if no one contends while 
the claimant is known to be reliable. But a person contends the claim, 
they the onus of proof lies with the claimant, and whoever then rejects 
must make an oath. But in this story, no one contended with Jabir -
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may Allah be pleased with him since Abu Bakr was in-charge of the 
central treasury and he had announced to the people that, “Whoever 
has a promise or debt should come forward.” Consequently, Jabir 
came and Abu Bakr did not say to him, “Where is the proof that the 
Messenger |§ promised you?” He did not ask him for proof because he 
trusts him and there was not anyone disputing it.

Likewise, it has evidence for comparing with something else 
similar to it; and that if one weighs something in a container, and the 
weight was, say, a hundred kilograms, it is allowed for him to refill 
the container a second time and consider it a hundred kilograms if 
the materials being weighed are equal in weight. This is because when 
Abu Bakr - may Allah be pleased with him -  collected the first scoop, 
he made the second and the third collections similar in amount.

So, if given that a person should give five hundred Sad - for example -, 
but measures out ten Sad in a container and he wants to evaluate the rest 
using the same container, then there is no blame doing that. If the items 
are similar, there is no problem to give such considerations based on the 
action of Abu Bakr As-Sideeq - may Allah be pleased with him.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 87: continuing upon goods 
deeds one became used to 
Hadeeth 692
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‘Abdullah bin ‘Amr bin Al-As <&> reported: Messenger of Allah M 
said to me, “O Abdullah! Do not be like so-and-so; he used to
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get up at night for optional prayer but abandoned it later.” [Al-
Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author, the great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee -  may Allah 

shower blessings on him -  said in the Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen: 
Chapter on Continuing Upon Good Deeds One Became Used To.

Meaning, when a person becomes used to a particular good deed, 
he should endeavor to continue to do it. For example, when he 
becomes used to not leaving the supererogatory prayers approved to 
be observed before and after the obligatory prayers, then he should 
continue upon it. If he is in the habit of observing the late-night 
Prayers, then he should stick to it. If he is regular in performing the 
forenoon supererogatory Prayer, he should continue; any good deed 
the individual becomes used to, he should for him to stick to them.

Among the lines of conduct of the Prophet H is that his deeds 
were continuous; meaning that, he is regular in them. Whenever 
he performs a good deed, he makes it continuous deed, he doesn’t 
change it. Because, when the individual becomes used to a good 
deed, performing it and then leaves it, that causes disinterest in 
performing good deeds considering the fact that leaving a deed after 
commencing it is worse than not starting it at all. That is to say, if 
you had not performed the good deed it, it would be less worrisome 
than you starting and abandoning it. This is something widely 
noticed and experienced.

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 
several verses of the Qur’an, all pointing to the fact that the 
individual should continue upon any good deed he becomes used to 
such as Allah’s saying:

“And be not like her who undoes the thread which she has spun
after it has become strong.”

That is, do not be like the woman who spins yarn from wool, and after 
spinning it having it become strong and firm, she unties it and shreds
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it. You should rather be constituent upon good deeds you perform.

From that also is His saying - Exalted is He:

“Lest they become as those who received the scripture before (that
is, Jews and Christians) and the term was prolonged for them and
so their heart were hardened”

Meaning that, they used to work righteous deeds but time passed 
and their hearts became hardened and so, they abandoned the good 
deeds. Do not become like them.

As for hadeeths, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on 
him -  mentioned the hadeeth of Abdullah bin Amr bin Al-'Aas 
that Allah’s Messenger U said, “O Abdullah! Do not be like So-and- 
so, he used to stand up during late-night (for Prayers); but he left 
standing up in the night.”

The word, Fulan (as it occurs in the text rendered as so-and-so) is 
used to allude to a particular person who is male. As regard a woman, 
the word Fulanah is rather used. This word, Fulan, could have been 
used by the Messenger $s himself, and that the Messenger did not 
mention the persons name to Abdullah bin Amr -  may Allah be 
pleased with him -  by way of protecting his identity since the matter 
rather than the individual was the point of reference. It is also possible 
that the Messenger M mentioned the person but Abdullah bin Amr 
(may Allah be pleased with him) preferred to preserve it. In any case, 
the point is to do the deeds.

And the matter was that a man used to stand (for prayers) during 
late-night and then left it, he stopped observing it, he did not continue 
upon it. Even though standing up during late-night is recommended 
act such that if the individual does not perform it, he is not blamed 
for it. That is to say, if he does not stand up during the night, no one 
will chide or say to him, “Why did you not standup at night (for the 
Prayers)?” since it is only a recommended worship. But the fact that 
he was observing it and later abandoned it itself caused the dispraise. 
Consequently, the Messenger M said, “Do not be like So-and-so; he 
would stand up during the night but he abandoned standing (for 
Prayers) during night.”
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In addition or even more importantly and significantly is for the 
individual to begin to seek knowledge of Islamic legislations and then 
Allah blesses him upon it and then he abandons it. This constitutes 
being ungrateful for the mercy Allah showered on him. So when 
you begin to seek knowledge, you should continue except a thing 
of dire necessity busies you therefrom. Otherwise, you should be 
consistent because seeking knowledge is Fard Kifaayah (communal 
obligation) and whoever seeks knowledge, Allah - the Exalted - will 
certainly grant him the rewards of obligatory deeds which are greater 
than those of recommended actions as is indicated in an authentic 
hadeeth that Allah the Exalted said, “My servant does not come 
close to Me with something dearer to Me than what I have made 
obligatory upon him.” (l)

Seeking knowledge is Fard Kifaayah (communal obligation), 
when a person carries it out, he fulfills an obligation on behalf of the 
generality of the Ummah. It could even become Fard A’yn (individual 
obligation) if he himself has a need for it. For example, one who wants 
to observe the Prayer; he must learn the rulings regarding the Prayer. 
Similarly, whoever has wealth must learn the rulings of Zakaah. 
Likewise, the buyer and the seller must necessarily learn the rulings 
of buying and selling. Whoever wants to perform the Pilgrimage 
must also learn the rulings regarding the Pilgrimage. This is Fard Ayn 
(individual obligation).

As regard other aspects of knowledge, they are Fard Kifaayah. So 
when a person begins to seek knowledge he should not abandon it, 
he should rather be consistent, unless some dire necessity prevents 
him therefrom. This is because the hypocrites are those who begin 
actions but abandon them.

During the battle of Uhud, about a thousand men went out with 
the Prophet M; about a third of them being hypocrites. When they 
got on the way between Madinah and Uhud, the hypocrites turned 
back since they had not even advance for the sake of Allah. So, 
they went back and said,

l  Reported by Al-Bukhari, Book of Mind Softeners, Chapter on Humility, no. 6502.
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“They said: Had we known that fighting will take place, we would 
certainly have followed you.”

Allah - the Exalted - said:

“they were that day, nearer to disbelief than to faith.” (Aal- 
‘Imraan vs 167).

In a nutshell, it is necessary that if Allah blesses the Muslim to 
observe good deeds, among the actions of giving servitude to Allah 
such as the Prayer or the deeds whose benefits transit such as seeking 
knowledge that he doesn’t slacken or hold back. He should rather be 
consistent for that is from the lines of conduct of the Prophet it  and 
his advice as we have in his statement, “O Abdullah! Do not be like 
so-and-so; he used to stand (for the Prayers) during the night and 
then he abandoned standing at night.”

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 88: excellence of good 
words and meeting people cheerfuly 
Hadeeth 693:
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Adi bin Hatim reported: Messenger of Allah M saidy “Guard 
yourselves against the Fire (of Hell) even if  it be only with half a
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date-fruit (given in charity); and if  you cannot afford even that, 
you should at least say a good word.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Abu Hurairah reported: The Prophet M said, “It is also charity 
to utter a good word.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Abu Dharr 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “Do not disdain 
a good deed, (no matter how small it may seem) even if it is your 
meeting with your (Muslim) brother with a cheerful face.” [Muslim]

The Author, the great scholar of hadeeth, an-Nawawee -  may Allah 
shower blessings on him -  said, “Chapter on Excellence of Good 
Words And Meeting Others Cheerfully” : that is, when the individual 
meets his brother (in faith), it should be delightfully, with cheerful 
countenance and pleasant words because this is from the character 
of the Prophet M- This should not be regarded as degrading; rather, 
it is elevation for him and his reward is with Allah, the Mighty and

Hadeeth 694:

Hadeeth 695:

Commentary
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Sublime. It is also constitutes following the lines of conduct of the 
Prophet St; he was always happy and frequently smiling -  may Allah’s 
peace and blessings be upon him.

So, it is incumbent that the individual meets his brother with 
cheerful countenance and good words in order to earn rewards, 
love and friendship and to avoid priding and exalting oneself 
above Allah’s servants. Thereafter, the author mentioned verses, 
including Allah’s saying:

“And lower your wings for the believers (be courteous to the 
fellow believers.”

Meaning that, be humble and gentle towards the believers because 
the believer has the right to be related with humbly. On the other 
hand, regarding the non-Muslims, Allah -  Exalted -  says:

“O Prophet (Muhammad M)l Strive hard against the disbelievers 
and the hypocrites, and be harsh against them, their abode is 
Hell - and worst indeed is that destination.” (At-Tawbah: 73)

The individual who must be met with cheerful face is the believer. 
As for the disbeliever, if it is hoped that he may accept Islam if we 
relate with him keeping cheerful looks and giving good words, then 
we should hoping that he embraces Islam and benefit from such 
meets. But such humility and cheerful facial expressions only worsen 
his pomposity and arrogance towards the Muslims, then he should 
not be treated as described.

Keeping cheerful looks delights your companion since it certainly 
will differentiate between the individual who meets you frowning and 
the one who meets you cheerfully. As such, the Prophet St told Abu 
Dharr, “Do not underrate any good deed even if  it is meeting your 
brother keeping a cheerful face.” This is from the aspects of good 
deeds because it will delight your brother and cheer him up.
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Then when that is joined with pleasant words, two benefits are 
attained: cheerful face and pleasant words. Concerning good words, 
the Prophet M said, “Beware of the Fire, even if with a chip of date” ; 
meaning that, place a barrier between yourselves and the Fire, “even 
if with a chip of date.” That is to say, if you hand out charity with just 
a half of a date, it will serve protection for you against the Fire if Allah 
the Mighty and Sublime accepts it.

“But if you find not that, then employ pleasant words” : Good words; 
like saying, “How are you?”, “How is your condition?” “How are your 
brothers?” “How is your family?” and such other expressions because 
they are among good words that will delight your companion. Every 
good word is charity for you with Allah and reward and recompense. 
The Prophet M said, “Goodness is a pleasant character.”(l)

He M also said, “The most perfect of the believers in Faith are the 
best of them in character.”*2’

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 89: excellence of clarity 
of discourse and repitition when 
statements would only be 
so understood

Hadeeth 696
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Reported by Muslim, Book of Goodness and Joining Ties o f Kinship, Chapter on 
the Explanation of Evil, no. 2553.
Reported by At-Tirmidhi, Book of Breast-Feeding, Chapter on the Right of a 
Woman Upon her Husband, no. 116 2 , and Aboo Daawood, Book of the Sunnah, 
Chapter on the Evidence for the Increase and Decrease of Faith; no. 4682.
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Anas ---fe reported: Whenever the Prophet it  said something, he 
would repeat his words thrice so that the meanings would be 
understood fully; and whenever he came upon a group of people, 
he would greet them, and he would repeat salutation thrice. [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 697
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‘Aishah ^  reported: the speech of Messenger of Allah $g was 
so c/ear that all those who listened to it would understand 
it. [ Abu Dawud ]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his Book, 

Riyaad as-Saaliheen: Chapter on Excellence o f Clarity of Discourse 
And Repetition When Expressions Will Only Be So Understood” : 
Meaning that, it is incumbent on the individual to be clear when he 
addresses people; he should not be hasty or ambiguous. His speech 
should be distinct, explanatory and clear, such that his audience 
understands him without any difficulty or burden. You notice some 
of the people speaking hastily, being so obscure that the individual 
would ask, “what are you saying?” This is absolutely contrary to the 
Sunnah. According to the Sunnah, address should be explanatory 
and clear to the addressee. It is neither compulsory that it has to be 
in classical language and neither is it even encouraged if the people 
become critical and consider such as from excessiveness.
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People should be addressed in their language; your speech should 
be explanatory and clear as is in the hadeeth of Anas bin Malik - may 
Allah be pleased with him -  that whenever the Prophet M spoke, he 
repeated his expressions thrice so that he may be understood.

So, his saying: “so that he may be understood” proves that if it were 
understood without repetition. And that is what actually happened; 
we would hear many narrations from the Messenger M in his 
sermons and in other gatherings without repetitions. However, if the 
person does not understand because he did not grasp the meanings 
well, then you could repeat them to him so that he may understand 
or when he hearing is some defective or in case he was in a noisy 
environment, then it is encouraged for you to repeat so that he may 
comprehend what you say.

So when he |J gave the greeting of Salam to a people, “he gave the 
Salam thrice” meaning that, he would not repeat more than thrice. 
He would give the Salam once, and it was not replied, he gave it a 
second time, and if not still, he would repeat it the third time and if it 
was not then replied, he left it.

Likewise asking for permission to enter a place; he M would 
request thrice. That is to say, whenever visits a person, he would ask 
permission to enter the house, he would knock the door three times. 
And if the person does not respond, he left -  may Allah’s peace and 
blessings be upon him. This was his conduct; he would repeat things 
thrice and then stop.

But does the same thing apply when a phone rings thrice? It may 
be included in this category; that if you phone an individual and the 
device rings three times while you hear it ring and he does not answer 
you, then you are blameless if you end the call. But it may be said also 
that: the telephone has a different ruling; that you should wait until 
you lose all hopes that you may be answered by those in the house 
since they may not be near the phone when you gave the call. They 
may be far away, needing to walk all the way to reach the telephone, 
and the rings of phone rapidly succeed themselves. Therefore, it may 
be restricted to the third ring or that until the individual loses hope of 
being answered. That is to say, if you make a call and the phone rings 
repeatedly without response, you may despair and stop the call.
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Thereafter, the author mentioned the hadeeth of A'aishah (may 
Allah be pleased with her) that the Prophets speech was clear and 
distinct. Meaning that, it was distinct; the letters were not muddled, 
likewise the words, such that if anyone desired to count them he will 
owing to his gradualness. And that is how a persons speech should 
be; it should not be muddled up and obscured to the listener because 
utterances are made to make the listener understand; and the more 
comprehensible it is, the better and more preferred.

In addition, the individual should follow this line of conduct; that is, 
when he makes his speech distinct, explanatory and clear, and he repeats 
it thrice for those who don’t understand, he should have it in mind 
that he is following the Messenger of Allah M in that so that he earns 
rewards therewith and then helps his Muslims brother comprehend.

The mindset should be maintained regarding other practices of the 
Prophet $§, keep it mind that you are following Allah’s Messenger $g in 
it so that you may attain true Ittiba (followership) and reward.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 90: listening to unprohibited 
speech of a seatmate, and the 
scholar or preacher asking his 
audience to be quiet
Hadeeth 698
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Jarir bin ‘Abdullah 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M asked me 
on the occasion o f the Farewell Pilgrimage to tell the people to
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keep silent, then he (M) said, “Do not revert to disbelief after me, 
chopping the heads of one another.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author, An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  

said in Riyaad as-Saaliheen: Chapter on Listening to Unprohibited 
Speech of A Seat-mate, And the Scholar Or Preacher Asking His 
Audience to Be Quiet.

We had mentioned previously that when the Prophet H gave the 
greeting of Salam, he did so thrice. It means that: if the person to 
whom the greeting was extended did not hear, he gave the second and 
if he still did not answer, he gave the third, and then he would stop. 
But if he responded to him the first time, he would not repeat the 
Salam a second time.

But here under this chapter, the discourse concerns the necessity 
for the individual to be attentive to the speech of his seatmate if that 
does not involve something forbidden. Carefully listening would be 
both in speech and action.

As for that regarding speech: It is for him not to speak when his 
companion speaks, otherwise confusion sets in and every individual 
begins to talk to the person near him. But the right thing in a gathering 
is that the speech comes from a single person so that every person 
benefits from the speech of others.

As regard attention related to action: It is necessary, when someone 
addresses you, for you to turn towards him and not look in different 
directions. Because when you look left and right while he addresses 
you, he considers you to arrogant, and Allah - the Exalted - had said:

“And turn not your face away from men with pride, nor walk in
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insolence through the earth.”(l) (Luqman 3 1:18 )

So, you should pay attention to him and turn towards him so 
that he knows you are being attentive to him and interested in his 
speech. Except if he speaks about something unlawful such as back
biting, indecent speech or similar other things, then he should not 
be given attention; rather, you should prohibit him from such. If he 
persists upon the forbidden speech and rejects your advice, then it 
becomes incumbent on you to stand up and leave the place. Allah -  
the Exalted - said:

“And it has already been revealed to you in the Book (this 
Qur’an) that when you hear the Verses o f Allah being denied 
or mocked at, then sit not with them, until they engage in a 
talk other than that; (but i f  you stayed with them) certainly in 
that case you would be like them. Surely, Allah will collect the 
hypocrites and disbelievers all together in Hell.” (An-Nisaa: 140)

Then the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 
the hadeeth of Jareer bin Abdullah Al-Bajali (may Allah be pleased with 
him) that the Prophet M said to him during the Farewell Pilgrimage 
that, “Tell the people to keep silent.” Meaning that, ask them to be 
quiet so that they pay attention to what the Prophet M would say.

Then Prophet M said, “Do not revert to disbelief after me, striking 
the necks of one another.” Yadrib (as it occurs in the Arabic text) here 
occurs in the nominative, and it is not allowed to read it in the jussive 
form taking it to be a response to a prohibition. It is rather nominative 
because it expresses circumstance; meaning, do not return to be 
disbelievers after my demise in such a condition that you will strike 
the necks of each other. This contains proof that believers’ fighting

1 Qur’an 3 1  verse 18
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one another constitutes some disbelief.

This hadeeth is supported by the Prophet’s saying, that, “Abusing 
the Muslim is sinfulness and fighting him constitutes disbelief.” *0 
However, the disbelief here is one that does not expel the person from 
the religion. The proof for the position that it does not expel from the 
religion is Allah’s saying -  the Exalted that:

“And if  two parties or groups among the believers fa ll to fighting, 
then make peace between them” till He said:

“The believers are nothing else than brothers (in Islamic 
religion)...” (al-Hujuraat: 9-10)

Chapter 91: chapter on admonition 
and being balanced in it 

Hadeeth 699

1  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Manners, Chapter on What is Prohibited of 
Abuse and Curse; no. 6044 and Muslim, Book of Faith, Chapter on the Explana
tion of the Statement of the Prophet M that “Abusing..., no. 64.
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Shaqiq bin Salamah reported: Ibn Masud 4® used to preach to 
us once every Thursday. A man said to him: “O Abu Abdur- 
Rahman, we love your talk and we wish that you preach us every 
day.” He said: “There is nothing to prevent me from doing so, but 
I  don’t lest I  bore you. I  follow the same method in preaching to 
you that Messenger of Allah M adopted in preaching to us for fear 
of boredom.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in 
his Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, Chapter on Admonition and 
Being Balanced in It.

Al-Wa’dh (as it occurs in the Arabic text) means, explaining the 
rulings of the Sharee'ah along with some adjuration or caution. That 
is to say, that you say - for instance -  to a person, “It is compulsory 
upon you to do such-and-such; so fear Allah and do what Allah has 
ordered you” and the like. The greatest admonition is Allah’s Book; 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  says:

“O Mankind! There has come to you a good advice from your 
Lord (that is, the Qur’an, ordering all that is good and forbidden 
at that is evil) and a healing fo r that (disease o f ignorance, 
doubt, hypocrisy and difference etc) in your breast, - a guidance 
and a mercy explaining (lawful and unlawful things) fo r the 
believers.” (Yoonus: 57)

Hence, the best of what by which admonition can be given is the 
Book of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime - because it entails words of

Commentary
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adjuration and caution; mention of the Paradise and Fire, the pious 
and the negligent. So, it is the most outstanding Book that could be 
used to give admonitions.

However, this is so for the person who has a heart and pays attention 
and is heedful, as He - Exalted - has said:

“Verily, therein is indeed a reminder fo r him who has a heart or 
gives ear while he is heedful.” (Qaaf 37)

As regard those whose hearts are hardened - we seek refuge with 
Allah -  Allah, the Exalted said:

“And whenever there comes down a Surah (Chapter on the 
Qur’an), some o f them (hypocrites) say which o f you has had his 
faith increased by it. As fo r those who believe it has increased 
their Faith and they rejoice.”  (At-Tawbah: 124)

Likewise the true believer, whenever he recites a verse from Allah’s 
Book, his Faith increases, and he rejoices over the light of this great 
Book Allah has placed in his heart.

“But as for those in whose heart is a disease (of doubt disbelief 
and hypocrisy), it will add suspicion and doubt to their suspicion, 
disbelief and doubt and they die while they are disbelievers.”  
(At-Tawbah: 125)

We ask Allah’s refuge away from that.

So, the individual should give admonition with the Qur’an, the 
Sunnah and the statements of the great scholars and whatever will
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soften the heart and turn it towards Allah the Mighty and Sublime.

Thereafter, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
mentioned that admonition should be concise; that is, do not bore 
the people and make them loathe the Qur’an, the Sunnah and the 
statements of the people of knowledge. Because when the hearts 
are overburdened, they become fatigued, exhausted and bored, they 
despise the truth even though it is the truth! Consequently, the wisest 
of those who would ever give admonition among the creatures is 
Muhammad Jg; he would only give sermons from time to time and 
not overburden them so that they are not bored, becoming tired and 
then loathing the truth they are told.

Then the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  began the 
Chapter with His statement, Exalted is He:

“Invite (Mankind, O Muhammad M) to the way of your Lord 
(that is, Islam) with wisdom and fair preaching and argue with 
them in a way that is better.”

Call to the path of your Lord; that is to say, to Allah's religion, 
because Allah's way is His religion considering the fact that it leads to 
Him - the Exalted. Whoever treads the path of this religion, it leads 
him to Allah - he Mighty and Sublime. In addition, because Allah -  
the Exalted - established this religion as a path for His servants; and 
so, it is ascribed to Him that: “the way o f Allah.”

“Invite (mankind, O Muhammad M) to the way o f your Lord (that 
is, Islam) with wisdom and fa ir  preaching, and argue with them in a 
way that is better...”

Firstly: Wisdom: Because affairs must be placed in their rightful 
positions at the proper time, with the appropriate speech and 
expressions. Some places are certainly not appropriate for admonition; 
likewise, some periods are not appropriate for giving admonition. 
Similarly, it may be inappropriate to admonish some persons in
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particular conditions. You would rather wait till he becomes receptive 
of the sermon. Consequently, He said, “with wisdom.”

The scholars say: “Wisdom means to place things in their 
appropriate positions.”

Secondly: Fair preaching: Make your calls come along with good 
words of advice; expressions that will soften the heart; make it tender 
and turn it towards Allah, on the condition that it is good. When 
adjurations are better regarding a matter in the circumstance, they are 
employed, and if it deserves cautioning and warning, then warnings 
and words of caution should be used.

Likewise, it should it be good in terms of presentation and syntax; 
it should be good and acceptable. Also, it should be nice from the 
perspective of being convincing, giving admonitions laden with 
persuading proofs; proofs from the Sharee'ah and those from the 
intellect well supported by those from the Sharee'ah. This is owing to 
the fact that, some of the people become convinced by Sharee’ah based 
evidences, such as the sincere believers. Allah -  the Exalted - said:

“It is not fo r a believer, man or woman, when Allah and His 
Messenger have decreed a matter that they should have any 
option in then decision.”  (al-Ahzaab: 36)

But some among the people would not be satisfied with the 
Sharee'ah proofs; he would need that the Sharee'ah evidences be 
related to the intellectual proofs. Hence, Allah -  free is He from all 
imperfections - would cite many intellect based proofs in many verses 
in addition to the text-based proofs He sent down to His Prophet. 
Consider -  for instance - the matter of resurrection after death. The 
disbelievers reject resurrection and say: “Who will give life to bones 
after they would have decayed and become dust? How will a person 
die, have his bones, flesh and skin decomposed by the earth; how will
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such be resurrected?”

Allah -  the Exalted - responded:

“Say (O Muhammad M): He will give life to them Who created 
them for the first time!” (Yaasin: 79)

Who created these bones in the first place? It is Allah; and returning 
creation is certainly easier than beginning it.

“And He it is who originates the creation, then will repeat it (after 
it has been perish) and this is easier for Him.”  (Ar-Room: 27)

“Is not He, Who created the heavens and the earth able to create
the like o f them? Yes, indeed!” (Yaasin: 81)

These are intellect-based proofs; giving proof of the 
beginning for returning.

Similarly, Allah the Mighty and Sublime gave restoration of the 
earth after it was arid as proof for resurrection of life. Allah - the 
Exalted - sends down rain upon stiff arid land, devoid of life or plant, 
and the earth becomes green due to this rain. Who revives these 
plants except Allah? The One Who revived the earth after its being 
arid, dying out, is certainly Able to bring the dead back to life.

Life hereafter must occur; because it does not make wisdom that 
Allah originates this creation and sustains them with blessings and 
provisions, reveal Books and send Messengers to them, legislate Jihad 
(war) against the enemies of Allah and then everything just ends with 
this transient world. This negates wisdom; so there must be another 
life, the real life, as He - the Exalted - has said:
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“He will say: Alas! Would that I  had sent forth (good deeds) for  
(this) my life.” (Al-Fajr: 24)

The real life is the life hereafter.

“And o f them there are some who say: our Lord! Give us in this 
world that which is good and in the Hereafter that which is good, 
and save us from the torment o f the fire!”  (Al-Baqarahh: 201)

He then said: “and argue with them in a way that is better”: that 
is, when you give good admonition and someone begins to argue, 
not agreeing, then argue and not withdraw. But make the argument 
in a better way in terms of methodology, presentation and being 
convincing. If he presents his argument, strive to refute the evidence. If 
refuting his evidence will take time, move on to another proof; do not 
be entangled in the argument with him. You should rather give another 
evidence the other party will find difficult to annul. Consider the 
example of Ibrahim when a man contented with him about Allah:

“Have you not looked at him who disputed with Ibrahim 
(Abraham) about his Lord (Allah), because Allah had given 
him the kingdom? When Ibrahim (Abraham) said (to him): 
my Lord (Allah) is He Who gives life and causes death.” 
(Al-Baqarahh: 258)

That is, but you do not have the ability to give life and cause death. 

“He said: I  give life and cause death.”
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How can this contender give life and cause death? He could bring a 
man already sentenced to death and say: “Do not kill him”, and then 
bring a man who does not deserve death and order that, “Kill him!” 
That was how he deceived the people.

So Ibrahim -  on him be peace and blessings - said:

“Verily! Allah causes the sun to rise from the east: then cause it 
you to rise from the west.”  (Al-Baqarahh: 258)

He did not contend his statement that, “I  (also) give life and cause 
death.”  Otherwise, if he did he could say, “But you did neither give 
life nor cause death, you only did something causing death which is 
killing and he died. You raised the weapon and he was killed.” However, 
Ibraaheem left all this - because it involves lengthy argument -  to 
something any contender cannot argue; he said,

“Verily! Allah causes the sun to rise from the east; then cause it 
to rise from the west.” (Al-Baqarahh: 258)

He was not able to give any response. Consequently, He said,

“So the disbeliever was utterly defeated...”  (al-Baqarahh: 258)

In a nutshell, Allah -  the Exalted -  said, “and argue with them in a 
way that is better.”  (an-Nahl: 125)

It is understood from the verse, that whoever cannot argue with 
that which is better should not argue; because a true believer who has 
no problem with his Faith may come and a disputing person will argue 
with him and he finds it difficult to defeat him. In that circumstance, 
do not argue because if you do, you would not have argued with that 
which is better. So leave him till another time or till someone more
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skilled than you in argument comes along to faces him. 

Allah knows Best.

(

Hadeeth 700
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‘Ammar bin Yasir 4* reported: I  heard Messenger o f Allah M 
saying, “Prolonging Salat (prayer) and shortening the Khutbah 
(religious talk) indicate the religious knowledge of the person. 
Make your Salat long and your sermon short.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 701
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Muawiyah bin Al-Hakam As-Sulami 4* reported: While I  was 
in Salat with Messenger of Allah St, a man in the congregation 
sneezed and I  responded with: ‘ Yarhamuk-Allah (Allah have 
mercy on you).’ The people stared at me with disapproving looks. 
So I  said: “May my mother lose me. Why are you staring at me?” 
Thereupon, they began to strike their thighs with their hands. 
When I  saw them urging to me to remain silent, I  became angry 
but restrained myself. When Messenger of Allah *J§ concluded his 
Salat . I  have never before seen an instructor who gave better 
instruction than he, may my father and mother be sacrificed for 
him. He neither remonstrated me, nor beat me, nor abused me. 
He simply said, “It is not permissible to talk during Salat because 
it consists of glorifying Allah, declaring His Greatness as well as 
recitation of the Qur’an,” or he said words to that effect.” I  said: “O 
Allah’s Messenger, I have but recently accepted Islam, and Allah 
has favoured us with Islam. There are still some people among us 
who go to consult soothsayers.” He said, “Do not consult them.” 
Then I  said: “There are some of us who are guided by omens.” He 
said, “These things which come to their minds. They should not be 
influenced by them.” ( Muslim )

Commentary
The author , An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him 

-  said under the chapter on Admonition and being balanced In it, 
avoiding to bore or burden the people with the admonition.
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The explanation of the verses the author -  may Allah shower 
blessings on him -  cited under this chapter had been given, and that 
was Allah’s saying -  the Exalted:

“Invite (mankind, O Muhammad M) to the way o f your Lord
(that is, Islam) with wisdom (that is, with the Divine inspiration
and the Qur’an) and fair preaching, and argue with them in a
way that is better.”

Then the author mentioned some hadeeths including the hadeeth 
of Ammar bin Yasir (may Allah be pleased with them both) that 
the Prophet M said, “The length of the individual’s Prayer and the 
conciseness of his sermon indicate his understanding.”

He referred to the Friday Prayer.

The Friday Prayer has to sermons preceding it, so the Prophet 
M said, “The length of the individual’s Prayer and the conciseness 
of his sermon indicate his understanding.” Hence, even though it 
apparently refers to the Friday sermon, it is also general including 
the occasional speeches. It is not allowed to lengthen and burden the 
people; the shorter it is, the better from two angles:

The first angle: That the people do not get tired.

The second angle: That they may fully grasp what he said.

When speech is lengthily, some of it is lost. But if it comes concise, 
brief and encompassing, the people gain and then they do not get bored.

As regard making the Prayer long, it means that the Prayer should 
be like that of the Prophet M which is not lengthy, bearing in mind 
that the Prophet St scolded Mu’adh for making his ‘Ishaa Prayer long. 
He also berated another person for lengthening the Fajr Prayer. He 
said, “O you people! Some of you drive people away.” (l)

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of The call-to-Prayer, Chapter on the Imam's
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So, the length intended in this hadeeth (under discourse) refers to 
that which tallies with the Prayer of Allah’s Messenger This is if 
the person is an Imam; but if he were observing the Prayer alone, he 
may lengthen it as he wishes; no one will prevent him therefrom since 
he would be dealing with himself alone in the circumstance. Then 
the Prophet M said, “Make the Prayer long but make the sermon 
brief.” So lengthen it as is reported and make the sermon concise. 
However, the sermon must impact the senses; it should really be an 
admonition and bring benefit.

Thereafter, the author cited the hadeeth of Mu’awiyyah bin Al- 
Hakam (may Allah be pleased with him) that: While he was observing 
the Prayer with the Prophet H, a man among the people sneezed and 
said, “Al-Hamdu lillaah (meaning; Praise be to Allah).” Mu’awiyyah 
replied him that, “ YarhamukAllah (meaning: may Allah have mercy 
upon you)”, because when you hear a person who sneezed given 
praises to Allah, it becomes mandatory upon you to respond to him 
and say: “ YarhamukAllah (meaning: may Allah have mercy upon 
you)” even if you are reading, perusing or revising.

As for doing so during the prayer, then this is not permissible 
because no speech of mankind is acceptable during the Prayer. 
Consequently, the people frowned at Mu’awiyyah; so they started 
looking at him. So he wondered, “May his mother loose him! What 
have I done (wrong)?”

They started beating their thighs with their own hands trying 
to hush him. So he went silent and continued his prayer. When he 
had finished the Prayer, the Prophet M invited him and Mu’aawiyah 
(while reporting the hadeeth) said, “May my father and mother be his 
ransom! I have never seen a better teacher -  not before or after him. 
By Allah, he neither harassed me nor abuse me nor beat me.” He only 
spoke to him gently and said, “This Prayer does not allow any normal 
human talk except glorifying Allah, pronouncing His greatness and 
reading the Qur’an” or as Allah’s Messenger M put it.

Shortening his Standing and Perfecting the Bowing and prostration Postures, no: 
702; and Muslim, Book of the Prayer, Chapter on Ordering the Imams to Make 
the Prayer Brief; no. 466.
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This is a concise and beneficial admonition; Mu’awiyyah benefited 
therefrom and narrated it to those after him.

This hadeeth contains evidence that: the praying individual may 
turn his face or look elsewhere due to some preponderant benefit or 
need. Otherwise, it is best to have his sight at his place of prostration, 
and when in the sitting position, his gaze should be fixed on his point 
of pointing; because the person in the sitting position for Tashahhud 
(testification to the Oneness of Allah before ending a Prayer) or that 
between two prostrations would slightly raise his first-finger and point 
it while making supplications. So his gaze should be fixed on the point 
of his pointing. However, in the standing, bowing and prostration 
postures, he should keep looking at his place of prostration.

Some scholars say, “He should in his front” but the matter is 
of considerable latitude; if he wills, he may look at his place of 
prostration or in front. However, if the need arises and he turns, 
then there is no blame.

It also shows that slight activity during the Prayer does not harm, 
because the companions were beating their thighs with their palms 
and the Prophet M did not berate them for that, except that he ‘M 
said, “Whenever anything alarms you, then the men should say the 
Tasbeeh (Subhaanallah) and the women should clap.” (l)

It proves likewise that speaking during the Prayer is not allowed, 
and that it voids the Prayer (of the talking individual), except when 
the person is ignorant, forgetting or just became unwary. For example, 
if a person greets you with the Salam greeting while you observe the 
Prayer or knocked the door while you were observing the Prayer and 
you unwarily said, “Come in” or that, “Alaykum As-Salam (meaning: 
And upon you be peace)” out of forgetfulness or being unwary, your 
Prayer is valid because Allah does not hold a person responsible for 
ignorance, forgetfulness or when he acts unknowingly:

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Rulings, Chapter on the Imam comes to People 
and Makes Amend between Them, no. 7190, and Muslim, Book of the Prayer, 
Chapter on the Congregation Putting Forward Someone to Lead the Prayer when 
the Imam Tarries, no. 421.
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“Allah will not call you to account fo r that which is unintentional 
in your oaths, but He will call you to account fo r that which 
your hearts have earned.”  (al-Baqarahh: 225)

Among the benefits of this hadeeth is: The beautiful approach of the 
Prophet M to teaching; he M would teach gently and softly. This was 
his conduct -  peace and blessings be upon him, and he is the model 
for his Nation. What is incumbent upon the individual is to put people 
in their due positions; the unrepentant arrogant addressee should be 
spoken to in the manner that befits him and the ignorant craving for 
knowledge should be spoken to in a manner appropriate to him.

Among the lessons in this hadeeth is that: normal human speech 
is not allowed at all during the Prayer; the Prayer must have no other 
than the Tasbeeh (glorification of Allah), Takbeer (saying Allah is 
the Greatest) and reading the Qur’an, or as he $g has put it. As we 
all know, the Prayer entails reading the Qur’an, saying Allah is the 
Greatest, making the Tasbih, giving supplications, and the Tashahhud 
(i.e., testifying to the Oneness of Allah), according to the well-known 
practice among the Muslims.

This hadeeth also teaches that: the individual who gives a sermon 
should be commended if the admonition is good and devoid of 
derision. This will encourage the preachers to continue upon the 
methodology. In the narration of Mu’awiyyah bin Al-Hakam (may 
Allah be pleased with him), he said, “O Messenger of Allah! I have only 
recently left Ignorance, and Allah the Exalted has brought Islam.” He 
said this in order to explain his situation before and after (Islam) and 
mention Allah’s favor upon him, since in Ignorance, they would not 
acknowledge and act upon good or forbid and avoid evil except what 
they did following their custom. But Allah blessed us with this Islam, 
the clear light and tremendous criterion. So, it differentiated truth 
from falsehood, explained benefit and harm, distinguished between 
Faith and disbelief, separated between Monotheism and Idolatry and 
other such things with which Allah blessed this Ummah of Islam.
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Then he - may Allah be pleased with him -  said, “We have some 
amongst us who approach soothsayers.” He -  peace and blessings be 
upon him -  then answered that, “Do not go to them.” Soothsayers 
are men to whom the devils descend, bringing the information they 
stealthily collect from the lowest heaven. They then tell people what 
these devils tell. They add many lies to something true and when one 
out of a hundred of what they say comes true, people resort to them. 
So they would go to them and ask them to tell their fortunes.

Therefore, the word, Kaahin (as it occurs in the Arabic text), refers to 
a man the devils visit and bring what they stealthily get from heavenly 
information and then, he adds many falsehoods to the information. 
People would approach them and ask, “How will our condition be? 
How will our future be?” They ask them about matters of the future 
generally and particularly, and they tell them of what they had heard 
from the narrations of the devils.

The Prophet St said, “Do not go to them” ; just one expression. 
Do not approach sorcerers! Would we imagine that Mu'awiyyah or 
any of the companions will be told by the Messenger M not to do 
a thing and then, they will do it? Never! We cannot even imagine 
it. They were not like most of the people today; the prohibitions 
would be repeatedly mentioned to them, yet do not desist. They may 
even twist the meanings and say, “the prohibition only expresses 
dislike” or that, “the prohibition only teaches manners” or “indicates 
preference” and the like.

Then, you should understand that the Kaahin also tells about the 
Unseen future; a person who goes to him has three conditions:

The first condition: That he goes to him and asks him (about 
the Unseen future) but does not believe him. It is established 
in Saheeh Muslim that the Prayer of such a person will not be 
accepted for forty days!(l)

The second condition: That he goes and asks him (about Unseen 
matters of the future) and believes. Such a person disbelieves therewith

i Reported by Muslim, Book of Greetings, Chapter on Prohibition of Divination
no.2230
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based on his saying -  peace and blessings be upon him -  “Whoever 
approaches a sooth-sayer and believes what he says has disbelieved 
in what was sent down to Muhammad.” (l) His disbelief springs from 
the fact that believing him, implies belying the statement of Allah, the 
Mighty and Sublime, that:

“Say: None in the heavens and the earth knows the Ghayb
(Unseen) except Allah.”  (An-Naml: 65)

This is because, the soothsayer tells about the Unseen future; so 
if you accept what he says, it means rejecting this verse which is a 
thing that constitutes disbelief. So, it is reported in the hadeeth that, 
“Whoever approaches a soothsayer and believes what he says has 
disbelieved in what was sent down to Muhammad.”

The third condition: That he asks him in order to disprove 
him; he only asked him to test him; there is no blame in this. The 
Prophet M asked Ibn Sayyad about what he it had in mind, so he 
(Ibn Sayyad) answered that, “Ad-dukh” meaning adh-Dukhaan 
(smoke). So, the Prophet ft said, “Get away! You will never be able to 
surpass your ability.”<2)

Consequently, if he questions him in order to disgrace and expose 
him; then there is no blame doing that. In fact it may even be 
encouraged since it entails eradicating falsehood.

Thereafter, he asked him another question, “Some among us make 
evil omens.” He M answered, “This is just something that suddenly 
comes to their minds; it should not hinder them!”

At-Tatayyur (as in the Arabic text and rendered as making evil 
omens) means, making portents with things. The Arabs would take

1 Reported by At-Tirmidhi, Book of Purification, Chapter on What has been Re
ported about the Dislike of Having Sexual Affair with Menstruating Women; no. 
135-

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Preordainment, Chapter on “He comes be
tween a Man and his Heart”; no. 6618, and Muslim, Book of Tribulations, Chapter 
on the Mention of Ibn Sayyad; no. 2930.
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portents and mostly, with birds, the direction it flies. If it flies right, 
it has an interpretation, if it flies left it has its meaning and forward, 
it has a implication. Likewise when it flies backwards, depending on 
Arab superstitions and myth. So they used to take omens from birds; 
they make it encourage them to continue (the activity they regarding 
which they sought portent) or hold back. If the bird flies - for example 
- towards the left, he may say, “This is an evil warning, I will not travel” ! 
But if it flies towards the right, he says, “This will be a blessed journey; 
the right implies fortune and blessing” ! Those were their superstitious 
terms. They mostly sought portents with birds.

Sometimes, they would make omens with days, at other times with 
months and even with some voices they hear; they may even make 
omens with individuals such that there are people now who would 
leave their homes and if the first person they meet has an ugly look 
they say, “Today will be bad” he makes evil omen. But when they meet 
a person with a nice look, they say, “Today is good”; so they become 
optimistic. The Prophet Jt said, “This is something that suddenly 
comes to their minds; it should not hinder them.”

If the individual depends on making evil omens his affairs will 
muddle and he will ever be in confusion and anxiety.

The Arabs used to seek omens with the month of Shawwal for 
marriage; they say, “Whoever marries in the month of Shawwal 
will not be successful.” That is what the Arabs used to say. However, 
A'aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) would say, “The Prophet M 
married me in Shawwal” he tied the nuptial knot with her in Shawwal 
and consummated the marriage with her in Shawwal. So she would 
say, “Which one of you ranked higher in his sight than me?” w

Undoubtedly, A'aishah is the most beloved woman to him after he 
married her, yet he actually married her in Shawwal and consummated 
the marriage also in Shawwal but due to their own Ignorance, Arabs 
used to say, “Whoever marries in Shawwal will not be successful.” 
Today, we find people marrying in the month of Shawwal and all

i  Reported by Muslim, Book of Marriage, Chapter on the Merit of Marriage and 
Marrying in Shawwal..., no. 1423.
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they get is goodness!

So, importantly, you should erase making omens with birds or any 
other thing from your mind and ever be optimistic. Consider life ahead 
of you full of opportunities; the path (to success) ahead is ever open. 
The Messenger it would desire being very optimistic and hate making 
evil omens.(l) So be hopeful always, what Allah Wills will certainly 
come to pass. Be pleased and happy and open-minded; life (chances) 
ahead of you is broad and the path ahead is vast. This is goodness!

As for omens, pessimism and a person worrying about everything, 
this will make life constrained for him. This is one of the beauties 
of Islam; that it abolished omens and affirmed optimism because 
optimism is good and omen is evil.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 92: dignity and calmness 
Hadeeth 703
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‘Aishah reported: I  have never seen Messenger of Allah St 
laughing so heartily that his uvula could he seen. He used to smile 
only. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author, the great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee -  may Allah

i  Reported by Ibn Majah, Book of Medicine, Chapter on “He used to Like Being 
Optimistic But Disliked Omens”, no. 3536.
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shower blessings on him -  said, Chapter on Dignity and Calmness.

Al-Waqaar (as it occurs in the Arabic text rendered as dignity) refers 
to the condition a servant assumes in which he becomes respected 
such that whoever sees him holds him in high esteem and admiration.

As for Sakeenah (as it occurs in the Arabic text translated as 
Calmness) means, being relaxed and not nervous or upset. He will 
be serene in his mind, limbs and utterances. Undoubtedly, these 
two qualities, dignity and Calmness, are of the best qualities Allah 
bestows a servant. Because their opposites are that the individual 
lacks calmness; he would be bereft of self-worth and serenity. He will 
be so lowly, degrading and debasing himself.

The opposite of calmness is that the person is restless, looking her 
and there; no sign of tranquility of any sort will be noticed in his 
mindset or utterance or deeds. So if Allah bestows self-regard and 
calmness upon a servant, he has certainly attained two noble traits.

Similarly, contrary to calmness is haste; when the individual 
is hasty, rash and reckless, his only interest rumor mongering, 
something Allah’s Messenger M has prohibited! He would prohibit 
rumormongering, excessive questioning and wasteful spending.(l) 
So, if a person is not careful and diligent regarding affairs, then his 
errors will be much, and then, the people begin to lose confidence 
in him. He begins to fall in the category of those whose words are 
rejected and not accepted.

Thereafter, the author cited the statement of Allah, the 
Mighty and Sublime:

“And the slaves o f the Most Gracious (Allah) are those who walk

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Zakaah, Chapter on His statement Exalted is 
He: ‘they do not beg of people at all”, no. 1477, and Muslim, Book of Judgments, 
Chapter on Prohibition of Needless Excessive Questioning without Need and Pro
hibition of...no. 17 15 .
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on the earth in humility and sedateness, and when the foolish
address them (with bad words) they reply back with mild words
o f gentleness.” (Al-Furqaan: 63 )

“ The servant o f the Most Gracious (Allah)”: those Allah has favored 
with mercy and guided them to goodness are those who walk on the 
earth in humility. That is, when you see them, you find a man walking 
sedately, devoid of ugly haste.

“And when the foolish address them (with bad words they reply 
back with mild words o f gentleness (Salam).”

Meaning that, they make expressions by which they keep safe 
from the evil of those persons. It does not imply that they actually 
say Salam; it just means that when the foolish addresses him, he 
utters a statement by which he keeps protected from his evil; either 
by responding a much better manner or remaining silent if that 
shows to be better.

In a nutshell, he will utter an expression to avoid anything unpleasant 
considering the fact that the foolish is problematic; if you contend 
or argue with him, he say harsh words to you or condemn what you 
invite unto. Consequently, he may disparage the Religion and the like 
of that -  and the refuge is with Allah. So, from the success attained by 
the slaves of the Most Gracious is that whenever the foolish addresses 
them, they say, Salam: that is to say, they give an utterance by which 
they get protected and safe from sin.

Among their traits He mentioned at the end of the verses is that:

“And those who do not witness falsehood”: That is, they do not 
witness false statements or despicable deeds.

“And if  they pass by some evil play or talk”: which lack benefit or 
even evil, “they pass by it with dignity” i.e., safe and free of it. Because 
things are either good or evil or idle play; as for evil, they do not 
witness it. But as for idle play or talk, they walk past it with dignity 
while they engage in good.
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Thereafter, he mentioned the hadeeth of A'aishah - may Allah be 
pleased with her - that she said, “I have never seen Allah’s Messenger 
M laughing so heartily such that his uvula could be seen. He would 
rather only smile.”

That is, he would not laugh ignominiously loud, opening his mouth 
till his upper palate appears. He would only smile or chuckle till his 
molars or canine shows -  peace and blessings of Allah be upon him. 
He would only smile, not laughing loudly such that he would open 
his mouth exposing the palate. It shows the Prophet’s dignity. Hence, 
you notice the individual who is fond of loud laughter, laughing 
uproariously, opening the mouth widely lacking esteem before 
people. He would be lowly before them, having no esteem. But the 
one who frequently and appropriately laughs, you find him being 
loved; meeting him is pleasant and delightful.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 93: walking sedately to 
prayer and learning places and 
other acts of worship 

Hadeeth 704

Abu Hurairah reported: I  heard the Messenger of Allah M 
saying, “When the Iqamah are pronounced, do not come to it
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running, you should walk calmly with tranquillity to join the 
congregation. Then join in what you catch for and complete what 
you miss.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 705
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/fen ‘Abbas 4* reported: I  accompanied the Prophet M while we 
were returning from ‘Arafat. Messenger of Allah It heard behind 
him a loud noise of beating and of driving the camels forcibly. He 
pointed towards it with his whip and said, “O people! Proceed 
calmly. No virtue lies in rushing.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The Author , the great scholar of hadeeth, an-Nawawee -  may 

Allah shower blessings on him -  said, Chapter on Walking Sedately to 
Prayer and Learning Places And Other Places of Learning.

It is well-known that the Prayer forms the most important Pillar 
of Islam after the Twin Statements of Testimony. It is one of the 
greatest of Allah’s symbols. When the individual stands up to observe 
the Prayer he stands before Allah, the Mighty and Sublime. A well- 
known fact is that an individual would approach a person he holds in 
high esteem being mannerly, tranquil and calm. How about when he 
comes to stand before Allah the Might and Sublime?

As such, the individual should approach the Prayer tranquil 
as is contained in the hadeeth of Abu Hurayrah - may Allah
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be pleased with him.

Thereafter, the author gave proof supporting the Chapter heading 
with Allah’s statement that:

“And whosoever honors the symbols of Allah, then it is truly from
the piety of the heart.”

The person who would honor Allah’s symbols and act appropriately 
to respect them has certainly manifested aspects of the heart’s piety. 
That indicates his sincere intentions and righteousness. And when the 
hearts have conscious fear of Allah, the limbs obey Allah’s injunctions 
based on the statement of Allah’s Messenger M, “Certainly the body 
has a piece of flesh, when it is upright, the entire body is upright, and 
when it is bad the entire body is bad. And that is the heart.” (l)

Therefore, it becomes incumbent upon you to honor Allah’s 
symbols; that would indicate your conscious fear of Allah. It would 
also earn you rewards with Allah the Mighty and Sublime:

d *s y '  £ f  O  ✓ ✓  f  \

“That, and whoever honors the scared things o f Allah, then that
is better fo r him with his Lord.”(al-Hajj: 30)

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of Abu Hurayrah - may Allah 
be pleased with him -  that the Prophet $s said, “Whenever the 
Prayer is established, do not approach it running” ; that is, if you 
hear the call-to-commence-the-Prayer while outside the mosque. 
This indicates apparently that the call-to-commence-Prayer may 
be so audible to be heard outside the mosque. It occurs in hadeeth 
that Bilaal said to the Prophet M, “Do not precede me to say the 
Ameen”<2) showing that he would call for the Prayer to commence 
from a place people heard him.

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Faith, Chapter on the Virtue One Who Safe
guards His Religion, no. 52, and Muslim, Book of Watering, Chapter on Taking 
the Lawful and Abandoning Ambiguous Matters; no. 1599.

2 Reported by Aboo Daawood, Book of Prayer, Chapter on Saying: Ameen while 
Behind the Imam; no. 937.
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The Prophet H said, “Approach it while you walk sedately” ; that is, 
walking normally while you are calm.

His statement that, “...while you walk” , is proof that he would 
walk normally and not hasten his steps as encouraged by some of 
the people of knowledge. This is owing to the fact that, the saying 
of the Prophet it that, “He would not take a step except that Allah 
raises him by a station therewith” 11* this does not imply that he 
should shorten his steps. He should rather walk normally without 
haste. And the individual approaches the Prayer in this manner, the 
Prophet H had said, “Whatever you meet, observe and whatever you 
miss, then complete it.”

Except that the scholars say, “If he fears missing a unit of the 
Prayer; i.e., missing the bowing posture, then there is no blame if he 
hastens a bit in such a way that is not despicable, then there is no 
blame in that.” However, it should not be in an ugly manner involving 
clatter and brattle.

Several points of benefit can be derived from this hadeeth:

Among which is: Revering the Prayer and that the individual 
should approach the Prayer being mannerly, consciously fearful of 
Allah, calm and tranquil.

Also: The call-to-commence-Prayer should be heard outside 
the mosque Therefore, if the caller Prayer stands in front of the 
microphone in order that those outside the mosque may hear, then 
there is no problem. Although, some have responded to this and said, 
“Pronouncing it outside the mosque will cause the people to become 
lazy, and they will not come to the mosque till they hear the call-to- 
commence-Prayer and perhaps, they may even miss the first unit or 
more depending on their closeness to the mosque or distance from it.

However, since a similar occurred during the time of the 
Messenger $£ and the call-to-commence-Prayer was heard from 
outside the mosque, we rule in our view, that there is no blame in that. 
However, the sin that is feared in that regard is what some people do:
i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Prayer, Chapter on Observing the Prayer in the

Mosque in the Market, no. 477.
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transmitting the Prayer itself through the loudspeakers attached to 
the minarets. This will disturb those around the mosque, particularly 
during the late-night Prayers. The Prayers in which the readings are 
made loudly will disturb those in their homes (around the mosque) 
and other nearby mosques to such an extent that some would rather 
follow the Imam in a second mosque while in a nearby mosque due 
to the magnitude of the sound from the mosque. We even heard that 
some people said the Aameen to the readings of an Imam in a nearby 
mosque. When he said,

“Not (the way) of those who earned your Anger (such as the Jews),
nor of those who went astray (such as the Christians),”

Those others said, “Aameen!’

And this is not far-fetched because once the heart becomes 
engrossed in a thing; it turns away from any other than it. So, if 
they were following the recitation of the mosque close-by, and the 
recitation of the Imam is good in terms of the voice and sound, then 
the heart becomes diverted from the Imam in front of them.

It is established in Al-Muwatta of Imam Malik -  may Allah shower 
blessings on him -  that the Prophet M went out one night while 
his companions were in the mosque observing the Prayer, making 
their readings loud. So, he -  alayhi as-salaat was-salaat -  said, “The 
praying person is in private conversation with his Lord, so he should 
pay attention to what he says to Him. No one of you should raise 
his voice reading the Qur’an over those of others.” (l) So he -  peace 
and blessings be upon him - regarded it as inconvenience and thus 
prohibited it. Experience also supports this. Consequently, our view 
is that those who transmit the Prayers through the loudspeakers 
attached to the Minarets are committing sins if their actions constitute 
inconvenience to those around the mosque.

Therefore, if an action involves that an individual may be sinning 
or free from sin, then leaving such deeds is certainly better. More so, 
when it really lacks any benefit. The Imam leads those in the mosque 
and not those away from it. Likewise, if the individual is lazy, the satan

i  Reported by Malik in his Muwatta (1/80)
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may hold him back, and so, he begins to wait for the first unit or the 
second or even the third unit. He may whisper to him that, “sit down 
till it remains a single unit” and he becomes deprived of the virtue of 
attending the mosque for the Prayer since he could hear the voice of 
the Imam giving the readings over the speaker. Each time he tries the 
stand up, the devil encourages him to sit on.

Therefore, we adjure our brothers, particularly the leaders, not 
to do this; they should free themselves of blames and not bring 
inconvenience to their brothers as well, more so, when they are in 
their own homes. At times, some of the people might have observed 
his Prayer choosing to have some sleep and rest; he might even be 
ill, not having slept throughout the night and then he is disturbed by 
this noise. The mosque may be close to the rooftops (where people 
get fresh air) during summer and there may even be kids there the 
loudspeakers may frighten.

In a nutshell, some of the people have been brought in to trials 
regarding this matter -  we beseech Allah to preserve us and you 
-; they cause harm to nearby mosques and homes with something 
that lacks any benefit.

When you come in while the Imam is in the bowing posture, make 
the Takbeer (say: Allah Akbar - Allah is the Greatest) that enters you 
into the Prayer while standing upright and then bow. At that you would 
have met that unit. Likewise, if you come in while he has returned to 
the standing position after bowing, say the Takbeer (i.e., Allahu Akbar, 
meaning Allah is Greatest) and then join him (in that position) and go 
to prostration following him. But do not count this as a unit, because 
if the individual does not meet the Imam’s bowing position (for a 
particular unit of the Prayer), then he has missed the unit.

If you come in while he is in prostration, say the Takbeer while 
standing, then go to prostration. Do not wait till he stands up. Similarly, 
if you come in while he is in the sitting posture, say the Takbeer in 
the standing posture and then and sit down. In whichever position 
you meet the Imam, follow him. If you arrive while he is in the last 
Tashahhud (i.e., the statements of testimony made while ending the
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Prayer); look to see, if there is a group (which has not observed the 
prayer), do not join him (i.e., the Imam), because you would not have 
met the Congregational Prayer by meeting the Tashahhud except by 
meeting a complete unit. This is based on the statement of the Prophet 
M that, “Whoever meets a unit of Prayer has actually met the Prayer.”

But if there is no group of people with you and you may not find 
another mosque (to join in that same Prayer), then join him even if 
he were in the sitting of Tashahhud. But you should not count it as 
anything because you already missed the bowing position.

His saying, “...then complete it” contains proof that if the person 
who joins the Prayer after it commenced pays back, he should pay 
back the end-part of his Prayer and not the beginning. So if he meets 
the last two units of the Dhuhur Prayer -  for instance -, and he stands 
up to repay, the two units he will repay are those that end his Prayer. 
As such, he should not recite any more than the Opening Chapter, 
Al-Faatihah considering the fact that the prophetic practice regarding 
the last two units is that no other than the Opening Chapter should 
be read in them.

As for the hadeeth of Ibn Abbas - may Allah be pleased with him - that 
the Prophet M was proceeding from Arafat and heard clatters and other 
loud noise behind him including those from beating of the camels and 
their cries. During the times of Ignorance, they used to move hurriedly 
from Arafat wishing to leave before darkness fell. So they used to beat 
the camels vehemently. The Prophet M gestured toward them with his 
lash and said, “O people! Be Calm.” That is, be sedate and tranquil, 
“righteousness does not lie in haste.” Meaning that, righteousness and 
good is not by being hasty. Eedaa (the actual word used in the Arabic text 
rendered as haste), is a form of quick walk.

This contains proof that it is not necessary for the individual to be 
in a haste while proceeding to places of worship because those who 
are proceed from Arafat were going towards Muzdalifah which is 
a place of worship.

With this, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
indicated what he mentioned in the chapter heading when he said:
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when he goes for the Prayer and learning and other acts of worship, he 
should sedately. Hence, whenever you go for a gathering of knowledge 
or good, be tranquil, calm and esteemed, so that you do not belittle 
yourself before the people and that your honoring the gathering will 
count for you as from honoring Allah the Mighty and Sublime.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 94: honoring the guest

Has the story reached you, of the honoured guests [three angels; 
Jibrdil (Gabriel) along with another two] of Ibrahim (Abraham) ?

When they came in to him and said: “ Salam (peace be upon you) 
!” He answered: “ Salam (peace be upon you) ,” and said: ’ 'You 
are a people unknown to me."

Then he turned to his household, and brought out a roasted calf 
[as the property of Ibrahim (Abraham) was mainly cows].

And placed it before them (saying) : ' 'Will you not eat?"

Commentary

And his people came rushing towards him, and since aforetime 
they used to commit crimes (sodomy) , he said: ' 'O my people!
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Here are my daughters (i.e. the women of the nation) , they are 
purer for you (if you marry them lawfully) . So fear Allah and 
disgrace me not with regard to my guests! Is there not among you 
a single right-minded man?"

The author, the great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee -  may Allah 
shower blessings on him -  said, Chapter on Honoring the Guest.

Ad-Dayf (as in the Arabic text rendered as guest) is the person on 
a journey who you lodge with in order that you may provide him 
accommodation, food, drink and whatever he may need. Ad-Diyaafah 
(as in the Arabic text): is a noble trait since the time of Ibrahim, Allah’s 
beloved SsSI, if not even earlier.

The author -  Allah willing - shall soon mention hadeeths 
concerning honoring the guest and that honoring the guest is from the 
aspects of Faith in Allah and the Last Day. However, as is his practice, 
he begins with noble verses (of the Qur’an) since the Qur’an takes 
preference over the Sunnah. It is Allah’s Speech while the hadeeth is 
the statement of Allah’s Messenger M- Both of them are true and they 
must be affirmed; the information in them must be accepted and their 
legislations must be obeyed. So he commenced with verses and said,

“Has the story reached you, of the Honored guests [three angels;
Jibreel (Gabriel) alongwith another two] of Ibrahim (Abraham)?”

“Has the story reached you?” This interrogative expresses a stir, in 
order to draw the attention of the addressee. The address in His saying, 
“Has the story reached you?”  is either directed to the Messenger H or 
to him and his Ummah; i.e., to whomever it is appropriate.

“Has the story reached you of the Honored guest [three angels;
Jibreel (Gabriel) along with two others] of Ibrahim (Abraham)?
When they came in to him and said: Salam (peace be upon you) ....”

The guests were angels Allah the Mighty and Sublime sent them to 
Ibrahim and then to Lut -  may Allah’s peace be upon them both.
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His statement, “...honored guest”: means, those Ibrahim 
>83 warmly received.

“When they came in to him and said: Salam (peace be upon
you)! He answered Salam (peace be upon you).”

Scholars say that, their saying: “Salaman”  (in the accusative) 
means, “We greet with the Salam greeting” while his own response 
that, “Salamun” (in the nominative) means, “And upon you be peace.” 
The second is more intense and preferable than the first because 
the appropriate thing for the person who is greeted is to reply with 
that which is better than it or with something similar as Allah - 
the Exalted - has said:
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“ When you are greeted with a greeting, greet in return with what
is better than it, or (at least) return it equally.”  (An-Nisaa: 86)

The second is more preferable than the first considering the fact 
that the first is a verbal sentence while the second nominal sentence 
implying the present continuous sense.

Then he said, “...a  people unknown to me.”  He did not say, “You 
are...” because the expression, antum (in the Arabic text, meaning, 
you are) is too direct and may be loathing to some people. So, from 
the aspects of his good treatment for his guests was that he said, said: 
“A people unknown to me.”

The word, qawmun (as in the Arabic text, translated as a people), 
may read in full as, “they were strange” or “you are a people” or “those 
are a people”. It is not as direct as saying, “you are a people.” So, he 
omitted the subject (in a subject-predicate structure) and it became, 
“a strange people.” The guests being “strange” here meaning that, he 
did not know them since it was the first time he met them.

“Then he turned to his household”: he M was generous; raaga (as in 
the text) means, he swiftly and quickly went to “his household”, into 
his house. “So he brought out a roasted calf”  i.e., the young of a cow 
since its flesh is sumptuous and delicious. And the fact that it was
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rousted made the meat sweeter and better. In the other verse, it said, 
“grilled”  i.e., barbecued; its taste was still well-preserved. And meat is 
most delicious in this form.

“And placed it before (near) them”: he did not place it far away from 
them and then say, “Come and have your food.” He rather moved it 
towards them so that they do not experience any hardship or difficulty. 
In addition, he did not say, “Eat.” He did not give them any order, he 
only said, “ Will you not eat?”  This is invitation and not order, and it 
constitutes good dealings with his guests.

Thereafter, the guests went to Lut 8S3  in the appearance of two 
young beardless and extremely handsome and alluring boys. The 
people of Lut 8S3 , had been afflicted -  and the refuge is with Allah 
-, with the disease of sodomy; when males have sexual intercourse 
with males! When they arrived at Luts place, the people went around 
informing one another saying, “two young handsome and beardless 
boys have arrived Lut’s place” ! So they came to him, rushing to 
him, i.e., hastening.

“And since aforetime they used to commit crime (sodomy and so on).. .”

That is, they have been practicing indecency, homosexuality. He said,

“O my people! Here are my daughters (that is, the daughters of
my nation) they are purer for you (if you marry them lawfully).
So, fear Allah and degrade me not as regards my guest!”

Some scholars say, “Here are my daughters” refers to the daughters 
of his people and not his own children from his loins. He was rather 
talking about the females among his people because a Prophet ranks 
as father to his people. So, it was as if he was saying, “You have women” 
similar to his statement in another verse:

“Go you in unto males o f the Aalamin (mankind), and leave 
those whom Allah has created for you to be your wives?”  (Ash- 
Shuaraa: 165-166)

That is, among the females.
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“Nay, you are a trespassing people!”

In a nutshell, he -  peace be upon him said to them, “So fear Allah 
and degrade me not.”

And his statement:
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“Here are my daughters they are purer for you (if you marry 
them lawfully).”

This is from the aspects of comparisons in which the relatively 
low-grade shares not in the index of comparison considering the 
fact that mating males has not any element of purity (even though 
intercourse with females they marry is cited to be “purer”), it’s all filth, 
as Allah the Exalted said,

4©
“And we saved him from the town (folk) who practiced evil...”
(al-Anbiyaa: 74)

Instead, “They (women) are purer fo r you”  since their organs would 
be lawful for you after you tie the knots of marriage.

“So fear Allah and degrade me not as regard my guests! Is there not 
among you a single right-minded man?”

Unfortunately, there was not any right-minded man amongst them 
- we seek refuge with Allah!
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“ They said: surely you know that we have neither any desire nor
in need o f your daughters, and indeed you know well what we
want!” (Hood: 79)

Meaning that, you know well that we want those young boys 
who have come to you.
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“He said: would that I  had strength (men) to overpower you, or 
that I  could betake myself to some powerful support (to resist 
you).” (Hood: 80)

So, the Messengers (i.e., the angels) said:

“O Lut! Verily, we are the Messengers from your Lord! They shall 
not reach you.” (Hood: 81)

Then they advised him to set out with his family and leave the city! 

In Soorat Al-Qamar, He - the Exalted -  said,

“ The people o f Lut belied the warning. Verily, We sent against 
them a violent storm o f stones (which destroyed them all), except 
the family o f Lut, whom we saved in the last hour o f the night.
As a favor from us, thus do we reward him who give thanks (by 
obeying us). And he (lout [lot]) indeed had warned them o f our 
grasp, but they did doubt the warning! And they indeed sought 
to shame his guest (by asking to commit sodomy with them).
So, We blinded their eyes, then taste you My Torment and My 
warnings.”  (Al-Qamar: 33-37)

It was said that the angels smacked their faces and they became blind. 
It is also related that: Allah made them go blind instantly. In any case, 
his statement, “...and degrade me not as regards my guest” indicates 
that the guests were well treated by Lut as they were with Ibrahim ®Sl.

The point here is that, if a guest arrives and lodges with you, it is 
compulsory on you to host him for a day and night. However, do
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not as the foolish ones do; going to bring burdens upon yourself by 
preparing a large meal, so much that we even hear that when some of 
the people have guests, the host would slaughter an animal for him. 
And then the other would insist and say, “Do not slaughter! I swear 
to give a divorce (to my wife if you do). So do not slaughter.” And 
then the other person says, “I already swore to give a divorce I do 
not slaughter.” This is absolutely wrong and loathsome. Whether you 
slaughter or not, there is no need swearing.

And if at all you need to swear, there is no need swearing to give 
divorce, because it is not trivial to swear to divorce. The four leaders 
of schools of thoughts: Malik, Abu Hanifah, Ash-Shafi’ and Ahmad 
bin Hanbal and the vast majority of their students opine that swearing 
to divorce (ones wife) counts as divorce if the person breaks his oath. 
That is, when you say, “Do not do such-and-such, otherwise I swear 
to divorce my wife” and then the person does the thing, it means you 
have actually divorced your wife even if you had only intended it to be 
an oath. This is the opinion of the vast majority of the Ummah and all 
the dependable scholars of this Ummah.

So, the matter is a grave one; and it is serious error today that the 
people trivialize the matter. Unfortunately, too quickly do they say, 
“I swear to give divorce; I must do such-and-such”, “I swear to give 
divorce, I will never do such-and-such” or that, “my wife becomes 
divorced if I do such-and-such” or that, “my wife becomes divorced 
if I don’t do such-and-such.” This is great error. How can you say this 
when the majority of scholars opine that if you break this oath, then 
your wife becomes divorced? Therefore, the individual should not 
trivialize this matter; he should not swear to divorce; rather, if the 
need arises he should only swear by Allah -  and free is Allah from 
all imperfections and Exalted is He -, otherwise, he should not swear.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 706
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Abu Hurairah «?s reported: The Prophet M said, “He who believes 
in Allah and the Last Day, let him show hospitality to his guest; and 
he who believes in Allah and the Last Day, let him maintain good 
relation with kins; and he who believes in Allah and the Last Day, 
let him speak good or remain silent.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Abu Shuraih Khuwailid bin Amr Al-Khuza‘i reported: I  heard 
Messenger o f Allah M saying, “He who believes in Allah and the 
Last Day, should accommodate his guest according to his right.” 
He was asked: “What is his right, O Messenger of Allah?” He (M) 
replied: “It is (to accommodate him) for a day and a night, and 
hospitality extends for three days, and what is beyond that is 
charity.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said under the

.  4 _ J I p  J — t C j i

Commentary
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chapter on Hospitality and Honoring the Guest, after mentioning two 
verses from Allah’s Book - and in fact cited a number of verses in 
two places and then the hadeeths. The hadith of Abu Hurayrah - may 
Allah be pleased with him -  in which the Prophet ft said, “Whosoever 
believes in Allah and the Last Day should show hospitality to his 
guest.” This has to do with encouragement and motivation towards 
honoring guests. It means that, honoring the guest is a sign of Faith 
in Allah and the Last Day; and from the aspects of perfecting Faith in 
Allah and the Last Day.

Because the individual who honors his guest will be rewarded by 
Allah on the Day of Resurrection; He may even reward him on the 
Day of Resurrection and in this life as Allah - the Exalted -  said,

“Whoever desires (with his deeds) the reward o f the Hereafter,
We give him increase in his reward.” (Ash-Shoorah: 20)

So Allah will reward him in this worldly life by granting him 
sound legacy and then rewarding him in the hereafter. Hence, he M 
said, “Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should show 
hospitality to his guest.”

Honoring the guest varies depending on the conditions of the 
guest. Some have high ranks and are regard among their people; so 
such persons should be suitably honored. Others are of the average 
ranks, and they should be respected as such. Some others have lower 
ranks. The point here is that, the Prophet ft generalized honoring; and 
as such, it includes all kinds of showing honor.

Some among the people would be your guest who would not like 
that you serve them food with two pieces chicken and the like; he 
would rather prefer to be served meat. From the aspects of hospitality 
is for you to invite your neighbors too. However, some wouldn’t 
require that. The Prophet ft did not limit the hospitality or honoring; 
he rather made it general, and so, the details of it will depend on what
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the people consider to be honor.

He said, “Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should 
connect his ties of kinship” , and in another hadeeth, it says, “he 
should honor his neighbor.”

“He should connect his ties of kinship” : ar-Rahm (as in the Arabic 
text) refers to relatives; and the closer the relative is to you, the more 
mandatory his rights are. Hence, the individual should maintain his 
family ties. However, the Prophet M did not explain what constitutes 
that. As such, such details will depend on custom. Some relatives 
will be connected by visiting them and physically paying attention 
to them; some will sufficiently be connected when you provide his 
financial needs. Yet, some will be connected by providing them 
food and clothing. Each person according to his needs; the point 
is that you should connect your ties of kinship by carrying out 
what would, according to the persons circumstance and rank, 
constitute good dealing.

For instance, if your relative is a rich and honorable person, you 
should not send him a plate of food. You would rather be maintaining 
ties with him through visiting him and speaking gentle words to him 
and such other things. If however, the relative is poor, a container of 
food will be more beloved to him than anything else. Then you should 
send food to him. But if the relative needs money, the appropriate 
thing then is for you to send him money and so on. Each person 
should be related with nicely according to his circumstance.

He also said, “Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should 
utter what is good or remain silent.” How I wish we employ this 
wisdom in our lives. “Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day 
should utter what is good or remain silent.” Uttering an expression 
may entail goodness; it might be in the intent of the expression such 
as enjoining good, forbidding evil, teaching a matter of knowledge 
and religion. Here, the utterance itself is good. But some utterances 
may not in themselves be good but they may be uttered to delight the 
addressee and calm him. This is good too; even though the statement
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in itself may not be among the things of seeking nearness to Allah. 
However, it does not involve sin and it was intended to soothe the 
addressee, calm and delight him. So this is good as well.

It becomes known therefore, that the individual who does not utter 
good words has deficient Faith in Allah and the Day of Resurrection; 
how about the one who says evil? How about those who wake up 
in the morning to feast upon the flesh of others -  and the refuge is 
with Allah? He would go about among them spreading slander and 
lies, deceiving! What about the one who will rise up in the morning 
conspiring against the scholars and abusing them; he abuses them 
over issues in which they are closer to the truth than what he claims 
or thinks? Such is certainly worse much more grievous; slandering the 
scholars is not as slandering the common folk.

Speaking about the generality of the people may cause the person 
to even blemish himself; but slandering the scholars constitutes 
blemishing the scholars and the Sharee’ah they convey considering 
the fact that the people will not trust them if the abuse becomes much. 
Therefore, when people begin to talk much delving into various 
issues, the individual should hold back his own tongue and not speak. 
And even if he were asked, he should rather say, “We ask for Allah’s 
guidance”, “we ask Him to guide everyone” “we ask Allah to bless the 
affairs” and similar other expressions.

But for him to speak and let lose his tongue in an absolutely baseless 
matter, that is from the aspects of not rightly believing in Allah and 
the Day of Resurrection. Even though the individual does not become 
a disbeliever therewith, his Faith is deficient, because the Prophet M 
had said, “Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should utter 
good words or remain silent.” It is also said that, “If speaking is from 
silver; then silence is golden.” A word of wisdom also says, “Whoever 
remains silent is safe; but whoever speaks is at risk.”

Therefore, always be silent, except you find good talking; goodness 
is what is desirable.

Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 95: encouragement to 
give good news and felicitations 

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his Book, 

Riyaad as-Saaliheen, Chapter on Encouragement Towards Give 
Good News and Felicitations.

Giving good news has to do with the things of delight, and it is 
so named, (i.e., Bishaarah in Arabic) because when an individual is 
giving news of a thing of delight to him, it manifests in his countenance 
and Bishrah (i.e., body). And the news may be of the matters that will 
cause harm to the individual such as Allah’s saying -  the Exalted:

“So announce to them a painful torment.”  (Al-Inshiqaaq: 24)

Giving good news could be about the things of joy in the hereafter 
or in this world. As for the news of delight in the life hereafter, they are 
numerous, Allah mentioned them in a number of places in the Qur’an 
such as His saying -  the Exalted:

^
“And give glad tiding to those who believe and do righteous good
deeds that fo r them will be gardens under which rivers flow
(Paradise).” (al-Baqarahh: 25)

And His saying:

’_________lJ j Ii J sfe

“For them is glad tidings in the life o f the present would (that is, 
righteous dreams seen by the person himself or shown to others) 
and in the Hereafter.” (Yoonus: 64)
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Likewise His saying:
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“Their Lord gives them glad tidings o f a mercy from Him and 
that He is pleased (with them) and o f gardens (Paradise) for  
them wherein is everlasting delights. They will well therein 

forever. Verily with Allah is a great reward.” (At-Tawbah: 21-22)

Allah - Blessed is He - said:

“And also (He will give you another) (blessing) which you love, 
help from Allah (against your enemies) and a near victory. And 
give glad tidings (O Muhammad M) to the believers.” (As-Saff: 13 )

All these are about matters regarding the hereafter.

Among the things that give good news regarding the matters of the 
hereafter are good dreams the individual sees himself or those seen 
by someone else about him. For example, the individual may see in a 
dream that he was told: Give so-and-so the good news that he will be 
among the people of the Paradise” and he will tell him.

Similarly, if a person notices that he submits to perform good and 
righteous deeds; he feels encouraged and inclined towards it while 
loathing evil, this is also good news because Allah the Exalted says:

“As for him who gives (in charity) and keeps his duty to Allah 
and fears Him and believes in Al-Husna We will make smooth 
for him the path o f ease (goodness).”  (al-Layl: 5-7)

As for good news regarding the issues of this life, an example is His 
saying regarding Ibrahim, Allah’s friend, that:
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“ We give you glad tidings o f a boy (son) possessing much 
knowledge and wisdom.” (al-Hijr: 53)

And in another verse it says:

“So we gave him the glad tidings o f a forbearing boy.” 
(As-Saafaat: 10 1)

The good news he received in the first verse differs from what he 
received in the second in which it says:

“We give you glad tidings of a boy (son) possessing much 
knowledge and wisdom”

This is Ishaaq; and the one containing:

“So we gave him the glad tidings of a forbearing boy”

This is Ismaa'eel -  may Allah’s peace and blessings be upon them both.

Ishaaq is the forefather of Banu Israaeel (the Children of Israel) 
because his son was Ya’qub (Jacob), who is Israaeel (Israel) from whom 
Moosa -  3SS and ‘Isa )&  descended. Likewise most of the Prophets 
mentioned in the Qur’an, they were from the offspring of Israel.

But the one Allah mentioned in:

“So we give him the glad tidings o f a forbearing boy” - that in Surat 
As-Saffat -  that was Ismaa'eel (Ishmael), the father of the Arabs. There 
was not any Messenger in his progeny except one; but he was the end 
of the entire messages and he was raised to the entirety of mankind 
from the time he was sent till the day of Resurrection. Others among 
the prophets were sent only to their peoples. This Messenger from 
the progeny of Ismaa'eel is Muhammad -  may Allah’s peace and 
blessings be upon him.

Similarly, Allah - the Exalted -  said regarding the wife of Ibrahim:

“And his wife was standing (there) and she laughed (either 
because the Messengers did not eat their food or for being glad for 
the destruction of the people ofLut). But we gave her glad tidings
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of Ishaaq)) and after Ishaaq of Ya’qub (Jacob).”

This is also good news for females.

The point here is that, good news could be regarding the affairs of 
the hereafter or those of this life; the individual should be optimistic 
and positive and not consider life ahead of him as dark or a dead-end 
and then loose heart and despair.

It is also necessary that the individual to be congratulated or given 
glad tidings if the matter is of the future. He will be congratulated when 
it happens and given glad tidings of future good. Give your brother 
glad tidings and make him happy. In fact, if you notice -  for example 
-  a distressed person, for whom life has become so constrained and 
tough, say to him, “expect rescue” because the Prophet M said, “You 
should know that help comes with patience and rescue with calamity, 
and that after difficulty comes ease.” (l) This is the statement of Allah’s 
Messenger M and he speaks not out of desire.

Whenever you notice your brother is distressed, say to him, “be 
cheerful, rescue is at hand.” If you find him in difficulty say, “be 
cheerful, ease will come soon” as Ibn Abbass - may Allah be pleased 
with him -  said, “A difficulty will never overcome two eases.” Where? 
In (the explanation of) Surah Ash-Sharh (it says):

“So verily, with the hardship, there is relief, verily with hardship, 
there is relief (that is, there is one hardship with two reliefs, so 
one hardship cannot overcome two reliefs).” (Ash-Sharh: 5-6)

Hardship was mentioned twice and ease mentioned twice. However, 
in reality, hardship was not mentioned but just once while ease was 
mentioned twice; why? The scholars explain that, “When a word 
repeats along with the definite article, al- (in the Arabic lexicon), then 
it’s still one same thing. But if it repeats without the definite article, 
then they are two.”

Hardship occurred twice (in the Arabic text of the verse) but with

1 Reported by Ahmad in Al-Musnad (1/307)
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the definite article, meaning that, the second hardship is still the first 
mentioned. However, Ease came twice in the indefinite form, and so, 
the second is not same as the first. Hence, Ibn Abbass (may Allah be 
pleased with him) said, “A difficulty will never overcome two eases.” 
So, make your distressed brother happy, tell to him “expect rescue; 
whenever things become difficult expect ease.”

Perhaps the minds would loathe affairs

That have Furjatun (ways out) as the loosening of the headband.

It is said that Al-Hajjaj bin Yusuf Ath-Taqafi, a well-known figure -  
we beseech Allah to pardon him -, and a tyrant with several evils, once 
heard a man say something he found strange. Al-Hajjaj was good at 
Arabic language, he placed the diacritical marks on the Qur’an -  and 
this is one of his good deeds. Al-Hajjaj said to him, “This does not 
exist in Arabic language, the word measure, Fu 'latun (as in Furjatun 
in the poem above) does not occur in Arabic language.” He answered 
that, “That was how I heard a Bedouin say.” And they would take the 
language from the Bedouin Arabs since they lived in the wilderness 
rather than in the cities. In the cities, Persians and Romans who had 
accepted Islam were present causing some alterations (in the originality 
of how the city speakers use the language). So, Al-Hajjaj said to him, 
“Go to the Bedouins and bring me something to support your claim 
that Fu’latun exists in Arabic lexicon. I give you up to such-and-such 
time. If you do not return to me (with it), I shall cut of your neck!”

The man left distressed, and Al-Hajjaj carried out his threats. The 
man went searching among the Bedouins and heard one of them say:

Perhaps the minds would loathe affairs

That have Furjatun (ways out) as the loosening of the headband.

So he became extremely delighted returned to Al-Hajjaj with it. 
While on his way he was informed that “Al-Hajjaj has passed away.” 
So he muttered, “By Allah! I wouldn’t really know whether I am 
more delighted by this word I found with the Bedouin or with the 
demise of this man!”

The point here is that, the individual should make his brothers
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happy and bring them good news so that they may be delighted, 
enlivened, full of hopes and expectant of rescue.

We beseech Allah to make us and you among those who have good 
news in the life of this world and in the hereafter.

Hadeeth 708
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‘Abdullah bin Abu Aufa reported: Messenger of Allah M gave
glad tidings to Khadijah d® about a palace of hollowed pearls in 
Jannah, free from noise and toil. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 709
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Abu Musa Al-AsKari 4® reported: One day, I performed my 
Wudu’ in my house and then set forth with the determination 
that I  would stick to Messenger of Allah ‘St and spend the whole 
day with him. I  came to the mosque and asked about him. The 
Companions told that he (M) had gone in a certain direction. Abu 
Musa added: I  followed him inquiring until I  came to B i’rAris (a 
well in the suburb of Al-Madinah). (There) I  sat down at the door 
till he (St) had relieved himself and performed Wudu’ . Then I 
went to him and saw him sitting on the platform of the well with 
his shanks uncovered and his legs dangling in the well. I  greeted 
him and returned to the door of the garden, saying to myself, “I  
will be the doorkeeper of the Messenger of Allah today.” Abu Bakr 
4® came and knocked at the door. I  said; “Who is that?” He said: 
“Abu Bakr.” I  said, “Wait a moment.” Then I  went to the Messenger 
of Allah |g and said, “O Messenger of Allah! Abu Bakr is at the 
door seeking permission to enter.” He said, “Admit him and give 
him the glad tidings ofjannah .” I returned and said to Abu Bakr 
4*: “You may enter and Messenger of Allah M has given you the 
glad tidings of (entering) Jannah .” Abu Bakr 4® came in and sat 
down on the right side of Messenger of Allah St and suspended 
his legs into the well and uncovered his shanks, as the Messenger 
of Allah had done. I  returned to the door and sat down. I  had 
left my brother at home while he was performing Wudu’ and 
intending to join me. I  said to myself: “I f  Allah intends good for 
him (i.e., to be blessed to come at this time and receive the glad 
tidings of entering Jannah ), He will bring him here.” Someone 
knocked at the door and I  said, “Who is it?” He said, “Umar bin 
Al-Khattab.” I  said, “Wait a moment.” Then I  proceeded towards 
Messenger o f Allah I greeted him and said, “Umar is at the 
door, seeking permission to enter. He said, “Let him in and give
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him the glad tidings of entering Jannah .” I went back to ‘Umar 
4 = and said to him, “Messenger of Allah has given you permission 
as well as glad tidings of entering Jannah .” He entered and sat 
down with Messenger of Allah M on his left side and dangled his 
feet into the well. I returned to the door and sat down and said 
to myself: “I f  Allah intends good for my brother, He will bring 
him here.” Someone knocked at the door and I  said, “Who is it?”
He said, “Uthman bin ‘Affan” I  said, “Wait a moment.” I  went 
to Messenger o f Allah it  and informed him about his arrival. He 
said, “Let him in and give him glad tidings of entering Jannah 
together with a tribulation which he will have to face.” I  came 
back to him and said, “You may enter; and Messenger of Allah 
M gives you the glad tidings of entering Jannah together with 
a tribulation that will afflict you.” He got in and saw that the 
elevated platform round the well was fully occupied. So he sat 
on opposite side. Said  bin Al-Musaiyab (a subnarrator) has 
reported: The order in which they sat down indicated the places 
of their burial. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned the 

verses we explained earlier under the Chapter on Encouragement 
to Give Good News and Congratulations. We explained that 
giving good news could be regarding a good thing of this world or 
that of the hereafter.

Thereafter, he cited two hadeeths: the hadeeth of Abu Ibrahim, 
Abdullah bin Abee Awfa (may Allah be pleased with him), that the 
Prophet M told Khadijah (may Allah be pleased with her) the great 
news of a home for her in Paradise. Likewise the hadeeth of Abu Musa 
Al-Ash’ari, and that will come soon -  Allah willing.

He said, “...o f a home in the Paradise, made of hollowed pearls, 
free from noise and toil.” However, al-Qasab, the pearls, with which 
Khadijah’s castle in the Paradise was built is not like the pearls of this
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world. The name is the same name, but the realities differ just as there 
are palms, pomegranates and fruits and the flesh of birds and so on; 
the names being the same, the realities completely differ.

This is an aspect the individual must pay attention to the matters of 
the Unseen which have equivalents (in terms of their names) in this 
world are not equivalent to those of this world. For instance, Allah’s 
Attributes; Allah the Mighty and Sublime has a Noble Face, described 
with majesty and honor. We also have faces; they do not differ in their 
names; but He the Exalted said:

“There is nothing like unto Him, He is the All-hearer, the All
seer.”  (ash-Shoorah: 1 1 )

So His Face is as it befits His Majesty and Magnificence; it cannot be 
encompassed mentally or in description, neither can it be imagined 
or said by the tongue. It is too great and majestic to be encompassed 
by descriptions; likewise the rest of His Attributes. The names will be 
the same but the realities will vary.

Likewise the Paradise, it has -  as I said earlier -, honey, water, wine, 
meat, women, fruits, pomegranates and so on, but not as those of this 
world because Allah -  and free is He from all imperfections -  said 
in the Noble Qur’an,

“No person knows what is kept hidden for them of jo y” 
(as-Sajdah: 17).

If they were similar to those of this world, then we would have 
surely known them. But they are not like them or any near them. In a 
similar manner, the Prophet M, among what he narrated from Allah 
the Exalted said, “I have prepared for My righteous slaves what no eye 
has seen, nor has any ear heard nor any mind imagined.”(l)

1  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Beginning of Creation, Chapter on What Has 
Come Regarding the Description of Paradise, and That It Is Created; no. 3244, and
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We beseech Allah to make us and the rest of the Muslims among 
those for whom He has prepared that.

The Prophet M gave Khadijah (may Allah be pleased with him) the 
good news from Jibreel. He informed Allah’s Messenger M; he gave 
her the welcome news of a home in the Paradise made of hollowed 
pearls. However, the pearls in Paradise -  as we explained earlier are 
not like the pearls in this world; neither are the pearls in this world 
similar to those in the Paradise.

Then he said, “...free from noise and toil.” As-Sakhab (as in the 
Arabic text rendered as, noise) refers to strong disturbing yells; 
the Paradise is devoid of any noise; none of its people is noisy or 
fatigued or of idle talk:

“Free from any Laghw (dirty, false, evil, vague talk between 
them). And free from sin.”  (at-Toor: 23)

“There greeting therein will be: Salam (Pease).” (Ibrahim: 23)

They only utter good words since they are neighbors of At-Tayyib 
(The Good, Allah), the Mighty and Sublime. So, they are good, in 
the near gardens (i.e., the Paradise); good abodes with At-Tayyib (the 
Good). They are all good; just as their hearts were good in this world 
and their deeds, nice - and Allah only accepts what is good-, their 
deeds were acceptable, so they will be in the hereafter.

So, in Khadijah’s castle, there will be no noise or fatigue; it would 
not require sweeping refuse or any other thing; everything in it is 
good. This is great news for the mother of the Believers, Khadijah 
(may Allah be pleased with her).

Mother of the Believers, Khadijah, was the first woman the Prophet 
M married; he married her at the age of twenty five while she was forty

Muslim, Book of Paradise, Chapter From It; no. 2824.
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years (40) old(l) being previously married. She had four daughters and 
three or two sons from him. He did not marry anyone after her till she 
passed away - may Allah be pleased with him. She was an intelligent, 
brilliant and wise woman. She wielded great positive influence well 
known to anyone who studies her life in books of history. She had the 
same status as A'aishah (may Allah be pleased with her); that is to say, 
she and A'aishah are the best wives of Allah’s Messenger H and the 
most beloved to him.

Scholars however hold differently regarding which of them is nobler; 
while some consider it A'aishah, others view that it is Khadijah. But 
the correct opinion is that each of them has peculiar excellence the 
other does not share.

As for A'aishah, towards the end of the Message and after the demise 
of the Messenger it, she was involved in the rapid and vast spreading 
of the Message, knowledge and the rulings of Islam which was not 
the case with Khadijah -  may Allah be pleased with her. But at the 
beginning of the Message, Khadijah rendered tremendous assistance 
and support to the Prophet It, an opportunity A'aishah did not have. 
So, each of them both has her merits.

As regard virtue, it is enough thing of pleasure for both of them 
that they are the most beloved wives of the Prophet % to him; this 
is enough. However, concerning virtues, each of them has virtues; 
A'aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) has those distinctions as 
cited earlier and Khadijah (may Allah be pleased with her) has those 
others too as we indicated. But regarding their ranks before Allah the 
Mighty and Sublime, what I said, that they are the most beloved wives 
of the Prophet H is sufficient. It was reported that a man among the 
People of the Sunnah and another, a deviant extremist Shiite talked. 
The Shiites would hate and speak evil of A'aishah -  and the refuge 
is with Allah -, while the People of the Sunnah really love her -  may 
Allah be pleased with her. The Shiites would also go overboard beyond 
the limits set by the Sharee'ah concerning Khadijah -  may Allah be 
pleased with her -. They would loathe this greatly, i.e., A'aishah, and

1 No authentic narration is known to report the actual age of Khadijah at the time
of her marriage with the Prophet (TN).
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go to extremes in their love for that; i.e., Khadijah. But the People of 
the Sunnah love the both of them and hold them in high esteem; both 
A'aishah and Khadijah.

So the Shiite and the person Sunnah talked; the extremist Shiite 
averred that, ‘Khadijah is better” and the person of Sunnah cited that, 
“A'aishah was better” depending on the view of some scholars who 
opined that A'aishah had a higher rank even though the correct opinion 
is what I pointed out earlier; each of them has her own distinctions.

The two men took the matter to Ibn Jawzee -  the author of the well- 
known book, At-Tabsirah - and said, “We choose you to rule in this 
matter: Who is more high-ranking, Alee or Abu Bakr?” He answered 
that, “The better of them is the one whose daughter is under him.” 
So who is more virtuous now? The statement was rather ambiguous; 
if he meant the person whose daughter was under him Ml then he 
meant Abu Bakr. But if he meant the person who had the Messengers 
daughter under him, then it referred to Alee being more virtuous. 
The men went away with each of them holing that, “he judged in 
my favor” even though the pronouns employed could be viewed 
from both angles. This indicates Ibn Jawzi’s deep wisdom, and he 
freed himself of harm.

In a nutshell, Abu Bakr (may Allah be pleased with him) is the 
best of this Ummah after its Prophet M according to the consensus 
of the People of the Sunnah. Even Alee bin Abee Talib (may Allah be 
pleased with him) would say on the pulpit in Kufah that, “The best 
of this Ummah after its Prophet is Abu Bakr, then Umar.” He would 
publicly say it aloud when he was the caliph, not fearing anyone. But 
the extremist Shiite would alter the import of this expression. It is 
well known that Ibn Al-Jawzi (may Allah shower blessings on him) 
is among the People of the Sunnah and undoubtedly, Abu Bakr (may 
Allah be pleased with him) but he expressed the response in a matter 
that gave room for wide-range interpretation by way of avoiding the 
evil of this extremist Shiite. And Allah knows Best.

Thereafter, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
mentioned the hadeeth of Abu Musa Al-Ash'ari (may Allah be pleased
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with him) that one day he performed the Ablution in this home and 
went to meet the Prophet M saying, “Today I will spend the entire day 
with the Messenger of Allah that is to say, I will be with him as he 
went about the day’s activities.

This contains evidence that when an individual leaves his home, 
he should make the Ablution so that he would be prepared for the 
Prayer while outside. So, when the time of the Prayer reaches while 
in a location without water, he could observe the Prayer since he had 
made the Ablution. Likewise, he may observe the Funeral Prayer 
while outside or at least will be in the state of purity. Because, that the 
individual is in a condition of purity is better than not being in purity. 
Death might even visit and he will be in a state of purity. Consequently, 
it is necessary for the individual, as much as possible, to be in a state of 
purity especially when going out of the home.

So, he went out to meet the Prophet $g and came to the Mosque 
since the Messenger M would either be in the mosque or in his home 
or busy with his household or engaged in some things of benefit for 
his companions. But he did not find him in the mosque, he asked 
and they said, “He went this way” pointing towards the Arees well 
around Quba. So, Abu Musa went in search of him till he got to the 
well where he saw the Prophet St. So he stayed at the door - may Allah 
be pleased with him.

The Prophet It emptied his bowels, made the Ablution and sat on 
the rim of the well lowering his legs towards the inside of the well and 
his clothes off his shins. Apparently -  and Allah knows best -, that was 
during the hot period and the well had water in it. The water was near 
full, and there were trees, date-palms and shade around it. Normally, 
in such circumstance, the individual would do something like this; 
i.e., he will expose his shins to cool off and so, he gains some coolness 
from the well water and the shade around.

He -  peace and blessings be upon him -, sat on the rim of the well, 
dropped his legs in it and exposed his shins. Abu Musa stayed at the 
entrance of the well. Abu Bakr (may Allah be pleased with him) asked 
permission (to enter) but Abu Musa (may Allah be pleased with him)
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did not permit him till he had asked the Prophet M, saying, “Abu Bakr 
is at the door seeking permission to enter.” He said, “Allow him in 
and give him the glad tidings of Paradise.” He permitted him to enter 
and said to him, “The Allah’s Messenger M gives you good news of 
Paradise.” What a great news! He gives him the good news that he will 
enter the Paradise and then permits him to go in to the garden to be 
with the Messenger M-

He went in and found the Prophet it  seated on the rim (of the 
well) and he sat on his right since the Prophet M loves the right in 
his affairs. So, Abu Bakr (may Allah be pleased with him) sat on his 
right in the same manner the Prophet M had sat; he dropped his legs 
in the well and exposed his shins out of dislike for acting contrary 
to the Prophet M in this sitting. Otherwise, it is not an established 
ruling that the individual should sit around a well and drop his legs 
in it while exposing his shins. But he does not like to sit with the 
Prophet -  peace and blessings be upon him -, in a manner different 
from how the Prophet M sat.

So Abu Musa (may Allah be pleased with him) who had left his 
brother to perform the Ablution and join him, said, “If Allah wills good 
for him, He will bring him”, i.e., if he came and sought permission (to 
enter) he might be given the good news that he will enter the Paradise. 
However, a second person sought permission and Abu Musa (may 
Allah be pleased with him) returned to the Messenger and said, 
“It is Umar.” He said, “Allow him to come in, and give him the good 
news that he will enter the Paradise.” He permitted him to enter and 
told him that, “Allah’s Messenger M brings you the good news that you 
will enter the Paradise.”

He went in and found the Prophet M and Abu Bakr (may Allah be 
pleased with him) on the rim (of the well) and sat on the left of the 
Messenger M- The well was narrow and not so wide, and so, the three 
of them sat on one side.

Then Uthman came and asked for permission and Abu Musa (may 
Allah be pleased with him) asked permission again on his behalf. 
Thereupon, the Prophet M said, “Allow him to come in and give him
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good news that he will enter the Paradise in spite of the calamity 
that will befall him.” Consequently he allowed him in and said, “The 
Messenger H brings you good news that you will enter the Paradise 
in spite the tribulation that will befall you.” For him, fortune and 
misfortune will combine.

Uthman (may Allah be please with him) replied and said, “Al- 
Hamdu lillahi Al-Mustaan (meaning: All Praise belongs to Allah, His 
help alone should be sought).” That is, Allah help is sought regarding 
this calamity; and praise be to Allah for the good news. He went in and 
found the rim (of the well) occupied since it was not very spacious. So 
he went to the edge opposite them and sat there, dropped his legs and 
exposed his shins. Sa’eed bin Al-Musayyib - one of the great Tabi’een 
- interpreted it to mean their graves; the burial places of the three 
were in a single room; their grave was one, they were buried together. 
And in the life of this world, they went forth together and returned 
together. The Prophet U would say, “I, Abu Bakr and Umar went 
forth; I Abu Bakr and Umar returned.” So they were regularly in his 
company, following him and on the Day of Resurrection, they will be 
raised from the same grave together. They were together in this world 
and in the hereafter.

Uthman (may Allah be pleased with him) sat in front of them. 
He H gave him the good news of entering the Paradise in spite the 
calamity he will face. This calamity happened to Uthman (may Allah 
be pleased with him) when people disagreed with him, rebelled 
against him and subsequently killed him in his own home - may Allah 
be pleased with him. They entered upon him in his home in Madinah 
and killed him while he was reciting the Qur’an; Allah’s Book was 
right in front of him.

Some of the historians mentioned that a drop of his blood fell upon 
the statement of Allah the Exalted:

^  0  j i s t > * ■

“So Allah will suffice you against them. And He is the All- 
Hearer, All-Knower.” (Al-Baqarahh: 137)
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And Allah Knows best.

In any case, Uthman (may Allah be pleased with him) was known 
for his frequent reading of the Qur’an and observing the late-night 
Prayer. But the transgressors entered upon him and killed him; 
and he died a martyr.

By this, the statement of the Prophet M when he went up the 
Uhud mountain -  a well-known huge mountain - along with Abu 
Bakr, Umar and Uthman and the mountain quaked beneath them 
as a sign of Allah, became established. It wasn’t a quake of grudge 
or humiliation but that of delight. When it quaked, the Prophet M 
said to it, “Be steady Uhud! Certainly, upon you is a Prophet, a 
Sideeq (trustworthy one) and two martyrs.” (l) The Prophet was the 
Messenger of Allah St, the Sideeq was Abu Bakr and the two matyrs 
were Umar and Uthman -  may Allah be pleased with them -, both of 
whom were killed as martyrs.

Umar was killed while leading the Muslims in the Fajr Prayer, and 
Uthman was killed while performing the late-Night Prayer in his 
home. May Allah be pleased with both of them and join us and you 
with them in the Abode of everlasting bliss.

The narration contains giving good news because the Messenger 
said, “Allow him to come in and give him good news that he will 
enter the Paradise” for Abu Bakr, Umar and Uthman, may Allah 
pleased with them all, and make us and you amongst those who shall 
be raised in the company of Muhammad St.

Hadeeth 710

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of the Virtues of the Companions o f the Prophet, 
Chapter on the Statement of the Prophet $g, “If I was...”, no. 3675.
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Abu Hurairah 4e> reported: We were sitting in the company of the 
Messenger of Allah M, and Abu Bakr and ‘Umar <&> were also 
present. All of a sudden the Messenger of Allah M got up and 
left us. When he was late to return to us we began to worry lest 
he should meet with trouble in our absence. I was the first to be 
alarmed and set out in search of him until I  came to a garden 
belonging to Banu-Najjar (a section o f the Ansar ). I  went round 
it looking for an entrance, but failed to find one. However, I  saw 
a stream of water flowing into the garden from a well outside.
1  drew myself together like a fox and slinked into the place and 
reached the Messenger o f Allah M- He said, “Is it Abu Hurairah?” 
I  replied in the affirmative. He asked, “What is the matter with 
you?” I  replied, “You were sitting with us and then you left us and
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delayed for a time. Fearing you had met with some adversities we 
got alarmed. I  was the first to be alarmed. So when I  came to this 
garden, I  squeezed myself like a fox and these people are coming 
behind me.” He (the Prophet M) gave me his sandals and said,
“O Abu Hurairah! Take these sandals of mine, and whoever you 
meet outside this garden testifying that La ilaha illallah (There 
is no true god except Allah), being assured of it in his heart, give 
him the glad tidings that he will enter Jannah .” (Abu Hurairah 
then narrated the Hadith in full). [Muslim]

Commentary
This hadeeth the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him 

-  cited in Riyaad as-Saaliheen, under the chapter on Giving Good 
News and Congratulations also contains glad tidings. The Prophet 
M was seated amongst a group of his companions while Abu Bakr 
and Umar - may Allah be pleased with them - were also present with 
him. Then the Prophet M got up and tarried away from them. So they 
feared that someone might have ambushed him and hindered him 
from returning to them since the hypocrites were after the Prophet M, 
likewise other enemies of the Religion.

Therefore, they got up frightened. The first of them who was scared 
was Aboo Hurayrah - may Allah be pleased with him till he reached 
the walls of the Najjar tribe. He began to go round perhaps he might 
find a door but he did not find one. May be he sought a gate that would 
be opened; but he did not. Otherwise, the walls would ordinarily have 
gates; but may he was rather looking for an opened gate. But he found 
a streamlet opening -  narrow spaces on the walls that serve as rivulets. 
Abu Hurayrah squeezed himself in and found the Prophet M-

He M said, “Is it Abu Hurayrah?” He replied, “Yes.” He -  peace 
and blessings be upon him -  then gave him his sandals and said 
to him, “ Take these sandals of mine and proceed, whosoever you 
meet outside this garden who testifies that: None has the right to be 
worshipped except Allah, certain o f that in his heart, give him the
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good news that he will enter the Paradise.” We beseech Allah to make 
us and you among them in this life and the time of death.

Thereupon, Abu Hurayrah - may Allah be pleased with him - went 
out with the pair of the sandals of Allah’s Messenger $|. As if the Prophet 
M gave him the sandals as a symbol that he is truthful considering 
the significance of the good news, that: Whosoever testifies that none 
has the right to be worshiped except Allah, certain of that in his 
heart, will enter Paradise. Because whoever utters this statement and 
is certain of it in his heart will uphold Allah’s orders and avoid His 
prohibitions since he attests that, “ There is no deity worthy of worship 
except Allah.” Hence, the individual must necessary worship Allah, 
the Mighty and Sublime.

However, whoever only utters it with his tongue but does follow 
with certainty of the heart - we seek Allah’s refuge -, it will not benefit 
him. Those are the Hypocrites; they would testify that: “None has 
the right to be worshipped besides Allah” but they do not remember 
Allah except littly. They would stand to observe the Prayer but feel 
burdened therewith especially with the Ishaa and Fajr Prayers. They 
would go to the Messenger s® and say:

“We testify that you are the Messenger o f Allah and that you 
are indeed His Messenger and Allah bears witness that the 
hypocrites are liars indeed” (al-Munaafiqoon: 1)

Their hearts do not truly affirm the fact that there is no deity 
worthy of worship except Allah, and neither that Muhammad M is 
the Messenger of Allah. And for that reason it their utterance did 
not fetch them any benefit. But whosoever certainly affirms with his 
heart; then here is the good news.

However, it is not possible for a person to say, “I testify that none 
has the right to be worshipped except Allah, and Muhammad is the 
Messenger of the Allah,” and then abandon the obligatory duties; and
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as such, this hadeeth is never proof that the person who abandons 
the Prayer has not disbelieved. No, it does not contain evidence (for 
that), because whoever leaves the Prayer becomes a disbeliever even 
though he says, “I testify that none has the right to be worshipped 
except Allah, and Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah” because he 
only gives those utterances without any certainty. How would he have 
said it based on certainty and then leave the Prayers, continuing to 
abandon it -  and the refuge is with Allah?! This is really not possible.

However, evil and dangerous whisperings about Allah the Mighty 
and Sublime could suddenly occur to the individual from the devil. 
Such whispers do not harm the truly believing person at all. The 
Prophet H said, “This is pure Faith.” (l)

The meaning of “this is pure Faith” is not that whisperings constitute 
pure Faith; rather, the whispers indicate unadulterated Faith because 
the Shaytan comes to the pure unadulterated heart, one free of doubt, 
and presents whispers to it to cause it to give doubt or corrupt its Faith.

So it will approach the mind, and when the individual repels it 
and says, “Aoodhu billahi minash Shaytaanir Rajeem Allahu huwa 
al-Awwal wal-Aakhir wadh-Dhaahir wal-Baatin; Allahu al-Ahad 
as-Samad al-Ladhee lam yalid walam yoolad walam yakun lahoo 
kufan Ahad (meaning: I seek refuge with Allah against Shaytan, the 
accursed. Allah is the First, the Last, the Manifest and the Hidden. 
Allah is the One, the Self-Sustaining, the One Who begets not, nor 
was He begotten and there is none co-equal or comparable unto him) 
and them turn away from these whispers; it goes off him. Similarly, 
the Shaytan does not approach the ruined heart to cause corruption 
to it since the heart is already ruined and devastated.

It was reported that either Ibn Mas’ud or Ibn Abbass (may Allah 
be pleased with them) was approached by some people saying that 
the Jews claim that, “We are not caused any distraction during our 
prayers” and then he replied that, “What will the Shaytan do with a 
ruined heart?!” This indicates that their hearts are ruined, and the

i  Reported by Muslim, Book of Faith, Chapter on Evidence that One Who is Dies 
Upon Tawheed Will Enter the Paradise; no. 132.
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Shaytan does not approach an already bankrupt mind to cause havoc. 
Shaytan would only approach the pure and secured heart to cause it 
distractions and doubts.

So, leave aside these whispers and doubts and turn to your Lord, 
say: “A’oodhu billahi minash Shaytaanir Rajeem Alla.hu huwa al-Awwal 
wal-Aakhir wadh-Dhaahir wal-Baatin; Allahu al-Ahad as-Samad 
al-Ladhee lam yalid walam yoolad walam yakun lahoo kufan Ahad 
(meaning: I seek refuge with Allah against Shaytan, the accursed. 
Allah is the First, the Last, the Manifest and the Hidden. Allah is 
the One, the Self-Sustaining, the One Who begets not, nor was He 
begotten and there is none co-equal or comparable unto him) and 
they will goof you -  Allah willing.

Therefore, this hadeeth contains good news, that: Whosoever 
testifies that, “None has the right to be worshipped except Allah”, 
being certain of it in his heart, the great news for him is that he 
will enter the Paradise.

And Allah grants success.

Hadeeth 711
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/bn Shumasah reported* We visited ‘Amr bin Al-As when he 
was in his deathbed. He wept for a long time and turned his face 
towards the wall. His son said: “O father, did not the Messenger 
of Allah M give you the good news of such and such? Did he not 
give you glad tidings of such and such?” Then he (Amr) turned 
his face towards us and said: “The best thing which you can count 
upon is the affirmation that: La ilaha illallah (there is no true god 
except Allah), and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah. I 
have passed through three phases. I  remember when I  hated none 
more than I  hated the Messenger of Allah M, and there was no 
other desire stronger in me than that of killing him. Had I died in
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that state, I would have definitely been one of the dwellers o f Fire 
(Hell). When Allah instilled the love for Islam in my heart, I  went 
to Messenger of Allah M and said, ‘Extend your right hand, so that 
I pledge allegiance to you.’ He (M) stretched out his right hand, but 
I  withdrew my hand. He said, ‘What is the matter, ‘Amr?’ I  said,
‘I  wish to lay down same conditions.’ He asked, ‘What conditions 
do you wish to put forward?’ I  replied, ‘To be granted forgiveness.’
He said, ‘Do you not know that (embracing) Islam wipes out all 
that has gone before it (previous misdeeds). Verily, emigration 
wipes out all the previous sins, and the Hajj (pilgrimage) wipes 
out all the previous sins.’ Thereafter, no one was dearer to me than 
Messenger of Allah $t, and none was more respectable than him 
in my eyes. So bright was his splendour that I  could not gather 
enough courage to look at his face for any length of time. I f  I  were 
asked to describe his feature, I  would not be able to do so because 
I have never caught a full glimpse o f his face. Had I  died in that 
state I could have hoped to be one of the dwellers of Jannah . 
Thereafter, we were made responsible for many things and in the 
light of which I am unable to know what is in store for me. When 
I  die, no mourner, nor fire should accompany my bier. When you 
bury me, throw the earth gently over me and stand over my grave 

for the space of time within which a camel is slaughtered and its 
meat is distributed so that I  may enjoy your intimacy, and in your 
presence ascertain what answer can I  give to the Messengers of 
my Rubb (the angels in grave).” [Muslim]

Commentary
The author , An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him 

-  said while relating the hadeeths regarding Giving Good News and 
Congratulations on the hadeeth of Amr bin Al-Aas (may Allah 
be pleased with him) in the tremendous story that: Some of his 
companions visited him while shortly before he died. He then wept 
profusely and turned his face towards the wall - may Allah be pleased 
with him. Just before he passed away; he would soon depart this world.
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His son then asked him, “Why are you weeping when the Prophet it 
had given you the good news that you will enter the Paradise?” He 
responded, “O my son! I have passed through three stages” that is, 
conditions such as Allah’s saying that:

“ You shall certainly travel from stage to stage (in this life and in
the Hereafter).”  (al-Inshiqaaq: 19)

That is, one condition after the other.

Thereafter, he mentioned the three stages that: He used to strongly 
despise the Prophet M, and that there was no one upon the earth 
he loathed as he hated the Prophet St. He used to wish he got an 
opportunity to kill him! The most severe disbelief could get. And 
then Allah hurled Islam into his heart. He approached the Prophet 
St and said, “O Messenger of Allah! Stretch forth your hand so that I 
may pledge allegiance to you upon Islam.” The Prophet Si was the best 
person in character; so he extended his hand but Am r bin Al-'Aas 
withdrew. He withdrew his hand not out of arrogance, but in order to 
affirm what he was soon to mention.

He Si enquired from him, “What is the matter (with you)?” He 
said, “Messenger of Allah! I wish give conditions.” He asked, “What 
condition would you give?” And he said, “That I am forgiven.” This 
was his greatest concern -  may Allah be pleased with him -, he gave 
the condition that Allah should forgive him, thinking that Allah will 
not forgive him for his past. So the Prophet M said to him, “Do you 
not know that accepting Islam obliterates all that has gone before it, 
and that the Hijra (emigration) obliterates all the previous sins and 
that the Pilgrimage obliterates all the previous sins?” Three things:

As for Islam: It obliterates whatever had been committed before 
accepting it according to the text of the Honored Book. Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  said,

^  r - * !  -
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“Say to those who have disbelieved, i f  they cease (from disbelief) 
their past will be forgiven. But i f  they return (thereto) then the 
example o f those (punished) before them have already proceeded 
(as a warning).” (al-Anfaal: 38)

As for Emigration: When an individual emigrates from his city where 
he was living which was a city of disbelief; that cancels out his past sins.

And the Pilgrimage wipes out whatever (the individual 
committed) in the past the Prophets saying -  may Allah’s peace and 
blessings be upon him-, “The well performed has no less reward 
than the Paradise.” (l)

Amr bin al-Aas -  may Allah be pleased with him pledged 
allegiance to the Prophet St and loved him very much. He it  became 
the dearest person to him, so much that he could not gaze at him out 
of reverence for the Prophet M- Glorified be the Changer of hearts! 
Just the day before, he despised him vehemently, so much that he 
wished he had the chance to overpower and kill him; but now, he will 
only take a peep of him out of reverence. He would not even describe 
him afterwards since he was not conversant with his looks; he never 
gazed at him out of deep respect for him -  St.

He - may Allah be pleased with him -  said if he had died in his 
first condition he would have been entered the Fire. He said also that, 
“If I had died in the second condition, I hope I would be among the 
people of the Paradise.” Consider his prudence; he had affirmed that 
if he had died while in that first condition, he would have been among 
the people of the Fire. But in the second condition, due to his intense 
conscious fear of Allah, he -  may Allah be pleased with him -  said, 
“If I had died in the second condition, I hope I would be among the 
people of the Paradise.” He did not say, “I would have been from the 
dwellers of Paradise” because it is difficult to affirm Paradise (for any 
individual). We beseech Allah to make me and you among its people.

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book o f Pilgrimage, Chapter on the Obligation of the 
‘ Umrah and its Virtues; no. 1773, and Muslim, Book of Pilgrimage, Chapter on the 
Virtue o f Pilgrimage and the ‘ Umrah; no. 1349.
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Thereafter, he - may Allah be pleased with him -  was in-charge of 
some affairs; he assumed positions of leadership and what happened 
during the wars of Mu'awiyyah and others occurred. It is well known 
that ‘Amr bin Al-'Aas was one of the cleverest and most intelligent of 
the Arabs. Consequently, he said, “I fear that what happened after the 
middle condition might have destroyed my deeds.”

Thereafter, he - may Allah be pleased with him - advised that when 
dies, no wailing person should accompany his bier. The Naaihah (as 
it occurs in the Arabic text, translated as wailing person) refers to a 
woman who wails over the dead and cry so loudly as the braying of 
donkeys. He also advised that, when they bury him, they should stay 
by his grave for the period it takes to slaughter a camel and divide 
its flesh, so that he could respond to the messengers of his Lord, the 
angels, who will come to the dead after its burial. When a dead is 
buried, two angels come to him and sit him up in his grave. They will 
ask him three questions; they will say to him, “Who is your Lord?” 
“What is your religion?” “Who is your Prophet?”

As for the Believer Allah made firm in this life and in the hereafter 
- may Allah make us and you to be among them by out of His Favor 
and Kindness -, he would say, “My Lord is Allah, my Religion is Islam 
and my Prophet is Muhammad 3§.” So Allah will keep him firm in a 
constrained situation.

As for the hypocrite - we seek refuge with Allah - or the skeptic, full 
of doubts, he will say, “I heard people saying something and I said it.” 
Because Faith never entered his heart neither did it settle in his mind. 
He would only just hear and say - we beseech Allah for safety -. Faith 
never entered his heart. He is beaten with a huge iron hammer; he will 
scream so loudly that everything except the humans will hear.

The Prophet H said, “ If a person were to hear it, he would swoon ” (l) 
If humans heard (the scream of) those punished in the grave, they 
would all pass out. They will swoon because he will make a cry that has

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Funeral, Chapter on the Speech o f the Dead
upon the Funeral, no.1380
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no similitude in this world. No matter what, cries do not kill anyone; 
but this great noise has no equal. He will give a cry that everything will 
hear except the humans; and they were to hear it, they will pass out

‘Amr bin Al-'Aas (may Allah be pleased with him) ordered 
his family to stay by his grave for the period it takes to slaughter 
a camel and divide its meat, so that he might enjoy their company. 
This indicates that the dead senses its family. It is confirmed from 
the Prophet M that the dead hears the tapings of their sandals as they 
depart after burying him.(l) The silent tapings of the sandals are heard 
by the dead when the people depart after burying him.

It is reported from the Prophet |  in a sound hadeeth, that 
after burying a dead, he would stop and say, “Seek forgiveness 
for your brother, and ask for him to be made firm, for he is 
now being questioned.”(2)

It is meritorious that when a dead person has been buried, the 
individual should stand over the grave and say: “Allahumma thabbithu, 
Allahumma thabbithu, Allahumma thabbithu, Allahumma Ighfir lahu, 
Allahumma ighfir lahu, Allahumma Ighfir lahu -  (meaning: O Allah! 
Make him firm. O Allah! Make him firm. O Allah! Make him firm). 
Because whenever the Prophet M gave the greeting of salam, he did so 
thrice, and whenever he supplicated, he did so thrice.(3)

We beseech Allah the Exalted to make us and you firm upon the 
firm statement in this life and in the hereafter.

In a nutshell, the son of A m r bin Al-Aas said to him, “The Prophet 
M already gave you good tidings that you will enter the Paradise.” This is 
from the aspects of giving good news and congratulations thereupon.

Allah alone grants success.

1  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Funeral, Chapter What Has Been Reported 
About the Punishment of the Grave, no. 1374, and Muslim, Book of Paradise and 
the Description of it Enjoyment, Chapter on the Presentation of the Seat of the 
Dead in Paradise and Hell, no. 2870.

2 Reported by Aboo Daawood, Book Funeral, Chapter on Seek Forgiveness for the 
Deceased by His Grave Before Departure; no. 3221.

3 Reported by Muslim, Book of Jihad and Journeys, Chapter on What the Prophet 
H Faced..., no. 1794.
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Chapter 96: bidding farewell to ones 
companion and advising him before 
he departs for a journey and so 
on, and praying for and requesting 
supplications from him

Hadeeth 712

Yazid bin Haiyan 4* reported: I  went along with Husain bin 
Sabrah and ‘Amr bin Muslim to Zaid bin Arqam 4* and, as we sat 
by his side, Husain said to him: “O Zaid, you acquired great merits 
that you saw Messenger o f Allah M, listened to his talk, fought by 
his side in (different) battles, and offered Salat behind him. You 
have in fact earned great merits, Zaid! Could you then tell us 
what you heard from the Messenger of Allah $g?” He said: “O my 
cousin! By Allah! I  have grown old and have almost spent up my 
age and I have forgotten some of the things which I  remembered
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in connection with Messenger o f Allah M, so accept what I  narrate 
to you, and what I  fail to narrate, do not compel me to narrate 
that.” He then said: “One day Messenger o f Allah U stood up to 
deliver a Khutbah at a watering place known as Khumm between 
Makkah and Al-Madinah. He praised Allah, extolled Him and 
delivered the Khutbah and exhorted (us) and said, ‘ Amma Ba‘du 
(now then)! O people, certainly I  am a human being. I am about 
to receive a messenger (the angel o f death) from my Rubb and 
I, in response to Allah’s Call, but I  am leaving among you two 
weighty things: the Book of Allah in which there is right guidance 
and light, so holdfast to the Book o f Allah and adhere to it.’ He 
exhorted (us) (to holdfast) to the Book o f Allah and then said, 
‘The second are the members of my household, I  remind you (of 
your duties) to the members of my family.’”

Commentary
An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in Riyaad 

as-Saaliheen, “Chapter on Bidding Farewell to Ones Companion and 
Admonishing Him Before He Departs for a Journey and so on, and 
Supplicating for and Requesting Supplication from Him.”

That is to say, when the individual sets out on a journey, his relatives 
and friends and companions should bid him farewell. They should 
advise him to have the conscious fear of Allah the Mighty an Sublime; 
for Allah - the Exalted - said:

“And verily, We have recommended to the people o f the scripture 
before you, and to you (O Muslims) that you (all) fear Allah and 
keep your duty to Him.” (an-Nisaa: 13 1)

Whenever the Prophet M dispatched an army or raiding party and 
gave them a commander, he said to him, “I admonish you to fear Allah
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and be nice to those with you among the Muslims.”(l) And that is for 
the reason that, the individual requires someone who would assist him 
upon obedience to his Lord, particularly during journeys considering 
the fact that, journeys preoccupies the individual and makes him 
fall short (regarding his duties) especially in the past times when 
journeys were took longer times on the beasts of burden and the feet. 
Consequently, people need to be given good advice, support and help.

Then the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 
a verse concerning that:
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“And this (submission to Allah, Islam) was enjoined by Ibrahim 
upon his sons and by Ya’qub, (saying), ‘O my sons! Allah has 
chosen fo r you the (true) religion, then die not except in the faith 
of Islam (as Muslim -  Islam Monotheism).” (al-Baqarahh: 132)

This advice refers to Allah’s saying -  the Mighty and Sublime 
regarding Ibrahim, that:

^  0  SySu K L i t  Tt j  SI ^

“ When his Lord said to him, Submit (that is, be a Muslim) he 
said: ‘I  have submitted myself (as a Muslim) to the Lord o f the 
Alamin (mankind, jinns and all that exist).” (Al-Baqarahh: 13 1)

He never heldback;he submittedto Allah andbecame devoted to Him.

So, Ibrahim and Ya’qub gave their children this admonition; that 
they should submit to Allah, the Mighty and Sublime openly and 
secretly. Submitting openly entails observing the Prayers, handing 
out the Zakaah, fasting in the month of Ramadan and performing 
the Pilgrimage. As for submitting in the secret, it refers to believing in 
Allah, the Angels, the Books and so on.

1 Reported by Muslim, Book Jihad, Chapter on the Imam Appointing a Leader Over 
a Delegation..., no. 17 3 1 .
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“And this (submission to Allah, Islam) was enjoined by Ibrahim 
upon his son and by Ya’qub, (saying): ‘O my sons! Allah has 
chosen fo r you the (true) Religion”

That is, both Ibrahim and Ya’qub gave their sons the advice:

“Allah has chosen fo r you the (true) religion.”

That is, He has chosen it for you.

“Then die not except in the Faith of Islam (as Muslims - 
Islamic monotheism).”

Meaning that, make Islam your way of life and be steadfast upon it 
till death; you should never apostatize.

“Or were you witnesses when death approached Ya’qub? When 
he said unto his sons: what will you worship after me? They said, 
we shall worship your Ilah (God - Allah) the Ilah (God) of your 
father, Ibrahim, Ismaa’eel, Ishaque, One Ilah (God).”

This is the pinnacle of monotheism, and that was Ya’qub’s 8SSI 
advice to his sons when he sought to know their condition before 
departing this world.

“What will you worship after me? They said, ‘We shall worship 
your Ilah (God - Allah) the Ilah (God) o f your fathers, Ibrahim, 
Ismaa’eel, Ishaque.”  (al-Baqarahh: 133)

As for Ibrahim, he is Ya’qub’s father; i.e., his grandfather while his 
immediate father was Ishaq. As regard Ismaa’eel, he was his uncle but 
the word, “fathers” was only generally employed considering the fact 
that the uncle is like the father’s twin as the Prophet H said to Umar, 
“Do you not notice that a person's uncle is his father’s twin?” (l) That 
is to say, he is the father’s match in his root and origin. As-Sunuww

1 Reported by Muslim, Book of Zakaah, Chapter on Giving the Zakaah and With
holding it; no. 982.
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(as in the Arabic text translated as twin) originally refers to a pair of 
shoes; they will essentially be the same and matches of each other. 
They are popularly called, pairs.

His statement: “One Ilah (God)” is from the aspects of stress; 
and to Him we submit (in Islam)”.

It is necessary to give this advice to the person who wants to set out 
on a journey; he should give a similar counsel to his family and adjure 
them to hold on to it considering the fact that everything is based on 
it. Consequently, the religion will not be established without sincerity, 
likewise worship cannot be established without it, following the 
Prophet cannot be established without sincerity too: giving sincerity 
to Allah the Mighty and Sublime forms the basis for all things.

O Allah! We beseech you to make us of those You count amongst 
those who make their religion pure for You alone; O Lord of 
the entire creation!

Hadeeth 713
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Malik bin Al-Huwairith 4e reported: We came to the Messenger
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of Allah M when we were all young men o f nearly equal age. We 
stayed with him for twenty days. He was extremely kind and 
considerate. He perceived that we missed our families so he asked 
us about those we left behind, and we informed him. Then he 
(M) said, “Go back to your families, stay with them, teach them 
(about Islam) and exhort them to do good. Perform such Salat 
(prayer) at such a time and such Salat at such a time. When the 
time for Salat is due, one of you should announce Adhan (call 
for prayer) and the oldest among you should lead Salat.”  [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author , An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  

said in his Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, “Chapter on bidding farewell to 
ones companion, the traveller and the Departing Person, no matter 
the purpose for the departure, and his giving counsel to those he leaves 
behind. Among the narrations he cited regarding this, he mentioned 
the hadeeth of Malik bin Al-Huwayrith (may Allah be pleased with 
him) who reported that: “We were all young and of nearly equal 
age who came to Allah’s Messenger St.” That was during the Year of 
Delegations in the ninth year after Hijrah. They were all young men 
who had come to learn Allah’s religion. They stayed with the Prophet 
ft for twenty days.

“When he noticed we were missing our families” that is, we strongly 
desired to reunite with them; he asked them and they informed him 
of those they had left behind. So he said, “Return to your families 
and stay with them. Teach them and exhort them to do good. You 
should observe such-and-such Prayer at such-and-such time. When 
the time for the Prayer reaches, one of you should make the call- 
to-prayer and the eldest amongst should lead you in the Prayer” 
-  in Al-Bukhaari’s report it includes -, “and observe the Prayer as 
you have seen me do.”

This hadeeth contains points of benefit:
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Like: that the Prophet M was well known to be merciful and gentle; 
he was the most merciful of mankind to people and the gentlest 
of them with others - may Allah’s benediction and peace be upon 
him. He was so compassionate and kind that even a small girl in 
Madinah held his hand and led him along so that he may go and 
fulfill her needs. An aged woman did something similar. So he M was 
the most compassionate of mankind to people and the most kind 
of them with others.

Among that is: the individual should have concern for others; he 
should not be selfish such that once he achieves his own goals, he 
forgets others. The Messenger of Allah M would be at home with his 
family, relaxed and calm, but these young people who had come to 
learn the religion will innately and customarily long to return to their 
people. So, when he noticed their longing for their relatives and they 
told him about those they left behind after he asked them, he told 
them to go back to their relatives. Consequently, it is necessary for you 
to care about the feelings of others and to place yourself in their shoes, 
so that you treat them in the same manner you desire to be treated.

From that also is: the individual should remain with his family as 
much as he can, and that he should not stay away or be distanced 
from them. In fact, the Messenger #j ordered the traveller on a 
journey to return home immediately he fulfills his need considering 
the fact that a persons stay with his family has tremendous blessings. 
It breeds familiarity, mutual interest and love; it affords opportunity 
for education and attention to their affairs, acculturation (to 
good manners) and guidance. Hence, the individual should not 
leave his family except as is necessary, and as soon as the need is 
fulfilled, he returns to them.

Among the points in this hadeeth is that: the individual is enjoined 
to teach his family, so he said, “Return to your families and teach 
them.” They should teach them those things they had learnt from 
Allah’s Messenger M- Therefore, he should teach them what they 
need to know either by making a special sitting for them or that 
whenever they sit to eat or drink or while they prepare to sleep and so 
on, he may teach them.
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Part of the lessons in the haeeth is that: the individual should not 
limit himself to teaching them only, he it said, “Teach them and 
enjoin them.” Consequently, he should teach and order them; and the 
most important of what he should enjoin them to do is the Prayer. The 
Messenger it explicitly stated this and said, “Order your children to 
observe the Prayer when they reach seven years of age, and tap them 
for it when they are ten.” (l) Hence, the family must be taught, ordered, 
disciplined and appropriately guided.

From the benefits in the hadeeth is that: It is obligatory to pronounce 
the call-to-Prayer and that the obligation is communal according to 
the his saying, “When the time of the Prayer reaches, one of you 
should make the call-to-Prayer.”

Among the points is that: It is not correct to make the call-to-Prayer 
before the time; if an individual makes the call-to-Prayer before time, 
such call is not valid. He must repeat it after the time reaches for the 
Prayer, based on his saying, “...when the time of the Prayer reaches” 
and the Prayer will not be attended until its time reaches. Hence, we 
understand that the statement of the Messenger M to Bilal that, “When 
you make the first call-to-Prayer at dawn, you should say, ‘As-Salat 
Khairun min An-Naum, As-Salat Khairun min An-Naum (meaning: 
the Prayer is better than sleep, the Prayer is better than sleep)”(2) refers 
to the call-to-Prayer that is made after the time reaches because he 
said, “for the dawn Prayer.”

To the contrary some of the people understand the hadeeth to refer 
to the call made before dawn because the call before dawn is made 
to indicate the approach of dawn. The Messenger M has explained 
that the call before dawn is to wake the sleeping person and alerting 
the praying-person performing the late-night Prayer. He said, “Bilal 
would make the call to wake up the sleeping person and alert the 
praying person. So continue to eat till Ibn Umm Makhtum makes 
the call, for he will only make the call when the dawn appears.” (3)

1  Reported by Aboo Daawood, Book of Prayer, Chapter on When to Order a Child 
to Observe the Prayer, no. 495, and At-Tirmidhi, Book of Prayer, Chapter on What 
Has Been Reported about When to Order a Child to Observe the Prayer; no. 407.

2 Reported by Ahmad in his Musnad (3/408).
3 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book o f Fasting, Chapter on the Statement of the 

Prophet M- Do not be prevented by...”, no. 19 19 , and Muslim, Book of Fasting,
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That was what the Prophet M said; he explained in this hadeeth 
that the call at late-night which the people refer to as the first call 
is not to inform of appearance of dawn neither is it for the Prayer 
since the call-to-Prayer would only be made when the time for the 
Prayer reaches: “When the time of Prayer reaches, one of you should 
make the call-to-Prayer.” And the Messenger H explained that this 
call is not for the Dawn Prayer considering his saying, “...to alert the 
praying persons among you” that is to say, to alert him to go and 
have the pre-dawn meal, and “to wake up the sleeping person” so that 
he may take the meal.

Among the points in this hadeeth is that: the congregational 
Prayer is obligatory based on his saying, “...and the eldest of you 
should lead you” and the letter lam (in the Arabic text of the word, 
liyaummakum..., translated as, should lead you) here expresses 
obligation. Hence, the congregational Prayers are obligatory.

Of the lessons in the hadeeth also, is that: the congregational 
Prayers are obligatory upon the travellers as well as is compulsory 
upon those at home. Because those were travellers who would return 
to their families, yet he ordered them to observe the Prayers in 
congregation. Hence, when the individual is in a city as a traveller, 
it becomes obligatory upon him to attend the congregational 
Prayers in the mosques.

When you tell some of the people to attend the congregational 
Prayer, he may say, “I am a traveler and attending the congregational 
Prayer is not obligatory upon then traveler” ! You should rather 
observe the Prayer along with the congregation in the mosques even 
if you are a traveller; you are the same as the people of the town (in 
this regard). The Prophet M asked a man, “Do you hear the call-to- 
Prayer?” He said, “Yes”, and he M instructed that, “Then respond.” (l)

Among the benefit of this hadeeth is: giving preference for the 
elderly to lead the Prayers based of his saying, “...and the eldest of 
you should lead you.” This does not contradict his statement that, “the

Chapter on Explanation that Fasting Begins with the Appearance of Dawn, no.
1093.

1 Reported by Muslim, Book of Mosques, Chapter on the Compulsion of Coming to
the Mosque for One who Hears the Call, no. 653.
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best reader o f the Qur’an among a people should lead them in the
Prayer.” (l) But because these young men all arrived at the same time, 
and apparently, they are equal in terms of recitation of the Qur’an 
and close, none of them reads better than the other, so he said, .. 
the eldest of you should lead you in Prayers” since they are equal in 
recitation or very close. And when people are equal in their ability to 
recite the Qur’an, and in the Sunnah and Emigration, then the eldest 
should be made to lead.

From the benefits contained in this hadeeth is: Whoever guides 
a people should always direct them in every matter, even if such a 
thing may be considered well-known. Hence, he -H -  said, “Observe 
such-and-such Prayer at such-and-such time” even though they 
had observed the Prayers along with the Messenger §g for twenty 
nights and had known it well. However, that it may be noted, he said 
observe the Dhuhr Prayer -  for instance -, at such-and-such time, 
the ‘Asr at such-and-such time, the Maghrib Prayer at such-and- 
such time, ‘Isha at such-and-such time and observe the Fajr Prayer 
at such-and-such time.

From the lessons in this hadeeth is that: The Prophet M would 
teach the people through speech and action; he taught the person 
who observed the Prayer without tranquility through speech, saying, 
“When you standup to observe the Prayer, make the Ablution 
properly, then turn towards the Qiblah and give the Takbeer (the 
saying: Allahu Akbar, meaning: Allah is the Greatest), then recite 
whatever is convenient of the Qur’an with you, then bow...” till the 
end of the hadeeth.(2)

As for those people, he told them, “Observe the Prayer as you saw 
me observe it.” This is education through action. Similarly, he M got 
a Minbar made for him; he ascended it and began leading the people 
in the Prayer while standing on it. He made the prostration while still 
on the Minbar, and when he wanted to prostrate, he came down while

1 Reported by Muslim, Book of Mosques, Chapter on Who Has More Right to Lead 
the Prayers; no. 673.

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Oaths and Covenants, Chapter on When 
Someone Violates His Oath out of Forgetfulness, no. 6667, and Muslim, Book of 
Prayer, Chapter on the Obligation of Reciting the Al-Fatihah in each Unit of the 
Prayer; no. 397 (44).
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still facing the Qiblah and then made the prostration. When he ended 
the Prayer, he said, “ I have done this so that you may follow me and 
learn how I observe the Prayer.” (l)

Among the points of benefits in this hadeeth is that: it is necessary; 
and in fact, obligatory for the individual to know how the Prophet M 
observed the Prayer. So, he should study the Books written by those 
whose knowledge he trusts and learn how the Messenger H performed 
the Prayers so that he can implement the order of the Messenger that, 
“Observe the Prayer as you saw me observe it.”

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 714
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‘Umar bin Al-Khattab reported: I  sought permission of the 
Prophet M to perform ‘Umrah , and he granted me leave and 
said, “Brother, do not forget us in your supplications.” I  would not 
exchange these words of his for the whole world.

Hadeeth 715
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i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of jumuah , Chapter on Giving the Sermon Upon 
the Mimbar, no. 917, and Muslim, Book of Mosques, Chapter on Taking a Step or 
Two During the Prayer; no. 544.
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Salim bin ‘Abdullah bin ‘Umar 4 ® reported: When a man was to 
set out on a journey, ‘Abdullah bin ‘Umar 4® would say to him: 
“Draw near so that I  may bid farewell to you as Messenger of 
Allah M used to bid farewell to us. (The Messenger o f Allah M used 
to say:) ‘ Astaudiullaha dinaka, wa amanataka, wa khawatima 
‘amalika ’ (I entrust Allah with your Deen, your trust and your 
last deeds).” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Abdullah bin Yazid Al-Khatmi 4® reported: When Messenger 
of Allah $t intended to bid farewell to his army he would say: 
“ Astau-di’ullaha dinakaum, wa amanatakum, wa khawatima 
‘amalikum (I entrust Allah with your D een, your trust and your 
last deeds).” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 716

Hadeeth 717
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Anas 4 ® reported: A man came to the Prophet M and said: “O 
Messenger of Allah! I  intend to go on a journey, so supplicate for 
me.” He M said, “May Allah grant you the provision of piety.” The 
man said: “Please supplicate more for me.” He U said, “May He 
forgive your sins!” The man repeated: “Please supplicate more for 
me.” Messenger of Allah ft said, “May He facilitate for you the 
doing of good wherever you are.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
These hadeeths were mentioned by An-Nawawee -  may Allah 

shower blessings on him -  in the Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, 
regarding the merit of bidding a companion farewell, supplicating for 
him and requesting supplication from him. He cited the hadeeth of 
Umar bin Al-Khattab (may Allah be pleased with him) who wanted 
to perform the lesser Pilgrimage and then asked permission from the 
Prophet ft who allowed him. He ft then said, “O Brother! Do not 
forget us in your supplications” - and in another version -  it says, 
“Add us -  O Brother - in your supplications.” He mentioned that 
At-Tirmidhi reported it and said that it is a Hasan Saheeh hadeeth. 
However, in reality, it is Daeef (weak) and not authentically collected 
from the Prophet M-

Asking someone else to supplicate for us has categories:

The first category: To request the individual to pray for the general 
benefits of the Muslims; i.e., for something general. There is nothing 
wrong in this. On one Friday a man entered while the Prophet M was 
delivering the sermon and said, “O Messenger of Allah! Properties 
have been destroyed and the paths obstructed; beseech Allah to grant
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us rain!” The Prophet It raised his hands and said, “O Allah grant us 
rain! O Allah, grant us rain! O Allah, grant us rain!” Allah gathered 
the rain clouds, they got spread everywhere, became large and it rained. 
The Prophet | g  had not descended from the Minbar when water drops 
from the rain started running down his beard -  may Allah’s peace and 
blessings be upon him. The rain lasted an entire week.

On the next Friday, another man - or the same person -, entered 
and said, “O Messenger of Allah! Properties have been drowned and 
buildings destroyed; ask Allah to withhold it (rain) from us!” So, the 
Prophet M raised his hands and said, “O Allah! Around us, not upon 
us” ; pointing to the outskirts of the city and saying, “Around us, not 
upon us.” In whichever direction he pointed to, the clouds cleared and 
separated till people came out walking in sunshine.(l)

Therefore, if you request a righteous person whose supplications 
you hope will be answered, to pray for something beneficial to the 
generality of the Muslims; then there is no blame in that since you 
have not asked for yourself.

The second category: To request a righteous person to pray for the 
praying person to benefit from the supplication. It does not bother 
him whether he gains from it, but it is incumbent on the person who 
was asked to supplicate to beseech Allah, the Mighty and Sublime, 
and depend on Allah inside his mind and understand well that Allah 
-  and free is He from all imperfections and Exalted is He -, hears and 
answers supplications.

The point here is that, the purpose of asking for the supplication is 
for the benefit of this man. There is no blame in this as well since you 
have not asked him for your own benefit, but for his own gain. You 
desire that the righteous man should gain more righteousness by his 
supplicating to Allah the Mighty and Sublime and nearness to Him 
through the rewards and blessings.

The third category: To request supplication from someone else for

i Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Jumu’ah, Chapter on Whoever is Drenched in 
the Rain till Rain Drops Trickle down his Beard; no. 1033, and Muslim, Book of 
the Prayer for Rains, Chapter on Supplication for Rain; no. 897.
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his own benefit. Some of the scholars hold this to be allowed; they 
say, there is no blame for a man to request a pious man to pray for 
him. However, Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taimiyyah (may Allah shower 
blessings on him) said that, “It is not proper if the purpose is for your 
own benefit alone, because this could fall among the disparaged acts 
considering the fact that the Prophet M had his companions pledge to 
him not to ask anybody for anything.(l) Perhaps the person requesting 
the prayers from another individual would depend on the supplication 
of the individual forgetting to supplicate himself. And so, he says, “I 
had requested so-and-so who is a pious person to supplicate for me 
and once Allah grants this supplication, then that is sufficient.” So he 
depends on others. And may be the person being asked to give the 
supplication begins to feel self-important that he is pious such that 
people ask for him to supplicate for them causing him harm.

In any case, this third category is differed upon; some among the 
scholars say: there is no blame in it that you say to a pious person, 
“O So-and-so, supplicate to Allah for me.” Some others among them 
hold that it is not proper, and the best is to hold that view. May be 
he may even remind you of it as a favour he did to you. You might 
even feel demean before him to have asked him. And then, is there 
anything obstructing you from Allah? My brother, you should ask 
Allah by yourself without anyone setting in between you and Allah 
the Mighty and Sublime.

Why should you go to someone else and say, “Beg Allah for 
me” while nothing prevents you from asking Allah yourself? 
Allah the Exalted says:

“And your Lord said: invoke me [that is, believe in my oneness 
(Islamic monotheism] (and ask Me fo r anything) I  will respond 
to your (invocation)”  (al-Gaafir: 60)

Allah alone grants success.

1 Reported by Muslim, Book of Zakaah, Chapter on the Undesirability of People 
Begging; no. 1043.



Chapter 97: asking allah for 
guidance and consulting people 

Hadeeth 718
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/flbfr 4fe reported: Messenger of Allah M used to teach us the 
Istikharah (seeking guidance from Allah) in all matters as he 
would teach us a Surah o f the Qur’an. He used to say: “When 
one of you contemplates entering upon an enterprise, let him 
perform two Rakah of optional prayer other than Fard prayers 
and then supplicate: “ Allahumma inni astakhiruka bi ‘ilmika, 
wa astaqdiruka bi qudratika, wa as-’aluka min fadlikal-‘azim.

' m ar// (n/i/aai/as^Saa/r/iiee/i -------------------------------------------
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Fainnaka taqdiru wa la aqdiru, wa ta‘lamu wa la alamu, wa 
Anta ‘allamul-ghuyub. Allahumma in kunta ta'lamu anna 
hadhal-‘amra (and name what you want to do) khairun li fi 
dini wa ma'ashi wa ‘aqibati am ri, (or he said) ‘ajili amri ajilihi, 
faqdurhu li wa yassirhu li, thumma barik li fihi. Wa in kunta 
ta'lamu anna hadhal ‘amra (and name what you want to do) 
sharrun li f i  dini wa ma'ashi wa ‘aqibati am ri, (or he said) wa 
‘ajili amri wa ajilihi, fasrifhu ‘anni, wasrifni ‘anhu, waqdur liyal- 
khaira haithu kana, thumma ardini bihi .” (O Allah, I  consult You 
through Your Knowledge, and I  seek strength through Your Power, 
and ask of Your Great Bounty; for You are Capable whereas I  
am not and, You know and I  do not, and You are the Knower of 
hidden things. O Allah, if  You know that this matter (and name 
it) is good for me in respect of my Deen , my livelihood and the 
consequences of my affairs, (or he said), the sooner or the later of 
my affairs then ordain it for me, make it easy for me, and bless it 
for me. But i f  You know this matter (and name it) to be bad for 
my Deen, my livelihood or the consequences o f my affairs, (or he 
said) the sooner or the later of my affairs then turn it away from 
me, and turn me away from it, and grant me power to do good 
whatever it may be, and cause me to be contented with it). And 
let the supplicant specify the object.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his 

Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, Chapter on Asking Allah for Guidance 
and Consulting People.

Al-Istikharah (as in the Arabic text, rendered as, asking Allah for 
guidance) is directed to Allah while Al-Mushawarah (in the text, 
translated as consultation) should be sought with reasonable and 
pious people. Because man necessarily has defects or deficiencies, 
and he is created weak; he may be confused regarding a matter and
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hesitant about it; what does he do? Let’s assume he wants to travel but 
he doubts whether it is good or bad (for him); or that he intends to 
buy a car or house or seeks to propose to a man to marry his daughter 
or similar other things, but he about it. What then should he do? We 
say he has two paths:

The first path: To ask the Lord of all that exists -  the Mighty and 
Sublime Who knows the past and the future and how they will happen.

The second path: After that, he should consult the people of 
reason, piety and trust.

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  buttressed 
consulting people with two verses from Allah’s Book; and they are:

“And consult them in the affairs.”

This expression was directed to the Prophet $i. Allah -  the 
Exalted - said to him:

“So pass over (their faults) and ask (Allah) forgiveness fo r them: 
and consult them in the affairs. Then when you have taken a 
decision, put your trust in Allah.”  (Aal-Tmraan: 159)

The Prophet M who was the best person in his thoughts and most 
correct of them would also seek the advice of his companions in some 
matters that prove difficult. Likewise the caliphs after him, they would 
consult the upright and reasonable persons.

These two conditions are unavoidable regarding the person you 
wish to consult: that he is learned and experienced regarding the 
matter, critical and not hasty, and that he is upright upon his religion. 
Because the person who is not upright in his religion cannot be trusted 
even if he were intelligent and experienced in the matters, there is no 
gain consulting him. He does not deserve to be among those who 
are consulted because being not upright in his religion, he could be
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treacherous -  and the refuge is with Allah - and direct you that which 
is harmful or something which is not beneficial and then cause evil 
and destruction to an extent Allah alone knows.

Let us suppose he of the people of sin, shamelessness and evil, it 
is not permissible to seek his advice because that will put you in to a 
pit of destruction!

Similarly, if he were upright in his religion, intelligent and 
trustworthy but indifferent and inexperienced or hasty and not 
insightful, do not be eager to consult such a person because if he is 
negligent and inexperienced, he might approach them superficially, 
not paying attention to their antecedents. If he is hasty as well, his 
impatience could make him direct you to something lacking in any 
benefit. So, the individual must necessarilybe a person of insight, reason 
and uprightness in his religion. Allah, the Mighty and Sublime said,

“And who (conduct) their affairs by mutual consultation”
(Ash-Shoorah: 38)

That is, their affairs -  collective, involving all for example, the 
Jihad; it is decided by consultation among them. When the ruler 
wants to -  for instance -, wage a Military campaign or do something 
involving the generality of the Muslims, then he should consult them. 
However, how does he consult them? Consultation occurs when 
he has a matter over which he is hesitant; he will gather those he 
considers qualified to be consulted considering their intellect, piety 
and their wise counsels.

As for asking Allah the Mighty and Sublime for guidance, such is 
only directed to Allah. The individual would supplicate to Allah -  
the Lord of all that exists - after deciding on a matter whose result 
or consequence he would not know. Al-Istikharah (asking Allah for 
guidance on a matter) essentially means, seeking the best of two affairs.
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The Prophet M had pointed to that; that the individual should 
observed two units of non-obligatory Prayer at other than the times 
in which observing the Prayers are prohibited except if the matter 
involves urgency before the end of prohibited time; then, the Prayer 
could be observed even during mentioned the prohibited times.

However, if the matter is not pressing, then it is not allowed to 
observe the Prayer for Asking Allah for guidance within the prohibited 
period: after the ‘Asr Prayer, do not give the Istikharah, likewise after 
the Fajr Prayer till the sun rises the height of a spear. Similarly, the 
supplication should not be made while the sun descends its horizon 
till it fully leaves except when the matter compels immediate action; 
then the two-unit non-obligatory Prayer could be observed. After 
ending it, he should then say, “Allahumma inni astakheeruka bi 
ilmika, wa astaqdiruka bi Qudratika, wa as’alukamin fadlikaAl- 
Azeemi, fa  innaka taqdiru wa la aqdiru, wa ta’lamu wa la a’lamu, wa 
Anta Allamul-Ghuyubi, Allahumma in kunta ta’alamu, anna hadhaAl- 
amra (Meaning: O Allah I seek the counsel of Your knowledge and I 
seek the help of Your Omnipotence and I beseech Your Magnificent 
Grace, surely You are Capable and I am not. You know and I know 
not and You are the Knower of the unseen. O Allah, surely You know, 
so if this matter) - then he mentions it; for example, we assume he 
wants to request to marry from a people and become an in-law to 
them: Allahumma in kunta ta’lamu anna zawaaji hadhihi Al-Bint -  (O 
Allah You surely know, so if this my marrying of this lady) khairan 
li fee deeni wa ma’aashi wa aaqibati amri -  (or say) Aajili amri wa 
aajilihi - that is, either you said the first or the second statement, 
faqdirhu li wayassirhu li, thumma baarik lifihi, wa in kunta ta'lamu 
anna hadhaAl-amra sharrun lifee deeni, wa ma’aashi wa aaqibati amri 
- (or say) - Aajili amri wa aajilihi. Fasrifhu anni wasrifni anhu waqdur 
HAl- Khayra haithu kaana, thumma ardini bihi (is good for me in my 
religion and in my life and for my welfare in the life to come (or say) 
in the present and in the future (life), then ordain it for me and make 
it easy for me then bless me in it. And if this matter is evil for me in
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my religion and in my life and for my welfare in the life to come (or 
say) in the present (life) and in the future (life) then distance it from 
me and distance me from it and ordain for me what is good wherever 
it be found and help me to be content therewith) and that is the end.

Thereafter, if his heart tends to one of the two options, that is, to 
continue or to desist, this is what is excepted; he should choose what 
his heart tends to. But if his heart does not lean to any of the two, then 
he should repeat the Istikharah a second and third time.

Then consulting people; if nothing becomes weighty to him after 
the Istikhaarah, then he should consult the people good opinions and 
uprightness; and whatever they advise him to do is best - by Allah’s 
leave. Allah may not make his heart lean towards a particular option 
till he consults the peoples and afterwards Allah makes his mind 
firm upon a decision.

The scholars hold differently whether the consultation should come 
first or the Prayer?

The correct view, anyway, is that the Prayer for guidance should 
come first based on the Prophets statement that, “When anyone of 
you decides a matter,he should observe two units o f Prayer...” to 
the end. So you should start with the Prayer and then after repeating 
it thrice, and nothing comes firm in your mind, then consult. And 
then, whatever you are guided to may be what Allah has chosen for 
you; take it. We hold that: He should give the Prayer for guidance 
thrice, because from the general practice of the Prophet M, was that 
when he supplicated, he did so three time, and Istikhaarah is a kind of 
supplication as well.

The best of the two options may not be clear to the individual from 
the onset, and it may from the very beginning, or the second time 
or still, only at the third time. And if it still does not become clear, 
then you should consult.

Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 98: encouragement to 
attend the ‘eid prayers, visit the sick, 
go for the hajj, battles, funerals and 
the like through a route and return 
through another to increase the 
places worship took place

Hadeeth 719
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/ab;r reported: On the occasion of the ‘Eid , the Prophet it 
would proceed to the prayer place taking one route and returning 
from another. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 720
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Ibn ‘Umar 4* reported: Messenger o f Allah M used to go by way 
of Ash-Shajarah and return by way of Al-M u‘arras. He would 
also enter Makkah through the Higher Pass and would leave it 
through the Lower Pass. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]
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Commentary
Thereafter, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him 

-  mentioned in the Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, Chapter on 
Encouragement to Attend the ‘Eid Prayers, Visit the Sick, Go for the 
Hajj, Battles, Funerals and the Likes through a Route and Returning 
Through Another to Increase the Places Worship Took Place.

“Returning Through Another” means: that he goes to attend the 
worship following a route and then returns through another. For 
example, he may leave through the right side and return following the 
left side. This is authentically reported from the Prophet Jl regarding 
the two ‘Eids as narrated by Jabir - may Allah be pleased with him -, 
that whenever the Prophet M went to observe the (‘Eid) Prayer, he 
would change route; that is to say, he would leave through a way and 
return through another.

The scholars hold differently on the reason why Allah’s Messenger 
M did that. Some say: So that both routes will testify in his favor on 
the Day of Resurrection considering the fact that the earth will testify 
on the Day of Resurrection regarding what was done upon it of good 
and evil as Allah -  Blessed and Exalted is He - said:

“That day, it (the earth) will declare it information (about all 
what happened over it o f good and evil), because your Lord has 
inspired it.” (az-Zalzalah: 4-5)

On the Day of Resurrection, the earth will say: “So-and-so did such- 
and-such on me, and did such-and-such.” Therefore, if he left through 
a way and came back following another route, both routes will testify 
for him that he attended the ‘Eid Prayer on the Day of Resurrection.

Others explain that: It was to manifest religious symbols; the ‘Eid 
symbol, such that the markets may be jam-packed from all corners. It 
is known that the people will not all leave or return through a single 
route; you find this going out through this way and the other following
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another route. So when they spread out on the streets of the city, the 
symbol -  considering the fact that the ‘Eid Prayer is from the symbols 
of the religion gets some more popularity. The fact that the people 
are all ordered to go out to the praying grounds supports the point 
that the Prayer is a symbol deserving to be popularized.

Yet others hold that: He only changed his routes because of the poor 
who stay in the markets; those on the way here will be different from 
those on the other way and as such, he may extend charity to them all. 
However, the closest to correctness - and Allah knows best -, is that, 
it was in order to manifest the symbol; that the ‘Eid symbol may be 
further popularized when the people leave for the Prayer following all 
the ways in the city.

Again, the scholars -  may Allah shower blessings on them -  have 
held differently on whether the same thing applies to the Friday 
Prayer considering the point that the Friday Prayer is also an ‘Eid?. 
They said: It includes the two ‘Eid Prayers (i.e., the Friday and the 
‘Eid); so, the individual should come for the Friday Prayer through 
a route and go back following another way. Then some scholars gave 
more allowance and hold that: That is even allowed for the Five Daily 
Prayers. So the individual would -  for example-, come for the Dhuhur 
Prayer through a path and return through another route. Likewise the 
‘Asr Prayer and the rest of the Prayers; they view that: Because they all 
involve attending Prayers, so, the rulings is applicable to them as well 
by deduction from the rulings on the ‘Eid Prayer.

Others even gave further permission and view that: It is allowed to 
follow different routes when leaving for and returning from a place of 
every kind of worship; that regarding every kind of worship, you may 
leave through a route and return through another including the visit 
to the sick. When you go to visit the sick, you should leave through 
a way and follow another path when returning. Likewise when you 
attend a funeral; go through a path and return through another.

However, these three rulings based on deductive reasoning are 
weak; the Friday Prayer should neither be deductively ruled to be
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similar to the ‘Eid Prayer nor the Five daily Prayers. Similarly, leaving 
to observe other kinds of worship should not be deductively ruled to 
be similar to the ‘Eid Prayers. This is for the reason that, worship is 
not established through jurisprudential deductive reason considering 
the fact that these things were available during the time of the 
Messenger H. There was the Friday Prayer in his time, likewise the 
Five Daily Prayers, visiting the sick and attending funerals, and it was 
not recorded from him that he -  peace and blessings be upon him -, 
would alter his routes. And if a thing was available during the time of 
the Messenger M and he did not establish a practice for it, the Sunnah 
in the circumstance would be to leave the same thing.

As for the Hajj (Pilgrimage), the Prophet M altered his route while 
entering Makkah; he entered from its high side and went out through 
its lowest side. Likewise while leaving for Arafah; he went through 
a route and came back following another route. The scholars hold 
differently also on this matter: Did the Prophet % do it by way of 
worship or that it was just the easy thing during his entry and exit? 
That is, considering the point that it could be easier for him to enter 
from the higher sides and exit from the lower sides. Whoever held 
the first view among the scholars would say: It was a Sunnah to enter 
through the higher sides; i.e., the higher sides of Makkah and leave 
through its lower sides, and that it is from the Sunnah to go to Arafah 
through a path and leaving through another route.

But others among them say: It was rather because it was easy for 
him to follow that road; so you should follow the easiest road for you 
whether from the upper or lower sides. In any case, if it is easy for 
you to enter through its higher sides and leave passing through the 
lower areas; then good. If it turns out to be an act of worship, then 
you would have achieved it. But if not, you would not have harmed 
yourself. But if it is not possible, as is the case today in our times when 
the roads have been made in a single direction it becomes impossible 
for the individual to go otherwise. Hence, the matter -  and all praise 
belong to Allah -, is one of wide latitude.

Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 99: encouragement 
towards prefering to do noble 
things using the right 

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said, Chapter 

on Encouragement Towards Doing Noble Things using the Right 
Hand by Preference; and vice versa. But the left should be used in the 
matters involving some demean.

The author -  may Allah the Exalted shower blessings on him -  
mentioned numerous examples of this such as the Ablution, ritual 
bath, the Tayammum (Ablution using the sand) and wearing dresses.

As for the Ablution, the individual should commence from the 
right; he should wash the right sides before the left. The right hand 
before the left hand, and the right feet before the left concerning 
equivalent limbs. But as regard the single limbs like the face, we 
would not say you should begin with the right side of the face before 
the left side. The individual should rather wash the face all at once as 
reported in the Sunnah.

Rightly, in the circumstance where the person can only wash his 
face with a single hand, then should starts with the right side. It may 
be said perhaps too that: he should start with the right side, or that, 
with the higher parts. Likewise wiping the ears; the right ear should 
not be wiped before the left, they should rather be wiped at once 
except the person cannot wipe with his hands at the same time. Then, 
he should start with the right before the left.

Similarly, when a person wishes to have the ritual bath from sexual 
impurity, he should perform the Ablution as he does before the Prayer 
and then pour water on his head thrice till he is well drenched. After 
that, he washes his entire body, beginning with the right side before 
the left according to the statement of the Prophet M to the women
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who were washing his daughter; he M said, “Start with her right sides 
and the organs she would wash during Ablution.” (l)

But if you are under a shower pouring water on your head and you 
intend to make the ritual bath, when you wash your head becoming 
soaked, you should then start washing the right sides of the body 
before the left parts. This is the established practice. Likewise during 
the Tayammum (Ablution using sand); but the Tayammum occurs in 
the Sunnah that the individual will rub over his face with his hands 
together and then rub each of them against the other. As such, giving 
precedence to the right will not manifest since that has to do with just 
two limbs: the face and palms, the face will be wiped once and the two 
hands will be rubbed on each other.

Likewise wearing clothes, sandals, socks and trousers; all these 
should be begun with the right. When you dress, put the right hand 
into its sleeve before the left hand. As for the trousers, wear the right 
leg in its trouser before the left. When you wear the sandals, wear 
the right foot before the left. The leather-socks also and the socks, 
begin with the right feet before the left foot. This is the Sunnah as 
reported from the Prophet St.

Similarly, when entering the mosque, you enter with the right leg 
first before the left; do it consciously. When you approach the mosque, 
be observant such that your right leg is the first to enter. The same 
thing applies to cleaning the teeth with a tooth-stick; if an individual 
wants to clean his teeth, he should start with the right side before the 
left. Likewise while applying the kohl; he should start with the right 
eye before the left.

In a similar way, when clipping the fingernails, he should begin 
with the right before the left. He start - for example -, with the smallest 
finger on the right hand and then the ring-finger, the middle finger, 
then the first finger and then the thumb. And on the left palm, he 
should start by clipping the thumb, the first finger, then the middle 
finger, the ring finger and then the small finger. On the feet, he should

l  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Ablution, Chapter on Beginning with the Right 
in Ablution and the Ritual Bath; no. 169, and Muslim, Book of Funerals, Chapter 
on Washing the Dead; no. 939 [42].
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begin by clipping the fingers of the right feet before those on the left.

The same applies to trimming the moustache; the individual should 
begin with the right side before the left. Likewise the armpit hair and 
shaving the head; plucking the armpit hair is Sunnah; so when you 
wish to pluck the armpits; i.e., to remove its hair, begin with the right 
armpit before the left. In shaving the head also, begin with the right 
side before the left. Shaving the head should be done in the same 
manner; commence with the right side of the head before the left.

From that as well is giving the salaam (that exists the individual 
from the Prayer); the person will turn to the right before he turns to 
the left. Likewise eating and drinking, he should eat with the right 
hand and drink with the right. It is not allowed for him to eat with his 
left or drink with it because the Prophet M prohibited that and said, 
“It is the Satan who eats with his left and drinks with his left.” (l)

So, whenever you see two men, the first eating with his right hand 
and drinking with his right while the other eats and drinks with his 
left; then the first is upon the guidance of the Prophet M while the 
second is upon the guidance of the Satan. Will it please anyone to 
follow the guidance of the Satan and abandon the guidance of the 
Prophet M?'- No one ever wishes that; but the Satan makes the people 
like eating with the left hand and drinking with the left. Some of 
the people may even think that doing so is part of civility because 
the disbelieving westerners give preference to the left over the right. 
Therefore, it is mandatory for the individual to eat with his right and 
drink with his right except due to dire necessity.

It is also obligatory for us to teach our little children to eat with 
the right hand and drink with it. Likewise hand-shake, the individual 
should shake with the right hand and not with the left. If anyone 
extends his left hand towards you to shake you, do not shake him; 
avoid it because it is contrary to the Sunnah, except when the right 
hand is paralyzed or that he is unable to move it; then that is an excuse.

In the same vein, touching the Black stone and the Yamani corner

i Reported by Muslim, Book of Drink, Chapter on Food and Drink
and their Rulings, no. 2020.
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(of the Ka’bah) should be with the right (hand). Unfortunately these 
days, we find some rubbing over it with their left which is largely due 
to ignorance on their part. So if you find a person rubbing the Yamani 
corner and the Black stone with the left (hand), tell him, “This does 
not show respect for it; it does not constitute respect for Allah’s House 
when you wipe the Yamani corner and the Black stone with the left 
hand. You should rather rub them using your right hand.”

A  similar thing is exiting the toilet; i.e., when you enter the lavatory 
to empty your bowels of urine or feces and you want to come out, 
place the right leg out first because outside the toilet deserves more 
regard than inside it. Therefore, when you exit the toilet, put the right 
leg first. Also when giving and receiving things and the like; that is to 
say, when you want to pass something to your companion, do so with 
the right and when you want to collect something from him, do so 
with the right hand.

These are the manners of Islam; but some people will hand you 
things with the left and receive with the left, thinking that that shows 
civility just because the disbelievers receive and give with the left hand. 
Glorified be Allah, the Greatest, the people of the left use the left; the 
disbelievers are the people of the left hand, while the Believers are 
the people of the Right hand. So you will always find the disbeliever 
preferring the left since he is among the people of the left. He’ll be 
among the people of the Left in this world and in the hereafter -  and 
the refuge is with Allah.

Hence, in all these affairs, begin with the right and in similar others 
in which honor is required; the right hand should be given preference 
in everything involving honor because the right is nobler and better. 
But as for the left, it’s vice-versa.

Thereafter, the author mentioned things in which the left should be 
given preference, such as blowing the nose and spitting, they should 
be done with the left. Expectoration; i.e., when the individual clears 
out his nostrils, it should be with the left hand. Likewise if he intends 
to wipe away mucous, he should do so with the left.

Same thing while entering the toilet and exiting it, when entering,

C m )
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he should advance the left foot and while exiting, it has preceded that 
he should place the right leg first. Similarly, when he goes out of the 
mosque, he should advance the left leg.

In the same manner, when he puts off his sandal or removes his 
socks or garment he should begin with removing the left leg; the right 
should be the first to be worn and the left the first to be removed. 
When the individual cleanses himself after evacuating the bowels, it 
should be with left hand. The Prophet M had prohibited that a man 
should cleanse himself with the right (hand)(l) owing to the honor for 
the right; it is used for eating and drinking. As such, it is necessary 
that it be kept away from filth. On the hand, every filthy thing should 
be handled with the left hand. However, the right should be for noble 
things and the things which are neither noble nor demeaned. So, the 
left hand should be for filth and the right for other than that.

You should know that some people, when the wrist watch came 
to be used, they began to wear it on the left hand in order that the 
right hand might be free of a watch which could hurt one during 
his movements since the right would move more than the left. The 
individual requires that the right hand moves much more than the left. 
So, they used to wear it on the left hand since that was easier and since 
the right hand is the one most frequently moved; the watch might hit 
something and cause harm. So,they wore the wristwatches on the left.

Some may think that it is best to place it on the right considering 
preference for the right hand. However, this thought lacks any sound 
basis. It is authentically related from the Prophet M that he would 
wear a ring on his right hand and sometimes on the left. It may even 
be that he wore the ring on the left more frequently since it was easier 
to remove the ring from the left with the right hand, and watches are 
very similar to the rings. Hence, do not give preference for the right 
hand over the left nor the left hand over the right. The matter is one 
with considerable latitude; if you wish, put it on the right hand and if 
you so desire, wear it on the left; there is no blame in either of them.

i Reported by Muslim, Book of Purification, Chapter on the Use of 
the Lavatories; no. 262.
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Thereafter, the author mentioned two verses from Allah’s Book; His 
saying the Exalted that:

2) z z & j z a }

“Then as for him who will be given his Record in his right hand,
he will say: ‘Take read my Record.’”

This will be on the Day of Resurrection; people will be given their 
records, i.e., records of their deeds in which the actions of mankind 
were documented, either with the right (hand) or the left. Whoever 
is given his record in his right hand - may Allah make us and you 
amongst them -, will receive it joyfully and happily. He will announce 
to people, “Look at me, read my record”, just as we observe now that 
when a student receives a successful result sheet, he begins to joyously 
show it to his friends and close relatives.

But whoever gets his record with the left hand will act differently; 
he would wish he never received the record not to talk of 
having others see it.

As for the second verse the author mentioned; that was Allah’s 
saying -  the Exalted- that:

“So those on the Right hand; who will be those on the Right hand?
And those on the left Hand; who will be those on the left Hand?”

So, Allah - and free is Allah from all imperfections and Exalted is 
He -, mentioned that mankind will on the day of Resurrection be of 
three categories: People of the Right hand, People of the Left hand and 
the Foremost people.

The Foremost are the closest people (to Allah in the hereafter), the 
People of the Right hand will be saved while the People of the Left 
are those who will be doomed. So they will be of three categories on 
the Day of Resurrection. They are similarly of three categories at the 
time of the departure of the soul from the body; Allah mentioned 
their conditions on the day of Resurrection in Soorah al-Waqi’ah 
as well, and towards its end, He stated their situation during their 
last moments. He said:
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“Then why do you not (intervene) when (the soul o f a dying 
person) reaches the throat? And you at the moment are looking 
on but We (that is, our angels who take the soul) are nearer to 
him than you, but you see not, then why do you not, i f  you are 
exempt from the reckoning and recompense (punishment and so 
on). Bring back the soul (to its body), i f  you are truthful? Then 
i f  he (the dying person) be o f the Muqarraboon (those brought 
near to Allah). (There is fo r him) rest and provision, and a 
garden of Delights (Paradise).” (Al-Waaqi’ah: 83-89)

Al-Muqarraboon (as it occurs in the Arabic text and rendered as, 
those brought near) are the Foremost; the leading people in terms of 
good deeds, in every aspect of righteousness.

“And i f  he (the dying) be o f those on the right Hand, then there is 
safety and peace (from punishment o f Allah) for (you as you are 
from) those on the Right hand.” (Al-Waaqi’ah: 90-91)

Obo\Jdj ̂

“But i f  he (the dying person) be o f the denying (of the 
Resurrection), the erring (away from the Right path o f Islamic 
monotheism). Then for him is entrainment with boiling water 
and burning in Hell-fire.”  (al-Waaqi’ah: 92-94)

Those are the unfortunate ones - we seek refuge with Allah they 
were the deniers (of truth), the errant! May Allah protect us and you 
from their condition.

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  indicated
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from those two verses that the People of the right are the persons of 
continuous nobility in this world and the hereafter. The rest of the 
discussion will -  by Allah’s leave -  be regarding this.

Hadeeth 721
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‘Aishah 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M liked to use his right 
hand in all matters: in combing his hair and wearing his shoes. 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 722
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Aishah 4* reported: Messenger of Allah was used to using his right 
hand for performing Wudu and for eating his food whereas he 
was used to using his left hand in his toilet and for other similar 
purposes. [ Abu Dawud ]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  reported in 

the Chapter on Preferring to Advance the Right in Noble Matters on
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the authority of A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with her - that she 
said, “The Prophet would like to use his right hand in all matters.” 
Meaning, in his entire affairs; that is to say, it delights him and he 
would prefer to begin everything with the right: in his cleaning, when 
he wears his shoes and combs his hair.

“In his cleaning” : that is, when he cleanses himself, he begins from 
the right. So he would start by cleaning the right hand before the left 
and the right foot before the left. But as for the ears they are considered 
a single limb on the head. So they will be wiped at the same time except 
when he can only wipe with a single hand. In that circumstance, he 
should start with the right ear due to the dire necessity.

Her statement that, “when he combs” : at-Tarajjul (as it occurs in 
the Arabic text) refers to straightening the hair with a comb and oiling 
it. The Messenger # , as was the practice of the people at that time, 
was not used to shaving his hair except during the Hajj or Lesser Hajj. 
However, at times he gave a cut and at other times he would leave 
it. Hence, sometimes, it reaches his earlobes and some other times, 
it drops down reaching his shoulders. He -  may Allah’s peace and 
blessings be upon him -, would pay attention to personal hygiene; 
he would comb his hair, oil it keeping clean, free of dust, lice and 
other forms of filth.

Similarly, he preferred his right while “wearing shoes” ; i.e., when 
he wore his sandals, he began with the right before the left, and when 
he removed them, he began with the left before the right. Likewise his 
clothes, when he dressed, he began by entering the right sides before 
the left. The same thing applied when he wore his trouser, he started 
by placing the right leg before the left, and the other way round 
when he removed them.

In the second hadeeth, she - may Allah be pleased with her - 
explained what the Prophet M used the right for and what he used 
the left for. She mentioned that what he used the left for were things 
involving filth; such as when he cleaned up after urinating or defecating 
using water or stone, when he took a light breath-in of water into the 
nose and blew it out and things like that. In those situations, he began



with the right side by way of honoring it since the right is nobler than 
the left as explained earlier.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 723
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[/mm ‘Atiyyah 4» reported: The Prophet M instructed us at the 
time of washing the dead body of his daughter Zainab 4* to begin 
with her right side, and from the parts that are washed in Wudu. 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 724
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Afcu Hurairah 44 reported: Messenger of Allah #  said, “When 
any of you puts on his shoes, he should put on the right one first; 
and when he takes them off, he should begin with the left. Let the 
right shoe be the first to be put on and the last to be taken off.” 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]
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Hadeeth 725

Hafsah 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M used to use his right 
hand for eating, drinking and wearing his clothes and used to use 
his left hand for other purposes. [Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 726

Abu Hurairah reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “When 
you wear your clothes or perform your Wudu’ , begin with your 
right side.” [ Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 727

Anas 4<= reported: When Messenger of Allah M went to Mina, he 
came to Jamrat-ul-Aqabah and threw pebbles at it. After that,
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he went to his lodge in Mina and sacrificed. Then he called for 
a barber and pointed his right side to him, said, “Shave from 
here.” Then he pointed his left side and said, “Take (hair) from  
here.” Then he distributed his hair among the people. [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
These hadeeths explain the encouragement to commence noble 

activities with the right and preferring the left in things which involve 
filth, such as cleaning up after defecating or urinating, whether one 
used water or stone and in similar other things. So, the author gave 
a report on the authority of Umm Atiyyah - may Allah be pleased 
with her -, a woman among the Ansars who had noble deeds such 
as giving funeral bath to the females. When Zaynab, the daughter of 
Muhammad $g, passed away, and the women came to give the funeral 
bath, the Prophet M said to them, “Begin with her right sides and the 
parts she would wash during the Ablution.”

The process of giving the funeral bath to the dead is to start by 
removing its cloths after placing something to cover the private area. 
Then the washing person should cover his hands with a piece of cloth 
(like gloves) and then cleanse the private area of the dead; both the 
anus and organ till they are both clean. Then he will remove the gloves 
and wash his palms as one does while performing the Ablution. Then, 
he collects a wet piece of cloth and cleanses its teeth, mouth and 
nostrils in place of rising the mouth and nose (in normal Ablution). 
He should not put water into the mouth or nose because when he 
does that it goes down the stomach and then it may find its way out 
and cause the people harm during the washing.

Thereafter, he would wash the face, the hands up to the elbows, wipe 
the head and wash the feet: a complete Ablution. Thereafter, he should 
wash the head with the lather from the lote tree -  he should have with 
him water mixed with powdered form of the lote tree leaves. He will 
collect it and rub his palms against each other till it lathers. So, he will
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cleanse the head with the lather and then use the rest for the other 
parts of the body. It should be known that only the female should 
bathe females; even her father should not bathe her nor her son nor 
any other among her relatives permanently prohibited in marriage 
with her (if she were alive) except females or her husband. Likewise, a 
man must only be washed by males not even his mother or daughter 
or any other female should, except his wife. The husband may bathe 
his wife and the wife may also bathe her husband; otherwise, no male 
should bathe a female and no female should ever bathe a male.

The women arrived to wash Zaynab, the daughter of Allah’s 
Messenger It, and he St said, “Begin with her right sides” ; that is to 
say, before the left; the right hand before the left, and the right legs 
before the left. Similarly, the right parts of the body before the left, 
and “the limbs she washed during Ablution.” So, they did that and 
made her hair into three braids; a braid on the right side, one on the 
left and another at the middle and then place them behind the dead. 
Thereafter, the Prophet % gave them his wrapper and said, “wrap her 
in it” i.e., let it be the first thing on her body to seek blessings with the 
wrapper of the Prophet M- The point of reference here is his statement, 
“begin with her right sides.”

Thereafter, the author mentioned hadeeths having the same 
meanings as those just explained, such as the hadeeth of Aboo 
Hurayrah - may Allah be pleased with him - regarding wearing cloths 
and sandals, and the hadeeth of Hafsah - may Allah be pleased with 
her -, and another hadeeth from Aboo Hurayrah.

Then, he mentioned the hadeeth of Anas bin Malik - may Allah 
be pleased with him - about the story of the Prophets shaving his 
head during the Farewell pilgrimage. During the Farewell pilgrimage, 
after spending the night at Muzdalifah and observing the Fajr Prayer, 
the Prophet St sat down supplicating till it became very bright. He 
then proceeded before sunrise and arrived at the Aqabah (Pillar) at 
midmorning when the heat of the sun could well be felt. So he pelted 
the Pillar on the day of ‘Eid.

Thereafter, he went to his tent and called the barber who shaved 
his head. He It pointed to the right side and the barber did start



with it. The Prophet H used to tend the hair of his head and so, it was 
plentiful. So, he commenced with and shaved the right side and called 
Aboo Talhah -  may Allah be pleased with him -, one of the Ansars 
and gave him the entire hair of the right side. Then he shaved the rest 
of the head and called Aboo Talhah and gave it to him. He then said, 
“Divide it among the people” , and Aboo Talhah did that.

Some among the people got a single strand, some received two and 
others got more, just as it was easy, by way of seeking blessings using 
these strands of noble hair; the Prophet’s hair -  may Allah’s peace 
and blessings be upon him. The fact that the Messenger M specially 
handed the entire hair from the right side to Aboo Talhah shows 
that among people are those Allah would select to achieve particular 
virtues even though there was among the companions, those who are 
more virtuous than him. Aboo Bakr, Umar, Uthman, Ali and many 
others among the companions are more virtuous than Aboo Talhah. 
However, that was a favor from Allah the Mighty and Sublime and He 
grants it to whomever He wills.

So, the companions would seek blessings using the hair of the 
Prophet M, his cloths and his sweat; but for other than him, blessings 
must not be sought using their hair, cloths or sweat.

Umm Salamah - may Allah be pleased with her -, one of the wives of 
the Messenger M, had some strands of Messenger’s hair which she had 
preserved in a silver container. She made it of silver out of reverence 
for the hair of the Messenger M- So, whenever a person fell ill among 
them, they came to her and she would sprinkle some water upon the 
hair and shake it and then give it to the sick person who would be 
cured therefrom by Allah’s leave using the hair of the Prophet

However, as I have said, that is not applicable regarding any other 
person; the companions neither sought blessings using Aboo Bakr’s 
hair, even though he was the best of this Ummah after the Messenger 
M nor with Umar’s hair nor the hair of any other companion -  may 
Allah be pleased with them all. Likewise those after them; blessings 
should not be sought using their hair or sweat or cloth; that’s exclusive 
for the Prophet alone -  M-

The point in the hadeeth of Anas - may Allah be pleased with her -,

^ --------------------------------------------------  SAarA (A/yaada-s^ Saxz/iAieen
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is that, the Prophet M directed the barber to begin with the right side. 
So, whenever you perform the Hajj and you intend to shave (your 
head) or cut it short, begin with the right side. Similarly, when you 
shave ordinarily, you should begin with the right side.

Allah alone grants success.

Book about the manners of eating 

Chapter 100: mentioning allah’s 
name at the beginning and giving 
thanks at the end 

Hadeeth 728:
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‘Umar bin Abu Salamah reported: Messenger of Allah M, said 
to me, “Mention Allah’s Name (i.e., say Bismillah before starting 
eating), eat with your right hand, and eat from what is near you.” 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 729:
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‘Aishah reported: Messenger o f Allah M said, “When any o f you 
wants to eat, he should mention the Name of Allah in the begining, 
(i.e., say Bismillah ). I f  he forgets to do it in the beginning, he 
should say Bismillah awwalahu wa akhirahu (I begin with the 
Name of Allah at the beginning and at the end).” [ At-Tirmidhi 
and Abu Dawud ]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in the Book, 
Riyaad as-Saaliheen, “Book About the Manners o f Eating.”

At-Ta’aam (as in the Arabic text rendered as Food) is what the 
individual consumes; i.e., something he enjoys to taste which may be 
drink or food. The evidence that a drink may also be called Ta’m or 
Ta’aam is Allah’s saying - Blessed is He and Exalted - that:

“So whoever drinks thereof, is not o f me, and whoever tastes 
(eats) it not, he is o f me, except he who takes (thereof) in the 
hollow o f his hand.” (al-Baqarahh: 249)

Thereafter, he said, “Chapter on: Mentioning Allah’s Name in the 
Beginning and Giving Thanks At its End.”

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of ‘Umar bin Abee Salamah - may 
Allah be pleased with him. He was a stepchild of the Prophet H; i.e., the 
son of his wife, Umm Salamah. A meal was presented to the Prophet 
M, and ‘Umar who at the time was a little boy, got his hand moving 
about here and there inside the dish. And the Prophet H would not 
find any opportunity to teach without using it, even with regard to 
kids. Thereupon, he said to him, “O young boy, mention Allah's 
Name, eat with your right (hand) and take from that near you.”

These are three manners regarding food which the

Commentary
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Prophet §§ taught this boy.

Firstly: Fie said, “Mention Allah’s Name” ; that is, say, “Bismillah 
(In the name of Allah).” There is no blame if one adds, “Ar-Rahman 
Ar-Raheem (The Beneficent, The Merciful)” because Allah’s praised 
Himself with them both in the Basmalah (i.e., Bismillah ar-Rahman 
ar-Raheem). So, if he says, “Bismillah ar-Rahman ar-Raheem”, there 
is no blame; but if he mentions “Bismillah” alone, then it is sufficient.

Mentioning Allah’s Name over food is compulsory; if the individual 
omits it, he sins therewith and the Satan partakes in his food. And no 
person would desire that his own enemy partakes in his food. Hence, 
if you do not say, “Bismillah”, the Satan will join you in it.

If you forget to say it at the beginning, and you only remember 
while already eating, then you should say, “Bismillahi Awwalawu 
wa Akhirahu (meaning: In the name of Allah at its beginning and its 
end)” as the Prophet M showed in the hadeeth reported by A'aishah 
and collected by Aboo Dawood and At-Tirmidhi.

Secondly: He said, “Eat with your right (hand).” Eating with the right 
hand is obligatory; whoever eats with the left is sinning and disobeying 
the Messenger M- And whosoever disobeys the Messenger has 
disobeyed Allah, and whoever obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allah.

Thirdly: He said, “Eat from that near you” ; that is, if you have 
others partaking in the meal with you, eat from that close to you. Do 
not take from his side or that close to him; such a thing constitutes 
bad manners. The scholars say: “Unless you have variety of food 
such as when it has pumpkin, eggplant, meat and such other things; 
then, there is no blame if you move your hand to get the sort as the 
Messenger H would seek out pumpkin from the dish and eat it.”

Likewise when you take the meal alone, there is no blame eating 
from the other side, because you would not be causing inconvenience 
to anyone doing so. However, do not eat from the top of the dish 
because blessings come down (to the meal) through it. You may only 
take from the sides.

This hadeeth contains evidence that it is necessary for us to teach
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the children and young the manners of eating and drinking; likewise 
the manners of sleeping, not to say other issues such as the Prayer. The 
Messenger H had said, “Order your children to observe the Prayer at 
seven years of age, and beat them for it at ten ” (l)

Allah alone grants success.

Jabir 4» reported: I  heard Messenger of Allah It saying, “I f  a person 
mentions the Name o f Allah upon entering his house or eating, 
Satan says, addressing his followers: ‘You will find no where to 
spend the night and no dinner.’But if  he enters without mentioning 
the Name of Allah, Satan says (to his followers); ‘You have found 
(a place) to spend the night in, and if he does not mention the 
Name of Allah at the time of eating, Satan says: ‘You have found 
(a place) to spend the night in as well as food.’” [Muslim]

This hadeeth was mentioned by the Author , An-Nawawee -  may

l  Reported by Aboo Dawood, Book of the Prayer, Chapter on When Should a Young 
Boy be Ordered to Observe the Prayer; no.495 and At-Tirmidhi, Book of the Prayer, 
Chapter on When Should Children be Ordered to Observe the Prayer; no. 407.

Hadeeth 730

Commentary
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Allah shower blessings on him in Riyaad as-Saaliheen under the 
discussion on the Etiquettes of Eating on the authority of Jabir - 
may Allah be pleased with him - that the Prophet H said, “When a 
man enters his house and mentions Allah's Name while entering 
and while eating, the Satan says to his companions: ‘There is 
neither lodge nor dinner for you” and that is owing to the persons 
mentioning of Allah’s Name.

The words of remembrance of Allah for entering the house is: 
“Bismillahi walajna wa Bismillahi kharajna wa ‘alallahi Rabbina 
tawakkalna, Allahumma asaluka khair Al-Maulij wa as’aluka khair 
Al-Makhraj (meaning: In the name of Allah we have arrived, and 
in Allah’s Name we departed, and upon Allah, our Lord, we rely. O 
Allah! I ask you for good arrival, and I ask you for good departure).” (l) 
This is the expression to give Allah’s remembrance when entering the 
house -  whether at night or during the day.

As for the expression to give Allah’s remembrance when eating the 
dinner, it is for the individual to say, “Bismillah (meaning: In the name 
of Allah).” Therefore, if he gives remembrance of Allah upon entering 
the house and when he takes his dinner, the satan says to his followers, 
“there is neither lodge for you nor dinner” because this house and 
dinner have been protected through the remembrance of Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime. Allah has protected it against the devils.

But if he enters and does not mention Allah’s Name while entering, 
the Satan says, “You have found lodge.” And when he is served 
food and he fails to give Allah’s remembrance during the meal, the 
Satan says, “You have found both lodge and dinner.” This contains 
encouragement for the individual to give remembrance of Allah when 
entering his house; and the approved expression for that is, “Bismillahi 
walajna wa Bismillahi kharajna wa ‘alallahi Rabbina tawwakalna, 
Allahumma as’aluka khair Al-Maulij wa asaluka khair al-Makhraj 
(meaning: In the name of Allah we have arrived, and Allah’s Name we 
departed, and upon Allah, our Lord, we rely. O Allah! I ask You for 
good arrival, and I ask You for good departure).”

i  Reported by Aboo Dawood, Book of Etiquettes, Chapter on What a Man Should 
Say Upon Arriving His Home; no. 5096.
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Thereafter, he should use the tooth-stick, because whenever the 
Prophet H entered his house, the first thing he did was to use the 
tooth-stick, he then greets his family with the greetings of Salam.

But during the time of dinner, he should say, “Bismillah (meaning: 
In the name of Allah)” by which he becomes protected against the 
Satan in his house and food. If he mentions Allah's Name while 
entering without doing so before his meal, the Satan will partake in 
the meal, and if he did during the meal but not while coming in, the 
satan will join in the lodge and not the meal. However, if he gave 
Allah’s remembrance while entering and over the meal, the satan will 
neither have lodge nor food.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 731
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Hudhaifah reported: When we attended a meal with the 
Messenger of Allah M, we would not stretch forth our hands
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towards the food until he M would start eating first. Once, we 
were with him when a little girl rushed in as if  someone was 
impelling her. She was about to lay her hand on the food when 
the Messenger of Allah it  caught her hand. Then a bedouin came 
in rushing as if  someone were pushing him. He it  caught his hand 
also and said, “Satan considers that food lawful for himself on 
which the Name o f Allah is not mentioned. He (Satan) brought 
this girl to make the food lawful through her but I caught her 
hand. Then he brought the bedouin to make it lawful through 
him but I caught his hand too. By Him in Whose Hand my soul 
is, now Satan’s hand is in my grasp along with their hands." Then 
he mentioned the Name of Allah and began to eat. [ Abu Dawud 
and An-Nasa’i ]

Commentary
An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in Riyaad 

as-Saaliheen under the Chapter on the Etiquettes of Eating, among 
the narrations he cited from Hudhayfah bin Al-Yaman - may Allah 
be pleased with him that he said, “Whenever we attended a meal 
with Allah’s Messenger M, we would not place our hands in the food 
unless the Allah’s Messenger H began to eat” and that was out of their 
great esteem for the Prophet M. Hence, they would not extend their 
hands towards the dish to start eating till he did so first.

One day he attended a meal with the Messenger of Allah H, and 
when they began -  or when they were served -  a little girl came along; 
i.e., kid, as if pushed forward attempted to dip her hand into the meal 
without mentioning Allah’s Name. Thereupon, the Prophet #t grabbed 
her hand. Then came a Bedouin came in a similar way - as if pushed 
forward -, and tried to put his hand in the food and the Prophet M 
took hold of his hand.

Then the Prophet M explained that the Bedouin and the girl were 
brought by the Satan in order to have access to the food through them 
if they commenced eating without mentioning Allah's Name. They
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may both be excused for their ignorance; the little girl due to her 
tender age, and the man being a Bedouin. However, the Satan brought 
them both so that if they ate without mentioning Allah’s Name, he 
gained the chance to partake in the meal.

Thereafter, the Prophet M swore that the hand of the Satan was with 
their hands in his own hand M-

This hadeeth contains a number of lessons such as:

The companions’ reverence for Allah’s Messenger M and their 
manners towards him.

Likewise: If there is an elderly person at a meal, no one should 
precede him to commence eating. They should ensure that the elderly 
started the food since coming before the elderly in his presence 
contradicts order and manners.

Similarly among the lessons is that: the Satan commands, 
encourages and urges towards wrong. The Noble Qur’an says:

“Shaytan threatens you with poverty and orders you to commit 
Fahsha (evil deeds, illegal sexual intercourse, sins and so on).”  
(al-Baqarahh: 268)

He -  the Exalted - also said:

“O you who believe! Follow not the footsteps o f Shaytan. And 
whosoever follows the footsteps o f Shaytan, then, verily he 
commands Al-Fahisha (indecency) and Al-Munkar (evil and 
wicked deeds).” (An-Noor: 21)

This shows that Shaytan has some authority over the children of 
Adam, and the one who is safe is he whom Allah grants safety.

Among the lessons is that: When a person joins a meal, he should
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also mention Allah's Name and not say that, “those who commenced 
the meal had mentioned Allah’s Name.” However, if they all started 
the meal together; does it suffice that a person among them 
mentioned Allah’s Name?

The response is that: If the person had given the remembrance of 
Allah silently, his mentioning of Allah’s Name would not suffice for 
others since they did not hear it. But if he gave it loudly, and intended 
it for all, it may be said to be sufficient even though it could also be 
said that the better thing is that every individual mentions Allah’s 
Name for himself. This is certainly more perfect and better.

From the lessons in the hadeeth is that: the Satan has a hand 
considering the fact that the Prophet H grabbed his hand.

Among the points is that: the hadeeth is one of the miracles of the 
Messenger M bearing in mind that Allah -  the Exalted -  informed 
him of what occurred in this story; that it was Satan that drove them 
forward. He pushed the Bedouin and the young girl, and that he 
should grab their hands with his own noble hands -  may Allah’s peace 
and blessings be upon him.

From its benefits is that when anyone comes to partake in a meal 
without mentioning Allah's Name; hold back his hand until he 
mentions it. You should do so, because the Prophet M grabbed their 
hands; he did not say to them, “Mention Allah’s Name.” He rather 
grabbed their hands so that it becomes something for them to ever 
remember; they would recall the story and not forget to mention 
Allah’s Name in the future.

Among the benefits in this hadeeth is: Emphasis placed on 
mentioning Allah's Name during a meal; and the correct view is that 
it is compulsory to mention the Name of Allah over food. And that 
if the individual doesn’t mention Allah’s Name, he would be sinning 
against Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -. He would have also shown 
pleasure that his worst enemy, the Satan -, should partake in his food.

Therefore, mentioning Allah’s Name over food is compulsory; in 
case you forget it at the beginning and you remember during the meal,
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you should still say, “Bismillahi awwalahu wa akhirahu (meaning: I 
invoke Allah’s Name for the beginning and its end).”

Allah alone grants success.

Umaiyyah bin Makhshi <&> reported: Messenger of Allah M was 
sitting while a man was eating food. That man did not mention 
the Name of Allah (before commencing to eat) till only a morsel of 
food was left. When he raised it to his mouth, he said: “ Bismillah 
awwalahu wa akhirahu (With the Name of Allah, in the beginning 
and in the end).” Messenger of Allah M smiled at this and said, 
“Satan had been eating with him but when he mentioned the 
Name of Allah, Satan vomited all that was in his stomach.” [ Abu 
Dawud and An-Nasa’i]

Hadeeth 732

Hadeeth 733
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‘Aishah 4« reported: Messenger of Allah #g was eating with his six 
Companions when a desert Arab came and ate up the food in two 
mouthfuls. Messenger of Allah Jt said, “Had he mentioned the 
Name of Allah, it would have sufficedfor all ofyou.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Abu Umamah 4* reported: Whenever the Prophet M finished 
a meal, he would say: “ Al-hamdu lillahi kathiran taiyiban 
mubarakan fihi, ghaira makfiyyin wa la muwaddain, wa la 
mustaghnan ‘anhu, Rabbuna . (All praise is due to Allah, praise 
which is abundant, pure, and fu ll o f blessings, which is indispensable 
and to which one cannot be indifferent).” [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 735
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Muadh bin Anas &  reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “He 
who has taken food and says at the end: ‘ Al-hamdu lillahi-lladhi 
atamani hadha, wa razaqanihi min ghairi haulin minni wa la 
quwwatin (All praise is due to Allah Who has given me food to 
eat and provided it without any endeavour on my part or any 
power),’ all his past sins will be forgiven.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

These hadeeths under the section regarding eating manners cited by 
the great scholar of hadeeth, an-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings 
on him -  in Riyaad as-Saaliheen, contain evidence for several issues:

Firstly: If the individual fails to mention Allah’s Name over his 
meal, the Satan will eat along with him according to the hadeeth of 
Umayyah bin Makhshiy - may Allah be pleased with him -  that, “a 
man ate food without mentioning Allah’s Name. When it remained 
a morsel left, as if he then remembered, he mentioned the Name of 
Allah - the Exalted. The Prophet it  laughed and informed that the 
Satan was eating with him, but when the man mentioned Allah’s 
Name, Satan vomited what he had eaten.

And this is among the Favors of Allah -  and free is He from all 
imperfections and Exalted -, that the satan becomes prevented from 
participating in our meal if we mention Allah’s Name at the beginning. 
Likewise if we mentioned at the end and say, “Bismillahi awwalahu wa 
akhirahu (I mention Allah’s Name for the beginning and end.” He will 
vomit whatever he had eaten and will be prevented therefrom.

Secondly, they contain proof that the Satan eats, bearing in mind 
that he ate from the food -  and he actually did eat -. So, the satan 
eats and drinks and participates along with the eating and drinking 
persons if such fails to give remembrance of Allah’s Name over 
the food and drink.

Thirdly: the hadeeth of A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with her 
-  stated that the Prophet M was once eating along with six of his 
companions. A Bedouin suddenly joined them and finished what

Commentary
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remained in just two morsels. Perhaps he was very hungry - and Allah 
Knows best. The Prophet M said, “Listen; if  he had mentioned Allah’s 
Name, it would have sufficed you all.” Unfortunately, he did not. He 
ate the remainder with just two morsels and yet, it did not suffice him. 
This shows that if the individual failed to say Allah’s Name blessings 
are removed from the food; because the Satan will certainly eat with 
him and the meal he thought should be okay for him will not suffice 
him because the blessings would be taken away from it.

The rest of the hadeeths prove that after meal, the individual 
should give thanks to Allah and praise Him -  and free is Allah from 
all imperfections. He should say, “Al-Hamdu lillahi Alladhi atamani 
hadha wa razaqanihi min ghairi hawli minni wala quwwata (meaning: 
Praise is to Allah Who has provided me this food and sustained me 
with it while I have not any power or might).” If not that Allah the 
Exalted made this food easy for you, you would not have obtained it 
as He -  the Mighty and Sublime - said:

“ Tell Me! The seed that you grow in the ground, is it you that 
make it grow, or are We the Grower? Were it Our Will, We could 
crumble it to dry pieces, and you would be regretful (or left on 
wonderment). (Saying): ‘We are indeed Mughramun (that is, 
ruined or lost the money without any profit, or punished by the 
loss o f all that we spend fo r cultivation, and so on)! Nay, but we 
are deprived.” (al-Waaqiah: 63-67)

If not that Allah made the food easy for the individual since the 
time the seed was sown, and then it germinated and was harvested 
and later brought to him, milled, knead and then baked and made 
easy for him to eat, it would not have been easy for him.

As such, some scholars say: Food would not reach the individual 
and served to him unless it was preceded by a hundred favours from 
Allah upon the food. But most times, we are oblivious of this great fact.

We beseech Allah to provide us and you with lawful food,
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and to endow us with gratitude for His favors, certainly He is 
Able to do all things.

Regarding his saying, “ Ghayra mukafi wala mustagni anhu Rabbana 
(meaning: not having been sufficient nor adequate in it, O Lord!)”, 
i.e., we certainly cannot be independent of Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -, and no one can suffice us except Him, and He -  free is He 
from all imperfections -, is the Provider -  the Mighty and Sublime.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 101: not criticising food, 
and the desirability of praising it 

Hadeeth 736:
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Abu Hurairah 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M never found 
fault with food. I f  he had inclination to eating it, he would eat; 
and if  he disliked it, he would leave it. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 737
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Jabir 4 ® reported: The Prophet M asked for sauce and was told 
that there was nothing except vinegar. He asked for it and began
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to eat from it saying, “How excellent is vinegar when eaten as
sauce! How excellent is vinegar when eaten as Udm !” [Muslim]

Commentary
The author , the great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee - may 

Allah be pleased with him said in his Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, 
“Chapter on the Prohibition of Criticizing Food and the 
Desirability o f Praising It.”

At-Ta’aam (as in the Arabic text, rendered as Food), refers to 
whatever is consumed whether of food or drink. When food is served 
the individual he should recognize the favor of Allah -  free is He from 
all imperfections -  for making the food easy and give Him praise 
over it and not criticize it. If he desires and feels inclined towards 
it, he should take it; otherwise, he should not, and he should avoid 
criticizing the food.

The evidence for this is the hadeeth of Aboo Hurairah - may Allah 
be pleased with him -, that: “The Prophet M never criticized any 
food.” That is to say, he had never found fault with any food; but if he 
desired it he ate it otherwise, he left it. So if it was permissible, he took 
it, else, he left it.

For instance: A man was served some low-grade dates; he should 
not say, “This is low-grade date.” It will be said, “If you like it, partake 
of it, otherwise, leave it. But for you to despise a favour Allah bestowed 
on you and made easy for you, that’s certainly not appropriate.” 
Similarly, if food was prepared and served to him, but he dislikes 
it, the individual should not despise the food. It will be said, “If the 
food was endearing to you, then you may eat it, otherwise, there is no 
blame. There is also no blame to say to ones family that, “Today, you 
added much salt or pepper” and the like. That is for the reason that, 
it does not mean finding fault with the food, it is rather advice for 
the person who prepared the food so that he may pay attention and 
prepare the food appropriately.
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As regard praising the food, he cited the hadeeth of Jabir - may 
Allah be pleased with him that the Prophet it asked for some sauce 
from his household and they said, “We have nothing except vinegar.” 
Khal is obtained when date is soaked in water until it becomes 
sweet. So, he was served vinegar so that he could use it as sauce for 
his bread. He It then said, “What a nice sauce vinegar is; what a 
good sauce vinegar is!”

This is a form of praising food because even though Khal is taken as 
a drink, drinks are also referred to as Ta’aam. Allah the Exalted said,

“So whoever drinks thereof, he is not o f me, and whoever tastes 
(eats) it not, he is o f me.” (al-Baqarahh: 249)

It was only referred to as Ta’aam because it has taste.

This is from the aspects of the guidance of the Prophet 3 8 ;  that if he 
liked a food, he praised it. Similarly, for example, if you spoke well of 
bread, that, “So-and-so persons bread is so nice” and the like of that. 
This is also from the guidance of the Messenger 3 8 .

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 102: what the individual 
should say when served food 
in a feast while fasting and not 
intending to break the fast

Hadeeth 738:
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Abu Hurairah 4« reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “When any 
of you is invited to a meal, he should accept the invitation. I f  he is 
observing Saum (fasting), he should supplicate for the betterment 
of the host and if  he is not fasting, he should eat.” [Muslim]

Commentary
The author - may Allah be pleased with him - said in his Book, 

Riyaad as-Saaliheen, “What the Individual Should Say When Served 
Food In a Feast While Fasting and Not Intending to Break the Fast.”

He then mentioned the hadeeth of Aboo Hurayrah - may Allah be 
pleased with him -  that the Prophet it  said concerning the individual 
invited to a meal while he is fasting that, “I f  he was fasting, he should 
supplicate but if  he is not fasting, he should partake.”

Fal yusalli (as it occurs in the Arabic text, rendered as he should 
supplicate), means, “he should pray” considering the fact that the 
word, Salaat (the verbal noun form of the verb, salli) here means 
“supplication” as in the Arabic lexicon that the word, Salaat means, 
supplication. However, in the technical sense, Salaat refers to the well- 
known worship except when evidence indicates that what is intended 
is supplication; then, it will be so taken.

So if the individual is invited for a meal and he attends, his 
attendance alone does not suffice, he should partake in the meal, since 
the person who gave the invitation did that purposely that you may 
partake. He had gone extra mile for you and prepared food more than 
his family needs and invited you to it. So if we say, “don’t eat” or that, 
“there is no blame on you if you choose to leave the food”; that will 
necessarily mean that his food will remain not eaten.

If -  for instance -, he invited ten persons, and we hold that attending 
is obligatory even though one does not partake in the meal, and they 
all leave without taking the meal. Or he presented the food and said, 
“Kindly come on” and they do not, that will imply wastage of his
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resources and he begins to wish the attendees ill (wondering): “Why 
have they refused to take my meal?!”

So we say: If a person invites you, the guidance of Allah’s messenger 
is that you attend except when the person inviting you is the 
bridegroom in the wedding; the obligatory thing is for you in that 
circumstance is to accept his invitation. It would not be permissible 
for you to reject it based on the Prophet’s saying that, “Whoever does 
not accept (the invitation) has disobeyed Allah and His Messenger.” 
This refers to invitations to wedding feasts. As for other invitations, 
you are at liberty.

For instance: If a person invites you for a feast on his return from 
a journey or he just invited his friends to a meal and similar other 
things, you are free to choose; if you will you should attend, and if not, 
do not. This is the view of the majority of scholars.

Some scholars say: It imperative for you to honor the invitations for 
wedding feast and others except for a reason valid in the Sharee’ah.

So, when you attend while you are not fasting, eat, and if you are 
fasting, supplicate for the host and inform him of your fast, so that he 
does not bear any grudge against you. But if you feel that he will be 
more pleased if you eat, break the fast; except the fast is obligatory in 
which case you should not break it.

It is now clear that the issue has three situations:

The first: When he invitesyou while you are notfasting;you should eat.

The second: When he invites you while you are observing an 
obligatory fast; do not eat, do not break the fast.

The third: If he invites you and you are observing a supererogatory 
fast, you are at liberty to eat, and if you choose you may not, but 
you should inform him that you are fasting. Here, you should do 
the most beneficial; if you notice that the best is for you to break the 
fast, then break it and eat, otherwise, sticking to the fast is better, 
and Allah knows best.

Concerning the (invitation) cards however, it is not obligatory to 
honor the invitation in them except when you know that the one
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who sent it to you really intended to invite you. This is because, most 
invitation cards are only sent by a way of showing courtesy, some don’t 
really bother whether you attended it or not. But if you know that he 
actually cares about your presence or absence owing to his being a 
relative or friend of yours, then you should honor the invitation.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 103: what the invited 
person should say if accompanied 
by another to the invitation 

Hadeeth 739:
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Abu Masud Al-Badri 4* reported: A man prepared some food 
especially for the Prophet ’M and invited him along with four 
others. But a man accompanied him. Having arrived at the 
door, Messenger of Allah it  said to the host, “This person has 
followed us. You may allow him, if  you like, and if  you like he will 
return.” He said: “O Messenger of Allah, I allow him, too.” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author , the great scholar of hadeeth (may Allah be pleased
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with him) said in his Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, under the Book of 
Manners of Eating: “Chapter on What the Invited Person Should Say 
If Accompanied by Another Uninvited Person to the Invitation.”

He then mentioned the hadeeth of Aboo Mas’ud Al-Badri (may 
Allah be pleased with him) that a man invited the Prophet M to 
partake in a five-man feast. He had limited it to five persons. However, 
another man followed them making six. When the Prophet St got to 
the house of the host, he asked for permission regarding the sixth 
person, saying, “This person has followed us, you may wish to allow 
him in, and if you like, he will go back.” This contains proof for the 
lessons that follow:

Firstly: It is allowed for the individual to limit those he invites, 
there is no harm doing that. Some say, “Once he specifies a certain 
number, he is a miser; otherwise, why should he specify a number?!” 
However, it could be said that: the person only has little, he has to give 
a restriction so that he may just prepare food sufficient for the number 
especially in places where the generality of the people are poor. As for 
the well-to-do, they do not give restrictions -  and praise be unto Allah.

It also contains proof that: a person may actually go along with 
those invited perhaps he finds some food considering the fact that the 
Prophet M did not prevent the man from following them. In fact, he 
helped him ask for permission. It also occurs in the hadeeth of Aboo 
Hurayrah -  may Allah be pleased with him -, that he once followed 
the Prophet M perhaps he finds some food to eat.(l)

It also contains evidence that: If an uninvited person comes along 
with you, permission should be sought for him, especially if you notice 
that the host had invited you for a particular reason he would not want 
anyone to know about. In that case, you must ask for permission.

It also includes proof that: there is no blaming the host if he refuses 
to admit the individual that follows the invited guests for the reason

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of knowledge, Chapter on Preservation of Knowl
edge; no.118.
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that if that involved any harm, the Prophet M would not have asked 
for permission. Hence, his seeking for permission for the man shows 
that it’s a thing regarding which he may choose to either allow him or 
say that he should leave. This is for the reason that, if a person asks for 
permission from an individual, the owner of the house has a choice; 
he may admit the person if he wills, or say, “go back” if he so willed 
too. Allah the Exalted had said

“And if  you are asked to go back, go back, fo r it is purer fo r you, 
and Allah is All-Knower o f what you do.”  (an-Noor: 28)

So, bear no grudge or feel any bad when you ask for permission 
from a person and he says, “Please go back, I am busy.” Contrariwise, 
when some people seek permission from a person, and he tells them, 
“go back; I am busy”, he begins to hold a grudge. But this is wrong! 
Because people have private activities in their homes; they may even 
have private dealings with other persons much more important; 
so when you seek permission to enter the house, and he says to 
you, “I have some jobs now; kindly go back”, you should accept it 
wholeheartedly and calmly; that is what the Sharee’ah has legislated.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 104: chapter on eating 
what is near him and correcting 
whoever ate wrongly

Hadeeth 740
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‘Umar bin Abu Salamah reported: I  was a boy under the care 
of Messenger of Allah M, and as my hand used to wander around 
in the dish, he M said to me once, “Mention Allah’s Name (i.e., 
say Bismillah ), eat with your right hand, and eat from what is in 
front of you.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Salamah bin Al-Akwa 4  ̂reported on the authority of his father: 
A man ate with his left hand in the presence of Messenger of Allah 
M, whereupon he said, “Eat with your right hand.” The man said: 
“I cannot do that.” Thereupon he (the Prophet M) said, “May you 
not be able to do that.” It was vanity that prevented him from  
doing it and he could not raise it (the right hand) up to his mouth 
afterwards. [Muslim]

An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him said in his 
Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, “Chapter on Eating from What is Near 
Him and Admonishing and Correcting Whoever Ate Wrongly.”

Hadeeth 741

Commentary
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We had mentioned earlier that eating and drinking with the right 
hand is obligatory; that it is forbidden for the individual to eat or 
drinks with his left hand. And that whoever ate with his left hand or 
drank with it is disobedient and sinful. Such a person disobeys Allah 
and His Messenger; and is sinful, imitating the Satan and his cronies 
among the disbelievers.

It is compulsory upon the Muslim to eat with the right hand except 
for a valid excuse such as if the right hand was paralyzed or any similar 
excuse. So, fear Allah to the best of your ability.

The author then mentioned the hadeeth of Salamah bin Akwa 
(may Allah be pleased with him) who reported that the Messenger 
of Allah M said to the man who was eating with the left hand that, 
“Eat with your right hand.” The man retorted that, “I cannot do that.” 
Thereupon, the Prophet M said, “You will not be able.” That is to say, 
the Prophet M cursed him not to be able to raise his right hand to his 
mouth since “nothing prevented him except arrogance” -  and the 
refuge is with Allah. So, the Messenger H cursed him and so, he never 
was able to raise it to his mouth afterwards.

His saying that, “nothing prevented him except arrogance” could 
also mean: except being haughty towards the order of the Prophet M 
or pride. Whatever the case, that he was cursed by the Messenger M, 
which caused his hand to be paralyzed such that he could not extend 
it to his mouth is proof that eating with the left hand is unlawful.

The Prophet M had informed that the Satan eats and drinks with 
his left hand.(l> So, you have before you, the guidance of the Prophet M 
and that of the Satan. Will you choose the guidance of the Messenger 
or that of the Satan?! Every believer would say, “I choose the guidance 
of the Messenger”, but the Messenger M would eat with his right hand 
and order eating with the right. He would drink with his right and 
order drinking with the right hand. Contrariwise, the Satan would eat 
with his left hand and drink with the left. So, choose which of the two 
paths you so desire.

i Reported by Muslim, Book of Drinks, Chapter on the Etiquettes of Eating and 
Drink and their Rulings; no. 2020.
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Hence, the allies of the Satan among the Jews, the Christians and 
the Idolaters know not of eating, except with the left, nor of drinking 
other than with the left owing to being cronies of the Satan who has

refuge is with Allah. Therefore, beware not to be like them.

Some of the people while eating would handle the cup with the left 
hand and drink with it, this is not allowed too; a prohibited matter 
is never allowed except due to a dire necessity which is absent here. 
You should rather hold the cup from its bottom with the right hand. 
Additionally, most of the cups the people use nowadays are plastic 
which could just be used and disposed; not requiring any wash. 
But let us assume it to be from metal or glass, you should handle it 
from below it so that it may not be stained; and even if stained, it 
may be easily washed.

However, it is not allowed for the individual to eat with his left 
or drink with his left; if he does so, he would be disobeying Allah 
and His Messenger; disobedient to the Messenger M because the 
Messenger forbade it, and disobedient to Allah since disobedience to 
the Messenger implies disobeying Allah.

“He who obeys the Messenger has indeed obeyed 
Allah.” (An-Nisaa: 80)

He -  the Exalted - also said:

“And whoever disobeys Allah and His Messenger, he has indeed 
strayed in a plain error.” (al-Ahzaab: 36)

And the Messenger St does not speak from his own desire; he spoke 
owing to his being the Messenger of the Lord of all that exists -  free is 
Allah from all imperfections and Exalted is He.

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  also mentioned 
the hadeeth of Umar bin Abee Salamah - may Allah be pleased

made them his friend and over whom they are obsessed -  and the
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with him a stepson of Allah’s Messenger St. He is the son of Aboo 
Salamah and Umm Salamah (may Allah be pleased with them) but 
her husband whom she really loved so much and her paternal cousin, 
Aboo Salamah, passed away. The Prophet M was present at the time he 
died; the Messenger M entered upon him and saw that his eyes were 
already wide open, and said, “When the soul is taken, the eyes follow 
it” (l) since the soul -  by Allah’s Will -, is a light tender body which goes 
out of the body. We cannot see it even though the dying person does 
see it. So, he will witness his soul leaving his body.

The Messenger it said, “When the soul is taken, the eyes follow 
it.” Some of his relatives wailed; when they heard the statement of 
the Messenger M they knew he was dead. Thereupon, they cried, just 
as is common with people and he it said, “Do not supplicate upon 
yourselves except good, for the angels say: ‘ameen,’ to whatever 
you say.” This was for the reason that, during the days of Ignorance, 
if any person died, they cried woe and destruction: “Woe unto us! 
Destruction on us!” and the likes. So, he -  peace and blessings be 
upon him -  said, “Do not supplicate upon yourselves except good, 
for the angels say: ‘ameen’ to whatever you say.”

Subsequently, the Prophet St closed Aboo Salamah’s eyes; i.e., the 
eyelids were clasped together so that his eyes do not remain open. 
And that is the day the eyes of the deceased should be closed when 
he finally passes away because when he becomes cold you will 
not be able to close the eyes. But as long as he is still warm, you 
should close the eyes.

He M then said, “O Allah forgive Aboo Salamah and raise his 
ranks amongst the guided ones, take care o f his progeny.” What a 
wonderful supplication every one among us would desire!

“O Allah forgive Aboo Salamah” that is, his sins, “and raise his 
rank among the guided ones” meaning, in the Gardens of Delight 
- may Allah make us and you among its inhabitants -, “and expand”
i.e., widen his grave, “and grant him light in it.” Because the grave is 
darkness except for whom Allah provides light in it -  may Allah light

i Reported by Muslim, the Book of Funerals, A Chapter About Closing the Eyes of 
the Dead And Supplicating for Him While He passes Away; no. 920.
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up our graves and yours too! “Grant him a successor after him” that 
is, assume the guardianship over his progeny after him.

Umm Salamah had heard from the Prophet M that if the individual 
becomes tried by an affliction, he should say, “Allahummah Ajirneefee 
Museebatee wa-khluflee khayran minhaa (meaning: O Allah reward 
me upon my calamity and replace it with something better); Allah will 
reward him for in his affliction and replace it with something better. 
She said this when her husband, cousin and the most beloved person 
to her passed away.” She said, “O Allah reward me upon my affliction 
and replace it with something better” and then, she began to consider 
within herself: “who else could be better than Aboo Salamah?” Yet, 
she believed Allah will replace him for her with someone better, but 
she wondered, “Who could be better than Aboo Salamah?”

As soon as her Waiting period ended after the demise of her 
husband, the Prophet H proposed to marry her; and without doubts, 
the Prophet M is better for her than Aboo Salamah.

Then Allah accepted the supplication of the Prophet H for Aboo 
Salamah that, “...grant him a successor after him” , Allah granted it 
and placed them under the care of the Messenger of Allah M after 
their fathers demise; what a great person to care for the family and 
children of Aboo Salamah after him.

Among them was Umar bin Abee Salamah - may Allah be pleased 
with him - who as a young boy, he sat with the Prophet M eating and 
his hand started to wander in the bowl. A little young boy who had 
not known, his hand went left and right, he would take from before 
him and from far away and the middle of the bowl and its ends. The 
Prophet M then told him, “O boy! Mention Allah’s Name” that is, say, 
Bismillah (meaning: In the name of Allah), eat with your right hand 
and eat from what is in front o f you.”

The Prophet taught this boy three practices:

“Mention Allah’s Name”, and to say, “Bismillah (In the Name of 
Allah)” over food is obligatory.

“Eat with you right hand.” Likewise, eating with the right 
hand is obligatory.
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“And eat from what is in front of you” by way of showing good 
manners towards your partner because from the aspects of bad 
manners is for you to take from the side of your companion.

So, the Prophet i t  taught him three practices during a single meal. 
This is among the virtues of the Prophet Ml that Allah grants him 
blessings to teach in every situation.

In the same way, it is pertinent that the student and the non
student, everyone who knows a guidance of Allah’s Messenger M 
should explain it in all situations and not say, “I am not a scholar”. 
Rightly, you are not a scholar but you have some knowledge and the 
Prophet M said, “Convey from me, even if it’s just a verse.” (l) So, it 
becomes incumbent on the individual in such situations to use the 
opportunity, each time an opportunity offers itself for the propagation 
of the Sunnah, do spread it, and you will certainly have the rewards 
and that of the one who acts upon it till the day of Resurrection.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 105: concerning prohibition 
of taking two connected dates and the 
likes while eating in a congregation 
except after their permission
Hadeeth 742:

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of the Narration About the Prophets, Chapter on 
What has Been Mentioned about the Children of Isreal; no. 3461.
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Jabalah bin Suhaim reported: We were with ‘Abdullah bin Az- 
Zubair 4® in a time of famine, then we were provided with dates. 
(Once) when we were eating, Abdullah bin ‘Umar 4b passed by us 
and said: “Do not eat two dates together, for Messenger of Allah 
M prohibited it, unless one seeks permission from his brother 
(partner).” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Chapter 106: what the one who eats 
but does not fill should say and do 

Hadeeth 743

Wahshi bin Harb 4* reported: Some of the Companions of 
Messenger of Allah It said: “We eat but are not satisfied.” He M 
said, “Perhaps you eat separately.” The Companions replied in 
affirmative. He then said: “Eat together and mention the Name 
of Allah over your food. It will be blessed for you.” [ Abu Dawud ]

These two chapters were mentioned by An-Nawawee in the Book, 
Riyaad as-Saaliheen.

Concerning the first, it relates to the prohibition of eating two 
combined dates or the likes which are customarily taken one by one

Commentary



except after the permission of others partaking in the meal. That is to 
say, when you partake with others in a meal that should be taken one 
at a time by custom such as the dates, do not take two seeds together 
because that will cause your companions some inconvenience. So do 
not take more than them except you ask for their permission and say, 
“Would you allow me take two at a time?” And then they allow you 
and say, “No problems.”

Likewise other things taken singly, such as small fruits that people 
take one by one and eat; the individual should not take two at a time, 
except with the permission of his companion taking the food with 
him so that he does not take more than his companion. But if the 
person eats alone, he may take two units at a time since he would not 
be causing any inconvenience to any one therewith. But if he believes 
- as people do -  he could get chocked by combining two dates, he 
should not do so. This is because he will harm himself with it. The 
soul is a trust in your care, so you should not engage in anything 
that could harm it.

The author - may Allah be pleased with him - then mentioned the 
narration of Ibn Umar - may Allah be pleased with him - who reports 
that the Prophet M forbade Al-Qiran (eating two date simultaneously) 
except with the permission of those with him.

Concerning the second chapter, it is about the one who eats and 
does not get satisfied. This has several causes:

1. That he does not mention the name of Allah (that is, he does not 
say Bismillah -  In the name of Allah) before the meal. This is because 
when someone eats without saying ‘Bismillah’, Shaytan eats with him 
and blessing is removed from the meal.

2. Another cause is to eat from the top of the food. This could also 
remove blessing from the meal. The Prophet forbade eating from 
the center top of the food, for that is where the blessing is and so, he 
should eat from the edges (of the dish).

3. Another is eating separately. This is one of the reasons for the 
removal of blessings. Eating separately would necessitate everyone to 
have his own dish and such will separate the meals and blessing is thus 
removed. This is because, when you put food in separate dishes for
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people, meals will be separate but if you make it in a single dish; they 
will gather upon it and a little (food) will be blessed.

This is proof that a congregation is expected to have their meal in a 
single dish. Even if they are ten or five, their food should be in a single 
dish depending on their number. This is a cause of descent of blessing 
while separation is a cause of removal of blessing.

And Allah is the Guide to that which is correct.

Chapter 107: the order to eat 
from the sides of the dish and the 
prohibition of eating from its middle 

Hadeeth 744

Ibn ‘Abbas reported: The Prophet ft said, “Blessing descends 
upon food in its middle, so eat from the sides of the vessel and do 
not eat from its middle.” [ At-Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 745
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‘Abdullah bin Busr 4& reported: The Prophet M had a large bowl 
called Al-Gharra , which would be carried by four men. One day, 
when the Companions finished their Duha (forenoon optional) 
prayer, Al-Gharra’ was brought full of sopped bread, meat and 
broth, and they sat down around it. When their number increased, 
Messenger of Allah |g sat down on his knees and rested on the 
soles of his feet. A bedouin said to him: “What sort of sitting is 
that?” Thereupon Messenger of Allah M said, “Verily, Allah has 
made me a courteous slave not a fierce tyrant.” Then he said, “Eat 
from the sides of the bowl and leave the central part of it so that 
your food will be blessed.”

This chapter an-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
made in, Riyaad as-Saaliheen, under the Book of Manners of Eating, 
points to what we referred to earlier: that people should take from the 
sides of the container and not from the middle or its top.

The hadeeth of Ibn Abbas and Abdullah bin Busr - may Allah be 
pleased with them both -, contain evidence for this, and that if the 
individual is served meal, he should not eat from the top; he should 
rather take from the sides. And if he ate with others in a congregation, 
he should take from his own side (of the food) and not from 
that infront of others.

Concerning his saying: “Blessings descend upon to the middle of 
the food” , it shows that if the individual ate from the top, i.e., the 
middle of the food, the blessings are taken away from the food.

The Scholars say: Except the meal is of varieties and a particular 
kind he intends to take from is at the middle, then there is no blame. 
For example, if the meat was placed at the middle of the dish, there 
is no blame if he takes from the meat even though it occurs at the
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middle considering the fact that its like occurs not at the sides. So, 
there is no harm. Similarly, the Prophet M used to pick out pumpkin; 
he would take them all out of the dish.

The hadeeth of Abdullah bin Busr - may Allah be pleased with 
them both -, contains evidence for the excellence of the two units 
of forenoon supererogatory Prayer, Salaat ad-Duhaa, based on his 
saying, “When they finished the forenoon optional Prayer” that is to 
say, when they completed the Duhaa Prayer.

The Duhaa Prayer is optional; its time starts from when the sun 
rises up in the height of a spear; i.e., from fifteen minutes after sunrise 
up to shortly before the sun exits its zenith. That is, up to about ten 
munites before the time of the Dhuhr Prayer. That’s its time range. It 
is among the practices of the Messenger M the individual should stick 
to considering the fact that, this optional forenoon Prayer suffices for 
the charities that become obligatory upon every limb of the body as 
the Prophet M said, that “Charity becomes obligatory upon every 
limb in the morning.”

Nevertheless, charity is not restricted to wealth alone; rather, 
the Tasbih (saying: Subhaanallah, meaning: Allah is free from all 
imperfections) is charity, the Takbir (saying: Allahu Akbar meaning, 
Allah is the Greatest) is charity, the Tahlil (saying: La ilaha ilia Allah -  
There is no deity worthy of worship except Allah) is charity, recitation 
of the Qur’an is charity, enjoining good is charity, forbidding evil is 
charity, assisting someone in carrying his load is charity, good words 
constitute charity, a man having intercourse with his wife is charity, 
likewise other things through which the individual may seek nearness 
to Allah is charity. The two units of the Duhaa Prayer will suffice for 
all these! This shows that the optional Duhaa units of Prayer should 
be observed everyday.

It also contains evidence that during food, the individual should 
not eat while reclining; he should rather eat in a ready-to-standup 
position; i.e., while resting on the sole of his feet so that he does not 
eat excess. This is based on the Prophet’s saying regading excess food, 
that, “The son of Adam does not fill any vessel worse than his belly. 
If he must, then a third for his food, another third for his drinks
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and the other third for his breath.” (l) This is the naturally beneficial 
food; when you get hungry, eat; the matter is not restricted to 
any particular times.

Should someone say, “If a person restricts himself to a third, he 
could become hungry before dinner.” We would say: Whenever you 
become hungry, eat what you have. And when you eat this lightly, 
digestion goes easily and the intestines relax; the intestines break 
down the food easily. So, when you feel hungry, eat; this is from the 
aspects of the medicine-related guidance from the Prophet St.

However, it is not wrong eating to fill sometimes considering 
the fact that the Prophet St allowed Aboo Hurayrah - may Allah 
be pleased with him - when he offered him milk and said, “Drink! 
Drink! Drink!” He continued saying so till Aboo Hurayrah said, “By 
Allah! I cannot find anymore space for it.” The Prophet M allowed 
him till that stage/2*

However, the common thing regarding your eating should be what 
the Prophet Si has directed; a third for food, another third for drink 
and the other third for breathe.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 108: undesirability of 
eating while reclining 

Hadeeth 746
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Abu Juhaifah Wahb bin ‘Abdullah 4 ® reported: Messenger of Allah

1 Reported by At-Tirmihdi, Book of Ascetism, Chapter on What Has Been Report
ed about the Dislike for much Eating; no.2380

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Heart Softeners, Chapter on How was the Pro
vision of the Prophet St; no.6452.
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H said, “I  do not eat reclining (against a pillow).” [Al-Bukhari]

Anas 4i> reported: I saw Messenger of Allah M eating some dates 
while sitting on his buttocks, with his legs raised. [Muslim]

The great scholar of hadeeth, an-Nawawee -  may Allah shower 
blessings on him -  said in Riyaad as-Saaliheen under the Manners of 
Eating: “Chapter on the Undesirability of Eating While Reclining.”

As regards sitting postures, eating can be grouped into two: a form 
that is prohibited; it is not from the lines of conduct of the Prophet St; 
and that is, that the individual should eat while reclining, whether on 
the right or left arm. And that is because leaning indicates haughtiness 
and arrogance. The lesson here is mental.

And for the reason that if the individual eats while leaning, he hurts 
bearing in mind that the food passage becomes curved, not straight, 
out of its normal positions and perhaps, causing some hurt in the 
passages. Consequently, the Prophet H said as in the hadeeth of Aboo 
Juhayfah, Abdullah bin Wahb As-Siwaree - may Allah be pleased with 
him -, that, “ I do not eat reclining.” That is, it is not of my conduct to 
eat while leaning. And that is owing to the two reasons we mentioned, 
a moral effect on the soul, and the physical reason connected to the 
body; and that is, the hurt that may result from eating in that position.

Then, the author mentioned the hadeeth of Anas that he saw the 
Prophet St eating dates in the Iq’aa posture; i.e., when the individual 
erects his feet and rests his buttocks on his heels. The Prophet St ate 
in that posture in order not to relax in the sitting and then consume 
excess food. In most cases the individual is not relaxed during the

Hadeeth 747

Commentary
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Iq’aa posture, and so he will not eat much. When he is not comfortable 
he does not eat much; this is the most common thing. At times, the 
person may consume much even while not relaxed and he may eat 
only little while relaxed but from the means of taking less food is that 
the individual does not take a relaxed sitting posture. He should not 
also be completely comfortable.

In a nutshell, we have two sitting postures under discourse:

First: The reclining posture; and it is not from the lines of conduct 
of the Prophet M to eat while reclining.

Others: The rest of the manners of siting are allowed; but the 
best is for you not to sit relaxed and comfortably so that it does not 
cause you to eat excess which is quite unnecessary. The best is for the 
individual to make a third for the food, another third for drink and 
the other third for breath.

This is the best to nourish the body; if possible, this is the required 
thing, but there is no blame that the individual eats to fill at times.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 109: encouragement to eat with 
three fingers, lick them, and avoiding to 
clean them before licking them, and the 
encouragement to take every bit in the dish 
and pick up and eat any piece that falls off, 
and the allowance of rubbing the fingers on 
the arm and feet after licking them

Hadeeth 748
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Ibn ‘Abbas 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “ When one 
of you finishes eating, he should not wipe his fingers until he has 
licked them himself or has given them to someone else to lick for 
him.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 749
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Ka‘b bin Malik 4~ reported: I  saw Messenger of Allah M eating 
with three fingers (i.e., the thumb, the index finger and the middle 
finger) and licking them after having finished the food. [Muslim]

Hadeeth 750
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/flfoir 4 = reported: Messenger of Allah M commanded the licking of 
fingers and the gleaning of the dish, saying, “You do not know in 
which portion the blessing lies.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 751
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Jabir 4i reported: Messenger o f Allah M said, “ When a morsel 

of any of you falls, he should pick it up and remove any o f the 

dirt on it and then eat it, and should not leave it fo r Satan nor 

should wipe his hand with towel until he has licked his fingers, 

for he does not know in what portion o f the food the blessing 

lies.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 752
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Jabir reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “Satan appears at 

every thing done by you; he appears even at one’s dinner. When 

a morsel of any of you falls, he should pick it up and remove any 

dirt on it, and then eat it. He should not leave it for Satan, nor 

should he wipe his hand with the towel until he has licked his 

fingers, for he does not know in what portion of the food the 

blessing lies.” [Muslim]
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Anas W reported: Whenever Messenger of Allah M ate food, he 
would lick his three fingers and say, “I f  anyone of you drops a 
morsel of food, he should remove any dirt that may have stuck on 
it and then eat it, and should not leave it for Satan.” He (M) also 
commanded us that we should glean the pot, saying, “You do not 
know in which part of your food the blessings lies.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 754
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Said  bin Al-Harith reported: I  asked Jabir 4® whether it was 
obligatory to make Wudu’for Salat (prayer) after eating cooked 
food. He said: “No, because in the lifetime o f Messenger o f Allah 
St, such food was rarely available. We had no handkerchiefs, so
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when we ate such food we would wipe our fingers against our
palms, forearms or (the sole of our) feet, and would offer Salat
without fresh Wudu (for prayer).” [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
These hadeeths the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him 

-  has mentioned in his book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen regarding the 
Manners of Eating, include a number of issues:

The first issue: the individual should eat with three fingers; the 
middle finger, the index finger and the thumb because it mostly 
expresses abstinence from gluttony. It also greatly expresses humility. 
But this is as regards food that may be sufficiently taken using the 
three fingers. As for the meal three fingers will not suffice to eat, then 
there is no harm employing more. But the food that may be taken 
with just three fingers, you should only use the three fingers since that 
was the practice of the Prophet M-

The second issue: That it is incumbent on the individual to lick 
his fingers after meal before wiping them with the handkerchief as 
the Prophet M ordered. He should lick them himself or give them to 
someone else to lick. As for licking them himself, this is easy; and to 
have them licked by others is also possible. If the affection between a 
husband and his wife is strong, it will be very easy for him to lick her 
fingers and for her to lick his. This is very possible.

What some say that: The Prophet H could not have said this; for 
how will a person lick another persons finger?!

We say: The Prophet M does never say other than the truth, and he 
will never say something which is impossible; so the order (he gave 
here) is very possible.

Likewise the children; at times, the individual has deep love for 
them and so, licks their hands after food.This is something possible. So 
the established conduct from Allah’s Messenger M is that you should 
lick it or give someone else to lick; the matter is one of wide latitude -
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and all praise belong to Allah. The Prophet M did not say, “he should 
get others to lick them” such that it may be said that that involves 
compeling the people to do something they loathe. The matter is one 
that allows some scope for freedom; you may yourself lick them or 
give to someone else to lick.

The Prophet M then said, “You do not know in which portion of 
your food the blessing lies.” The blessing and the benefit in the large 
food could be in the portion you licked up from your fingers.

Some people told me citing a medical doctor who said that, the 
fingertips -  by Allah’s leave -, secrete certain substances during meals 
that facilitate digestion in the stomach. This would be from the 
aspects of wisdom (behind licking of fingers); but we practice it by 
way of following the Sunnah. If we attain this medical benefit, (good), 
otherwise, it bothers us not. What is of concern to us is following the 
orders of the Prophet U.

The third issue: That the individual should pick up every bit of the 
food from the plate or container in which the food was served. So, 
pick up every piece of the food in it as the Prophet M has ordered; you 
would not know in which part of the food lies the blessing.

Unfortunately (today), people disperse after meals without 
observing this Sunnah; you will find the sides of the dishes with 
food as it was. And the reason for this is sheer ignorance about the 
Sunnah. If the students of knowledge would guide the people towards 
this practice and other manners of eating and drinking when they 
partake in meals with others, these practices would have spread. But 
-  we ask Allah to grant us His pardon -, we go overboard on many 
occasions and slack regarding the matter, and that contradicts inviting 
towards the truth.

The fourth issue: That when a piece of food drops from the 
individual, he should not leave it; he should rather take it. If it touched 
any dirt he should rub it off and not consume dirt. The individual is 
under no obligation to consume what he doesn’t like. So he should 
clean off the dirt such as if it had wood pecks or sand and the likes. 
Clean it off and then eat it; why? Because the Prophet M said, “He 
should not leave it for the Satan” ; because the satan approaches the
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son of Adam in all his affairs; if he wants to eats, the satan comes, 
likewise when he wants to drink and when he approaches his family, 
the satan comes too so that he may partake in his activity along with 
him as contained in the noble verse:

“Mutually share with them wealth and children...” (Al-Israa: 64)

So, he participates along with the unmindful.

So when you say, “Bismillaah -  In the name of Allah” during your 
meal, you have prevented him from the meal; he will ever be unable to 
partake in the food with you. But if you do not say, “Bismillah -  In the 
name of Allah”, he will eat along with you. So, when you say, “Bismillah 
-  In the name of Allah” satan begins to watch out for the fragments 
when they fall on the ground. If you pick them up, then they are for 
you, but if you leave them, he eats them. Hence, if he becomes unable 
to partake in the food with you, he joins from whatever falls off from 
the food. Consequently, prevent him from having that as well; if any 
piece falls off, or fruit and the like, pick it up. If any dirt had reached 
it, whether some sand or pecks of wood and the likes, rub the dirt off 
and then eat it and not leave it for the satan.

The fifth issue: making ablution after eating foods cooked over 
fire such as bread, rice, grits and the likes. Should the individual 
perform Ablution after eating such food or not? Some of the scholars 
hold that: It is compulsory that whoever eats something cooked 
over fire should make the ablution because the Prophet H ordered 
that the Ablution should be made after consuming food cooked over 
fire.(l) However, the correct view is that it is not compulsory as in the 
hadeeth of Jabir in Saheeh Al-Bukhari which the author cited - may 
Allah be pleased with him.

So, the right thing is that it is not obligatory; it is rather a 
recommended act.That is to say, making the ablution is better even if

1 Reported by Muslim,Book of Menstruation, Chapter on Performing Ablution A f
ter Eating Food Cooked over Fire; no. (352).
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you are in a state of Ablution. If you eat something cooked over fire, 
the better thing is to observe another ablution even though you might 
made one previously; the correct opinion is that the Ablution is not 
compulsory but rather a recommended act considering the fact that 
the last of what the Prophet M did was no to perform the Ablution at 
all after eating barbequed food(l) indicating that he did not stick to 
making the Ablution.

Evidence also occurs for this in the narration that the Prophet M 
was asked, “Should we make the ablution after taking camel meat?” 
He replied, “Yes.” He was asked, “Should we make the ablution after 
eating the flesh oiganam  (cows, sheep and goats)?” He answered, “If 
you wish.”(2) Because when the individual eats the meat of camel, it 
nullifies his Ablution if he were in a state of Ablution; as such, he must 
observe Ablution. However, he will not have to wash the private area 
since he neither urinated nor defecated. It is only obligatory upon him 
to make the Ablution whether he ate the meat raw or cooked, or the 
flesh, abdomen, heart, or the intestines. Whatever you consume from 
the camel; it becomes obligatory upon you to perform the Ablution 
because they all nullify the Ablution. As for others, when you consume 
a barbequed peiece of meat, it is only preferred and not compulsory 
for you to observe the Ablution.

These are noble manners, and the truth is that this book, Riyaad 
as-Saaliheen by An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him 
-, is very comprehensive and beneficial. It’s really suitably called 
Riyaad as-Saaliheen (Garden of the Pious); it contains many things 
of benefit, many issues of knowledge, manners which may not even 
be found in others.

We beseech Allah to benefit by what He has taught us; verily, He is 
Able over all things.

1 Reported by AbooDawood in Book of Purification, Chapter on Not Performing 
Ablution for what has been Cooked over fire, no.i92,and an-Nasaaee, Book of 
Purification, Chapter on Not toPerform Ablution Even After Eating Food Cooked 
Over Fire; no. 185.

2 Reported by Muslim, Book of Menstruation, Chapter on Performing Ablution A f
ter Eating the Flesh of Camel; no. 360.
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Chapter 111: manners of drinking 
and encouragement to hold back 
from the vessel thrice, and dislike 
for breathing into the vessel, and 
preference for passing the vessel 
through the right after the first 
person drinks

Hadeeth 757
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Anas reported: Messenger of Allah it  used to breathe three 
times in the course of a drink (he used to drink in three gulps). 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 758
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/fen Abbas 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “Do not drink 
in one gulp like a camel, but in two or three (gulps). Mention the 
Name of Allah (i.e., say Bismillah ) when you start drinking and
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praise Him (i.e., say Al-hamdu lillah ) after you have finished 
(drinking).’’ [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 759
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Afcw Qatadah 4* reported: The Prophet M forbade breathing into 
the vessel while drinking. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 760
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Anas 4e reported: Milk mixed with water was brought to 
Messenger of Allah M- On his right side was sitting a bedouin 
and on his left was sitting Abu Bakr <&. He M drank from it and 
handed the rest to the bedouin saying, “One who is on the right 
has preference, then again the one who is on the right.” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 761
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Sahl bin Sad 4* reported: A drink was brought to Messenger of 
Allah M and he drank (some) from it. On his right was a boy 
and on his left were some elderly people. He $£ said to the boy, 
“Would you permit me to give rest of this drink to these on my 
left?” The boy said: “O Messenger of Allah, I  would certainly not 
give preference to anyone in anything that might come to me 
from you.” So he M handed over the rest o f the drink to him. [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee, mentioned this 

hadeeth in Riyaad as-Saaliheen under the chapter heading: Manners 
of Drinking, And Encouragement to Hold Back From the Vessel 
Thrice, And Dislike for Breathing into the Vessel, And Preference for 
Passing the Vessel Through the Right After the First Person Drinks.

The author had explained in the previous chapter about food; he 
cited a number of manners regarding food, and Allah -  free is He 
from all imperfections and Exalted is He -, has bestowed uncountable 
favours on His creatures as He the Exalted said,

I).xljS J  ̂

“And if  you count the Blessings o f Allah, never will you be able 
to count them.” (Ibraaheem: 34)

Hence, both eating and drinking are among the favors of Allah -  
free is He from imperfections. These favours may not be recognized 
except by the person Allah withholds it from -  we beseech Allah 
not to withhold this favour from us and you. Whoever has the 
favour withheld from him and then becomes hungry or thirsty will
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really realize the enormity of Allah’s favour of eating and drinking 
on the creatures. It forms one of the wisdoms behind fasting; the 
individual will hold back from eating and drinking that he may 
realize the significance of Allah’s favour on him; making eating and 
drinking easy for him.

So, drinking has manners too:

Among that is: that he mentions Allah’s Name -  the Mighty and 
Sublime before drinking. So he says before drinking, “Bismillah -  
In the name of Allah”.

Also: he should take brief breaks thrice based on the saying of Anas 
bin Maalik - may Allah be pleased with him -, “The Prophet H would 
take three brief breaks from the vessel when he drinks.” How does 
he take the breaks? He would drink and hold back the container from 
his mouth, and then drink and hold it back again from his mouth and 
drink again the third time.

He would not also breathe into the container as in the hadeeth of 
Aboo Qatadah - may Allah be pleased with him - who reported that 
the Prophet M, “forbade the individual breathing into the drinking 
vessel.” That is owing to the fact that those who would drink after 
would loathe that the one who drinks before them breathes into the 
vessel; diseases may be expelled from the stomach or gullet or the 
mouth along with the breath and stick to the vessel. He may even 
chocke drinking without holding back from the vessel. Theefore, 
the Prophet M forbade breathing into the drinking container. He 
should rather take brief breaks, holding the vessels away from his 
mouth and breathe out.

The Prophet M had informed that this is more calming, satisfying 
and pleasing. It is more calming considering the fact that he would 
drink relaxed; and more satisfying owing to soothing the thirst and 
more away from illness, and it is more pleasing because the water will 
more easily descend the intestines.

This will be further appreciated considering the point that thirst has 
to do with some hotness in the stomach due to insufficient water or the 
like, and it may also be due to some illness. So when the water reaches 
it just at once, it may hurt but if the individual drinks it gradually, it is
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more comforting to quench the thirst, safer healthwise and its impact 
are calmer on the stomach than when it is taken in huge gulps.

Hence, when the individual drinks water, he should not take it all 
at once; he should rather drink it slowly, and not in huge gulps. He 
should make it in bits so that it reaches the stomach gradually. He sips 
the first, hold back the vessel, then sip a second, break slightly and 
then the third. This is the preferred practice.

As for drinking; to whom does he give the vessel first if he wants to 
hand out the drink to other? For example: A man comes in holding 
a drink; he has tea or the Qahwah drink with him; to whom does he 
hand it first? We say: If anyone among the people had asked for the 
drink, saying, “Kindly give me some water” for instance; he should 
start by giving such individual, but if not, he should start with the 
eldest and then the next most elderly, passing it through the right.

And if every person has a cup, for example, he should start with the 
eldest, then those on his left since those on his left will be to the right 
hand of the distributor. And for the fact that he is the person sharing 
the drink, the person pouring the drink starts with those on his own 
right who will be on the left side of the drinking person he would 
be facing directly. Hence, whoever would be at the left side of the 
drinking person is on the right side of the person pouring the drink.

For example: A person requests for water and some was brought 
to him which he drank and wished to give to someone else. If the 
person who brought the drink stood waiting that, “Kindly let me have 
the vessel after you finish” and then he gave him. But if not, then he 
should give the person on his own right hand side whether such was 
a young or elderly person, noble or lowly.

The evidence for that is that, “the Prophet H was served some drink 
and he took it. A  Bedouin man was on his right hand side while on 
his left were Aboo Bakr and Umar. When the Prophet M finished, he 
gave it to the Bedouin and Umar said, “Here is Aboo Bakr.” He wanted 
the Bedouin to honour Aboo Bakr therewith and say, “Kindly have 
it, O Aboo Bakr” considering the fact that Aboo Bakr -  may Allah 
be pleased with him -  was well known among the companions to be 
the most distinguished to the Prophet M- But the Bedouin took the
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vessel and drank. Here, we find that the Prophet M preferred the less 
distinguished over a more distinguished considering the point that 
Aboo Bakr was more respected than the Bedouin. But he M preferred 
the man because he was on his right hand side; so he said, “the right 
hand side first, and then those who follow on the right.”

The second story: The Prophet M was served some drink; milk 
mixed with some water; and he drank from it. There was a boy on his 
right hand side while the elderly ones were on his left. After drinking 
he asked the lad on his right side, “Would you permit me?” Meaning: 
to give it to those others? That is to say, “I should give the elders first?” 
The boy said, “By Allah! O Messenger of Allah, I will certainly not 
prefer anyone else in my share of what comes from you.” That is to 
say, I will not like that they be given before me when I have a greater 
right to be given first; I like to drink from your left over. Consequently, 
the Prophet M handed over the vessel to him.

This proves that if the person on the right is younger, the preference 
should be for him over the person on the left even if more elderly. 
The first report indicated that if the person on the right is of a lesser 
rank, he should be preferred and given first before the more ranking 
individual on the left side based on the saying of the Prophet “The 
ones on the right first, and then those on the right side. Listen, the 
right sides first, hear me, the right first, start with the right.” The 
hadeeth has been so related.

But this relates to the individual who drinks and wishes 
to hand over to those on his right or those on his left.

As regards what the people do today; a person would bring in a 
mug to a gathering, in such circumstance, he should commence with 
the older people because the Prophet M used to be given first. And for 
the reason that, when he M wanted to hand the tooth-stick to one of 
the two men standing in front of him, he was inspired to, “start with 
the more older, give the older first.” (l)

There are other reports from the Prophet M that when you enter 
into a gathering (holding a drink to share), you should start with the

i  Reported by Aboo Daawood, Book of Purification, Chapter on A  Man Using the 
Tooth-stick of another; no. 50.
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elderly ones and not with those on the right.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 112: dislike for drinking 
directly from the waterskin and 
the like, and clarification that the 
disallowance is of dislike and not 
prohibition

Hadeeth 762
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Abu Said Al-Khudri 4* reported: Messenger o f Allah %forbade 
turning the water-skin upside down and drinking directly from its 
mouth. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 763
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Abu Hurairah 4t> reported: Messenger of Allah M prohibited 
drinking directly out of the mouth of a water-skin. [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]
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Umm Thabit Kabshah 4 ®  , daughter of Thabit 4 ®  and t/ie sister 
of Hassan bin Thabit, the Prophet’s poet) reported: Messenger of 
Allah M visited me and drank some water from a hanging water
skin while he was in a standing posture. So, I stood up and cut off 
the mouth (of that water-skin). An-Nawawi said that the reason 
why she did this was to keep to receive benediction that part of 
the water-skin to which the lips of Messenger of Allah it  touched. 
[ At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
From the manners of drinking is that the individual does not drink 

directly from the mouth of the waterskin because the Prophet M 
forbade it. The wisdom behind this is that in those days, the water was 
not so clean; so when kept in waterskins they may contain harmful 
things like pecks of wood, insects and the likes known to those who 
used them in the past. Hence, the Prophet M forbade “drinking 
directly from the broken mouth o f a waterskin.”

It was related that once, a man drank directly and a snake came 
out of the waterskin. This is undoubtedly dangerous; the individual 
may either be stung or harmed when he drinks directly from the 
waterskin. This does not apply to drinking from the tap or the 
water storage jar which are well-known and clean. Drinking from 
is like taking water from the containers. But in the circumstance of
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necessity, the individual may drink from the mouth of the waterskin 
such when the person really needs to drink water and could not find a 
drinking container; he may then drink from the waterskin. Hence, the 
prohibition of drinking directly from the waterskin as mentioned by 
the author would be by way of dislike and not outright forbiddance.

It could also be deduced from the last hadeeth that the individual 
may drink while standing due to necessity even though the Prophet - 
sallallahu alayhi wasallam -  forbade drinking in the standing posture. 
But when there is need as was in this case, the waterskin was hanging 
above, knowing fully that the hung waterskin would be high up above 
the person and since there were no drinking containers, the Prophet 
it therefore drank from the hanging waterskin while standing.

The hadeeth also contains proof for the allowance of seeking 
blessings from the leftovers of the Prophet it; and such is the case. The 
companions used to seek blessings from the sweat of the Prophet it 
and his saliva, clothings and hair. As for others, none of these of him 
should be used to aske blessings. So the clothes of a person should not 
be used to sek blessings or his hair or fingernails or any other thing 
connected to him except the Prophet it.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 113: dislike for breathing 
into a drink 

Hadeeth 765
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Abu Said Al-Khudri 4 ®  reported: Messenger of Allah M  prohibited 
us blowing in the drinking water. A man said: “O Messenger of 
Allah! Sometimes I  see some litter floating about on the surface. 
What should I  do then?” He M replied, “Pour them out.” Then 
the man said: “My thirst is not quenched with one draught.” 
Messenger of Allah M said, “Then put away the cup from your 
mouth (in between three gulps), and take breath.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Ibn Abbas 4® reported: The Prophet M prohibited us from  
breathing into the drinking vessel or blowing onto. [ At-Tirmidhi ]

The author , An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him 
-  said in the Book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen concerning the etiquettes of 
eating, “Chapter On Dislike for Breathing into Drink.”

He then mentioned two hadeeths that evince that it is forbidden to 
breathe into a drink. And that is understood from the fact that when 
a person breathes, some harmful things or illnesses may emerge from 
the air he exhales. Consequently, the Prophet It prohibited breathing 
into drink. Thereupon, a man asked him, “O Messenger of Allah! 
Litters” such as wood pecks and the likes “may be in the water and 
the individual would want to blow them out?” The Prophet M replied, 
“Pour them out” , that is to say, pour out the portion of the water with 
the peck but do not blow into it.

He then asked him that his thirst is not quenched in a single breathe;

Hadeeth 766

Commentary
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and he it said, “Then take away the cup from your mouth.” Meaning 
that, he would drink and need to breathe out. So the Prophet It told 
him to hold away the container and then breathe, and then drink 
again. However, some of the scholars have mentioned an exemption 
for the circumstance of need such as when the drink is hot requiring 
to be quickly taken. So some scholars give that as a case of exemption.

However, the best thing still is not to breathe in the drink even If the 
drink was hot. If it is hot and he has another container, he may pout it 
into the second and then pour it back the second time till it gets cold.

This contains evidence that the legislations of Islam are perfect 
from every angle; Allah’s Messenger M has taught us all things as Aboo 
Dharr said, “Allah’s Messenger M passed away, and there was not a 
bird that flapped its wings in the sky except that he taught lessons 
therefrom.” (l) Even the birds in the sky, we have lessons therefrom 
that Allah and His Messenger taught us.

One of the idolaters told Salman Al-Farisi - may Allah be pleased 
with him “Your Prophet taught you all things including the manners 
in the gents?!” He replied, “Yes” and then, he mentioned what the 
Prophet It taught him regarding that: that he should not face the 
Qiblah direction when urinating and defecating; and that we should 
not clean up using the right hand or with any less than three pebbles, 
and not also clean up with the dung and bone.

In a nutshell, our religion is complete in all ramifications, it has 
no defect and it does not require anyone to perfect it. This contains 
refutation for those who lack good judgement and say that the 
legislations of Islam only prescribe worship between the servant and 
His Creator. And that as regards the matters of mutual dealings, the 
rulings do not relate to them at all. It will be said: “Woe to you, people 
of low minds!” The longest verse of the Allah’s Book was entirely about 
mutually borrowing; this from each other, regarding mutual relations; 
how else should concern be demonstrated?!

How many are the verses of the noble Qur’an that prescribe 
guidelines on wealth management and the like. Likewise in the 
Sunnah; so the rulings of Islam -  and all praise and thanks belong to

i  Reported by At-Tabarani in Al-M u’jam  Al-Kabir (2/155)



Allah are perfect from every angle.

We ask Allah to the Exalted to grant us and you steadfastness upon 
it in the open and in the secret.

Chapter 114: permissibility of 
drinking while standing and 
explanation that the most perfect 
and noble is to drink sitting

Hadeeth 767:

Ibn ‘Abbas «&> reported: I  served Messenger of Allah M Zamzam 
water to drink and he drank it while he was standing. [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

An-Nazzal bin Sabrah reported: ‘Ali bin Abu Talib 4® arrived 
at Bab Ar-Rahbah (in Kufah) and drank water in a standing 
posture. Then he said: “I  saw Messenger of Allah M doing what 
you have seen me doing.” [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 768
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/fen ‘Umar 4 ® reported: During the lifetime o f Messenger of Allah 
IS we would eat while walking and would drink while standing. 
[ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 770
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Amr fern Shu'aib on the authority o f his father and grandfather 
reported that they saw Messenger of Allah M drink standing, and 
sitting. [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 771
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Anas 4® reported: The Prophet M forbade us from drinking 
while standing. Qatadah reported: “We asked him: 'What about
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eating?’” He said: “That is even worse, (or may be he said) 
more detestable.”

Another narration is: Messenger of Allah H reprimanded us for 
drinking while standing. [Muslim]

Abu Hurairah reported: Messenger of Allah H said, “None 
of you should drink standing; and if  any one forgets, he must 
vomit.” [Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said: “Chapter 
on: Permissibility of Drinking while Standing And Explanation that 
the Most Perfect and Noble is to Drink Sitting.”

It is most preferable for the individual to sit while drinking or 
eating since that was the conduct of the Prophet M- He would neither 
eat nor drink while standing.

As for drinking in the standing posture, it is authentically related 
from the Prophet M that he forbade it. Anas bin Malik - may Allah be 
pleased with him - was asked about eating (while standing) and he 
replied that, “That is worse and more despicable.”

However, in the hadeeth of Ibn Umar, collected and authenticated 
by At-Tirmidhi, it says, “During the lifetime of the Prophet H, we 
would eat while walking and drink while standing.” This shows that 
the prohibition does not imply forbiddance; it is rather to prevent 
leaving the preferred. Meaning that, the best and most perfect is for

Hadeeth 772

Commentary
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the individual to drink while sitting down and eating also in the sitting 
position, but there is no blame if he drinks while standing or eat in the 
standing posture. The evidence for this is the hadeeth of Ibn Abbas - 
may Allah be pleased with them both -  that, “ I served the Messenger 
of Allah Zamzam and he drank it while he was standing.”

Zamzam is a water spring near the Ka’bah. It came about when 
Ibraaheem, Allah’s Beloved, 8S! left his wife, Hajar, Umm Isma’eel, 
and her son Ismaaeel in Makkah alone. It had no residents; not even 
the Ka’bah was there; no one. It was an entirely barren plain without 
vegetation. Ibraaheem only left a water skin and a bowl of dates with 
them and left. Allah had ordered him to leave them there. When he 
turned back and left, Hajar met him and inquired, “How can you go 
and leave us (in this kind of situation)? Did Allah order you to do 
so?” He replied, “Yes.” And then she said, “Since Allah ordered 
you to do that, then he will not abandon us.” This demonstrates the 
wholesomeness of Hajar s Eemaan -  may Allah be pleased with her.

This story of hers resembles the story of the mother of Moosa bin 
‘Imran: Fir’aun had oppressed the children of Israaeel; he would kill 
their male children and leave their daughters by way of dishonoring 
them. It was even reported that the soothsayers had informed him 
that a boy will be born from among the children of Israaeel, who will 
destroy his kingdom. So he began to kill their male children.

Moosa’s mother became apprehensive over him; so Allah revealed 
to her by inspiration, not in the manner the Prophets got revelation, 
that if she became scared, she should place him in a wooden box and 
throw it into the sea. Hard! That she places her child in a box and 
place in on the sea. But she is a strong believer in Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -, and hopeful of His promise; so she did that: put him 
in the box and placed him on the sea. The soldiers of Fir’aun saw the 
baby and took it in order to kill it. But when the wife of Fir’aun saw it, 
Allah placed affection for him in her heart and she said,
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“A comfort o f the eye fo r me and fo r you. Kill him not, perhaps 
he may be o f benefit to us, or we may adopt him as a son. And 
they perceive not (the result o f that).” (Al-Qasas: 9)

Moosa’s mother became very disturbed; preoccupied with thoughts 
of him; as if nothing else concerned her. So she was deeply absorbed in 
thoughts about her child even when she trusted and hoped strongly in 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. But Allah - the Mighty and Exalted 
-  out of His Might, made the boy reject every woman that attempted 
to breastfeed him. He refused that any woman suckled him. Then 
suddenly, her sister who had been sent by her mother to find out what 
would happen to him came and found people trying to get someone 
to nurse the child. So she asked,

“Shall I  direct you to a household who will rear him for  
you, and sincerely they will look after him in a good 
manner?” (Al-Qasas: 12)

Consequently, Allah returned him to his mother before accepting 
to suckle from any other woman; Allahu Akbarl Allah’s Power -  
the Mighty and Sublime! The child refused to suckle from anyone 
except his mother even though she had placed her on the sea; Allah 
returned him to her.

So, when Ibraaheem told Hajar too that, “Allah had ordered me to 
do that” she said, “Then he will not abandon us.”

She remained alone with her baby in the place where no single 
human being inhabited, eating from the date and drinking from 
the water while suckling the baby. When the dates and water got 
exhausted, and the mother became hungry -  and it is well-known 
that when the suckling mother becomes hungry the milk does not 
flow -  and then the child started shouting and crying.

As Allah inspired her, she went and climbed the nearest mountain 
perhaps she may hear a voice or see anyone. She found the Safa 
Mountain nearest -  and today, it is witnessed that the closest mountain
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to the Ka’bah is the Safa. She climbed it trying to hear anyone, but 
she found no one. She came down and thought that, “I should go to 
the other side” and the nearest mountain to her on that side was the 
Marwa. She ascended the Marwa Mountain hoping to hear someone 
but she heard nothing. At the time, there were valleys and plains 
between Safa and Marwa that steep such that whenever she came 
down the hill, she jogged so that she may hear the child and have a 
look of him. She did this seven times.

After the seventh time, she began to hear something, and so, she 
called out, “Provide water if you have.” She heard some sound; lo and 
behold, it was Jibreel! His Lord -  the Mighty and Sublime - ordered 
him to descend and scratch the place of Zamzam with his heel or 
wing. He scratched it once and then the water began to flow. She 
started gathering it and trying to use stones to prevent it from flowing 
away. She drank from the water which sufficed as food and water; 
she drank and suckled her baby. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime - 
provided a way out for her.

There was a group of people of the Jurhum tribe around the area 
even though they were some distance away. These people saw birds 
flying towards this water place, the Zamzam spring. Since birds would 
see from faraway, they said, “We wouldn’t know of any water place 
birds could fly towards. Yet, birds will only converge in a water place.” 
So, they followed the birds’ direction until they got to the place. They 
found a spring at the location and settled near the woman and related 
with them. Ismaaeel grew up and even married from among them.

Later on, Ibraaheem SsS returned and visited Ismaaeel’s household 
and Hajar. He asked Ismaaeel’s wife, “how are you doing?” She 
complained of their bad condition and showed annoyance. He then 
told that, “When your husband comes back, tell him to replace the 
threshold at his entrance.”

When Ismaaeel arrived and she narrated what had happened, he 
asked, “Did anyone visit?” She answered, “Yes, an old man visited 
with such-and-such description. He said that, ‘Extend the greeting on 
Salam to him and say to him to change the threshold at his door step.”

What did Ibraaheem intend with this expressions? He actually
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meant that he should divorce her; the woman was a complainer, she 
had complained about her husband and the difficult condition she 
lived with her husband. So he explained to her that, “That was my 
father and you are the threshold. So return to your people!”

Later on he married another person and Ibraaheem visited them 
again after a long time. He entered the house of his son and found his 
wife and asked her about their condition. She praised their condition 
and said, “We are okay!” We said well of the condition and he said to 
her that, “Extend the greetings of salam to your husband from me 
and say to him that he should retain the threshold at his door.” When 
Ismaa’eel returned he asked whether they had a visitor? She answered 
that, “Yes, an old man looking such-and-such visited and said he 
extends his salam to you and that you should retain the threshold at 
your door.” He said, “That was my father, and you are the threshold at 
his door. He has ordered me to keep you.”

In a nutshell, the Zamzam water is blessed, the Prophet M had said, 
“Nourishing food and healing for diseases” (l) and that “The Zamzam 
water is remedy for whatever for which it is drank.”(2) If you drink it 
for thirst, it quenches it. If you drink it out of hunger, you get satisfied. 
Some of the scholars even consider the general sense of the text and 
conclude that, “If an individual were ill of an ailment and then he 
drinks the water by way of seeking cure, he will be cured. And if 
he forgets too frequently and drinks it to ask for retentive memory, 
he gains sound memory; likewise if he drank it for any beneficial 
objective. In any case, the water is blessed.

The Prophet H came to drink from the water during his Farewell 
Hajj. Abbass, the Prophets uncle, had the turn to pour the water to the 
people. The Quraysh tribe had shared the duties of providing service 
to the pilgrims. So, Abbass was to provide water. When the Prophet M 
came to drink, Abbass instructed his son, al-Fadl bin Abbass: “Go to 
your mother and tell her to give us the water with her -  referring to 
some Zamzam water.” But the Messenger H asked, “Why?” He replied, 
“For you, Messenger of Allah! People dip their hands into this one.”

1 Reported by Muslim, Book of Virtues of the Companions of the Prophet, Chapter
on Some of the Virtues of Aboo Dharr (may Allah be pleased with him, no. 2473.

2 Reported by Ahmad in Al-Musnad (3/357)
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He meant to say “we wish to provide you some very dean water.” He M 
then said, “No, I will drink from where the people drink.” So, he drank 
while in the standing position. So, that points to the permissibility 
of drinking in the standing posture. He then said, “the Prophet ft 
did as you see me do” indicating that drinking while standing is not 
blameworthy. However, the better thing is to drink sitting down.

It remains to say: If there is a refrigerator in a mosque and a person 
enters to drink water; should he sit or drink in a standing posture? If 
he sat he will certainly contradict the Prophet’s saying that, “When 
any of you enters the mosque, he should not sit down until he offers 
two units of Prayer.” (l) But if he drinks in a standing posture, he would 
have only left something more desirable. Hence, we say: “The better 
thing is for him to drink standing because sitting down before the two 
units of Prayer is forbidden according to some of the scholars unlike 
drinking in the standing position which is milder.

As such, he should drink in the standing posture and then observe 
the Prayer to greet the mosque.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 115: encouragement that 
the person serving the drink should 
take last 
Hadeeth 773 
Commentary

The author said in Riyaad as-Saaliheen, “Chapter on the 
Encouragement that the Person Serving the Drink Takes Last.”

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of the Prayer, Chapter on When Anyone of You 
Enters the Mosque, He Should Observe Two Units of Prayer...; no.444, and Mus
lim, Book of the Travelers Prayer, Chapter on the Merit of Tahiyyat Al-Masjid. .., 
no.714.
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Meaning that, the person serving the people water or milk or the 
Qahwa drink or tea should be the last of the people to take by way of 
giving preference for others over himself, and so that the deficiency 
-  if any -  should be for the person. Without doubts, that is best in 
adherence to the order of the Prophet M and his line of conduct.

However, if he doesn’t feel like drinking, then he mustn’t drink after 
them all; if he wishes he should and if not, then he shouldn’t.

The point here is that he should be the last person to drink if he 
chooses to drink considering what that involves of giving preference 
to others over himself and following the Prophet’s order. This shows 
that it is necessary for the individual to serve his brothers by providing 
them water. If he is the host, he should present the drink or food just 
as Ibraaheem 3SS1 did:

^  h 1 (J LS j. ."Tj ^

“Then he turned to his household, so brought out a roasted calf.
And placed it before them, (saying): ‘Will you not eatV" (Adh-
Dhaariyaat: 26-27).

So, the host should serve the food and give the drink and should 
be the last of them.

Another question is: Is it preferable that he eats with them - 
whether breakfast, lunch or supper -, or it is better he leaves and not 
partake with them? This should depend on the custom of the people; 
if joing them during the meal is more welcomed by the guests present, 
and more accommodating, then he should partake. But if it is on 
the contrary, such that the host does not partake with the guest by 
custom, then he should not.

So, the matter is a function of the prevailing custom among the 
people, if it encourages not participating with the guest; he should 
leave him alone, to eat as he wills, do not join him. But if the 
matter is the other way round, then eat; the Messenger of Allah M 
had said, “Whoever believes in Allah and the Last day should
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honor of his guest »(i)

But he 38 did not specify the kind of honor; and as such, the custom 
of the people will be resorted to.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 116: permissibility of drinking 
from all kinds of clean containers 
apart from gold and silver, and the 
permissibility of drinking directly from 
the river without using a container 
or the hand, and the prohibition of 
drinking, eating, purifying and other 
forms of use from a container made of 
gold or silver

Hadeeth 774:
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i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari, Book of Etiquettes, Chapter on Whosoever Believes in 
Allah and the Last Day should not Harm.. no.6018, and Muslim, Book of Faith, 
Chapter on Encouragement to Honor the Neighbor and the Guest; no. 279.
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Anas bin Malik 4b reported: Once the time for As-Salat (the 
prayer) approached. Those whose houses were near, went to their 
houses to perform Wudu’ while some of the people remained with 
Messenger of Allah A stone (containing some water) bowl was
brought for him. It was too small for him to spread his hand over 
it. He performed his Wudu’ and it (the water) sufficed for all the 
others also. Anas was asked: “How many of you were present 
there?” He said: “Eighty or more.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 775:
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Abdullah bin Zaid 4b reported: The Prophet M visited us and we 
brought water for him in a brass vessel for his ablution and he 
performed ablution. [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 776:
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Jabir 4b reported: Messenger of Allah H visited the house of a man 
of the Ansar with one of his Companions and said to him, “Ifyou 
have some water in the water-skin left over from last night, give 
it to us for drinking; otherwise, we shall drink from some stream 
directly.” [Al-Bukhari]
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Hudhaifah 4» reported: The Prophet M prohibited us from wearing 
brocade or silk and drinking out of gold or silver vessels and said, 
“These are meant for them (disbelievers) in this world and for you 
in the Hereafter.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 778
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Umm Salamah 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “He who 
drinks from the vessel of silver kindles the Fire (of Hell) in his 
belly.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author , An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him 
has made this chapter in his book, Riyaad as-Saaliheen: Chapter 

regarding vessels and their use for Drinking.

It should be understood that, there is a useful legal maxim: 
Basically, everything Allah created on the earth permissible; the 
basic ruling regarding them is that of allowance except evidence
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proves that it is forbidden. The evidence for tis is Allah’s saying -  the 
Mighty and Sublime

“He it is Who created fo r you all that is on earth.” (al-Baqarah: 29)

Everything on the earth is for us; the animals, trees, stones and all 
things. All that is on the earth is allowed; Allah made them allowed 
for us, except whatever is otherwise proven by evidence.

Based on this great principle Allah explained to us in His Book, 
whoever claims that anything particular thing is forbidden must 
provide evidence. If anyone says -  for instance -, “Such-and-such 
animal is forbidden”; we will ask, “Provide your evidence, otherwise; 
the basic rule is that it is allowed.” If he says, “This vessel is forbidden 
(to drink from or use generally)”; we will ask that, “Provide your 
evidence; otherwise, the basic rule is that it is allowed.” If he says, 
“Such-and-such tree is forbidden.” We will ask: “Bring your evidence; 
otherwise, the basic rule is that it is allowed.” And that is for the reason 
that those who view them all to be allowed has a basis in the statement 
of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -:

“He it is Who created fo r you all that is on earth.”

He -  the Mighty and Sublime - also said:

“And has subjected to you all that is in the heavens and all 
that is in the earth; it is all as a favor and kindness from Him.” 
(al-Jathiyah: 13)

Hence, this is the basic rule.

Therefore, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
said, “Chapter on the permissibility of drinking from all kinds of 
containers” whether made from wood, glass or other materials except 
gold and silver. It is not allowed to eat or from gold or silver vessels. 
The evidence for this occurs in the narrations reported by Hudhayfah
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bin Al-Yaman and Umm Salamah - may Allah be pleased with them. 
In the Hadeeth of Hudhayfah, he - may Allah be pleased with him 
- clearly mentioned that the Prophet $£ prohibited drinking from 
vessels made of gold or silver.

Likewise the hadeeth of Umm Salamah - may Allah be pleased 
with her the Prophet M explained the wisdom behind, he said: “they 
are meant for them -  i.e., the disbelievers - in this world, and for 
you in the Hereafter.”

The disbelievers will be in the Fire of Jahannam -  we seek 
refuge with Allah -, when they ask for drink out of severe thirst, 
Allah the Exalted says:

s o ! J  ^

“And if  they ask fo r help (relief, water, and so on.), they will be 
granted water like boiling oil that will scald their faces. Terrible 
the drink, and an evil Murtafaqa (dwelling, resting place, and 
so on)!”  (al-Kahf: 29)

They shall be offered with water like rancid, boiling bad oil -  and 
the refuge is with Allah -, when they bring it closer to drink from, it 
will blister their faces.

“...and will be given to drink, boiling water, so that it cuts up 
their bowels” (Muhammad: 15)

We ask for Allah’s refuge.

Conversely however, the people of the Paradise - may Allah make 
me and you all among them -,
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“They will be given to drink pure sealed wine. The last thereof 
(that wine) will be the smell o f musk, and for this let (all) 
those strive who want to strive (that is, hasten earnestly to the 
obedience o f Allah).” (Al-Mutaffifeen: 25-26)

They will be offered drink with vessels of gold and silver; and 
consequently, the Prophet St forbade eating and drinking with them 
since they are vessels of the Paradise.

He It likewise forbade silk for men to wear because silk shall be for 
the believers in the Paradise. Likewise the women, except that Allah 
- the Exalted -  allowed them to wear silk for their own benefit and 
those of their husbands; such that the woman may beautify herself for 
their husbands and as such, the benefits become general. Otherwise, 
silk would also be forbidden for the women as is forbidden for men 
since it is a dress of the Paradise.

Summarily, regarding all kinds of vessels, whether made of glass, 
ceramics, wood, stones and so on, the basic rule regarding them is that 
they are allowed; even the most expensive metals are allowed except 
gold and silver. And the reason for that is not as some of the scholars 
of jurisprudence assert that: doing so indicates pride and breaks the 
heart of the poor, and so on. If it were as they say, then every vessel 
that caused the poor worry could have been prohibited to eat and 
drink from. But the Messenger M gave the reason for the prohibition: 
“They are for them -  i.e., the disbelievers - in this world, and for you 
in the Hereafter.” This is restricted to gold and silver vessels.

If a person drinks from a vessel made from a metal costlier 
than gold and silver, such is not prohibited as long as it does not 
involve extravagance. But if he eats or drinks from vessels made of 
gold or silver such is forbidden since the Prophet M prohibited it 
and gave the reason.

The hadeeth of Umm Salamah has evidence that eating from 
vessels of gold and silver is among the Major sins since the Prophet 
H threatened anyone who does so that, “He only burbles the 
Fire in his stomach.”
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Al-Jarjarah (as it occurs in the Arabic text, rendered as burbling) 
refers to the sound food and water make as they pass through the 
esophagus. So, when he eats or drinks using a vessel of gold or silver 
vessel, he only burbles the Fire of Jahannam in his own stomach; 
and that indicates that the action is among the Major sins; since 
it carries threat, and every sin prohibited along with a threat is 
among the Major sins.

As regards the gold or silver plated vessels, the scholars say: 
they have the same ruling as the pure ones; it is not allowed to 
eat or drink from them.

And Allah grants success.

The book of dressing

Chapter-117: excellence of 
the white garment, and the 
permissibility of wearing red, 
yellow, black, and the permissibility 
of using the colours with cotton 
or linen or hairy or wool and other 
materials except silk
Commentary

The author - may Allah be pleased with him -  said the book, Riyaad 
as-Saaliheen, “Book of Dressing.”

And this is of the best arrangements considering the fact that food and 
drink are the inner garments while dresses are the apparent garments.

Allah - Glorified and Exalted is He - said:
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“Verily, you have (a promise from Us) that you will never be 
hungry therein nor naked. And you (will) suffer not from thirst 
therein nor from the sun’s heat.” (Taahaa: 118 -119 )

So, He said,

“That you will never be hungry therein nor naked”

Considering the fact that hunger is the nakedness of the inside; 
leaving the stomach empty constitutes keeing it naked.

.. nor naked”

That is, from outer dress.

“And you suffer not from thirst therein."

This is heat of the inside,

"Nor (suffer) from the sun's heat,”

And this is heat of the outside.

Consequently, it confused someone and so, he said, “Why did He 
not say: ‘Verily, you have (a promise from us) that you will never be 
hungry therein nor thirsty, and you will not be naked therein nor feel 
the sun's heat?’” But whoever thinks about the meaning we pointed 
to, the eloquence of the Qur’an will be clear to him:

"That you feel not hunger therein nor..."

This is the absence of nakedness in the inside,

"Norgo naked..."

Its absence in the outside 

"...and not feel thirsty."

This is the absence of heat inside.

.. nor feel the sun's heat”

That is, you will not be exposed to the sun's heat; so, it indicates 
absence of heat outside.

Likewise the author - may Allah be pleased with him - started with 
the manners of eating and then followed with those of drinking, and
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then dressing which makes the apparel of the outside. He began the 
Book with Allah’s saying:

£

"O children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment upon you to 
cover yourselves (screen your private parts, and so on.) And as 
an adornment, and the raiment o f righteousness, that is better.”
(al-A’raaf: 26)

So Allah - the Exalted - mentioned two forms of raiment: An 
apparent form and an inner form, or physical and mental forms. He 
also explained that the physical form has two categories: one absolutely 
necessary used to cover nakedness; and one complimentary -  and 
that refers to the adornments -  clothings of decoration.

Allah -  free is He from all imperfections -  out of His Wisdom 
made humans to need raiment to cover the nakedness such that the 
individual may be dressed in them. So as he requires clothings to cover 
up his physical self, he also needs clothings to cover up his spiritual 
nudity, inequities. And that is from the wisdom of Allah the Exalted.

That is why we find most creatures - except humans - having 
something to cover their skin whether fur or wool or hair or feather 
considering the fact that they have not any need to worry about the 
spiritual nakedness. Unlike the humans who need to think about the 
spiritual nakedness; the nakedness related to sinfulness -  may Allah 
protect us from such.

"O children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment upon you to 
cover yourselves and as adornment."

Meaning, your nakedness; and "...as adornment" that is, 
garments of adornment and beautification in addition to the dire 
necessary clothings.
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"...and raiment o f righteousness....” i.e., the spiritual clothing, "... 
that is better... "meaning that, it is better than the apparent garment, 
whether those direly necessary such as what he covers the nakedness 
with or that which is only an extra wear.

If the raiment of righteousness is better than the apparent garment, 
then the individual must contemplate; you find us eager to clean 
the apparent garment -, if the individual’s cloth gets stained any 
bit or dirty, he goes to wash it with water and soap and whatever 
he may get for that purpose. But many of the people do not pay 
attention to the raiment of righteousness; it will stain and become 
dirty, yet he heeds not.

Nevertheless, as Allah - the Mighty and Sublime -  says, it is the 
best, pointing to the fact that it is obligatory to pay attention to the 
raiment of piety much more than the obligation to care about the 
physical and apparent garment considering the fact that the raiment 
of piety is better. He said here that,

"...that is better..."

And not, . .and the raiment of righteousness is better” because the 
particle, dhaalika (employed in the Arabic text of the verse rendered 
as that) is a demonstrative pronoun introduced to refer to something 
distant thereby expressing the loftiness of the raiment just He -  
the Exalted -  said,
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"Alif- Lam -  Mim. That is the Book (the Qur’an), whereof there
is no doubt, a guidance to those who are Al-Muttaqun (thepious
and righteous persons who fear Allah).”  (al-Baqarahh: 1-2)

He did not say, “This is the book” by way of showing the loftiness of 
the Qur’an. Similarly, He said, “...that is better..."indicating the high 
rank of raiment of righteousness.

Hence, the individual should pay attention to this raiment by 
having conscious fear of Allah - the Mighty and Sublime -, regularly
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pondering about his own wrongs and sins, and purging himself of evil 
deeds and sins is even easier than cleansing the physical garments. 
Cleaning the clothes requires work, tiredness, expense, and providing 
water and detergent. But here, the matter is very easy.

"And those who, when they have committed Fahishah (illegal 
sexual intercourse and so on) or wrong themselves with 
evil, remember Allah and ask forgiveness for their sins."
(Aal-‘Imraan: 135)

Seeking forgiveness and repentance both wipe away all past sins 
based on the statement of the Prophet M to ‘Amr bin Al-'Aas: “Do you 
not know that Islam wipes out what is before it, and that Emigration 
(migration) wipes out what is before it.. ” (l)

We ask Allah - the Exalted - to pardon us out of His Favor and Honor.

Ibn Abbas 4i reported: I  heard Messenger of Allah ft saying,

Commentary 

Hadeeth

1 Reported by Muslim, Book of Faith, Chapter on Islam Obliterates all that Precedes 
it and Likewise Emigration; no. 12 1
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“Put on white clothes because they are the best; and use them for 
shrouding your dead.” [ At-Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 780
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Samurah reported: Messenger of Allah H said, “Wear white clothes 
because they are the purest and they are closest to modesty; and 
shroud the dead in it.”[ An-Nasa’i and Al-Hakim ]

Hadeeth 781
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Bara ^  reported: Messenger of Allah M was of medium stature. I 
saw him wearing a red mantle. I  have never seen anything more 
graceful than that. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The Author - may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 

another verse, and that is Allah’s saying:

“And He has made for you garments to protect you from heat and 
(cold) and coats of mail to protect you from your (mutual) violence.”
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Assaraabeel (as in the Arabic text), it refers to the coats of mail; 
i.e., just like our normal wears, they’re called Saraabeel: the shirts, 
coats and the likes.

"He made fo r you garments to protect you from heat and (colds) 
coats o f mail to protect you from your (mutual) violence.”

As for the garments that protect us from violence, these are 
garments made of iron. In the olden days they wore them during wars 
and fights because they protect the person from arrows shot at him. 
They are more or less like weaved ring-shaped garments made from 
iron as Allah the Exalted said while He was teaching Daawood:

4 ©  a js; ys
“Make you perfect coats o f mail, balancing well the rings of
chain armor." (Saba: 1 1 )

So, they would make this shield so that when the individual wears 
it and arrow or spear or sword is directed at him, the shield will rather 
be hit while the person is shielded.

As for His saying:

"Garment protecting you from heat..."

It refers to the garment from cotton or its likes which protects 
against heat. One could ask, “Why did He not say: ‘it will 
protect you from cold?’”

The scholars responded that this involves reading an omitted 
expression in full; i.e., it will protect you from the heat and keep you 
safe from cold, but He only mentioned the cold because the Soorah 
is Makkan; it was sent down in Makkah and the people of Makkah 
don’t have cold weather. So, Allah mentioned His favor upon them by 
means of this garment which protects from heat. But some hold that: 
The verse does not include any omitted expression, and that the shield 
which protects from violence also protects the individual from the 
heat of the arrow and its likes while the lighter garment protects from
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the heat of the atmosphere. The other protects from the heat from the 
arrows and the likes, and that is for the reason that, if the person in 
a hot region has not any garment to protect him from direct heat, he 
scorches and his skin blackens, pains and dries up. But Allah -  and 
free is He from all imperfections -, made this garment to protect from 
the heat out of His Mercy -  Blessed is He and Glorified.

Thereafter, he mentioned the hadeeth of Ibn Abbass, may Allah be 
pleased with them both, and the hadeeth of Samurah - may Allah be 
pleased with him, regarding the fact that the Prophet M encouraged 
wearing white cloths and said, “they are the best of your clothes.” 
He also said, “Shroud your dead ones in it." And the Prophet M has 
indeed spoken the truth; white cloths are better than others from 
the aspect of brightness and shine and from the angle that even the 
slightest dirt appears on it making the individual hasten to wash it.

As for the other clothes, they may be so very dirty while the individual 
wouldn’t notice and then wash it; and even when he washes it, he still 
may not notice whether it got clean or not? Hence, the Prophet M said, 
“they are the best of your clothes, and shroud your dead in it.”

This includes all types of white clothes: shirts, lower garments, 
and trousers should all be white, since it is the best. However, if the 
individual wears other colors, there is no problem on condition that 
it is not among the cloths allowed for women alone. If it falls among 
those specific for women, then it is not allowed for men because the 
Prophet H cursed men who imitate women. In addition, it should not 
also be red, because the Prophet M prohibited the pure red dress; but 
if it is red mixed with some white, then, there is no blame.

The third hadeeth the author mentioned that the Prophet M was 
of medium height and that he was wearing a red garment will be 
understood in the same context; that it was not a purely red dress. It 
rather means that, its patterns were red such as we describe the male- 
headcover red although it is actually not entirely red. It rather has lots 
of white even though its patterns are essentially red; likewise the red 
garment here. But that a male wears a purely red dress without any
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white stripe, the Prophet M had prohibited that.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 782
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Abu Juhaifah Wahb bin ‘Abdullah 4* reported: I saw the Prophet 
M by Al-Abtah valley in Makkah, in a red tent made from tanned 
skin. Bilal brought him ablution water. Then Messenger ofAllahM 
came out wearing a red mantle; and I  can still remember looking 
at whiteness of his shanks. So he made his ablution, and Bilal 
4~: pronounced the call for prayer ( Adhan ). I  kept following the 
movement of his (Bilal’s) face to the right and to the left when he 
recited: ‘Come to the prayer; come to the success.’ Then a spear 
was fixed (as a Sutrah ) in front of Messenger of Allah M who then 
stepped forward and led the prayer. Dogs and donkeys passed in 
front of him (beyond the spear) and no one prevented them from 
doing so. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 783
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Abw Rimthah Rifaah At-Taimi 4« reported: I saw Messenger 
of Allah M wearing two green garments. [ Abu Dawud 
and At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 784
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/abzr 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M entered Makkah on the 
day of its conquest and he was wearing a black turban. [Muslim]

Commentary
These hadeeths were mentioned by An-Nawawee - may Allah 

shower blessings on him - in Riyaad as-Saaliheen, in the Book of 
Dressing. Some of them have been mentioned earlier. In the hadeeth of 
Wahab bin Abdullah As-Sawaaii Abee Juhayfah, may Allah be pleased 
with him, that: He saw the Prophet M, under a tent made of leather.

And that was at Al-Abtah during the Farewell pilgrimage. When 
the Prophet M arrived in Makkah during Farewell pilgrimage in 
the 10th year after Emigration, he arrived during forenoon on a 
Sunday, the 4th of Dhul-Hijjah. He stopped at the Sacred Mosque in 
Makkah and circumambulated the Ka bah, made the Say (the quick 
trotting between the mounts Safa and Marwah) and then went to Al- 
Abtah. He stayed there till the 8th (of Dhul Hijjah) under the leather 
tent setup for him.

He said, “Then he went out” that is, after the sun descended the
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zenith; “The Prophet f| came out wearing a red garment; as if  I am 
looking at the whiteness of his shin.” The garment mentioned was 
a red garment; meaning, its design was red and not black or green 
since it is established that the Prophet ft forbade dressing in pure red. 
Consequently, this will be considered to mean that the patterns and 
stripes on it were red.

Bilal came out - may Allah be pleased with him - with a container 
the Prophet M used for Ablution; i.e., with some left over water after 
his Ablution and the people began to take from it in small and large 
quantities. Meaning that, some took large quantities while others 
collected only little. They would seek blessings taking the leftover 
water of the Prophet ft. Then the Prophet ft came out of this tent and 
Bilal made the call to Prayer and stuck the spear to the ground. The 
Prophet ft would take along that spear during his journeys.

The spear was stuck to the ground so that he may observe the 
Prayer facing it; because when an individual is on a journey, he should 
observe the Prayer while facing an erect object such as a staff he would 
stick to the ground or the like of that.

He said: “He stepped forward and observed the Dhuhur Prayer in 
two units and the ‘Asr in two units.” This indicates the permissibility 
of the traveler combining the Prayers even after arrival. However, it is 
better not to combine them except due to need such as if he were still 
moving or that he settles down but requires to have some rest. Then 
he may combine two Prayers at the time of the first or the second. 
Otherwise, once the individual arrives destination, he should not 
combine the Prayers.

Then Wahab bin Abdullah As-Sawaaee, Aboo Juhayfah - may Allah 
be pleased with him -  described Bilal’s call-to-Prayer; he said, “ I was 
following his mouth here and there” that is, to the right and left while 
he called out, “Hayya ‘ala as-Salaah, Haaya ‘alaa al-Falaah (meaning: 
Come to the Prayer, come to success).”

The scholars - may Allah have mercy on them -  have held differently: 
should he say: “Hayya ‘alaa as-Salaah (meaning: come to the Prayer)” 
towards the right and then “Hayya ‘alaa al-Salaah (meaning: come to 
the Prayer)” to the left, and then, “Hayya ‘alaa al-Falaah (meaning:
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come to success)” to the right and “Hayya ‘alaa al-Falaah (come to 
success)” again to the left. Or he makes both “Hayya ‘alaa as-Salaah 
(meaning: come to the Prayer) to the right and both “Hayya ‘alaa 
al-Falaah (meaning: come to success)” to the right? The matter is 
one with wide latitude; whichever of them both he does is correct; 
there is no blame in it.

He then mentioned two other hadeeths:

The first: That the Prophet M wore a green dress and;

The second: that he was wearing a black turban. They both prove 
that it is allowed to wear green or black dress.

And Allah knows best.

Abu Said  ‘Amr bin Huraith 4 ® reported: As if  I  am seeing 
Messenger of Allah M wearing a black turban and both ends of it 
are falling over his shoulders. [Muslim]

‘Aishah 4® reported: The body of Messenger of Allah H was

Hadeeth 785

Hadeeth 786
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shrouded in three white Yemeni cotton garments, among which 
was neither a gown nor a turban. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 787
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‘Aishah 4® reported: One morning Messenger of Allah M went out 
wearing a black blanket made of camel’s or sheeps black hair with 
patterns of camels’ bags upon it. [Muslim]

Hadeeth 788
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Al-Mughirah bin Shu bah 4® reported: I  was with Messenger of 
Allah M in a journey one night, and he asked me, “Do you have 
any water with you?” I  said, “Yes.” So he dismounted from his 
riding camel and walked away (to answer the call o f nature) until
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he disappeared in the darkness. When he returned, I  poured out 
some water from a vessel and he washed his face. He was wearing 
a long woollen cloak and could not take out his forearms from  
his sleeves, so he brought them out from below the cloak and then 
washed them, and then passed his (wet) hands over his head. I 
stretched out my hand to take off his Khuff (leather socks), but he 
said, “Leave them. I  put them on after performing Wudu ,” and 
he passed his (wet) hands over them. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
These hadeeths that An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings 

on him -  cited in the Book of Dressing indicate -  as expressed 
earlier -  that, it is allowed for the individual to dress in any colour 
whether white, black, green, yellow, red, except the pure red which 
is established to be prohibited by the Prophet H. Consequently, pure 
red dress should not be worn except such is stripped or patterned 
with another colour.

In this hadeeth, the hadeeth of Amr bin Hurayth - may Allah be 
pleased with him -  that he saw the Prophet M wearing a black turban, 
and it had been mentioned also that he f i  arrived in Makkah wearing 
a black turban. These point to the permissibility of wearing black 
turban. Likewise the male headcover with black patterns are black or 
green or red; all of these are permissible.

Also, it points to the permissibility of wearing a turban, and that 
it is better that the individual makes it have a tail, i.e., to allow one 
of its ends hang at the back as the Prophet M did. The turban worn 
without hanging a tail of it is referred to as Al-'Amamah Al-Sumaai 
(lit. deaf turban) since it has not a hanging tail. It is allowed to wear 
them in both ways; and wiping over during Ablution is allowed in any 
of the circumstances.

It occurs in the Hadeeth of A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with 
her -, that the Messenger of Allah M was shrouded in three Yemeni- 
stuff white cotton garments without any shirt or turban. It contains 
evidence that the better thing is to shroud the dead in white clothes.
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And that is in circumstance that such was easy; otherwise in the 
circumstance of lack, the dead should be shrouded with the like of the 
dress of the living; it could be of any colour except pure red.

The hadeeth of A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with her - contains 
evidence that the dead should not be dressed in any shirt or turban; 
wide sheets of cloth should rather be used, one over the other. The 
dead should then be placed on it, and then the top sheet should be 
wrapped around him, then the middle one, and then the lowest. Then 
it is folded over at the head and leg side, tied and rounded with belts 
till it is placed in the grave. Because the dead - may Allah grant you 
and me good end -  swells at death; when it swells and had been tied, 
it may burst. So loosen the belts to avoid it bursting.

In the Hadeeth of Al-Mugheerah bin Shu’bah - may Allah be pleased 
with him -  it says that the Prophet it during the battle of Tabook 
descended from his ride and took the Idawah (as in the Arabic text, 
meaning: vessel). The Idawah is a water container which looks like 
what used to be called At-Taharah. He M then took the container and 
proceeded until he disappeared in the darkness of the night. Because 
being the most bashful of people, he disliked that any person saw him 
sitting to empty his bowels even though his nakedness was not seen.

And this is from the perfect manners; that when you want to relieve 
yourself, you should go away from the peoples’ sight; not because you 
don’t want your nakedness to be seen -  since covering nakedness is 
obligatory, and they must not be exposed before people -, the matter 
goes beyond that: the best is that the individual is not sighted while 
evacuating his vessels. And this is from the conduct of the Prophet It, 
and his conduct is the best guidance.

Then he intended to make the Ablution -  and he was wearing a 
Jubbah made of wool having with narrow sleeves. He M was wearing 
that because the season was cold. Tabook was close to Ancient Syria 
which is cold. So he M was wearing a Jubbah. When he performed the 
Ablution, and washed his face, he wanted to take out his arm from the 
sleeves which were narrow and tight, but he could not. So he removed 
the hand from below the garment and washed his hand -  may Allah’s 
peace and blessings be upon him.
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And when he St intended to wash his feet, Al-Mugheerah bin 
Shu'bah stooped down to remove his two leather socks; reasoning that 
the Prophet Si did not wipe his sleeves. Even though they were tight, 
he did not wipe them. He rather took out his hand from below and 
washed them. So, Al-Mugheerah bin Shu'bah thought that the two 
leather socks will be treated similarly; that they will be removed in 
order to wash the feet. But the Prophet M said to him, “Leave them on; 
I had put them on while in a pure state.” He then wiped over them.

This hadeeth contains a number of lessons:

Among which is: that the Messenger of Allah M is a human being. 
He is affected by the same natural things that affect other human 
beings; he would feel cold as others feel and hot like others as well. As 
such, Mu'awiyyah - may Allah be pleased with him - once saw him, 
having opened the buttons of his shirt - because, and Allah knows 
best, he was feeling hot. So Mu'awiyyah thought that it was a generally 
encouraged practice -  but it was not a generally recommended deed
-  except when doing so implies relieving the body for the reason that 
whatever relieves the individual is encouraged.

So, if the individual feels hot, and wishes to untie the upper buttons, 
there is no blame, that would count as from the recommended deeds. 
But without reason, it is not essentially an encouraged practice since 
that will amount to the buttons being needless, without any benefit on 
the clothes. And Islam has not anything without benefit; everything 
of it is beneficial.

Among the lessons in this hadeeth is: that there is no blame on the 
individual to protect himself from whatever may hurt him whether 
heat or cold. As the Prophet M did, the best is for the individual to 
avoid whatever can hurt him because that counts as from the aspects 
of perfect care for life: that you avoid whatever may hurt you. In fact, 
Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah -  may Allah shower blessings on him
-  said, “If you fear that a meal may hurt you, it becomes forbidden 
for you to eat it.”

Meaning that, even food which brings nourishment, if you fear 
that it may cause you harm, either because it is so much or for the
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reason that you had eaten shortly before then, and so you are afraid 
eating again may cause hurt; it becomes forbidden upon you (to eat). 
That is to say, you would be committing sin even if you go ahead 
and eat considering the fact that it is obligatory for the individual to 
appropriately care for his soul.

Among the lessons in the hadith is that: it is not allowed to wipe 
over any covering except the leather socks and turban. If a person 
wears a dress with tight sleeves such that removing the hands would 
be difficult, and then he says, “I will wipe over this cloth just I would 
over the leather socks”, we will say: This is not allowed; you must bring 
out your hands and wash them. In fact, if the hand would not be out of 
the dress unless the sleeve is torn open, it should so that the individual 
may fulfill Allah’s obligation on him regarding washing the hands.

"... your faces and your hands (forearms) up to the elbows, and 
rub (bypassing wet hands over) . . ."  (al-Maaidah: 6)

From the benefits in the hadeeth is: clarifying the ignorance of some 
people who think that what is called “Manicure”, painting of the nails, 
they claim, is similar to the leather socks such that if a woman wears it 
after her Ablution, she will wipe over it for a whole day and night. This 
is wrong, it is not correct at all. The “manicure” should be removed 
during the Ablution so that water may penetrate the fingernails and 
the tip of the fingers.

From the points in the hadeeth is: the permissibility of making 
freeborns serve considering the fact that Al-Mugheerah - may Allah 
be pleased with him -  was serving the Prophet St. And undoubtedly, 
serving the Prophet St is honour; everyone would be glad serving the 
Prophet - Si. The Messenger M had those who served him who were 
freeborns like Abdullah bin Mas'ud, Anas bin Malik and others. So, 
Mugheerah would also serve the Prophet St.

Among the points in the hadeeth is: permissibility of assisting a
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person performing Ablution with his Ablution. That is, you pour out 
the water for his use or move the water container close to him and so 
on. Similarly, if he is unable to wash his limbs, then you help him wash 
them. For instance, if he had a fracture or paralysis affecting his hand 
or similar other things, there is no blame for you to help him wash the 
limbs (he would wash during the Ablution).

From the lessons in the hadeeth: if the individual wore two leather 
socks, or socks from cotton while he was in a state of Ablution, he 
should rub over them, and that rubbing over is better than actually 
washing them. Rubbing over the socks if the person was in a state of 
Ablution is more preferable than removing the socks and washing the 
feet because the Prophet St said, "Leave them"; that is to say, do not 
remove them, because, “I wore them while I was in a state of purity." 
He then rubbed over them.

Also contained in the hadeeth is: what some scholars view, that 
rubbing over the leather socks should be on both feet at the same time 
since Mugheerah - may Allah be pleased with him - did not mention 
that he M started with the right before the left. So, some of the scholars 
deduce from that, that rubbing over the leather socks for both feet 
should be once with both hands.

However, there is no blame if the individual does this or even wipes 
over the right before the left foot because the wiping is substitute for 
the washing which is done starting with the right before the left. The 
“substitute” has the ruling of what it replaces. Hence if the person does 
this, or that there is no blame; the matter is one with wide latitude.

Also amongst the benefits of the hadeeth is that: it is not permissible 
to wipe over the leather socks or cotton socks except if they were 
worn while in a state of Ablution. If he wears them without being 
in that state, it is compulsory for him to remove them during the 
Ablution and wash his feet.

Allah alone grants success.



Chapter 118: encouragement to 
wear the qamees
Hadeeth 789
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(7mm Salamah 4* reported: Out of all garments Messenger of 
Allah M liked Qamees the best. [At-Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud ]

Chapter 119: the look of the 
qamees, the sleeves, the 
loincloths, the turbans, and the 
prohibition of having any of that 
draw below the ankles out of pride, 
and its dislike if not due to pride
Hadeeth 790
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Asma bint Yazid 4i> reported: The Qamees sleeves of Messenger of 
A llah % reached down to his wrists. [Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

'S/ia/'/i [f?t//aac/as^. faa/ifiee/i ------------------------------------------------
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Ibn ‘Umar A  reported: The Prophet M said, “Whoever allows 
his lower garment to drag out of vanity will find that Allah 
will not look at him on the Day of Resurrection.” On this Abu 
Bakr submitted: “O Messenger of Allah! My lower garment 
keeps sliding down though I  take care to pull it and wrap it.” 
Messenger of Allah M said, “You are not of those who do it out of 
vanity.” [Al-Bukhari]

Abu Hurairah 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “On the 
Day of Resurrection, Allah will not look at him who trails his 
lower garment out of pride.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 792

Hadeeth 793
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Abu Hurairah 4fe reported: The Prophet ft said, “What is 
below the ankles of a lower garment is condemned to the Fire 
(Hell).” [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 794
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Abu Dharr reported: I  heard the Prophet M saying, “There are 
three to whom Allah will neither speak on the Day of Resurrection 
nor will look at them nor purify them (i.e., of their sins), and they 
will be severely tormented.” When he repeated this (statement) 
thrice, Abu Dharr 4® said: “They are doomed and destroyed! 
(But) who are they, O Messenger of Allah?” He said, “One 
whose lower garment trails, one who boasts of kindness shown 
to another; and one who promotes sale o f his business by taking 

false oaths.” [Muslim]

Commentary
The hadeeths mentioned by an-Nawawee - may Allah be pleased 

with him - in Riyaad as-Saaliheen under the Book on Manners of 
Dressing include narrations that prove that the most beloved dress 
to Allah’s Messenger ft was the Qamees (Long shirt). This is because
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the shirt covers the individual better than the lower garment and Rida 
(cloak). During the time of the Prophet M, people used to wear lower 
garments and Rida (cloak) sometimes and at other times they wore 
the long shirt. The Prophet M used to prefer long shirt because it better 
covers, and because it is a single piece that one can wear once. This is 
easier than wearing the lower garment first then an upper garment.

However, despite that, if you are in a town where the people are 
used to wearing the lower garment and cloak (upper garment) and 
you dress like them, then there is no blame. The important thing 
is that you do not contradict the dressing of the people of your 
town and thereby fall into flamboyance, for the Prophet M has 
prohibited flamboyant dresses.

Also in these hadeeth is evidence that the sleeves of the shirt should 
extend to the wrist, and the wrist is what is between the Ku' and 
Kursu'. This is because one has an “elbow” which is the joint between 
the lower and the upper arms. He also has a Ku’, a Kursu' and Rusg.

The Ku': This is the edge of the lower arm which is close to the palm 
from the direction of the thumb.

The Kursu': This is the edge of the lower arm which is close to the 
smallest finger of the hand (the pinkie).

As for the Rusg: It is what in between the two (the Ku’and the Kursu’).

Regarding this is the statement of the Poet:

And the bone close to the thumb is K u'

While that which is close to the pinkie is Al-Kursu'

And the Rusg is that in-between

The bone next to the thumb of the leg is nicknamed Bu

So, hold to knowledge and avoid blunder.

The common people, whenever they intended to coin a similitude 
for a foolish man they would say: "This is a man, who knows not his 
Ku'from his Kursu’’.’
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Most people think that the Ku is the elbow, which is where the 
ablution ends, but this is not so. That bone which is at the joint 
between the palm and the lower arm from the region next to the 
pinkie is the Kursu’, that which is next to the thumb is the Ku', that 
which is between them is the Rusg.

The sleeves of the shirt of the Prophet M used to be up 
to the Rusg (wrist).

The author then mentioned the hadeeth of Ibn Umar and the 
hadeeth of Aboo Hurayrah, may Allah be pleased with them, about 
making the lower garments fall lower than the ankle.

Trailing the garment occurs in two ways:

The first: To drag the cloth out of pride

The second: That the garment is made to fall lower than the 
ankle without conceit.

As for the first, the individual who allows his garment fall lower than 
the ankle out of pride, the Prophet M mentioned four punishments 
regarding him - and the refuge is with Allah -: Allah will not speak to 
him on the Day of Resurrection, He will not look at him - that is, the 
look of compassion -, He will not purify him and he will have a severe 
torment. Four punishments -  we ask Allah for wellbeing -  he will 
receive if he makes it drag below the ankle out of pride.

When Aboo Bakr - may Allah be pleased with him - heard this 
hadeeth, he said, “O Messenger of Allah, a part of my lower garment 
falls down except I take care of it?” That is to say, does this threat 
apply in my case? He - sallallahu alayhi wasallam -  said, “You are 
not of those who do this out of pride.” The Prophet - may Allah’s 
peace and blessings be upon him -, absolved him that he was not 
doing that out of self-importance; the punishment is for those who do 
so out of arrogance.

As for the person who does not do it out of arrogance, his punishment 
is less. In the hadeeth of Aboo Hurairah, may Allah be pleased with 
him, it occurs that the Prophet M said, “Whatever drops below the 
ankle is in the Fire.” He only mentioned a single penalty. In addition,
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the penalty will not consume the entire body; it will only be restricted 
to the place of the contravention; i.e., the parts below the ankle.

So if the individuals cloth or wrapper or lower garment drops 
down below the ankle, the individual who does that will be punished 
with the Fire. But the Fire will not cover up the whole body; he would 
only be scotched with the Fire - and the refuge is with Allah -  to the 
extent of what drops.

Do not find it strange that the penalty is restricted to the limb on 
which the contravention occurred. It is established in the Two Saheehs 
(.Al-Bukhaari and Muslim) that the Prophet M saw his companions 
performing the Ablution without perfecting the Ablution. So he called 
out at the top of his voice, “Woe be upon the heels from the Fire!” (l) 
Here, he connected the punishment to the heels; that is, the part the 
individual did not wash properly during the Ablution. Punishment 
with the Fire may be general; like burning the whole of the individual 
with the Fire -  and the refuge is with Allah -, and it may be upon 
parts of the body where the violation occurred; and there is nothing 
strange about that.

Hence, we would recognize the weakness of the saying of An- 
Nawawee - may Allah shower blessings on him -  that, “Prohibition 
of Trailing the Garment Arrogantly and Its Dislike, If Not Due to 
Arrogance.” The correct view is that, whatever goes below the ankle 
is forbidden, whether it is out of arrogance or not. In fact, the right 
thing is that, it is one of the Major sins. This is because the Major sins 
refer to all sins regarding which Allah has placed specific punishment; 
and this has a specified punishment. A  threat with the Fire has been 
mentioned regarding it if it occurs without conceit, and threat of 
four different forms of punishment have been mentioned if it occurs 
out of self-importance: Allah will not speak to him on the Day of 
Resurrection, He will not look at him, He will not purify him and he 
will have a severe torment

The author ended with hadeeth of Aboo Dharr - may Allah be

i Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Ablution, Chapter on Washing the Two Legs 
and Not Wiping over the Feet, no. 163 and Muslim in Book of Purification, Chap
ter on the Obligation of Washing the Entirety of the Two Legs, no.240
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pleased with him - that the Prophet it said,

“Three persons; Allah will not speak to them on the Day of 
Resurrection, He will not look at them, He will not purify them and 
they will have a severe torment.”

He mentioned it three times; the Prophet Jt just for the individual to 
pay attention. When an expression occurs concisely - especially when 
it comes along with some repetition -, the individual pays attention, 
(asking) “what is this” ? Until he gets explanation and clarification, the 
mind continues to crave for details.

Aboo Dharr - may Allah be pleased with him -  then said, “Messenger 
of Allah! They are certainly doomed and destroyed; who are those?!” 
He - sallallahu alayhi wasallam -  said, “Al-Musbil, Al-Manaan and the 
one who promotes his commodities through false oath.”

Thefirstis:AZ-M«sbi7:Theonewhotrailshisgarmentoutofarrogance.

The second is: Al-Manaan: The one who boasts regarding what he 
gives (to others). If he grants benefits to a person with a thing, he 
begins to remind the person; saying, “I did this for you, I did that for 
you and I did this for you.”

Al-Mann (reminding benefactors of benefit extended to them) 
is among the Major sins because a threat is connected to it; and it 
destroys the rewards for the deed based on His saying -  Exalted is He -,

^ ^ ^
“O you who believe! Do not render in vain your Sadaqah 
(charity) by reminders o f your generosity or by injury).” 
(Al-Baqarah: 264)

The third: the one who sells his commodities employing false oath: 
that is to say, the one who would swear while lying to increase the 
value of his merchandise. He would say, “By Allah! I bought it for ten 
(units of the currency)” while he only bought for eight (units). Or 
that he says, “I was offered ten (units of the currency) for it” while he 
was only offered eight (units). So, he will swear regarding that. Such 
an action warrants these four forms of punishments: Allah will not
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speak to him on the Day of Resurrection, He will not look at him, 
He will not purify him and he will receive a severe torment - We ask 
Allah for well being.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 796
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Abu Juraiy Jabir bin Sulaim 4? reported: I noticed a man whose 
opinion was followed by every body, and no one acted contrary 
to what he said. I  asked who he was, and I  was informed that he 
was Messenger of Allah it. J  said to him twice: “ Alaikas-salam ya 
Rasul-Allah (may Allah render you safe).” He said, “Do not say: ‘ 
Alaikas-salamu .’ This is the salutation to the dead (in Jahiliyyah 
times). Say, instead: As-salamu ‘alaika (may Allah render you 
safe).’” I  asked: “Are you Messenger of Allah?” He replied, “(Yes) 
I am the Messenger of Allah, Who will remove your affliction 
when you are in trouble and call to Him, Who will cause food to 
grow for you when you are famine-stricken and call to Him, and 
Who will restore to you your lost riding beast in the desert when 
you call upon Him.” I  said to him: “Give me instructions (to act 
upon).” He (M) said, “Do not abuse anyone.” (Since then I  have 
never abused anyone, neither a freeman, nor a slave, nor a camel, 
nor a sheep). He (M) continued, “Do not hold in contempt even an 
insignificant act of goodness, because even talking to your brother 
with a cheerful countenance is an act of goodness. Hold up your 
lower garment halfway to the leg, and at least above the ankles; 
for trailing it is arrogance, and Allah dislikes pride. And if  a man 
imputes to you of bad things he knows you possess, do not impute 
to him bad things that you know he has for he will assume the evil 
consequences of his abuse.” [ Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi}

Commentary
The author , An-Nawawee - may Allah shower blessings on him - 

mentioned in Riyaad as-Saaliheen under the Chapter on Dressing and 
matters related to the lower garment and the like, on the authority of 
Jabir bin Sulaym - may Allah be pleased with him - that he arrived 
Madeenah and saw a man who carried people along lines of thoughts. 
He would not say anything except that they accepted it. That is to say, 
they took whatever he said and advised because he is the Messenger 
of Allah it. So he asked, “Who is this?” The man apparently did not 
recognize the Prophet S .



They answered, “The Messenger of Allah.” He came to him and 
said, “Are you Messenger of Allah?” He -  peace and blessings be 
upon him -  said, “Yes.”

But the man had said, “ ’Alayka as-Salam (meaning - Upon you 
be peace)” putting forward the predicate. The Prophet M then 
said, “Do not say, ‘ Alayka As-salam (upon you be peace)’, that is 
the greeting of the dead. You should rather say, “Assalamu alayk 
(peace be upon you).’”

The meaning of his saying H, that, ‘ ‘Alayka As-salam (upon you be 
peace)’ is that, during the days of Ignorance, they used to greet the 
dead in that manner as the poet versified,

^    JAa/fi (/fu/aad a.s~* Sacdd/zeti

c a u  111 li 1 cic iiia iiiiv .i ao u iv  pw ci vviom vu)

Upon you be peace of Allah, O Qays bin A'amir

A n d  T^Tic m o e c i n r r e  o e  m n r n  o e  W p  i i n e n a e  f r \  K lp e eAnd His blessings as much as He wishes to bless.

During the days the days of Ignorance, whenever they greeted 
the dead, they used to say, Alayka as-Salam (meaning - Upon you 
be peace); but Islam abrogated this and it became that the greeting 
of Salam that would be said to the person being greeted first was, 
“Assalamu alayk (peace be upon you).” Even the dead, the Prophet 
M would go to them at the burial ground and greet them, saying, 
“Assalamu alaykum daaru Qawmin Mumineen (peace be upon you, 
O dwellers of the abode of a believing people).” He would not say, 
“Alaykum as-Salam (upon you be peace).”

His saying -  peace and blessings be upon him -, “Say, ‘As-Salam 
Alayka (peace be upon you)” is evidence that when a person greets a 
single person he should say, “As-Salam Alayka (peace be upon you)”. 
It occurs similarly in the hadeeth of the man who is called, “the one 
who observed his Prayer badly”; that he came and greeted the Prophet 
M and said, “As-Salam Alayka (peace be upon you)”. This is the best 
(expression to employ).

Some scholars hold that you should rather say, “As-Salam alaykum 
-  (peace be upon you)” intending thereby to make greeting of Salam 
to the person you are greeting and those who are with among the 
angels. But that which the Sunnah reported is preferred and better; 
that you should say, “As-salam alayka (peace be upon you)” when you
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greet a single person; this is the best.

Then the Prophet H explained to him that he is the Messenger of 
the Lord of the worlds -  and free is Allah from all imperfections -  
the One Who removes hardship and brings benefits. When the riding 
beast misses in the wilderness, and you call upon Allah - Glorified 
and Exalted is He He returns it to you.

He said, “When drought afflicts you” , that is, dryness on the earth 
and dearth of vegetation, “and you beseech Him He will cause them 
to grow for you.” He revives the earth for you. Similarly, when a 
difficulty afflicts you and you call unto Allah, He removes it from you, 
as He - the Exalted - said,

"Is not He (better than your gods) Who responds to the distressed 
one, when he calls on Him, and Who removes the evil, and makes 
you inheritors of the earth, generations after generations? Is there 
any illah (god) with Allah? Little...” (An-Naml: 62)

He explained to him that He - Allah the Mighty and Sublime - 
brings benefits to His slaves, and that if His slave calls Him, he does 
not lose. If you get not other than supplicating which is itself worship 
for which you will be rewarded -  and good deeds are rewarded with 
tenfolds of their like up to seven hundred folds and in numerous folds 
-, that would have sufficed.

When there is no barrier preventing the acceptance of supplication, 
Allah the Exalted either gives you what you have asked for, such that 
you really see it (as you asked). You supplicate to Allah asking for a thing 
and then it happens or that He removes some greater hardship from 
you or He preserves its reward for you with Himself. Otherwise, the 
one who supplicates to Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime - never loses.

However, be careful about considering the response to be delayed, 
worrying that, “I have supplicated and supplicated, but I was not 
answered!” The Shaytan may whisper to your heart and say, “How
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numerously have you called upon Allah and your request was not 
granted?!” Subsequently, he makes you loose hope in Allah’s mercy 
- and the refuge is with Allah. And that is among the Major sins: 
Loosing hope of the mercy of Allah is among the Major sins.

Do not despair of Allah's mercy even if the response to the 
supplication is held up because you would not know which one is 
better? Allah has not ordered you to make supplications except that 
He wishes to respond to you, as He -  Exalted is He -  said,

“(And your Lord said: Invoke Me I  will respond to your
(invocation).” (Gaafir: 60)

Unfortunately, you are in haste; wait patiently and continue to 
earnestly beseech Allah with the invocations. Perhaps Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  is delaying your response so that you may 
increase your invocations and increase in good rewards therewith, 
recognizing your own limits and the serious of your need of Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime -, and that is good.

So be careful; do not be hasty; be earnest with your invocations -  
and Allah loves those who supplicate seriously and solemnly, fervent 
upon it: the individual is supplicating to the One before to Whom all 
affairs return -  the Mighty and Sublime -, the One in Whose Hand is 
the dominion of everything.

Whether during Prayer or in your solitude, ask Allah for whatever 
you want; even when you are observing the Prayer, invoke Allah for 
anything you desire because the Prophet M said, “As for the prostration 
(during the Prayer), then make a lot of supplications therein.”(l)

And when he mentioned the Tashahhud (testification to the Oneness 
of Allah and other words of remembrance that the individual says 
before ending the Prayer), “Then he should choose of supplications

1 Reported by Muslim in Book of Salat, Chapter on the Prohibition of Reciting 
Qur’an in Bowing Position During Salat, no.479
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whatever he wishes.”(l) The individual has not other than Allah; so 
He should turn to Him in everything; small or great. It occurs in a 
hadeeth that, “Each and every one of you should ask his Lord for all 
his needs including his shoe buckles when it cuts.”(2)

The shoe strap, the meanest of things, Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  should be beseeched regarding it considering the fact that, 
asking Allah is worship and turning towards Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -, repenting to Him, connecting to Him - the Mighty and 
Sublime -; your heart will always be with Allah -  free is He from all 
imperfections and Exalted So, make lots of supplications.

Then the Prophet H commanded Jabir bin Sulaym - may Allah be 
pleased with him - that he should not trivialize any good deed. Do 
every good deed, be it regarding speech or action or whatever, do not 
trivialize anything of good. This is because goodness is righteousness, 
and Allah, Glorified and Exalted is He, loves the righteous one.

If you assist a man carry his load to a vehicle, this is a good deed, if 
you bring close to him something he is in need of, this is a good deed, 
if you give him a pen to write with, this is a good deed, if you give him 
a bag so that he can keep something in, this is a good deed. Do not 
trivialize any good deed.

And know that there is a principle when one remembers it, good 
deeds are easy for him: this is what is established from the statement 
of the Prophet: "Whoever is in the need of his brother, Allah will be 
in his need."(3) What do you think if Allah stands to your need? Do 
you stumble on the affairs? The answer is: No! When He stands to 
your need, He assists and aids you in your need. There is no doubt 
that it is going to be easy soon. Whenever you stand to the need of

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of the Call to Prayer, Chapter on What to Sup
plicate with after Tashahhud, no.835 and Muslim in Book of Salat, Chapter on the 
Tashahhud in Salat, no.402 [58]

2 Reported by At-Tirmidhi in Book of Supplications, Chapter on One Should Re
quest for his Need no Matter How Small it is, no.3973

3 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Muzalim, Chapter on a Muslim Should Nev
er Oppress a Muslim and Never Surrender Him, no.2442 and Muslim in Book of 
Goodness and Joining o f Ties (Kinship), Chapter on the Prohibition of Oppres
sion, no.240
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your brother, Allah will stand to your need. So increase in good deeds, 
increase in righteousness, do not trivialize any good deed, even if it is 
small. The Prophet It said: "A  neighbor should not look down upon 
(anything) for his neighbor even if it is leg of a goat,"(l) That is, do not 
disdain, even if it is something small.

Then the Prophet it said to Jabir bin Sulaym: “That you speak 
to your brother with a cheerful face is a good deed.” Since he had 
said: “Do not trivialize any good deed,” he explained that it is part of 
good deeds that you meet your brother with a cheerful face; neither 
frowning nor gloomy. Rather, be cheerful, because this will bring 
happiness to your brother. Everything that brings joy to your brother 
is good and righteous. Allah loves the good doers. This no doubt is a 
good thing, except that sometimes, it is good out of Maslahah (that 
which brings benefit) not to meet with a cheerful face the one who is 
talking to you; for example, he has done something not praiseworthy 
(not good), do not meet him with a cheerful face as a censure for him, 
so that he desists therefrom and behaves properly. For every situation 
there is what is appropriate.

Then the Prophet ordered him to raise his lower garment to the 
middle of the shin, if he refuses, then to the ankle. This shows that 
raising the lower garment to middle of the shin is better. But there is 
no sin for it to move down to the ankle since there is a concession to 
that effect. It is not obligatory that one should raise his lower garment 
to middle of the shin or think that it is mandatory on him and that the 
one who has not done so has contradicted the Sunnah. The Messenger 
It said: “If you refuse, (then) to the ankles,” he did not say: ‘if you 
refuse, upon you is this and that punishment.’ This indicates that this 
issue is expanse (that is, there is option).

It has preceded that Aboo Bakr As-Siddeeq - may Allah be pleased 
with him - told the Prophet M, “A part of my lower garment falls 
down except I take care of it.” We said that this shows that the lower 
garment of Aboo Bakr used to fall down beyond the middle of the

l  Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Etiquettes, Chapter on Not Discountenanc
ing the Neighbor for Being a Neighbor, no.6017 and Muslim in Book o f Zakaah,
Chapter on the Encouragement Upon Charity Even if it is Little, no.1030
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shin, and that in this, there is no problem. It is not right for a man 
to be harsh on himself or on people, viewing that it is a must on him 
to make his trouser or cloth or wrapper to be at the middle of his 
shin. The issue on this is wide. It no doubt is Sunnah but the issue is 
expanse. Praise be to Allah for the concession of the Prophet M-

Then the Prophet M cautioned Jabir bin Sulaym - may Allah be 
pleased with him - against arrogance. That is, he should avoid pride 
in his walking or dressing or turban or wrapper or his speech or 
anything, because Allah does not love it:

"Allah loves not any arrogant boaster"(Luqman': 18)

It is necessary for the individual to always be humble in his dressing, 
walking, appearance, and all his affairs, because whoever humbles 
himself for Allah, Allah exalts him. It is necessary for the person to 
imbibe these etiquettes which the Prophet M taught his community 
for the reason that they bring about two things:

Firstly: Following the command of the Prophet Mi Allah - 
the Exalted - has said:

J *

“Whosoever obeys Allah and His Messenger (Muhammad 
M) will be admitted to Gardens under which rivers flow  (in 
paradise,).’ (An-Nisa': 13)

Secondly: Getting used to these lofty manners the like of which 
no one previously taught. This is because the manners taught in the 
Sharee'ah are the best.

Thereafter, the Prophet M said: “If a man abuses you and defames 
(disgraces) you with what he knows about you, do not disgrace him 
with what you know (about him), the punishment thereof is upon 
him.” This is because it is necessary for one to overlook and forgive
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and not to make every word he hears the basis of his opinion about 
people. Turn a blind eye to (such) things, overlook and forgive, for 
indeed Allah loves those who overlook for others and rewards them 
for that. If you disgrace him or abuse him with what you know about 
him, the disagreement will be prolonged and might cause enmity and 
hatred, but when you keep silent and hold back, you rest the case.

This is something tried and tested; when a man abuses someone, 
the altercation becomes prolonged causing disaffection and mutual 
hatred. When he keeps quiet, then this could be more beneficial. 
Allah, the Glorified and Exalted, had said in the description of 
'Ibaadur Rahman (Servants of the Beneficent Lord):

“ When the foolish address (with bad words) they reply back
with mild words o f gentleness. (Al-Furqan: 63)

That is, they uttered a statement that makes peace with him, either 
by saying for example: “JazakAllahu Khayran (meaning: may Allah 
reward you abundantly), turn away from this, please rest the issue 
and similar things.”

He, Honored and Glorious is He, said:

“Show forgiveness, enjoin what is good, and turn away from the 
foolish (that is, don’t punish them).” (Al-Araf: 199)

“Show forgiveness”: That is, what may be overlooked which is some 
the trivial things people do, do not hope that the people should be 
perfect in their dealings with you. People are not as you desire, so bear 
with them regarding whatever is pardonable and trivial. As for the 
hard ones, He -  the Exalted -  said regarding them,

“Enjoin what is good and turn away from the 
foolish.” (Al-Araf: 199)
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When the ignorant one abuses you, or defames you or the like, turn 
away from him, for indeed, this is better and beneficial.

Hadeeth 797
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Abu Hurairah 4« reported: Messenger of Allah M said to a man 
who was performing Salat while his lower garment was trailing, 
“Go and perform your Wudu’ again.” That man went and 
came back having performed it. The Messenger of Allah M said 
(again), “Go and perform your Wudu’ .” Someone present said 
to Messenger of Allah M: “O Messenger o f Allah! You ask him to 
perform his Wudu’ and then you kept silent (without saying the 
reason for it).” He (M) said, “He performed Salat while his lower 
garment was below his ankels. Allah does not accept the Salat of 
a man who trails his lower garment.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Commentary
In the preceding hadeeths, the Prophet explained that whoever 

trails his garment arrogantly, Allah will not look at him, He will not 
speak to him on the Day of Resurrection, He will not purify him, and 
a severe torment awaits him. He also explained that whatever falls 
below the ankle will be in the Hell. He explained further that this is
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amongst the great sins. He also explained that it is not permissible for 
a man to wear clothes falling below the ankle.

As for what stays on the ankle, there is no blame in that; likewise 
what stays at the middle of the shin. Whatever is between the middle 
of the shin to the ankle of all kinds of clothings is permitted.

The individual is at liberty and free to wear lower garments or 
trousers or shirts or wrapper whose length is between these two 
(limits). As for what goes beyond the ankle, this is unlawful in all 
situations, and is certainly one of the great sins.

The opinions of the scholars differ, may Allah shower blessings 
upon them, regarding when a man prays while trailing his trouser; 
that is, his cloth or trouser or lower garments or wrapper with which 
he covers himself has dropped (beyond the ankle). The people of 
knowledge differ over this; is his Prayer valid or not valid? Some 
amongst the scholars hold that his Prayer is not correct, because he 
has dressed in a forbidden clothe, whereas Allah, the Glorified and 
Exalted, only made permissible for us to wear clothes He has made 
lawful. Verily, His saying:

“O children o f Adam! Take your adornment (by wearing your 
clean clothes), while praying and going round (the Tawafof) the 
Ka’bah.. ”(Al-Araf: 3 1)

That is your cloth; He intended thereby that which He has made 
permissible for us and what He has made lawful for us. As for what 
He has forbidden for us, we are not commanded to wear that; rather, 
we are prohibited therefrom.

Also, those who opined that Allah will not accept his Prayer when 
he trails his garment, buttressed their opinion with this hadeeth the 
author reported from Aboo Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased with 
him) wherein the Prophet M saw a man trailing has garment and said 
to him, “Go and perform ablution.” He went and performed ablution, 
returned, and he H said (again), “Go and perform ablution.”
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A man then asked the Prophet $g saying, “O Messenger of Allah! 
What happened that you ordered him to perform ablution?” He 
said: “He prayed while trailing his trouser, and indeed Allah does 
not accept the Prayer of the one who trials his garment.” This is 
clear text that Allah does not accept the Prayer of the one trailing his 
cloth. That is, his Prayer becomes nullified, and it becomes binding 
upon him to repeat it.

The author said, “Reported by Aboo Daawood with an authentic 
chain on the conditions of Muslim”, but this is disputable because the 
hadeeth is Weak. It is not authentically reported from the Prophet 
St. Hence what is correct of the statements of the scholars is that the 
Prayer of the one who trails his garment is valid and correct, but he 
is a sinner. The same applies to one who wears a forbidden cloth, like 
a cloth a man stole and observed the Prayer in, or cloth containing 
pictures; such as a cross, or animate objects. All of these are forbidden 
to be worn during and outside the Prayers. If a man prays in the 
dresses like this, the Prayer is valid but he sins for wearing it.

This is the weightier opinion on this issue, because the prohibition 
here is not specific to the Prayer. Wearing a forbidden cloth is generally 
unlawful, whether during the Prayer and outside it. So it should not 
be restricted to it; and hence, wearing it would not nullify it. This is 
the principle taken by majority of the scholars (may Allah have mercy 
on them) and it is the correct view.

Were this hadeeth authentic, it would have been decisive on this 
issue, but it is Weak. Those who graded it Weak said, “The Prayer of 
the one who trails his garment is valid.” Those who authenticate the 
hadith hold that, “The Prayer of the one who trails his garment is 
not correct.” Whatever be the case, it is obligatory that the individual 
has conscious fear of Allah, Honored and Glorious and not take His 
blessings as means to earn His anger, and Allah’s refuge is sought.

Whoever comes to Allah with disobedience and it is said to 
him: “the cloth that goes below the ankle is prohibited and a great 
sin”, but he shows carelessness regarding it, such an individual 
employs the favor of Allah to disobey Allah. We beseech Allah for
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us and for you, safety.

Hadeeth 798
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Quis bin Bishr At-Taghlibi reported that his father, who attended 
the company of Abud-Darda 4fe told him: There was a man in

G f j
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Damascus who was a Companion of the Messenger of Allah St.
He was called Ibn Al-Hanzaliyyah. He was a lonesome person 
and would rarely spend some time in the company of people.
He would spend most of his time in performing Salat and when 
he finished, he would engage himself in Tasbih (Subhan-Allah) 
and Takbir (Allahu Akbar ), till he would go home. He passed 
by us one day when we were sitting with Abud-Darda’ 4&. The 
latter said to him: “Tell us something which will benefit for us 
and will not harm you.” He said: “Messenger of Allah M sent 
a detachment. When they returned, one of them came to the 
assemblage in which Messenger of Allah it  was present and said 
to his neighbour during the conversation: ‘I  wish you had seen us 
when we encountered the enemy. So-and-so (a believer) took up 
his spear, struck and said: Take this from me and I  am the Ghifari 
boy. Now what do you think of this?’ The neighbour said: 7  think 
that he lost his reward because of boasting.’ He said: 7  see no 
harm in it.’ They began to exchange arguments till Messenger of 
Allah it  heard them and said, ‘Subhan-Allah (Allah is free from  
every imperfection). He would be rewarded (in the Hereafter) 
and praised (in this world)’. I  noticed that Abud-Darda 4* felt 
a great pleasure at this remark and, raising his head began to 
repeat: “Have you heard Messenger of Allah it  say this!” Ibn Al- 
Hanzaliyyah 4* continued responding till I asked Abud-Darda 4e 
not to annoy him.

Commentary
As for the hadeeth which he mentioned last, in it is a story of 

Ibn Hanzaliyyah - may Allah be pleased with him. He was a man 
that loved loneliness. He would only always engage in Prayers and 
remembrance of Allah, and then the affairs of his family. He never 
liked that that his time passes away in vain with people in empty talks 
and non-beneficial discussions. He regularly observed the Prayers, 
gives remembrance of Allah and stays with his family.
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He passed one day by Aboo Ad-Darda - may Allah be pleased with 

him - while he was seated with his companions. Aboo Ad-Darda said 
to him - may Allah be pleased with him: “ (Tell us) a word that benefits 
us and does not harm you.” That is, give us a word or tell us a word that 
benefits us and does not harm you. And Ibn Hanzaliyyah mentioned 
that the Prophet H sent forth a brigade, it went and returned. They 
returned to the Prophet H and one of them sat in the place where the 
Prophet St used to sit.

He started talking about the brigade and what it did. He mentioned 
a man who when throwing his spear would say, “Take this and I am a 
boy from the Ghifar tribe”, boasting thereby. In war, there is no blame 
that a man blusters before the enemy. This is why it is permissible 
for the individual to walk proudly and be arrogant in his gait, put 
feathers on his turban or any other similar thing when meeting the 
enemy. Because this will infuriate the enemy, and for everything that 
angers the non-Muslims there is reward for you in it with Allah. Even 
a statement that angers the enemy and humiliates him carries honor 
and reward for you with Allah, the Honored and Glorious.

This boy from Ghifar tribe was boasting and saying: “Take this”, that 
is, take this spear and I am a boy from the Ghifar tribe. One of those 
present cautioned that, “His reward is nullified”, because he boasted.

This is correct, that Allah does not love every arrogant boaster 
except during war. Someone else that, “There is no problem with that”, 
and it became an issue between them. The Prophet M came out while 
they were arguing and said, “Glory be to Allah.” That is, absolving 
Allah, Honored and Glorious, of every deficiency and imperfection. 
This is because Allah, the Exalted, is absolutely perfect in all His 
Attributes. There is no deficiency in His Knowledge, and there is no 
deficiency in His Power, there is no deficiency in His Wisdom, there 
is no deficiency in His Honor. Every Attribute of His, Honored and 
Glorious is He, is perfect from all angles.

“Allah does not love prideful arrogant boaster.”
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He said, “Subhanallah (Glorious is Allah).” That is, how do you 
argue over this? “He would be rewarded and praised.” That is, Allah 
will combine for him the religious benefits and that of this world. He 
would be praised because he is a brave man, a good marksman, and he 
will be rewarded with Allah. There is no problem with this.

Aamir bin Al-Akwa' - may Allah be pleased with him - whenever he 
met a people (in battle) during the days of the Messenger M would say:

Take it and I am the son of Al-Akwa

And today is a day of nursing.

There is no blame that a man boasts during a battle about himself 
and his strength, and family and so on.

Ibn Hanzaliyyah passed by Aboo Ad-Darda another day, and Aboo 
Ad-Darda (may Allah be pleased with them both) said to him: “ (Tell 
us) a word that will benefit us and will not harm you.” That is, teach 
us a word that can benefit us and will not harm you. So, he informed 
him that the Prophet M said: “The one who spends on a horse is like 
one who extends his hand in charity and does not withhold it.” This 
is because, a horse at that time was a ride which was mounted for 
Jihad in the path of Allah, so, the one who spends on it is like one 
who extends his hand for charity and does not withhold it. Therefore 
spending on a horse will be an act of charity because it is used in Jihad 
in the path of Allah.

He then passed by him once more and he asked him, “A word that 
benefit us and will not harm you.” He informed him that the Prophet 
M praised a man except that he said, “If not for his long hair and the 
trailing of his lower garment (beyond the ankle).”

That is, there was something of pride in him. This man had 
allowed his hair grow so long and made his clothes trail. The man was 
informed of this and he trimmed his hair until it reached his shoulder 
and reduced the length of his cloth.

This contains evidence that a mans having his hairs extensive is 
tantamount to pride, and that the hair of a man should not grow 
beyond his shoulders or ear lobe or the like. This is because it is the
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woman who should beautify the hairs. In this is an indication, that for 
men, it is not permissible for them to imitate the women in their hair 
(styles) or in anything else, because the Prophet % cursed the men 
who imitate women and women who imitate men.(l)

Allah, the Glorified and Exalted, made the male a gender and 
female a gender and He made permissible for each of them, that 
which is appropriate for it. It is not permissible that men be made 
similar to women. I do not know any one amongst the Muslims that 
had made women and men same in everything. But the disbelievers 
reversed things and Allah reversed their nature, they place the women 
first. They say it is a must that we make the woman associate with 
a man such that there is no difference (between them). No doubt, 
this contradicts the nature upon which Allah placed creation and 
contradicts the Sharee'ah which the Prophet came with. Women have 
their peculiarities, and men have theirs.

Then the man was informed of this and he cut short his (long) hair. 
This contains evidence that the companions (may Allah be pleased 
with them) obeyed the orders of the Prophet M and took guidance 
from him. They would hasten to whatever he said. This is a proof of 
Iman (Faith). As for the one who is sluggish at carrying out the orders 
of Allah and His Messenger, there is in him some likeness to the 
hypocrites; those who when they stand for the Prayers, they are lazy. 
You find him, for example, being informed about the ruling of Allah 
and His Messenger on an issue, he tarries and feels heavy as though a 
rock were placed on his head, and Allah’s refuge is sought.

Then he goes to every scholar hoping to get a concession despite 
the fact that the scholars say: “Seeking concession is an act of iniquity” 
- and Allah’s refuge is sought -. The one who goes about seeking 
concessions is sinful. Some of them even say: “The one who seeks for 
concessions may become deviant, i.e., becoming a heretic.

It is mandatory upon the individual that when an order of Allah and

i  Reported by At-Tirmidhi in Book of Etiquettes, Chapter about What has been 
Reported Regarding Men who Imitate Women, no.2784, Aboo Dawood in Book 
of Clothing, Chapter on the Clothes of women, no.4097 and Ibn Majah in Book of 
Marriage, Chapter on Men who Act like Women, no.1904
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His Messenger reaches him through someone whose knowledge and 
religion he trusts, he should not doubt. I say (trusted) in his knowledge 
and his religion, because there is among mankind those who would 
be very religious and righteous but have no knowledge. You find him 
memorizing a hadeeth from the hadeeths of the Messenger M, then he 
stands to talk to people as though he is one of the (four) Imams. For 
this person, it is necessary to be wary of his verdicts because he will 
make a lot of mistakes due to his little knowledge.

And there is amongst people, one who has extensive knowledge but 
he has desires, and Allah’s refuge is sought. He gives verdict to people 
according to what people are pleased with, not according to what is 
pleasing to Allah. This is type of person is known as: “Scholar of the 
Ummah”. There are three categories of scholars: Scholar of the Path, 
Scholar of the State and scholar of the Ummah.

As for the scholar of the path: He is the one who spreads the 
religion of Islam, he gives verdicts about Islam based on knowledge, 
he does not care whether that which the Sharee'ah points to concurs 
with the desire of people or not.

As for the scholar of the state: He is the one who looks at what the 
state wants and gives verdicts based on the wishes of the state, even if 
it involves changing the Book of Allah and Sunnah of his Messenger.

As for the scholar of the Ummah: He looks at what pleases the 
people; when he sees people on something, he gives his verdict 
based on what pleases them. He then strives to twist the texts of the 
Qur’an and Sunnah, so as to make them suitable to the desires of the 
people. We ask Allah to count us among the scholars of the path and 
those who work by it.

Summarily, it is mandatory on the individual, that he should not 
be deceived by his (this scholar of the Ummah’s) religion nor duped 
fooled; rather, he should be calm till he finds one whom he trusts with 
his knowledge and religion and then take his religion from him. And as 
one of the early Muslims said: “This knowledge is Religion, be careful 
from whom you take your religion.” This is because this knowledge is 
the Religion and a path to Allah, Honored and Glorious is He.
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Then those who are engrossed with the disbelievers and their 
culture - and Allah’s refuge is sought you find them imitating the 
disbelievers in their mode of dressing. When the magazine they refer 
to as “Al-Bardah” and others arrive, they hastily got it and brought 
it to their families saying: “Look at these garments.” You find in it, 
morally depraved pictures and dresses that contradict the Sharee'ah. 
And the women due to their short sightedness and deficiency in 
understanding and religion, when she sees something that amazes 
her, her desires become inclined towards it and then she tells her 
husband, “I want something like this.”

Thus, Muslim folks begin to appear in the raiments of the 
disbelieving people - and the refuge is with Allah. This is grave! Verily; 
“Whoever imitates a people is one of them ”(l)

And amongst these, is what the women do with their heads; women 
in the not too distant past, would rejoice when her hair is long. 
Likewise, the suitor, when he proposes to a woman, he would ask 
about her hair, whether it is long or short? But now, the reverse is the 
case; a woman would shorten her hair till it is close to (the length of) 
the hair of a man or something near that. We ask Allah for well-being.

Thereafter, they started imitating people using what is called Al- 
Khanfasah (wigs); you find a woman shortening the back of her 
head and the rest is left short and styled. All of these are as a result of 
heedlessness from the men and neglect of the obligatory act and the 
duty of monitoring the affairs (of women). When you see members 
of your family falling short of the obligatory duty to Allah, Honored 
and Glorious, order them to it. When you see them contradicting the 
Sharee'ah in any matter, enjoin them to that in the Sharee'ah, because 
you’ll be questioned. The One Who has given you this responsibility 
and this authority over your family is the Messenger U: “The man is a 
shepherd upon his family and will be questioned about his flock.” (2)

1 Reported by Aboo Daawood in Book o f Clothing, Chapter about Fashionable 
Clothes, no. 4031

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Marriage, Chapter on Save your Souls and 
Your Families from the Fire, no.5188 and Reported by Muslim in Book of Leader
ship, Chapter on the Virtue of a Just Imam and the Punishment of a Tyrant One..., 
no.1829
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A man is a Shepherd over his household and he will be questioned 
about his subjects. He did not say: “a shepherd,” and then keep quiet. 
If that was the case, the matter would have been easy, but he said: 
“and he will be questioned about his subjects.” Think about what will 
be your response, when you stand on the Day of Resurrection before 
Allah, honored and Glorious. It is incumbent upon us to these affairs, 
before we are swept away by a sliding flood which spares not, nor 
does it leave (anything behind) - and Allah’s refuge is sought - then 
our habits and conditions become like the situations of the Christians.

Thereafter, he mentioned the rest of the hadeeth wherein the 
Prophet M guided them to (the fact that) a man should appear in a 
pleasing condition; he said: “You are coming to your brothers” that 
is, make good your state and make good your dress, because this is 
part of goodness. We have discussed that the traveler’s cloth would 
be shabby, and his hair disheveled, and he would be dusty. The matter 
today is different; you travel - and praise be to Allah - in airplanes, 
neat and pleasurable, there is nothing (of filth) in it.

But in the past, the situation was contrary, so, he ordered them to 
make good their look; that is, disheveled hair should be combed and 
made good. Likewise, one should cleanse himself and wear clothes 
other than that for journey, so that you do not meet people and they 
begin to feel disgusted.

This, is an indication that one should be observe these affairs and 
should not be heedless regarding; your dress should be beautiful.

When the Prophet M said: “He will not enter Paradise whoever 
has in his heart, a mustard seed weight of pride.” They said: “O 
Messenger of Allah, each one o f us loves that his doth be good and 
his shoe be nice.” He M said: “Indeed Allah is beautiful and He loves 
beauty.” That is, He loves being good-looking. So let your clothes be 
good, and your sandals be nice and make your appearance pleasant.

“ Indeed Allah is beautiful, He loves beauty, pride is denying the 
truth and looking down on people,” *

i  Reported by Muslim in Book of Imam, Chapter on the Prohibition of Pride and its
Explanation, no. 91
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Denying the truth means rejecting it; that is, the individual is 
arrogant towards the truth. When it is said, “This is truth,” he turns 
away therefrom -  and the refuge is with Allah.

“Looking down upon people” means, belittling and disdaining 
them and considering them insignificant; a man once said to his son: 
“O my son, how do you perceive people?” He said: “I view them as 
kings.” He said: “They see you like that too.” Another man said to his 
son: “How do you view people?” He said: “I do not consider them 
significant.” He said: “They see you like that as well.” That is, if you view 
people as kings, they will treat you as a king, but when you view them 
insignificant, you will not be significant to them. People view you in 
the way you view them, and Allah is the Guide to that which is correct.

Abu Said  Al-Khudri reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “The 
lower garment of a believer should be halfway below the knees. 
He is guilty of no sin if  they are up to the ankles. That which is 
below the ankles is in the Fire (of Hell). Allah will not look at one 
who allows his lower garment to trail out of vanity. [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 799

Hadeeth 800
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Ibn ‘Umar reported: My lower garment was trailing as I  
passed by Messenger of Allah M so he said, “Raise your lower 
garment, Abdullah.” I  lifted it up and he told me to raise it higher. 
I  complied with his orders and as I was still trying to find the best 
place (for it), one of the people asked where it should reach and he 
M replied, “Halfway down the knees.” [Muslim]

Ibn ‘Umar 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “On the Day 
of Resurrection, Allah will not look at the one who trails his lower 
garment out of arrogance.” Umm Salamah 4® asked: “What should 
women do with the hem of their clothes?” He M said, “They might 
lower them a hands span.” She said: “But their feet would still 
remain exposed.” He said, “Let them lower those equal to arms 
length but not more than that” [ Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 801



Commentary
These three hadeeths were collected by the great scholar of hadith, 

An-Nawawee - may Allah shower blessings on him - in Riyaadus 
Saaliheen regarding the etiquettes of dressing. The hadeeth of 
Aboo Sa’eed Al-Khudri - may Allah be pleased with him - that the 
Prophet ft said, “The lower garments of the Muslim is to the middle 
of the shin, and there is no sin,” or he that: “there is no blame 
concerning that between it and the ankle. Whatever goes beyond 
the ankle is in the Hell, whoever drags his garment arrogantly, Allah 
will not look at him.’

The Prophet M categorized the length of garment into four classes:

The first division: that in line with the Sunnah -  which is 
to the middle of shin.

The second division: the concession -  that which goes down 
between the middle of the shin to the ankle.

The third division: A major sin - What goes down below the two 
ankles but is devoid of arrogance.

The forth division: Whoever trails his garment arrogantly or out of 
pride. This is more severe than the class preceding this.

So, these are four divisions; a division that is from the Sunnah, a 
concession, that which is forbidden and in fact amongst the Major 
sins - but not like the one after it -, and the fourth division, the 
one who trails his garment out of pride, verily, Allah, the Exalted 
will not look at him.

This contains evidence that whoever trails his clothings; whether 
the lower garments or shirts or trousers or wrapper below his ankles, 
has committed one of the Major sins whether that was done out of 
arrogance or not, because the Prophet M in this hadeeth differentiated 
between what was done out of arrogance and that which is not. As for 
the one who trails it out of arrogance, Allah will not look at him on 
the Day of Resurrection.

When we interpret this hadeeth while keeping in view the hadeeth 
of Aboo Dharr mentioned earlier that: “Allah will not look at him nor 
speak to him nor will he purify him and for him is a severe torment.”

,--------------------------------------------------■ fAa/'A 'AAtî acu/y
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As for whatever drops below the ankle, the individual will only 
be punished with the Fire but will not share in the four forms of 
punishments that, “that Allah will not speak to him, will not look at 
him, will not purify him and for him is a severe torment.”

He then mentioned the hadeeth of Ibn Umar - may Allah be 
pleased with him - that the Prophet It ordered him to raise his 
lower garment and he raised it. He it said: “more”, then the he 
said: “more”, until a man asked, “to where O Messenger o f Allah?” 
He answered, “ To the middle o f the shin.” That is, the increment 
upward should not exceed the mid-shin. However, anywhere 
between the mid-shin to the ankle is permissible. But if  it is raised 
to the middle of the shin this is the best.

As for the hadeeth of Umm Salamah (may Allah be pleased with 
her) that the Prophet f§ permitted the women to allow their garments 
go down; that is, to lower it by a hand span. She remarked, “Then, 
their feet will be exposed.” And he it said: “Then (lower it) by an 
arm’s length, and do not have it go below that.” The foot of a woman 
is an 'Awra (i.e., areas that must remain covered). When it is exposed 
to people and they see it, that may cause temptation, but when her 
clothes extend downward and she walks, her feet will be covered.

This contains evidence for the obligation of covering the face 
bearing in mind the obligation to cover the leg since the temptations 
it may cause are lesser than those of the face. Hence, covering the face 
is more deserving. It is not possible that the Sharee'ah sent down from 
the All-Wise, the Aware, would order women to cover their feet and 
expose their faces, because this would be a contradiction.

In fact that would imply ruling regarding a thing and shielding 
the same ruling from something more deserving of it. This is not 
conceivable in the just and balanced legal codes of Islam. So, the 
scholars who hold that it is mandatory for the woman to cover her 
feet but not the face are erring. This is never possible; the correct 
opinion without to us undoubtedly, is that it is not permissible for the 
woman to expose her face, except to her husband or her male relatives 
permanently prohibited to marry her.

Allah alone guides to correctness.
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Chapter 120 

Hadeeth 802

Muadh bin Anas 4* reported: Messenger of Allah $g said, 
“Whoever gives up wearing elegant and expensive garments out 
of humbleness, when he can do so, Allah will call him on the Day 
of Resurrection and before all the creations, He will give him the 
choice to wear whichever garment of Iman he would like to wear.” 
[ At-Tirmidhi ]

Amr bin Shuaib on the authority of his father and grandfather 
reported: Messenger o f Allah M said, “Allah loves to see the sign of 
His Bounties on his slave.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

CHAPTER 121 

Hadeeth 803
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Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him - placed these 

two chapters in the Book of Dressing: the chapter on the Desirability 
of Avoiding Lofty Dresses Out of Humility to Allah - Honored and 
Glorious is He and the second concerns Moderation in Dressing.

As for the first, it is reported on the authority of Mu’adh bin Anas 
- may Allah be pleased with him - the Prophet it  said: “Whoever 
abandons dressing,” that is, “beautifully good dressing out o f humility 
to Allah the Mighty, while he can afford it, Allah will invite him on 
the Day of Resurrection above all creatures until he is given the 
choice from whichever of the adornments of faith he prefers to wear.”

This means that, when a man is amongst the middle class, who 
cannot afford lofty dresses, and he is humble, wearing the like of the 
garments they wear, not to break their hearts and scorn them, then 
he will earn this great reward. However, when he is amongst a people 
Allah has showered His blessings upon, and they wear lofty garments 
which are not haram (forbidden), it is preferred that he dresses like 
them because Allah is Beautiful and He loves beauty.

Undoubtedly, when one is amongst the high class, who dress 
handsomely while he dresses less than their standard, then this is 
considered dressing for fame. One should observe to see what the 
condition demands, if avoiding expensive dress implies modesty 
towards Allah and being balanced when compared to those around 
him amongst people, then indeed, he gets this great reward. But when 
he is among people Allah has enriched, who wear lofty dresses, he 
should dress as they do.

Then, the author - may Allah shower blessings on him - mentioned 
moderation in the matters of dressing; that one should be moderate in 
all his affairs: in his dressing, his feeding, his drinking, but he should 
not deny the favors (of Allah), because Allah loves to see the signs of 
His favors on His slaves. When He has bestowed a favor on His slave,
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He loves to see the signs of this favor on him.

If it (the favor) is wealth, He, Glorified and Exalted, loves to see the 
signs of this wealth on whomever He has blessed with it, regarding 
spending in charity, contributing to kind gestures, wearing beautiful 
clothes that befit him and so on.

When Allah bestows on His slave knowledge, He loves to see 
the traces of this favor on him with regards to acting based on this 
knowledge in his worship and good interaction with people, spreading 
the Da’wah, and teaching people and so on.

Whenever Allah bestows upon you any favor, let Allah, the 
most High, see the signs of this favor on you, for this is a sign of 
gratitude for the blessing.

As for the one Allah has given wealth, and acts like the one who 
is not so favored; he appears to people in tattered clothes as if he is 
the poorest of the servants of Allah, such a person in the true sense 
has denied Allah’s favor on him. How will Allah bestow wealth and 
goodness upon you, and then you appear to people in clothes like 
those of the pauper or even worse. Similarly, Allah bestows on you 
wealth and then you withhold it and do not spend it, neither on what 
Allah has made obligatory upon you nor on what He recommended 
to you to spend upon. Allah bestows upon you knowledge and no sign 
of this knowledge is perceivable on you; not by any increased acts of 
worship or humility or good dealings, nor by teaching the people and 
spreading knowledge.

All of these are ways of hiding the favor Allah has bestowed on his 
slave. It is necessary for the individual that whenever Allah bestows 
on him favors, he should manifest the signs of that favor, so that he 
does not become a person who denies Allah’s favors.

Allah alone grants success.



Chapter 122 

Hadeeth 804
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‘Umar bin Al-Khattab 4e reported: Messenger of Allah it  said, “Do 
not wear silk (clothes). For whoever wears (them) in this life will 
be deprived of them in the Hereafter.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 805
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‘Umar bin Al-Khattab 4 ® reported: I  heard Messenger of Allah H 
saying, “Silk (clothes) are worn only by him who has no share in 
the Hereafter.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 806
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Anas reported: Messenger o f Allah M said, “He who wears silk 
clothes in this life shall not wear them in the Hereafter.” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]
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Hadeeth 807
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Ali 4e reported: I  saw Messenger of Allah M holding a piece 
of gold in his left hand and a silk (cloth) in his right hand. 
Then he said, “These two are forbidden for the males of my 
Ummah.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 808
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Abu Musa Al-Ash'ari 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M said, 
“Wearing of silk and gold has been made unlawful for males and 
lawful for the females of my Ummah .”

Hadeeth 809
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Hudhaifah reported: The Prophet H prohibited us from eating
or drinking in gold or silver utensils and from wearing silk and
brocade, or sitting on (anything made from) them. [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
An-Nawawee said - may Allah shower blessings on him - in the 

Book, Riyaadus Saaliheen, in the Book of Dressing: “Chapter on the 
Prohibition of Wearing Silk for Males, Lying on it or Reclining on It.”

These three issues: wearing silk, lying down and reclining on it.

The author was categorical that these are forbidden on men based 
on the narrations he cited on the authority of Umar bin Khattab, 
Alee bin Abee Talib, Anas bin Malik, Abee Musa Al-Ash’ari and 
Hudhayfah bin Al-Yaman - may Allah be pleased with them. All 
these point to the prohibition of wearing gold, and on prohibition of 
wearing silk for the men.

In the Hadeeth of Umar bin Al-Khattab - may Allah be pleased 
with him -, it says whoever wears it in this world will not wear it in 
the hereafter. That is, if a man wears silk in the world, he will certainly 
not wear it in the Hereafter. This is a threat which points to (the fact) 
that, wearing silk clothes by men is one of the great sins, because 
there is a threat (of punishment) regarding it in the hereafter. The 
people of knowledge view that every sin for which there is a threat (of 
punishment) in the Hereafter is one of the Major sins.

Irrespective of whether a shirt or trouser or fanilah or gutrah or 
white cotton skull cap or other things that people wear (is made of the 
silk). All of these are forbidden for men; it is not permissible for men 
to wear anything of silk, be it little or much.

In the hadeeth of Alee - may Allah be pleased with him, the Prophet 
M took a piece of gold and some silk in his hand and said: “These 
two are unlawful for the males of this Ummah,” but are permissible 
for the females. The wisdom in this is that, a woman would need to
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beautify (herself) before her husband. So, gold and silk were made 
permissible for her. As for the males, he may not need beautification. 
For this reason, it is forbidden for him to wear gold and silk.

In the hadeeth of Umar bin Al-Khattab - may Allah be pleased 
with him -, it says: “Silk is worn only by those who have no portion.” 
That is, one who has no share in the Hereafter. Hence, some scholars 
opine that when a man wears silk in this world, he will not enter the 
Paradise - And Allah’s refuge is sought.

He said also: “One who wears it in this world will not wear it in 
the hereafter.” This means that he will not enter Paradise. But some 
others amongst the scholars say: “He will enter it, but he will not 
be opportune to wear silk dress even though silk will be among the 
clothings of the people of Paradise.” He will only wear something 
else and this is if he does not repent (before he dies). However, if he 
repents from his sins, then Allah forgives the individual who repents 
from his sin as He the Exalted said:

“Say: ‘O My slaves, who have wronged their souls, they should not 
despair o f Allah’s mercy, indeed Allah forgives all sins’”

This relates to natural silk obtained from the silkworm. As for 
artificial silk, this is not forbidden. But it is not proper for a male to 
wear it due to its soft, flowing nature and the fact that it brings down 
the basically tough countenance of a man. He should wear clothes 
which portray masculinity and not tenderness.

There is a benefit in our saying that the artificial silk is not forbidden. 
That is, if the individual wears a white cotton skull cap made of 
artificial silk or a trouser that is concealed; there is no problem in this. 
But for shirts and gutrah, it is not befitting even though it is lawful. 
It is not befitting for a man to dress in it due to its flowing nature 
and the fact that it sticks close to the body. Also, the ignorant one 
might think, when he sees it, that it is natural silk. So, he thinks that
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is acceptable for men and then he may begin to imitate him. Being 
cautious is better for mankind.

Likewise gold, it is unlawful for men but lawful for women because 
they need to beautify themselves for their husbands. As for gold 
rings, it is unlawful for men without doubt, but as for the woman, 
if it is associated with some belief, like her believing that, it endears 
(magically) a woman to her husband; then, it is haram. However, if it 
is not associated with any belief, then it is just a ring.

And Allah knows best.

Chapter 123 

Hadeeth 810
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Anas 4b  reported: Messenger of Allah f t  permitted Zubair and 
Abdur-Rahman bin A uf 4= to wear silk because they were 
suffering from an itch. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Chapter 123 
Hadeeth 811
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Muawiyah 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “Do not ride 
on saddles made from silk or leopard’s skin.” [Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 812
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Abul-Malih on the authority of his father reported: Messenger of 
Allah J i  prohibited the use of the skins of wild animals. [ Abu 
D awud, At-Tirmidhi and An-Nasai]

Chapter 125 

Hadeeth 813
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Abw Sa‘id Al-Khudri 4® reported: When Messenger of Allah M 
wore a new garment, he would name it. For instance, a turban or
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shirt or cloak and would supplicate: “Allahumma lakal-hamdu, 
Anta kasautanihi, asaluka khairahu wa khaira ma sunia lahu, 
wa audhu bika min sharrihi wa sharri ma suni'a lahu (O Allah, 
all the praise is for You that You have given it to me to put on. I  ask 
You its goodness and the goodness of the purpose for which it was 
made, and I  seek Your Protection from its evil and the evil of the 
purpose for which it was made).” [ Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
These chapters which the author mentioned are the last chapters of 

the book of Dressing in the Book, Riyaadus Saaliheen.

The First Chapter: The Permissibility of Wearing Silk for the One 
Suffering from Itch.

It has preceded that the Prophet J J  forbade men from wearing silk 
and he said: “Silk is worn only by those who have no share (in the 
hereafter).’ Similarly, he said: “Whoever wears it in the world will not 
wear it in the hereafter.” However, when a need calls for it, there is 
no problem such as when a man has itch, which is an allergy and he 
needs to wear silk. He should wear it very close to the skin, because 
the silk is tender, soft and cool; something appropriate for itch. It 
helps in healing it. For this reason, the Prophet JJ permitted Abdur- 
Rahman bin Auf and Zubayr - may Allah be pleased with them - to 
wear silk due to itch they had.

Also, when silk is the length of four fingers or less; that is, its 
width is four fingers and less; there is no problem with this because 
the Prophet M made a concession for this. For example, if a person 
has a Jubbah (long outer garment open in front with wide sleeves) 
with its opening having some thread of silk or embroidery of silk, not 
exceeding four fingers, there is no blame in this.

Likewise, if the cloth is a mixture of silk and cotton or of silk and 
wool and the wool or cotton is greater, that is, more than the silk, then 
there is no problem. These are the three issues:
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The fourth issue: When it is in war, that is, when two rows meet in 
battle; between the Muslims and the Kuffar, there is no blame that one 
puts on silk, because that will infuriate the Kuffar and everything that 
infuriates the Kuffar is desirable.

These four things are exempted:

The first: When it is due to a need like itching, and it should 
be worn next to the skin (i.e with another garment over it). The 
wisdom in this is clear.

The second: When it is four fingers and less.

The third: When it is mixed up and the larger obvious 
part is other than silk.

The fourth: In war, in order to infuriate the Kuffar.

In these four situations, there is no problem in wearing silk.

As for the second chapter: ‘It is wearing the skin of leopard.’

The leopard is an animal that is well known. It is not permissible 
for one to wear a pelt from the skin of the panther. So also, it is not 
permissible to wear a pelt from the skin of animals of prey since 
another hadeeth alludes to. This is because the skins of animals of 
prey are Najasah (filth). Every animal of prey is Najasah (filth). The 
filthiest thereof is the dog, because the impurity of dog is really strong; 
nothing suffices it (of purification) except washing seven times, one 
of it with sand. As for what is other than it of animals of prey, they are 
filth, but their filth is not as strong (that is, as that of the dog).

Whatever the situation, the skin of the wolf, leopard and any 
other skins which are haram, like the skin of the lion for example, 
they are forbidden to wear. So also is lying on it because the Prophet 
M forbade this. Therefore, if you made it into a seat, to be sat upon, 
this would be unlawful.

As for the skin of the sheep, and the skin of those animals which 
slaughtering makes permissible (to eat), there is no problem for one 
to make it a mat. There also is no sin if it is worn because it is pure. 
Anything which is pure, there is no problem in using it.
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As for the third chapter: It is about what one says when 
he wears a new cloth.

There is no doubt that one cannot bring to his soul benefit nor harm, 
except what Allah wills. There is no doubt that what we eat, drink and 
wear is from the favor of Allah, the Honored and Glorious is He, and 
that He is the One Who created it for us. Had Allah not made it easy, 
it would not have been easy to obtain. If Allah, the most High willed, 
money would have vanished from our hands and we would not be able 
to achieve anything. If Allah willed, He would make money present 
with us but we would not find anything to eat or wear or drink:

“Say (O Muhammad M) Tell me! I f  (all) your water were to sink
away, who then can supply you with flowing (spring) water?

Everything with us of blessing is from Allah and amongst this is 
clothing. If Allah favors you with a new cloth, shirt or trouser or cloak 
or gutrah, or fanilah and you wear it, say: ‘O Allah, praise be to You, 
You have clothed me with it,’ and you mention it by its name, for 
example: ‘O Allah, praise be to You, You have clothed me this shirt, 
You have clothed me this trouser, You have clothed me this gatrah, 
You have clothed me this cap, You have clothed me this wrapper, 
You have clothed me this fanilah and so on.’ Whatever you wear and 
is new, praise Allah for it and say: ‘O Allah, praise be to You have 
clothed me this, I ask You for its good and goodness for which it has 
been made, and I seek your protection from its evil and the evil for 
which it has been made.’

This (the cloth) could be a source of evil for you or fire might 
consume its edge and it ignite till it engulfs the entire garment and 
engulf you. There might even be on it poisonous things about which 
you are not aware. It may induce one to pride and tyranny over 
people. Or it could be a source offitnah (tribulation) which is one of 
the worst for of evils and corruption. Such is the like of the dresses 
which some women specialize in making, similar to the dresses of 
western disbelieving women. The most important is that you say: ‘O 
Allah, I seek refuge with You from its evil and the evil for which 
it has been made.’ This is because it has been made and could be a
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means to evil. So, these are four sentence: ‘O Allah, to You is Praise, 
You have clothed me this, I seek refuge with You from its evil and

The book of etiquettes of sleeping 

Chapter 127 

Hadeeth 814

Al-Bara’ bin ‘Azib 4 ® reported: Whenever Messenger of Allah 
U went to bed, he would lie down on his right side and recite: 
“Allahumma aslamtu nafsi ilaika, wa wajjahtu wajhi ilaika, 
wa fawwadtu amri ilaika, wa ’alja’tu zahri ilaika, raghbatan 
wa rahbatan ilaika, la malja’a wa la manja ilia ilaika. Amantu 
bikitabikal-ladhi anzalta, wa nabiyyikal-ladhi arsalta [O Allah! 
I  have submitted myself to You, I  have turned my face to You, 
committed my affairs to You, and depend on You for protection 
out of desire for You and out of fear of You (expecting Your reward 
and fearing Your punishment). There is no refuge and no place of

evil for which it has been made, I ask you of its good and goodness 
for which it has been made.’

Allah alone grants success.

^319 )
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safety from You but with You. I believed in the Book You have 
revealed, and in the Prophet You have sent (i.e., Muhammad 
M).]” [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 815

Al-Bara bin ‘Azib 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M directed 
me thus: “Whenever you go to bed, perform Wudu’ as you do 
for Salat then (before sleeping) recite: ‘O Allah! I  have submitted 
myself to You, I  have turned myself to You, committed my affairs 
to You and sought Your refuge for protection out of desire for 
You and fear of You (expecting Your reward and fearing Your 
punishment). There is no refuge and no place of safety from You 
but with You. I believe in the Book You have revealed and in the 
Prophet (M) You have sent.’” Messenger of Allah it  added: “I f  
anyone recites these words and dies during the night, he will die 
on the true Deen, and if  he remains alive till the morning, he will 
obtain good. And make this supplication your last words (before 
sleeping).” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentions this 
section about the manners of sleeping, sitting and the seated and other 
things one needs in his life in Riyaadus Saaliheen. This shows that this 
book is an all encompassing book which all Muslims are expected to 
read, understand and master.

The author then mentions the etiquettes of sleeping.

Sleep is a sign of Allah, the Mighty, which proves the perfection of 
His Might, Blessing and Wisdom. Allah -  the most High - said:
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“And among His Signs is the sleep that you take by night and by 
day, and your seeking of His Bounty.” (Ar-Rum: 23)

It is a blessing from Allah on His slaves as he takes rest in it after 
tiredness and prepares him for later activities. It thus benefits man in 
the past and in the future. It is also a complement to perfect the worldly 
life, as the world is deficient and is thus supplemented with sleep which 
is for rest. Although, it is also a deficiency from another perspective 
which is in regards to the Sustainer (of all of creation) which is Allah, 
the Honored and Glorious. Verily, Allah - the most High said:

With His Perfect life, He does not need sleep or any other thing. He is 
The Self- Sustaining, The Praise Worthy -  Honored and Glorious is He.

The life of human beings however, is deficient and thus need 
complementing. Of such complement is sleep. Sleeping signifies the 
fact that Allah takes the soul during sleep. However, it is not taken 
completely as would necessitate complete departure (from this world). 
This is why you will see a living person dead in reality, as he can not 
feel things around him, hear a word, see someone nor perceive an 
odor although the soul is not completely out of his body.

Allah - the most High - said:

“It is Allah Who takes away the souls at the time of their 
death.” (Az-Zumar: 42)

This is the ultimate death,

And those that die not during their sleep.’

That is, those whose soul is not taken during sleep.

“Neither slumber, nor sleep overtake Him.”
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‘He keeps those (souls) fo r which He has ordained death’

That is, the first (category).

‘And sends the rest,’

That is, the sleeping soul.

“For a term appointed.”

This is because all things are with Allah, in measures and an 
appointed time. All His actions, Honored and Glorious is He, are with 
ultimate certain wisdom.

This sleep is a sign of Allah - Honored and Glorious is He, It comes 
to a group of people, for example, in their room, terrace or in the 
parks. They will sleep as if they are corpses, feeling nothing and 
Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, will later raise the group. Allah -  
the most High - said:

It is He, Who takes your souls by night (when you are asleep), and 
has knowledge of all that you have done by day, then He raises 
(wakes) you up again that a term appointed (your life period) be 
fulfilled, then in the end unto Him will be your return. Then He 
will inform you what you used to do.” (Al-Anam: 60)

Mankind could also consider another reflection from sleep; that is, 
resurrection after death. This is because the One Who is capable of 
returning souls, such that mankind wakes up for worldly activities, 
is well capable of resurrecting the dead from their graves, as He is 
Able to do all things.

Among the etiquettes of sleeping is to sleep on the right side. This is 
the practice and commandment of the Prophet M. Al-Baraa bin Aazib
- may Allah be pleased with them both - narrated that the Prophet M 
does sleep on his right side. The Prophet M also instructed Al- Baraa
- may Allah be pleased with him - to sleep on his right side. This
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is the preferable thing, whether the Qiblah is at your front or rear, 
at your left or right. Sleeping with the right side is the essence for 
the Prophets command.

Some people are accustomed to sleeping with the left side and 
should they sleep with the right side, they may not be able to sleep. 
Such a person will have to revert himself (to the Sunnah) as the issue 
is not a mild one. It is established in the command and the practice of 
the Prophet St. So, when you sleep on the right side, you will consider 
yourself following the Messenger M as he does sleep on his right side, 
and as an adherent to his commandment in that respect. So, revert 
and struggle against yourself for one or two days or a week until you 
will be able to sleep in adherence to the Prophets Sunnah 'IS.

It also part of Sunnah -  if possible - to place the right palm beneath 
the right cheek. This is established in the Prophets practice -®. If this 
is easy for you, it is preferable and if it is not easy, it is not as emphatic 
as the case is with sleeping on the right side.

Also amongst this (etiquette of sleeping) is to recite the Adkar (word 
of remembrance of Allah) as the Prophet M said and commanded it: 
‘Allahumma aslamtu nafsi ilaika, wa wajahtu wajhi ilaika, wafawadtu 
amri ilaika, wa alja’tu zhari ilaika, raghbatan wa rahbatan ilaika, 
la malja wa la manja minka ilia ilaika, aamantu bi kitabika alladhi 
anzalta, wa nabiyyika alladhi arsalta (meaning: O Allah, I have 
submitted my soul to You, I have turned my face onto You, I have 
committed my affairs to You and depend on You for protection out 
of hope in You and out of fear of You (expecting your reward and 
fearing your punishment). There is no santuary and safe haven from 
You but with You. I believe in the Book You have revealed and in the 
Prophet You have sent (that is, Muhammad It).’ And make it the last 
of what you say, that is, after other adhkar the like of: ‘Allahumma 
bika wada’tu janbi wa bika arfa’uhu, in amsakta nafsi faghfir laha 
warhamha, wa in arsaltaha fahfazhha bima tahfazh bihi ‘ibadaka As- 
Saaliheen -  (meaning: O Allah! With Your Name I lay my side and 
with Your Name I will raise it. If you withhold my soul, forgive it and 
bless it and if you release it, protect it with that which you protect you



righteous slaves with,),(l) and such other statements.

In essence, make this Remembrance of Al-Baraa bin ‘Aazib the 
last thing you say. The Prophet M commanded Al-Baraa to repeat 
this Remembrance to him and he did so saying: ‘wa bi rasulika 
alladhi arsalta (and in your Messenger you have sent).’ The Prophet 
M thereupon said: ‘No! Say: ‘wa nabiyyika alladhi arsalta' (and in 
your Prophet you have sent),’ and do not say: ‘wa bi rasulika alladhi 
arsalta' (and in your Messenger).’

The people of knowledge said: ‘This is because the word ‘Messenger,’ 
is used for both the human Messenger and the angel Messenger. Jibrael 

is the angel Messenger, as Allah -  the most High - said:
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“Verily, this is the Word (this Qur’an brought by) a most 
honorable Messenger [Jibrael (Gabriel), from Allah to the Prophet 
Muhammad (Peace be upon him)]. Owner of power, and high 
rank with (Allah) the Lord of the Throne.” (Takwir: 19, 20)

‘The Prophet,’ only refers to human Prophet. So, when you say: 
‘Your Prophet whom you have sent,’ you are bearing witness to the 
Messengership and Prophethood of the Prophet M- This wording is 
preferable to your statement: ‘and with your Messenger which you 
have sent.’ This is because if you say: ‘and with your Messenger which 
you have sent,’ you could be referring to Jibrael as he is the Messenger 
whom Allah sends to the Prophets with revelation. So say: ‘Your 
Prophet whom you have sent.’

You are thus expected to memorize this Remembrance, say it when 
you lie on your beds and make it the last thing you say in adherence 
to the command, guidance and the Sunnah of the Prophet M- This is 
one of the etiquettes of sleeping.

Out of Allah’s Wisdom and Mercy, you will hardly find a human

■ f'/utr/t (/(uyaadaz-Saa/diieen ------------------------------------------------- ^

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Supplications, Chapter on Seeking Refuge and 
Recitation before Sleep, no.6320, and Muslim in the Book of Rememberance and Sup
plication, Chapter on What to Say When Going to Sleep or Retiring to Bed.
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action except that there is a Remembrance attached to it; dressing, 
eating, drinking, sleeping and even sexual intercourse; all these 
have words of Remembrance. Every action has some words of 
Remembrance. This is in order that man is not heedless of the 
remembrance of Allah. It allows him to remember Allah in his heart 
and on his tongue always. This is a favor of Allah which we beseech 
Him to endow us with gratefulness for assist us upon.

Hadeeth 816
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‘Aishah reported: The Prophet M used to offer eleven Rakah of 
optional Salat (prayers) in the latter part of night. When it was 
about dawn, he would offer two short Rakah and then would 
lie down on his right side till the Muadhdhin (one who calls for 
prayer) would come to inform him that the congregation had 
gathered (forprayer). [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 817
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Hudhaifah reported: Whenever the Prophet M lay down for 
sleep at night, he would place his (right) hand under his (right) 
cheek and supplicate: “ Bismika Allahumma amutu wa ahya 
[O Allah, with Your Name will I die and live (wake up)].” And 
when he woke up, he would supplicate: “ Al-hamdu lillahil-ladhi 
ahyana ba‘da ma amatana, wa ilaihin-nushur (All praise is due 
to Allah, Who has brought us back to life after He has caused us 
to die, and to Him is the return).” [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
About these hadeeths regarding the etiquettes of sleeping which 

Imam An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 
in the Book Riyaadus Saaliheen, we have mentioned earlier that the 
Prophet II ordered Al-Bara bin Aazib - may Allah be pleased with 
him - to sleep lying on his right side saying: ‘O Allah I have submitted 
my soul to You, I have turned my face onto You, I have committed 
my affairs to You and depend on You for protection,’ to the end of the 
hadeeth and we explained that the preferable thing and the Sunnah is 
for one to sleep with the right side.

It is learnt from the hadeeth of Hudhayfah - may Allah be pleased 
with him - that one is expected to put his palm under his cheek. It is 
known that the right hand will be on the right cheek. This is not by 
way of compulsion but is preferred. If this is easy for you, do it and if 
not, you are at liberty. Praise be to Allah.

The Prophet St used to put his hand under his cheek saying: 
‘Bismika Allahumma amuutu wa ahya' (meaning: O Allah! With 
Your Name I die and live.)’ Meaning, I die and live by Allah’s will. 
What is referred to as death here -  and Allah knows best - is the death 
of sleep, because sleep is also referred to as death or it is means the 
major death which is the departure of the soul from the body. The 
case will then be as Allah said:
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“Say (O Muhammad M): "Verily, my Salat (prayer), my sacrifice, 
my living, and my dying are fo r Allah, the Lord o f the 'Alamin 
(mankind, Jinns and all that exists).”  (Al-Anam: 162)

So, when he wakes up he says: ‘Alhamdu lillaahi alladhi ahyaana 
ba’da ma amatana wa ilaihin an-nushur (meaning: Praise be to Allah 
Who has brought us back to life after He has caused us to die, and to 
Him is the return.)’ This supports the fact that what is referred to as 
death in his saying: ‘O Allah! With Your Name I die and live,’ is the 
death of sleeping, that is, the minor death.

Concerning the hadeeth of A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with 
her - she relates that the Prophet used to offer eleven rakats in the 
night. This is the maximum, either eleven or thirteen rak'ats. He 
It would somethimes reduce therefrom as his vigor allows him. 
Thereafter, when the dawn appears he would offer two light rak’ats of 
prayer -  the Sunnah of dawn. The Sunnah is to make them light. He 
recites in the first (Rakat):

“Say (O Muhammad M to these Mushrikum and Kafirun): "OAl- 
Kafirun (disbelievers in Allah, in His Oneness, in His Angels, in 
His Books, in His Messengers, in the Day of Ressurection and in 
Al-Qadar, etc)!” (Al-Kafirun 109)

“Say (O Muhammad [Peace be upon him]): "He is Allah, (the) 
One.” (Al-Akhlas: 1)

Or he recites in the first Rakat:

And
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“Say (O Muslims), "We believe in Allah and that which has been 
sent down to us and that which has been sent down to Ibrahim 
(Abraham), Isma’il (Ishmael), Ishaque (Isaac), Ya’qub (Jacob), 
and to Al-Asbat [the twelve sons of Ya’qub (Jacob)], and that 
which has been given to Musa (Moses) and Iesa (Jesus), and 
that which has been given to the Prophets from their Lord. We 
make no distinction between any o f them, and to Him we have 
submitted (in Islam).” (Al-Baqarah 2 :136 )

And in the second Rakat He would recite:

“Say (O Muhammad M): "O people o f the Scripture (Jews and
Christians): Come to a word that is just between us and you.”
(Al-Imran 3:64)

In essence, he is to make it light by making the bowing, prostration, 
standing and sitting light. However, it should not affect the tranquility 
as this vitiates the prayer. He M thereafter, reclines on his right side 
after offering the Sunnah of dawn, until the call (adhan) will be made 
for prayer. That is, until he will be notified about the time of Iqamah 
(call to establish prayer). He will then go out to pray. There are lessons 
derivable from this hadeeth:

1. It is a blessing of Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, that He 
enabled us, to be informed about that which the Prophet H used to 
do in privacy at night through his wives - may Allah be pleased with 
them. This is one of the wisdoms behind polygamy as practiced by the 
Prophet M- He died while having nine wives. One of the advantages of 
this is that each of the wives will come up with a Sunnah exclusive to 
her and not witnessed by other than her.

2. That the Prophet M used to offer eleven rakaats of prayer at 
night. He used to lengthen the standing and he begins it at midnight. 
He starts sometimes after this in accordance with his level of vigor. 
Whenever he stands (for prayer) at night, he sleeps at the end of the 
night, as A'aishah related in another hadeeth. At other instances, he 
offers the prayer till dawn if he starts later. When the dawn appears,
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he offers two rakaats and then lies on his right side.

3. That it is Sunnah, to lighten the two rak’ats as the Prophet H does. 
It also entails the fact that it is better for the Imam to get to the mosque, 
just at the time when the Salat will be established and that he offers 
his supererogatory prayers in the house as the Prophet M does. But 
for the followers, they are to get to the mosque aforetime. As for the 
Imam, since he is to be awaited and not to await anyone, it is Sunnah 
that he waits in his house, so that he offers the legal supererogatory 
prayers and then comes out.

4. That lying on the right side after the Sunnah prayer of the dawn 
is preferable for he who offers his supererogatory prayers at home 
as the Prophet It does.

Scholars differ concerning the ruling of this lying down; some of 
them say it is Sunnah in all situations. Some of them say it will be 
Sunnah only when the person had observed his prayers at the end of 
the night, as he lies down to give his body some rests. Some of them 
went to the extreme, such that some scholars make it a condition 
for Fajr (dawn) prayer; they say: whoever do not lie down after the 
Sunnah of Fajr has no Salat. Although this position is anomalous, 
we only mentioned it in order to show you that some scholars do 
maintain positions that are far from the truth.

The correct position is that it is a Sunnah for he who observed 
a lengthy Tahajjud (night prayer). With respect to the Imam, it is 
clear that he would lie down until the call is made to prayer. But for 
the followers, should he lie down, the prayer may be established and 
would miss some parts of it without knowing. This is because the 
follower is to expect not to be expected. The Imam is the one people 
would expect. So, when he lies down after the Sunnah of Fajr in his 
house, it will be Sunnah if he is among those who strive in Tahajjud, 
but for the one who will not wake for Tahajjud except late in the night 
or the one who wakes up only at the call to prayer of Fajr, he needs not 
lie after the Sunnah of Fajr.

Allah alone grants success.
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Yaish bin Tikhfah Al-Ghifari 4* reported: My father said: I  was 
lying down on my belly in the mosque when someone shook me 
with his foot and said, “Lying down this way is disapproved 
by Allah.” I  looked up and saw that it was Messenger of Allah 
If. [Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 819
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Abu Hurairah 4* reported: Messenger of Allah is said, “Whoever 
sits in a place where he does not remember Allah, he will suffer 
loss and incur displeasure of Allah; and whoever lies down (to 
sleep) in a place where he does not remember Allah, he will suffer 
sorrow and incur displeasure of Allah.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Commentary
In these remaining hadeeths found in the Chapter on the
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etiquettes of sleeping and lying down, the author mentioned the 
hadeeth of Ya’ish bin Tikhfah Al-Ghifaree who narrated: “My 
father narrated to me that he was lying down on his belly in the 
mosque when someone shook me with his foot and saying: ‘Lying 
down this way is hated by Allah.’ He said: ‘I looked up and found 
it was the Messenger o f Allah M-

It is evident from this hadeeth that it is not proper to sleep on one’s 
belly, especially where people frequently parade, as it is disgusting 
that they see one in this kind of posture. However, if one suffers an 
ailment in his belly and he wishes to lie in this posture as it is more 
convenient for him, there is no sin in this, as this is a case of necessity. 
It is also evident here that it is allowed to shake someone with one’s 
leg as the Prophet did despite the fact that he M is the most humble 
person. This is not considered an act of conceit, except if the person 
intends conceit thereby, this will thus be another case entirely. But by 
mere shaking someone with your leg, this is not considered an act of 
conceit. However, one has to consider situations; if you fear that the 
person you want to shake with your leg may consider it disrespect and 
disregard to him, do not do it. This is because the permissible may 
become impermissible when it entails offense.

He then mentioned the hadeeth concerning the one who sits in a 
sitting or lies down somewhere upon his side, without remembering 
Allah. He will suffer sorrow and will incur loss from Allah. ‘Tirrah’ 
(as in the wording of the hadeeth) means: loss. So, when you are 
in a sitting where you remember Allah not, this is a loss as you 
gain nothing therefrom.

It is also evident here that one should remember Allah much; 
sitting, standing, and while lying on your sides. The same way, when 
you lie on your side without remembering Allah, you will incur loss 
from Allah in this. So, remember Allah always and be like those 
concerning whom Allah said:
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“Verily! In the creation o f the heavens and the earth, and in the 
alternation of night and day, there are indeed signs for men of 
understanding. Those who remember Allah (always, and in 
prayers) standing, sitting, and lying down on their sides.”(Al- 
Imran: 190, 19 1)

Also, so that you will become an adherent to the saying of 
Allah - the most High:

“O you who believe! Remember Allah with much remembrance. 
And glorify His Praises morning and afternoon [the early morning 
(Fajr) and Asr prayers]!’(l)

May Allah assist us upon His remembrance, thankfulness and 
perfection of His worship.

Abdullah bin Zaid  4® reported: I  saw Messenger of Allah it  lying 
down on his back in the mosque, placing one leg on the other. 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Chapter 128 

Hadeeth 820
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Hadeeth 821

1 Qur’an 3 verses 4 1 - 4 2
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/flbfr bin Samurah 4= reported: After the Fajr (dawn) prayer the 
Prophet it used to sit crossed legged in the same place in which he 
had prayed till the sun shone brightly. [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 822
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Ibn ‘Umar 4® reported: I  saw Messenger of Allah it sitting in 
the compound o f the Holy Kabah, with the thighs against the 
stomach and arms around his legs. [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 823
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Qailah bint Makhramah 4e reported: I saw the Prophet it seated 
with his arms enfolding his legs; and when I  saw him in such 
a state of humble guise I  trembled with fear due to the awe (he 
showed in that posture). [ At-Tirmidhi ]

(ft33ft
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Ash-Sharid bin Suwaid 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M 
passed by me when I  was sitting with my left hand behind my 
back and leaning on my palm. On seeing me in this posture he 
said, “Do you sit like those upon whom the Wrath of Allah has 
descended?” [ Abu Dawud ]

Commentary
Concerning this chapter, which Imam An-Nawawee -  may Allah 

shower blessings on him -  mentioned in explaining the manners of 
lying on one’s back; we have earlier mentioned that it is preferable 
that one sleeps on his right side and that it not proper to sleep on the 
belly, except due to necessity. We are then left with sleeping on one’s 
back which is normal provided that one can be sure of not exposing 
the nudity. Should he be afraid of exposing the nudity, as in, when he 
raises his leg while there are no trousers on him, such is not allowed. 
However, if he is sure of the impossibility of nudity exposure, there is 
nothing wrong with that.

There remains the forth issue, that is, sleeping on the left side. 
There is nothing wrong with this too. Thus, there is nothing wrong 
with sleeping on the left side and on the back. It is preferable to 
sleep on the right side. Lying on one’s belly, prostrate, is not allowed 
except under necessity.

Concerning sitting postures, all sitting posture are normal; it
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is normal to sit cross-legged or squat as the Prophet $t sat in these 
manners. No sitting posture is discouraged except that which the 
Prophet referred to as the sitting of those who Allah is angered with. 
This is by putting ones left hand behind himself while placing his 
palm on the ground such that he leans on it. This sitting was regarded 
by the Prophet H as the sitting of those with whom Allah is angered.

However, if he positions both hands at his back and leans on them 
together at the same time, or he leans on his right hand, there is nothing 
wrong with these. The only exception is that which the Prophet 
described as the sitting of those with whom Allah is angered, which 
is, putting his left hand behind himself while placing his palm on the 
ground such that he leans on it. This is the sitting position which the 
Prophet M referred to as the sitting of those who Allah is angered with.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 129: chapter on etiquettes 
of attending gatherings and sitting 
with companions. 

Hadeeth 825
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Ibn ‘Umar 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “Do not 
ask someone to give up his seat in order to take it, but make 
accommodation wide and sit at ease.” It was Ibn ‘Umar’s habit



that if  a person left his seat for him, he would not take it. [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Abu Hurairah 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “I f  someone 
leaves his seat (for one reason or another) and returns to it, he is 
better entitled to it.” [Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in Riyaadus 
Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on Etiquettes of Attending Gatherings and 
Sitting with Companions.’

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  brought this 
chapter to explain the etiquettes which one should adopt in sittings 
and while with one’s companion.

Allah, Glorified and Exalted is He, has mentioned some etiquettes 
of sitting in His Book. He the most High said:

“O you who believe! When you are told to make room in the 
assemblies, (spread out and) make room. Allah will give you 
(ample) room (from His Mercy).” (Al-Mujadiah: 1 1 )

The Sharee'ah of Islam encompasses all that man needs in this life 
and the hereafter. Allah, the most High, said:

Hadeeth 826

Commentary
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“And We have sent down to you the Book (the Qur’an) as 
an exposition o f everything, a guidance, a mercy, and glad 
tidings fo r those who have submitted themselves (to Allah as 
Muslims).” (An-Nahl: 89)

Aboo Dharr - may Allah be pleased with him - said: “As at when 
the Prophet M died, there was no bird swinging its wing in the sky 
except that he taught us knowledge thereof.’(l)

Thus, you will find the Sharee'ah explaining the major issues 
such as Aqeedah (Belief), Salat, Zakat, Fasting and Pilgrimage and 
the minor ones such as etiquettes of sleeping, eating, drinking and 
sitting with companions.

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  then mentioned 
the hadeeth of Ibn Umar - may Allah be pleased with him - who 
reports that the Prophet H said: ‘Do not ask someone to give up 
his seat to take it, but make accommodation wide and sit at ease.’ 
Meaning, if you enter a place and find it filled with people, you should 
not ask anyone to stand up in order to take his seat. Rather, if it is 
necessary for you to sit, you should ask them to make room and sit at 
ease. If they do this, Allah will make room for them.

“O you who believe! When you are told to make room in the 
(spread out and) make room. Allah will give you (ample) room 
(from His Mercy).” (Al-Mujadilah: verse 1 1)

It is not allowed that you unseat a person in order to take his seat, 
even in places of Salat. If you find someone in the first row, it is not 
permissible to order him to stand up and you later sit there, even if 
he were a child. You are not allowed to remove him from his place

1 Reported by At-Tabarani in Al-Mu’jam Al-Kabeer (2/155)
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and then you observe Salat therein. The reason for this is that the 
hadeeth is general and a child has the right to observe Salat with the 
congregation and to maintain his position.

Concerning his saying: ‘Let the mature and knowledgeable people 
be close to me,’ it is an order to the matured and knowledgeable people 
to be in the front row next to the Prophet H. He was not forbidding the 
children from being near to him. Had he M intended that, he would 
have said: ‘No one should be close to me except the matured and the 
knowledgeable.’ His order to the matured and knowledgeable people 
to be next to him implies an encouragement for them be in the front 
row, next to the Prophet M, so as to understand the Sharee'ah from 
him and spread it among people.

As a result of his cautiousness, Ibn Umar - may Allah be pleased 
with him - would not sit where anyone leaves to give up his seat for 
him. This is out of cautiousness. It is feared that the one who stood up 
did so with a sense of timidity and modesty for Ibn Umar -  may Allah 
be pleased with him.

It is known that if you were to accept a gift from the one who offers 
a gift out of timidity and modesty, it will appear as if you have coerced 
him. Hence, scholars say that it is forbidden to accept a gift that you 
know is given out of timidity or modesty. In the same vein, if you pass 
by a man who invites you into his house while knowing that he did 
that out of timidity and modesty, you should not enter. This is because 
it will appear as if you have forced him. This is part of the etiquettes of 
sitting which the Prophet M legislated for his Ummah; that one should 
not ask his brother to stand up from his seat in order to take it.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 827
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Jabir bin Samurah 4e reported: Whenever we came to the 
gathering o f the Prophet, we would sit down at the end (of the 
assembly). [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 828
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Salman Al-Farisi reported: Messenger of Allah U said, “I f  a 
man takes a bath on Friday, purifies himself thoroughly, uses oil 
and perfume which is available in the house, sets forth for the 
mosque, does not (forcibly) sit between two persons, offers the 
prayer that is prescribed for him and listens to the Imam silently, 
his sins between this Friday and the previous Friday will be 
forgiven.” [Al-Bukhari]

j

Commentary
The author mentioned these two hadeeths under the Chapter on 

etiquette of attending gatherings and sitting with companions. It is 
part of the etiquettes of sitting to sit at the edge when one enters into 
an assembly of people. This is the practice of the Prophet H and the
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companions whenever they entered into the sitting of the Prophet. 
That is, he should not move to the front of the sitting except if 
someone allows him a place or he has a place reserved for him in the 
front. There is nothing wrong with this. However, it is against the 
guidance of the Prophet M and his companions - may Allah be pleased 
with them - for one to part between the sitting by saying: ‘Give room, 
I want to sit in the front* This act is an indication of pride and conceit 
in a persons heart.

If the person is a good preacher and scholar, his place will have to 
be in the front of the assembly, such that people will face him while 
he is speaking and ask him questions as needed. This is why whenever 
the Prophet it  gets to a sitting, he sits at the end of that sitting. 
Therafter, the place where the Prophet M sits becomes the heart of 
the sitting. Similarly, this is how one is supposed to act whenever one 
gets to a gathering and people are seated. He should sit at the end of 
the sitting. This will be his place if he is an ordinary person but if  he 
is a featuring personality; his place will be at the front of the sitting.

Another etiquette of sitting with companions is not separating 
between people. That is, sitting forcibly between two persons while 
making them inconvenient. The Prophet M mentioned the man who 
takes a bath, rubs himself with oil and uses his wife’s scent as available 
in the house on Friday. He then gets to Jumu’ah without separating 
between two persons and offers supererogatory prayer which has 
been ordained for him until the Imam arrives. The sins of this person 
between the Jumu’ah and the subsequent Jumu’ah and three extra days 
shall be forgiven. This proves that it is compulsory for one to purify 
oneself on the day of Jumu’ah by taking a bath as it is compulsory 
on the day of Jumu’ah. It is sinful not to take the bath except in 
extreme conditions.

This is because the Prophet M said: ‘The bath of Jumu’ah is 
obligatory for every matured person (who has reached puberty)’ 
So, every matured person who attends Jum’ah has to take a bath 
except when he fears inconvenience or he could not get water, for 
instance. If he passes by a village and decides to offer Jumu’ah with 
them but could not find a place to have his bath, he will not be under
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obligation as Allah said:

“Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope.”(Al-Baqarah: 286)

It is part of the etiquettes on this day also to use oil. If he has hair on 
his head, he should apply oil so as to be in the most beautiful of states.

It is also one of the etiquettes on this day to wear the most 
elegant of ones clothes.

It is also part of (the etiquettes) on this day to clean his teeth 
specifically for the Jumu’ah (Friday) and not as usual. Hence, it is nice 
and good for one to use tooth brush on the day of Jumu’ah.

It is part of (the etiquettes) on this day to get to the mosque early. 
The one who gets (to the mosque) in the first hour is like he who 
sacrifices a camel. The one who gets (to the mosque) in the second 
hour is like he who sacrifices a cow, the one who gets (to the mosque) 
in the third hour is like he who sacrifices a ram, the one who gets (to 
the mosque) in the fourth hour is like he who sacrifices a hen, the one 
who gets (to the mosque) in the fifth hour is like he who sacrifices an 
egg. The one who gets (to the mosque) after the arrival of the Imam 
will not have the reward for prompt arrival but will have the reward 
of Jumu’ah (Friday). Many people -  we beseech Allah’s guidance for 
them -  are less busy on Fridays and despite this, you find him sitting 
in his house or shop without any reason. It is Shaytan who discourages 
him so that he is deprived of the great reward. So, set out after sunrise, 
take a bath and clean up yourself, put on the best of your clothing, use 
perfume, get to the mosque early, observe nawafil as Allah permits 
and recite the Qur’an until the Imam arrives.

It is also from the etiquettes of Jumu’ah not to separate -  by sitting 
forcibly - between two persons. But if there is a space between 
them, this is not considered separation as the two are already apart. 
However, what is prohibited is to sit between two persons who have 
no sitting space between them. This is inconvenience. The Prophet M 
saw someone overstepping people’s neck during Jumu’ah sermon and
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said to him: ‘Sit down, you have caused inconvenience.’(l) 

These are all etiquettes of going to the Jumu’ah.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 829
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Amr bin Shuaib on the authority of his father and grandfather 
reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “It is not permissible for a person 
to sit between two people without their permission.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 830
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Hudhaifah bin Al-Yaman <&> reported: Whosoever takes seat in 
the midst of an assembly has been cursed by Messenger o f Allah 
M The Messenger of Allah curses the one who sits in the middle of 
peoples circle. [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 831
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l  Reported by AbooDawood in Book of Salat, Chapter on Cross over People’s Necks on 
the Day of Jumu’ah, n o .1118  and An-Nasai in Book of Jumu’ah, Chapter on Prohibi
tion of Crossing over People’s Neck while the Imam is Upon the Pulpit, no.1399
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Abu Said Al-Khudri 4* reported: I  heard Messenger of Allah M 
saying “The best assemblies are those in which people make room 
for one another.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Abu Hurairah 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “Whoever 
sits in a gathering and indulges in useless talk and before getting up 
supplicates: ‘Subhanaka Allahumma wa bihamdika, ash-hadu an 
la ilaha ilia Anta, astaghfiruka wa atubu ilaika (O Allah, You are 
free from every imperfection; praise be to You. I testify that there 
is no true god except You; I ask Your Pardon and turn to You in 
repentance),’ he will beforgivenfor (the sins he may have intentionally 
or unintentionally committed) in that assembly.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 832

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned, as 

part of the etiquettes of sitting, the hadeeth of Amr bin Shu’ayb who 
reports from his father from his grand-father - may Allah be pleased
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with him - that the Prophet M said: ‘It is not permissible for a person 
to sit between two people without their permission.’

That is, when you find two people sitting side by side, you should 
not sit in between them except with their permission. This permission 
may be with the tongue, that is, when one of them says: ‘Come and 
sit here’; or with action, as when they both make a space between 
themselves by way of telling you to have your sit between them. 
Otherwise, you should not sit between them as it is a bad manner to 
tell them to accommodate you. You would also cause inconvenience 
by forcibly sitting between them.

And from the etiquettes also -  as we have earlier mentioned -  is to 
sit at the end of the assembly. Also, it is not allowed for a person to sit 
at the centre of a circle; that is, when you see a group sitting in circle, 
whether with a teacher or with a discussant. In essence, you should 
not sit at the centre of the circle so formed. By so doing, you would 
have been a barrier between the audience and the speaker. More so, 
they will not in most cases love that someone sits in front of them. 
This would be a transgression against them and their rights, except 
they grant you permission. For example, on getting there, you find the 
place tight and they tell you: ‘Come on, sit here,’ this is not wrong. But, 
should there be no permission, then Hudhaifah bin Al-Yaman - may 
Allah be pleased with him - reported that the Prophet M cursed the 
one who sits at the middle of a circle.

It is also from the etiquettes of sitting with companions that in a 
sitting where there is much useless talk, you will have to expiate for it 
by saying: ‘Subhanaka Allahumma wabihamdika, ashhadu allailaha 
ilia anta, astaghfiruka wa atuubu ilayka (meaning: O Allah! You are 
free from every imperfection; praise be to You, I ask You pardon and 
turn to You in repentance),’ before standing up from your seat. Should 
one say this, one’s misdoings of useless talk will be forgiven. For this 
reason, it is recommended that one says this supplication after a sitting 
involving much idle talk: ‘Subhanaka Allahumma wabihamdika, 
ashhadu allailaha ilia anta, astaghfiruka wa atuubu ilayka.’

It is also expected that an assembly should be roomy. Spacious 
assemblies are among the best as the Prophet M said: ‘The best of
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assemblies are the most spacious.’

This is because its capaciousness will hold more people and bring 
about delight and harmony. This is with respect to the usual state of 
affairs as some spaces may be constricted. Although, it is better if 
you are able to expand it as it would hold more people and brings 
delight to the mind.

Allah alone grants success.

Abu Barzah reported: Towards the end of his life, Messenger 
of Allah M would supplicate before leaving an assembly thus: “ 
Subhanaka Allahumma wa bihamdika, ash-hadu an la ilaha 
ilia Anta, astaghfiruka wa atubu ilaika (O Allah, You are free 

from every imperfection; all praise is for You. I  testify that there 
is no true god except You, I  ask Your forgiveness and turn to 
You in repentance).” A man once said to him: “O Messenger of 
Allah! You have spoken such words as you have never uttered 
before.” He said, “It is an expiation of that which goes on in the 
assembly.” [ Abu Dawud ]

It has been previously stated that the Prophet M said: “Whoever

Hadeeth 833

Commentary
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sits in a gathering and indulges in useless talk and before getting up 
supplicates: Subhanaka Allahumma wabihamdika, ashhadu allailaha 
ilia anta, astaghfiruka wa atuubu ilayka (meaning: O Allah! You 
are free from every imperfection; praise be to You, I ask You 
pardon and turn to You in repentance), he will be forgiven the sins 
committed in that assembly.”

In the hadeeth of Aboo Barzah, may Allah be pleased with him, 
which the author merges with the previous hadeeth, is evidence that 
the Prophet | g  used to practice that. He also explained that this is 
an expiation for sins committed in assemblies (Kaffaratul Majlis). A 
man hardly sits in a gathering without indulging in a form of useless 
talk, amusement or waste of time. It is thus good that one says this 
supplication every time he gets up from an assembly: ‘Subhanaka 
Allahumma wabihamdika, ashhadu allailaha ilia anta, astaghfiruka 
wa atuubu ilaykaI so that it serves as expiation for sins committed 
during the assembly.

As for the other hadeeth on the authority of Ibn Umar - may Allah 
be pleased with him - who relates that the Prophet hardly gets up 
from an assembly except that he said the prayers: ‘O Allah give us a 
portion of your piety...’ to the end of the hadeeth, we will discuss this 
elsewhere, Allah willing.

The meaning here is that the Messenger M used to say this (prayer) 
in most instances. However, is it at every sitting, even at sittings of 
admonition and remembrance (of Allah)? We may not outrightly say 
this as Ibn Umar - may Allah be pleased with him - was not with 
the Prophet at every sitting of his. Rather, he would have been absent 
from some sittings. If someone recited this word of remembrance 
during the sitting, at its beginning or at the end of a sitting, he would 
have accomplished the Sunnah as practiced by the Prophet $g.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 834
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Ibn ‘Umar 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M seldom left a 
gathering without supplicating in these terms: “ Allahumma-qsim 
lana min khashyatika ma tahulu bihi bainana wa baina masika, 
wa min taatika ma tuballighuna bihi jannataka, wa minal- 
yaqini ma tuhawwinu ‘alaina masa-’ibad-dunya. Allahumma 
mattina biasmaina, wa absarina, wa quwwatina ma ahyaitana, 
wafalhul-waritha minna, wafal tharana ‘ala man zalamana, 
wansurna ‘ala man ‘adana, wa la tafal musibatana fi  dinina, 
wa la tafalid-dunya akbara hammina, wa la mablagha ‘ilmina, 
wa la tusallit ‘alaina man-la yarhamuna, (O Allah, apportion to 
us such fear as should serve as a barrier between us and acts of 
disobedience; and such obedience as will take us to Your Jannah 
; and such as will make easy for us to bear in the calamities of 
this world. O Allah! let us enjoy our hearing, our sight and our 
power as long as You keep us alive and make our heirs from our 
own offspring, and make our revenge restricted to those who 
oppress us, and support us against those who are hostile to us 
let no misfortune afflict our Deen ; let not worldly affairs be 
our principal concern, or the ultimate limit of our knowledge, 
and let not those rule over us who do not show mercy to us).” 
[ At-Tirmidhi ]



Commentary
An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 

this hadeeth of Abdullah bin Umar - may Allah be pleased with him 
and his father- in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen, under the Chapter on 
the manners of assembly and sitting with companions. He narrated 
that the Prophet St seldom left a gathering without supplicating with 
these words: ‘Allahuma-qsim lana min khashyatika ma tahuulu 
bihi baynana wa bayna ma’asiyatik, (meaning: O Allah, apportion 
to us, such fear of You as should serve as a barrier between us 
and disobeying You)’.

‘Iqsim’ means ‘apportion and ‘khashyah’ refers to the fear which is 
established on knowledge, as Allah the most High said:

“It is only those who have knowledge among His slaves that fear
Allah.” (Fatir: 28)

Concerning his saying: ‘Ma tahuulu bihi baynana wa bayna 
ma’asiyatik (meaning: such as would serve as a barrier between us 
and disobeying You).’ Whenever a man fears Allah, his fear of Allah 
prevents him from engaging in what Allah has forbidden. It is on 
this note that he said: ‘Such as would serve as a barrier between us 
and disobeying You.’

He then said: ‘and such obedience’ that is, apportion to us such 
obedience, ‘as would take us to Your Paradise.’ The path to Paradise 
is obedience to Allah, Honored and Glorious. So, when a man is 
bestowed with the fear of Allah, shunning what He has forbidden and 
establishing His obedience, he would be safe from hell fire as a result 
of his fear and would enter Paradise as a result of his obedience.

‘And such certainty as will make easy to bear the calamities o f this 
world.’ Certainty is the highest degree of Iman (Faith) as it is the faith 
without doubt or hesitation. You believe in the unseen as you believe 
in things you witness before you. When one is absolutely sure of that
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which Allah the most High informs of matters of the unseen such as 
information about Allah, His names, His attributes, the last day or 
others, in the same way he is certain of things in his presence, this is 
the perfection of certainty.

Concerning his statement: ‘as will make it easy to bear the 
calamities of this world.’ There are many calamities in this world; 
however, when one is certain that the calamities are for expiation of 
one’s sins and for elevating one’s position as long as he is patient and 
hopeful of reward from Allah, one will easily bear the calamities. The 
trials, however great, will become mild to him, be it in his person, his 
relatives or in his property. As long as he has absolute certainty, trials 
will be insignificant to him.

Concerning his statement: ‘O Allah! Let us enjoy our hearing, our 
sight and our power as long as you keep us alive.’ You are praying 
to Allah to make you enjoy the three sensory organs; hearing, sight 
and strength as long as you live. The one who possesses these organs 
has been greatly endowed and should anyone be without such, he 
has missed great assets. However, he is not blameworthy as he has 
no control over it.

‘And make these our heirs,’ that is, make our enjoyment of these 
organs - hearing, sight, and power - our heir. That is, retain them till 
the end of our lives such as would remain after us and will thus be 
like our heirs. This (statement) is a metonymy for the retention of 
these organs till death.

‘And make our revenge restricted to those who oppress us,’ that 
is, make us take revenge, and our revenge should be limited to those 
who oppress us. This may be by affliction which they will suffer in this 
world or in the hereafter. There is no sin on one to curse his oppressor 
to the extent of his oppression. When someone curses his oppressor 
to the extent of his oppression, this is fairness and Allah answers the 
prayer of the oppressed.

The Prophet M told Mu’adh - may Allah be pleased with him - when 
he sent him as an emissary to Yemen. While informing him of what he 
should call them to, he said: ‘And if  they hearken to your call (giving
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charity from their wealth), beware of illegally taking their wealth 
and fear the curse of the oppressed for there is no barrier between it 
and Allah.,(l) This is because Allah is a Just Judge Who takes revenge 
on the oppressor when the oppressed complains to Him. Whenever 
the oppressed raises his complaint to Allah, Allah takes revenge on 
the oppressor. However, he should not transgress in his prayer by 
asking for more than what he has been oppressed with, otherwise he 
becomes the oppressor.

And support us against those who are hostile to us.’ Our greatest 
enemies are those who are hostile to us because of the Religion of 
Allah. This includes the Jews, the Christians, the Buddhist, idol 
worshippers, the atheists, the hypocrites and others. All these are our 
enemies; Allah - the most High said:

“O you who believe! Take not My enemies and your 
enemies (that is, disbelievers and polytheists, and so on.) as 
friends.”(Al-Mumtahanah: 1)

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime - also said concerning the hypocrites:

“They are the enemies, so beware of them. May Allah curse 
them! How are they denying (or deviating from) the Right Path.” 
(ATMunafiqun: 4)

So, beseech Allah to assist you against your enemies and against 
the Jews, Christians, Buddhist, idolaters and all classes of disbelievers. 
Allah - the most High is the Helper:

“Nay, Allah is your Maula (Patron, Lord, Helper and Protector,

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Zakaah, Chapter on Taking Charity from 
the Rich, no. 1496 and Muslim in Book of Faith, Chapter on Invitation to the Two 
Testifications and the Rules of Islam, no. 19
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and so on.), and He is the Best of helpers.”(Al-Imran: 150)

‘Let no misfortune afflict our religion, let not worldly affairs 
be our principal concern, or the ultimate limit of our knowledge.’ 
Really, trials do exist in a persons wealth, such as when it is destroyed 
by fire, stolen or wrecked. All these are afflictions. It could also be in 
a persons family, such as when relatives fall sick or die. It could be 
in one’s intellect, such as when he or one of his family memebers is 
afflicted with insanity - may Allah save us from such. A man could 
be afflicted in various ways. However, the greatest affliction is the 
affliction in the religion - we pray Allah to strengthen us on His True 
Religion. Should a man be afflicted in his Religion (Allah forbid!), this 
is the greatest affliction. Affliction in the Religion may be likened to 
affliction of the body. There are light bodily afflictions such as cold, 
mild headache and the likes. There are also light religious afflictions 
such as minor sins. There are destructive religious afflictions such as 
disbelief, idolatry, doubt among others. These are destructive to the 
Religion as death is to the body. Hence, you should ask Allah not to 
let any misfortune afflict your Religion. Other forms of afflictions are 
lighter as the truly afflicted person is the one is denied of reward -  we 
ask Allah for well-being.

‘Let not worldly affairs be our principal concern, or the ultimate 
limit of our knowledge and let not to rule over us those who do not 
show mercy to us.’ Let not worldly affairs be our principal focus; 
rather, the hereafter should be our major concern although we would 
not also forget our portion in this world. Man cannot do without 
material possessions, but such should not be his principal concern 
nor the ultimate limit of his knowledge. He should rather ask Allah 
to make the knowledge of the hereafter the ultimate limit of his 
knowledge. Concerning worldly knowledge and related matters, they 
will certainly come to an end and fade away. Meaning, if someone 
possesses the knowledge of medicine, astrology, geography and other 
worldly sciences, they are knowledge that would eventually die out. 
We should be particular about the knowledge of the Sharee'ah, which 
is the knowledge of the hereafter.

‘And let not to rule over us those who do not show mercy to us’:
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Let not any of your creation have dominion over us who would not 
show mercy to us. Thus, grant authority over us to those who will 
show mercy to us. However, the one who will show you mercy will 
not cause harm to you. That which will bring to you harm, is that 
He grants dominion over you, to one who will not show mercy to 
you. We beseech Allah not to grant dominion over us to one who will 
not show mercy to us.

The Messeneger it  would recite this supplication frequently in 
gatherings, but not at all times.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 835
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Abu Hurairah 4? reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “Those 
people who leave a gathering in which they have not remembered 
Allah, will conclude it as if  it has foul odour similar to that of 
a rotten carcass of a donkey. And it will be a cause of grief to 
them.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 836
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Abu Hurairah reported: The Prophet St said, “Whenever a 
group of people sit in a gathering in which they do not remember 
Allah the Exalted, nor supplicate to elevate the rank of their 
Prophet, such a gathering will be a cause o f grief to them. I f  Allah 
wills, He will punish them, and if  He wills He will forgive them.” 
[ At-Tirmidhi ]

Abu Hurairah 4® reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “I f  anyone 
sits in a gathering where he does not remember Allah, he will 
bring grief upon himself (on the Day of Resurrection), and he who 
lies down in a place where he does not remember Allah, will bring 
grief upon himself (on the Day of Resurrection).” [ Abu Dawud ]

These three hadeeths are related to the etiquettes of sitting in an 
assembly. They all point to the fact that one should use every sitting of 
his to remember Allah and seek His blessings on the Prophet M- This is 
because no group of people will attend a sitting without remembering 
Allah or seeking blessings on the Prophet M therein, except that loss

Hadeeth 837

Commentary
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from Allah will be their portion. He may forgive them or punish them.

The remembrance of Allah could take several forms; for example, if 
one of those present in a sitting talks about one of the signs of Allah, 
this is a form of remembrance of Allah. If he said, for instance: ‘We are 
experiencing warmth these days as if we are in spring, this is among 
the signs of Allah. We are in winter which is known for extreme cold 
and despite that we still experience warmth. This is a sign of Allah.’

He could also say for example: ‘Should all of creation gather 
together in order to change this weather which used to be cold, they 
will not be able to do so,’ and other similar statements.

He could mention an instance about the Prophet f t ;  he says for 
instance: ‘The Prophet is the most fearful of and the most devout 
to Allah.’ Thus, he mentions the Messenger of Allah and then seeks 
Allah’s blessing on him fj. When the audience listens to such, they will 
have the same reward. This is a form of remembrance of Allah and 
seeking blessing on the Messenger St.

If he wills, he may mention Allah in the beginning by saying: 
‘Masha Allah (As Allah wills),’ ‘La quwwata ilia billahi -  There is no 
might save with Allah,’ ‘La ilaha ilia Allah (There is no god worthy 
of worship except Allah),’and so on. In essence, a sensible person 
should know how to remember Allah and how to seek blessings on 
the Prophet f t  in his sitting.

Another form of remembrance is to say before getting up from the 
sitting: ‘Subhanaka Allahumma wabihamdika, ashhadu allailaha ilia 
anta, astaghfiruka wa atuubu ilayka -  (meaning: O Allah! You are 
free from every imperfection; praise be to You, I ask You pardon and 
turn to You in repentance).’

There is evidence in these three hadeeths that one should not miss 
the remembrance of Allah in his sitting and reclining positions. This 
way, he would be amongst those whom Allah talked about when He 
-  the most High -said:
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“Those who remember Allah (always, and in prayers) standing, 
sitting, and lying down on their sides.”(Al-Imran 3:19 1)

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 130 

Hadeeth 838
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Afru Hurairah 4h reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “All that is 
left from Prophethood is the glad tidings.” He was asked what the 
glad tidings were, and he said, “The good dream.” [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 839

Abu Hurairah reported: The Prophet M said, “When the time 
draws near (i.e., near the end of the world), the dream of a believer 
can hardly be false; and the dream of a believer represents one part 
from forty-six parts of Prophethood.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 840
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Abu Hurairah reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “He who sees
me in his dream will see me in his wakefulness (or he SJ may have 
said it is as though he has seen me in a state of wakefulness), for 
Satan does not appear in my form.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 841
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Abu Said  Al-Khudri 4« reported: I  heard the Prophet M saying, 
“When one of you sees a dream that he likes, then it is from Allah. 
He should praise Allah for it and relate it to (others).”

Another narration adds: Messenger of Allah M said, H e  should 
not report it except to those whom he loves. And if  he sees one 
which he dislikes, then it is from the Satan. He should seek refuge 
in Allah against its evil and should not mention it to anyone. 
Then it will not harm him ” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]
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Commentary

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said 
in Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on Visions in Dreams and 
Matters Relating to Them.’

‘Ar-Ru’ya ’ refers to vision in dreams. Whenever a person sleeps, 
Allah takes his soul although this is a minor death as Allah said:

“It is He, Who takes your souls by night (when you are asleep), 
and has knowledge of all that you have done by day, then he raises 
(wakes) you up again that a term appointed (your life period) be 

fulfilled.” (Al-Anam :6o)

Allah -  the most High - also said:

“It is Allah Who takes away the souls at the time of their death, 
and those that die not during their sleep.” (Az-Zumar -.42)

These are minor deaths (taking away of souls), during which the 
soul goes to wherever Allah wills. Thus, as a form of supplication 
before sleep, we say: ‘O Allah! With You I lay my side and with You 
I shall raise it. Should You withhold my soul, forgive and bless it 
and should you release it, protect it with that which You protect 
your righteous slaves.,(l)

Souls in this state do see dreams and visions which can be categorized 
into three: good vision, visions of misfortune and visions about things 
that have no meaning or target. It could be from the pranks of Shaytan, 
it could also be personal thoughts and other reasons.

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Supplications, Chapter on Seeking Protec
tion and Recitation When Going to Sleep, no. 6320 and Muslim in Book o f Re
membrance and Supplication, Chapter on What to Say When Going to Sleep and 
Lying Down no. 2714.
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The first category: Good visions: this is when one sees what one 
loves. This is from Allah, Honored and Glorious, and it is a blessing 
of Allah on a person that he is allowed to see that which he loves. 
Whenever he is made to see that which he loves, he becomes 
enlivened and happy and this is glad tidings for him. Amongst early 
glad tiding for a believer are good visions he sees or someone else sees 
it about him. This is why the Prophet said: ‘Nothing remains of 
Prophethood except Al-Mubasharah (glad tidings).’ A man may see 
good visions about himself or it may be seen about him, these are glad 
tidings and are from Allah.

The second category are visions of misfortune. This is from Satan 
as he shows dreadful things to one in his dream so as to disturb him. 
However, the cure for this is to seek Allah’s protection from the evils 
of Satan and from the evils of his visions. He should not mention it 
to anyone for it will not harm him. He should also not seek to have 
it interpreted; whenever some people see misfortune in dreams, they 
seek to consult those who interpret it for them or search books to 
find the interpretation to these visions of misfortune. Once it has 
been interpreted, it will occur in the nasty form. But for the one who 
seeks the protection from the evils of Satan and that of his dream and 
does not inform anyone, it will not harm him, however grievous it 
is. This is an easy antidote; to be patient in concealing it and seeking 
(Allah’s) protection from the evil of Satan and that of the dream so 
that it will not occur.

The third category are those without a particular goal. This is 
sometimes as a result of personal thoughts. For example, when one 
attaches his mind to something, pondering and bordering himself 
about it, until he sees it in his dream. It could sometimes be that Satan 
toys with him in his dream by showing him things without meaning. 
This was the case of a man who told to the Prophet St: ‘O Messenger 
of Allah! I saw in my dream that my head was cut off and my head 
began to roll and I was running after it.’ The Prophet M said: ‘Do not 
narrate the playful act of Satan in your dreams to people.’(l) This has

i  Reported by Muslim in Book of Dreams, Chapter on the statement of the Prophet
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no meaning; my head was cuts off and started running and the body 
began running after it. This has no meaning.

In essence, these are the categories of visions in dreams. When 
someone is made to see the likeness of his father, mother, brother, 
uncle or others, this could be true and could also be from Satan. By so 
doing, Satan can assume the image of these people which the sleeping 
person sees with the exception of the Prophet This is because 
whenever someone sees the Prophet with the known attributes, he 
has truly seen him. This is because Satan can never assume the image 
of the Prophet M and cannot dare try.

So, whenever someone sees a person he assumes to be the 
Prophet M, he should scrutinize the attributes of the one he had 
seen; does it conform to the attribute of the Prophet W- If so, it is 
he H. If otherwise, it is not the Prophet M but only an illusion from 
Satan. He puts it into the mind of the sleeping person that this is the 
Messenger is while it is not.

In this regard will you see someone saying: ‘I saw the Messenger M 
saying and doing so and so. But when he describes him, the features 
will not fit the description of the Prophet M although he had assumed 
that it was the Prophet. However, when he describes him, we would 
realise that he did not see the Prophet is. So, we assert with certainty 
that it was not the Messenger M- But if he describes the one he saw and 
the attributes conform to that of the Prophet M, it is the Prophet M-

However, at this point, we must note that it is impossible for the 
Prophet M to tell him what negates the Sharee'ah. This would be a lie. 
So, if someone comes along saying: ‘I saw the Messenger M and he 
told me such and such’ it will be a lie if it contradicts the Sharee'ah. It 
will be a lie on the part of the one who narrates it should the attributes 
conform to that of the Prophet M-

Allah alone is the Guide to that which is correct.

‘whoever see m e..., no.2268 [14, 15]
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Abu Qatadah reported: The Prophet M said, “A good vision 
(dream) is from Allah and a bad dream is from the Satan. He 
who sees something in a dream that he dislikes, should blow thrice 
on his left, must seek Allah’s Refuge from the evil of the Satan (i.e., 
by saying: Audhu billahi minash-Shaitanir-Rajim ). Then it will 
not harm him.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Jabir A  reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “ When one o f you 
sees a bad dream let him blow three times on his left, seek refuge 
in Allah from the Satan three times (i.e., by saying: Audhu billahi 
minash-Shaitanir-Rajim ) and change the side on which he was 
lying.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 843

Hadeeth 844
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Wathilah bin Al-Asqa reported: Messenger of Allah M said, 
“O f the worst lies are: to claim a false father, or to pretend to have 
seen what one has not seen (tell a false dream), or to attribute to 
the Messenger of Allah (M) what he has not said.” [Al-Bukhari]

We have said something about these hadeeths concerning visions 
in dreams. We explained that dreams can be categorized into three:

The first category: Good visions, which are from Allah, Honored 
and Glorious. We explained that they are about things which bring 
joy and that they are amongst early glad tidings for a believer.

The second category: Bad vision, which are from Satan and are 
usually concerning that which man detests. That is, Satan makes a 
man see what he detests so that he becomes fearful, annoyed, sad and 
sometimes fall sick. This is because the Devil is an enemy to man. He 
loves that which hurts and saddens man. Allah the most High said:

“Secret counsels (conspiracies) are only from Shaytan (Satan), in 
order that he may cause grief to the believers. But he cannot harm 
them in the least, except as Allah permits, and in Allah let the 
believers put their trust.” (Al-Mujadilah: 10)

Bad dreams are the dreadful and detestable visions one sees in 
his sleep, but it is a favor of Allah that he provides remedy for every

Commentary
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disease. The remedy for bad dreams is as follows:

First: The person should spit to his left side three times and seek 
Allah’s refuge from Satan three times and from the evil of that which 
he saw in his dream. He should recite: had dreamt of saying: 'Audhu 
bi Llahi min sharri Ash-Shaytan wa min sharri maa raytu’ (I seek 
refuge in Allah from Shaytan and from the evil o f that which I 
dreamt of). He should then turn to the other side; if he is on his left 
side, he should turn to his right side and if he is on his right side, he 
should turn to his left side.

Second: He should also perform ablution, if this does not benefit 
him, that is, if after turning from the first side to the other side, the 
dream comes again, he should stand up, perform ablution and offer 
prayer. He should not inform anyone of it. He should not say: lI dreamt 
of such and such, I dreamt of such and such,’ and should not tell 
people or go to anyone to have it interpreted. It will never harm him 
since it will be as if it never happened. This will give him rest of mind.

When some people see a detestable dream, they go in search of 
someone to interpret the dream for them. We say to him: ‘Do not do 
this. The companions - may Allah be pleased with him -  did have 
detestable dreams, but after the Prophet narrated this hadeeth to 
them, they became relieved. Thereafter, whenever any of them had a 
detestable dream, he would spit to his left side three times and seeks 
Allah’s refuge from its evil and from the evil of Satan, and he would 
not tell anyone about it. It would not harm him and it would be as 
if it never occurred.

The third category: It is the dream that comes as a result of personal 
thoughts; as man is always engaged in one thing or the other. He 
sometimes sees these in his dream. This has neither wisdom nor effect.

It is expected that when someone has a dream that pleases him, 
good dreams, he should give it a favourable interpretation in his 
mind. This is because when dreams are interpreted, they come to pass 
with the leave of Allah.

It is important also that we do not rely on what is found in some
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books such as ‘The book of Interpretation of Dreams’ purportedly by 
Ibn Sireen and other such books. This would be a mistake. This is 
because dreams are with respect to the one who had it, the time, place 
and situations. That is, two persons may have the same dream and 
we may interpret them differently. This is because this person sees 
what befits him and the other person sees what befits him or that the 
prevailing situation demands that a particular interpretation is given 
to a particular dream.

In essence, one must not refer to written works in interpreting 
dreams, as dreams and visions do differ. It was said that a man had a 
dream and it was given an interpretation. Another person later had the 
same dream but was given a different interpretation. The interpreter 
was queried about it and he said: ‘This interpretation suits this persons 
dream and that interpretation suits the other persons dream.’ Each 
person is given the interpretation as it is appropriate for him.

On this note, the Prophet M had a dream before or during the battle 
of Uhud. He saw that there was a hole on his sword. He also saw a 
cow being slaughtered, he interpreted this that one of his relatives and 
many of his companions will be killed. The hole indicated that one 
of his relatives would be killed. This is because a man gets protection 
with his family as he does with his sword, and as such if there is a 
hole in his sword, it means that there would be a hole in his kin. It 
happened that way. Hamzah - may Allah be pleased with him, an uncle 
of the Prophet, was slain during Uhud. Concerning the slaughtered 
cow, it represented about seventy individuals that were slain among 
the companions during Uhud. He saw this in form of a cow as cows 
are very useful. It is useful -  more useful than other livestock -  for 
cultivation, butter, fertilizer, milk and so many other benefits. The 
companions are all virtuous. They are of much good to this Ummah. 
Even if they have no other good than the fact that Allah entrusted 
them to conveying the Sharee'ah to the Ummah, it would have sufficed 
them as virtue. Moreover, there is no way for us to the Sharee'ah except 
through the companions - may Allah be pleased with him.

Allah alone grants success.
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Book of greetings 

Chapter 131: excellence of 
promoting greetings 
Commentary

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his Book 
(Riyaadus Saaliheen): ‘Book of Greetings’

He is referring to the greeting which the Prophet M 
enacted for his Ummah.

‘As-Salaam,’ means a supplication for safety from every evil. 
When you say to someone: ‘As-Salaam Alaykum - peace be upon 
you,’ this means that you are beseeching Allah to keep him safe from 
every evil; safety from sickness, deraignment, the evil of men, sins 
and diseases of the heart, from the fire and other evils. This is an 
encompassing statement and it is a supplication for the addressee to 
be safe from every evil.

The Companions of the Prophet H, out of their love for Allah, 
Honored and Glorious, used to say during their Salat: ‘As-Salaam 
alAllah min ibadihi, As-Salam ala Jibrael, As-Salam ala fulanin wa 
fulanin  (meaning: Peace be upon Allah from His servants, peace be 
upon Jibrael, peace be upon so and so).’ So, the Prophet St prohibited 
them from saying: ‘As-Salam ala Allah min ibadihi (Peace be upon 
Allah from His servants).’ He M said: ‘Allah is As-Salam,’ that is, The 
One, Free (and Safe) from every defect and deficiency -  Honored and 
Glorious is He. So, there is no need to praise Him by supplicating that 
He keeps Himself safe.

Then he St said to them: “Rather say: ‘As-Salam Alayna wa ala 
ibadillahi As-Saaliheen (peace be upon us and upon the righteous 
servants of Allah.’ When you say so, you have made Salam upon
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every righteous servant (of Allah) in the heaven and on earth.,(l)

I do not know if we realize that when we say, ‘As-Salam Alayna 
wa 'ala ibadillahi As-Saaliheen’ in the course of Salat, we are making 
Salam upon ourselves and upon all righteous servants of Allah in the 
heaven and on earth. This means that we are making Salam upon the 
Prophets, the companions of the Prophet M, those who follow them in 
good, the companions of all Prophets such as the Hawariyyoon who 
are the disciples of Isa (Jesus SSB), those seventy men chosen by Musa 

and others?! Do we realize that we are making Salam upon Jibrael, 
Mikhail, Israfeel, upon the angel in charge of the fire (hell) and that 
in charge of paradise and upon all angels? I don’t know if we realize 
this or not? If we have not been conscious of this, then it is mandatory 
for us to bring this to mind. The Messenger H said: ‘When you say so, 
you have made Salam upon every righteous servant (of Allah) in the 
heaven and on earth.’

As-Salam is a greeting enacted for usage among Muslims and 
there is a command to spread it. The Prophet H said: ‘ (I swear) by 
Allah! You will not enter paradise till you have faith and you will not 
have faith till you love one another. Should I not then inform you 
of something, which if  you do, you will love one another? Spread 
As-Salam amongst yourselves.’(2) That is, you should proclaim and 
promote it. The Messenger of Allah M spoke the truth; verily, the 
spreading of As-Salam amongst people is one of the facilitators of 
love. Hence, you detest a person who meets you but failed to greet you 
with Salam. However, you love a person who greets you with Salam 
even though you may not be previously acquainted with one another. 
Thus, it is a sign of a person’s good Islam to spread the Salam to those 
he knows and those he does not know.

Thereafter, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
mentioned some verses from the Book of Allah; amongst them:

1. As-Salam is a practice of the messengers and also the angels:

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Al-Jumu’ah, Chapter on Whoever mentions
a People or Makes Salam upon Other than himself in Salat, no. 1202

2 Reported by Muslim in Book of Faith, Chapter on Explanation that None Shall
Enter the Paradise except the Believers, no.54
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These angels who visited Ibrahim SSBI:

“When they came into him, and said; Salam (peace be upon you)!
He answered; Salam (peace be upon you)”.

The Scholars of Arabic Grammar explained that the response of 
Ibrahim was more robust than the intitial greeting of the angels. The 
angels said, ‘Peace’ in an objective case with a hidden verb. Hence, 
the full statement would be: ‘nusallim Salaman - we greet you with 
a peace.’ This makes the sentence a verbal sentence, which does not 
indicate continuity in Arabic Grammar. However, Ibrahim responded 
with ‘Peace’ in a subjective case. This means ‘peace be upon you.’ This 
is a noun sentence, which indicates permanence. So, his response was 
much more perfect. This is why the response of Ibrahim SSSI is regarded 
as one of the more perfect responses which Allah, the Mighty and 
Sublime - talked about when He said:

4  j i t ? -  £

“When you are greeted with a greeting, great in return with what
is better than it, or (at least) return it equally.” (An-Nisa: 86)

Thus, it becomes clear from this that the Islamic form of greeting is 
part of the practice of the earlier messengers and also the angels who 
are close (to Allah).

2. Then the author mentioned verses which point to this:
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“O you believe! Enter not houses other than your own until you
have asked permission and greeted those in them, that is better
for you, in order that you may remember. (An-Nur: 27)

Whenever you want to enter a house which is not yours, you should 
not go in until you seek permission and greet the inhabitants in 
order to avoid repulsion. This is because a person may be considered
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uncouth if he enters another person’s house without permission. But 
when he enters after seeking permission, he would have acted in a 
polite way. Indeed, it is recited as: (till you seek permission) in some 
modes of Quranic recitation. However, the seven standard mode of 
recitation say (till you act politely [actually translated in the verse 
above as: till you asked permission)). This is more comprehensive 
because it encompasses being polite as a result of the permission of 
the property owner or an earlier granted permission.

For example: Someone requested you to visit him at 4.30 pm, 
and informed you that you shall find the door open. If I come at 
the appointed time and I find the door open, I do not need to seek 
permission. At this time, have I acted politely? Certainly, I have acted 
politely because I had an earlier permission. So, the mode of recitation 
(that say: till you act politely) is the authentic one; that is, it is more 
comprehensive than the other mode (that said: till you have sought 
permission). Also, it is the one in the seven authentic recitations.

“And greeted those in them..

That is, you greet the dwellers of the house saying: As-Salam 
Alaykum, (Peace be upon you), may I enter?’

Whenever you enter your own house there is no need to seek 
permission because it is your house. However, you should greet your 
house hold when you enter. You should use chewing stick before 
the greeting. When you reach your family say: As-Salam alaikum 
(Peace be upon you)’ This is the Sunnah as reported from the 
Messenger of Allah M-

And His statement, the Exalted: “Has the story reached you, o f 
the honored guests (three angels; Jibrael (Gabriel) along with 
another two] o f Ibrahim (Abraham)? When they entered into 
him and said; Salam (peace be upon you)! He answered; Salam 
(peace be upon you), and said: “ You are a people unknown to
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me” (Adh-Dhariyat 124,25)

“Has the story reached you”: This sentence structure is intended to 
arouse interest; that is, Allah, Honored and Glorious, mentioned it 
in an interrogative form to hit the addressee with a thrilling effect. It 
is well known that a person would respond by saying: ‘No it has not 
reached me.’ This is because the sentence came in a past tense.

And his statement: ‘Qaumun Munkarun (you are
people unknown to me).’

This means, I do not know you. The meaning is not Munkar 
which connotes Haram (prohibited) but rather, Munkar which is the 
opposite of Ma’ruf (known). That is, I do not know you.

4. His statement, Exalted is He:

“But when you enter the houses, great one another with a greeting 
from Allah (that is, say As Salam Alaykum peace be on you) 
blessed and good. Thus Allah makes clear the Ayat (these verses 
or your religions symbols and signs e.t.c.) to you that you may 
understand.”(An-Nur: 61)

“Great yourselves (one another).”  That is, upon those in them.

They were referred to as yourselves because a believer to another 
are like parts of a building, one strengths (and supports) the other. 
This is similar to His words Exalted is He:

“Verily, there has come unto you a Messenger (Muhammad 
M) from (amongst) yourselves (that is, whom you know well). 
It grieves him that you should receive injury or difficulty. He
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(Muhammad M) is anxious over you (to be rightly guided, to 
repent to Allah, and beg him to pardon and forgive your sin order 
that you may enter paradise and be saved from the punishment 
of Hell-fire).” (At-Taubah: 128)

So, the meaning is that you should greet inhabitants of the house 
because you and them are the same (community). The self could 
be used to refer to unknown or unspecified persons as we have 
previously mentioned:

“ Verily, there has come onto you a Messenger (Muhammad M 
from (amongst) yourself’ (At-Taubah: 128)

So, also is His statement - Exalted is He:

“Nor defame yourselves (that is, one another).’ (Al-Hujurat: 1 1 )

That is, do not defame one another; the intent is not that a person 
should not defame himself.

The important point is that you should greet those present when 
you enter a house by saying: As- Salam Alaykum.’ It is mandatory for 
them to respond to the greeting.

We have previously stated that the first act when you get home is to 
brush your teeth and then greet the dwellers of the house.

Another verse mentioned by the author is His statement, 
the Exalted: “ When you are greeted with a greeting, greet 
in return with what is better than it or (at least) return it 
equally.”(An-Nisa: 86)

Allah, The Mighty and Sublime, ordered that when we are greeted 
with a greeting, we should greet in return with that which is better
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than it or we return it, that is, we return it equally. For example, if 
someone said to you: As- Salam Alayka -  Peace be onto you,’ then 
respond with: Alayka As-Salam - unto you be peace.’ Do not reduce it. 
When one says: As-Salam alaika wa rahmatullah - peace be unto you 
and also the mercy of Allah,’ then say: Alaika As-Salam wa rahmatullah 
- unto you be peace and the mercy of Allah.’ When he says: As-Salam 
alaika wa rahmatullah wa barakatu - peace be unto you and the mercy 
and blessing of Allah,’ then say: Alaika As-Salam wa rahmatullah wa 
barakatuhu - unto you be peace and the mercy and Blessings of Allah.’ It 
is compulsory for you to say this because Allah -  the most High - said:

“Or return it equally.”

When he says: As-Salam Alaykum -  (meaning: unto you be peace.)’ 
and you respond saying: ‘Wa Alayka As-Salam wa rahmatullah - unto 
you be peace and the mercy of Allah’ then this is better than the first 
(that is, his greeting) and more virtuous, but it is not obligatory. That 
which is mandatory is to respond in like terms.

His statement, Glorified is He:

“ With what is better than it.”

It encompasses what is better in form, number and manner.

For example, if he said: As-Salam Alayka -  (meaning: peace be unto 
you),’ and you responded saying: ‘Ahlan wa marhaban bi Abi fulan, 
HayyakAllah wa bayyaka tafaddal (meaning; Welcome! Welcome! So 
and so, may Allah enliven you and may Allah provide you a beautiful 
abode. Please, do come on in.)’ This is not sufficient, even if you said it 
a thousand times. It is of no benefit and you would be a sinner because 
you have not greeted with that which is better or same. When he said: 
As-Salam Alaika - peace be unto you,’ he had supplicated for safety 
for you and greeted you at the same time. So, when you say: ‘Ahlan 
wa marhaban (meaning: Welcome! Welcome!) This is mere greeting 
without supplication. So, you must necessarily utter one which is 
better than it in type and better than it in number or (at least) same. 
If he said: As-Salam Alaykum wa rahmatullah -  (meaning: Peace be 
unto you and the mercy of Allah,)’ and you respond saying: Alayka
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As-Salam- (meaning: peace be unto you),’ this is not permissible 
because you did not return the greeting with that which is better or 
equal to it. You must necessarily respond as he has greeted you (or 
with that which is better than it).

So also is responding in a better manner. If he greets you with a 
clear and loud voice, you should not respond to him with your nose.

Likewise, if he turns to you to greet, you should not respond to 
him while turning away from him. This is also deficient. You have not 
returned the greeting equally nor with a better one.

The apparent meaning of this noble verse is that if one of the 
disbelievers were to greet you by saying: ‘As-Salam alayka - peace 
be unto you,’ with clear wordings, it is not blameworthy to reply: 
‘Wa alayka As-Salam - and unto you be peace,’ as you have only 
responded in like manner.

As for the statement of the Prophet %. ‘When the people of the 
Book great you, then should respond saying: ‘ Wa alayka -  (meaning: 
and unto you (or same to you)).,(l) That is, do not say: ‘Wa alaikum 
As-Salam -  (and unto you be peace).’ He M explained the reason for 
this in the same hadeeth. He ft said: ‘Verily, the Jews when they greet, 
they say: ‘As saamu alaikum -  (Death be upon you),’(2) that is, they 
pray for death for you. So, the Messenger of Allah ft said: ‘So say: “and 
unto you.” That is, upon you too be death.

It is understood from this hadeeth that when they say: ‘As-Salam 
alaykum - peace be onto you,’ then we should respond by saying: ‘Wa 
alaikum Salam - And unto you be peace! There is no problem in this 
because Allah -  the most High - said:

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book o f seeking permission, Chapter on How to Re
spond Salam to those Under the Protection of the Islamic State, no.6258 and Mus
lim in Book of Salam, Chapter on the Prohibition of Making Salam to the People 
of the Book First, no.2163

2 Reported by Muslim in Book of Salam, Chapter on the Prohibition of Making 
Salam to the People of the Book First, no. 2164
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“When you are greeted with a greeting greet in return with what 
is better than it or (at least) return it equally.”

Allah alone grants success.

Abdullah bin ‘Amr bin Al-‘As 4* reported: A man asked the 
Messenger of Allah M: “Which act in Islam is the best?” He M 
replied, “To give food, and to greet everyone, whether you know 
or you do not.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

We have already discussed the verses (of the Qur’an) mentioned 
by the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  in this chapter.

Thereafter, he mentioned some hadeeths, one of which is this hadeeth 
of Abdullah bin Amr bin Al-'Aas - may Allah be pleased with him 
and his father. He reported that the Messenger of Allah || was asked: 
‘What sort of Islam is best?’ When the Companions of the Prophet 
ask the Messenger this sort of question, they are not just interested in 
knowledge but also in acting by the knowledge. Whenever he M said: 
‘Al-Islam is so and so,’ they (companions of the Prophet) would act by 
it and hasten to practice it. This is the proper manner for a questioner 
when he asks a scholar for a religious verdict. He should intend in his 
heart that when he (the scholar) guides him to good, he would act by 
it. This was the practice of the companions of the Prophet; they are 
not interested in just knowing the opinion of the scholar.

Hadeeth 845

Commentary
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So, the Prophet M said: ‘That you feed people,’ that is, those who 
have a need for it. The first set of people who you must necessarily 
feed are members of your household; feeding them is both charity 
and a cultivation of good family ties. And this is better than feeding 
distant people. Feeding your family is a fulfillment of an obligatory 
responsibility, while feeding distant people is a fulfillment of a 
superogatory act. Certainly, discharging of an obligation is more 
beloved to Allah than carrying out a voluntary act. This is mentioned 
in the divine hadeeth (those hadeeths which the Prophet M narrated 
from his Lord): ‘My servant does not get close to Me with what is more 
beloving to Me than that which I have made obligatory upon him.,(l)

There are some people who spend on their families without feeling 
they are seeking closeness to Allah with such spending. However, 
if a poor person approached him and he gave the poor one a single 
RiyalR  he feels that he is moving closer to Allah with this charity. 
However, the obligatory clarity upon his family is more virtuous and 
greater in reward. Whenever you provide food to your family, this is 
from the best aspect of Islam.

‘And to greet everyone,’ that is, you say: ‘As-Salam alaikum - peace 
be onto you,’ to those you know and those you know not. The essence 
of your greeting should be to earn reward and to breed friendship. 
This is because a Muslim is rewarded for saying Salam and he creates 
friendship thereby. The Prophet M said: ‘By Allah you will not enter 
Paradise till you have faith and you shall not have faith until you love 
one another. Should I not inform you of something which if you do, 
you will love one another? Spread As-Salam amongst yourselves.’(3) 

As for the one who does not greet except an acquaintance, then 
he will lose much good. This is because he will probably come across 
tens of people without knowing a single one of them. However, the 
one who greets with the intention to accrue reward and to bread 
friendship and love will greet those he knows and those he knows 
not. But if the passerby is a disbeliever, then you should not utter the 
Isalmic form of greeting to him. This is because the Prophet M said:

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Heart softeners, Chapter on humility, no.6502
2 The unit of Saudi Arabian currency
3 Reported by Muslim in Book of Faith, Chapter on explanation that none shall 

enter the Paradise except the Believers, no. 54
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‘Do not be the first to make Salam to the Jews or the Christian.’*0 
Other categories of disbelievers are more despicable than these two. 
This includes Sikhs, polytheists, communists and their likes. You 
should not utter the Islamic form of greetings to them.

As for a criminal who takes pride in broadcasting his crime, you 
should not greet him if there is a benefit in that. If abandoning him 
will make him repent and return to Allah, then you should not greet 
him. However, you should greet him if there is no envisaged benefit 
in it. If he is indifferent to the issue or that could make him hate you 
while he continues on his falsehood and rejects admonition from you, 
then you should greet him.

Hence, people can be classified into three from the foregoing:

The first category is a criminal who exhibits his crimes openly. You 
should greet him except if there is a benefit in boycotting him.

The second category is a disbeliever. You do not greet him but you 
respond if he greets you.

The third category is a Muslim who is not known with any crime. 
You should greet him and hasten to be the first to do so. This is because 
the Prophet St used to initiate greeting to whoever he meets and he St 
is the most honorable of creatures. And he said: ‘It is not permissible 
for a Muslim to abandon, avoid or break away from his brother for 
more than three nights, such that they meet and each turns away 
from the other. The best of them is the first to greet the other.’*0 

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 846

1 Reported by Muslim in Book of Salam, Chapter on prohibition of Making Salam 
to the Disbelievers First, no.2167

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Etiquettes, Chapter on Emigration, no. 6077 
and Muslim in Book o f Goodness, Joining the Tie (of kinship) and Manners, 
Chapter on prohibition of Abandoning Someone for more than three days without 
an Excuse Acceptable in Sharee'ah, no.2560
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Abu Hurairah 4& reported: The Prophet M said, “When Allah 
created Adam, He said to him: ‘Go and greet that company of 
angels who are sitting there - and then listen to what they are 
going to say in reply to your greetings because that will be your 
greeting and your offspring’s.’ Adam said to the angels: ‘ As- 
Salamu Alaikum (may you be safe from evil).’ They replied: ‘ As- 
Salamu ‘Alaikum wa Rahmatullah (may you be safe from evil, 
and Mercy of Allah be upon you).’ Thus adding in reply to him: 
‘wa Rahmatullah (and Mercy of Allah)’ to his greeting.” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 

this hadeeth in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen, under the chapter on 
excellence of promoting greeting. It is reported on the authority of 
Aboo Hurayrah - may Allah be pleased with him - that when Allah 
created Adam i& , He (Allah) said to him: ‘Go to that group of Angels 
sitting over there and make Salam to them, and observe what they 
respond (greet you) with, for it is your mode of greeting and that of 
your progeny. So, he said: ‘As- Salam Alaykum -  Peace be unto you.’ 
They responded saying: ‘As-Salam alaykum wa rahmatullah - Peace 
be unto you and the mercy of Allah.’ So, they increased it with ‘wa 
rahmatullah - and the mercy of Allah.’

This hadeeth contains several benefits:

Firstly, this created being came into existence from nothing, and
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that it was nothing to be mentioned previously as Allah - Blessed and 
Exalted is He - stated:

^  fi

“Has there not been over man a period of time, when he was 
nothing to be mentioned.” (Al-Insan: 1)

So, this being does not have any mention before (its creation), then 
Allah created it and brought it into existence for a great purpose. 
Thus, after Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, informed the angels 
that He was going to place successive generations on earth, they said:

*UJd\ 11̂ 3 l^s
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“Will You place therein those who will make mischief therein and 
shed blood, while we glorify You with praises and thanks (Exalted 
be You above all that they associate with You as partners) and 
sanctify You.” (Al-Baqarah: 30)

So, He said: “He (Allah) said: “I  know that which you do not know.”

Allah created this human race and made from amongst them 
Prophets, Messengers, As-Siddequn (truthful ones), Ash-Shuhada’a 
(Martyrs) and As-Saaliheen (Righteous ones).

Secondly, the angels have physical structures, not mere souls without 
bodies, because they were seated; the one who seats must have a body.

Likewise, the Prophet $j§ saw Jibrael in his real form, as he was 
created, with six hundred wings which covered the horizon. Allah, 
Glorified and Exalted is He, said:

“(He) Who made the angels Messengers with wings.”

So, the angels have bodies but Allah, Honored and Glorified is 
He, has screened them from us. He placed them in the world of the
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unseen as the Jinns also have bodies but Allah, Honored and Glorious, 
screened them from us and placed them in the unseen world.

The angels can appear in the form of humans. Jibrael came to the 
Messenger of Allah H on one occasion in the semblance of Dihyah Al- 
Kalbi(l). At another time, he appered in the semblance of a stranger, 
with no sign of journey on him and not known to the companions of 
the Prophet. He wore a white garment and had a dark hair till he sat 
with the Prophet M and asked him about Islam, Iman (Faith), Ihsan 
(goodness), the end time and its signs.

Thirdly, the Sunnah in Islam is to say: ‘As-Salam alayka - peace be 
upon you (singular),’ if there is only one addressee, and you should 
say: ‘As-Salam alaykum - peace be upon you (plural)’ to a group of 
people. This is because a single person is addressed with a singular 
sentence structure and a group are addressed in plural structure.

4. The Islamic mode of greeting was learnt from the angels by 
Allah’s command; Allah said: ‘it shall be your manner of Salam 
(greeting) and that of your progeny.’ However, there is an issue with 
their response: ‘As-Salam alayka wa rahmatullah - peace be upon 
you and the mercy of Allah tullah’. What is known with response is 
that the predicate comes before the subject, so you say: ‘Alayka As- 
Salam - upon be peace.’

In regards to such response, we opine that the angels might be 
teaching him how to initiate a greeting or the Sharee'ah permits that 
form of response; that is, it permits putting the predicate first.

5. The best form of response to the Islamic greeting is to increase 
it with: ‘wa rahmatullah - and the mercy of Allah.’ This was what the 
angels did. Also, Allah -  the most High - said:

“Greet in return with what is better,” He (Allah) started with that 
which is better, “Or (at least) return it equally”(An-Nisa: 86) if  
one does not give a better response.

1 Dihyah Al-Kalbi was a companion of the Prophet M
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Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 847

Al-Bara bin ‘Azib 4 ® reported: The Messenger of Allah M 
commanded us to do seven things: to visit the sick, to follow the 
funeral (of a dead believer), to invoke the Mercy of Allah upon 
one who sneezes (i.e., by saying to him: Yarhamuk-Allah ), to 
support the weak, to help the oppressed, to promote the greeting 
of ‘ As-Salamu Alaikum ’, and to help those who swear to do 
something to keep their oaths. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Abu Hurairah 4® reported: The Messenger of Allah % said, “By 
Him in Whose Hand is my life! You will not enter Jannah until 
you believe, and you will not believe until you love one another. 
Shall I  inform you of something which, if  you do, you will love one

Hadeeth 848



another? Promote greetings amongst yourselves.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 849
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‘Abdullah bin Salam 4 ® reported: I  heard the Messenger of Allah 
M saying, “0  people, exchange greetings of peace (i.e., say: As- 
Salamu ‘Alaikum to one another), feed people, strengthen the ties 
of kinship, and be in prayer when others are asleep, you will enter 
Jannah in peace.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 850
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At-Tufail bin Ubayy bin Kab 4s reported: I  used to visit ‘Abdullah 
bin ‘Umar 4 ® in the morning and accompany him to the market. 
‘Abdullah offered greetings of peace to every one he met on the 
way, be they sellers of petty goods, traders or poor people. One day 
when I  came to him, he asked me to accompany him to the market.
I  said to him: “What is the point of your going to the market when 
you do not sell, nor ask about articles, nor offer a price for them, 
nor sit down with any company of people. Let us sit down here 
and talk.” He replied: “O Abu Batn (belly)! (Tufail had a large 
belly), we go to the market to greet everyone we meet.” [ Malik ]

Commentary
These hadeeths of Al-Baraa, Aboo Hurayrah and Abdullah bin 

Salam - may Allah be pleased with them all - under the Chapter on 
the Execellence of As-Salam and spreading it, have been discussed 
previously. Hence, there is no need to repeat the discussion here.

As for the hadeeth of At-Tufayl bin Ubayy bin Ka’b - may Allah be 
pleased with him, he mentioned a story about Abdullah bin Umar - 
may Allah be pleased with him- and himself. He used to accompany 
Abdullah bin Umar -  may Allah be pleased with him - to the market 
and the latter would offer the greeting of peace to every one he met 
on the way. This includes shop owners and passers-by, acquaintances 
and strangers. So, At-Tufayl came to him one day and he asked him to 
accompany him to the market. So At-Tufayl said to him: ‘What is the 
point of your going to the market when you do not sell nor ask about 
any commodity: let us sit down here and talk. So, he replied that he 
only goes to the market to offer greetings of peace to people. When 
a person offers the greetings of peace, spreading and manifesting 
it thereby, this becomes a means of enterance into Paradise. This is 
mentioned in the hadeeth: ‘You shall not enter paradise until you 
have faith and you shall not have faith until you love one another. 
Should I not inform you of something which if  you do, you shall love 
one another? Spread As-Salam amongst yourselves.’
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When a person offers greeting of peace to his brother by saying: 

‘As-Salam alayka, a reward of ten good deeds are recorded for him. 
When he greets ten persons, a reward of one hundred good deeds are 
recorded for him. This is better than buying and selling. So, Abdullah 
bin Umar -  may Allah be pleased with him and his father - would 
go to the market due to the large number of people he would offer 
greeting of peace since these people would not visit him in his house. 
And if anyone would visit him, the population would be much lesser 
than those in the market. Thus, he would pass by those in the market 
and offer the greeting of peace to them.

There is evidence in this that it is not appropriate for one to avoid 
plentiful greetings. If you meet a hundred persons between your 
house and the mosque, you should offer the greeting of peace to them. 
If you do this, you would have earned a reward of a thousand good 
deeds, and this is a great favor (from Allah).

Similarly, this hadeeth demonstrates the zeal of the pious 
predecessors for amassing good deeds, and that they would not 
throw away any opportunity to do so. This is in contrast to our own 
times; today, you find people wasting opportunities to earn numerous 
rewards for good deeds.

Ibn Umar - may Allah be pleased with them both - was amongst the 
most zealous of person at hastening to do good deeds. Aboo Hurayrah 
- may Allah be pleased with him - narrated that the Prophet M said: 
‘Whoever follows a funeral procession until the funeral prayer is 
observed upon it will have a Qirat recorded for him. And whoever 
waits until the corpse is buried will have two Qirats recorded for 
him.’ It was asked: ‘What are these two Qirat like, O Messenger of 
Allah?’ He M responded: ‘They are similar to two huge mountains, 
the smaller of which is comparable to (mount) Uhud.’(l)

When Ibn Umar - may Allah be pleased with them both - was 
informed of this hadeeth, he said: ‘By Allah! We truly have missed out

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Funerals, Chapter on the Virtue of Following 
the Funeral Procession, no. 1324 and Muslim in Book of Funerals, Chapter on the 
Virtue of Observing Salat Upon the Dead and Following the Funeral Procession, 
no. 945
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on a lot of Qirats.’ Thereafter, he followed every funeral procession, 
may Allah be pleased with him and his father.

This is the way of the pious predecessors; whenever they identify 
the benefit and reward in carrying out an action, they hasten to 
implement it with zeal. The proper manner of a believer is to be 
passionate and hasten to perform any good deed once its benefit 
becomes obvious to him.

We beseech Allah to make you and us amongst those who hasten 
towards good deeds. Verily, He has power over all things.

As for the statement: ‘O Aboo Batn (Father of belly),’ this is 
because At-Tufayl had a big belly. This appellation is only a humorous 
anecdote, and his intent was not to insult him with his large belly. This 
is similar to the statement of the Messenger f£ to Aboo Hurayrah: ‘O 
Aba Hirr - O father of a cat!’

Chapter-! 32: words to be used for 
offering greetings 

Hadeeth 851
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‘Imran bin Husain 4® reported: A man came to the Prophet M 
and said: “ As-Salamu ‘Alaikum (may you be safe from evil).
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Messenger of Allah H responded to his greeting and the man 
sat down. The Prophet M said, “Ten (meaning the man had 
earned the merit often good acts).” Another one came and said: 
“ As-Salamu Alaikum wa Rahmatullah (may you be safe from  
evil, and Mercy o f Allah be upon you).” Messenger of Allah M 
responded to his greeting and the man sat down. Messenger of 
Allah $g said, “Twenty.” A third one came and said: “ As-Salamu 
Alaikum wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuhu (may you be safe 

from evil, and the Mercy of Allah and His Blessings be upon 
you).” Messenger o f Allah M responded to his greeting and the 
man sat down. Messenger of Allah M said, “Thirty.” [ Abu Dawud 
and At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 852
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Aishah reported: Messenger of Allah M said to me, “This is Jibril 
(Gabriel) who is conveying you greetings of peace.” I  responded: 
“ Wa Alaihis-Salamu wa Rahmatullahi wa Barakatuhu (may he 
be safe from evil, and the Mercy of Allah and His Blessings be 
upon him).” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 853
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A n a s  4 e  r e p o r t e d  t h e  P r o p h e t  M  u s e d  t o  r e p e a t  h i s  w o r d s  t h r i c e  

s o  t h a t  t h e  m e a n i n g  t h e r e o f  w o u l d  b e  f u l l y  u n d e r s t o o d ,  a n d  

w h e n e v e r  h e  c a m e  u p o n  a  g a t h e r i n g  o f  p e o p l e ,  h e  w o u l d  g r e e t  

t h e m .  H e  w o u l d  r e p e a t  S a l a m  t h r i c e .  [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  cited in 

his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on Words to be Used for 
Offering Greetings.’

This refers to manners of offering greetings, how to initiate a greeting 
and how to respond. The author mentioned that it is recommended for 
the one offering greetings to say: ‘ A s - S a l a m  a l a y k u m  w a  r a h m a t u l l a h  

- peace be upon you and the mercy of Allah,’ even he is addressing 
one person. Then, he buttressed his opinion with the hadeeth of 
Imran bin Hussein - may Allah be pleased with him. He reported that 
a man came to the Prophet M and said: “A s - S a l a m  a l a y k u m  -  peace 
be upon you.” He $g responded to his greeting and the man sat down. 
So, the Prophet M said ‘Ten.’ Then another man came and said: As- 
S a l a m  a l a y k u m  w a  r a h m a t u l l a h  -  Peace be upon you and the mercy of 
Allah.” He M  responded to him and he also sat down. So, the Prophet 
M  said ‘Twenty.’ Then another man came and said: “A s - S a l a m  a l a y k u m  

w a  r a h m a t u l l a h  w a  b a r a k a t u h u  -  Peace be upon you and the mercy 
and Blessing of Allah,” He M  responded to him and he sat. So, the 
Prophet % said: ‘Thirty.’ So, he said for the first man, ten, which refers 
to reward for ten good deeds, twenty for the second and thirty for the 
third man. This is because each one of them increased the wordings.

The scholars differ on this issue; should one employ the singular or 
plural form when greeting a single person?’ The correct opinion is to 
say “A s - S a l a m  A l a y k a  - peace be upon you, in the singular form. This 
is established from the Prophet M  as reported in the hadeeth of the 
one who prayed badly. He said therein: A s - S a l a m  a l a y k a .

( m j
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As for the evidence of the author from the hadeeth of Imran bin 
Hussein, it does not support his opinion. This is because the man 
entered upon the Prophet H while he was in a company of people. So, 
the man offered greeting to everyone.

One should offer the greeting in plural form when addressing a 
group by saying: ‘A s - S a l a m  a l a y k u m .’ However, if there is only one 
person, one should say: A s - S a l a m  alaika (peace be upon you).’ If he 
adds: ‘w a  r a h m a t u l l a h  (and the mercy of Allah),’ this is better. If he goes 
further to add: ‘wa barakatuhu (and Blessing of Allah) then this is best, 
because each phrase earns him additional reward of ten good deeds. 
However, if he limits himself to A s - S a l a m  a l a y k u m ,  this is sufficient.

The respondent says: ‘ W a  a l a y k u m  A s - S a l a m  -  A n d  u p o n  y o u  b e  

p e a c e . ’ This response is sufficient if the initiator did not exceed A s -  

S a l a m  a l a y k u m ’. But if the initiator had said: A s - S a l a m  a l a y k a  w a  

r a h m a t u l l a h ’, it is mandatory for the respondent to say: A s - S a l a m  

a l a y k a  w a  r a h m a t u l l a h .’ This is based on the statement of Allah:

“ W h e n  y o u  a r e  g r e e t e d  w i t h  a  g r e e t i n g ,  g r e e t  i n  r e t u r n  w i t h  w h a t  

i s  b e t t e r  t h a n  it ,  o r  ( a t  l e a s t )  r e t u r n  i t  e q u a l l y . ”  ( A n - N i s a :  8 6 )

That is, respond in like.

The author also said: ‘It is recommended to say, ‘ W a  a l a y k u m . . . ’ 

thereby adding ‘ W a  -  the conjunction, ‘and’. This is good because 
doing so makes it clear that the response is connected to the original 
statement of the one who initiated the greeting. However, there is no 
problem with omitting the conduction because Ibrahim 353 did not 
use it in his response to the greeting of the angels:

“And (they) said: “Salam (peace be upon you).’ He answered: 
‘Salam (peace be upon you).’(Adh-Dhariyat: 25)

He did not use it. Thus, it is good to use it but not

(/585J
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blameworthy if omitted.

Also, if a person coveys a greeting from a third party to one, it is 
Sunnah for one to say: ‘Alayhi As-Salam - upon him be peace.’ If 
one says: ‘Alaika wa alayhi As-Salam - upon you and him be peace,’ 
or ‘Alayhi wa alayka As-Salam - upon him and you be peace,’ this 
is better. This is because the second party has been kind enough to 
deliver the message. Hence, one should also supplicate for him.

So, if a person tells another to convey greetings on his behalf to a 
third person, and he does that, the recipient should say in response: 
Alayhi wa alayka As-Salam - upon him and you be peace,’ or limits 
it to: Alayhi As-Salam - upon him be peace.’ This is because the 
Prophet M once conveyed the greeting of Jibrael to A'aishah and she 
responded: Alayhi As-Salam - upon him be peace.’ This shows that 
when someone conveys greetings on behalf of another person to you, 
you should respond: Alaihi As-Salam - upon him be peace.’

However, is it obligatory to convey such greeting if someone were 
to tell you: ‘You should greet so and so on my behalf’? The scholars 
explained that it becomes obligatory for you if you promise to deliver 
the message. This is because Allah -  the most High - said:

“Verily, Allah commands that you should render back the trusts
to those to whom they are due.” (An-Nisa: 58)

Thus, you have taken on the responsibility.

But if you keep quiet or say, for instance, ‘If I remember’ or similar 
statement, to his request, it does not become an obligation except you 
remember. This is because you only promised to deliver his message if 
you remember. The best thing is not burden anyone with this because it 
may be onerous on him. Rather, one should say: ‘Convey my greetings 
to anyone who asks about me.’ So, if anyone were to ask about him, the 
person would say, ‘He is fine, and he sends his greetings to you.’ This 
is good. It is not necessary to burden anyone with it because he may 
timidly accede to your request, then he forgets or takes a long time (to
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see the person) or other similar situations.

Thereafter, he mentioned the hadeeth of Anas bin Malik - may Allah 
be pleased with him -  that the Prophet M would repeat his words 
thrice whenever he speaks. Likewise, he would repeat his S a l a m  thrice 
whenever he greets.

However, he only repeats his words thrice when he is not 
understood; otherwise, he does not repeat his words. Once the words 
are comprehended, there is no need to repeat one’s statements. But if 
there is a challenge because the listener has hearing difficulties, the 
surrounding is noisy or for other reasons, he should repeat his words 
a second time. If this is not sufficient, he should repeat it a third time 
but he needs not go any further if that is not sufficient. This is similar 
to seeking permission to enter a house; one should leave if it is not 
granted after a third time. Thus, if one speaks thrice with no response 
or his speech remains incomprehensible, he should leave the person.

Similarly, if you greet a person and he does not hear you, repeat it a 
second and a third time. So also, if you greet a person and he responds 
with that which is insufficient, you should repeat the greeting. For 
instance, you said: ‘A s - S a l a m  a l a i k a  -  P e a c e  b e  u p o n  y o u , ’ and he 
responded with: ‘ W e l c o m e . ’ You should repeat the greeting by saying:
‘A s - S a l a m  a l a i k a . ’  If he responds again with: ‘ W e l c o m e ,  w e l c o m e , ’ 

repeat the greeting again saying: A s - S a l a m  a l a y k a .  Thereafter, you 
should leave him if this brings no benefit.

However, you should inform him that his response: ‘ W e l c o m e , ’ is 
not sufficient and that he needs to say: A l a y k a  A s - S a l a m  -  u p o n  y o u  

b e  p e a c e , ’ whenever he is told: A s - S a l a m  a l a y k a . ’

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 854
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Al-Miqdad reported in course of a long Hadith : We used to 
reserve for the Prophet M his share of the milk, and he would come 
at night and offer greetings in such a manner as did not disturb 
those asleep and was heard only by those who were awake. In 
fact, the Prophet $j came and offered greetings as usual. [Muslim]

Hadeeth 855
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Asma bint Yazid 4® reported: The Messenger of Allah M passed 
through the mosque one day and there was a group of women 
(about ten of them) sitting in the mosque. He raised his hand to 
offer greetings. [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 856
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Abu Juraiy Al-Hujaimi 4® reported: I  saw Messenger of Allah M
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and said: “ Alaikas-Salamu ya Rasulallah ! (Upon you be peace,
O Messenger of Allah)!” He said, “Do not say: ‘ Alaikas-Salamu 
(Upon you be peace).’ This is the Salam to the dead.” [Abu Dawud 
and At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
The great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawee, mentioned these 

hadeeths in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen, regarding etiquettes of 
greetings. One of them is the hadeeth of Al-Miqdad bin Al-Aswad - 
may Allah be pleased with him - that the Prophet H used to enter the 
house at night and offer low greeting in such manner audible only to 
those who are awake without disturbing those asleep.

This is the proper etiquette when one enters a house, room or 
similar space wherein there are people who are asleep and others who 
are awake. He should offer greeting which will be heard by those who 
are awake without awakening those who are asleep. This is because 
the one who is asleep will not like to be disturbed by anyone. Indeed, 
there are people who find it hard to sleep once stirred and would 
remain awake until dawn. This will cause harm and inconvenience 
to these people. So, when you enter a place in which there are people 
who are awake and others who are asleep, you should give those who 
are asleep their right by offering a low-pitched greeting which will be 
audible to those who are awake without arousing those who are asleep.

Then the author mentioned the hadeeth of Asma - may Allah 
be pleased with her - about the passage of the Prophet M by some 
women in the mosque. He M gestured to them with his hands by 
way of greeting. The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
then said: ‘This should be understood to mean that he M combined 
greeting with the hands and greeting with the tongue.’ This is because 
greeting by gesture of the hand alone is prohibited; the Prophet |g 
prohibited it. However, it is alright to combine the two especially if 
the person is far away, deaf or for other similar reasons. This may 
require that he sees the motion of the hand of the one making Salam.
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In this case, one should combine the greeting (with the tongue) and 
the gesturing (with the hand).

As for what some people do nowadays of sounding the car horn 
when driving by, this is neither a Salam nor part of the Sunnah. 
However, some people may say: ‘I do not intend Salam by it; rather, 
I wish to call the persons attention then make Salam to him.’ Well, 
I hope that there is no problem with this. But there is no doubt 
that making it a substitute for Salam is contrary to the Sunnah. The 
Sunnah is to greet with the tongue. If the voice cannot be heard, then 
he should gesture with the hand till the one far off or the deaf takes 
cognizance of his greeting.

In the hadeeth of Asma bint Yazid - may Allah be pleased with her, 
the Prophet ̂  passed through the mosque and a group of women were 
seated in it, he gestured to them to offer greeting. An-Nawawee said: 
‘This should be understood that he combined Salam with gesturing.’ 
This is because greeting with gestures alone is prohibited. The Salam 
must necessarily be by saying: ‘As-Salam alayka,’ if it is directed to a 
person and ‘As-Salam Alaykum,’ if it is directed to a group of people. 
However, if a person is far away, deaf or surrounded by noise, gesture 
should be combined with the statement: As-Salam alaykum.’

In this hadeeth, the Prophet M greeted a group of women. This is 
because the dreaded evil is totally non-existent; otherwise, a strange 
man, one who is not an unmarriageable relative of a woman, should 
not greet her due to the attendant danger. This is more serious for 
a young male and a young female; a young man should not greet a 
young woman and vice versa.

Nevertheless, if a man known for good character passes by a group 
of women in a mosque, class or similar spaces, there is no harm if 
he greets them. This is because the dreaded evil is non-existent since 
there is regular inflow and outflow of people in the mosque. However, 
there is great danger in greeting a young girl on the street or in the 
market; hence, you should not greet her.

Similarly, if he enters his house and meets a group of women visiting 
his wife, there is no harm in greeting them because the dreaded evil is
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absent. As for the reason for this profound caution, we have the legal 
maxim which states that: Prevention of evil supersedes attainment of 
benefit, Darr' Al-Mafasid awla m injalb Al-Masalih.

From the foregoing, we know that handshaking women is not 
permissible, be it an old woman or a young woman, with gloves or 
without it, because of the associated danger. However, it is permissible 
for an unmarriageable male relative to shake a female relative, 
and Allah knows best.

As for saying: ‘Alayka As-Salam -  upon you be peace! The Prophet 
M prohibited this and said: ‘This is the greeting of the dead.’ That is, 
during the Pre-Islamic era, they used to greet the dead in that manner. 
This can be deduced from the statement of a poet:

Upon you be the peace of Allah, O Qays bin Amir

Whenever they address the dead, even if they are far away from 
his grave, they would do so in present tense with: ‘Alayka As-Salam 
-  Upon you be peace of Allah.’ Hence, the Prophet St prohibited it 
because it is the greeting for the dead and an imitation of the people 
of Jahiliyyah in their ignorance. Rather than saying: ‘Alayka As-Salam,’ 
you should say: ‘As-Salam alayka! This is the correct Islamic greeting, 
and Allah knows best.

Chapter 133: etiquettes of 
offering greetings 
Hadeeth 857
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Abu Hurairah 4* reported: Messenger of Allah M said, “A rider 
should greet a pedestrian; a pedestrian should greet one who is 
sitting; and a small group should greet a large group (of people).” 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 858
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Abu Umamah Sudaiy bin ‘Ajlan Al-Bahili 4* reported: The 
Messenger of Allah M said, “The person nearest to Allah is one 
who is the first to offer greeting” [ Abu Dawud ]

The narration in At-Tirmidhi is: The Messenger o f Allah M was 
asked: “O Messenger of Allah! When two persons meet, who 
should greet the other first?” The Messenger of Allah J j  said, 
“The person nearest to Allah (i.e., one who is more obedient and 
therefore closer to Allah will say: As-Salam first.”

Commentary
Some of these hadeeths explaining the etiquettes of offering 

greetings mentioned by An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings 
on him -  in this chapter have earlier been discussed. One of such is the 
recently explained hadeeth of Asma -  may Allah be pleased with her.
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Thereafter, he mentions the hadeeth of Aboo Hurayrah - may 
Allah be pleased with him -  regarding the one to initiate the greeting.

First of all, we say the best of people is the one who initiates the 
greeting. The Prophet % was the most honorable of creatures, he used 
to initiate the greeting whenever he meets anyone. So, you should 
hasten to initiate the greeting before your companion even if he is 
younger than you. This is because the best of people and nearest 
person to Allah is the one who initiates the greeting. Do you wish 
to be the better party in the sight of Allah? We all desire that, so you 
should initiate the greeting whenever you meet people.

Thereafter, the Prophet M mentioned that the rider should greet 
the pedestrian, the pedestrian should greet the one who is sitting, a 
small group should greet a large group (of people), and the young 
should greet the elderly.

This is because the rider occupies a vantage position, so he should 
greet the pedestrian. The pedestrian occupies a vantage position, so 
he should greet the one who is sitting. The small group should greet 
the larger group of people because the latter have greater right than 
the former group. The young should greet the elderly because the 
latter has more rights over the young.

However, if it is observed that the small group are unconscious of 
this responsibility, then the larger group should greet them. Likewise, 
if it is observed that the young is unconscious of this, then the elderly 
should greet him and not abandon the Sunnah.

This statement of the Prophet M does not connote that it is prohibited 
for the elderly to greet the young. Rather, it implies that the proper 
procedure is for the young to greet the elderly. If the former fails in his 
responsibility, then the elderly should greet him. Indeed, it is better if 
you hasten to initiate the greeting as we have mentioned earlier. The 
person nearest to Allah is the one who initiates the greeting.



Chapter 134: etiquettes of greeting 
the acquaintance repeatedly 

Hadeeth 859
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Abu Hurairah 4® reported in the Hadith in respect o f the person 
who was at fault in performing his Salat (prayer): He came to 
the Prophet M and greeted him. The Prophet M responded to the 
greeting and said, “Go back and repeat your Salat because you 
have not performed the Salat (properly).” He again performed 
Salat as he had prayed before and came to the Prophet M and 
greeted him. The Prophet M responded to the greetings (and 
repeated his words to him). This act of repeating (the Salat and 
the Salam ) was done thrice. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 860
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Abu Hurairah 4 ® reported: Messenger o f Allah M said, “When
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one of you meets a brother (in Faith) he should greet him. Then if  
a tree or a wall or a stone intervenes between them and then he 
meets him again, he should greet him.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Anas bin Malik reported: Messenger of Allah M said to me, 
“Dear son, when you enter your house, say As-Salamu Alaikum 
to your family, for it will be a blessing both to you and to your 

family.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

These two chapters, as mentioned by the great scholar of hadeeth, 
An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  in his book, 
Riyaadus Saaliheen, deal with the etiquettes of greeting. They 
explained that a person should repeatedly greet his brother if he leaves 
him for a short interval. This is more important after a long interval.

For instance, a host enters the house to get water, food or similar 
items for his guests, he should repeat the greeting when he returns 
to them. That it is Sunnah for one to repeat the Islamic greeting 
after leaving one’s brothers for a time, be it short or long, is one of

Chapter 135: excellence of 
greeting at the time of entry 
into the house 

Hadeeth 861

Commentary
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the favours of Allah.

He has decreed that we greet one another because this is an act of 
worship and a source of reward. Whenever we strive to increase in 
it, our worship of Allah increases and we receive more reward and 
compensation. Had Allah not decreed this for us, such repetition 
would have been an innovation. However, by the flavor of Allah, 
whenever you return to your brother after a period, even if the span 
is short, you should repeat the greeting. If a tree or rock separates you 
such that he is out of sight, you should greet him when you meet again.

Thereafter he -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  buttressed 
his point with the hadeeth of Aboo Hurairah - may Allah be pleased 
with him. This is the incident of the man who entered the mosque 
and observed a Salat lacking in tranquility, pecking the ground as a 
hen does. Then he came to greet the Prophet M- He It responded to 
his greeting and said: ‘Return and observe Salat, for you have not 
observed Salat! The man left to observe Salat, and unfortunately 
performed it as he had done earlier without tranquility. Then he 
returned and greeted the Prophet |§. He % responded to his greeting 
and said: ‘Return and observe Salat, for you have not observed Salat! 
This occurred three times.

The man observed the Prayer as best as he could as he does not 
know any better; he was ignorant. Then he said: ‘By the One Who has 
raised you with truth, I do not know how to perform it any better, 
please teach me.’ This is from the wisdom of the Messenger |j; he M 
made him repeat this Salat, which does not benefit him, except to 
make him crave for knowledge. So, the knowledge will be presented 
to his heart while he is receptive and in need of it. It is well known 
that when a thing comes about when it is desired, it is more likely to 
be accepted. Imagine if you give a pauper ten riyals when he needed 
it, he would rejoice heartily at it and it will be significant to him. 
However, if you give same amount to a rich person, he would not 
regard it as significant.

Summarily, the Prophet M sent this man back repeatedly in order 
that he might long for knowledge and have an open mind to accept it.
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Then, he H said: ‘When you stand to observe the Salat, perform the 
ablution well, face the Qiblah, then make Takbir (the saying: Allahu 
Akbar). Then recite whatever is convenient for you of the Qur’an 
-  however one must recite Al-Fatihah as is indicated in some other 
explicit texts -  then make the Ruku' (bowing) until you are tranquil 
in the Ruku' position, then rise until you are tranquil in standing 
position, then make Sujud till you are tranquil in Sujud position -  
[this is a complete Rakat] -  then do the same in the rest of your Salat! 
The Messenger M taught him and he went away.

The author used this hadeeth to prove that it is part of the Sunnah 
for one to greet his brother when he returns to him, even after a 
short interval. For instance, if you go out to renew your ablution, 
get a book or other similar act, you should greet your brothers when 
you return to them. This is very good and each Salam earns you 
reward of ten good deeds.

Thereafter the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
mentioned that it is part of Sunnah for a person to greet when 
he enters his house. He evidenced this with the statement of 
Allah, the most High:

“But when you enter the house, greet one another with a greeting 
from Allah (that is, say: As-Salam Alaikum -  peace be on you) 
blessed and good.” (An-Nur: 61)

Hence, you should greet when you enter the house. The first act 
when you enter the house is to use chewing sick, thereafter you should 
greet. The Prophet M advised Anas bin Malik: 'O son, whenever you 
enter upon your household, you should greet. It will be a blessing for 
you and your household.’ Thus, Allah, the most High - said:

“Blessed and good.”

Therefore, you should greet the occupants of the house, be they 
your household or close associates. This is from the Sunnah.



Chapter 136: greeting the children 

Hadeeth 862
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Anas reported that he passed by some children and greeted 
them. Then he said: “Messenger of Allah M used to do the same.” 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Chapter 137: greeting one’s wife 
and other women 

Hadeeth 863
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SaW bin Sad reported: There was a woman among us who 
would put beet root in a pot and add to it some ground barley. She 
used to cook them together. On returning from the Friday prayer, 
we would greet her and she would offer it to us. [Al-Bukhari]
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Hadeeth 865
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Asma bint Yazid 4® reported: The Prophet M passed by us when 
we were with a party of women, and he greeted us. [Abu Dawud ]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his book, 

Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on Greeting the Children.’

Children here refer to young ones from the age of discernment to 
around twelve. Most people have the habit of not greeting children 
because they consider them as insignificant. However, this is contrary 
to the guidance of the Prophet M who would greet the young and the 
old. Thus, here is Anas bin Malik - may Allah be pleased with him, he 
passed by a group of children and greeted them. Then he said: ‘The 
Prophet M used to do so.’ That is, used to greet children.

There are numerous benefits in greeting children:

1. Following the Sunnah: That is, the Sunnah of the Prophet M- 
Allah - the most High - had said:

“Indeed in the Messenger o f Allah (Muhammad M) you have a 
good example to follow for him who hopes in (the meeting with) 
Allah and last day.” (Al-Ahzab: 2 1)

2. Humility: Such a person would not denigrate, snub or raise his 
head high in arrogance to people; rather, he even greets children. 
The Prophet M said: ‘Allah increases not a servant (of His) by his 
pardoning of people except in Honor, and none will be humble
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except that Allah raises his rank.’(l)

3. Making children accustomed to good manners: When children 
see elderly men greet them whenever they pass by them, they would 
get accustomed to this blessed and good Sunnah.

4. This makes children love one: That is, they love the one who 
greets them and they are happy. They may never stop remembering 
this act because children do not forget their past.

These are the benefits of greeting children.

As for greeting women:

1. It is Sunnah to greet one’s wives and female relatives who 
forbidden to be married. You may greet them and this is not 
blameworthy. You should greet your wife, sister, aunt and niece. There 
is no problem in this.

2. As for strange women, you should never greet them except they are 
aged and you are certain that you are safe from temptation. Otherwise, 
you should not greet them. Hence, the custom has been(2) for a man 
not to greet a woman in the market. This is the correct approach.

3. However, if you return home to find some women known to 
you, there is no harm in greeting them provided you are safe from 
temptation. So also, a woman should not greet a man except she is 
sure that she is safe from temptation.

Then, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned 
the hadeeth of the woman who would gather beet root into a pot. This 
root is a very good condiment. She would put it in a pot and add some 
ground barley to it, and cook them together. After Jumu’ah, whoever 
wills among the companions of the Prophet M would visit her. They 
would greet her and eat from this meal. This would fill them with 
great joy because the companions were poor before Allah granted 
them conquests. Allah the most High said:

1 Reported by Muslim in Book of Goodness and Joining the ties of Kinship, Chapter
on the Merit of Pardoning (people) and Humility, no. 2588

2 Here Shaykh Uthaymeen likely refers to the practices in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, may Allah protect the Kingdom.
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“And abundant spoils (of war) that you will capture.”(Al-Fath: 19) 

Also He said:
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“Allah has promised you Aboondant spoils that you will 
capture.”(Al-Fath: 20)

So, wealth became abundant after the conquests. Before then, 
most of the companions of the Prophet -  may Allah be pleased with 
them all - were poor.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 138: greeting the non- 
muslims and the prhibition of 
taking an initiative 

Hadeeth 866
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Abu Hurairah reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Do 
not greet the Jews and the Christians before they greet you; and 
when you meet any one of them on the road, force him to go to the 
narrowest part of it.” [Muslim]
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Anas 4 ® reported: Messenger of Allah ft said, “When the people of 
the Book greet you (i.e., by saying ‘ As-Samu Alaikum ,’ meaning 
death be upon you), you should respond with: ‘ Wa ‘alaikum 
[The same on you (i.e., and death will be upon you, for no one 
will escape death)].” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim].

Usamah bin Zaid reported: The Prophet M passed by a mixed 
company of people which included Muslims, polytheists and Jews, 
and he gave them the greeting (i.e., saying As-Salamu Alaikum ). 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim],

The author mentioned this chapter in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen, 
regarding the ruling of greeting an exclusive group of disbelievers and 
a mix of disbelievers and Muslims.

The act of greeting a group of Muslims has been previously 
discussed, and it was stated that it is an emphatic Sunnah.

Hadeeth 868

Commentary



It is not permissible to initiate greeting to disbelievers. That is, it 
is not allowed for a person who passes by a disbeliever or enters his 
house to say: ‘As-Salam alaikum - peace be upon you.’ This is because 
the Prophet M prohibited such in the hadeeth of Aboo Hurayrah. If we 
initiate such greeting, there would be an element of inferiority to them 
and honor since greeting is a form of respect. The disbeliever does not 
deserve respect but infuriation, humiliation and belittlement. This is 
because Allah, Glorious and Exalted is He, said:

“Muhammad M is the Messenger o f Allah, and those who are 
with him are severe against disbelievers, and merciful among 
themselves. You see them bowing and falling down prostrate 
(in prayer), seeking Bounty from Allah and (His) Good 
pleasure.” (Al-Fath: 29)

He said:

“(they are) severe against disbelievers,”

That is, they are firm and stern in dealing with the disbelievers.
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‘Tow see them bowing and falling down prostrate (in Prayer), 
seeking Bounty from Allah and (His) Good pleasure. The mark 
of them (that is, of their Faith) is on their faces (foreheads) 
from the traces of (their) prostration (during prayers). This is 
their description in the Taurat (Torah). But their description 
in the Injeel (Gospel) is like a (sown) seed which sends forth its 
shoot, them makes it strong, it then becomes thick, and it stands, 
straight on its stem delighting the sowers - that He may enrage the
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disbelievers with them.” (Al-Fath: 29)

This is the evidence.

He - the most High - also said in Surah At-Taubah:

“Nor they take any step to raise anger of the disbelievers nor inflict 
any injury upon an enemy but is written to their credit as a deed 
of righteousness” (At- Taubah: 120)

Our initiating the Islamic greeting would be a way of honoring 
and revering them. A believer should be stern in his dealings with the 
disbeliever. Allah the most High said:

“O you who believe! Whoever from among you turns back from 
his religion (Islam), Allah will bring a people whom He will love 
and they will love Him; humble towards the disbelievers, stern 
towards the disbelievers”(Al-Maidah: 120)

They are more honorable than the disbelievers; that is, a Muslim 
should see himself as more honorable than the disbeliever and that 
he is superior to him. Unfortunately, the sense of honor has left 
our hearts with the increase of Christian workers. We behave as if 
our difference with the Christian, the Jew, the Buddhist, or the idol 
worshipper is similar to the difference between a Maliki and a Hanbali 
or a Shafi or others.

Some people think that our difference with the disbelievers is 
comparable to the difference among the four Juristic schools of 
thought in Islam, we beseech Allah for safety. This is definitely a 
result of demise of the hearts. It is never permissible for a person 
to honor a disbeliever and the expectation is to do everything that
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will infuriate them.

Nevertheless, we must fulfill all agreements between us if such 
exists; for instance, if we have Christian employees. Firstly, we say: 
‘Do not bring Christian employees to the Arabian Peninsula because 
the Messenger f| said: ‘I will certainly expel the Jews and Christians 
from the Arabian Peninsula.,(l) He also ordered saying: ‘Expel the 
Jews and Christians from the Arabian Peninsula.,(2) Therefore, you 
should not bring a disbeliever if you can get a Muslim.

As for the claim of those whose hearts are dead or left to deviate by 
Allah, refuge is with Allah: ‘I bring disbelieving employees because 
they do not observe Salat. Otherwise, a substantial part of the working 
time would be lost. Thus, I bring them since they do not obseve fast, 
perform Umrah or Hajj, and so work would not stop.’ We seek refuge 
with Allah. This person has given preference to this life over the 
hereafter, we beseech Allah for wellbeing.

In summary, it is not permissible to initiate the Islamic form of 
greeting to a disbeliever, be he a Jew, Christian, Buddhist or an idol 
worshipper. It is not right to initiate the greeting to anyone who is 
not practicing Islam.

He M said: ‘Whenever you meet anyone of them on the road, 
constrain him to its inconvenient part.’ That is, you should not leave 
the way for him. If a group of Muslims meets a group of disbelivers 
along a path, the Muslims should not make space for them even if 
they spread out on the road. This is because if you created room for 
them on the path, this would be tantamount to honoring them.

Why should we relate with them in this manner?

Firstly, they are enemies of Allah and our enemies. Allah -  
the Exalted - said:

1 Reported by Muslim in Book of Jihad and Expeditions, Chapter on Expelling the 
Jews and Christians from the Arabian Peninsula, no. 1767

2 Reported by Ahmad in Al-Musnad (1/195)
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“Oyou who believe! Take not My enemies and your enemies (that 
is, disbelievers and Polytheists, and so on.) as friends, showing 
affection towards them, while they have disbelieved in what has 
come to you of the truth (that is, Islamic Monotheism, this Qur’an 
and Muhammad M)- (Al-Mumtahanah: 1)

In the first instance, they are enemies of Allah, and then they are 
our enemies. Their past actions till date towards the Muslims point 
to the vehemence of their enmity towards the Muslims. So, it is not 
permissible to initiate the Islamic greeting to them.

However, what should be our response if they initiate the Islamic 
greeting? The Prophet M said: ‘Whenever they make Salam to you, 
then say: “ Wa alaykum - and upon you (or same to you).” You should 
say only this without going further; why? This is because during the 
time of the Prophet M, they would greet the Muslims in an ignoble 
manner, saying: ‘As-saamu alaykum - death be upon you.’ Whoever 
hears them would think they are saying: As-Salam alaykum - peace 
be upon you,’ whereas they are saying: ‘As-Saamu alaykum - death be 
upon.’ You should ponder over the magnitide of their enmity, even 
in greeting. Hence, the Prophet |g said: ‘Say: wa alaykum - and upon 
you (same to you),’ only. If they have said: As-Saamu -  death,’ then 
same to them and if they have said: As-Salam - peace,’ same to them.

This is fair because Allah -  the most High - said:

“When you are greeted with a greeting, greet in return with what 
is better than it, or at least) return it equally.” (An-Nisa: 86)

This is justice.

Thus, some scholars stated that if a disbeliver clearly says: “As-Salam 
alaykum - peace be upon you,” then you should respond with: “wa 
alaika As-Salam - and upon you be peace.” This situation is different 
from that which necessitated the statement of the Messenger $£: ‘Say: 
wa alaikum - same to you’. The hadeeth of Ibn Umar -  may Allah 
be pleased with him - in Al-Bukhaari showed that they used to say:
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‘As-saamu alaykum - death be upon you.’ Hence, you should respond 
with: ‘Wa alaykum - and upon you’ when they greet you. This reason 
is clear, which is the fact that they were saying: ‘As-samu alaykum -  
death be upon you.’

If they pronounce the Islamic greeting clearly, we should respond 
by saying: ‘Wa alaikum As-Salam - and upon you be peace.’ This is 
because the most steadfast of people upon justice and fairness are 
the Muslims, praise be to Allah. When they say: ‘As-Salam alaikum
- peace be upon you,’ we say: ‘Wa alaykum As-Salam - And upon 
you be peace.’ If they say: ‘Ahlan wa sahlan -  welcome Graciously!’ 
We respond: ‘Ahlan wa Sahlan -  welcome, Graciously! ’ If they say: 
‘Marhaban -  Welcome,’ we say: ‘Marhaban -  welcome.’ We give them 
exactly what they give us.

Nevertheless, this matter has become tricky today for some people. 
We have disbelievers as superior officers in some companies. Thus, 
what should a Muslim say when he enters the office of this superior 
officer who is a Jew or Christian? We advise him to only say: ‘Salam
-  peace,’ with the intention of directing it to himself. Since you have 
omitted the object from the expression, he would not know the 
addressee. This is if you fear evil from him.

However, if you do not fear evil from him and he cares less about 
your manner of greeting, then you should interact with him without 
making Salam to him. This is because the Messenger M said: ‘Do not 
initiate greeting to the Jew or Christian.’ If you fear his evil then say: 
‘As-Salam - peace,’ only.

Scholars -  may Allah shower blessings on them -  disagree on the 
permissibility or otherwise of initiating other forms of greetings. For 
instance, the use of expressions like: ‘Marhaban (Welcome), Ahlan wa 
sahlan (Welcome graciously) and so on. Some opine that there is no 
problem if it is a social gesture, particularly if you fear him or his evil. 
Others opine that it is not permissible because it entails a sense of 
reverence for him. In this case, a person should consider that which 
fulfils his need or serves his best interest.

Thereafter, the author mentioned a hadeeth about passing by a
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gathering of Muslims and disbelievers. Should a Muslim neglect 
greeting such gathering due to the presence of disbelievers? Should 
he greet them due to the presence of Muslims? Two contradictory 
factors are present in this case: an approval and a limiting factor. 
The presence of Muslims allows the greeting while the presence of 
disbelievers forbids it. It is however possible to separate the grounds 
in this situation. Otherwise, the principle of Sharee'ah dictates that 
when an approval and a limiting factor come together in a matter, 
without the possibility of separating them, precedence is given to 
the limiting factor. However, it is possible to separate them in this 
situation: you greet them with the intent of greeting the Muslims 
among them. The Prophet H passed by a mixed company of people 
which included Muslims, polytheists and Jews, and he gave them 
the greeting of Salam.

Another case of difference of opinion are expressions such as: Ahlan 
wa Sahlan Kaifa haluka (graciously, welcome, how are you). However, 
just say: ‘As-Salam (peace),’ if you fear his evil and intend with it that 
you are making Salam upon yourself.

The author ended the Book of Greeting and its manners with this 
hadeeth of Aboo Hurairah - may Allah be pleased with him. It is 
about a man who came to a seated gathering and then stands up to 
leave. It is known that a man should greet whenever he comes upon 
a people as earlier explained. The Islamic greeting is an emphatic 
Sunnah while responding to it is an individual obligation (Fard Ayn) 
for the addressee. If a group of people are greeted, then it is a collective 
obligation (Fard Kifayah); the response of some suffices and releases 
the rest from the obligation.

However, if they are a group but it is known that the initiator intends 
a particular person, first and foremost, then it becomes obligatory for 
that person to respond. For instance, a teacher is in the midst of a 
group of students, then someome comes in to greet the teacher, first 
and foremost. In this case, it becomes mandatory for the teacher to 
respond and the response of the group does not suffice for him.

Likewise, a leader is in the midst of some men and his security
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guards, then a person comes in to offer greeting. It is known that he 
intended to greet the leader, first and foremost; hence, it becomes 
obligatory for him to respond.

If however the members of the group are peer and it is not known 
that anyone of them was intended with the Salam, first and foremost, 
then the response of any of them suffices for the group. It is sufficient 
because the response is a collective obligation.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 139: excellence of 
greeting on arrival and departure 
Hadeeth 869
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Abu Hurairah 4* reported: Messenger o f Allah H said, “When 
one of you arrives in a gathering, he should offer Salam to those 
who are already there, and he should also do so when he intends 
to depart. The first act of greeting is not more meritorious than 
the last.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Commentary
In this hadeeth, when a man comes upon a gathering, he should 

offer greeting and he should do same when he intends to take his

(^409p
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leave. This is because the Prophet | j  ordered so and said: ‘The first 
act of greeting is not more meritorious than the last.’ That is, 
you should offer greeting when you intend to depart just as you 
did when you entered.

Thus, one sends Salam on the Prophet M when one enters the 
mosque and likewise when one leaves. A person performs Tawwaf 
when he enters Makkah for Umrah or Hajj and likewise when he is 
about to depart. This is because Tawwaf is the greeting of Makkah for 
the one who enters it with the intent of performing Hajj or Umrah. 
Also, the farewell greeting to Makkah for the one who came for Hajj 
or Umrah upon departure is Tawwaf. This is a sign of the perfection 
of the Sharee'ah; making the beginning same as the end in regards to 
these sort of matters. The Sharee'ah as we all know is from the All- 
Wise, All-Aware as He said:

^ 0

“(This is) a Book, the verse whereof are perfected (in every sphere 
of knowledge, and so on) and then explained in detail from  
One (Allah), Who is All-wise and Well Acquainted (with all 
things).” (Hud: 1)

Hence, you notice order and consistency in its entirety, without 
contradiction nor defect. Indeed, the Messenger M prohibited that a 
man should walk in a single sandal, even if he is going to repair the 
other -  why? This is because when you single out one of your feet with 
a sandal, it becomes oppression and injustice to the other. So, we see 
that the Sharee'ah of Islam commands justice in every matter:

if-  iS's ^  ^
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“Verily, Allah enjoins Al-Adl (that is, Justice and worshipping 
none but Allah alone -  Islamic Monotheism) and Al-Ihsan (that 
is, to be patient in performing your duties to Allah, totally for 
Allah’s sake and in accordance with the Sunnah [Legal ways]
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of the Prophet M in a perfect manner), and giving (help) to kith 
and Kin (that is, all that Allah has ordered you to give them e.g., 
wealth, visiting, looking after them, or any other kind o f help, and 
so on.) and forbids Al-fahsha (that is, all evil deeds, e.g. illegal 
sexual acts, disobedience of parents, polytheism, to tell lies, to 
give false witness, to kill a life without right, and so on.) and Al- 
Munkar (that is, all that is prohibited by Islamic law: polytheism 
of every kind, disbelief and every kind o f evil deeds, and so on.), 
and Al-Baghy (that is, all kinds of oppression), He admonishes 
you, that you may take heed.” (An-Nahl: 90)

Chapter 140: seeking permission 
to enter (somebody’s house) and 
manners relating to it 

Hadeeth 870
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Abu Musa Al-Ash‘ari 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah St said, 
“Permission is to be sought thrice. I f  it is accorded, you may enter; 
otherwise, go back.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 871
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Sahl bin Sad reported: The Messenger of Allah St said, “Seeking
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permission to enter (somebody’s house) has been prescribed in 
order to restrain the eyes (from looking at something we are not 
supposed to look at).” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 872
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Rib‘i bin Hirash 4  reported: A man ofBanu ‘Amir tribe has told 
us that he had asked the Prophet M for permission to enter when 
he was at home. He said: “May I  enter?” Messenger of Allah it  
said to the servant, “Go out and instruct him about the manner 
of seeking permission. Tell him to say: As-Salamu ‘Alaikum (may 
you be safe from evil). May I  come in?” The man heard this and 
said: “ As-Salamu ‘Alaikum (may you be safe from evil). May I 
come in?” The Prophet it  then accorded permission to him and he 
entered in. [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 873
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Kaldah bin Al-Hanbal 4  reported: I  visited the Prophet M and
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I  entered his house without seeking permission. So he said, “Go 
back and say: ‘ As-Salamu ‘Alaikum (may you be safe from evil). 
May I  come in?’” [ Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

The author stated in his Book, Riyaad us-Saaliheen: ‘Chapter 
on seeking permission to enter (somebody’s house) and 
manners relating to it.’

This refers to seeking permission from the owner of a house to grant 
you right of access; you should enter if he permits, otherwise you do 
not enter. In fact, if he tells you explicitly to go away, you should do so 
as Allah the most High said:

“And if you are asked to go back, go back, for it is purer for 
you.” (An-Nur: 28)

O you owner of the house, you should not be shy to say: ‘Go back,’ 
and O you who is seeking permission, you should not get angry because 
of that. The supposed host may be busy or may not be prepared to 
receive people; hence, you should not coerce or pressure him. If you 
leave after he denies you entry, Allah said that this is purer for you:

“Go back for it is purer fo r you.”

That is, purer for your hearts.

The author also mentioned two verses from the Book of Allah. The 
first verse is the statement of Allah:

“O you who believe; Enter not houses other than your own until 
you have asked permission” (An-Nur: 27)

We said: the meaning of permission is to grant you approval 
to enter or you know that the host is prepared to receive you. For 
instance, if a person tells you: ‘Visit me after Salat Adh-Dhuhr, if you

Commentary



find the door open that is my permission.’ When you come at that 
time, you do not need to seek permission because the host has asked 
you to visit him at an agreed time and enter if you find the door open. 
There is no difference between a previous or future permission. As 
long as you know that the man has not left his door open except for 
you to enter and there is such understanding between the two of 
you, you should enter.

This is not blameworthy. However, it is preferable that you offer 
greeting at the entrance. This is important even if the sole intention 
is to attain the reward of Islamic greeting and supplication from 
your brother, since he would respond: ‘Wa alaykum As-Salam- 
and upon you be peace.’

The second verse is the statement of Allah:

“And when the children among you come to puberty, then let 
them (also) ask for permission, as those senior to them (in 
age).” (An-Nur: 59)

That is, reaching the age of wet dreams. Though the actual thing is 
reaching age of ejaculation but it has been described here as the age 
of wet dream because for most people, the first time sperm comes 
out from them is through a wet dream. However, some people reach 
puberty without having wet dreams, but the preponderant situation is 
for people to have wet dreams. So, when the child reaches puberty, he 
should not enter the house except after asking permission. The matter 
is light before reaching puberty though there are three periods when 
he must necessarily seek permission:

“O you who believe! Let your legal slaves and slave girls, and 
those among you who have not come to the age of puberty ask
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your permission (before they come to your presence) on three
occasion”(An-Nur: 58)

1. The first: Before Al-Fajr Prayer

2. The second: When you put ofF your clothes for siesta.

3. The third: After the Isha Prayer.

Everyone, even children, must ask for permission during these 
three periods. This is because at these times, a person is prepared 
for sleep and may have changed to garments in which he would 
not like to be seen. Hence, it is compulsory to ask for permission at 
these three periods.

With regards to looking at women, that is children looking at women, 
this is not restricted by puberty. Rather, this is once it is noticed that 
a child is gazing at female with sensual delight. If this is recognized, 
then it becomes mandatory for the female to veil in his presence even 
if he is no older than ten years old. Allah the most High said:
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“And tell believing women to lower their gaze (from looking at 
forbidden things), and protect their private parts (from illegal 
sexual acts, and so on.) and not to show off their adornment 
except only that which is apparent (like both eyes for necessity 
to see the way, or outer palms of the hands or one eye or dress 
like veil, gloves, head cover, apron, and so on), and to draw their 
veils over Juyubihinna (that is, their belies, faces, necks and 
bosoms, and so on) and not to reveal their adornment except to
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their husbands, their fathers, their husbands fathers, their sons, 
their husbands sons, their brothers or their brothers sons, or 
their sister’s sons, or their (Muslim) women (that is, their sisters 
in Islam), or the (female) slaves whom their right hands possess, 
or old male servant who lack vigor, or small children who have no 
sense of the shame of sex.. ,”(An-Nur: 31)

Scholars explained that ‘those who have no sense of the shame of 
sex’ are those who are yet to develop any interest in women, nor does 
the idea of woman occur to their senses. Alhough there are some ten 
year old children who are aware of female sexuality, so this varies as I 
have said earlier. Perhaps, this child sits with a people whose discussion 
usually revolves around women, which may infuse sexual thoughts in 
him from a tender age. This thought may not occur to a child who 
accompanies people whose principal interest is in learning, Qur’an 
memorization and other similar activities. Hence, sexual desires do 
not develop in him.

Whatever the situation, once we realize that a child pays attention 
to the female body, discusses about women and his look at women is 
filled with lust, it becomes obligatory for women veil in his presence 
even if he is no more than ten years old. It would not be strange if he 
marries and fathers a child after copulating with his wife. Scholars 
-  may Allah shower blessings on him -  also stated that it is possible 
for a ten year old child to have children. It has also been reported 
that the age difference of Amr bin Al-Aas and his son Abdullah 
was only eleven years!

Imam Ash-Shafi -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said: ‘I saw a 
grandmother who was only twenty-one years old.’ In our environment 
today, you would find a lady who is twenty-one years old and she is yet 
to get married. It is possible for a woman to reach puberty at the age of 
nine, that is in her tenth year, and become pregnant during first year 
of puberty and give birth. Then when her daughter turns nine years 
old, she also gets married in her tenth year. How many years will that 
be? Twenty years. Therefore, her child will come in the twenty-first 
year and her mother would become a grandmother. Also, Ash-Shafi -  
may Allah shower blessings on him -  said: ‘I saw a grandmother who
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was only twenty years old.’

In a nutshell, when a child reaches puberty, he should not enter the 
house without permission. Also, when he recognizes the female body, 
begins to discuss about women and looks at them with desire, then it 
becomes mandatory for a woman to veil in his presence, even if he is 
not older than ten years.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 142: saying ‘ a l - h a m d u  

////a/7'on sneezing, its reply and 
manners relating to sneezing and 
yawning

Hadeeth 878

Abu Hurairah reported: The Prophet H said, “Allah likes 
sneezing and dislikes yawning. When any one of you sneezes 
and says ‘ Al-hamdu lillah (praise be to Allah)’, it becomes 
obligatory upon every Muslim who hears him to respond with 
‘ Yarhamuk-Allah (may Allah have mercy on you)’. Yawning is 

from the devil. When one of you feels like yawning, he should 
restrain it as much as possible, for the devil laughs when one of 
you yawns.” [Al-Bukhari]



Hadeeth 879
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Abu Hurairah 4b reported: The Prophet M said, “When one of you 
sneezes he should say: ‘ Al-hamdu lillah (praise be to Allah),’ and 
his brother or his companion should say to him: ‘Yarhamuk-Allah 
(may Allah have mercy on you)! When he says this he should 
reply: ‘ Yahdikum-ullah wa yuslihu balakum (may Allah guide 
you and render sound your state of affairs).’” [ Al-Bukhari]

Abu Musa reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “When 
one of you sneezes and praises Allah (i.e., says Al-hamdu lillah ), 
you should invoke Allah’s Mercy upon him (i.e., say Yarhamuk
Allah ); but if he does not praise Allah, you should not make a 
response.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 880

Hadeeth 881
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Anas 4e reported: When two men sneezed in the presence of the 
Prophet H, he responded to one with “ Yarhamuk-Allah (may 
Allah have mercy on you)” and did not respond to the other. 
The latter said to him: “You invoked a blessing on this man but 
did not do so in my case.” The Prophet M replied, “He praised 
Allah (i.e., he said ‘ Al-hamdu lillah ’) but you did not.” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said 

in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on the virtue of tashmeet 
of the one who sneezed if he praises allah and an explanation of the 
etiquettes of sneezing and yawning.’

The sneeze is from Allah, Honored and Glorious is He. Allah loves 
the sneeze as is stated in the hadeeth of Aboo Hurayrah - may Allah 
be pleased with him - that the Prophet M said: ‘Allah loves the sneeze.’

The reason for this is that sneezing indicates vitality and agility. So, 
you notice that a person gains vitality when he sneezes; and Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime - loves a person who is full of energy. In an 
authentic narration from the Prophet M, he said: ‘The strong believer 
is more beloved to Allah than the weak believer, although there is 
good in both of them.’(l)

Sneezing shows liveliness and vitality, hence it is beloved to Allah. 
It is established in the Sharee'ah that when a person sneezes he should 
say: Alhamdulillahi - praise be to Allah.’ This is a favor of Allah which

i  Muslim in Book of Predestination, Chapter on the Command to Strength and the 
Abandonment of Incapacity, no.2664
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he has been granted and as such, he should praise Allah. So, he says: 
‘Alhamdulillah - praise be to Allah,’ be it in the course of a Salat or 
outside it and wherever he may be. However, scholars -  may Allah 
shower blessings on him -  explained that when he sneezes while in 
the toilet, he should not say: ‘Alhamdulillahi - praise be to Allah,’ with 
his tongue but with his mind. They -  may Allah shower blessings 
on him -  stated that one should not utter words of remembrance of 
Allah in the toilet.

When a person sneezes and praises Allah, it becomes a duty 
on all those who hear him to say: ‘ YarhamukAllah - may Allah 
have mercy upon you.’ So, they supplicate for mercy for him as 
a reward for praising Allah, Honored and Glorious. Once he has 
praised Allah, then amongst his reward is that his brothers should 
supplicate for mercy upon him.

The apparent meaning of his statement: ‘It becomes a duty upon 
all who hear him,’ is that it is obligatory for each individual who hears 
him. This is further supported by his statement in another hadeeth: 
‘When he sneezes and praises Allah, then you (plural) should 
make Tashmeet to him.’

Some scholars opine that response to the one who sneezes is a 
communal obligation; that is, once one person from the group (of 
people present) responds saying: ‘ YarhamukAllah -  May Allah have 
mercy upon you,’ this is sufficient. However, to err on the side of 
caution, each person who hears him should respond; that is, supplicate 
for mercy upon him as stated in the hadeeth.

As for yawning, it is from Satan and this is why Allah dislikes it. 
But why? It is because yawning points to laziness. Hence, one yawns 
frequently if one feels sleepy. So, Allah dislikes it because it indicates 
laziness. However, when one yawns he should steadfastly strive to 
suppress it. Scholars state that you should restrain your lower lip in 
order to suppress it, without biting it hard to leave a cut but to prevent 
the mouth from opening. What is important is that you suppress it, 
either by this method or other methods. If you are unable to suppress 
it, then you should cover your mouth with your palm. What some
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scholars -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  have mentioned 
about using the back of your palm to cover the mouth has no basis; 
the palm should be used in this matter.

The wisdom behind this is that Satan laughs when a person yawns; 
Satan realizes that this demonstrates his state of lethargy, and he loves 
such for the progeny of Adam, may Allah protect you and us from him. 
He also hates a person who is full of energy, active, firm and strong.

Hence, you should always strive to prevent or suppress the yawn; 
this is the Sunnah and it is better. Otherwise, you should cover your 
mouth with your palm.

However, would you say: ‘A'udhu billahi min ash-Shaytan Ar- 
Rajeem - 1 seek refuge with Allah from the Accursed Satan?’ No, this 
is not established from the Prophet M- The Prophet M taught us what 
to do when we yawn and he did not ask us to say anything. Rather, 
he only said: ‘Suppress it or prevent it with the hand.’ He did not say: 
‘Say: A’udhu billahi min Ash-Shaytan Ar-Rajeem’.

As for the common practice that a person who yawns says: A’udhu 
billahi min Ash-Shaytan Ar-Rajeem - 1 seek refuge with Allah from the 
Accursed Satan,’ there is no basis for this. Acts of worship (in Islam) 
are based upon enactment (by Allah and His Messenger) and not 
based on whims and desires.

However, some people may say: ‘Did Allah not say':

And if  an evil whisper comes to you from Shaytan (Satan) then 
seek refuge with Allah. Verily, He is All-Hearer, All-Knower.” 
(Al-Araf: 200)

and the Prophet it had informed us that the yawn is from Satan, 
and this is a whisper. We say: ‘No, not at all. You have understood the 
verse wrongly.’ The meaning of the verse:

“And i f  an evil whisper comes to you from Shaytan (Satan) then
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seek refuge with Allah. Verily, He is All-Hearer, All-Knower.”

This is a command, by whisper, to commit sin or abandon 
responsibilities. This is the whisper of Satan as Allah has mentioned 
that he whispers these to people; a command to sin and a persuasion 
to abandon obligations. If you notice that, you should say: ‘A’udhu 
billahi min Ash-Shaytan Ar-Rajeem - I seek refuge with Allah from 
the Accursed Satan.’

However, there is nothing to say after yawning except a Sunnah of 
action, which is to suppress it.

One of the etiquettes of sneezing is that one covers one’s 
nose with his cloth.

Scholars explain that there are two points of wisdom in this:

The first: Some disease (organisms) could be ejected during this 
sneeze and spread to those around him.

The second: Some repugnant materials could be expelled from his 
nose, which would be preveneted if he covers his face. And this is good.

However, you should avoid covering the nose with your palm as 
some people do. This is an error because it limits the air which exits 
through the mouth while sneezing which may cause harm to you.

There is evidence in these hadeeths that the one who sneezes and 
does not praise Allah does not deserve a response of: ‘ YarhamukAllah 
- May Allah have Mercy upon you.’ This is because two men sneezed 
in the presence of the Prophet it  who responded to one with 
YarhamukAllah (may Allah have mercy on you) but did not respond 
to the other. The latter said to him: ‘O Messenger of Allah it, you 
invoked the blessing of Allah on this man but but you did not say 
so in my case.’ He it  said: ‘He praised Allah (i.e. he said Al-hamdu 
lillah) but you did not.’

Hence, if a person sneezes but failed to praise Allah, you should 
not say to him: ‘ YarhamukAllah - May Allah have Mercy upon you.’

However, should we remind him by telling him to say, ‘Alhamdulillahi
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- Praise be to Allah’? No, the hadeeth does not indicate that you 
should remind him. The Prophet |J did not say in the hadeeth that 
you should remind a person who fails to praise Allah after sneezing. 
Rather he said: ‘...but if he does not praise Allah, you should not 
make a response.’ Hence, we would not ask him to praise Allah but 
would inform him thereafter that the one who sneezes should say: 
‘Alhamdulillah -  Praise be to Allah.’ That will be a form of education.

It is unavoidable that the praise of the one who sneezes be audible; 
also, when the one who sneeze is told: ‘Yarhamuka Allah -  May Allah 
have mercy upon you,’ he must say: ‘ Yahdikummullah wa Yuslih 
baalakum - May Allah guide you and set aright your affairs.’ So, 
you ask Allah to guide him and set aright his affairs. Some common 
people say: ‘Yahdina aw Yahdikumullah -  May Allah guide us or guide 
you,’ this is contrary to the Sharee’ah. That which is legislated in the 
Sharee’ah is to say: ‘ YahdikAllah wa Yuslih balakum -  May Allah guide 
you and set aright your affairs,’ as we have explained.

Allah alone grants success.

Abu Musa 4* reported: The Jews used to intentionally sneeze in 
the presence of the Messenger of Allah M hoping that he would 
say to them: ‘ Yarhamukum-ullah (may Allah have mercy on 
you),’ but he would respond with: “ Yahdikum-ullahu wayuslihu 
balakum (may Allah guide you and render sound your state of 
affairs).” [ Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 883
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Hadeeth 884

Abu Said  Al-Khudri 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah m 
said, “When one yawns, he should put his hand over his mouth, 
otherwise the devil will enter.” [Muslim]

These hadeeths are about what is meritorious when one sneezes. 
This has been explained earlier; one of which is the hadeeth of Aboo 
Hurayrah - may Allah be pleased with him. He reported that the 
Messenger of Allah it  used to place his hand or garment over his face 
or mouth in order to muffle the sound. That is, whenever you sneeze, 
you should place your garment or hand over your mouth in order 
to lessen the sound.

The scholars -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  also consider 
it a righteous act to cover ones face with a cloth. This will prevent any 
filth from stemming from one’s nose. Usually, something will emanate 
from him but it will not be noticed if he has convered it. Sometimes, 
disease causing micro-organisms may be transmitted from him to 
other persons. Thus, you should cover your face with the tip of your 
garment, cloak or something similar whenever you sneeze so that 
these two benefits will be achieved.

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of Aboo Moosa - may Allah be 
pleased with him - that the Jews used to sneeze in the presence of the 
Prophet M- That is, they used to force themselves to sneeze hoping 
that the Messenger would say: ‘Yarhamukumullah -  May Allah have 
Mercy upon you.’ They do this because they know that he is a Prophet 
and that his supplications are accepted. So, they would sneeze in 
his presence so that he might say: ‘ Yarhamukumullah! However, he 
would not say that because it is not permissible to ask for mercy or
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forgiveness for a disbeliever but one may ask for guidance for him.

Thus, whenever they sneezed and said: ‘Alhamdulillah (Praise be to 
Allah),’ he would say: ‘ Yahdikummullah wa yuslih baalakum -  May 
Allah guide you and better your affairsSo, if a disbeliever sneezes in 
your presence and praises Allah, you should not say: ‘ YarhamukAllah’; 
rather, you should say: ‘ Yahdikummullah wa yuslih baalakum,’ as the 
Prophet M would do.

Then he mentioned a hadeeth from Imam Muslim about the action 
of the Prophet when he yawns: he M ordered that one should place 
his hand over his mouth. It has been earlier mentioned that the 
best approach is to prevent the yawn as much as you can. If you are 
unable, you should place your hand over your mouth. Otherwise, 
Satan would laugh at you and enter into your stomach. The act of 
covering the mouth with the hand is to protect you from Satan 
entering into your stomach.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 143: excellence of hand 
shaking at the time of meeting 

Hadeeth 885
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Abu Khattab Qatadah 4* reported: I asked Anas: “Did the
Companions of Messenger of Allah M use to shake hands?” He
said: “Yes.” [Al-Bukhari]
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Anas 4® reported: When the people o f Yemen came, the 
Messenger o f Allah M said, “ The people o f Yemen have 
visited you. They are the first to introduce the tradition of 
handshaking.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 887
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Al-Bara 4 ® reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Two 
Muslims will not meet and shake hands without having their sins 
forgiven (by Allah ) before they depart.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 888
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Anas 4® reported: A man asked: “O Messenger of Allah! When

»
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a man meets a brother or a friend, should he bow to him?” He 
said, “No.” The man asked whether he should embrace and kiss 
him? The Messenger of Allah M replied, “No.” He asked whether 
he should hold his hand and shake it? The Messenger of Allah M 
replied, “Yes.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
The author, An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him 

-  combined this chapter with the etiquettes of greeting in the book 
Riyaadus Saaliheen. One of such etiquettes is handshake.

Is it established in the Sunnah for a man to shake his brother when 
they meet? The answer is: ‘Yes, it is established to do that. It is one of 
the manners of the Companions - may Allah be pleased with him; 
Qatadah had asked Anas bin Malik - may Allah be pleased with him: 
‘Was handshaking a common practice amongst the companions of 
the Prophet M?’ He replied: ‘Yes’

This should be done with the right hand. When that is achieved, they 
are both forgiven (their sins) before they separate. This demonstrates 
the virtue of handshake when one meets his brother. This is when he 
meets him for discourse or similar circumstances.

However, it is not from the guidance of the companions of the 
Prophet to shake hands with everyone they come across in the 
market. That is, it is sufficient to greet passers-by in the market. If 
one usually stops at another persons place for discourse, then one 
should shake his hand.

Then, it is necessary to note that some people would shake their 
brothers after an obligatory Prayer. They would sometimes say to him: 
‘TaqabbAllahu - May Allah accept it,’ or ‘Qabool, Qabool -  Acceptance, 
acceptance.’ This is an innovation as the companions never did this. 
It is rather sufficient that the one observing Salat terminates it by 
saying: ‘As-Salam alaykum wa rahmatullah - Peace be upon you and

C m  j
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the blessing of Allah’ to both sides.

As for bowing, hugging and clinging to a person upon meeting, the 
Prophet M was asked about this: ‘Should he bow?’ He M said: ‘No.’ The 
questioner said: ‘Should he hug him and kiss him?’ He sg said: ‘No.’

So when you meet your brother, you should not hug him, cling 
to him nor bow to him. Bowing is more grievous because it entails 
subjugation to other than Allah, Honored and Glorious is He. This 
is similar to what you do for Allah in Ruku (the bowing position in 
Salat), whick makes it prohibited. Rather, you should shake his hand 
and that is sufficient. However, there is no harm in hugging or kissing 
if there is a specific reason for it such as if he arrived from a journey.

If one were to ask about the statement of Allah, the most 
High, regarding the brother of Yusuf SSi when they entered 
upon him and he said:

“Enter Egypt, if Allah will, in security. And he raised his

(Yusuf: 99, 100)

The answer to this is: This was from an old Sharee'ah, which our 
Sharee'ah has come to abrogate and prohibit. So, it is not permissible 
for anyone to prostrate to another even if he does not intend to 
worship him. Likewise, he should not bow to him because this has 
been prohibited by the Messenger M- If a person who is ignorant of 
this approaches and bows to you, you should advise him. You should 
tell him: ‘This is prohibited, do not bow nor subjugate yourself to 
anyone but to Allah alone.’

There is no problem with kissing the hand if the person is 
one deserving of such.

Allah alone grants success.

parents to the throne and they fell down before him prostrate!
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Hadeeth 889

Safwan bin ‘Assal reported: A Jew asked his companion to take 
him to the Prophet M; and when they came to the Messenger of 
Allah M, they asked him about the nine clear signs (given to Prophet 
Musa). Safwan narrated the long Hadith which concludes: They 
kissed the hands and feet o f the Messenger of Allah M and said: 
“We testify that you are a Prophet.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

In a narration of Ibn Umar , (at the end of the narration of the 
Hadith ) he said: “We came near the Prophet H and kissed his 
hand.” [ Abu Dawud ] (Weak Hadith )

Hadeeth 890

Hadeeth 891
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‘Aishah 4® reported: Zaid bin Harithah came to the Messenger of 
Allah M when he was in my house. Zaid knocked at the door. The 
Prophet M rose to receive him, trailing his garment. He embraced 
and kissed him. [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Abu Dharr ̂  reported: The Messenger of Allah M said to me, “Do 
not belittle any good deed, even your meeting with your brother 
(Muslim) with a cheerful face.” [Muslim]

The author- may Allah shower blessings on him- cited these 
hadeeths in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen, about the etiquettes of 
handshaking, hugging and other related matters.

One of such is the hadeeth of Safwan bin Assal - may Allah be 
pleased with him - that a Jew asked his companion to go with him to 
the Prophet at. So, they went to him with inquiries and the Prophet It 
mentioned the nine signs. So, they kissed his hand and feet and they 
said: ‘We testify that you are a Prophet.’

These Jews were resident in Madeenah but originally from Egypt, 
from the Children of Israel. They moved to the Levant which Prophet

Commentary
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“O my people! Enter the holy land (Palestine) which Allah has 
assigned toyou.”(Al-Maidah: 21)

They used to read in the Torah that a Prophet would be raised 
towards the end of time in Makkah and that he shall emigrate to 
Madeenah. So, a great number of them emigrated from the Levant 
to Madeenah in anticipation of the Prophet H. They wanted to follow 
him because his virtues had be extolled in Torah and the Gospel. 
Allah - the most High - had said:

“Those who follow the Messenger the Prophet who can neither 
read nor write (that is, Muhammad M) whom they find written 
with them in the Taurat (Torah) (deut, xviii, 15) and the Injeel 
(Gospel) (John xiv, 16), he commands them for Al-Ma’ruf (that is, 
Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam has ordained) and forbids 
them from Al-Munkar (that is, disbelief, Polytheism o f all kind 
and all that Islam has forbidden), he allows them as lawful At- 
Taiyibat [(that is, all good and lawful) as regards things, deeds, 
beliefs, persons, foods and so on] and prohibits for them as 
unlawful Al-Khaba’ith (that is, all evil and unlawful as regards 
things, deeds, beliefs, persons, foods and so on.), he releases them 
from their heavy burdens (Allah’s covenant) and from the fetters 
(bindings) that were upon them.”(Al-Araf: 157)

Whenever a conflict arose between the idol worshippers and them, 
they would invoke Allah for victory over the idol worshippers. They 
would say: ‘There shall soon be raised a Prophet whom we shall follow
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and by him seek victory and vanquish you,’ as Allah the most High said:

“Although aforetime they had invoked Allah (for coming 
of Muhammad M) in order to gain victory over those who 
disbelieved, then when there came to them that which they had 
recognized, they disbelieved in it.”(Al-Baqarah: 9)

There were three Jewish clans in Madeenah: Banu Qainuqa, Banu 
Nadir and Banu Qurayzah. After his arrival at Madeenah, the Prophet 
It entered into a covenant with them but they all broke it and were all 
expelled from Madeenah. The last to be ejected were Banu Qurayzah, 
and about seven hundred of them were killed due to their treachery 
during the Battle of the Confederates. They moved to Khaybar which 
the Prophet It latter conquered. However, he allowed them to remain 
there because they were farmers with great expertise in cultivation.

During that period, the companions were engaged in that which 
was of greater importance (that is, Jihad). So, the Prophet H employed 
them and told them: ‘We will let you stay in your place (Khaybar) on 
the condition that you shall have half of the fruits and crops and the 
Muslims shall have the other half. We will allow you to remain for as 
long Allah wills.’(l)

They remained in Khaybar during the time of the Messenger H and 
Aboo Bakr - may Allah be pleased with him. When Umar - may Allah 
be pleased with him -  became the ruler, they proved treacherous -  the 
Jews are known with treachery and betrayal. So Umar - may Allah 
be pleased with him - expelled them from Khaybar in 16 A. H. to 
Adri’at in the Levant.

This is the origin of the presence of the Jews on the Arabian 
Peninsula. They were awaiting the arrival of the Prophet H so as to

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book o f Cultivation, Chapter on When the Land 
Owner say: I will allow you remain as long as Allah wills you to ..., no. 2338 and 
Muslim in Book of Irrigation, Chapter on Irrigation and Working for a Share of 
Fruits and Crops, no .1551
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follow him. However, when they saw him in reality, they disbelieved. 
Perhaps they initially taught he would be from the children of Isreal, 
as opined by some scholars. But when it became apparent that he 
was from the children of lsmaeel, they (the Jew) envied them and 
disbelieved in him.

However, this does not appear obvious to me because Allah said:

“(They) recognize him (Muhammad) as they recognize their 
sons.”  (Al-Baqarah: 146)

So, they recognize that he is from the Arabs, from the children of 
lsmaeel, but they disconnected knowledge from reality, refuge is with 
Allah. They used to think that when he is raised they would follow 
him with ease, however envy set in, we seek refuge with Allah.

In a nutshell, the important point is that these two men kissed the 
hand and leg of the Prophet and he permitted them. This is evidence 
for the permissibility of kissing the hand and leg of an elderly, noble 
and knowledgeable person. Likewise, it shows the permissibility of 
kissing the hand and leg of one’s father and mother because they have 
great rights and this is part of humility.

The author also mentioned the hadeeth of Ibn Umar - may Allah 
be pleased with them both - that: ‘We approached the Prophet St and 
kissed his hand.’ And the Prophet H endorsed their actions.

Kissing the hand is similar to kissing the head; there is no difference 
between the two. However, it is strange that people object to kissing 
of the hand more than they object to the kissing of the head today 
though there is no difference between the two. Nevertheless, that 
which we censure some people for, is that when someone makes 
Salam to him, he stretches out his hand to him as though saying: ‘Kiss 
my hand.’ This is what is objectionable and it should be said to such 
a person on that occasion: ‘Do not do that.’ As for one who kisses 
your hand, head or forehead out of honor and respect for you, there 
is no problem with this.
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All the same, this should not be on every occasion he meets you. 
This is because we have previously saw that the Messenger M was 
queried that when a man meets his brother, should he bow to him? 
He said: ‘No.’ He further asked: ‘Should he kiss and hug him?’ He 
M said: ‘No.’ He further asked: ‘Should he handshake him?’ He M 
said: ‘Yes.’ However, if it is for a purpose, there is no problem for the 
one who has been away.

This is why the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
mentioned the hadeeth of A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with her 
- about the arrival of Zayd bin Haritha - may Allah be pleased with 
him. When he came to the Prophet M, he sought permission to enter 
and the Messenger M stood up to meet him, trailing his garment. 
Zayd bin Haritha was a freed slave of the Messenger M- He was once 
a slave of the Prophet M given as gift to him by Khadijah - may Allah 
be pleased with her - and he U freed him. However, the Messenger 
loved him and his son, Usamah. Hence, Usamah is referred to as the 
beloved of Allah's Mesenger H; both father and son are beloved to the 
Messenger of Allah M-

Importantly, the Messenger stood up, trailing his garment, hugged 
and kissed Zayd - may Allah be pleased with him -  because he 
was returning from a journey. So, there is no harm if this is done 
upon return from a journey, and not a regular practice because the 
Messenger M prohibited that.

Likewise, the Prophet M advised that one should not consider any 
form of good deed or kindness to people as insignificant. You should 
never belittle anything because you perceive it as trivial. Indeed, you 
should not consider presenting someone with a pen or some material 
of little value as irrelevant. The person will one day remember it and 
say: ‘This man gave me this in so and so year.’ All these will breed 
love among people, so you should not consider such as insignificant. 
This is why the Prophet M said: ‘Do not consider any good deed as 
insignificant, even if  it is to meet your brother with a cheerful face.’ 
Even that! You should meet your brother with a cheerful face, that 
is, without a frown. However, we may be overwhelmed at times and 
unable to maintain a cheerful face for different reasons.
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A person may be affected by some unseen matters which are 
unknown to people. Thus, he may be unable to always meet people 
with a cheerful face. Your responsibility is to endeavor to meet 
people with a cheerful and delightful face. This is part of good 
deeds and engenders love and friendliness. The Religion of Islam is 
a Religion of love, mutual respect and brotherhood as (Allah) - the 
most High - has said:

“And remember Allah’s favor on you, for you were enemies one to 
another but He joined your heart together so that by His Grace, 
you became brethren (in Islamic faith).”(Al-Imran 3:103)

We beseech Allah to guide you and us to the loftiest of character 
and deeds, and none guides to the best but He. And we beseech Him 
to protect from us despicable character and deeds, and none can 
protect us from evil but He.

Hadeeth 893

Abu Hurairah 4® reported: The Prophet % kissed his grandson 
Hasan bin AH in the presence of Aqra‘ bin Habis. Thereupon 
Aqra‘ remarked: “I have ten children and I  have never kissed any 
one of them.” The Messenger of Allah % cast a glance upon him 
and said, “He who does not show mercy to others, will not be 
shown mercy.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]
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Commentary
The author, An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings 

on him -  mentioned this hadeeth with regards to hugging, 
kissing and similar things.

Amongst this is kissing young ones out of compassion, mercy, 
kindness and love. The Prophet M kissed Al-Hasan bin Ali bin Abi 
Talib - may Allah be pleased with him; Al-Hasan is the son of Fatimah 
bint Muhammad - may Allah be pleased with him - that is, the Prophet 
M is his maternal grandfather. The Prophet M loved Al-Hasan and Al- 
Hussein and would say: ‘The two of them are the leaders of the youth 
of Paradise.(l) However, Al-Hasan is nobler than Al-Hussein; thence, 
the Prophet M said to him: ‘This my son is a leader and soon shall 
Allah make amend by him between two groups of Muslims’

That is why Al-Hasan, the older and nobler son, became the caliph 
after the murder of Alee bin Talib -  may Allah shower blessings on him 
-  by a member of the Khawarij sect. However, when he observed that 
his contention for authority with Mu’awiyah will result in bloodshed 
and public disorder, he abdicated in favour of Mu’awiyah. This was to 
forestall tribulation and unite the nation. So, Allah used him to rectify 
the affair of the Ummah. Thus, he attained an important position by 
stepping down from something he had more right to.

On that day, he was with the Prophet M and so also was Al-Aqra bin 
Habis, one of the leaders of the Tameem tribe. The Prophet M kissed 
Al-Hasan and this crude man- Al-Aqra- was perplexed. So, he said: 
‘I have ten children and I have never kissed anyone amongst them.’ 
The Prophet it said: ‘Whoever is not compassionate will not receive 
compassion.’ That is, Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, will not be 
kind to the one who is not kind to people, and this person will never 
earn compassion - we seek refuge with Allah.

This shows the permissibility o f kissing small children out of

i  Reported by At-Tirmidhi in Book of Distinctions, Chapter on the Distinctions of
Al-Hasan and Al-Hussein, no.3701 and Ibn Majah in the introduction, Chapter
on the Virtue of Alee Ibn Ai Talib, no .115
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compassion and mercy, be they your children, your grand children 
or children o f non-relatives. This breeds compassion and grants 
you a heart which is compassionate to the young. The more a 
person is compassionate to the servants of Allah, the closer he is 
to the compassion of Allah. Indeed, Allah pardoned a prostitute 
when she showed compassion to a dog which was licking earth due 
to thirst. She stopped to fetch water with her leather sock for it to 
quench its thirst, so Allah pardoned herw for her kindness to the 
dog. So, if Allah places compassion for the weak ones in a person’s 
heart, this is a sign that he will soon receive compassion by the 
leave of Allah - Honored and Glorious is He. We beseech Allah to 
be compassionate to you and us.

The Prophet M said: ‘Whoever is not compassionate will not 
receive compassion.’ This indicates that one should make his heart 
tender, affectionate and compassionate. This is contrary to what some 
foolish people do when a child enters upon him; if he is in the cafe, 
he would rebuke him and drive him away. This is an error. Here is the 
Prophet M, the best of people in character and the noblest in manner.

One day, while he was in a state of prostration in Salat leading 
the people, Al-Hasan bin Ali bin Abi Talib came and climbed him 
as children are wont to do. He M remained in that position and the 
companions were amazed. Then, he H said: ‘My child climbed upon 
me,’ that is, took me as a ride, ‘and I loved that I did not rise until he 
had satisfied his desire.’ This is out of compassion.

On another occasion, the Messenger took Umamah bint Zainab 
bint Rasul to the mosque and led the congregation while carrying 
her. Whenever he made Sujud he would place her on the ground 
and when he rose he would carry her.<2) He did all these out of 
compassion and love for her. Otherwise, he could have handed her 
over to A'aishah or any of his wives. This is compassion. She may even 
cling to her grandfather and he wished to delight her.

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book o f Ahadeeth of Prophets, Chapter on the Ha
deeth of the Cave, no. 13  28 and Muslim in the Book of Salam, Chapter on the 
Virtue of One who Waters Animals, no.4163

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Salat, Chapter on if He Carries a Little Girl 
on His Shoulder in Salat, no.486 and Muslim in the Book of Mosques, Chapter on 
the permissibility of Carrying Small children in Salat, no.844
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On another occasion, he was delivering a sermon to people and 
Al-Hasan and Al-Hussain were wearing two garments, perhaps new, 
which were quite long. They were walking and stumbling, so he M 
descended from the Minbar and put them in front of himself M and 
said: Allah has spoken the truth:

“Your wealth and your children a only a trial.” (At-Taghabun: 15)

He said that he saw these two kids stumbling and his heart could 
not take it until he descended to carry them.

The important point is that we must return our hearts to a state of 
compassion to children and to all who are in need of compassion such 
as the orphans, the poor, the weak and so on. And we must fill our 
hearts with compassion so that Allah may be compassionate to us as 
we are also in need of compassion. Our compassion to the servants of 
Allah will be a cause of Allah being compassionate to us.

We beseech Allah to cover you and us with His compassion.

Book6:visitingthesick, accompanying 
the funeral procession, offering the 
funeral prayer on the deceased, being 
present during its burial and staying 
at the grave after burial
Hadeeth 894
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Al-Bara bin ‘Azib reported: Messenger o f Allah M has ordered 
us to visit the sick, to follow the funeral (of a dead believer), 
respond to the sneezer (i.e., by saying to him: Yarhamuk-Allah 
after he says: Al-hamdu lillah ), to help those who vow to fu lfill 
it, to help the oppressed, to accept the invitation extended by 
the inviter; and to promote greetings (i.e., saying As-Salamu 
Alaikum ). [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
Several beneficial chapters from the book, Riyaadus Saaliheen, have 

been earlier discussed, and they all deal with the living. Then in this 
chapter, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 
the ruling of visiting the sick and following the funeral procession.

Some scholars opine that visiting the sick is Fard Kifaayah, a 
communaul obligation. If no one performs it, it becomes an obligation 
on whoever is aware of the condition of the sick person to visit him. 
This is because the Prophet gi made it (visiting the sick) one of the 
rights of a Muslim on his brother. It is not befitting that the Muslims 
should know that their brother is ill and none of them visits him. 
This will amount to estrangement and a serious breach of ties! The 
weightier opinion is that visiting the sick is a communal obligation.

It is common for relatives and friends to visit their sick ones, so the 
communal responsibility is thus discharged. However, if you know a 
sick outsider in the city, who is not well known and you know that no 
one has visited him, then it is obligatory for you to visit him. This is 
because doing this is one of the rights Muslims owe one another.

It is recommended for the visitor to ask the sick person about his 
condition saying: ‘How are you? How do you observe SalatV He should
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also ask about his relationship with people; ‘Do you have rights upon 
people? Do people have rights upon you?’ If he says: ‘Yes,’ then say 
to him: ‘You should write down that which is upon you’ because the 
Prophet I t  said: ‘It is not permissible for a Muslim who has something 
to will to pass two nights except he wills it, well written down’(l)

You should not hide this issue from him, particularly if the illness 
is terminal. He may become disquieted and tired and you may not be 
opportuned to stay with him for long. He may become fed up with 
your presence as the condition of a sick person is not a good one and 
he may wish that you leave so that his family may return to attend to 
him. However, if you observe that the sick person is delighted with 
your presence and wishes that you stay long with him, then there is no 
problem with this. This may even be a factor that will aid his recovery 
because happiness is one of the factors which aid recovery from 
illness. Also, sorrow is one of the factors which prevents recovery 
from illness and worsens them.

For instance, if you visit a sick person and tell him: ‘You are 
much better today than you were yesterday,’ even if his health has 
deteriorated. You have said: ‘You are much better today than you were 
yesterday’ because he has increased in virtue; he would have observed 
the five daily Prayers, sought forgiveness (from Allah), recited La 
ilaaha ilia Allah - None has the right to be worshipped except Allah, 
and also increased in reward for the illness. This makes him happy. 
You should not say to him: ‘You are worse off today than you were 
yesterday,’ even if that is true. If this does no harm to him, it will at 
least bring no benefit. Also, if this sick person loves stories, true and 
real stories, not fables, and this will delight him, then it is good. What 
is important is to make him happy.

Also, when you intend to take your leave and you seek permission 
saying: ‘Should I take my leave?’ This will please him because he may 
want you to stay, and thus deny you permission to leave.

Similarly, you should hasten to encourage him to do good deeds

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Wills, Chapter on Wills, no.3533, and Mus
lim in Book of the Will, Chapter on it, no.3705
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and speak virtuous words during his illness. Say to him: ‘Sometimes, 
Allah decrees illness for a person and it turns out to be a source of 
good for him; he spends the time reciting the remembrance of Allah 
and reading the Qur’an.’ Perhaps he may hearken to it and you get the 
reward of the one who encouraged it.

Abu Hurairah reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Every 
Muslim has five rights over another Muslim (i.e., he has to 
perform five duties for another Muslim): to return the greetings, 
to visit the sick, to accompany funeral processions, to accept an 
invitation, to respond to the sneezer [i.e., to say: ‘ Yarhamuk- 
Allah (may Allah bestow His Mercy on you),’ when the sneezer 
praises Allah].” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

The author, An- Nawawi -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
mentioned the Book of Visiting and following the funeral procession 
in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen. The key words are 'lyadah, 
Ziyarah and Tashyee'.

Ziyarah refers to you visiting your brother in religion who is hale 
and hearty at his home or other places.

lyadah refers to visiting the sick. This word is used because a

Hadeeth 895
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Commentary
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person dislikes his brother being sick.

Tashyee' Al-Janazah refers to following funeral procession.

Thereafter, the author mentioned the hadeeth of Al-Bara bin Azib 
- may Allah be pleased with him. We have previously discussed most 
of it. The important reference here is his statement: ‘Visiting the sick.’ 
This is an order of the Prophet % which is a communal obligation; 
when some people perform it, others are absolved of the duty. When 
no one performs it, it becomes obligatory for whoever is aware (of the 
situation) to visit the sick one.

The sick person, who has the right to visitation, is the one who is 
unable to leave his house. As for a person with mild illness which 
does not prevent him from leaving his house and interacting with 
people, then he does not have to be visited. Nevertheless, you should 
ask about his condition once you know.

There are several etiquettes of visiting the sick, among which are:

1. One should intend to obey the command of the Prophet M 
because the Prophet |g had ordered it.

2. One should intend to show kindness to his brother by his 
visitation. A sick person will experience great comfort and delight 
when visited by his brother.

3. One should use the opportunity to direct the sick person to that 
which will benefit him. He should advise him to seek repentance and 
forgiveness, and to settle his liabilities.

4. A sick person usually has difficulties with his purification, Salat 
and similar matters. If the visitor is a student of knowledge, then the 
sick person would benefit from him. He must necessarily inform the 
sick person of his obligations, such as purification and Salat, or the 
sick one may ask him.

5. The person should evaluate whether it is better for him to 
enlongate his visit or to shorten it. This is the correct opinion. Some 
scholars opine that it is necessary to make the visit brief in order not 
to burden the sick. However, the correct opinion is that one should
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evaluate that which is more beneficial. If one sees that the sick person 
is enlivened, welcoming and happy and loves that one stays, then one

the sick longs for people to depart so that his family can come around 
to attend to him, he should leave quickly wihout further ado.

6. One should remind the sick person of the favors of Allah 
upon him. He had granted him good health, but man does not 
grasp the scope of Allah’s favor. As the common saying goes: ‘By the 
(occurrence) of the opposite does the difference becomes apparent.’ 
So, you should praise Allah for the sound health and beseech Him to 
preserve that favor.

7. One should encourage the sick person to supplicate for the 
visitor. The supplication of the sick is closer to acceptance because 
Allah, the Mighty and Sublime, is with those who are heartbroken and 
hoping for Allah’s mercy. A sick person is one of the weakest at heart, 
particularly if the illness is prolonged and severe. Therefore, we have 
strong hope that the supplication of this sick person will be accepted.

There are much more benefits than we have mentioned. Therefore, 
one must be keen to visit sick persons because of the abundant and 
tremendous reward attached to it.

Allah alone grants success.

should tarry a while as this makes the sick happy. If he observes that

Hadeeth 896
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Abu Hurairah 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, 
“Verily, Allah, the Exalted, and Glorious will say on the Day of 
Resurrection: ‘0  son of Adam, I  was ill but you did not visit Me.’ 
He would say: ‘0  my Rubb, how could I  visit you and You are the 
Rubb of the worlds?’ Thereupon He would say: ‘Did you not know 
that such and such a slave of Mine was ill but you did not visit 
him? Did you not realize that if  you had visited him (you would 
have known that I  was aware of your visit to him, for which I 
would reward you) you would have found Me with him? 0  son of 
Adam, I  asked food from you but you did not feed Me.’ He would 
submit: ‘My Rubb , how could I  feed You and You are the Rubb 
of the worlds?’ He would say: ‘Did you not know that such and 
such a slave of Mine asked you for food but you did not feed him? 
Did you not realize that if  you had fed him, you would certainly 
have found (its reward) with Me? O son of Adam, I asked water 
from you but you did not give it to Me.’ He would say: ‘My Rubb, 
how could I  give You (water) and You are the Rubb of the worlds?’ 
Thereupon He would say: ‘Such and such a slave o f Mine asked 
you for water to drink but you did not give it to him. Did you not 
realize that if  you had given him to drink you would have found 
(its reward) with Me?”’ [Muslim]

Commentary
An- Nawawi -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 

this hadeeth under the Chapter on Visiting the sick and following the
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funeral procession in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen. Aboo Hurayrah 
- may Allah be pleased with him - narrated that the Prophet M said: 
Allah the most High would say on the day of judgment: O son of 
Adam, I was ill but you did not visit Me’ He (the man) would say: 
‘How could I have visited you when you are the Lord of the world,’ 
that is, when You have no need of my visit to You. He (Allah) would 
reply: ‘Did you not know that My servant so and so was ill but you 
did not visit him. Did you not know that had you visited him you 
would have found Me with him?’

The statement of Allah- Exalted is He: ‘I was ill but you did not 
visit Me’ in this hadeeth does not present any problem.

This is because it is impossible for Allah, the most High, to be ill. 
Illness is an attribute of defect and Allah, the The Mighty and Sublime, 
is free of any defect. Allah, Blessed and Exalted is He - said:

“Glorified be your Lord, the Lord of Honour and Power! (He is 
free) from what they attribute unto Him!” (As-Saffat: 180)

Rather, the intent is the illness of one of His righteous servants, 
and the friends of Allah, Glorified and Exalted, are His select. Hence, 
Allah stated in a divine hadeeth that: “Whosoever picks up enmity 
with any of My friends, then I have declared war upon him."(l) That 
is, whoever is hostile to the friends of Allah has thus picked a fight 
with Allah. Although he is not fighting Allah, in his thinking, but 
against His intimate friends.

Similarly, when a righteous servant of Allah is ill, then Allah - the 
Mighty and Sublime, will be with him. This is why He said: ‘Had 
you visited him, you would have found Me with Him,’ and did not 
say: ‘you would have found the reward of that with Me’ as He said 
concerning food and drink. Rather, He said: ‘you would have found 
Me with him.’ This is an evidence of the closeness of a sick person to 
Allah, Honored and Glorious. This is why scholars have said: ‘There is

1 Reported by Al- Bukhari in Book of Heart Softeners, Chapter on Humility, 
no.6021
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a high possibility that the supplication of a sick person, for or against 
another person, will be answered.

This shows the virtue of visiting the sick, and that Allah, Glorified 
and Honored is He, is close to a sick person and to the one visiting 
him because of the statement: ‘y°u would have found Me with him.’ 
The etiquettes of visiting the sick and what the visitor should say to 
him have been explained earlier.

‘O son of Adam, I asked you for food but you did not feed Me,’ 
that is, I requested food from you but you did not oblige. It is known 
that Allah - the most High, does not seek food for Himself because of 
Allah’s statement - Blessed and Exalted is He:

“And it is He who feeds and is not fed.”(Al-Anam: 14)

He is independent of anything, so He does not require food or 
drink. However, a person was informed that one of the servants of 
Allah was hungry but he did not feed him. Allah said: ‘Had you fed 
him, you would have found that with Me,’ that is, you would have 
found the attached recompense safe with Me. The reward of a good 
deed starts from ten folds to seven hundred and several multiples 
thereafter. In this (hadeeth) is evidence for the kindness of feeding 
the hungry, and that when a person feeds a hungry person, he finds it 
(reward) with Allah.

‘O son of Adam I asked you for a drink but you did not oblige Me.’ 
He would say: ‘How could I have given You a drink when You are 
the Lord of the World,’ that is, You are not in need of food or drink. 
He (Allah) would say: ‘Did you not know that My servant so and 
so asked you for a drink but you did not give him a drink. Had you 
given him a drink, you would have found (the reward of) that with 
Me.’ In this hadeeth is evidence of giving a drink to one who asks for it 
and that you would find that reserved for you with Allah. The reward 
for a good deed starts from ten folds to seven hundred and several 
multiples thereafter.



The important point in this hadeeth is: ‘I was ill but you did not 
visit Me.’ It is evidence for the virtue of visiting the sick.

Allah alone grants success.

^ -------------------------------------------------- ' j'/uir// f/?j/yaai/ as^Saa/ifieen/
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Abu Musa 4k reported: The Messenger of Allah Jg said, “Visit 
the sick, feed the hungry, and (arrange for the) release of the 
captive.” [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 898
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Thauban 4k reported: The Prophet M said, “He who visits his 
brother in Faith, will remain engaged in picking the fresh fruits 
from the garden ofjannah till he returns.” [Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned the 

Chapter on visiting the sick and following the funeral procession in 
his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen. One of such is that hadeeth of Aboo 
Musa Al-Ashari - may Allah be pleased with him -  who narrated
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that the Prophet M said: ‘Emancipate the slaves, feed the hungry 
and visit the sick.’

The Prophet M commanded these three things:

Firstly: ‘Visit the sick.’ We have mentioned earlier that this is a 
communal obligaion on the Muslims to visit the sick ones amongst 
them. If no one performs this duty, it becomes compulsory for 
whoever is aware of the sick to visit him because that is one of the 
rights of a Muslim on his brothers.

Secondly: ‘Feed the hungry.’ When we find a hungry person, it 
becomes required of us all (as community) to feed him. This act is a 
communal obligation. If enough people do it, the obligation is removed 
from the rest of people. If no one does it, it becomes obligatory for the 
one who is aware of his condition to feed him. Ditto for clothing a 
person without cloth; it is a communal obligation.

Thirdly: ‘Emancipate the slaves’ You should emancipate Muslim 
slaves from a disbeliever. When a disbeliever abducts a Muslim, it is 
mandatory for us to break the bondage. Also, if he (the Muslim) is 
captured during a battle between the disbelievers and the Muslims, 
it becomes binding on us to liberate him from the captivity. This 
responsibility is a communal obligation.

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of Thauban in which the Prophet 
M said: ‘When a Muslim visits his ailing Muslim brother,’ that is, 
during his illness, ‘he remains in the Khurfah of Paradise.’ He was 
asked: ‘What is the Khurfah of Paradise?’ He replied: ‘Its gardens,’ 
that is, he is engaged in picking its fruits as long as he remains 
seated with the sick.

We have previously mentioned that visiting the sick varies depending 
on condition (of the sick) and the personalities (of the visitors) -  if a 
family takes care of him, he can stay for as long as necessary.

This hadeeth shows the virtues of visiting the sick. Whoever wishes 
to eat from the fruits of Paradise, then this is one of the ways to that.

Allah alone grants success.
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A/z bm Abu TuZib ^  reported: I  heard the Messenger of Allah M 
saying, “ When a Muslim visits a sick Muslim at dawn, seventy 
thousand angels keep on praying for him till dusk. I f  he visits him 
in the evening, seventy thousand angels keep on praying for him 
till the morning; and he will have (his share of) reaped fruits in 
Jannah.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 900
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Anas 4« reported: A young Jewish boy who was in the service of 
the Prophet M fell ill■ The Prophet M went to visit him. He sat 
down by his head and said to him, “Embrace Islam.” The little boy 
looked at his father who was sitting beside him. He said: “Obey

(449 )
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Abul-Qasim (i.e., the Messenger of Allah $£).” So he embraced
Islam and the Prophet $g stepped out saying, “Praise be to Allah
Who has saved him from Hell-fire.” [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned the 

hadeeth of Alee bin Abi Talib - may Allah be pleased with him- under 
the Chapter on visiting the sick in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen. 
He reported that he heard the Messenger of Allah Jt say: ‘When a 
Muslim visits a sick Muslim at dawn, seventy thousand angels keep 
on praying for him until dusk. If he visits him in the evening, seventy 
thousand angels keep on praying for him till the morning; and he 
will have (his share of) reaped fruits in Paradise.’

This hadeeth is supported by the preceding hadeeth that whoever 
visits his sick Muslim brother will remain engaged in picking 
fresh fruits from the gardens of Paradise. The act of angels seeking 
forgiveness for him may be disputed. Although the Bounty of Allah 
is extensive, but one of the principles scholars use to detect weak 
hadeeth is that it mentions enormous reward for very small deeds.(l)

However, we say that visiting the sick is established in Sharee’ah. 
Hence, to mention a virtue of an act, particularly when it (the hadeeth) 
is not very weak, helps to arouse interest in performing the encouraged 
action. It also encourages people to strive and hope for its reward. If 
this hadeeth is established from the Prophet M, the person will get the 
reward; otherwise, it does no more than to generate interest in the 
good deed. Anyway, the hadeeth demonstrates the virtue of visiting 
the sick, and the reward of doing so in the morning and in the evening.

As for the hadeeth of Anas bin Malik - may Allah be pleased with 
him, he reported that a young Jewish boy who was in the service of 
the Prophet M fell ill. The Prophet M went to visit him. He sat down by 
his head and said to him: ‘Embrace Islam.’ The little boy looked at his

i Shaykh Uthaymeen -  may Allah shower blessings on him - suggests here that the 
hadeeth is not authentic.
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father as though consulting him. His father, though a Jew, said to him: 
‘Obey Abool Qasim (i.e. the Messenger of Allah) ’ This is because the 
Jews knew that he $i was a true Prophet. He said to his son: ‘Obey 
Abool Qasim,’ so the boy embraced Islam. The Prophet St came out 
saying: ‘Praise be to Allah Who has saved him from Hell-fire.’

There are a number of benefits in this hadeeth:

1. The permissibility of employing a Jewish servant; that is, 
one makes him a servant in one’s place. This is provided that one 
is secured from his plots because the Jews are known for plots, 
subversions and betrayal. They can barely uphold an agreement or 
fulfill a trust. However, if one trusts him, then there is no problem in 
having him as a servant.

2. The permissibility of visiting a sick Jew. This is because the 
Prophet M visited this boy. However, it is possible that the visit of the 
Prophet % to him was because he used to serve the Prophet $g and 
so, he reciprocated the gesture. Based on this, the judgment would 
not include every Jew.

It is also possible that the Prophet M visited him in order to present 
Islam to him. Hence, the visit to a sick Jew or other disbelievers is 
worthy if one intends to present Islam to them, that Allah may save 
them from Hell-fire. The Prophet M has said: ‘That Allah should guide 
a single man by you, is better for you than red camels.’(l)

That is, that Allah guides a single man away from disbelief through 
you is better than a gift of red camels, which is the most exquisite and 
most expensive breed of camels to the Arabs.

3. It is necessary for one who visits the sick to guide him to the truth 
and encourage him towards it if he knows a deficiency in the sick. For 
example, he says to him: ‘O so and so, seek Allah’s forgiveness and 
turn to Him in repentance.’ He should present him with things that 
will benefit him. He should not stay with him only to narrate tales of

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Jumu’ah, Chapter on One who Says in the
Khutbah after Praising (Allah): and thereafter, no.871, and Muslim in Book of
Virtues of The Companions of the Prophet, Chapter on the Virtues of Alee bin
Abee Talib, no.4423
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old or discuss current affairs without benefiting him in his religion. 
The most precious gift to the sick is to benefit him in his religion, and 
there can be other times for narratives and story telling. Rather, you 
should use the opportunity to ask him to seek forgiveness from Allah 
and turn to Him in repentance. You should advise him to fulfill his 
liabilities to others and remedy any deficiency in his obligations.

4. A father may desire good for his son while he does not perform 
it. This Jew told his son to obey Abool Qasim and accept Islam while 
he had not accepted Islam. So a father may love some good for his 
son while he does not benefit from it. We seek refuge in Allah (from 
this sort of situation).

5. There is evidence in this that the Prophet M is true. The evidence 
for this is the statement of the Jew to his son: ‘Obey Abool Qasim.’ 
Indeed, an enemy attested to this fact. It is known that the Jews and 
Christians recognize (the Prophethood of) the Prophet as they 
recognize their own sons. Allah the most High said:

“Those to whom We gave the scripture (Jews and Christians) 
recognize him (Muhammad M or the Ka’bah at Makkah) as they 
recognize the sons” (Al-Baqarah: 146)

So, they recognized him as they recognized their sons, because 
Allah -  the most High - said:

4 O  J — J

“(He) whom they find written with them in the Taurat 
(Torah) (Deut, xvii, 15) and the Injeel (Gospel) (john xiv, 16).” 
(Al-Araf: 157)

That is, well known by his specific name 8SBI.
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“(He whom they find written with them in the Taurat (Torah) 
(Deut,xvii, 15  ) and Injeel (Gospel)(John xiv,i6) he commands 
them for A l-M a'ruf (that is, Islamic Monotheism and all that 
Islam has ordained): and forbids them from Al-Munkar (that 
is, disbelief, polytheism of all kinds, and all that Islam has 

forbidden): he allows than as lawful At-Tayyibat (that is, all good 
and lawful): and prohibits them as unlawful Al-Khaba'ith (that 
is, all evil and unlawful as regards things, deeds, beliefs, persons, 

food and so on) he release them from their heavy burdens (of 
Allah’s covenant) and from fetters (bindings) that were upon 
them.” (Al-Araf: 157)

They know all of these but jealousy and arrogance -  refuge is with 
Allah- prevented them from believing him.

^  lit

“Many of the people o f the Scripture (Jews and Christians) wish 
that they could turn you away as disbeliever after you have 
believed, out of envy from their own selves even after the truth 
(that Muhammad M is Allah’s Messenger) has become manifest 
to them.”(Al-Baqarah: 109)

Therefore, you may visit a sick disbeliever if you envision some good 
stemming from it; perhaps, he may accept Islam if you present it to him.

We must not abandon the many non-Muslims working for us. We 
should not treat them like animals working for us without we guiding 
them to the truth. They have a right that we invite them to Islam, 
explaining the truth to them and arousing their interest in Islam until 
they accept it. With the huge population of Christians, Buddhists and 
others around us, we only find one person in a blue moon accepting 
Islam. This shows the weakness in our call to Islam, and that we have
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not made enough effort to invite them to Islam. This no doubt is a 
deficiency from us.

Otherwise, you find workers begging for menial jobs with no sense 
of arrogance at present. If we would invite them in a gentle manner and 
arouse their interest in it, we would achieve much success and several 
persons would be guided through us. However, we are negligent in 
calling to the truth and we need to seize this opportunity.

Allah alone grants success. 

Chapter 145: supplication for the sick 

Hadeeth 901

Aishah 4a reported: When a person complained to the Prophet lM 
about an ailment or suffered from a sore or a wound, the Prophet 
M would touch the ground with his forefinger and then raise it 
(Sufyan bin ‘Uyainah, the narrator, demonstrated this with 
his forefinger) and would recite: ‘ Bismil-lahi, turbatu ardina, 
biriqati ba'dina, yushfa bihi saqimuna, bi ’idhni Rabbina ’ (With 
the Name of Allah, the dust of our ground mixed with the saliva 
of some of us would cure our patient with the permission of our 
Rubb [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]
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Hadeeth 902
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‘Aishah 4 ® reported: When the Prophet M visited any ailing 
member of his family, he would touch the sick person with his 
right hand and would supplicate: “ Allahumma Rabban-nasi, 
adhhibil-ba’sa, washfi, Antash-Shafi, la shifa’a ilia shifa’uka, 
shifaan la yughadiru saqaman [O Allah! the Rubb of mankind! 
Remove this disease and cure (him or her)! You are the Great 
Curer. There is no cure but through You, which leaves behind no 
disease].”  [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
Since the author, An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings 

on him had cited evidences for the virtues of visiting the sick in 
his book, he decided to mention what to say and do for the sick. 
So, he mentioned two hadeeths, both from A'aishah - may Allah 
be pleased with her.

The first: When the sick person has a wound, sore or something 
similar, the Prophet M would moisten his finger and touch the 
ground with it. He would pick up some dust with it and wipe the 
wound with it saying: ‘ Turbatu ardina, bi reeqati ba’dina, yushfa 
bihi Saqeemuna, bi'idhni rabbina - The dust of our earth, which has 
intermingled with the saliva of one of us would cure our patient with 
the permission of our Lord.’

This is evidence that one may treat a wound in this manner. 
The reason for this is that the dust (of the earth) is a purifier as 
mentioned by the Prophet $t: ‘The dust (of the earth) has been made
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a purifier for us.’(l)

Also the saliva of a believer is pure. So, two pure things combine 
along with the power of reliance on Allah, Honored and Glorious 
and trust in Him, thereby the sick is cured. However, there are two 
necessary conditions:

1. Strong conviction in this treatment; that Allah Glorious and 
Exalted will cure the sick through this invocation.

2. The patient must consent to it with faith that it will be beneficial.

However, if it is done by way of trial, then it will not be of benefit 
because one must necessarily be convinced that what the Prophet M 
did is true. It is also necessary for the patient to agree to it, believing 
that it will be beneficial. Otherwise, there is no benefit because those 
in whose heart is a disease are not increased by the signs (of Allah) 
except in filth along with their filth. We seek protection with Allah.

The second: Whenever he visited any ailing member of his 
household, he would say: ‘Allahumma Rabban-Nass, adhhib Al-bass, 
washfi anta As-Shafi, la shifa’a ilia shifa’uka, shiafa’an la yughadir 
suqman - O Allah, Lord of Mankind, remove this disease and cure 
(him or her). You are the Great Curer. There is no cure but through 
You, which leaves behind no disease.’ He would touch the sick person 
with his right hand while reciting this supplication on him.

‘O Allah, Lord of Mankind,’ he entreats Allah, Honored and 
Glorious with His All-encompassing Lordship. He is the Lord, The 
Mighty and Sublime, the Creator, the King, the One Who directs all 
affairs. So, you (the sick) say: Allah Honored and Glorious, created 
me hale and hearty, then He decreed that I fall sick. The One Who 
decreed illness upon me after I had been hale and hearty is (surely) 
able to heal me.’ This is because He is the Lord of mankind and He 
does what He wills, Honored and Glorious is He.

‘Remove this disease,’ that is, the illness that has befallen this person.

‘and cure him’ which means a removal of illness and recovery of

i  Reported by Muslim in Book of Mosques ..., a Chapter therefrom, no.811
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the sick person. So, he said: ‘ ishfi’ and not ‘ashfi’ because the latter 
means ‘ahlik -  destroy (him)’ while the former means to recover from 
illness. This is why it is commonly said: ‘Allahumma ishfi fulanan wa 
la tashfihi -  O Allah, heal so and so and do not destroy him.’ These 
two words are taken by the generality of peolpe to be the same but 
there is great difference between them. ‘Ishfihi’ means free him from 
ailment while ‘ashfihi’ means destroy him.

As-Shaafi, The Great Curer is Allah, Honored and Glorious, because 
He is the One Who heals the sick. Any prepared medication or recited 
invocation is only but a means, which may be beneficial or not. Allah, 
Honored and Glorious, is the One Who makes the means effective.

Therefore, two persons may be struck by the same ailment and 
undergo same treatment, but one dies and the other recovers. This is 
because all matters are in the Hands of Allah, Honored and Glorious 
and He. He is the Great Curer, and whatever is prepared of medicine 
or recited of incantation is only but a means. And we are commanded 
to use these means as the Prophet M said: ‘Seek cure but do not seek 
cure in what is unlawful.10 He also said: ‘Allah has not sent down a 
disease without sending down its cure.’10

‘There is no cure but through You.’ The Messenger of Allah M has 
spoken the truth; there is no cure except through Allah. The cure of 
creatures is only but a means, the Curer is Allah. It is not the doctor 
nor is it the medicine which cures, the doctor and the medicine are 
both means, the Curer is Allah.

‘ (Bewtow) a cure which leaves behind no illness,’ that is, a perfect 
healing which would not leave any form of ailment. A person 
visiting the sick should touch his body with his right hand and 
utter this supplication.

Allah alone grants success.

1 Reported by Aboo Dawood in Book of Medicine, Chapter on Disliked Medi
cines..., no.3874

2 Reported by Ahmad in Al-Musnad (1/50) and Ibn Majah in Book of Medicine, 
Chapter on Allah Has not Sent down a Disease without Sending down its Heal
ing..., no.3438
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Sad bin Abu Waqqas 4  reported: The Messenger o f Allah f§ 
visited me during my illness and supplicated, “O Allah! Cure Sad. 
O Allah! Cure Sad. O’ Allah! Cure Sad.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 905
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Abu Abdullah bin Abul-As 4  reported: I complained to the 
Messenger of Allah M about a pain I  had in my body. The 
Messenger of Allah M said, “Place your hand where you feel 
pain and say: ‘ Bismillah (With the Name of Allah)’ three times; 
and then repeat seven times: Wud.hu bi‘izzatillahi wa qudratihi 
min sharri ma ajidu wa ‘uhadhiru (I seek refuge with Allah and 
with His Power from the evil that afflicts me and that which I 
apprehend).”’ [Muslim]
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Hadeeth 906
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/£w ‘Abbas 4» reported: The Prophet St said, “He who visits a sick 
person who is not on the point of death and supplicates seven 
times: As’alullahal-Azima Rabbal-Arshil-Azimi, an yashfiyaka 
(I beseech Allah the Great, the Rubb of the Great Throne, to heal 
you), Allah will certainly heal him from that sickness.” [ Abu 
Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

These hadeeths, mentioned by An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower 
blessings on him -  in his Book Riyaadus Saaliheen, are related to what 
to say when one visits a sick person.

The hadeeth of Sa’d bin Abee Waqqas - may Allah be pleased with 
him - that the Prophet M visited him while he was bedridden and said: 
‘O Allah heal Sa’d, O Allah heal Sa’d, O Allah heal Sa’d,’ three times.

There is evidence in this hadeeth that it is Sunnah to visit a sick 
Muslim. Similarly, it shows the kind character of the Prophet M and 
his relationship with his companions; he would visit the sick amongst 
them and supplicate for them.

In addition, it shows the virtue of supplicating with this invocation: 
‘O Allah heal so and so,’ mentioning the name of the person thrice. 
This is one of the means of cure for the sick.

Also, it demonstrates that one may repeat the supplication. 
Whenever the Messenger of Allah M supplicated, he would repeat it 
three times. Whenever he offers greeting and the other party could
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not hear, he would repeat it thrice. The act of repeating supplications 
thrice is established in the Sharee'ah as he H would do during Salat; 
he would say: ‘Rabbighfirli, Rabbighfirli, Rabbighfirli -  O my Lord 
forgive me, O my Lord forgive me, O my Lord forgive me,’ repeating 
it. This is also established for the supplication for the sick.

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of Uthman bin Abee Al-'Aas - may 
Allah be pleased with him- when he complained to the Prophet Jt 
about a pain he had in his body. So, the Prophet M instructed him to 
recite this supplication: 'Bismillaah -  (With the name of Allah) three 
times. He should put his hand where he feels the pain and say: A 'udhu 
bi 'Izzatillaahi wa Qudratihi min sharri maa ajidu wa uhaadhir - I 
seek refuge in the Honored of Allah and His Might from what I feel 
and what I apprehend.’ He would repeat it seven times. This is also one 
of the means of cure.

When a person experiences any pain, he should put his hand on 
the spot and say: ‘With the name of Allah (three times), I seek refuge 
in the Honored of Allah and His Might from what I feel and what 
I apprehend,’ saying it seven times. When he says this with certainty 
and believing that he will benefit from it, the pain will definitely abate 
by the leave of Allah. This is more effective than perceptible drugs 
such as tablets, syrups and injection. In the case of the former, you are 
seeking refuge from the One Who owns the Dominion of the Heavens 
and the Earth, the One Who has sent down the illness and the One 
Who is capable of removing it.

Also, the hadeeth of Ibn Abbas - may Allah be pleased with him 
and his father- that when a person visits a sick person who is not on 
the point of death, and he supplicates: As-alullaaha Al- Azeem Rabba 
al- Arsh il- Azeem and Yashfiyak - I ask Allah the Most Great, Lord 
of the Great Throne, to heal you.’ Allah will heal him of that ailment.’ 
This is when he is not on the verge of death. However, if he is on the 
verge of death, then neither medicine nor supplication can benefit 
him because Allah - the most High said:
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“And every nation has its appointed term; when their term is

Ibn Abbas reported: The Prophet M visited a bedouin who was 
sick. Whenever he visited an ailing person, he would say, “ La 
ba’sa, tahurun in sha’ Allah [No harm, (it will be a) purification 
(from sins), if  Allah wills].” [Al-Bukhari]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 
another supplication for the sick in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen. Ibn 
Abbas - may Allah be pleased with him and his father- narrated that 
the Prophet M visited a Bedouin Arab who was sick. Whenever he 
visits a sick person, he would say: ‘No harm, (it will be a) purification 
(from sins) if Allah wills.’

‘No harm,’ that is, no difficulty or hurt.

‘Purification,’ that is, this (illness) will be a form of purification 
from sins if Allah wills. The Prophet St said: ‘If Allah wills’ because 
the statement: ‘La basa Tahurun Insha Allah -  (No harm, (it will be 
a) purification (from sins) if Allah wills),’ is an information and not a 
supplication. One would employ imperative structure for supplications 
without adding: ‘If You will.’ Hence, the Prophet M prohibited a man

reached, neither can they delay it nor advance it an hour (or a 
moment).” (Al-Araf: 34)

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 907

Commentary
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from saying: ‘Allahumma ighfirli in shitta, Allahumma irhamni 
in shitta -  O Allah! Forgive me if You wish. O Allah! Have mercy 
upon me if You wish.’(l)

One should not say this for Allah is not deceptive; He will forgive 
you and have mercy on you if He wishes, and He will not forgive 
you nor have mercy on you if He wishes. ‘If you will,’ should only 
be said to a deceptive fellow or someone who considers his giving 
out as huge. Allah, The Mighty and Sublime, does not consider giving 
anything as substantial. Therefore, when you ask Allah, you should 
not say: ‘If You will.’

As for his statement: ‘No harm, (it will be a) purification (from sins) 
if  Allah wills,’ he has used ‘if  Allah wills’ because it is an information 
and a statement of optimism. So he said: ‘No harm,’ which negates any 
form of harm, then he added: ‘ if Allah wills,’ because all matters are 
subjected to the Will of Allah, Honored and Glorious.

It is evidenced from this hadeeth that whoever visits a sick person 
should say when he enters upon him: ‘La basa Tahurun Insha Allah - 
No harm, (it will be a) purification (from sins) if Allah wills.’

Abu Said  Al-Khudri reported: Jibril (Gabriel) came to the 
Prophet M and said: “O Muhammad (M)! Do you feel sick?” He

Hadeeth 908

i  Reported by Muslim in Book of Remembrance, Supplication, Repentance and 
Seeking Forgiveness, Chapter on What to Say to the Sick and What he Should 
Respond with.. no. 3430
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said, “Yes.” Jibril supplicated thus (i.e., he performed Ruqyah ):
“ Bismillahi arqika, min kulli shay’in yudhika, min sharri kulli 
nafsin aw ayni hasidi, Allahu yashfika, bismillahi arqika . [With 
the Name of Allah. I  recite over you (to cleanse you) from all that 
troubles you, and from every harmful mischief and from the evil 
of the eyes o f an envier. Allah will cure you; and with the Name of 
Allah, I  recite over you].” [Muslim]

Commentary
The author- may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned the 

hadeeth of Aboo Sa’eed Al-Khudri - may Allah be pleased with him - 
that Jibril came to the Prophet M and said: ‘Do you feel sick?’ that is, are 
you ill? He H said: ‘Yes’ Then Jibril supplicated thus: ‘Bismillahi arqika 
min kulli shay’in yudhika min sharri kulli nafsin au ainin hasidi, Allah 
yashfika, Bismillahi arqika.. (With the Name of Allah, I recite over you 
(to cleanse you) from all that troubles you, and from every harmful 
mischief of every soul and from the evil of the eyes of the envier. Allah 
will cure you; and with the Name of Allah I recite over you.’

This is a supplication from Jibril, the noblest of messengers, 
to the Prophet $s, the noblest of messengers. Jibrl is the noblest 
messenger among the angels while Muhammad H is the noblest 
messenger among mankind.

He said to him: ‘Do you feel sick?’ and he replied: ‘Yes.’ This is 
evidence that there is no harm for a sick person to tell people that 
he is sick when asked. This is not considered as lamentation, which 
entails one complaining about the Creator to the creature. For 
example, one said: ‘Allah has afflicted me with so and so,’ complaining 
about the Lord (Allah) to His creatures. This is not permissible. This 
is why Ya'qoob said:

“I  only complain of my grief and sorrow to Allah.” (Yusuf: 86)
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However, if the sick person mentions his illness by way of 
information not complaint, then there is no harm in that. Hence, 
some common people would say: ‘(It is) information not a complaint.’ 
This is a good thing.

Also, the hadeeth contains evidence that we should recite this 
supplication for the sick person.

‘With the Name of Allah, I recite over you (to cleanse you),’ that is, 
I recite this for you.

‘...from all that troubles you,’ that is, disease, sorrow, fever, 
distress and so on.

‘...from every harmful mischief of every soul,’ that is, humans or 
Jinns or any other being.

‘. . .from the evil of the eyes of an envier,’ which common folks refer 
to as evil eye. This is because an envier, refuge is with Allah, loathes 
that Allah should bless His servants; his soul is filthy and evil. This 
filthy evil may sometimes cause harm to the object of his envy. This is 
why Allah the most High said:

“And from evil o f the envier when he envies!(l>

The envied may be harmed due to this; hence, he said: ‘from the 
evil of the eyes of an envier; Allah will cure you’ that is, grant you 
recovery and remove the ailment.

‘With the Name of Allah, I recite over you,’ so he commenced 
with ‘Bismillah’ and also concluded with it. When one utilizes 
supplications found in the Sunnah, then this is praiseworthy, and 
doing this is the best.

However, if a person does not know this supplication, he may 
supplicate with whatever is appropriate (such as): ‘May Allah heal 
you, May Allah grant you health, I beseech Allah to grant you healing, 
I ask Allah to grant you health,’ and similar statements.

Likewise, this hadeeth shows that the Prophet £§, just like every 
other human being, may fall sick.

i Qur’an 1 13  verse 5
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Another benefit is that supplicating for the sick does not negate the 
perfection of ones reliance on Allah. This is different from the one 
who requests people to recite invocations for him, which indicates 
a defect in his reliance on Allah. This is because he is beseeching the 
creatures and relying on them. However, if a person visits him and 
supplicates for him, and he does not prevent the person, then there is 
no problem with this. This is not regarded as deficiency in reliance on 
Allah. Thus, the Prophet M recited supplication for people and others 
recited same for him. This does not negate perfect reliance on Allah 
once it is without request.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 909
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Abu Said  Al-Khudri and Abu Hurairah 4 ® reported: The 
Messenger of Allah St said, “I f  a person says: ‘ La ilaha illallahu 
wallahu Akbar (There is no true god except Allah and Allah is 
Greatest)’, his Rubb responds to him and affirms: ‘(Yes!) There is
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no true god except I, and I  am the Greatest.’ When he says: ‘ La 
ilaha illallahu Wahdahu la sharika Lahu (There is no true god 
except Allah, the One, He has no partner).’ Allah affirms: ‘(Yes!) 
There is no true god except 1.1 have no partner.’ When he says: ‘
La ilaha illallahu Lahul mulku wa Lahul-hamdu (the sovereignty 
belongs to Him and all the praise is due to Him).’ He affirms: 
‘(Yes!) There is no true god except I, Mine is the praise and to 
Me belongs the sovereignty.’ When he says: ‘ La ilaha illallahu wa 
la hawla wa la quwwata ilia Billah (There is no true god except 
Allah, and there is no might and power but with Allah).’ He 
affirms: ‘(Yes!) There is no true god except I, and there is no might 
and power but with Me.’” The Messenger of Allah § f  added, “He 
who recites this during his illness and dies, will not be touched by 
the Fire (Hell).” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
This is the last hadeeth which An-Nawawee: -  may Allah shower 

blessings on him -  narrated in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen, under 
the Chapter on supplication for the sick.

Several hadeeths have been mentioned regarding words of 
supplication for the sick. This hadeeth discusses a sick person’s 
personal supplication. Aboo Hurairah and Aboo Sa’eedAl- khudri - 
may Allah be pleased with both of them -  reported that the Prophet 
% said Allah, the Glorious and Exalted - attests to the statement of His 
servant when he says: ‘La ilaha illallahu wallahu Akbar’ (There is no 
true god except Allah and Allah is Greatest), He (Allah) responds to 
him and affirms: ‘(Yes!) There is no true god except I, and I am the 
Greatest.’ When he says: ‘La ilaha illallahu wahdahu la sharika lahu’ 
(There is no true god except Allah, the One, He has no partner), Allah 
affirms: (Yes!) There is no true god except I, and I have no partner. If 
he completes the word of remembrance and dies thereafter, he would 
not be consumed by the Hell-fire. That is, this will be a source of his 
protection from the fire.
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Hence, one should memorize this supplication, and repeat it often 
in times of ill-health in order to achieve success with the permission 
of Allah, the most High.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 146: recommendation of 
inquiring the family members of the 
patient about his condition 

Hadeeth 910

Ibn ‘Abbas 4k reported: When ‘Ali 4? came out after visiting the 
Messenger of Allah M during his last illness, the people asked: 
“How is Messenger of Allah $t, O Abul-Hasan?” He replied: 
“Praise be to Allah, he (M) is feeling better.” [Al-Bukhari]

The author, An-Nawawi -  may Allah shower blessings on him -, 
had mentioned various etiquettes of visiting the sick in his book, 
Riyaadus Saaliheen. Afterward, he discussed about inquiring about 
the condition of the sick person from his family members. This is one 
of the issues that has come (to us) from the Sunnah.

Ibn Abbas - may Allah be pleased with him and his father- narrated 
that Ali bin Talib - may Allah be pleased with him -  a son in-law

Commentary
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and cousin to the Prophet H, came out after visiting the Messenger 
of Allah M during his terminal illness. Ali is the noblest member of 
the Prophets household and the fourth caliph of this Ummah. When 
the Prophet M appointed him as the custodian of his H family while 
leaving for the battle of Tabook, he saw that Alee was not pleased with 
that (that is, to stay behind from battle taking care of his family). So, 
he said to him: ‘Does it not please you to be to me, as Harun was to 
Musa,’(l) because Moosa also appointed Haroon over his family:

“Replace me among my people, act in the Right way (by ordering

the way of the Mufsidun (mischief makers).” (Al-Araf: 142)

The Prophet M said to him: ‘Does it not please you to be to me, as 
Haroon was to Moosa, except that there is no Prophet after me.’(l)

He came out after visiting the Messenger of Allah H during his 
terminal illness. During this period of illness, the Prophet M would 
share his night among his wives except Saudah bint Zam’ah - may Allah 
be pleased with her- who had granted her lot to A'aishah. When his 
illness became severe he began to ask: ‘Where would I be tomorrow? 
Where would I be tomorrow?’ wishing to be in the room of A'aishah.,<3) 
So, he was permitted (by his other wives) to stay with A'aishah during 
his illness and he remained with her until he passed on.

Ali - may Allah be pleased with him - was queried: ‘How is the the 
Messenger of Allah It? He replied: ‘He is feeling better.’

This is evidence that whenever it is not possible to get across to the

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of virtues of the companions of the Prophet 
Chapter on the Virtues of Alee bin Abee Talib ..., no.37o6, and Muslim in Book of 
Virtues of the Companions of the Prophet, Chapter on the Virtue of Alee bin Abee 
Talib..., no.3404

1  Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Battles, Chapter on the Battle of Tabook ..., 
no.4416, and Muslim in Book of virtues o f the Companions of the Prophet, Chap
ter on the Virtue o f Alee bin Abee Talib..., no.2404 

3 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Virtues of the Companions of the Prophet 
Chapter on the Virtues of Alee bin Abee Talib ..., no.3774, and Muslim in Book of Vir
tues of the Companions of the Prophet, Chapter on the Virtue of A'aishah..., no.3404

the people to obey Allah and worship Him alone) and follow not
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sick person, one should inquire about him from those who have seen 
him among his relatives or others. This way, the mind will be at rest.

In modern times, praise be to Allah, we now have telephones. So, 
when a person is unable to visit the sick person, the telephone reaches 
the house without requiring permission. Hence, we say that when it 
is not possible to visit the sick physically, you should contact him on 
phone and inquire about his condition and the reward thereof will be 
written for you, Insha Allah.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 147: supplication when 
one is disappointed about his life 

Hadeeth 911

‘Aishah 4h reported: While the Prophet M was reclining against 
me (during his last illness) I  heard him saying: “Allahumma- 
ghfir li, warhamni, wa alhiqni bir Rafiqil-A‘la (O Allah, forgive 
me, bestow Your Mercy on me and let me join with the exalted 
companions.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 912
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Aishah 4* reported: I  saw the Messenger of Allah M when he was 
at the point of death. He had a drinking bowl with water in it.
He would dip his hand into the bowl, and wipe his face. Then he 
would supplicate, “O Allah! Help me over pangs and agony of 
death.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his 

Book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on supplication when one is 
disappointed about his life.’

Total despair about life cannot be known except at the throes of 
death, but before then, a person should never lose hope. There are 
several people whose illness have deteriorated badly such that their 
families had prepared the water for their funeral bath, shrouds and 
other relevant materials, then Allah heals them. There are several 
people who came close to death, being stranded in the desert 
without water or food, and then Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, 
rescued them from it.

One of such instance is that which the Prophet §t said: ‘Allah is 
more pleased with the repentance of his servant than one of you is 
pleased about his ride when he looses it,’ in another text: ‘upon it 
(the ride) is his food and drink. He searches for it but finds it not, so 
he goes to sleep under a tree awaiting death.’(l) He had lost hope of 
finding it and was expecting nothing but death.

While he was in that situation, suddenly he found the bridle of his 
ride fastened to the tree. Allah returned his missing beast to him; it 
came to the tree and its bridle got entangled. The man seized it and

i  Reported by Muslim in Book of Repentance, Chapter on Exhortation towards Re
pentance and Being Happy with I t ..., no.2744
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said: ‘O Allah, You are my servant and I am Your Lord.’ He intended 
to say: ‘You are my Lord and I am Your servant,’ but erred due to 
extreme joy. This man gave up all hope of life due to his estimation 
of his predicament; he had lost his food and drink. However, true 
despair is when one is in the pangs of death, that is, when life is no 
longer possible. Allah - the most High - said:

“Then why do you not ((intervene) when (the soul o f a dying 
person) reaches the throat? And you at the moment are looking 
on.” ( Al-Waqiah: 83, 84)

That is, when the soul (in a bid to leave the body) reaches the throat.

“But We are nearer to him than you, but you see 
not.” (Al-Waqiah: 85)

That is, our angels are closer to a person than his throats 
at the point of death.

“Then why do you not, if you are exempt from the reckoning and 
recompense (punishment, and so on). Bring back the soul (to its 
body), if  you are truthful? (Al-Waqiah: 86, 87)

Who is capable (of this)? Is there anyone who can return the soul 
whence it has reached the throat?! Impossible! So, a man despairs 
of his life only when death becomes obvious. At this moment, what 
should he say? A'aishah said: ‘The Prophet % used to say: ‘Allahumma 
ighfir-li, wa rhamni, wa alhiqni bir Rafiqil-A’la (O Allah forgive me, 
bestow mercy on me, and let me join the exalted companions). This 
is the Messenger M on the throes of death, though Allah had forgiven 
him for his past and future.

Who are the exalted companions? These are the prophets, the 
truthful ones, the martyrs and the righteous; what an excellent
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companionship they are!

This was the statement of the Messenger of Allah H during his last 
moment and he had a bowl of water with him. He suffered severe 
hardship and agony of death that no other has experienced because 
his illness was that of two men. Why was his sickness and agony this 
severe? The reason was for him to attain the peak of perseverance, 
because patience requires something upon which to be exemplified. 
It is as though Allah chose for His Prophet |£ that his illness and 
agony be severe, so that he H may attain the peak among those 
who show perseverance.

He would dip his hand into the bowl of water and wipe his face 
saying: ‘O Allah, help me over the pangs and agony of death,’ that is, 
help me to withstand it, being patient and retaining consciousness, 
not loosing my senses, and such that I am able to pronounce the 
testification ‘La ilaha ilia Allah wa anna Muhammada Rasulul-lahi- 
(There is no god worthy of worship except Allah and Muhammad 
is the Messenger of Allah). This is because that moment is grave, 
terrifying and difficult. If Allah, Honored and Glorious is He - does 
not assist you to be patient, then your condition is perilous. Hence, he 
#t would say: ‘O Allah, help me over the hardship of death,’ and in 
another narration, he said: ‘There is no god worthy of worship except 
Allah. Truly, there is agony in death.’(l) The Prophet M was truthful:

^ ^
“And the stupor of death will come in truth: this is what you have
been avoiding.” (Qaf: 19)

We beseech Allah to help you and us over the hardships of death, 
grant us good end, take our souls upon firm faith, pure Islamic 
monotheism and when He is pleased with us.

He is capability over all things.

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Battles, Chapter on the Sickness of the 
Prophet S t ..., no. 4449
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Chapter 148: instructing the patient’s 
family to be kind to him -  consoling 
the patient and showing kindness to 
one facing death sentence

Hadeeth 913

‘Imran bin Husain reported: A woman belonging to the 
Juhainah tribe came to the Messenger o f Allah M after having 
conceived from Zina . She submitted: “O Messenger of Allah! I 
am liable to Hadd (punishment ordained by Allah), so execute it.” 
The Messenger of Allah M called her guardian and said, “Treat 
her well and bring her to me after delivery.” He acted accordingly. 
Then the Messenger of Allah M commanded to tie her clothes 

firmly around her and then stoned her to death. He M then offered 
funeral prayer for her. [Muslim]

The author An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -

•

Commentary
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mentioned in his book, Riyaadus saaliheen: ‘Chapter on instructing 
the patients family to be kind to him -  consoling the patient and 
showing kindness to one facing death sentence.’

This means that one must be kind to the sick person and tolerate 
his harsh words. This is because the sick person is in a state of 
hardship; the world is grim and difficult for him. Thus, some harsh 
expressions, complaints or other unpleasant words might emanate 
from him at times. So, one should be patient and expect reward from 
Allah, Glorified and Exalted. He definitely would be rewarded for his 
kindness to the sick person and his forbearance despite the attendant 
difficulties and hurt.

This is more pronounced if the subject is faced with imminent 
death or his death sentence has been passed. In the hadeeth of Imran 
bin Hussein - may Allah be pleased with him, a woman came to the 
Prophet M after having conceived as a result of adultery. She said: 
'O Messenger of Allah, I have committed a punishable offense, so 
implement it (the punishment) upon me.’

The Messenger of Allah it called her guardian and said: ‘Treat her 
well and bring her to me after delivery.’ So, she was brought to the 
Messenger of Allah after delivery of her child. Thereafter, he ordered 
that her garment be tied firmly around her in order to prevent 
exposure of her body in the course of action. He ordered that she be 
stoned and thereafter he offered funeral prayer for her.

This hadeeth contains evidence that one should advise the family of 
the sick and those around him to be kind and gentle with him. They 
should take to other instructions stated in the hadeeth as appropriate 
for his condition as the Prophet did in this hadeeth.

There is also evidence in this hadeeth that when an adulterer 
confesses his crime, there is no need to repeats it four times. Once he 
affirms it, while he is sane without a doubt, then he will be apprehended 
based on his affirmation and the judgment will be implemented.

There is also evidence in the hadeeth that the implementation of 
prescribed punishment must not harm others. If she had been stoned 
immediately, the foetus would have died for no crime of his. This is

(474 )
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why the Prophet M ordered that she waits until after delivery and 
weaning of her baby.

There is evidence in this that a trench is not dug for a woman to be 
stoned; rather, her garment is fastened around her and she is pelted 
with moderate pebbles, neither small nor large, until she dies.

The prescribed punishment is in this form because the prohibited 
canal pleasure engrossed the entire body. So, it is appropriate that the 
entire body experiences the punishment. This is the wisdom of Allah, 
Honored and Glorious is He.

Likewise, this hadeeth shows that when prescribed punishments 
are implemented, the person becomes free and cleared of the sin. 
Thus, the Prophet M and others performed funeral prayer for 
her after her death.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 149: permissibility of 
expressing feeling of agony in 
serious illness 

Hadeeth 914
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Zfrn Masud 4# reported: I  visited the Prophet M while he 
was suffering. I  said: “(O Messenger of Allah!) You suffer too 
much.” He said, “Yes, I  suffer as much as two men of you.” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]



Hadeeth 915
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Sad bin Abu Waqqas 4fe reported: The Messenger of Allah it  came 
to visit me when I had a severe pain. I  said: “I  am suffering from 
such trouble as you are observing. I  am a wealthy man and the 
only heir of mine is my daughter.” (Then Sad narrated the whole 
incident). [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 916
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Al-Qasim bin Muhammad reported Aishah Ah said: “Oh, my 
head.” (It was hurting due to pain.) Thereupon the Prophet M 
said, “Rather it is I  who says: ‘Oh, my headache.’” (Then Al-Qasim 
narrated the complete narration). [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  stated the 

permissibility of a sick person expressing his feeling of agony to others, 
as information and not complain, in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen. 
That is, he intends to inform them rather than complain and express 
displeasure at the decree of Allah.
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He employed the hadeeths of Ibn Mas’ud, Sa’d bin Abee Waqqas 
and A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with them- as evidence. These 
hadeeths showed that it is not blameworthy for a sick person to inform 
others that he is ill, feels terribly hurt or similar statements.

In the hadeeth of Ibn Mas’ud, he mentioned that he visited the 
Prophet M while he was ill. So, he stretched forth his hand and said: 
‘You suffer too much, O Messenger of Allah.’ He replied: ‘Yes, I suffer 
as much as two men of you,’ that is, his sickness is very severe. This is 
for him to attain the peak of perseverance.

He embodied the finest model of all forms of perseverance: He 
persevered in obeying the commands of Allah; he persevered in 
avoiding disobedience to Allah; and he persevered over the painful 
decrees of Allah. He persevered upon the command of Allah while 
delivering the message of his Lord despite the harm he experienced 
at the sacred Mosque (Ka’bah). He was patient, expecting the reward, 
until he left for the town of Ta 'if to invite its people to Allah, Honored 
and Glorious. Unfortunately, they mocked him and laughed at 
him and began to pelt him with stones till they bloodied him. He 
did not regain full consciousness until he reached Tha’alab. Then 
the angel in charge of mountains came to request permission to 
unload the two neighbouring mountains on Ta’if and its people. He 
M responded: ‘No, I will remain patient. Perhaps, Allah will raise 
people who would worship Allah and associate no partners with 
Him from their progeny.’(l)

This is perseverance in obeying the commands of Allah and 
perseverance in avoiding disobedience to Allah. So, he was the best of 
mankind, the most fearful of Allah and the most righteous.

He also persevered over the decrees of Allah. He encountered 
numerous harms in his Jihad for the sake of Allah and other instances. 
He fell ill more than a few times but he remained patient on such 
occasions that he may attain the rank of the patient ones. He is

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of the Beginning of Creation, Chapter on When 
One of You say Ameen and the angels ..., no.3231, and Muslim in Book of Jihad 
and Journeys, Chapter on What the Prophet M Experienced of Harm from the 
Idolaters..., no. 1795
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indeed a model for us.

One must patiently bear the painful decrees of Allah, as the 
Messenger of Allah M did, and expect reward from Allah. One must 
firmly believe that nothing will befall one, even the prick of a thorn, 
but Allah will use it to obliterate one’s mistakes. If one hopes for 
reward and intends to earn praise (from Allah) by means of such 
forebearance, then one would accomplish that.

Two significant things are achieved from trials and tribulations:

1. The station of the patient servants of Allah who bear His 
Decrees with patience.

2. Increased rank in the sight of Allah if one expects to receive 
reward for the affliction.

The hadeeth of Sa’d bin Abee Waqqas - may Allah be pleased 
with him -  reported his sickness in Makkah.(l) He was one of the 
Emigrants, and they detested dying in their city of emigration after 
leaving it for the sake of Allah.

Due to his kindness, empathy and praiseworthy manners, the 
Prophet It would visit his sick companions. So, he visited him. Sa’d - 
may Allah be pleased with him - said to him: ‘O Messenger of Allah, I 
am suffering from such trouble as you are observing. I am a wealthy 
man and the only heir of mine is my daughter,’ that is, he had no 
other offspring though he had other family members. ‘Should I give 
two-third of my wealth in charity?’ He M replied: ‘No.’ He enquired: 
‘What about half?’ He it replied: ‘No.’ He further enquired: ‘What 
about a third?’ He It replied: ‘ (Yes) a third, and a third is really much. 
That you leave your family rich is better than to leave them poor 
begging from people.’ Most people in recent times would bequeath a 
third of their wealth irrespective of the fact that the Prophet it said: ‘a 
third is really much.’(2)

This demonstrates that it is not mandatory for a person to donate

1 i.e. during the conquest of Makkah
2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of the Funerals, Chapter on the Lamenting of

the Prophet M concerning Sa’d bin Khaulah..., no. 1295, and Muslim in Book of
the Will, Chapter on Willing of a third..., no.1628
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a third of his wealth but people have taken that as the norm today. 
This is why the sage of this Ummah, the one whom the Prophet M 
asked Allah to grant undesrstanding of the religion and knowledge 
of interpretation, Abdullah bin Abbas, said: ‘It would be better for 
people to reduce this from a third to a quarter.’ This would be better 
because the Prophet St said: ‘a third, and a third is really much.’ Today, 
people bequeath a third though it was not pleasing to the Prophet 
St. Hence, Ibn Abbas reduced it from a third to a fourth and even 
reviewed it down to a fifth, which is best.

Aboo Bakr - may Allah be pleased with him, the person with 
the most profound understanding of this Religion after its Prophet 
and his first caliph, bequeathed a fifth of his wealth. He said: ‘I am 
pleased with what Allah is pleased with.’ This is in reference to the 
statement of Allah:

“And know that whatever of war-booty that you may gain, verily 
one-fifth (i/5th) of it is assigned to Allah and to the Messenger, 
and to the near relatives [of the Messenger (Muhammad M] (and 
also) the orphans Al-Masakin (the poor) and the wayfarer, if  
you have believed in Allah and that which We sent down to Our 
slave (Muhammad M) on the Day of criterion (between right and 
wrong), the Day when the two forces met (the battle of Badr) -  
And Allah is able to do all things.” (Al-Anfal: 41)

Moreover, we notice that those who donate a third of their wealth 
do not do so in accordance with the Sharee'ah. Rather, they bestow to 
less worthy causes thereby losing out of worthier ones. Sometimes, 
they may even bequeath some wealth to their sons to the detriment 
of their daughters, or in a manner that will create disagreement 
among the heirs in future. It would be better for people to donate to 
construction of mosques and schools, production and procurement
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of beneficial books and similar causes. This should be executed in 
good time; the rewards will continue to accrue and the heirs will be 
protected from disharmony.

The one who documents bequests must possess a good grasp of the 
religion of Allah in order to guide people to that which is best and 
more appropriate. This is because the layman who approached you to 
document his bequest has entrusted you with an obligation. Hence, 
it will be a great blunder to be 'the people's scripter', whose only 
concern is that which pleases people. You should guide the masses 
to that which will benefit them in their Religion and their worldly 
pursuits, even if it contradicts the norm. The average man in the street 
only intends good, but he is not informed. Then, it becomes your duty 
to guide and inform him of that which is correct and will benefit him 
in his grave and on the Day of Ressurrection.

The third hadeeth is from A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with her. 
She said: ‘O Messenger of Allah, my head aches,’ complaining about 
her head, so the Prophet M said: ‘Truly, my own head also aches’ This 
incident contains two forms of approval: silent and verbal.

The silent approval: The Prophet M tacitly approved A'aishah’s 
statement when she said: ‘Oh my head aches,’ (by not disapproving it).

The verbal approval: He then said: ‘Oh my head also aches’

Therefore, it is not blameworthy for one to say: ‘Oh my head aches, 
Oh my stomach aches,’ and other similar statements provided he 
has no intention to complain against the (Decree of) Creator to the 
creature. Rather, he only intends to express his feeling of pain resulting 
from that which Allah has decreed for him. So, there is no harm if it is 
mere information particularly when he directs it to a physician. This 
is an information and not a rejection or an expression of displeasure 
at the Decree of Allah.

We beseech Allah to grant you and us complete cure from every 
ailment, and make it a source of strength for us on His obedience.

Verily, He is able to do all things.
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Hadeeth 917
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Muadh bin Jabal 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “He 
whose last words are: ‘ La ilaha illallah ’ (There is no true god 
except Allah) will enter Jannah [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 918
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Abu Said  Al-Khudri 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah it  said, 
“Exhortyour dying men to recite: ‘ La ilaha illallah ’ (There is no 
true god except Allah).” [Muslim]

Commentary
The author An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  

said in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on Urging the Dying 
person to say: La ilaaha ilia Allah -  There is no god worthy of 
worship except Allah.’

The dying person is one whom the angels have come to take his
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soul. Allah - Glorious and Exalted is He - has appointed over every 
man angels who guard him during his life and after his death. Allah - 
the most High - said:
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“For each (person), there are angels in succession, before and behind 
him, they guard him by the command of Allah.” (Ar-Ra 'd: 1 1 )

Allah - Blessed and Exalted is He - also said:
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“Until when death approaches one of you, Our Messengers 
(angel of death) take his soul, and they never neglect their 
duty.”(Al-Anam: 61)

When the appointed time of a person comes, angels descend to 
receive his soul from the angel of death who removes it from the body. 
These angels bring along with them a shroud and embalming oil from 
Paradise if he is a believer, may Allah count you and us among them. If 
he is a disbeliever, these angels descend with a shroud and embalming 
oil from hell fire, we seek refuge with Allah from that.

When a person is on the verge of death, becoming unconscious, 
then we should encourage him to say: La ilaha ilia Allah. The Prophet 
M said: ‘You should encourage your dying ones to say La ilaaha ilia 
Allah -  There is no god worthy of worship except Allah.’.

Scholars say that he should be prodded gently without ordering 
him to say it. Perhaps, you might tell him: ‘Say: laa ilaaha ilia Allah,’ 
but he would reply in the negative due to his state of mind at that 
moment. The world around him is grim and his heart is dispirited, a 
state you cannot fathom. We beseech Allah to delight your hearts and 
ours when we meet Him.

Preferably, you should remember Allah near him by repeating: 
La ilaaha ilia Allah audibly so that he may hear. Allah might bless 
him with the opportunity to realize you are urging him and he says:
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La ilaaha ilia Allah. When he says: La ilaaha ilia Allah as his last 
statement, then he will enter Paradise as mentioned in the hadeeth 
of Mu’adh - may Allah be pleased with him. He narrated that the 
Prophet M said: ‘Anyone whose last statement is: Laa ilaaha ilia Allah 
will surely enter Paradise.’

Scholars have stated that once he says La ilaha ila Allah, you should 
keep silent and avoid saying anything else. However, if the dying 
person utters other words such as asking for a drink or water, then 
you should prod him to say Laa ilaaha ilia Allah thereafter.

However, if the dying person is a disbeliever, we may order him to 
say Laa ilaaha ilia Allah. If Allah blesses him to utter it, that is good; 
otherwise, he remains a disbeliever. Thus, the Prophet M encouraged 
his uncle, Aboo Taalib, to utter Laa ilaaha ilia Allah. The message of 
Islam was witnessed by four of the Prophets uncles. Two of them, 
Hamzah and Abbas, accepted Islam, and one, Hamzah, was better than 
the other. The two other uncles of his, Aboo Taalib and Aboo Lahab, 
died upon disbelief, and one, Aboo Lahab, was worse than the other. 
Aboo Lahab harmed the Prophet H than other people. Hence, Allah 
revealed a whole Chapter on the Qur’an to document his excesses. 
People recite this chapter in their obligatory and supererogatory 
Prayers. Allah says:

“Perish the two hands of Aboo Lahab (an uncle of the Prophet) 
and perish he! His wealth and his children (and so on.) will not 
benefit him! He will be burnt in afire of blazing flames! And his 
wife too, who carries word (thorns ofSadan which she used to put 
on the way of the Prophet M or use to slander him). In her neck is 
a twisted rope of masad.” (Al-Masad: 1-5)

In spite of the disbelief of Aboo Talib, he showered the Messenger
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of Allah M with love, affection and sympathy. He held him in high 
esteem and did everything to protect him but he was deprived of 
Islam, we seek refuge with Allah from such. When he was in the 
throes of death, the Prophet it was with him and so were two other 
men from the Quraysh tribe. So, the Messenger M said to him: ‘O 
uncle, say Laa ilaaha ilia Allah, a statement by which I will intervene 
on your behalf before Allah.,(l)

However, the two men seated with him said: ‘Would you abandon 
the path of Abdul Muttalib?’ Perhaps, and Allah knows best, they 
perceived that he wanted to say Laa ilaaha ilia Allah. So, they said 
to him: ‘Would you abandon the path of Abdul Muttalib?’ When 
they said this to him, he was led by arrogance to (more) crime and 
he affirmed that he was on the path of Abdul- Muttalib. The last 
statement he uttered was a statement of disbelief, refuge is with Allah, 
and then he passed away.

The Messenger ££ said that he interceded for him with Allah and 
his punishment was lightened. He was placed in the shallow part of 
hell where the fire (of hell) was choking him and he was made to wear 
two sandals which make his brain boils, refuge is with Allah. If his 
brain, which is the furthest part of his body from his feet, would boil 
like water in a pot on fire, what would happen to those parts close to 
his feet? Definitely they would be worse. The Prophet H said: ‘Had it 
not been for me, he would have been in the deepest part o f the fire.’(2)

The important point to note here is that the Prophet It said: ‘O 
uncle, say: Laa ilaaha ilia Allah! He did not just mention Allah beside 
him; rather, he said: ‘Say: Laa ilaaha ilia Allah! This is the most 
virtuous and worthiest gift for a person: that one urges him to say the 
statement: Laa ilaaha ilia Allah on the verge of death. This (statement) 
is equivalent to the entire world. Whenever someone is in the throes 
of death, hasten in obedience to the command of the Prophet M and as

1  Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Funerals, Chapter on When a Polytheist Says 
at death laa ilaaha ilia Allah ..., no.1360, and Muslim in Book of Faith, Chapter on 
the Validity of the Islam of One who is on the Throes of Death, no.24

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Virtues, Chapter on the Story of Aboo Tal- 
ib ..., no.3883, and Muslim in Book of Faith, Chapter on the Intercession of the 
Prophet SI for Aboo Talib..., no. 1628
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a measure of kindness, to urge him to say La ilaha ilia Allah. Perhaps, 
Allah, Glorious and Exalted, may enable you to utter it at your point 
of death because the Prophet M said: ‘Allah is in the aid of His servant 
as long as the servant is in the aid of his brother.,(l)

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 151: what to say soon 
after a person’s death 

Hadeeth 919
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Umm Salamah 4® reported: The Messenger of Allah M visited Abu 
Salamah 4® when his eyes were open soon after he died. He closed 
them (the eyes) for him and said, “When the soul is taken away, 
the sight follows it.” Some members of his family began to weep. 
He H said: “Do not supplicate for yourselves anything but good, 
for the angels say ‘ Amin ’ to what you say.” Then he is said, “O 
Allah! Forgive Abu Salamah, raise his rank among those who are

i  Reported by Muslim in Book of Remembrance, Supplication, Repentance and 
Seeking forgiveness, Chapter on the Virtue of Gathering for the Recitation of the 
Qur’an and for Remembrance..., no. 2699.
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rightly-guided and grant him a successor from his descendants 
who remain behind. Grant him pardon and us, too. O Rubb of 
the worlds. Make his grave spacious for him and give him light in 
it.” [Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in 

his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on What to Say Soon 
after A Person's Death.’

At the point of death, the eyes of the dying person open wide to 
witness the soul as it exits the body. While leaving the body, the soul 
has a body which is visible to the dying person and the angels who 
would receive it but not to mankind.

The Prophet St went to see Aboo Salamah as was his practice to 
visit the sick. He entered upon him and met his eyes wide open, and 
he SI realized that he had passed away. So he said: ‘When the soul is 
taken away, the sight follows it.’ Some members of his family began to 
weep when they heard this statement of the Prophet H. They realized 
that the man had died and they began to lament as was the common 
practice. The Prophet St said: ‘Do not supplicate for yourselves 
anything but good, for the angels say Ameen to what you say.’

During the age of Ignorance, before the advent of Islam, people 
would rain curses on themselves, refuge is with Allah. They would say: 
‘Woe upon us, perdition has befallen us’ and other similar statements. 
So, the Prophet M said: ‘Do not supplicate for yourselves anything 
but good, for the angels say Ameen to what you say.’ In this sort of 
situation, one should only supplicate for good and say that which the 
Prophet St has instructed him to say: ‘Allahumma Ajjurnifi musibati 
wakhlufli khairan minha -  O Allah compensate me in my affliction, 
recompense my loss and give me something better in exchange for 
it.’(l) He should say this after saying: ‘Inna lillahi wa inna ilaihi rajiun

i  Reported by Muslim in Book Funerals, Chapter on What to Say Upon Affliction 
with Calam ity..., no.918
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-We belong to Allah and to Him we shall return.’ For every affliction, 
one should say: ‘Inna lillahi wa inna ilaihi rajiun -  We belong to Allah 
and to Him we shall return.’ For the affliction of death, one should 
add: ‘Allahumma Ajjurni f i musibati wakhluf li khairan minha - O 
Allah compensate me in my affliction, recompense my loss and give 
me something better in exchange for it.’

Umm Salamah, the wife of Aboo Salamah, heard the Messenger 
of Allah It saying this when her husband, who was the most beloved 
of all people to her, died. So, she made this supplication because she 
believed in it. When her waiting period ended, the Prophet M proposed 
to marry her, and he was better than Aboo Salamah without doubt.

Importantly, the Messenger Si closed the eyes of Aboo Salamah and 
said: ‘O Allah, forgive Aboo Salamah, raise his rank among those 
who are rightly guided, illuminate his grave and make it spacious 
for him and be a successor for him after his demise.’ These are five 
statements which are equivalent to the entire world:

1. ‘O Allah, Forgive Aboo Salamah;’ that is, forgive his sins such 
that he is not punished for that, be benevolent to him and pardon him.

2. ‘Raise his rank among those who are rightly guided;’ that is, in 
Paradise, for all inmate of Paradise are rightly guided.

3. ‘Make his grave spacious for him,’ that is, expand it for him. 
By our perception, the grave compared to our earthly houses is 
really a very narrow place. However, it is made roomy for a believer 
such that it becomes as wide as the eyeshot and becomes one of the 
gardens of Paradise.

4. ‘Illuminate his grave for him,’ obviously, the grave is a dark and 
gloomy place where neither natural light nor lamps exists.

5. ‘Be a successor for him after his demise.’ be (O Allah), a 
replacement for him with his family after his demise.

We are sure that some of these five supplications were granted, and 
we hope He grants others. We know for sure that Allah succeeded 
him well in his family, because his wife married the Prophet M- In 
addition, his children became stepchildren of the Prophet SJ and 
they were raised and trained in his M house. As for the remaining
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four, we hope that Allah has accepted the Prophets M supplication 
for this righteous man.

This hadeeth evinced a number of issues:

1. It is necessary for the victim of calamity not to supplicate 
for anything but good.

2. A person who witnessed the last moment of a dying person should 
close the eyes of the deceased while they are still warm; otherwise, 
they will remain open. Scholars stated that it is also necessary to 
soften the joints before they cool and become immobile. This should 
be done by folding the lower arm in the direction of the upper arm 
and placing the latter on the chest. Then, the knees are stretched 
out and bent until the leg touches the thigh and the latter touches 
the stomach. It is thereafter stretched out. This should be repeated a 
couple of times until it becomes movable in order to make it easy to 
wash and shroud him.

3. The soul can be seen because it has a body. However, it is not 
similar to our bodies; ours have a physical form but the soul does 
not possess a corporeal body. It moves through the body as blood 
flows through it. It is not created from clay but from a material that is 
known only to Allah.

Allah - the most High - said:

“And they ask you (O Muhammad M) concerning the Ruh (the 
spirit) say: “the Ruh (spirit): it is one o f the things the knowledge 
of which is only with my Lord. And o f knowledge, you (mankind) 
have been given only a little”  (Al-Asra: 85)

4. The person who closes the eyes of the deceased should supplicate 
for him. In doing this, he should employ this profound supplication 
of the Messenger of Allah H for Aboo Salamah, which is the best. 
However, he should pray for him in any form if he does not know it.

5. The angels say Ameen during this period; hence, the family of
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the dead should only supplicate for good.

Chapter 152: good words to be 
uttered before a dying person and 
his family 

Hadeeth 920

Umm Salamah ^  : The Messenger o f Allah M said, “When you 
visit a sick or a dying person, you should utter good words because

Salamah 4* died, I  came to the Prophet M and said: “O Messenger 
of Allah, Abu Salamah has died.” He M directed me to supplicate 
thus: “ Allahummaghfir li wa lahu, wa aqibni minhu ‘uqba 
hasanatan [O Allah, forgive me and him, and bestow upon me a 
better future (give me a better substitute)].” So I  supplicated as he 
directed, and Allah gave me a man who was better for me than 
Abu Salamah (i.e., the Prophet Muhammad M). (The Prophet M 
married Umm Salamah afterwards.) [Muslim]
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the angels say ‘ Amin ’ at what you say.” She added: When Abu
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[/mm Salamah 4& reported: I heard the Messenger o f Allah H 
saying, “When a person suffers from a calamity and utters: ‘ 
Inna lillahi wa inna ilaihi rajiun. Allahumma ujurnifi musibati, 
wakhlufli khairan minha (We belong to Allah and to Him we shall 
return. O Allah! Compensate me in my affliction, recompense my 
loss and give me something better in exchange for it), then Allah 
surely compensates him with reward and better substitute.” Umm 
Salamah <&> said: When Abu Salamah 4* died, I repeated the same 
supplication as the Messenger of Allah M had commanded me (to 
do). So Allah bestowed upon me a better substitute than him (I 
was married to Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah m)- [Muslim]

Hadeeth 922
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Abu Musa Al-Ash‘ari 4 = reported: The Messenger of Allah H said, 
“When a mans child dies, Allah, the Exalted, asks His angels, 
‘Have you taken out the life of the child of My slave?’ and they 
reply in the affirmative. He §g then asks, ‘Have you taken the 

fruit of his heart?’ and they reply in the affirmative. Thereupon 
He asks, ‘What did my slave say?’ They say: ‘He praised You and 
said: Inna lillahi wa inna ilaihi raji’un (We belong to Allah and 
to Him we shall return).’ Allah says: ‘Build a house for my slave 
in Jannah and name it Baitul-Hamd (the House of Praise).”’ 
[ At-Tirmidhi ]

Abu Hurairah 4® reported: The Messenger of Allah M said: “Allah, 
the Exalted, says: ‘I  have no reward except Jannah for a believing 
slave o f Mine who shows patience and anticipates My reward 
when I  take away his favourite one from the inhabitants of the 
world.’” [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 923

Hadeeth 924
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Usamah bin Zaid 4& reported: A daughter of the Prophet J j  
sent a message to him that her son was at his last breath, and 
requested him to come to her. The Messenger of Allah M sent back 
the informer saying: “To Allah belongs what He takes and what 
He gives, and everything has a limited period (in this world). So 
ask her to endure patiently, and expect the reward of Allah.” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim],

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 

these hadeeths in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen. They are as regards 
what the bereaved should say near the dead.

We have previously discussed the first two hadeeths of this chapter, 
both were narrated by Umm Salamah - may Allah be pleased with 
him. When her husband died, she said: ‘Truly! We belong to Allah 
and to Him we shall return. O Allah compensate me in my affliction, 
recompense my loss and give me something better in exchange for 
it.’ Thereafter, Allah bestowed upon her Muhammad M-

The other three hadeeths are related the one who loses a child. He 
praised Allah and said: ‘Inna lillahi wa inna ilaihi rajiun (Truly! We 
belong to Allah and to Him we shall return)’ and remained patient. 
For such a person, Allah, Glorious and Exalted, will reward him with 
Paradise as stated in the hadeeth: ‘When the angels take the soul of 
the child of a servant of Allah, Allah asks the angels: ‘You have taken 
the soul of the child of My servant? They reply: ‘Yes’ Though Allah,

( m j
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Honored and Glorious, knows this but He asks in order to manifest 
the importance of this servant of His. So, he praised Allah and said: 
‘Truly! We belong to Allah to Him we shall return’ when this great 
calamity befell him. So, Allah queries: ‘You have taken away the 
flower of his heart?’ They reply: ‘Yes’ Allah asks: ‘So, what did he 
say?’ They reply: ‘He praised You and said truly! We belong to Allah 
and to Him we shall return.’

Praising Allah when a calamity befalls one points to the patience 
of a person upon the ordainments of Allah and that he is patient. So, 
he praised Allah due to his patience upon this calamity. Whenever 
something displeasing befell the Prophet H, he would say: ‘Al-Hamdu 
lillahi ’alaa kulli haalin -  Praise be to Allah in all situations,’,(l) and 
when he experiences that which pleases him, he would say: ‘Alhamdu 
lillahi aladhi bi nimatihi tatimmu as-salihat -  Praise be to Allah, the 
One by Whose leave good things are accomplished.’12*

When that which pleases you happens to you then say: ‘Praise be to 
Allah, the One by Whose Blessings good things are accomplished,’ and 
when the opposite happens say: ‘Praise be to Allah in all situations’

Also, Allah the Glorious and Exalted, informs in the hadeeth 
narrated from Him by the Prophet St: ‘When He (Allah) takes the 
soul o f the child of His servant and he is patient thereupon, expecting 
reward, Allah recompenses him with Paradise.’

Also, in the hadeeth reported by Al-Bukhari, the Prophet M said: 
‘Allah the most High said: My servant shall get no other reward 
when I take (the soul) of his beloved one and he is patient thereupon 
hoping for reward, except Paradise.’

The last hadeeth is a story about one of the daughters of the 
Prophet sft who had a child experiencing the throes of death. She sent 
someone to the Prophet and he fg told the person: ‘Tell her that to 
Allah belongs what He takes and what he bestows, everything with 
Him has an appointed time. So, order her to be patient and to hope

1 Reported by Ibn Majah in Book of Etiquettes, Chapter on the Virtue o f those who
Give Praises (to Allah)..., no.3803

2 See the previous hadeeth



for reward.’ While commiserating a person for a loss, one should 
console his brother with these words for they are the best form of 
condolence. ‘To Allah belongs that which he takes and that which 
he bestows everything with him has an appointed time, be patient 
and hope for reward.’

Allah alone grants success.

■ Mar/. $/uaa//as-^  faa/iAiee/v -------------------------------------------------

Chapter 153: the ruling of crying 
and wailing over a dead person

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  stated in his 
book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: Chapter on the Permissibility of Weeping 
over a Dead Person without Wailing.

Wailing is forbidden and a chapter is dedicated to this in the Book 
of prohibited matters.

Several hadeeths prohibit weeping and indicate that the dead 
is punished for the crying of his family over his death. These are 
to be understood as one who advised his family to do so after his 
demise. The prohibited weeping is that which is associated with 
lamentation or wailing.

The evidence for the permissibility of weeping when it does 
not involve lamentation and wailing are contained in several 
ahadeeth, some of which are:

Hadeeth 925
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Ibn ‘Umar ^  reported: The Messenger of Allah M visited Sad 
bin ‘Ubadah during his illness. He was accompanied by ‘Abdur- 
Rahman bin ‘Auf, Sad bin Abu Waqqas and Abdullah bin 
Masud 4*. The Messenger of Allah it  began to weep. When his 
Companions saw this, their tears also started flowing. He it  
said, “Do you not hear, Allah does not punish for the shedding 
of tears or the grief of the heart, but punishes or bestows mercy 
for the utterances of this (and he pointed to his tongue).” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  stated in his 

book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘The permissibility of weeping without 
lamenting or wailing.’

Weeping over the dead at times comes naturally; that is, happens 
to people without prior planning. This is not blameworthy; rather, 
it is from the character of the Prophet H as contained in the 
hadeeth mentioned by the author. It is also a proof of a prson’s 
empathy and tender heart.

Sometimes, people compel themselves to weep and this is associated 
with lamentation and wailing. This is sinful. Lamentation entails 
enumerating the good deeds of the deceased while weeping. He could 
say: ‘This is the person who used to give us such and such, and used 
to protect us and so on,’ or he says: ‘Oh perdition has befallen me.’ 
There are other examples of such expression of praise or grief could 
be considered as lamentation.

Wailing refers to crying with a resounding tone. This is forbidden,



and the Prophet M cursed the one who wails and the onlookers. 
However, the weeping that comes naturally, without one intending it 
as a result of grief in the heart, is not blameworthy. This is apparent in 
the hadeeth cited by the author.

The Prophet f i  visited Sa'd bin 'Ubadah - may Allah be pleased with 
him - during a bout of severe illness and he M wept. So, Sa’d bin Abee 
Waqqas and Abdullah bin Mas’ud wept along with him. Then he M said: 
‘Would you not listen, that is, do listen: Verily, Allah does not punish 
for the tears of the eyes nor for the grief in the heart,’ that is, He does 
not punish the weeping person nor the grieved nor the dead, ‘He only 
punishes for this or blesses thereby,’ and he pointed to his tongue. 
That is, one will be punished for uttering a prohibited statement.

This indicates the permissibility of weeping over the dead provided 
it is not accompanied by lamentation and wailing. There is no problem 
if it happens naturally, and this is part of the Prophet’s M character.

And Allah knows best.

Hadeeth 926
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Usamah bin Zaid 4* reported: A grandson (child of the daughter) 
of the Messenger of Allah M was presented to him while the 
child was at his last breath. Tears began to flow from the eyes 
of the Messenger of Allah M- Sa‘d said to him: “What is this, O 
Messenger of Allah?” He M said, “It is mercy which Allah has

S/iarA  ( f tu /a a d f 'a a /d u e e / i --------------------------------------------------
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placed in the hearts of his salves. Allah bestows His Mercy on the 
merciful among His slaves.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim].

Anas 4e reported: The Messenger of Allah it  came to his son 
Ibrahim 4e when he was breathing his last. The eyes of the 
Messenger of Allah $g began shedding tears. Abdur-Rahman bin 
A uf (4&) said, “O Messenger of Allah, you too weep?” He M said, 
“O Ibn Auf! It is mercy.” Then he began to weep and said, “The 
eyes are shedding tears and the heart is grieved, and we will not 
say except what pleases our Rubb . O Ibrahim! Indeed we are 
grieved by your departure.” [Al-Bukhari]

We have previously discussed three hadeeths mentioned by the 
author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  under the chapter: 
Permissibility of Weeping over the Dead without Lamenting or 
Wailing in Riyaadus Saaliheen.

Thereafter, he mentioned two hadeeths that the Messenger of Allah

Hadeeth 927

Commentary
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M wept when he saw two babies in the throes of death.

The first was the son of his daughter who was presented to him 
when the boy was breathing his last. The eyes of the Messenger of 
Allah began to shed tears out of compassion for this baby because 
he saw him in the agony of death. So, the Prophet M empathized and 
wept as he is the most compassionate of all creation.

Sa’d bin Ubadah said to him: ‘What is this, O Messenger of Allah? 
That is, why are you weeping? He M replied: ‘This is mercy,’ that is, 
I feel compassion for this baby who is going through the agony of 
death. ‘Verily, Allah bestows His Mercy on the merciful among His 
slaves.’ When a servant of Allah is merciful to other servants of Allah, 
he becomes close to the Mercy of Allah.

Hence, you should develop your soul to be merciful and gentle with 
babies, animals and others who deserve compassion. This way, you 
would earn the Mercy of Allah, Honored and Glorious. ‘Verily, Allah 
bestows His Mercy on the merciful among His slaves.’

This is evidence for the permissibility of weeping over the dead 
because the Prophet M wept and said: ‘This is mercy’.

This is also evidence that one should condition himself to attain the 
Mercy of Allah, Honored and Glorious, by all means:

“Surely Allah’s mercy is (ever) near to the good doers.” (Al-Araf: 56)

In his M statement: ‘Verily, Allah bestows His Mercy on the merciful 
among His slaves,’ is evidence that the resultant reward from Allah is 
in the form of the action. Since the person is compassionate to Allah’s 
servants, Allah will likewise be compassionate to him. Indeed, Allah 
attends to the need of His servant if the servant attends to the need 
of his brother: ‘Whoever attends to the need of his brother, Allah 
attends to his need.’(l)

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Oppression and Usurpation, Chapter on a 
Muslim Should not Oppress a Muslim nor Hand him over to his Enemy..., no. 
2442 Muslim in Book of Goodness, Joining the He of Kinship and Manner, Chap-
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The second hadeeth is reported by Anas bin Malik - may Allah be 
pleased with him. The son of the Prophet H, Ibraheem - may Allah 
be pleased with him - was brought to him Jt while the child was at 
his last breath. This child was not from his wife khadijah, but from 
Mariah who was a gift from the Coptic king(l) to the Prophet M- The 
Prophet St had intimacy with her as one of his right-hand possessions 
and she gave birth to this child. He lived for only sixteen months and 
died during the lifetime of the Prophet.

He was brought to the Prophet M when he was feeling the agony of 
death. The most important possession of a person to himself is his soul; 
it is as though the dying in submitting it to the angels is contesting it 
with them. So, the eyes of the Prophet M began to shed tears and it was 
said to him: ‘What is this, O Messenger of Allah? He M replied: ‘Verily, 
the heart is grieving and the eyes are shedding tears. O Ibrahim! We 
are grieved by your depature from us, O Ibraheem.’ Then he said 
again: ‘The eyes are shedding tears and the heart is grieving, and 
we will not say except what pleases our Lord. O Ibrahim! Indeed, 
we are grieved by your deprture.’ Then the child passed away at the 
age of sixteen months.

This shows that there is no harm for one to weep out of compassion 
for the dead and grief for his exit. In this hadeeth, the Messenger of 
Allah H said that he is grieved at the parting of his son.

This hadeeth also shows the permissibility of venting one’s grief 
by mentioning it; the Prophet M said: ‘The heart is grieving,’ and ‘O 
Ibrahim! Indeed, we are grieved by your departure.’ This is evidence 
that the Prophet M mourned the loss of his children. He felt pain and 
experienced what every other human experiences in that situation.

He had seven children; three males and four females. The most well 
known of the males was Ibraheem - may Allah be pleased with him, 
and the noblest of the females was Fatimah. She was married to Alee 
bin Abee Talib; Zaynab was the wife of Aboo Al-As bin Ar-Rabee; 
while Umm Kulthum and Ruqayyah were married to Uthman bin

ter on the Prohibition of Oppression..., no.2580 
1 This king ruled part of today’s Egypt at that time
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Affan. When one of them died, the Prophet M married the other to 
him. The Messenger M did not betroth two of his daughters to any of 
his companions except Uthman. Thus, Uthman had the distinction of 
the Messenger $t giving two of his daughters in marriage to him. He 
only married the second after the death of the first one.

The sons of the Prophet were: Al-Qasim, Abdullah and Ibraheem. 
The most well known among them who survived for considerable 
time was Ibrahim. All of his children, males and females, were from 
Khadijah - may Allah be pleased with him - except Ibrahim whose 
mother was Mariah the Copt.

None of the Prophet s children, male or female, survived him except 
Fatimah. This is from the wisdom of Allah, Honored and Glorious is 
He: none can prevent death even if he is the most honorable person 
before Allah. Were anyone to have the ablility to avert death, the 
Prophet M would have averted it from his sons and daughters and 
also avert it from himself. However, the affair is in the hand of Allah, 
Honored and Glorious is He; He owns everything and Allah does not 
grant respite to any soul when its time comes, not even the Prophet it.

Allah knows Best.

Chapter154: prohibition of 
disclosing the physical defects of 
the deceased 
Hadeeth 928
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Abu Rafi‘ Aslam 4®, the freed slave of the Messenger of Allah St 
reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “He who washes a dead 
body and conceals what he notices of physical defects, he will be 
forgiven forty times.” [ Al-Hakim ]

Imam An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in 
his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on prohibition of disclosing 
the physical defects of the deceased.’

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of the freed slave of the Prophet 
M about the virtue of the one who washes a dead body and conceals 
his physical defects.

Physical defects noticed on the dead body can be of two types:

That which has to do with his condition;

That which has to do with his body.

The first: For example, if one were to observe that the face of the 
dead has changed, becoming dark and ugly, this is a sign of an evil end. 
We seek refuge and safety from Allah from such. It is not permissible 
to disclose this to people because it is tantamount to exposing his 
defect. The man has proceeded to his Lord who will soon recompense 
him with justice and blessing, as appropriate. If he amassed good 
deeds, then Allah will reward him ten folds for every good; otherwise, 
“The recompense for an evil is an evil the like thereof.”

The second: That which has to do with his body. For example, one 
observes a flaw such as inflammation, black mark or any other thing 
which people detest to be known with. It is also not permissible to 
disclose this to people.

Thus, scholars -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  explained 
that the one who washes a corpse must keep the condition of the body 
secret if it is not pleasant. If he observes pleasant things about the 
corpse such as a brightened face or he found him smiling, then this is 
good and he should inform people. This will make the people speak 
well of the dead, there is no problem with this and it is not considered 
show off. These are considered worldly good tidings for the believer, 
for it is possible for a believer to experience that. For instance, it might
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be observed that he maintained a pleasant physical condition even 
after his death. Also, he might see a good dream about himself or 
someone else sees a good dream about him. These are all good signs 
and tidings of good things.

Hence, scholars -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  stated that 
it is disliked for anyone other than those selected to wash the corpse 
to be present at the washing. This includes close relatives. This is 
because he might see something displeasing about the dead and end 
up being mean to the dead. ’

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 155: participation in 
funeral prayer and procession and 
the dislike of women participating 
in the funeral procession

Hadeeth 929
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Abu Hurairah reported: The Messenger of Allah % said, 
“Whoever follows the funeral procession and offers the funeral 
prayer for it, will get a reward equal to one Qirat, and whoever 
attends it till burial, will get a reward equal to two Q ir a t I t  was 
asked, “What are two Qirat ?” He ft replied, “Equal to two huge 
mountains.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

( 502,
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Abu Hurairah 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah is said, 
“Whosoever attends the funeral of a Muslim believing and 
hoping for the reward from Allah and remains with it until the 
prayer is offered over it and the burial is completed, he will return 
with a reward of two Q irat; each Qirat is equivalent to Mount 
Uhud; and whosoever offers his prayer over it and returns before 
its burial, he will come back with one Q i r a t [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 931
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(7mm Atiyyah Tfe reported: We (womenfolk) were prohibited from  
accompanying a funeral procession, but we were not compelled 
(not to do so). [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his 

book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on participation in funeral
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prayer and procession and the dislike of women participating in the 
funeral procession’

Thereafter, he mentioned the first and second hadeeths from Aboo 
Hurairah and then the hadeeth of Umm Atiyyah. Thus, it should be 
known that following the funeral procession is one of the rights of a 
Muslim to his brother. Scholars said one should follow the funeral 
procession in a state of humility and contemplate on his own end. He 
should ruminate over this: as he is following the funeral procession 
of this man, soon shall others follow his funeral procession; as this 
person is carried, so shall he be carried.

Every son of a female, irrespective of his health status, will one 
day be carried on a bier. So, he should ponder over his own affairs; 
regardless of how long he lives, he will eventually be carried as this 
one is being carried and his funeral procession will be followed 
in the same manner.

Hence, they stated that it is inappropriate to disscuss matters of 
this world while following a funeral procession; rather, he should 
meditate silently. If someone desires to discuss with him, he should 
remind him of the end of every living being. This way, the procession 
remains a funeral procession and a source of lesson; that is, it serves 
as a fulfillment of the right of a Muslim and a source of benefit for 
the one following it.

Thereafter, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him 
-  mentioned two hadeeths from Aboo Hurairah. They indicate 
that whoever follows the funeral procession from the house of the 
deceased, until the performance of funeral prayer and burial will 
earn two Qirats. An enquiry was made about the meaning of the 
Qirats and he replied: ‘Similar to two huge mountains’ In the text 
of Muslim, he added: ‘The smaller o f the two is similar to mount 
Uhud.’ When this hadeeth was narrated to Ibn Umar, he said: ‘Truly 
we have missed the opportunity of several Qiratsl that is, we did not 
use to follow the funeral procession, so we have missed out on several 
Qirats. Thereafter, he would follow every funeral procession, may 
Allah be pleased with him.
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You earn a Qirat if you witness the funeral prayer, and two Qirats 

if you wait for the burial. However, the version of Al-Bukhari added a 
clause: ‘that you do so having firm faith and hoping for reward’; that is, 
having faith in Allah, being certain of His promise and expecting His 
reward. Your intention is not a mere condolence visit to the bereaved 
family which will only be rewarded in this world. One maybe rewarded 
for extending courtesy to his brother but the reward of two Qirats is 
only for a person who follows the funeral procession with firm faith, 
expecting reward, believing in Allah and trusting in His promise.

As for women, Umm Atiyyah - may Allah be pleased with him - 
said: ‘We were prohibited from accompanying a funeral procession, 
but we were not compelled (not to do so).’ When a companion of the 
Prophet, male or or female, says: ‘We were prohibited,’ it means the 
Prophet It prohibited them. This is because it is the Prophet it who 
has the right to command and prohibit. Then it means the Messenger 
of Allah St prohibited them from doing that thing.

Some scholars have deduced from this hadeeth that it is disliked 
for women to accompany a funeral procession. This is evinced from 
her statement: ‘We were prohibited from accompanying a funeral 
procession, but we were not compelled (not to do so).’ Some scholars 
said it is prohibited in definite terms for women to follow funeral 
procession because the prohibition is established (from the Prophet 
M- However, the statement of Umm Atiyyah: ‘But it was not strictly 
enforced upon us,’ is her own understanding. We do not know 
whether it was the Messenger it who prohibited them and did not 
strictly enforce it on them or she is the one who understood it to mean 
that it was not strictly enforced on them.

The correct opinion is that women are prohibited from following 
the funeral procession. It is not permissible for a woman to follow 
the funeral procession because of her weakness; without a doubt, she 
may scream, wail, slap her cheek, scatter her hair or tear her cloth. 
The woman is not patient. Also, intermingling may occur between 
men and women during the funeral procession which may be a 
source of temptation. Thus, the wisdom behind following the funeral 
procession may be lost as there could be some vile men around with
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no objective but to touch these women or enjoy staring at them. It is 
compulsory to prevent women from following the funeral procession 
as it is prohibited and not permissible. So also, it is prohibited for 
women to visit graves because the Prophet H cursed those women 
who visit graves and those who build mosques on graves and put 
lamps on them. Allah alone grants success.

If someone were to ask: ‘Is it permissible for a woman to visit the 
grave of the Prophet H?’ We answer that it is not permissible for a 
woman to visit the grave of the Prophet M because it is also a grave. 
If her goal is to send salutations to him, then this is achievable from 
any place, even the farthest part of the earth. When you say: As- 
Salam alayka ayyuhan-Nabi -  Peace be upon you, O Prophet,’ Allah 
has saddled some angels with the responsibility of conveying and 
informing him H of your greeting.

And Allah knows best.

Chapter 156: excellence of 
participating in funeral prayers in 
large numbers and formation of 
three rows or more
Hadeeth 932

‘Aishah 4e reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “I f  a group 
of Muslims numbering a hundred perform funeral prayer over a
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dead person, and all of them ask Allah’s forgiveness for him, their 
prayer for him will be accepted.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 933
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/fen ‘Abbas 4h reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “I f  a 
Muslim dies and forty people, who do not associate anything 
with Allah in worship, participate in the funeral prayer over him, 
Allah will accept their intercession for him.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 934
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Marthad bin Abdullah Al-Yazni reported: When Malik bin 
Hubairah offered a funeral prayer and found a small number
of participants, he would divide them into three rows and would 
say that the Messenger of Allah M said, “I f  three rows of men offer 
funeral prayer over anyone, his entry into Jannah will become
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certain.” [ Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said: ‘Chapter 

on excellence of participating in funeral prayers in large numbers 
and formation of three rows or more.’

Then he -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned three 
hadeeths: the hadeeth of A'aishah, the hadeeth of Ibn Abbas and the 
hadeeth of Malik bin Hubairah. They all indicate the excellence of 
large congregation for the funeral prayer and the higher possibility of 
the supplications being answered with that.

In the hadeeth of A'aishah, whenever a group of people numbering 
a hundred observe the funeral prayer for a dead person, and all of 
them intercede for him, Allah will accept their pleadings on his 
behalf. It is well known that those who observe the funeral prayer 
would beseech Allah, Honored and Glorious, to forgive and 
shower mercy on the dead.

Supplicating for the dead is one of the most obligatory things in 
the funeral prayer. Indeed, it is one of the pillars of the Prayer without 
which the funeral prayer becomes invalid except one forgets.

The hadeeth of Ibn Abbas -  may Allah be pleased with him and his 
father- proves that if forty men, who do not associate anything with 
Allah in worship, observe the funeral prayer for anyone, Allah will 
accept their intercession for him. This is a glad tiding for the believer; 
when the congregation for his funeral prayer is large and they plead to 
Allah on his behalf, then Allah will accept their entreaties.

As for the hadeeth of Malik bin Hubairah, the Messenger of Allah 
ft said: ‘If three rows of men offer funeral prayer for anyone, his 
entry into Paradise becomes certain.’ that is, it becomes compulsory 
to admit him into Paradise.

All these hadeeths prove that the merit of a funeral prayer increases
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with increase in the congregation. Thus, we observe that if a group 
of people would be observing funeral prayer for a person in their 
mosque, they would inform people in other mosques to participate. 
This is to have a large congregation.

If the Imam noticed that some people have missed parts of the 
compulsory daily prayer, he should delay the funeral prayer until 
these people complete their prayer. Accordingly, they would be able 
to participate in the funeral prayer and increase the congregation. It 
is possible that only the supplication of one person out of the whole 
congregation will be accepted.

Immediately after completing the (compulsory) prayer, some people 
would rise to observe the funeral prayer even if the congregation is 
only a row of people or more. While this is permissible, it is better to 
wait for others to complete their (compulsory) prayer and join the 
funeral prayer. This will not take much time, at most ten minutes.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 157: supplications in 
funeral prayers 
Hadeeth 935
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Abu ‘Abdur-Rahman A u f bin Malik 4® reported: The Messenger of 
Allah M offered a funeral prayer and I  memorized his supplication.
He 'Mprayed: “ Allahummaghfir lahu, warhamhu, wa ‘afihi, wafu 
‘anhu, wa akrim nuzulahu, wa wassi‘ mudkhalahu, waghsilhu 
bil-ma’i wath-thalji wal-baradi, wa naqqihi minal-khataya, 
kama naqqaytath-thawbal-abyada minad-danasi, wa abdilhu 
daran khairan min darihi, wa ahlan khairan min ahlihi, wa 
zawjan khairan min zawjihi, wa adkhilhul-Jannata, wa a‘idh- 
hu min ‘adhabil-qabri, wa min ‘adhabin-nar [if the dead person 
is a woman, one should change the ending of certain words in 
this supplication from hu to ha ] (O Allah! Forgive him, bestow 
mercy upon him, pardon him, accord him a noble provision and 
make his grave spacious, wash him with water, snow and hail, 
purify him from sins as You have purified the white garment 
from soiling, give him a better abode in place of his present one, 
and a better family in exchange of his present one, and a better 
spouse in place of his present wife; admit him to Jannah and 
protect from the trial in the grave and punishment in the Hell).” 
(After hearing this supplication of the Messenger of Allah M, Abu 
Abdur-Rahman A uf bin Malik 4$  said:) I  wished I  had been that 
dead man. [Muslim]

Commentary
The author An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  

said in his Book (Riyaadus- Saaliheen): ‘Chapter on Supplications 
in Funeral Prayers’

The funeral prayer consists of the recitation of Al-Fatihah because 
it entails glorification of Allah, the Honored and Glorious is He. This 
is followed by seeking benediction for the Prophet M, and he is the
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most rightful of mankind to be given preference even over one’s self. 
Thereafter, one supplicates for the generality saying: “Allahuma iglifir 
lihayyina wa mayyitina - O Allah! Forgive the living and the dead 
among us.” (l) Then one should supplicate for the particular person, 
the dead, saying: ‘Allahuma ighfir lahu warhamhu -  O Allah! Forgive 
him and have mercy upon him.’ This order is similar to the order in 
At-Tashahhud: salutation of Allah which is a glorification of Allah, 
then salutation upon the Prophet M, then greetings to the person and 
then to the righteous servants of Allah. The funeral prayer is similarly 
ordered except that the generality is given preference before the self. 
In Tashahhud, you supplicate for yourself by saying: ‘As- Salamu 
alayna -  peace be upon us,’ because your soul has more right on you, 
relative to others with the exception of the Prophet M-

In summary, the important aspects of the funeral prayer are: a 
person makes the first Takbeer (saying Allahu Akbar -  Allah is the 
Greatest) then says: ‘Audhu billahi minash - shaytanir- Rajeem - 1 seek 
refuge with Allah against Satan, the accursed’, then he recites the entire 
Surat Al-Fatihah. Then he pronounces the second Takbeer (saying 
Allahu Akbar -  Allah is Great) and seeks blessing and benediction 
upon the Prophet Js. The best form is to employ what he M taught his 
Ummah: “Allahumma Salli ala Muhammad wa ala ale Muhammad, 
kama Sallaita ala Ibraheem wa ala ale Ibraheem, innaka Hameedun 
Majeed. Allahumma barik ala Muhammad, wa ala ale Muhammad 
kama barakta ala Ibraheem, wa ala ale Ibraheem, innaka Hameedun 
Majeed -  (meaning: O Allah! Send benedictions upon Muhammad 
and the family of Muhammad, as you sent benedictions upon 
Ibraheem and the family of Ibraheem. Verily, You are Praiseworthy 
and Magnificent. O Allah! Bless Muhammad and the family of 
Muhammad, as You blessed Ibraheem and the family of Ibraheem. 
Verily, You are Praiseworthy and Magnificent).”(2)

1 Its reference shall come latter
2 Reported by Ahmad in Al-Musnad (2/306), Aboo Dawood in Book of Funerals, 

Chapter on Supplications for the Dead..., no. 3201, At-Tirmidhi in Book of Fu
nerals, Chapter on What to Say in Salat over the Dead..., no.1024, An-Nasai in 
Book of Funerals, Chapter on supplications..., no.1986 and Ibn Majah in Book of 
Funerals, Chapter on What has been Reported Regarding Supplications in Salat 
Upon the Dead, no.1498
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Thereafter, he pronounces the third Takbeer (saying Allahu Akbar 
-  Allah is the Greatest) and supplicates for the generality of Muslims 
saying: ‘O Allah! Forgive the living and the dead amongst us, the present 
and the absent, the young and the old.’ Then he supplicates specially 
for the deceased with the supplication contained in the hadeeth of 
Anas bin Malik - may Allah be pleased with him, for instance. He 
said: ‘The Prophet M offered a funeral prayer and I memorized his 
supplication: ‘Allahumma ighfir lahu, warhamhu, wa ‘afihi, wa’fu  
‘anhu, wa akrim nuzulahu, wa wassi’ mudkhalahu, waghsilhu bil-ma’I  
wath-thalji wal-baradi, wa naqiaihi minal-khataya, kama naqqayta 
thawabal-abyada minad-danasi, wa abdilhu khairan minn alihi, wa 
zawjan khairan min zawjihi, wa adkhilhul-Jannata, wa a’idh-hu min 
adhabil-qabri, wa min adhabin-nar (meaning: O Allah! Forgive him, 
bestow mercy upon him, pardon him, overlook his faults, accord him 
a noble provision and make his grave spacious, wash him with water, 
snow and hail, purify him from sins as You purified the white garment 
from soiling, give him a better abode in place of his present one, and 
a better family in exchange of his present one, and a better spouse in 
place of his present one. Admit him into Paradise and protect him 
from the trial in the grave and punishment of the Hellfire.)

‘accord him a noble provision’ that is, grant him an honorable 
welcome and reception. This is because a dead person becomes a 
guest of Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, when it departs this word 
for the grave where he will either be punished or be in pleasure.

He also supplicates: ‘and make his grave spacious’ that is, enlarge 
his grave for him when he enters it.

‘Wash him with water, snow and hail,’ that is, cleanse him of his 
sins with water, snow and hail. He mentioned snow and hail because 
of their cold nature, and water because it is used for cleansing. The 
punishments for sins are hot, we ask Allah to save you and us from 
it; thus, it is appropriate to counter that with cold water and hail. 
So, cleansing is accomplished by the use of water and cooling is 
accomplished by the use of snow and hail.

‘Purify him from sins as You purified the white garment from
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soiling,’ that is, grant him a perfect purification from his sins as 
white cloth is free of dirt. He mentioned white cloth because the least 
amount of dirt will be noticeable on it. So, if white cloth is truly clean, 
it means there is no single speck of dirt on it in contrast to black, red, 
green or cloth of other colors. They are unlike white cloth upon which 
dirt is glaringly visible.

‘Give him a better abode in place of his present one,’ because he 
has departed this world to a transit world. It is well known that this 
world is an abode of adversity, loss and anguish, so he said: ‘give him 
a better abode in place o f his present one,’ in order to be in a state of 
pleasure in his grave.

‘and a better family in exchange of his present one,’ that is, his 
people like his mother, aunt, daughters, father, son and so on. ‘And 
a better spouse in place of his present one,’ that is, grant him a wife 
better than his earthly wife by granting him the Houris of Paradise in 
addition to his earthly wife. When a person marries a woman in this 
world and his wife dies upon firm faith, then she will be one of his 
wives in the hereafter.

If someone were to ask: ‘How does she become a better wife when she 
remains the same as she was in the earthly life?!’ We respond that she 
would be better in characteristics, beauty and every other attributes.

‘Admit him into Paradise and protect him from the trial in the 
grave and punishment of the Hellfire.’ These supplications should 
be recited for the dead. One should be sincere to the dead in 
these supplications.

If the dead is female, one should say: ‘O Allah! Forgive her, bestow 
mercy upon her, pardon her, overlook her faults, accord her a noble 
provision and make her grave spacious, wash her with water, snow 
and hail, purify her from sins as You purified the white garment from 
soiling...’ that is, one uses the feminine pronoun. One is at liberty if 
one does not know the gender of the deceased; if he wishes, he may 
say: ‘O Allah! Forgive him,’ that is, forgive this person. A woman is 
also referred to as person. Alternatively, he may say: ‘Forgive it,’ that 
is, forgive this corpse; both male and female can be referred to as a
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corpse, which requires the pronoun ‘it’. If one knows the gender of the 
deceased, appropriate pronoun should be used in the supplication.

If one does not know the gender, then it is permissible to use either 
masculine or feminine pronoun. When he uses a masculine pronoun 
in this state, then he intends that: ‘Forgive him,’ that is, this person 
before us. Likewise, when he uses a feminine pronoun, he intends 
thereby: ‘forgive her,’ that is, forgive this corpse since this can be used 
to refer to both males and females.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 936
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Afou Hurairah, Abu Qatadah, and Abu Ibrahim Al-Ash-hali 
4a reported: The Prophet M offered a funeral prayer and said: 
“ Allahummaghfir lihaiyina wa maiyitina, wa saghirina wa 
kabirina, wa dhakarina wa unthana, wa shahidina wa gha’ibina. 
Allahumma man ahyaiytahu minna, fa ’ahyihi ‘alal-Islam, wa 
man tawaffaiytahu minna, fatawaffahu ‘alal-Iman. Allahumma 
la tahrimna ajrahu, wa la taftinna badahu (O Allah, forgive our 
living and our dead, our present and our absent, our young and 
our old, our male and our female. O Allah, whosoever of us You 
keep alive, keep him alive (faithful) to Islam, and whosoever of 
us You cause to die, let him die having Iman . O Allah, do not
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deprive us of our reward (for being patient) and do not subject us 
to trials after his death.” [ Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 937
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Abu Hurairah A® reported: I  heard the Messenger o f Allah M 
saying: “When you pray over the dead, make a sincere supplication 
for him.” [ Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah ]

Commentary
These hadeeths are about supplication for the dead during the 

funeral prayer. The hadeeth of 'Awf bin Malik - may Allah be pleased 
with him - about supplication specifically for the dead has been 
discussed earlier. This hadeeth is about supplication for the generality 
(of Muslim). One says: ‘O Allah! Forgive our living and our dead, 
our young and our old, our male and our female, and our present 
and our absent. O Allah! Whosoever of us You keep alive, keep him 
alive (faithful) to Islam, and whosoever You cause to die, let him die 
having Iman (faith). O Allah! Do not deprive us of our reward and 
do not subject us to trials after his death.’

A single expression could suffice for these statements. Were one to 
say: ‘O Allah! Forgive our living and our dead,’ then it would encompass 
everything. However, the time of supplication is a time for detail, 
because every statement uttered is itself an act of worship to Allah, 
Honored and Glorious. So, more rewards accure from the repititions.

If one says: ‘ (Forgive) our living and our dead,’ this includes the
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living who is present (at the funeral), the dead who passed on long 
ago and the one who has just passed away.

‘ (Forgive) our young and our old,’ this includes the young and old, 
both living and dead. The mention of the young here despite the fact 
that the young have no sins is just by way natural association; that is, 
since he was going to mention the old. Otherwise, the young have no 
sin such as to warrant seeking forgiveness for them.

‘ (Forgive) our male and our female,’ is also all-encompassing.

‘ (Forgive) our present and our absent’, for example, the one present 
(not traveling) and the traveler.

‘O Allah! Whosoever of us You keep alive, keep him alive 
(faithful) to Islam, and whosoever You cause to die, let him die 
having Iman (faith).’ Islam is mentioned along with life; this means 
that one should be observed to submit to Allah in this life. On the 
other hand, with the mention of death, he said: ‘let him die having 
Iman (faith),’ this is because Iman is nobler and resides in the heart. 
What happens at death and on the Day of Resurrection depends on 
what is contained in the heart.

O Allah! Do not deprive us of our reward and do not subject 
us to trials after his death.’ That is, do not deprive us of the reward 
of observing funeral prayer for him. As earlier mentioned, one is 
rewarded for observing prayer for the deceased. Whoever witnesses 
the funeral until the funeral prayer is observed will earn a Qirat, and 
whoever waits until the corpse is buried will earn two Qirats. Similarly, 
there is a reward for the bereaved if he is patient upon his grief.

‘And do not subject us to trials after his death.’ That is, do not 
lead us away from our Religion after him. This is because one cannot 
be certain that a living person will be safe from trial. As long as a 
person’s soul has not left the body, he is vulnerable to trial in his 
Religion, refuge is with Allah. Hence, he said: ‘And do not subject us 
to trials after his death.’

One should employ this supplication in compliance with the 
practice of the Messenger of Allah M-
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The hadeeth of Aboo Hurayrah -  may Allah be pleased with him -  
stated that the Prophet M said: ‘When you pray over the dead, make 
a sincere supplication for him.’ This means that your mind should 
be present and conscious, concentrating on the supplication and 
soliciting Allah earnestly for your dead brother. This is because of his 
great need of your supplication.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 158: haste in burial 

Hadeeth 941
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Abu Hurairah reported: I  heard the Prophet M saying, “Hurry 
up with the dead body (for its burial), for if it is pious, you are 
speeding it to goodness and if  it is otherwise, you are laying an 
evil off your necks.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 942
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Abu Said  Al-Khudri reported: The Prophet M said, “When a 
dead body is placed on a bier and men carry it on their shoulders, 
i f  he was a pious man, it (corpse) says: ‘Take me in haste.’ But 
if  he was not righteous, it says to its bearers: ‘Woe to it. Where 
are you taking it?’ Everything except man hears its voice. Had 
a human being heard its voice, he would have surely fallen into 
swoon.” [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
The author said in the book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter 

on Haste in Burial.’

Haste in burial entails promptness to prepare the body, swiftness 
of the procession and speed to bury the corpse. The dead is either 
righteous or otherwise. If he is righteous, a delay will imply barring 
him from what Allah has prepared for him of pleasure in the grave. 
That is because he is departing from this world to that which 
is better and nobler.

When death comes to retrieve the soul, the righteous soul will 
be given glad tidings. It will be said to it: ‘Be informed of tidings of 
blessing from Allah and pleasure.’ So, it yearns and becomes eager 
because of this good news. Hence, it is obligatory to hurry and hasten 
the burial. A delay is a wrong to the soul and an inhibitor from that 
which Allah has prepared for it of pleasure.

However, if the soul is unrighteous, refuge is with Allah, it should 
not be in our midst and we should hasten to free ourselves from it. 
This is why the Prophet St said: ‘Hurry up with the dead body,’ that 
is, hasten to prepare it, hasten the procession and hasten the burial 
without delay. ‘If it is pious, you are speeding it to goodness,’ that is, 
better than what it is leaving behind. It is moving to Allah’s Mercy, 
Pleasure, Joy and Light, may Allah count us among them. Hence, you 
are speeding it to goodness. If it is otherwise, that is, unrighteous, 
‘you are laying an evil off your necks’ That is, you free yourself from 
it, and there is no benefit in retaining that which has no good in our
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company. Therefore, it is understood from this hadeeth that it is 
Sunnah to hasten the funeral without delay.

Today, some people would wait for all members of the deceaseds 
family to gather from different parts of the world. They may be as far 
flung as Europe or America, and this may add another day or two. 
This is an injustice to the dead and disobedience to the command 
of the Messenger it: ‘Hurry up with the dead body.’ If he has been 
buried before the arrival of his family members, they may perform 
funeral prayer upon his grave. There is a degree of tolerance in this 
matter, praise be to Allah.

What is the benefit of delaying the burial until their arrival? Nothing 
benefits the deceased except supplications and funeral prayer which 
can be performed over the grave. So, there is no reason for this delay.

If someone were to say: ‘Did the Prophet M not die on Monday and 
was not buried until Thursday night?! We respond: ‘You are correct. 
The companions wished to appoint a caliph for the servants of Allah 
before the burial of the Messenger of Allah M- This way, the earth will 
not be without a caliph of Allah. Hence, once the pledge of allegiance 
to Aboo Bakr - may Allah be pleased with him - was completed, they 
hastened to bury the Prophet M immediately. The reason for this delay 
is thus clear and understandable.

From his statement: ‘I f  it is pious, you are speeding it to goodness 
and if  it is otherwise...’ we learn that one should only allude to evil 
words rather than being explicit. The opposite of righteous is corrupt, 
but the Prophet avoided the word corrupt’ and chose to say: ‘If it 
is otherwise.’ This has to do with good manners, decency and civility 
in choice of words, otherwise the meanings are the same. Decency in 
speech is truly amazing; take a look at His (Allah) Words, Exalted is 
He, about the Jinn:

“And we know not whether evil is intended for those on earth or 
whether their Lord intends for them a Right path.”(Al-Jinn: 10)
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When they intended to mention good, they related it to Allah:

‘Or whether their Lord intends for them a Right path,’ 

but when referring to evil, they said:

‘Whether evil is intended,’

They did not say: Allah intended evil, although Allah is One Who 
wills good and evil. However, the evils which Allah wills are not evil 
in His actions (that is, His actions themselves are not evil) but in their 
object (that is, evil for those objects upon whom they implemented). 
As for His action, Honored and Glorious is He, there is no doubt 
that they are good. However, he decrees evil for a good, for a wisdom 
which He, Honored and Glorious, intends.

The important point is that one should be polite in his choice of 
words without impairing the intended meaning. It is said that a king 
once saw a dream that his teeth fell off. He became very concerned 
and gathered the dreams interpreters, those who explain dreams. 
One of them said to him: ‘People around you, among whom are 
your family members, will die.’ This frightened the king who was not 
pleased with this explanation, so he ordered that the man be whipped. 
Then he invited another interpreter and sought for his opinion, he 
said: ‘The king will outlive members of his family.’ The king honored 
him and rewarded him although the message is essentially the same. 
The choices of words have their effect; and thus, the Messenger M said: 
‘And if it is otherwise, you are laying an evil off your necks’ And no 
person likes to keep evil or remain with evil.

Thereafter, he (An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on 
him) mentioned the hadeeth of Abu Sa’eed Al-Khudri - may Allah be 
pleased with him. When a man dies and his corpse is placed on a bier, 
‘If he was a pious man, it (the corpse) says: Take me in haste.’ This 
is said with a voice audible to everything except mankind. They do 
not hear it as a favor from Allah, Honored and Glorious; otherwise, 
we would become unconscious. Allah has relieved us of this but the 
animals and all other things hear it. It says: ‘Take me in haste.’ But 
what are they taking him to? They hasten him to that which Allah
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has prepared for it of pleasure which it was informed of at the time 
the soul was taken.

But if he was not righteous, it says: ‘Woe to me, where are you 
taking me to?’ refuge is with Allah. It curses itself because it will soon 
encounter punishment in the grave, we beseech Allah for wellbeing. 
The grave squeezes it until its ribs interlock and a door to the fire 
(hell) is opened for it, we beseech Allah for safety. No living human 
knows or perceives this.

Among the favors of Allah, the Mighty and Sublime, is that He has 
protected us from hearing this. Were we to know this, we would never 
bury the dead again but Allah has secure us from it.

This shows that it is one of the rights of the dead upon us that we 
hasten his burial. Hence, scholars say that it is an established Sunnah 
to hasten to prepare the dead, except for one who dies all of a sudden. 
In this case, one should wait to ascertain that he is dead. This is because 
it is probable that he only passed out but still alive. So, one should wait 
until it is certain, then one hastens the burial.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 159: about speedy 
repayment of the debts of a deceased 
person and preparation of burial 
Hadeeth 943

Abu Hurairah reported: The Prophet M said, “The soul of the
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d e c e a s e d  b e l i e v e r  r e m a i n s  p e n d i n g  o n  a c c o u n t  o f  t h e  d e b t  t i l l  i t  

( t h e  d e b t )  i s  r e p a y e d . ”  [  A t - T i r m i d h i  ]

H u s s a i n  b i n  W a h w a h  r e p o r t e d :  W h e n  T a l h a h  b i n  A l - B a r a ’ 

4 «  f e l l  i l l ,  t h e  P r o p h e t  f t  c a m e  t o  v i s i t  h i m  a n d  s a i d ,  “ V e r i ly ,  I  

t h i n k  t h a t  T a l h a h  i s  a b o u t  t o  d i e .  S o  i n f o r m  m e  w h e n  h e  i s  d e a d  

a n d  m a k e  h a s t e  ( i n  b u r y i n g  h i m ) .  I n d e e d ,  i t  i s  i m p r o p e r  f o r  t h e  

c o r p s e  o f  a  M u s l i m  t o  b e  k e p t  l y i n g  u n b u r i e d  a m o n g  h i s  f a m i l y  

m e m b e r s . ”  [  A b u  D a w u d  ]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his Book, 
Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter about speedy repayment of the debts of 
a deceased person and preparation of burial except it dies suddenly, 
then one should wait until it is confirmed dead.’

This indicates that it is obligatory for the family of the deceased to 
hasten to settle his debts once he passes on. It is not permissible for 
them to delay it, because they have no right to the wealth he has left 
behind until the debt is settled. This is why Allah - the most High - said:

Hadeeth 944

Commentary
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‘After the payment of legacies he (or she) may have bequeathed or
debts, so that no loss is caused (to anyone).”(An-Nisa: 12)

The heirs have no right to take anything from the estate until the 
deceased s debts are settled. They must hasten to settle them except a 
debt that has not become due for repayment. In such case, the creditor 
should be asked to wait. If however they refuse, it should be settled 
quickly except the heirs pledge a collateral or surety to the creditors.

People have become careless in settling the debts of the dead. A 
person would die with debt on him, but the heirs would start to play 
with the estate and delay settling the debt. For instance, a deceased 
amassed a debt of one hundred thousand and left several houses and 
landed properties. So, the heir may say: We will not sell the properties 
now; we shall wait until their values appreciate to sell them.’ This is 
unlawful. What is required of them is to hasten to sell the properties, 
even if they go for half the price. This is because the wealth is not 
theirs but that of the deceased.

Another case in point is a person who took loan from a mortgage 
bank but died before completing the installments. You find the heirs 
not attaching any importance to the issue and not paying off the 
debt. Satan may even delude them to refer the matter to a law court 
in order to seek for pardon. Then, they may say: We shall wait for 
the injunction of the court.’ No one is certain about the fate of their 
request, which may be rejected or accepted.

It is not permissible for them to do this. What is required is that 
they hasten to settle the debt on behalf of the deceased. However, if 
the dead has completed the installments which matured while he was 
alive but the house is still in the custody of the mortgage bank, then 
he is free and this will not harm him.

If a person dies after paying all the installments which were due 
while he was alive to the mortgage bank, some wary people would 
think that his soul remains suspended as a result of this debt. This is 
not the case. So long as there is collateral, then the deceased is free. 
This is indicated by the fact that the Prophet M passed away while he 
was indebted to a Jewish man who held his amour as collateral. Would 
you say that the soul of the Messenger M is suspended due to this debt!
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No, this is because he had guaranteed it with a sufficient collateral.

Thereafter, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
mentioned the hadeeth of Aboo Hurayrah -  may Allah be pleased 
with him. He reported that the Prophet M said: ‘The soul of the 
deceased believer remains pending on account o f the debts until 
they are repaid’; that is, the soul though in the grave, is suspended 
due to the debt. It seems that the deceased experiences harm due to 
the delay in settling the debt, and Allah knows best. It could not relish 
the pleasure nor rejoice (in the grave) because of its debt. Hence, we 
say that the heirs must hasten to settle the debts.

The second hadeeth has earlier been discussed: it is an emphasized 
Sunnah to hasten the burial. Thus, he said: ‘Indeed, it is improper for 
the corpse of a Muslim to be kept lying unburied among his family 
members.’ However, it is not blameworthy to delay it for an hour of 
two in order to assemble a larger congregation. For instance, if he 
died in the early hours of the Friday, one may delay the burial till 
after Salatul fum’ah so that the congregation will be large. There is no 
problem with this Insha Allah, and this delay is not harmful.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 160: admonition 
beside the grave 
Hadeeth 945
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Ali 4® reported: We were accompanying a funeral procession 
in Baqi' Al-Gharqad (graveyard in Al-Madinah) when the 
Messenger of Allah M proceeded towards us and sat down. We sat 
around him. He had a small stick in his hand. He was bending 
down his head and scraping the ground with the stick. He said, 
“There is none among you but has a place assigned for him either 
in the Jannah or in the Hell.” The Companions said: “O Messenger 
of Allah, should we not depend upon what has been written for us 
(and give up doing good deeds)?” The Messenger of Allah % said, 
“Carry on doing good deeds. Every one will find it easy to do such 
deeds (as will lead him to his destined place) for which he has 
been created.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his book, 
Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on Admonition at the Grave Site.’

Admonition means to remind people with that which will soften 
the heart, either by arousing their interest in good or frightening them 
from evil. This is admonition. The greatest and most reformative form 
of admonition is the Noble Qur'an. Allah - the most High - said:

“O mankind! There has come to you a good advice from your 
Lord (that is, the Qur’an ordering all that is good and forbidding 
all that is evil, and a healing for that [disease of ignorance, doubt, 
hypocrisy and differences and so on] in your breasts,- a guidance 
and a mercy (explaining lawful and unlawful things and so on) 
for the believers.” (Yunus: 57)

Commentary
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The Qur’an, for the one who has a heart or who lends hear while 
he is heedful, is the best of admonishers. Unfortunately, the hearts of 
many or most of people do not receive admonition from the Qur’an 
because the hearts are hardened. Allah -  the most High - has said 
regarding those when it is recited upon them:

“He said: Tales o f the ancients.” (Al-Mutaffifin: 13)

And refuge is with Allah; he refers to this as mere fairly tale. Allah - 
the most High - said, verily, they are not fairy tales of anicient:

“Nay! But on the hearts is the Ran (covering of sins and evil
deeds) which they used to earn,” (Al-Mutaffifin: 14)

That is, their accumulated evil deeds have sealed their hearts so 
they do not perceive what the righteous ones, those blessed by Allah, 
perceive from the Qur’an. We beseech Allah to bless you and us. 
Notwithstanding, a person whom Allah has granted clear speech, 
power of oration and knowledge may admonish people and soften 
their hearts in a manner not achievable with the recitation of the 
Qur’an. This has been often experienced and well tested.

Thereafter, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
mentioned the hadeeth of Alee bin Abee Talib - may Allah be pleased 
with him - who said: ‘We were accompanying a funeral procession in 
Baqi Gharqad cemetary.’ This is the well known Al-Baqee' cemetery 
in Madeenah today. Gharqad is a well known type of tree. It was 
named the Gharqad cemetery because of the abundance of this type 
of tree there. It was the cemetery of the people of Madeenah and the 
Prophet M had said: ‘O Allah! Forgive the people (dead) o f Gharqad 
cemetery.’ He said this three times.

They were attending a funeral and the Prophet M came and sat down. 
So, the people sat around him because everyone loved to sit with the 
Prophet M- They sat around him and he had a stick in his hand. He
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bowed his head and began to scratch the ground with his stick like 
someone who is worried. Then he said: ‘There is none among you but 
has a place assigned for him in the fire (hell) and the Paradise.’ Each 
person has a place demarcated for him in Paradise if he is a person 
of Paradise or in hell if he is a person of hell. This was ordained fifty 
thousand years before the creation of the heavens and earth.

We beseech Allah to count you and us among the successful ones. 
When he uttered this statement, they asked: ‘O Messenger of Allah, 
should we not depend on what has been written for us (and give up 
doing good deeds)?’ That is, since the issue is already decided, what 
is the need for action? So, he M said: ‘Do not abandon working. No 
one earns the Paradise except by way of deeds, and no one earns the 
Hell except by way of deeds. None will enter the Hell except one who 
earns the deeds of hell and none will enter the Paradise except one 
who earns the deeds of people o f Paradise. He then said: ‘Carry on 
doing good deeds. Everyone will find it easy to do such deeds (as will 
lead him to his destined place) for which he has been created.’10 As 
for people of success, the deeds of people of success have been made 
easy for them. Similarly, the deeds of the people of misfortune has 
been made easy for the misfortune ones. Then he recited the word of 
Allah - the most High:

“As for him who gives (in charity) and keeps his duty to Allah 
and fears Him, and believes in Al-Husna. We will make smooth 
for him the path of ease. But he who is greedy miser and thinks 
himself self sufficient, and gives the lie to Al-Husna (the Best [that 
is, la ilaha ilia Allah - none has the right to be worshipped but 
Allah]). We will smooth for him the path of evil.’ (Al-Lail: 5-10)

He advised them to carry on with good deeds and they should not 
depend on what has been written down. The decree is unknown and 
we have no information about it. However, acting righteously is an

1 Its reference has preceded
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omen that the person is one of the people of good, acting otherwise 
is a warning (that he may be of the people of evil). He M said: ‘Carry 
on doing good deeds. Everyone will find it easy to do such deeds (as 
will lead him to his destined place) for which he has been created.’ O 
brother! If you observe that Allah has made the deeds of the people of 
success easy for you, then it is an omen that you are of the successful 
ones. If you discover that you have great concern for Salat, Zakat, 
good deeds and you possess the fear of Allah, Honored and Glorious 
is He, then know and rejoice that you are one of the successful ones. 
Allah -  the most High - said:

“As for him who gives (in charity) and keeps his duty to Allah and 
fears Him, and believes in Al-Husna (La ilaaha ilia Allah). We will 
make smooth for him the path of ease (goodness).’ (Al-Lail: 5-7)

If you observe that you are not like this, you take pleasure in doing 
evil - Allah forbid - and you are easily fed up with righteous actions, 
then beware and take heed. Save your soul and turn to Allah, Honored 
and Glorious is He, in repentance so that he may make it easy for you. 
You should know that when you turn to Allah in repentance, Allah 
turns to you in forgiveness regardless of the sins you have committed. 
Allah - the most High said:

“Say: O Ibadi (My slaves), who have transgressed against 
themselves (by committing evil deeds and sins)! Despair not of 
the Mercy of Allah, verily Allah forgives all sins.’ (Az-zumar: 53)

Therefore, when a person comes to the graveyard, sits down and 
people sit around him, then this is a good opportunity to admonish 
the people with that which is relevant. One should admonish with 
the like of this hadeeth or the hadeeth of Abdur-Rahman bin Marrah 
where the Messenger H came to the burial of an Ansar man and met
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them still digging the grave. He sat down and people sat around him, 
they sat as though there were perched birds on their heads. This is a 
sign of respect for the Messenger of Allah i t  and reverence for the 
assembly. He M began by informing them that when death approaches 
a person, the angel of mercy or the angel of punishment will descend 
to him. He went on to narrate series of events filled with admonition.(l) 
This is the manner of admonition at the grave site.

As for someone standing at the grave site and speaking as though 
he were delivering a sermon, this is not from the guidance of the 
Messenger. It is not part of the guidance of the Messenger M for a 
person to stand amidst people as though delivering a speech; this is 
not part of the Sunnah. The Sunnah is to act exactly as the Messenger 
if  did. If people are seated and the corpse has not been buried, you 
should sit and await the burial, and talk to the people in a somber mode.

Some people deduced from this chapter heading, Admonition at 
the grave site, and from those before this author, such as Al-Bukhari 
in his Saheeh, who used this chapter heading, that there should be a 
person to address people. He would raise his voice saying: ‘O servants 
of Allah,’ and other expressions which are used in the course of a 
sermon. This is a flawed understanding, absolutely inaccurate.

Admonition at the grave site should be restricted to the manner 
narrated in the Sunnah in order not to turn the cemetery to a pulpit. 
The admonition should be sober, with people sitting down, and the 
sign of anguish and contemplation should be apparent on them. One 
should not display a sign of audacity similar to a person dispatching an 
army and advising them to struggle hard. Well, Allah grants His favor 
to whomever he wills. Some people understand from the Religious 
texts that which is not intended. And Allah guides whomever He wills 
to the straight path.

Another inappropriate action is people gathering in groups, while 
awaiting the burial of the corpse, to chat such that you could hear some 
of them laugh. This is a mistake, and the cemetary is not the place

i  Reported by An-Nasai in Book of Funerals, Chapter on What the Believer is met 
with of Karamah (distinction)..., no.1833
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for such. Hence, scholars stated that the one accompanying a funeral 
must be calm and contemplate on his condition. Today, he is awaiting 
the burial of this corpse, people shall await his own burial tomorrow. 
As he buried others, so shall he be buried’ as Ka’b bin Zuhayr said:

‘Every son of a female though his lifespan may be lengthy

One day on a concave facility (bier) shall he be carried.’

We beseech Allah to grant you and us good end.

Chapter 161: supplication for the 
deceased after his burial 

Hadeeth 946
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Abu Amr (also called Abu Abdullah and also Abu Laila) from  
‘Uthman bin Affan 4* reported: After the burial o f a dead man, the 
Prophet M would stand by the grave and say, “Ask Allah to forgive 
your brother and supplicate for him for steadfastness because he 
is being questioned (about his deeds) now.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 947
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Amr bin Al-As 4* used, to say: “When you have buried me, keep 
standing near my grave till (for the time it takes to) a camel is 
slaughtered and its meat is distributed, so that I  may feel your 
nearness and know what to reply to the angels sent by my 
Rubb.” [Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his book, 
Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on suplication for the deceased after 
the burial, sitting near his grave for a while to supplicate and seek 
forgiveness for him.’

This is because once the deceased is buried, two angels approach 
him to ask him about his Lord, his Religion and his Prophet. So, the 
Prophet U would tarry at the grave after burying the corpse. He would 
say: ‘Seek forgiveness for your brother, and beseech for him firmness, 
for he is now been questioned.’ It is established in the Sunnah for a 
person to wait after burial to pray for the deceased. He should say: ‘O 
Allah! Forgive him,’(l) three tiems; ‘O Allah, make him firm,’ three 
times. This is because the Prophet M usually makes his supplication 
three times.(2) Thereafter, he should leave without sitting to recite 
words of remembrance or to seek forgiveness.

This is what is established in the Sunnah. As for what he (An-

1 Reported by Muslim in Book o f Funerals, Chapter on Supplication for the Dead in 
Salat, no.963

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Ablution, Chapter on when Filth if thrown 
Upon the Back of One in S a l a t no.240 and Muslim in Book o f Jihad and Expe
ditions, Chapter on What the Prophet M used when the idolaters harmed him ..., 
no. 1794

Commentary
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Nawawi) -  may Allah shower blessings on him -mentioned from 
Amr bin Al-'Aas - may Allah be pleased with him - that he ordered his 
family to stay beside his grave after burying him for the time sufficient 
to slaughter a camel, he said: ‘So, that I may enjoy your company till 
I know what the messengers of my Lord will return with,’ that is, 
angels. This was from his personal deductive reasoning which we do 
not agree with. This is because the guidance of the Prophet it is more 
perfect than the guidance of any other person. The Prophet it  never 
used to wait or sit at the grave after the burial for the length of time 
to slaughter and divide the meat of a camel, nor did he command 
his companions to do that. The most he did was to command them 
to wait at the grave to seek forgiveness for its inhabitant and ask for 
firmness. This is the Sunnah. People should depart after that.

As for reciting Qur’an by the grave, the most authentic opinion is 
that it is detested. It is also detested for a person to go to a grave to 
stay or sit there reciting the Qur’an because this is an innovation. The 
Prophet it  had said: ‘Every innovation is misguidance.’ The lightest 
position is that it is detested.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 162: charity on behalf of 
the deceased and praying for him 
Hadeeth 948

‘Aishah reported: A man said to the Prophet it: “My mother has 
died suddenly. I  think that if  she were able to talk (alive) she would
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have given in Sadaqah (charity). So, if  I  give Sadaqah now on her 
behalf, will she get the reward?” The Messenger of Allah M said, 
“Yes (she will be rewarded for that).” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Abu Hurairah reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, 
“ When a man dies, his deeds come to an end, except for three: 
A continuous charity, knowledge by which people derive benefit, 
pious son who prays for him.” [Muslim]

The author said in Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on charity on 
behalf of the deceased and praying for him.’

Thereafter, he quoted the statement of Allah - the most High:

“And those who came after them say: our Lord! Forgive us and 
our brethren who have preceded us in faith, and put not in our 
hearts any hatred against those who have believed. Our Lord! 
You are indeed fu ll o f kindness, most merciful.” (Al-Hashr: 10)

“And those who came after them...”

Hadeeth 949

Commentary
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That is, after the two groups of predecessors: The Muhajirun 
(Emigrants) and the Ansar (Helpers: those who had home in 
Madeenah and had adopted the faith). This Ummah consists of 
three groups: The Muhajirun, the Ansar and those who came after 
them. Allah -  the most High - mentioned all of them together in two 
verses of the Qur’an:

“And the first to embrace Islam of the Muhajirun (those 
who migrated from Makkah to Madeenah) and the Ansar 
(the citizens of Al- Madinah who helped and gave aid to the 
Muhajirun) and also those who followed them exactly (in faith). 
Allah is well- pleased with them as they are well- pleased with 
Him.”(At-Taubah: 100)

Also in Surat Al- Hashr:

“(And there is also a share in this booty) for the poor emigrants, 
who were expelled from their homes and their property seeking 
bounties from Allah and to please Him. And helping Allah (that is, 
helping His Religion) and His Messenger (Muhammad M) -  such 
are indeed the truthful (to what they say), - And those who before
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them had homes (in Madeenah) and had adopted faith, - love 
those who emigrate to them, and have no Jealousy in their breasts 

for that which they have been given (from the booty ofBanu An- 
Nadir), and give them (emigrants) preference over themselves, 
even though they were in need of that. And whosoever is saved 
from his own covetousness, such are they who will be successful. 
And those who came after them say: “our Lord! Forgive us and 
our brethren. Who have preceded us in faith and put not in our 
hearts any hatred against those who have believed. Our Lord! You 
are indeed full of kindness, most merciful.”(Al-Hashr 59: 8-10)

So, if you see a man seeking Allah’s mercy and forgiveness for 
the companions of the Prophet and loving them, then know that 
he will be with them. If you see a man abusing the companions of 
the Prophet, not seeking mercy for them nor seeking forgiveness 
for them, then know that they are free of him as he is from of them. 
He has no portion in this Ummah because the companions of the 
Prophet are the intermediaries between the Messenger of Allah M and 
us. They conveyed the Sharee'ah of Allah from the Messenger of Allah 
M- He M is the intermediary between our Lord and us; the one who 
conveyed the speech of our Lord to us. When a person denigrates the 
intermediary between the Messenger of Allah St and us, the person 
has denigrated the entire Sharee'ah. The Sharee'ah will have no value 
if all those who conveyed it to us are criminals and evil people.

Importantly, no one disparages Aboo Bakr and Umar except one 
who lacks even a mustard seed worth of faith in his heart. They - 
may Allah be pleased with them - are the best of the followers of the 
Messengers in generality. There is no follower of Musa 3SB, Ibrahim 
SS0 , Isa or Muhammad better than Aboo Bakr and Umar. Whoever 
disparages them has no shred of faith in his heart -  may Allah forbid. 
So also, whoever abuses or derides the companions of the Prophet has 
derided the Religion of Allah, Honored and Glorious.

This why He -  the most High - said:
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“And those who came after them say: Our Lord! Forgive us and
our brethren who have preceded in faith.” (Al-Hashr 10)

Thereafter, the author buttressed his point with the hadeeth 
of A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with her - that a man said: ‘O 
Messenger of Allah, my mother lost her soul,’ that is, she died, ‘had 
she spoken she could have given in charity, should I give charity on 
her behalf.’ He said: ‘Yes’

This shows that it is permissible to give charity on behalf of the 
deceased. So, when you want to give charity, you should intend that 
this is for your mother, father, brother, sister or any deceased Muslim. 
This would benefit the person. As for supplicating for the deceased, 
the hadeeth of Aboo Hurairah states: ‘When a person dies, his deeds 
end,’ because the abode of deeds is this earthly abode. When a person 
dies, that is the end. There is no deed after death.

‘When a person dies, his deeds end except for three things: 
continuous charity,’ that is, he (the deceased) had established a 
foundation, a hosuing project or anything for the poor. ‘Or knowledge 
from which people continue to benefit,’ that is, after his demise. 
‘Or a righteous child who supplicate for him,’ because a child that 
is not righteous would not supplicate for his parents nor be good to 
them. However, the pious child supplicates for his parents after their 
demise. Hence, it is really important to strive to raise our children to 
be righteous; their piety will be good for them and beneficial to us as 
they would supplicate for us after our demise.

The best of these three things is knowledge from which people 
continue to benefit. I will give you an example, rather, several 
examples: Aboo Hurairah - may Allah be pleased with him - was one 
of the most knowledgeable companions of the Prophet U. Sometimes 
he would slump due to extreme hunger but most Muslims only read 
his narrations. He has conveyed those (numerous) hadeeths to us and 
this is a continuous charity even if he performed no other charity 
during his lifetime! Imam Ahmad and Shaykhul-Islam Ibn Taimiyyah 
-  may Allah shower blessings on them both - teach us though they are 
presently in their graves. This is because we have their books with us.
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of Ibn Taimiyyah, did we benefit from them today?! No! Therefore, 
knowledge is the most beneficial of the three. Continuous charity 
will eventually cease and a righteous child will die, but knowledge 
from which Muslims continue to benefit will last till Allah wills! O 
brother, hasten to acquire knowledge as nothing is comparable to it, 
as Imam Ahmad said, ‘for the one who makes his intention good.’ 
So, hasten to acquire knowledge, the foundations of knowledge and 
the subsidiaries, such as Arabic grammar and other things to assist 
learning. Thus, Allah may benefit you and benefit others through you.’

Allah alone grants success.

Anas 4h reported: Some Companions happened to pass by a 
funeral procession (bier) and they praised him (the deceased). 
The Prophet M said, “He will certainly enter it.” Then they passed 
by another funeral procession and they spoke ill o f the deceased. 
The Prophet ft said, “He will certainly enter it.” ‘Umar bin Al-

Chapter 163: praising the 
deceased 

Hadeeth 950

( 5 3 7 ;
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Khattab said: “(O Messenger of Allah,) what do you mean by 
‘He will certainly enter it?” He it  replied, “You praised the first 
person, so he will enter Jannah ; and you spoke ill of the second 
person, so he will enter Hell. You are Allah’s witnesses on earth.” 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Abul-Aswad reported: I came to Al-Madinah, and while I 
was sitting beside ‘Umar bin Al-Khattab, a funeral procession 
passed by. The people praised the deceased, and ‘Umar bin Al- 
Khattab said: “He will certainly enter it.” Then another funeral 
procession passed by and the people praised the deceased. ‘Umar 
bin Al-Khattab said: “He will certainly enter it.” A third funeral 
procession passed by and the people spoke ill of the deceased. He 
said: “He will certainly enter it.” I  (Abul-Aswad) asked: “O Amir 
Al-Mu’minin (i.e., Leader of the Believers)! What do you mean 
by He will certainly enter it’?” He replied: “I  said the same as

Hadeeth 951
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was said by the Prophet f|. He M said, ‘I f  four persons testify the 
righteousness of a Muslim, Allah will grant him Jannah .’ We 
asked: ‘I f  three persons testify his righteousness?’ He ft  replied, 
‘Even three’. Then we asked: ‘I f  two?’ He M replied, ‘Even two.’ We 
did not ask him (regarding the testimony) of one.” [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his Book 

(Riyaadus - Saaliheen): ‘Chapter on praising the deceased.’

This refers to people recalling and stating the virtues or otherwise 
of the deceased. When a person dies, people will either mention his 
good or evil contingent on what they know about him. Then the 
author mentioned the hadeeth of Anas - may Allah be pleased with 
him - and the hadeeth of Aboo Al-Aswad with Umar bin khattab.

In the hadeeth of Anas, a funeral procession passed by the sitting 
of the Prophet ft and the deceased was praised. The Prophet ft said: 
‘He will certainly enter it.’ Then another funeral procession passed 
by and the deceased was castigated. The Prophet ft said: ‘He will 
certainly enter it.’

Umar bin khattab asked: ‘ (O Messenger of Allah) what do you 
mean by ‘He will certainly enter it?” He ft replied: ‘You praised the 
first person for good, so he will enter Paradise. You spoke ill of the 
second person, so he will enter Hell. You are the witnesses of Allah 
on earth.’ Allah knows best, but it seems that the second person is a 
hypocrite. There were many hypocrites in Madeenah during the time 
of the Messenger ft. They would manifest Islam and conceal disbelief 
within themselves -  and the refuge is with Allah. The hypocrites will 
reside in the deepest part of the Hell except one who repents.

There is evidence in this that when the Muslims praise a person for 
good, it is an indication that the person is an inmate of Paradise, and 
he will certainly enter it. Likewise, when they speak ill of a person, it 
is an indication that he is one of the inmates of the Fire, and he will
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certainly enter it. There is no difference whether the testimonial was 
during the time of the Prophet U or after him because the hadeeth of 
Aboo Al-Aswad with Umar bin Al-Khattab - may Allah be pleased 
with him - was after the Prophet M- The Prophet St went further to 
mention that anyone whose goodness is testified to by two Muslims is 
an inmate of Paradise.

The belief of the Ahlus Sunnah wal Jama'ah is that we do not testify 
that anyone is an inmate of Paradise or Fire except with the testimony 
of the Prophet St. We testify that anyone the Messenger

Si testified to his entrance into Paradise will enter it. We testify that 
anyone the Messenger Si testified to his entrance into Hell will enter it.

Examples of those who got glade tidings of Paradise from him Si 
are the four caliphs among others. The Prophet Si said: Aboo Bakr 
is in Paradise Umar is in Paradise, Uthman is in Paradise, Alee is in 
Paradise, Sa'd bin Abee Waqqas is in Paradise, Sa’eed bin Zayd is in 
Paradise, Abdur-Rahman bin Auf is in Paradise, Aboo Ubaidah bin 
Al-Jarrah is in Paradise, Talhah bin Ubaidullah is in Paradise and 
Az-Zubayr bin Awwam is in Paradise.,(l)

These ten persons listed by the Prophet SI mentioned are all 
inmates of Paradise. So also is 'Ukashah bin Al-Muhsin. When the 
Prophet M mentioned that seventy thousand from this Ummah will 
enter Paradise without reckoning or punishment, he (Ukashah) said: 
‘O Messenger of Allah, beseech Allah to make me one of them.’ He M 
replied: ‘You are one of them.’ So another person stood up and said: 
‘O Messenger of Allah, beseech Allah to make me one of them.’ He 
said: ‘Ukashah has preceded you.,(2)

So also is Thabit bin Al-Qays - may Allah be pleased with 
him; the one with an unusually loud voice. When the statement

1 Reported by Aboo Dawood in Book of Sunnah, Chapter about the Caliphs..., 
no.4649 AtTIrmidhi in Book of Distinctions, Chapter on the Distinctions of Ab- 
dur-Rahman bin Auf Az-Zuhri (RA A ).. no.3747 and Ibn Majah in the Introduc
tion, Chapter on the virtues of the Ten given glad tidings of Paradise (RAA)..., 
no.133

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Medicine, Chapter on One Who is Cauter
ized or Cauterizes Another and the Virtue of One Who has Never been Cauter
ized. .., no. 5705 and Muslim in Book of Faith, Chapter on the Evidence that Some 
Groups amongst the Muslims will Enter the Paradise..., no.216
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“O you who believe! Raise not your voices above the voice o f the 
Prophet M nor speak aloud to him in talk as you speak aloud to 
one another, lest your deeds may be rendered fruitless while you 
perceive not.” (Al-Hujurat: 2)

He was afraid and stayed in his house crying and thinking that all 
his deeds had been wasted because of his unusually loud voice. The 
Prophet H later noticed his absence and sent someone to check him. 
He M was informed of what happened, so he M said: ‘You are not an 
inmate of the fire (hell); rather, you are an inmate of Paradise.’(l)

We testify that anyone the Prophet |g said will enter Paradise will 
enter it. Ditto for Hell-fire. The Prophet M affirmed that some people 
shall enter Hell. Likewise, in the Qur’an, Allah - the most High - said 
about Aboo Lahab the uncle of the Prophet M-

“He will be burnt in afire of blazing flames! And his wife too who 
carries wood (thorns ofSadan which she used to put on the way 
of the Prophet M or used to slander him). In her neck is a twisted 
rope ofmasad (palm fiber) .”(Al-Masad: 3-5)

The Prophet M also stated that his uncle Aboo Talib is in the 
shallow part of the fire. He wears two sandals of fire which make his 
brain boil,(2) refuge is with Allah. Similarly, a man came and said: ‘O 
Messenger of Allah! Where is my father?’ He M replied: ‘Your father

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Tafseer of the Qur’an, Chapter on: Raise not 
your Voices Above the Voice of the Prophet §|..., no. 4846 and Muslim in Book of 
Faith, Chapter on a Muslim Should Fear that his Deeds may be Rendered Fruit
less..., no.119

2 Reported by Muslim in Book o f Faith, Chapter on the least member of Hell in 
Punishment..., no.212
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is in the fire.’(l) He also informed that: ‘Certainly, 'Amr bin Luhayy 
Al-Khuza'e is dragging his gullet in the Fire.’w

Shaykhul- Islam Ibn Taimiyyah said: ‘So also, the Ummah agreed 
on the praise of some individuals, we testify that they shall enter 
Paradise. For instance, Ahmad, Ash-Shafi'ee, Aboo Hanifah, Malik, 
Sufyan Ath-Thawri, Sufyan bin Uyaynah among others. The Ummah 
is unanimous on their praiseworthy status, so we testify that they are 
inmates of Paradise.’

So also is Shaykhul-Islam Ibn Taimiyyah -  may Allah shower 
blessings on him. The Ummah agreed on his praiseworthy status with 
the exception of a few individuals who strangely differ, and whoever 
strangely differs will differ into the fire. Paradise should be affirmed 
for him based upon this opinion. This opinion is strengthened by 
the hadeeth of Umar - may Allah be pleased with him -  which Al- 
Bukhari reported that the Messenger H said: “Anyone for whom four 
persons testify (to his good) and three and two,” but they did not ask 
him about one (person).

We beseech Allah the most High, to make you and us inmates of 
Paradise, those saved from the fire.

Chapter 164: superiority of one 
who is bereaved of his infants 
Hadeeth 952
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1 Reported by Aboo Dawood in Book of Sunnah, Chapter on the children of Idola
ters..., no.4718

2 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Distinctions, Chapter on the Story o f Al-Khaza’e ..., 
no.3521 and Muslim in Book of Paradise and the Attributes of Its Pleasures, Chap
ter on Tyrants shall Enter the Fire..., no.2856
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Anas <& reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Any Muslim 
who loses three children before they reach the age of maturity, 
will be granted Jannah by Allah, the Exalted, out of His Mercy for 
them.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 953
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Abu Hurairah 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “A 
Muslim whose three children die (in infancy) will not be touched 
by the Fire (of Hell) except for the fulfillment o f Allah’s Oath.” 
[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 954
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A b u  S a i d  A l - K h u d r i  4 e  r e p o r t e d :  A  w o m a n  c a m e  t o  t h e  M e s s e n g e r  

o f  A l l a h  M  a n d  s a i d :  “ O  M e s s e n g e r  o f  A l l a h !  O n l y  m e n  b e n e f i t  f r o m  

y o u r  t a lk s ,  s o  p l e a s e  f i x  a  d a y  f o r  u s ,  t o  t e a c h  u s  t h e  k n o w l e d g e  

w h i c h  A l l a h  h a s  t a u g h t  y o u . ”  T h e  M e s s e n g e r  o f  A l l a h  #  f i x e d  a  

d a y  a n d  d i r e c t e d  t h e m  t o  a s s e m b l e .  W h e n  t h e y  g a t h e r e d ,  t h e  

P r o p h e t  M  w e n t  t o  t h e m  a n d  t a u g h t  t h e m  w h a t  A l l a h  h a d  t a u g h t  

h i m .  H e  H  t h e n  s a i d ,  “A n y  w o m a n  o f  y o u  w h o s e  t h r e e  c h i l d r e n  

d i e  ( i n  i n f a n c y )  t h e y  w i l l  b e  a  g u a r d  f o r  h e r  a g a i n s t  F i r e  ( o f  H e l l ) . ”  

O n e  o f  t h e  w o m e n  a s k e d :  “ W h a t  i f  s h e  l o s e s  t w o ? ”  T h e  M e s s e n g e r  

o f  A l l a h  M  r e p l i e d ,  “ E v e n  t w o .”  [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his 
book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on the superiority of one who is 
bereaved of his infants’ That is, a chapter on the recompense of the 
one who lost young children. This is for one who hoped for reward 
from Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime - and remained patient.

Thereafter, he mentioned the hadeeths of Anas, Aboo Hurayrah and 
Aboo Sa’eed, all indicating the nobility of that. When three children 
of a person die before attaining puberty, they will be a shield for him 
against the Fire. This is for his compassion and kindness to them 
whilst they were alive. This is because infants elicit a lot of compassion 
and care from parents, but they become independent once they reach 
maturity. At this stage, they cease to prompt or receive the same kind 
of care and compassion they had as infants.

So, when a person loses up to three infants but remains patient and 
hopes for reward from Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime, they will be 
a shield for him against the fire. The fire will not touch him except for 
the fulfillment of Allah’s oath. He meant the statement of Allah:

Commentary



“There is not one of you but will pass over it (Hell), this is with 
your Lord; a Decree which must be accomplished. Then we shall 
save those who use to fear Allah and were dutiful to Him. And 
We shall leave the Zalimun (polytheists and wrong does,) therein 
(humbled) to their knees (in Hell).” (Maryam: 71, 72)

The hadeeth of Aboo Sa’eed Al-Khudri -  may Allah be pleased with 
him - mentioned the gathering of women and the Prophet U would 
go to teach them what Allah has taught him. And he informed them 
that: ‘Any woman among you whose three children die (in infancy) 
they will be a guard for her against the fire (of Hell).’ Even if only 

two. This is a bounty of Allah: when two children, male or female, of 
a person die, they will be a shield for him against the Fire (of Hell) if 
he remains patient and expects reward (from Allah).

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 165: weeping while passing 
by the graves of the infidels 

Hadeeth 955
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Ibn ‘Umar reported: When the Messenger of Allah M and 
his Companions reached Al-Hijr, the dwellings of the Thamud 
people, he admonished his Companions (saying), “Do not pass 
by these people who are being tormented, without weeping, lest
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the punishment should befall you as it had befallen them.” [Al-
Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his book, 

Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on weeping while passing by the graves 
and sites of the destruction of the infidels and expressing ones need 
of Allah -  the most high -  and warning against neglecting that’ out 
of fear that one may be afflicted with what afflicted them.

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of Ibn Umar -  may Allah be pleased 
with him - when the Prophet M passed by Al-Hijr, the dwellings of the 
people of Thamud. They were the people of Prophet Salih 85§1, and 
Allah sent him to them. He informed them and reminded them of 
Allah but they disbelieved in him. So, he said to them: ‘Enjoy in you 
abodes for three days’ Then they were overtaken by an awful cry and 
an earthquake, and they lay dead, prostrate in their homes.

Allah had granted them great ability and strength such that they 
carved dwellings out of mountains and built castles on flat plains. They 
became a powerful nation. However, Allah seized and destroyed them 
with an earthquake and an awful cry. The Prophet |g passed by their 
abode on his way to Tabook and said: ‘Do not enter the dwellings 
of those people who wronged themselves without weeping. If you 
cannot weep, do not enter lest the punishment should befall you as 
it had befallen them.’

Hence, it is not permissible to visit the dwellings of Thamud for 
relaxation or vacation. That is a way of falling into disobedience of the 
Messenger M- One may visit to admonish his soul or pass through on 
his way to other places, which should come with weeping. If he can 
not weep, then it is not permissible to enter those places lest the same 
chastisement should fall upon him as it had fallen upon them.
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So, when the Prophet H passed by their abode he lowered his 
head and accelerated the pace until he exited the valley. From this 
we recognize the error of these ignorant people who go to the abode 
of Thamud for the purpose of relaxation, staying there for days and 
viewing their relics. That is certainly disobedience to the Messenger It 
and a contradiction of his guidance and Sunnah. When he M passed by 
this place, he hastened and lowered his head until he exited the valley.

He also warned against living in the abode of those who wronged 
their souls and Allah destroyed on this land so that what befell 
them does not befall him. He may disbelieve in Allah, Honored and 
Glorious, and become liable for the same punishment. He may be 
afflicted with a punishment, even if he does not disbelieve, when he 
meets Allah, the Exalted, on the Day of Resurrection. Verily, Allah is 
All-aware of the actions of (His) servants.

Allah alone grants success.

The book of etiquettes of travelling 

Chapter 166: the desirability of 
setting on a journey on thursday in 
the early part of the day 
Hadeeth 956
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Kab bin Malik 4* reported: The Prophet M set out on Thursday
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for the expedition of Tabuk. He liked to set out on a journey on 
Thursdays. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 957
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Sakhr bin Wadadh Al-Ghamidi reported: The Messenger 
of Allah ‘M said, “O Allah! Bless my people in the early part of 
the day (morning). Whenever he dispatched a detachment or 
an army-unit, he would dispatch it at the beginning of the day 
(soon after dawn). The narrator, Sakhr 4b was a merchant, and 
he used to send off his merchandise at the beginning of the day. So 
his trade flourished and he made a good fortune. [ At-Tirmidhi 
and Abu Dawud ]

Commentary
The author said: The book of etiquettes of travelling

Travelling refers to the act of going from one city to another.

It is called Safar from the verbal noun Al-Isfaar which means 
emergence and advent as it is usually said, ‘Asfara As-Subh- the 
morning has appeared’ when the day breaks. It is also said that it is 
called Safar because it brings out the true personality and situations 
of people. How many are people whose realities and chronicles are 
hidden from you until you travel with them. Then you would realise
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numerous things about them and their ways.

Indeed, when anyone eulogises another person in the presence of 
the leader of the believers, Umar bin Al-Khattab- may Allah be pleased 
with him, he would ask such person if he had gone on a journey with 
him or worked with him. If he replied in affirmative, Umar would 
accept his endorsement. If the person replies in negative, Umar would 
say: ‘You do not have knowledge of him.’

It is necessary for a person to seek the most convenient and 
appropriate time for his journey. One of the most appropriate times 
for journey is towards the end of the week as the Prophet M would 
usually leave on Thursdays. Although there are instances of his 
travelling on other days. For example, he departed for his last journey, 
the final pilgrimage, on a Saturday.

However, whenever he travelled, particularly for battles, it was 
always on a Thursday. The wisdom in that and Allah know best, is that 
it is the day when (the week’s) work ends and minds turn to Allah, 
Honored and Glorious is He. He M loved that his deeds be presented 
to Allah on Thursdays.

Likewise, he M loved to depart (for journeys) early in the day because 
this placed the whole day ahead. As often, a person may encounter 
issues in the course of his trip which he could not have considered in 
his planning. Thus, it becomes difficult for him to complete it.

This is with regards to the mode of travelling during the time of the 
Messenger M, which were beasts and walking. Nowadays, as you are 
aware, people do not encounter difficulty either early in the day or 
later. Moreover, journeys are now linked by aeroplanes and schedules. 
Irrespective of the condition, it is preferred for one to depart early 
in the day and on a Thursday. However, if that is not easy for one, 
there is no problem.

Thereafter, he mentioned the hadeeth of Sakhr - may Allah be 
pleased with him - that the Prophet i f  said: ‘O Allah! Bless my people 
in the early part o f the day (morning).’ So, the Prophet M supplicated 
that Allah should bless the early part of the day for his Ummah because
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it is the prime time for work. The day as described by Allah - the most 
High -  is for earning a living:

“And have made the day for livelihood.”  (An-Naba: 1 1 )

When a person begins his work early in the day, the blessing (of 
Allah) showers onto it. We have all observed this: when a man works 
from the earliest part of the day, he finds blessing in it. Unfortunately, 
most of us today spend the early part of the day sleeping only to wake 
up at noon, after missing the early part of the day and its blessing. It is 
commonly said: ‘The prime of the day is its earliest,’ that is, activities 
are concentrated in the early hours of the day. Sakhr would dispatch 
his merchandise at the beginning of the day, so his trade flourished 
and he made a good fortune. This is as a result of the supplication of 
the Prophet H for the early part of the day of this Ummah.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 167: the desirability of 
undertaking a jounrey in a group 
and appointing a leader 
Hadeeth 958

Ibn ‘Umar reported: The Messenger o f Allah H said, “Were 
people to know of what I  know about the dangers of travelling 
alone, no rider would travel alone at night!’ [Al-Bukhari]
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Hadeeth 959
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‘Amr bin Shuaib 4® reported: The Messenger of Allah M said,
“A single rider is (accompanied with) Satan and two riders are
(accompanied with) two Satans. Three riders form a group.” [At- 
Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 960
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Abu SaidAl-Khudri and Abu Hurairah 4« reported: The Messenger 
of Allah It said, “When three persons set out on a journey, they 
should appoint one of them as their leader.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 961
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Ibn ‘Abbas 4* reported: The Prophet M said, “The best number 
of companions is four; the best detachment is four hundred and 
the best army is four thousand; and twelve thousand men will

The author - may Allah shower blessings on him - said in his book, 
Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on the desirability o f undertaking 
a jounrey in a group and appointing a leader.’ This chapter 
comprises of two issues:

The first: one should undertake a journey as a member of a group 
and not travel alone. Hence, the Prophet H said: ‘Were people to know 
of what I know about the dangers of travelling alone, no rider would 
travel alone at night.’ That is, it is not appropriate for a person to travel 
alone. He may be hit by an illness, lose consciousness, overpowered, 
ambushed or come across other dreadful things. This could happen 
to him and there would be no one to protect him or give information 
about him among other things. This affects solo journeys.

However, travelling alone on roads which are continuously 
frequented, such that there is always a car passing by, is not considered 
a solo journey. This is because the roads today are not desolate due to 
the presence of others. In addition, there are cities along the routes, 
hence they do not come under this prohibition.

Thereafter, the Prophet M explained in the hadeeth of Amr bin 
Shu’aib - may Allah be pleased with him - that a single rider is a devil, 
two riders are two devils and three riders make a company. That is, 
whoever travels alone is a devil, two people travelling together are two 
devils, and three riders form a group. This discourages traveling alone

not be defeated as a result of smallness of number.” [ At-Tirmidhi 
and Abu Dawud ]

Commentary
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or as a pair of two. But there is no harm in a group of three persons. 
As I have mentioned before, this has to do with journeys where there 
are no regular movement of people along the route.

Thereafter, he- may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned 
the hadeeth of Aboo Sa’eed and Aboo Hurairah that the Messenger M 
ordered travelers to appoint a leader when they proceed on a journey. 
That is, they should appoint one of them as the leader to direct 
their affairs. Otherwise, their affairs will be in disarray. Hence, it is 
commonly said: ‘The disarray due to lack of a leader does not benefit 
a people, appointing someone to direct their affairs is necessary.’

The apparent meaning of this hadeeth is that when they are pleased 
with his leadership, they have to obey him in matters associated with 
the trip because he is the leader. However, it is not compulsory for 
them to obey him in matters not associated with the journey such 
as personal matters. This does not mean that this leader should be 
despotic: rather, he should be as Allah, Blessed and Exalted, said:

</**' (J “J  p - ® J  <LC'® y-

“So pass over (theirfaults), and ask (Allah’s) Forgiveness for them;
and consult them in the affairs.”(Al-Imran: 159)

He should consult them regarding ambiguous matters and 
should not be repressive, imposing his view. There is no need for 
consultation in clear matters.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 168: etiquette of staying, 
riding, encamping at night and 
sleeping during the journey and 
other mattters relating to the journey
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Afcu Hurairah 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah M said: “When 
you travel through green and lush land, give the camels their due 
from the ground, and when you travel through a dry and barren 
land, make them walk quickly lest their strength falters. When 
you encamp at night, keep away from the roads, for beasts pass 
there and they are the resort of insects at night.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 963
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Afcu Qatadah A* reported: When the Messenger o f Allah M 
encamped at night during a journey, he would lie down on 
his right side, and when he stayed a little before dawn he 
would raise his forearm and place his head on the palm o f his 
hand. [Muslim]
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Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him - mentioned 

several etiquettes related to travelling in this chapter. When a person 
travels on an animal, he must cater for its needs as he would be 
questioned about it. The Prophet St rode his she camel for his farewell 
pilgrimage. So, he cut open its halters and would release it a little 
whenever they approach a height.

One of such etiquettes is that when a person travels during the 
season of growth, he should proceed leisurely and avoid quick strides. 
He affords the camel the opportunity to graze by moving slowly. If you 
pass by a pastureland on a journey, you should not go through it in a 
hurry so as to allow the camel graze leisurely and take its share of the 
vegetation. But if the land is dry and barren, you must hurry your pace 
so as not to exhaust their energy and the journey becomes prolonged.

This is from the wisdom of the Prophet Verily, Allah has granted 
him benefits to both men and beasts. He M instructed travellers 
to cultivate the etiquette of slow pace on a fertile land but a quick 
pace on a barren land.

Similarly, he M ordered us not to rest or sleep on the road when 
we disembark for the night because it is the path of beasts. Since 
people frequent this path while travelling, a person may approach 
unknowingly and fall off. Another path to avoid is that of vermins; 
they shuttle these paths seeking food that could have fallen from 
anyone. This is the reason for their presence on these paths.

Therefore, the Prophet M ordered us not to sleep on the road; rather, 
we should exit it in order not to get in the way of other travellers and 
escape the harms of vermins. Similar to this, and even more deserving 
of attention, are modern highways. A  person should disembark at a 
distance from the road because a driver might doze off and race his 
car into a group of unsuspecting sleepers with great fatalities. So, keep 
off these highways and do not sleep around them so that you do not 
fall into peril. This is part of the Prophets guidance.
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Another guidance of the Prophet is that when he disembarks for 
the night, he sleeps on his right side and when he disembarks just 
before dawn, he rests on his left hand. He sleeps on his right side at 
night so as to give the body its full share of sleep. Hence, he it  used to 
sleep in his house on his right side and even ordered us to do so. But 
if it is just before dawn, he stretches his arms and sleeps on his hand 
so as not to fall into deep sleep and miss Fajr prayer.

This is an indication that a man should give himself a fair share of 
rest without forgetting the worship of his Lord. In the early part of 
the night, it is possible to sleep and be satisfied before dawn and then 
rise. On the other hand, he should not sleep comfortably in the later 
part of the night, rather half-awake not deeply asleep, in order not to 
miss the Fajr Prayer.

This is evidence that a person should employ a means which alerts 
him in order not to miss Fajr prayer. The Prophet M would stretch his 
arms so as to alert himself. So also, a person should get something to 
alert him for Salat.

These are some of the etiquettes of travelling as pointed out by 
the best of mankind M-

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 964
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Anas 4® reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Keep to 
travelling by night because the earth is folded (traversed more 
easily) during the night.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 965
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Abu Thdlabah Al-Khushani 4e reported: Whenever the people 
encamped during the journey, they would disperse in the 
mountain passes and valleys. (When) the Messenger of Allah 
M noticed this he said, “Your act o f scattering in the mountain 
passes and valleys is from Satan.” Afterwards the Companions 
kept close together whenever they encamped. [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 966
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Sahl bin Amr known as Ibn Al-Hanzaliyyah reported: The 
Messenger of Allah «B happened to pass by a camel whose belly 
was sticking to its back (because of hunger), whereupon he said, 
“Fear Allah in respect of these dumb (animals). Ride them while 
they are fit, and slaughter them and eat their meat when they are
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fit.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 967

Abu Jafar Abdullah bin JafarA* reported: The Messenger of Allah 
M made me ride behind him one day and confided something 
to me which I  shall never disclose to anyone. (Abdullah added:) 
He (M) preferred to screen himself from others when responding 
to the call of nature, either behind a wall or the trunk of a 
date-palm. [Muslim]

Anas reported: When we encamped, we would not 
offer (voluntary) prayers until we had unsaddled our 
beasts. [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 968

Commentary
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The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, cited these hadeeths 
regarding the etiquettes of travelling. In one of these hadeeths, the 
Prophet it directed his Ummah to travel at night and stated that the 
earth is rolled up for the traveller when he travels at night. That is, 
he covers more ground at night than day because the night is usually 
cool, hence it is more suitable for travelling at quicker pace. This is 
why the Prophet $i described it as the rolling up of the earth for a 
traveller who journeys at night.

Another etiquette on a journey is that a group should not scatter 
into valleys and ravines whenever they disembark at a place. The 
Prophet M said: ‘This action of yours is from Satan,’ that is, your 
dispersal. After that, they would not scatter after disembarking but 
stay together. This is safer and more secured. If an enemy attacked 
them in the dead of the night, they would be able to defend themselves 
which would be hard if they had thinned out.

Also, among the etiquettes on a journey is that the Prophet M 
commanded kindness and gentleness to beasts. People must use them 
in a responsible manner without overburdening them above their 
ability and providing them with adequate food and water.

Furthermore, another etiquette is that a man can ride his beast 
alone and may sit someone behind him with the condition that the 
ride can bear the burden. If however the ride cannot bear the burden 
due to some weakness or other reasons, then it is not permissible to 
burden it beyond its capacity. This is because these beasts become 
tired just as man becomes tired; it is made of the same tissues as man: 
flesh, bones and blood. If man tires when loaded beyond his capacity 
or burdened with an exhaustive work, so also do beasts. Hence, the 
Prophet M admonished us to fear Allah, Honored and Glorious, in 
respect of animals and always uphold their rights.

Thereafter, the author- may Allah shower blessings on him- 
mentioned the hadeeth of Ibn Al-Hanzhaliyyah - may Allah be 
pleased with him. He reported that whenever the Messenger of Allah 
H went to relieve himself, he would do so behind an object or a barrier. 
This may be a short spear trusted into the earth and he would relieve

^559 )
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himself towards it.

So, he entered an orchid belonging to an Ansari man one day and 
found a camel. When the camel saw the Prophet M, it jerked and tears 
flowed from its eyes, complaining about its owner to the Prophet 
The Prophet M asked: ‘Who is the owner of the camel?’ An Ansari 
man came and said: ‘It is mine, O Messenger of Allah M- So, the 
Prophet St informed him that his camel was complaining to him (the 
Prophet) that its owner starves it and loads it beyond its capacity. He M 
admonished him to fear Allah, the most High, in respect of the camel.

This is one of the signs of the Prophet M; that a beast could complain 
to him when it saw him % without speaking. This is one of the signs 
of Allah with which He aided his Messenger H. Allah, the most High, 
did not send forth any Messenger except that He gave him some signs 
to prove his Prophethood so that people would not belie him.

If a man comes to a people and informs them that he is a Messenger 
of Allah to them without a sign, they would not believe him. Hence, 
Allah grants signs to His Messengers to prove their truthfulness. 
The greatest sign given to the Prophets is that given to the Prophet 
St. Ibn Katheer -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 
in Al-Bidayah wa An-Nihayah, and others too, that there is no sign 
given to any of the earlier Prophets except that its like or something 
greater has been granted to the Messenger of Allah This might be 
to him specifically or to one of his followers. Ibn Katheer went on to 
mention several examples.

However, none of the Prophets has been granted that given to the 
Prophet H of the Qur’an. This is why he M said: ‘That which I have 
been given is a revelation revealed to me by Allah and I hope to 
have the largest followership on the Day of Resurrection.’(l) This is 
because this revelation has persisted till today and people increase in 
faith in Allah and His Messenger whenever they read it. This is due 
to the great signs contained therein which point to the fact that the

i  Reported by Al-Bukhari in Book of Virtues of the Qur’an, Chapter on How did 
Revelation Descend and What was the First Thing Revealed ..., no. 4981, and 
Muslim in Book of Faith, Chapter on the Obligation of Believing in the Message 
of Our Prophet Muhammad S  ..., no.152
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Messenger of Allah M is truly a Messenger of Allah. 

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 169: helping a companion 

Hadeeth 969

Abu Said  Al-Khudri reported: While we were travelling with 

the Messenger of Allah M, a rider came and began to stare on the 

right and on the left. The Messenger of Allah M said, “He who 

has an extra mount should hand it over to one who has none, 

and he who possesses surplus provision, should give it to him 

who is without provision.” He named various kinds of possessions 

until we began to think (realize) that none of us had any right to 

anything surplus. [Muslim]

Hadeeth 970
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/afeir reported: When the Messenger of Allah M made up his 
mind to go in an expedition, he would say to us, “0  Muhajirin 
and the Ansar ! There are among you such people who have no 
property and no kinsfolk. Let everyone of you take along with him 
two or three men. None of us had a spare animal we took rides by 
turn.” So I took two or three men with me and I  rode my camel by 
turn equally with them. [Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 971

Jabir 4& reported: The Messenger of Allah |g used to lag behind 
while travelling and urge the weak to walk quickly. He used 

to take up someone behind him and make supplication for 

him. [ Abu Dawud ]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said: ‘Chapter 

on Helping a companion.’ This is one of the etiquettes of travelling; a
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man should be caring and kind to his companion on a journey.

Then the author - may Allah be pleased with him - mentioned three 
hadeeths. One of the hadeeths reported that a man came towards the 
Prophet | o n a  journey and began to look around as if in need. So, 
the Prophet M said: ‘He who has an extra mount should hand it over 
to one who has none, and he who possesses surplus provision should 
give it to him who is without provision.’ Then he mentioned different 
kinds of provisions until each person wanted his companion to share 
his mount with him and drink from his provisions.

In the second hadeeth, the Prophet ordered that two or three men 
should take turn to ride a camel, and they all felt equal.

The third hadeeth showed that the Messenger of Allah would 
deliberately lag behind while travelling. This is to encourage the weak 
and make supplication for them. This is well-known of him It as 
reported in Saheeh Muslim in the story of Jabir bin Abdullah -  may 
Allah be pleased with him and his father. The Prophet M caught up 
with him while he was riding an exhausted camel. So, the Prophet M 
prodded the camel and supplicated for it.(l) It began to move at the 
pace of the caravan and even travelled faster.

Summarily, a traveler must be kind to his companion by solving 
their problem and helping them. This is one of the Prophetic manners 
which has been recorded in the Sunnah of the Prophet M-

And Allah knows best.

Chapter 170: supplication at the 
time of riding 
Hadeeth 972

i  Reported by Muslim in Book of Foster Care, Chapter on the Virtue of Marrying a 
Virgin ..., no.715
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Ibn ‘Umar reported: Whenever the Messenger of Allah M 
mounted his camel for setting out on a journey, he would recite: 
“ Allahu Akbar (Allah is Greatest),” thrice. Then he SJ would 
supplicate: “ Subhanal-ladhi sakh-khara lana hadha, wa ma 
kunna lahu muqrinin, wa inna ila Rabbina lamunqalibun. 
Allahumma inna nasalukafi safarina hadh al-birra wat-taqwa, 
wa minal-dmali ma tarda. Allahumma hawwin ‘alaina safarana 
hadha, watwi ‘anna budahu. Allahumma Antas-Sahibufissafari, 
wal-Khalifatu fd-ahli. Allahumma inni audhu bika min wata’is- 
safari, wa kaabatil-manzari, wa suil-munqalabi fil-mali wal- 
ahli wal-waladi (Far removed from imperfection is the One 
Who has made this subservient to us, for we have no power to 
subjugate it, and certainly to our Rubb shall we return. O Allah, 
we ask You during this journey of ours for righteousness, piety 
and such deeds as are pleasing to You. O Allah, make easy for us 
this journey of ours and make the distance short for us. O Allah, 
You are our Companion during the journey and the Guardian of 
the family and the property in our absence. O Allah, I  seek refuge 
in You from the hardships of travelling, unhappiness connected 
with ghastly scenes and evil turns in property and family).” When
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he returned, he recited this supplication making addition of these 
words: “ Ayibuna, ta’ibuna, ‘abiduna, li-Rabbina hamidun (We 
are those who return; those who repent; those who worship and 
those who praise our Rubb ).” [Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  stated in the 
book of etiquettes of travelling: ‘Chapter on supplication at the time 
of riding for a journey.’

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  restricted this 
supplication to when one mounts a ride to begin a journey. However, 
the apparent meaning of the noble verse suggests that it is general. That 
is, whenever a person mounts a beast, car or ship to travel or otherwise, 
he should say what Allah, Honored and Glorious, has mentioned.

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of Umar - may Allah be pleased 
with him - that whenever the Prophet St mounted his beast to set out 
on a journey, he would recite some words of remembrance. Before 
that, he would recite the verse:

“And has appointed for you ships and cattle in which you ride, in 
order that you may mount firmly on their backs, and then may 
remember the favor of your Lord when you mount thereon, and 
say: “Glory to Him Who has subjected this to us, and we could 
never have it (by our efforts). And verily, to our Lord we indeed 
are to return.” (Az-Zukhruf: 12-14)

“Appointed”: This means that He made various means of conveyance 
for you: marine, land and aerial.

Commentary
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The maritime ships are well known from ancient history, specifically 
from the time of Nuh SSSI when Allah revealed to him:

“And construct the ship under Our Eyes and with Our 
inspiration.”(Hud: 37)

Thereafter, He (Allah) said:

“And indeed, We have left this as a sign, then is there any that will
remember (or receive admonition)?” (Al-Qamar: 15)

Automobile came much later and aeroplane is a recent invention. 
All these are included in His words:

“And (He) has appointed fo r you ships.”

These are all ships as they contain and transport several people at 
once. As for His statement:

“ Cattle”

This includes camels, mules, donkeys, horses and all beasts used 
for transportation.

Scholars differ on the permissibility of riding animals which are 
not normally used as a means of transportation such as a cow. Some 
of them said that it is permissible provided it does not overstrain the 
animal. Others opine that it is not permissible because they have not 
been created for such. The correct position is that it is permissible. 
There is no harm in riding animals which are not usually used for 
conveyance provided it does not overburden the animal. If it does, 
then it is prohibited.

As for His statement:

“In order that you may mount firm ly on their backs.”

That is, He made this for us so that we can be at ease on their back. 
He has not made them difficult and small which would make them
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hard to mount for man; rather, he is balanced upon them. This is well 
observed in cars, ships, planes, tamed camels and their likes.

“A n d .  t h e n  m a y  r e m e m b e r  t h e  f a v o r  o f  y o u r  L o r d  w h e n  y o u  

m o u n t  t h e r e o n , ”

That is, after mounting it, you remember the favor of Allah of 
easing for you the beasts He created and teaching you how to make 
ships. Then, you should say:

“Glory to Him Who has subjected this to us, and we could never 
have it (by our effort). And verily, to our Lord we indeed are to 
return.” (Az-Zukhruf: 13, 14)

That which quickly comes to mind is that one should say: ‘Praise 
is to Allah, the one who subjected this to us,’ but he is ordered to 
say: “Subhanahu (Glory to Him),”  because this absolves Allah of any 
imperfection or defect. When man mounts the ships and beasts, 
he realizes how depedent he is on them to fulfil his need. So, he 
glorifies Allah, the Honored and Glorious, Who is Self-Sufficient and 
Independent of any of His creatures. Glorification is more appropriate 
in this situation. Although there is evidence in the Sunnah to praise 
Allah in this situation, we are discussing this verse at the moment:

“Glory to Him Who has subjected this to us and we could never 
have it (by our efforts),”

That is, we could not have overpowered it had not Allah subdued it 
to us, just us as Allah said:
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“And We have subdued them onto them so that some of them they 
have for riding and some they eat.” (Ya-Sin: 72)

Do you think that if this huge, strong and virile camel was not 
subdued for us, we would have been able to overpower it?! The answer 
is no. There are several predatory animals which are much smaller in 
size, yet we cannot subdue them. But Allah has subdued those beasts 
of transport to us, and even a kid can grasp the halter of a camel and 
drive it as he wishes. This is out of Allah’s taming and subduing them.

“Glory to Him who has subjected this to us, and we could never 
have it (by our effort)”

That is, having control over them.

This statement is a truly significant one. When man mounts these 
subdued beasts or ship on a journey, it brings about remembrance of 
the terminal journey from this world. This is the journey of man to 
Allah, Honored and Glorious, when he dies, being carried by people 
on their necks. So, he remembers:

“And verily to our Lord we indeed are to return,”

That is, to the Honored and Glorious. So the final journey is to 
Allah. He - the most High - said in His Honored Book:

“O men! Verily, you are returning towards your Lord -  with your 
deeds and action (good or bad), a sure returning” (Al-Insliqaq: 6)

Yes, He said: ‘returning to your Lord’ and not returning because

“And verily, to our Lord we indeed are to return”
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of your Lord.’ He said: ‘returning to...’ which implies that you 
with your authority, wealth, labor and toil shall return to Allah, 
Honored and Glorious.

“Returning toward your Lord”  that is, you are working and 
returning towards your Lord.

“And so you will meet (that is, the result o f your deeds which you did).”

We shall all soon meet Allah, Honored and Glorious, but in what 
condition shall we meet Him? That is, it is not important to man 
where or when he dies. He may wish that Allah elongates his life and 
that he dies in the Holy Land as Moosa 8SSI chose. However, the only 
important issue is upon what did he die? We beseech Allah to take 
our soul and yours in a state of Iman and upon Islamic monotheism. 
This is the important matter. If you die upon goodness, there is no 
difference between dying here or there, in the Holy Land or other 
land, in this month or that day or so hour. What is important is that 
you die upon goodness.

Therefore, it is necessary for a person to recite this word of 
remembrance when he boards a car or an aeroplane. It has been 
reported from the Prophet M in the hadeeth of Ibn Umar - may Allah 
be pleased with him and his father- that he would say: ‘Allah Akbar 
(Allah is Greatest)’ three times. Then he would supplicate:

“Glory to Him Who has subjected this to us, and we could 

never have it (by our efforts). And verily, to our Lord we indeed 
are to return.”

Thereafter, he recites this supplication mentioned by Ibn Umar - 

may Allah be pleased with him.

While pondering on this hadeeth, one would observe a statement 

which indicates that Allah encompasses all things. He M said: ‘You are 

the companion on journey and the Guardian of our families we left



behind,’ that is, You accompany me on my journey by facilitating it 

for me, and You are the Guardian of my family in my absence, being 

acquainted with their condition, directing their affairs and assisting 

them. He, Glorious and Honored, is with man on his journey and at 

the same time the Guardian of his family because Allah, Glorious and 

Honored is He, encompasses all things.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 973
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‘Abdullah bin Sarjis reported: Whenever the Messenger of Allah 

M proceeded on a journey, he would seek refuge in Allah from the 

hardships of the journey, and against deviation after guidance, 

and against the supplication of the oppressed, and occurrences 

of unpleasant events in the family and property. He would say: “ 

Allahumma inni audhu bika min watha’is-safari, wa kaabatil- 

munqalabi, wal-hauri ba'dal-kauni, wa da'watil-mazlumi, wa 

suil-manzarifil-ahli w a l- m a l[Muslim]

Hadeeth 974
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Ali bin Rabiah reported: In my presence, a beast was brought 
to ‘Ali bin Abu Talib <&> for riding. When he put his foot in the 
stirrup, he said: “ Bismillah (With the Name of Allah).” When 
he had settled himself on its back he recited: “ Al-hamdu lillahi 
(All praise belongs to Allah.” He then recited thrice: “ Alhamdu 
lillah (Praise be to Allah),” and then three times: “ Allahu Abkar 
(Allah is Greatest).” Then he said: “ Subhanaka inni zalamtu nafsi 
faghfir li, innahu la yaghfirudh-dhunuba ilia Anta (You are far 
removed from imperfection I have wronged myself, so forgive me, 
because none but You can forgive sins).” Then he smiled. It was 
asked: “Why have you smiled, 0  Amir Al-Mu’minin (Leader of 
the Believers)?” He replied: “I  saw the Messenger of Allah M doing 
as I have done. I  (i.e., Ali) asked him (the Messenger of Allah M) 
the reason for smiling. He M said, ‘Your Rubb, Glorious is He, is 
pleased when His slave seeks His forgiveness. He (the slave) has 
firm faith that none except Allah Alone can forgive sins)’.” [ Abu 
Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]



Commentary
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These two hadeeths are related to words of remembrance when a 
person mounts his ride to begin a journey. We have earlier explained 
the noble verse, the statement of Allah -  the most High:

“In order that you may mount firmly on their backs and then 
may remember the favor of your Lord when you mount thereon, 
and say: Glory to Him who has subjected this to us, and we could 
never have it (by our efforts). And verily, to our Lord we indeed 
are to return.” (Az-Aukhrufi 13, 14)

Also, a person should seek refuge from the hardships of travelling, 
unhappiness connected with ghastly scenes and evil turns in property 
and family. He should also seek refuge from the supplication of 
the oppressed, ask Allah for forgiveness and mercy, praise Allah 
(by saying: Alhamdulillah [Praise be to Allah]) thrice and magnify 
Allah (by saying Allah Akbar [Allah is the Greatest]) thrice. To make 
this remembrance in the exact wordings narrated from the Prophet 
It is best and preferred. Otherwise, one may supplicate with any 
easy words if it is impossible to remember the exact wordings. The 
most important of all these is that which Allah - the most High - 
mentioned in the Qur’an:

“Glory to Him who has subjected this to us, and we could never 
have it (by our efforts).”

The hadeeth of Alee bin Aboo Talib - may Allah be pleased with 
him -  demonstrates the immensity of Allah’s Forgiveness and Mercy.
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He, Honored and Glorious, is delighted when His servant seeks His 
Forgiveness and turn to Him in repentance. It is established from the 
Prophet M that he said: “Allah is more delighted with the repentance 
of a servant than one of you is with regards to his ride...’ Then he 
narrated the incident of a traveler who lost his ride and searched for 
it without success. His food and drink were on the ride. After losing 
hope of finding it and hope of life, he slept under a tree to await death. 
Whilst in that state, he suddenly found the beast fastened to the tree. 
He grabbed hold of its halters and said: ‘O Allah You are my servant 
and I am Your Lord.’ He intended to say: ‘O Allah I am Your servant 
and You are my Lord,’ but erred out of extreme joy. Allah is delighted 
at the repentance of His servant. O Muslim brother! You should 
necessarily repent to Allah, return to Him and seek forgiveness from 
Him. You should know that whenever you sincerely and honestly seek 
Allah’s forgiveness, He will forgive you.

“And whoever does evil or wrongs himself but afterwards seeks 
Allah’s forgiveness, he will find Allah Oft-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful.” (An-Nisa: n o )

We beseech Allah to forgive and shower Mercy on you and us. He 
is over all things Able.

Chapter 171: glorification of allah 
by a traveler while ascending and 
descending



Hadeeth 975
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Jabir reported: When we ascended (a height) we would 
proclaim: “ Allahu Akbar (Allah is Greatest),” and when we 
descended (from the height) we would proclaim: “ Subhan Allah 
(Allah is free from imperfection).’” [Al-Bukhari]

Ibn ‘Umar reported: Whenever the Prophet i t  and his army 
ascended a height, they would proclaim: “ Allahu Akbar (Allah is 
Greatest),” and when they climbed down, they would proclaim: “ 
Subhan Allah (Allah is free from imperfection).” [ Abu Dawud ]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  positioned this 
chapterundertheetiquettesoftravellinginhisbook,RiyaadusSaaliheen.

One of the etiquettes of travelling is that when a person ascends a 
height, such as a mountain or a plane takes off, he should say: ‘Allah 
Akbar (Allah is Great),’ once, twice or thrice. When it is descending, 
he should say: ‘SubhanAllah (Glorified be Allah),’ once, twice or 
thrice. When a person ascends a height, he feels himself on top of the

Hadeeth 976

Commentary
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world and regards himself as great. Hence, he should say: ‘Allah Akbar 
(Allah is the Greatest) ’ which returns him to reality and humbles him. 
Considering the Grandeur of Allah, the Mighty and Sublime, you 
should say: Allah Akbar- Allah is Greatest’; he is telling his soul: ‘If 
you elevate me, O you soul, there is One above you Who is Higher 
than you and that is Allah the Honored and Glorious.’

But when he descends to a lower level, he should say: ‘SubhanAllah 
(Glorified be Allah),’ that is, he absolves Allah, The Mighty and 
Sublime, from any form of lowliness and descent. Allah - the Mighty 
and Sublime - is above all things. It is established from the Messenger 
of Allah M that Allah descends to the lowest heaven. However, this 
descent is in a manner that befits His Glory and Majesty,1(l) and does 
not necessitate coming below His creatures. This is because nothing is 
comparable to Allah.

Importantly, it is part of the praiseworthy manners from the 
guidance of the Messenger It and his companions to say Allahu Akbar 
(Allah is Greatest) at ascension and Subhanallah (Glorified be Allah) 
when descending. When a plane takes off, the passengers should 
say: Allahu Akbar (Allah is Greatest) and Subhanallah (Glorified be 
Allah) when landing. This is because there is no difference between 
ascending or descending in air and on land.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 979

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Jum’uah, Chapter on Supplication in Salat in 
the Last Part of the Night no. 1145, and Muslim in Book of the Salat of Travel
ers and Its Shortening, Chapter on Encouragement to Supplication and Remem
brance in the Tail End of the Night ..., no.758
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Abu Musa Al-Ash‘ari 4fe reported: We accompanied the Prophet 
St in a journey, and when we climbed up a height, we proclaimed 
aloud: “ La ilaha illallah (There is no true god except Allah)” and 
“ Allahu Akbar (Allah is Greatest).” The Prophet it  admonished 
us saying, “O people, take it easy. He Whom you are calling is 
not deaf or absent. He is with you (i.e., by His Knowledge), He is 
Hearing and He is Near.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
Previously, it has been mentioned that the traveler should say Allahu 

Akbar (Allah is Greatest) when he ascends a height Subhanallah 

(Glorified be Allah) when he descends. Also, the wisdom behind it 

has been explained.

However, one should not not strain or overburden himself, and 

he should not raise his voice to shout it. In the hadeeth of Aboo 

Musa Al-Ash’ari - may Allah be pleased with him, they accompanied 

the Prophet | o n a  journey. When they climbed up a height, they 

proclaimed aloud: La ilaha ilia Allahu (There is no true god except 

Allah) and Allahu Akbar (Allah is Greatest). So, the Prophet St said: 

‘O people. Take it easy,’ that is, be gentle on your souls and do not 

burden it by raising your voice. ‘He Whom you are calling is not 

deaf or absent. He is with you (i.e. in His Knowledge), He is All- 
Hearing and He is Near.’

Allah, Honored and Glorious, is not in need of one exerting 

himself to raise his voice while reciting words of remembrance. This 

is because He, the most High, Hears, Sees and is Near, Glorious and 

Honored is He. This is so despite the fact that He is above the heavens. 

He encompasses all things, Glorious and Honored is He. Ibn Abbas

( & >



- may Allah be pleased with him - said: ‘The seven heavens and the 

seven earths in the palm of Allah are not more than the similitude of 

a mustard seed in the palm of one of you.’w

All the heavens and earths are insignificant in comparison to Allah, 

Honored and Glorious. He, Glorious and Honored is He, encompasses 

all things and is above all things. This (hadeeth) is evidence that 

one should not overburden himself in acts of worship, not in their 

performance or in constancy in performing them.

Hence, when the Prophet M was informed that Abdullah bin 'Amr 

bin Al-'Aas - may Allah be pleased with him - had vowed out of his 

extreme desire to do good deed: ‘I will surely stand in prayer at night 

as long as I live and fast every day o f my life.’ That is, he intended to 

fast everyday of his life and stand in prayer throughout every night. 

The Prophet H  was informed of this and he f t  invited him and said: 

‘Did you say this?’ He replied: ‘Yes, O Messenger of Allah.’ He ft said: 

‘You will not be able to bear it.’ Then he advised him to fast three 

days in every month and to stand in prayer (at night) and also sleep. 

He said: ‘I have the capacity to do more than that.’ He continued to 

say so until the Prophet M said to him: ‘Fast one day and break on the 

other day.’ He said: ‘I have the capacity to do more than that.’ He ft 
said: ‘There is no (Fast) better than this. It is the fast of Dawud 8SSI, 

he would fast one day and break on another day.’(2)

This was so that he might regain his strength and freshness with a 

day break from the fast.

When He (Abdullah) - may Allah be pleased with him -  became 

old, this became difficult for him; that is, fasting one day and breaking 

for one day. Then he said: ‘Had I accepted the Prophet’s concession.’ 

Thereafter, he would observe Fast for fifteen successive days and stay

^-------------------------------------------------- <SAar/i (d it/aad  a,s ̂  faa/dt/em

1 Mentioned by Aboo Nua'ym in Tarikh Asbahan (2/205)
2 Reported by Muslim in Book of Fast, Chapter on Prohibition of Fasting Forever 

for One Who is Harmed by that or Fails Therein ..., no. 115 9



away from Fast for the subsequent fifteen days. This is because fasting 

every other day had become difficult for him. As for standing to pray 

at night, the best thing is to sleep for half of the night, stand in prayer 

for a third and then sleep the remaining sixth. He divided it into 

three parts; he sleeps half, stands in prayer for a third and then sleeps 

the remaining sixth.

He M said: ‘There is no (supererogatory) prayer better than this.’(l)

In essence, a person should not go to extremes to overburden 

himself in acts of worship. Whenever it (act of worship) is easy, then 

he should praise Allah. During winter, some people prefer to use cold 

water for ablution although they have access to warm water. They 

punish themselves, and Allah, Honored and Glorious, has said:

“Why should Allah punish you if you have thanked (Him) and 

have believed in Him. And Allah is Ever All-Appreciative (of 

good), All-Knowing.” (An-Nisa: 147)

Yes, if only cold water is available, you will be rewarded for 
performing ablution with much inconvenience. However, it is not 

appropriate to neglect that which is easy and go for that which is 

difficult with the aim of getting reward. Whenever a deed is easy, 

you should perform it.

For instance, some people would vow to travel on foot to perform 

Hajj because it is more difficult than going by car. We say that this is 

an error. Whenever Allah eases an act of worship for you, you should 
take to it. A person may decide to read with a dim light rather than

1 Reported by Muslim in Chapter on Fasting, Chapter on the Prohibition of Fasting 
for Ever for One who will be Harmed Thereby ..., no. 1159



a bright light because of the attendant difficulty. This is an error. 

Whenever an act of worship becomes easy, you should do that which 

is easy without falling short.

However, if that act is not possible (at the time, place or in the 

circumstances) without difficulty and exertion, then the matter is 

left to Allah. When you become exhausted in performing an act of 

worship, you will have the reward.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 172: desirability of 
supplications during the journey 

Hadeeth 980
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Abu Hurairah reported: The Messenger of Allah #| said, “Three 
supplications are answered without doubt. The supplication of the 
oppressed, the supplication of the traveller, and the supplication of 
the parent for his son.” [ At-Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud ]

Chapter 173: supplication if one 
fears (harm)
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Hadeeth 981
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Abu Musa Al-Ashari 4» reported: When the Messenger of Allah Jt, 
feared mischief from a people, he would supplicate: “ Allahumma 
inna nafaluka fi nuhurihim, wa naudhu bika min shururihim 
(O Allah! We ask You to face them, and seek Your Protection 
against their evil.” [ Abu Dawud and An-Nasa’i ]

Commentary
The author, An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him 

-  said in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on desirability of 
supplications during the journey.’

The traveler is detached from his homeland, and he remains a 
traveler till he returns to it (i.e. his homeland). The supplication of a 
traveler usually is that of one in need. Whenever a person is in need 
and supplicates to his Lord, his prayer will most likely be answered. 
This is because Allah, the Mighty and Sublime, responds to the 
supplication of the one in difficult situation and the supplication of 
the one in need more than the supplications of others.

Then he (An-Nawawee) mentioned the hadeeth of the three 
supplications which are answered without doubt:

1. The supplication of the oppressed;

2. The supplication o f the traveler; and

3. The supplication of a parent.

Whenever someone oppresses you, usurping your wealth or any 
other form of oppression, and you supplicate to Allah in that regard,
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Allah responds to your supplication. This is the supplication of the 
oppressed. Even if the victim of your oppression is a disbeliever, and 
he supplicates to Allah, He will answer his supplication. This is not 
out of love for the disbelievers but for His love for justice. The victim 
should likewise be fair in his supplication against the oppressor. Hence, 
the Prophet M told Mu’adh when he was sending him to Yemen: ‘Be 
cautions of the supplication of the oppressed, for there is no barrier 
between it and Allah.,(l>

So, the supplication of the oppressed is answered when he 
supplicates against his oppressor with similar or less than the harm 
caused by the oppressor. However, there is no obligation of response 
if he exceeds proper limit.

Secondly: The supplication of the traveler. Whenever he supplicates 
to Allah to ease his journey or any other supplication, Allah, the most 
High, responds to his request. Thus, it is necessary to always seize 
the opportunity of supplicating on journeys. When the journey is in 
obedience to Allah such as Umrah and Hajj, then the possibility and 
strength of response increases.

Thirdly: The supplication of the parent. In some versions of the 
hadeeth, he added: ‘for the child’ while he only said: ‘supplication 
of the father’ in other versions. This implies if the parent supplicates 
for or against the child. This is the most authentic. The supplication 
of a father for or against his son is answered. The supplication of a 
father for his son is accepted because he supplicates for him out of 
compassion and mercy, and the Most Merciful (Allah) is merciful to 
those who show mercy to others. As for supplicating against him, this 
is not possible except the son is deserving of it. When he supplicates 
against him, and he deserves it, then Allah responds to the request.

These three supplications are always answered: the supplication of 
the oppressed, the supplication of the traveler, and supplication of a 
parent, be it the mother or the father.

Then, the author- may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned

i  R eported  by A l-B ukhaari in  B ook o f  O p pression  an d  U su rpation , C h ap te r o n  Be
ing W ary an d  C au tious o f  th e  Supplication  o f  th e  O p pressed  . .. .  no. 2448
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the hadeeth of supplication when one fears a people or anything. For 
example, you are accosted by a group of persons or an individual and 
you are afraid or apprehensive of their evil, then recite: ‘Allahumma 
inna najaluka fi  nuhurihim wa na’udhu bika min shururihim (O 
Allah! We ask You to face them, and we seek Your protection against 
their evil).’ When you say this with all honesty and sincerity, seeking 
sanctuary with Allah, He will protect you from their evil.

‘O Allah! We ask You to face them,’ that is, in front of them shielding 
and protecting us from them, ‘...and we seek your protection from 
their evil.’ In this state, Allah will suffice you of their evil. Allah, 
the Most High, will respond to these two simple statements if one 
utters them sincerely.

Allah alone grants success.

Khaulah bint Hakim 4® reported: I  heard the Messenger of 
Allah M saying, “Whosoever alights somewhere and says: ‘ 
Audhu bikalimat-illahit-tammati min sharri ma khalaqa (I 
seek refuge with the Perfect Words of Allah from the evil of what

Chapter 174: supplication on 
alighting at a halt 

Hadeeth 982

He has created),’ nothing will harm him until he leaves that 
place.” [Muslim]
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Hadeeth 983
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Ibn ‘Umar 4® reported: Whenever the Messenger of Allah M set 
out on a journey, he would say by nightfall: “ Ya ardu, Rabbi 
wa Rabbuk-illahu, audhu billahi min sharriki wa sharri mafiki, 
wa sharri ma khuliqafiki, wa sharri ma yadibbu ‘alaiki; audhu 
billahi min sharri asadin wa aswadin, wa minal-hayyati wal- 
‘aqrabi, wa min sakinil-baladi, wa min walidin wa ma walad [O 
land, my Rubb and your Rubb is Allah, I  seek refuge in Him from 
your evils, the evils of what you contain, the evils of what has 
been created in you, and the evils of what walks upon you. I  seek 
refuge in Allah from lions, black serpents, scorpions and from the 
inhabitants of the place, and from the parent (i.e., Satan) and his 
offspring who inhabit a settlement (i.e., helpers from amongst the 
devils)].” [ Abu Dawud ]

These two hadeeths are explaining what one should say when one 
alights on a journey. As in the hadeeth of Khaulah bint Hakim - may 
Allah be pleased with her, the Prophet M said: ‘Whoever alights 
somewhere and says: Audhu bi Kalimaatil-lahi At-taamat min 
sharri ma khalaqa (I seek refuge with the Perfect Words of Allah 
from the evil of what He has created), nothing will harm him until 
he leaves that place.’

Regarding his statement: ‘Whoever alights somewhere’, it 
encompasses anyone who disembarks at a place to rest, eat breakfast 
or supper, sleep or for other reasons. Whenever he alights, he should
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say: Audhu bi Kalimaatil-lahi At-taamat mitt sharri ma khalaqa (I 
seek refuge with the Perfect Words of Allah from the evil of what He 
has created). The meaning of seeking refuge is to seek protection with 
the Perfect Words of Allah which include His Universal Words and 
His Legislative Words. He- Honored and Glorious is He - alluded to 
His Universal Word in His statement:

“Verily, His Command, when He intends a thing, is only that He
says to it, “Be!” -  and it is!” (Ya-Sin: 82)

So, Allah protects you with His Universal Word. He averts from 
you what could harm you when you utter this statement: ‘I seek refuge 
with the Perfect Words of Allah from the evil of what He has created.’

His Legislative Words are the revelations. They contain 
fortification from all evil: protection from evil before it occurs and 
after its occurrence.

As for before its occurrence, it is established from the Prophet M 
that whoever recites Ay at Al-Kursi (Qur’an 2 verse 255) at night, there 
will not cease to be a guard from Allah over him and Satan will not 
come close to him till the morning.(l)

As for after the occurrence of evil, it is established from the Prophet 
M, that when Al-Fatihah (Qur’an Chapter 1) is recited upon an ailing 
person or upon one stung, it benefits him. Indeed, the companions 
recited it upon the leader of a people who was stung. He got up as if 
he just broke loose from a halter, that is, he recovered. This is because 
the Qur’an is a healing:

“O mankind! There has come to you a good advice from your

1  R eported  by A l-B ukhaari in  B ook o f  V irtues o f  th e  Q u r an, C h ap te r on  th e  V irtue 
o f  Surah Al-Baqarah . . . ,n o .5 0 io
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Lord (i.e. the Qur’an, orering all that is good and forbidding all 
that evil), and a healing for that (disease if  ignorance, doubt, 
hypocrisy and differences, etc.) in your breast, - a guidance and 
a mercy (explaning lawful and unlawful things, etc) for the 
believers." (Yunus: 57)

So, O Muslim brother, whenever you alight at a place, on the land 
or at sea, in a house or other places, you should hasten to say: ‘I seek 
refuge with the Perfect Words of Allah from the evil of what He 
created.’ Verily, nothing will harm you till you depart from that place.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 175: desirability of 
returning home soon after the 
accomplishment of a task 

Hadeeth 984
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Abu Hurairah 4* reported: The Messenger o f Allah it  said, 
“Travelling is a torment because it deprives a traveller of his 

food, drink and sleep. So when one o f you has accomplished 
his purpose of journey, let him return home quickly.” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
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The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his book, 
Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on the desirability of returning home 
soon afer the accomplishment of a task.’

The traveler abandons his family whenever he travels. They 
may be in need of him for training, teaching, guidance and so on. 
Some happenings may require the presence of their guardian with 
them. Hence, the Prophet M instructed in this hadeeth that once a 
person accomplishes his purpose of journey, he should return to his 
family. He M said in this hadeeth: ‘Travelling is a toremnt.’ That is, 
it involves punishment for the heart and for the body, particularly 
in old times when journeys were accomplished on camels, involving 
much difficulty, fear, cold during winter and heat during summer. 
This is why the Prophet M said: ‘Travelling is a torment because 
it deprives a traveler of his food, drink and sleep.’ This is because 
the traveler’s mind is pre-occupied. He does not eat or drink as he 
would do at home. Ditto for sleep. Since the situation is like this, one 
should return to ease, to his family and town, in order to assume 
responsibility over his family, guiding and training them among other 
tasks. There is evidence in this that a person’s stay with his family is 
better than traveling except when there is a need. The reason is that 
his family has need for him.

Malik bin Al-Huwayrith -  may Allah be pleased with him -  came to 
the Prophet M with twenty young men from his clan. They stayed with 
him H for twenty nights. When he i f  noticed their eagerness to return 
to their families, he fg said: ‘Return to your families, stay with them, 
train them and teach them.’ This proves that it is not permissible for a 
person to be away from his family except to the appropriate degree of 
need. This is the better thing.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 176: desirability of

r i& r j
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returning home by day 

Hadeeth 985
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/flbir 4® reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “When one of 
you stays away (from his family) for a long period of time, let him 
not surprise his family by night.”

In another narration, Jabir said: The Messenger of Allah ££ 
prohibited us from coming back to our family at night. [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 986
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Anas 4  ̂ reported: The Messenger of Allah M would not come 
(back) to his family by night. He used to come in the morning or 
in the evening (before dark). [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Chapter 177: supplication at the 
time of returning home and on



seeing one’s hometown 

Hadeeth 987
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Anas 4 s> reported: We returned with the Prophet % from a 
journey; and when we entered the suburbs o f Al-Madinah, he 
It said: “ Ayibuna, ta’ibuna, ‘abiduna, li-Rabbina hamidun (We 
are returning in safety, turning to our Rubb , worshipping Him 
and praising Him).” He M continued repeating these words till we 
entered Al-Madinah. [Muslim]

Chapter 178: desirability of entering 
the mosque near one’s home upon 
returning from a journey for offering 
two r a k ’a h  prayer

Hadeeth 988
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Ka‘b bin Malik &  reported: Whenever the Messenger of Allah 
it  returned from a journey, he would proceed straight to the 
mosque and perform two Rakah of (optional) prayer. [Al-
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Commentary
These chapters are related to the etiquettes of travelling.

The first chapter: When a person has been away from his family for 

a long time, he should not return to them at night. That is, he should 
not return to them at night except out of necessity or after informing 
them. For instance, he would experience great difficulty if he extends 
his journey till the morning. This is a necessity, so he should return 
to them that night and there is no problem. Also, if he had informed 
them earlier that he would return to them on a specific night, then 
there is no problem if he returns to them at night.

However, if his absence has been for a long period, then he should 
not return to them at night. The Prophet It gave the underlying reason 
for this as: ‘So that she (the wife) would have combed the disheveled 
hair and shaved the pubic region.’ That is, so that the woman may 

beautify herself for her returning husband. He should not return to 
find her ungroomed with unkempt pubic region. This is the reason 
for emphasizing prolonged journey. However, if the journey is not 
long, say a day or two, then there is no harm in returning to his family 

whenever he desires.

Summarily, whenever the absence is long, he should not return to 
his family at night except due to necessity or after prior information.

The second hadeeth shows that whenever a person returns from his 
journey, before other things, he should proceed to the mosque before 
entering his house. He should proceed straight to the mosque and 
perform two Rakats of optional prayer. This is because the Prophet St 
established this Sunnah for his Ummah through speech and action. 
He M would proceed straight to the mosque on returning from a

(^89 )
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journey to perform two Rakats of optional prayer.

In addition, Jabir -may Allah be pleased with him and his father- 
once came to the Prophet St to collect the payment for his camel which 
he sold to him St. He M said to him: ‘Have you entered the mosque 
to perform (optional) SalatV He replied: ‘No.’ He M said: ‘Enter the 
mosque and observe two Rakats.’

Unfortunately, most people are unconscious of this Sunnah 

nowadays due to ignorance or simply considering it as insignificant. 
It is necessary for one to revive this Sunnah: the first thing to do after 
returning from a journey is to enter the mosque and perform two 
Rakats of optional Prayer. Thereafter, he should proceed to his family.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 179: prohibiting a woman 
from travelling alone 

Hadeeth 989
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Abu Hurairah reported: The Messenger of Allah H said, “It 
is not permissible for a woman who believes in Allah and the 
Last Day to make a journey of one day and night unless she is 
accompanied by a Mahram (husband or any other relative to 
whom she is prohibited to marry).” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 990
( s 9 0 i



Ibn ‘Abbas 4* reported: The Prophet M said, “No man must not be 
alone with a woman except in the presence of her ( Mahram ). No 
woman should travel except in company of a ( Mahram ).” A man 
said: “O Messenger of Allah! I  have been enrolled for such and 
such expedition, and my wife left for H ajj.” He St said to him, “Go 
and perform Hajj with your wife.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 

in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on prohibition of a 
woman travelling alone.’

That is, without a Mahram (a relative within the prohibited degree 
or her husband.’ This is because women are deficient in intellect and 
religion. People would want to fool and demean her, and she is a 
source of trials and temptation for men. The Prophet St said: ‘The trial 
of Children of Israel began with women.’(l) He St also said: ‘I have not 
left a trial after me more harmful to men than women.’(2)

Therefore, women are prohibited from traveling without a Mahram. 
Scholars differ on the permissibility or otherwise of travelling alone

1 Reported by Muslim in Book of Remembrance, Supplication, Repentance and 
Seeking forgiveness, Chapter on the Most of People in Paradise and the Poor ..., 
no.2742

2 Reported by Al-Bukhari in Book of Marriage, Chapter on What is Feared of the 
Trials of Women ..., no. 5 096 and Muslim in Book of Remembrance, Supplication, 
Repentance and Seeking forgiveness ..., no.2741
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on a short journey. Some of them opine that she is prohibited from 
embarking on a short journey alone while others limit the prohibition 
to long journeys. The correct opinion is that she is prohibited from 
embarking alone on anything which can be referred to as journey. 
Everything known as journey is not permissible for a woman except 
with her Mahram. This is for the fear of trial, temptation, evil or 
calamity that may befall her.

Then the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned 
the hadeeth of Aboo Hurairah and Ibn Abbas - may Allah be pleased 
with both of them- which indicate that a woman must not travel 
without a Mahram. What is apparent from the hadeeth is that there 
is no difference between a young girl and an adult, a pretty woman 
and an ugly one, a woman travelling alone or another with a group of 
women, if she feels safe or not. The hadeeth is general.

If we assume that a particular journey can be considered safe and 
secured, it is not possible to have same condition for all journeys. 
Since the issue is very grave, women were completely prohibited from 
traveling without a Mahram. Today, some people have put down 
this issue by traveling without a Mahram, particularly on flights 
and group journeys.

This is a mistake, and attachment of little or no importance to the 
obedience to Allah and His Messenger. It is not permissible for a 
woman to travel without a Mahram, not even on planes. Even if her 
Mahram will drive her to (the airport to) board a plane and a second 
Mahram will receive her at the other airport. This is not permissible, 
because no matter how safe we think she is, we do not know who (or 
what kind of a person) will board the plane with her. This is because 
women are not separated from men on these planes. You would find 
a woman (seated) beside a man. Hence, we say it is prohibited for a 
woman to travel without a Mahram in planes, cars, camels, donkey 
or on foot. It is prohibited in absolute terms. The Mahram is a male 
who is permanently prohibited for a female to marry due to blood, 
marriage or suckling. Allah mentioned this in the Noble Qur’an:
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“Forbidden to you (for marriage) are your mothers, your 
daughters, your sisters, your father’s sister, your mother sisters, 
your brothers daughter, your sisters daughter.”

These seven are prohibited by blood relationship. Then He -  
the most High - said:

“Your foster mothers who gave you such, your foster milk suckling 
sisters, your wives mothers, your step daughter under your 
guardianship, born of your wives to whom you have gone in -  but 
there is no sin on you if  you have not gone in to them (to marry 
their daughters), the wives of your son who (spring) from own 
your lions, and two sisters in wedlock at the same time, except 
for what has already passed; verily, Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful.” (An-Nisa: 23)

These are prohibited through foster relationship. So also are aunts, 
paternal and maternal, through suckling. All the aforementioned 
categories are prohibited (for marriage) due to the statement of the 
Prophet %. ‘Those (categories) prohibited (for marriage) due to 
kinship relationship are also prohibited by foster relationship.’*1’

Those prohibited to the wife due to marital relationship include 
the father in law, the grandfather in-law from both the paternal and 
maternal sides. Also, the son and grandson and their male descendant

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Testimonies, Chapter on Testimonies Upon 
Genealogy and Foster Relationships ..., no.2645
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are prohibited to the wife in marriage. So, there is no problem if the 
grandfather of the husband traveled with the wife of his grandson.

As for the assumption of some common people that when a man 
rescues a woman from perdition, then he has become her Mahrem, 
this is baseless. Some people would say: ‘When a woman is drowning 
or a house is on fire and a man comes to her rescue, then he has 
become her Mahram.’ This has no basis and is incorrect. The Mahram 
are seven through blood ties, seven through foster relationship and 
four through marital relationship. As for the husband it is well known 
that he is a Mahram, since he is the husband.

Allah alone grants success.

Book 8 : book of virtues 

Chapter 180: the excellecne of 
reciting the qur’an 

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his book, 

Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘The Book of Virtues’

Then, he began with the virtue of the Book of Allah, Honored and 
Glorious; he said: ‘Chapter on Virtue of Reciting the Qur’an.’

The Qur’an with us is the statement of Allah, Honored and Glorious. 
He, Glorified and Exalted, uttered it in reality as statements which 
Jibreel heard. Thereafter, Jibreel recited it to the Prophet M- Allah 
the most High said:

“And truly, this (the Qur’an) is a revelation from the Lord of the
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'Alamin (mankind, jinns and all that exists) which the trustworthy 
Ruh (Jibreel) has brought down: upon your heart (O Muhammad 
M) that you may be (one of the warners.” (Ash-Shu'ara: 192-194)

He said:

This is because the heart is the vessel for memorization, 
comprehension and understanding, so that you may be one of the 
warners. Also Allah Blessed and Exalted said:

“Move not you tongue concerning (the Qur’an, O Muhammad M) 
to make haste therewith.”(l>

The Prophet M, due to his enthusiasm for the Qur’an, used to 
hasten preceding Jibreel who was teaching him the Qur’an. So, Allah 
the most High said:

“Move not your tongue concerning (the Qur’an, O Muhammad 
M) to make haste therewith.”

That is, be silent until Jibreel recites:

“It is for Us to collect it and to give you (O Muhammad M) the 
ability to recite it (the Qur’an ) and when We have recite it to you 
(O Muhammad M) through Jibreel (Gabriel), then follow you its 
(the Qur’an’s) recital.” (Al-Qiyamah: 17, 18)

That is, when Jibreel, the Messenger of the Lord of all that exists, 
recites it to Muhammad M:

“He came down with it upon your heart.”

1 Qur’an 75 verse 16
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“And when We have recited it to you (O Muhammad M through 
Jibreel [Gabriel], then follow its (the Qur’an’s) recital.”

That is, recite it after him.

“Then it is for us (Allah) to make it clear to you.”(Al-Qiyamah: 19) 

That is, do not interrupt Jibreel's recitation.

This Qur’an was uttered by Allah, Glorious and Honored. He 
Glorified and Exalted, expressed it whenever He intended to reveal it 
as Allah the most High said:

“Indeed Allah has heard the statement of her (Khaulah bint 
Tha'labah) that disputes with you (O Muhammad M) concerning 
her husband (Aus bin As- Samit).”(Al-Mujadilah: 1)

This statement is in the past tense; that is, the event had 
happened in the past.

“Indeed Allah has heard,”

This indicates that the statement of this woman preceded the 
statement of Allah about her and the event.

“Indeed Allah has heard the statement o f her (khaulah bint 
Tha’labah) that disputes withyou (OMuhammad m) concerning 
her husband (Aus bin As-samit) and complains to Allah. And 
Allah hears the argument between you both.Verily Allah is All 
Hearer, All- Seer.”

He, the most High, also said:
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“And (remember) when you (Muhammad M) left your household 
in the morning to post the believers at their stations for battle (of 
Uhud).”(Al-Imran: 12 1)

This was at Uhud, He said:

“ When you left your household in the morning.”

So his departure preceded this statement of Allah - the most High.

So, Allah Glorious and Honored, utters whatever He wills 
whenever He wills in any manner He wills. It is not permissible for 
us to think that the statement of Allah - the most High - is similar to 
our statement; that is, He utters the Qur’an with a Voice similar to our 
voices. This is not permissible.

However, He utilized the same alphabetic characters that we speak. 
The Qur’an with us consists of the same set of letters from which we 
compose our own statements and it (the Qur’an) is the statement of 
Allah. In meaning and wording, it is the statements of Allah. This is 
supported by the Book (i.e. Qur’an), the Sunnah, consensus of the 
pious predecessors and the leaders of Ahlus-Sunnah. They all agree 
that the Qur’an is the statement of Allah which was revealed from 
Him, and He uttered it in reality. In addition, Jibreel received it from 
Him and descended to transmit it to the heart of the Prophet St. Allah 
- the most High - said:

“Verily, this is the word (this Qur’an) brought by a most honorable 
Messenger (Jibreel) from Allah to the Prophet Muhammad 
M- Owner of power and high rank with (Allah) the Lord of 
the Throne. Obeyed (by the angels), trustworthy there (in the 
heaven).” (At-Takwir: 19-21)

‘ trustworthy...’: This refers to Jibreel SSSI. He descended with it to 
the most trustworthy of mankind. Jibreel is the most trustworthy
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among the angels and Muhammad is the most trustworthy among 
mankind. Both of them are trustworthy regarding the Revelation of 
Allah, Honored and Glorious is He.

This Qur’an contains tremendous virtues, general virtues 
(encompassing the entire Qur’an) and specific virtues for particular 
verses and chapters. For instance, Surah Al-Fatihah (i.e. chapter 1 of 
the Qur’an) is the oft-repeated seven verses and the mother of the 
Book (i.e. the Qur’an). Ayat Al-Kursiyy (i.e. verse of the Throne- 
Qur’an 2 verse 255) is the greatest verse in the Qur’an and so on. 
There are verses and chapters with specific virtues but the Qur’an as 
an entity has broad encompassing virtues.

This makes it obligatory for us to be enthusiastic as mush as possible 
upon the recitation of the Book of Allah, Honored and Glorious, 
night and day. When a person recites the statement of Allah, he earns 
the reward of ten good deeds for every letter. A case in point, he earns 
a reward of twenty good deeds for reciting (Ja) because it contains 
two letters: Qaf and lam. He earns a reward of forty good deeds for 
reciting ( iy^lwhich contains four letters.

This is a great and incredible reward for anyone who recites this 
Honored and Mighty Book which:

“Falsehood cannot come to it from before it or behind it (it is) sent 
down by the All-Wise, Worthy of praise (Allah).” (Fussilat: 42)

The one reciting the Qur’an should be calm and avoid haste so as 
not to omit some of the letters. Some people would rush through it 
and thus skip some of its letters; these people have not recited it as it 
was revealed. It is obligatory to pronounce the letters in clear manner 
although At-Tajweed, the science of recitation, as enunciated in detail 
in its books, is not obligatory. This is rather a perfection of the voice (in 
recitation). What is obligatory is that no letter or shaddah (emphasis 
or stress) is omitted.

As for the known principles of At-Tajweed, then it is only a
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beautification and perfection of the voice, not compulsory. Thus, the 
opinion that At-Tajweed is compulsory and that anyone who does not 
recite the Qur’an with it is a sinner is weak. This opinion is very weak. 
Rather, it should be said that the matter of the Qur’an -  and praise be 
to Allah -  is clear and manifest, you should not omit any of its letter. 
As for observing the principles of At-Tajweed, this is not mandatory 
but to beautify the voice for the Qur’an.

You should note that when the Qur’an was first revealed, it came 
down in seven different dialects. This is because the people, the Arabs, 
were from various tribes with varying dialects. You should know 
how difficult and burdensome it is to attempt to speak the dialect 
of another people. Thus, Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, in His 
Mercy, revealed the Qur’an in seven different dialects so each person 
would be able to recite it in his own dialect. This was the situation all 
through the time of the Prophet H, Aboo Bakr and Umar -  may Allah 
be pleased with them both.

During the reign of Uthman, people were reciting in their different 
dialects which gave birth to incongruities. The Quraysh tongue 
dominated others after it evolved and all the caliphs were Quraysh. 
When the Ameerul- Mu’mineen (Leader of the Believers), Uthman - 
may Allah be pleased with him - became apprehensive that people 
may disagree regarding the Word of Allah and that these seven 
dialects may lead to contradictions and conflict, he - may Allah be 
pleased with him - ordered that the Qur’an be compiled upon one 
dialect, the dialect of the Quraysh. This is what we recite today. Then 
he ordered that all manuscripts of other dialects be burnt so that 
they will not remain with people and cause problems. In this action 
was great benefit (for the Muslim Ummah) and virtue for the leader 
of the believers Uthman - may Allah be pleased with him - beyond 
enunciation. We beseech Allah the most High to reward him on 
behalf of all Muslims with good.

I encourage you and myself to engage in the recitation of the 
Qur’an; you should not abandon it. You should endeavor to complete 
its recitation once in a month, and you could complete it twice, four 
or ten times monthly. This (ten times) is the closest to perfection,
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that you recite it every three days. This is the best situation. However, 
there is no problem if you feel that it is not easy for you except once 
a week, once every ten days, once every two or three weeks or once 
a month. The important point is that you should not abandon the 
Qur’an because it is the statement of Allah, Honored and Glorious 
is He, which increases you in nothing except light in you heart and 
certainty in knowledge.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 991
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Abu Umamah 4« reported: I  heard the Messenger of Allah % 
saying, “Read the Qur’an, for it will come as an intercessor for its 
reciters on the Day of Resurrection.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 992
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An-Nawwas bin Saman 4*> reported: I  heard the Messenger of 
Allah M saying, “The Quran and its people who applied it, will
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be brought on the Day of Resurrection preceded with Surat Al- 
Baqarah and Surat Al- ‘Imran arguing on behalf of those who 
applied them.” [Muslim]

Commentary
An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his 

Book (Riyaadus Saaliheen) in the Book of virtues: ‘Chapter on the 
excellence of reciting the Qur’an.’

Aboo Umamah - may Allah be pleased with him - narrated that the 
Prophet |g said: ‘Recite the Qur’an.’ He ordered the recitation without 
any restriction. Hence, the recitation of the Qur’an is encouraged at 
all times and all situations except when one is urinating or defecating. 
A person should not recite the Qur’an in this state because the Qur’an 
is exalted and sacred.

So also, one should not recite it when engaging in sexual intercourse 
with his wife. Rather, he should say when he is about to have 
intercourse with his wife: ‘Bismillah, Allahuma janibna Ash-Shaytan 
wa Janibish- shaytan ma razaqtana (meaning: In the Name of Allah, 
O Allah distance us from Shaytan (Satan) and distance from shaytan 
(Satan) whatever you bestow on us (offsprings).’ The Prophet H said: 
‘Recite the Qur’an, for it will come as an intercessor for its reciters on 
the Day of Resurrection.’ On the day of Resurrection, Allah, Honored 
and Glorious, shall make the reward of Qur’an a distinct being which 
will come on the Day of Resurrection to intercede for its reciters 
before Allah, Glorified and Exalted. When a person recites the Qur’an 
hoping for its reward from Allah, he will earn a reward of ten good 
deeds for every letter.

Similar to the above hadeeth is the hadeeth of An-Nawwas bin 
Sam’an - may Allah be pleased with him. He reported that the Prophet 
M stated that whoever recites the Qur’an and acted by it will come on 
the Day of Resurrection preceded with Surat Al-Baqarah and Surat Al- 
Imran arguing on behalf of their companion. However, the Messenger 
M qualified the recitation of the Qur’an in this hadeeth with applying
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it. This is because there are two groups of reciters of the Qur’an:

A group who do not act by it; they do not believe in its reports 
nor act according to its rulings. The Qur’an will be evidence against 
these set of people.

A group who believe in its reports, affirming their truthfulness, 
and act according to its rulings. The Qur’an will be evidence for these 
people and argue on their behalf on the Day of Resurrection. The 
Prophet St said: ‘The Qur’an is a proof in your favor or against you.’(i)

This is evidence that the most important issue concerning the 
Qur’an is acting by it. This is supported by His statement, Exalted is He:

“(This is) a Book (the Qur’an,) which We have sent down to you, 
full of blessings that they may ponder over its Verses, and that 
men of understanding may remember.” (Sad: 29)

“That they may ponder its Verses,”

That is, so that they understand its meanings;

“And that men o f understanding may remember.” and act thereby.

He mentioned action after contemplation because it is not 
possible to apply something without thinking over it. This is 
because by contemplation, one achieves knowledge and action 
results from knowledge.

Most importantly, this is the benefit of the revelation of the 
Qur’an; to be recited and applied, to believe its information and act 
according to its judgments, to practice its orders and refrain from 
its prohibitions. So, it will argue in favour of his companion on the 
Day of Resurrection.

Also, in this (hadeeth) is evidence that the order between Surat Al- 
Baqarahh (Chapter 2), Aal-Imran (Chapter 3) and An-Nisaa (Chapter 
4) is what we find in the Mushaf(Bound copy of the Qur’an) presently;

1  Reported by Muslim in Book of Purification, Chapter on the Virtue of Ablution 
no. 223
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that is, Al-Baqarahh, then Aal-Imran and An-Nisaa.

The hadeeth of Hudaifah bin Yaman - may Allah be pleased with 
him -  stated that he prayed with the Prophet M and he St recited Al- 
Baqarahh, then An-Nisaa and then Aal-Imran. This sequence has been 
abrogated by the latter ordering of placing Aal-Imran before An-Nisaa. 
It was for this reason that the companions - may Allah be pleased with 
them all - agreed that Aal-Imran is after Surat Al-Baqarahh, and so it 
is between it (Al-Baqarahh) and Surat An-Nisaa.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 993
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‘Uthman bin Affan reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, 
“The best amongst you is the one who learns the Qur’an and 
teaches it.” [Al-Bukhari]

Hadeeth 994

Aishah N  reported: The Messenger o f Allah St said, “The one 
who is proficient in the recitation of the Qur’an will be with the 
honourable and obedient scribes (angels) and he who recites 
the Qur’an and finds it difficult to recite, doing his best to recite 
it in the best way possible, will have a double reward.” [Al-
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Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  cited this hadeeth 

in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen, under the chapter on the excellence 
of reciting the Qur’an. Uthman bin Affan - may Allah be pleased with 
him - reported that the Prophet f t  said: ‘The best amongst you is the 
one who learns the Qur’an and teaches it.’

This address is to the entire Ummah. The best amongst people is 
the one who combines these two attributes: he learns the Qur’an and 
teaches it. He learnt it from others and taught it to others. Learning and 
teaching encompass learning both the wordings and the meaning. So, 
if a person teaches people to recite and memorize the Qur’an, this is 
also included in teaching. Likewise, the one who learns these aspects 
of the Qur’an is considered to have learnt the Qur’an.

From this, we recognize the virtue of the study circles available in 
mosques in several cities today, and praise be to Allah. Children are 
taught the Words of Allah, Honored and Glorious, in these mosques. 
Whosoever participates in it in any manner has a reward. The one 
who enrolls his child there will be rewarded; the one who donates 
to the project will be rewarded; the one who teaches there will be 
rewarded. They are all included in his statement: ‘The best amongt 
you is the one who learns the Qur’an and teaches it’

The second form is teaching the interpretation of the Qur’an. A 
person sits to teach people the meaning of the statements of Allah, 
Honored and Glorious, and how the Qur’an should be understood. As 
we know, the Qur’an is full of similarities; you may find some verses 
which are repeated verbatim. For instance:

“O Prophet (Muhammad M)! Strive hard against the disbelievers
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and the hypocrites, and he severe against them, their abode will 
be Hell, - and worst indeed is that destination.” (At-Tahrim: 9)

This is reported in two chapters with the same text: At-Taubah 
(Chapter 9) and At-Tahrim (Chapter 66). So also, many other verses 
in the Qur’an are repeated. When a person teaches others how to 
interpret the Qur’an and explains its principles to them, this is part of 
teaching the Qur’an.

It should be noted that the explanation of the Noble Qur’an is 
unlike the explanation of other books. It is not permissible for a 
person to explain the Qur’an based on his vain desires, interpreting 
it to suit his yearnings. This is what heretics such as those who deny 
Allah’s Attributes and others engage in with the verses of Allah, 
Honored and Glorious.

They interpret the verses to mean something contrary to what 
Allah -  the most High -intended. For example, he says concerning 
Allah the most High’s statement:

And your Lord comes with the angels in rows,” (Al-Fajr: 22)

He explains this to mean the command of Allah, not Allah. This 
is a wrong interpretation, and it is not permissible. This is because 
the one who interprets the Qur’an is testifying that that is what Allah 
intended. This is a grievous matter. It would be a crime to deliberately 
misinterpret the statement of a scholar to suit your desires, how then 
the statements of the Lord of all that exists? Hence, it has been reported 
in a hadeeth that: ‘Whoever speaks (interprets) of the Qur’an with 
his opinion should pick his seat in the fire.’(l)

It is mandatory for one to avoid saying that such and such is the 
meaning of a verse when he does not know. However, if a student 
of knowledge errs in his understanding of the meaning of a verse in 
the presence of someone who is more knowledgeable, then the latter

1 Reported by At-Tirmidhi in Book of Tafseer of the Qur’an, Chapter on What is Re
ported Regarding One who Interpretes the Qur'aan Based on Personal Opinion..., 
no 2951
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should guide him. This is not blameworthy. For instance, a student is 
asked to interpret a particular verse in an examination. However, the 
student does not have knowledge of its meaning at that time; should 
he proceed to interpret it? We say yes, because this is a test, hence 
there is someone to correct him if he errs. Nevertheless, he should 
examine his errors. As for the one who interprets the Qur’an without 
knowledge, outside the above context, it is not permissible for him 
to proceed upon this. This is because the statement of Allah is not 
similar to that of others.

As for the hadeeth of A'aishah - may Allah be pleased with her, the 
Prophet % stated that the one who is proficient in the recitation of the 
Qur’an will be with the honorable and obedient scribes. The proficient 
reciter is the one who recites the Qur’an in a perfect manner. This 
person will be with the honorable and obedient scribes.

As-Safarat Al-Kiram Al-Bararah are Angels as Allah - the 
most High - has said:

“(It is) in Records held (greatly) in honor (Al-Lauh Al- 
Mahfuz). Exalted (in dignity), purified. In the hands of (As- 
Safarah) scribes (angles). (Kiramim Bararah) Honorable and 
obedient.” (Abasa: 13-16)

So, the proficient reciter will be with the angels.

As for the one who encounters difficulty in recitation, perhaps in 
pronounciation, he will earn two rewards; the first reward for the 
recitation and other for the toil. This is why the Prophet St said to 
A'aishah: ‘Your reward is proportional to your challenge’10 that is, 
commensurate to your fatigue. So, the one who finds it difficult to 
recite the Qur’an will earn two rewards: the reward of recitation and 
the reward of fatigue.

However, the first person, the proficient reciter, is more virtuous

1 Reported by Muslim in Book of Pilgrimage, Chapter on Types of Ihram and that It 
is Permissible to do the Ifrad Pilgrimage ...,n o .i2 ii .
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than him because the former has reached a tremendous rank. There 
is a great disparity between a person of high rank and an inferior 
person although the latter also has reward. We give an example of 
this though there is no appropriate similitude for reward. There is a 
noble man with prestige and a high status among people but possesses 
minimal wealth; and another man, a commoner, without any honor 
among people but possesses vast wealth. The former remains more 
virtuous than the latter.

The important point is that the proficient reciter of the Qur’an will 
be with the honorable and obedient scribes, who are the angels. In 
addition, the one who encounters difficulty when reciting will earn 
two rewards. Therefore, the reciter of the Qur’an is never a loser 
irrespective of the situation.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 995

Abu Musa Al-Ash‘ari 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah M 
said, “The believer who recites the Qur’an is like a citron whose 
fragrance is sweet and whose taste is delicious. A believer who does 
not recite the Qur’an is like a date-fruit which has no fragrance
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but has a sweet taste. The hypocrite who recites the Qur’an is like 
a colocynth whose fragrance is so sweet, but its taste is bitter. The 
hypocrite who does not recite the Qur’an is like basil which has no 
fragrance and its taste is bitter.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  cited this hadeeth 

in the chapter on the excellence of reciting the Qur’an in Riyaadus 
Saaliheen. It explains the situation of people with regards to the 
Qur’an. The Prophet M gives similitudes of a believer and a hypocrite.

A believer may be an adept reciter of the Qur’an or otherwise. If he 
is recites it, then he is comparable to the fruits of citron; its fragrance 
is sweet and its taste is delicious. This is the similitude of the believer 
who recites the Qur’an; he possesses a good personality and a good 
heart, and he benefits others. Sitting with him is good as the Prophet 
it had said: ‘The similitude of a pious companion one sits with is 
as one carrying perfume. He will either sell it (to you) or you will 
experience from him a sweet fragrance.’(l) The believer who recites 
the Qur’an is good in all ramifications. He is good in his person and 
good for others. He is similar to the citron whose fragrance is sweet 
and whose taste is delicious.

The believer who does not recite the Qur’an is comparable to a 
date fruit which has sweet taste but no fragrance in comparison to 
the citron. The Prophet M overlooked its fragrance because it does 
not have a savory odor though everything has an odor. However, its 
odor is not savory though its taste is sweet. This is a believer who does 
not recite the Qur’an.

Therefore, a believer who recites the Qur’an is far nobler than the 
one who does not recite the Qur’an. The meaning of he does not recite

l  Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Business, Chapter on the Perfume Vendor 
and Perfume no.2101, and Muslim in Book of Goodness, Joining the ties of 
Kinship and Manners, Chapter on Preference for Sitting with Righteous People 
and Avoiding Evil Associates ..., no.2628
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the Qur’an, is that, he does not know how nor has he learnt how.

A  hypocrite who recites the Qur’an is comparable to a colocynth 
which has a sweet fragrance but a bitter taste. This is because the 
hypocrite as a person is evil with no good. The hypocrite is a person 
who portrays himself as a Muslim but he is inwardly a disbeliever - 
refuge is with Allah. Allah said about him:

“And of mankind, there are some (hypocrites) who say: ‘We 
believe in Allah and the Last Day,’ while in fact they believe not. 
They (think to) deceive Allah and those who believe, while they 
only deceive themselves, and perceive (it) not! In their hearts is a 
disease (of doubt and hypocrisy) and Allah has increased their 
disease. A painful torment is theirs because they used to tell lies.” 
(Al-Baqarah: 8-10)

One finds some hypocrites who recite the Qur’an in a nice, rhythmic 
and beautiful manner, but they are nonetheless hypocrites, refuge 
is with Allah. The Prophet M said about the Khawarij: ‘They would 
recite the Qur’an but it will not go beyond their throats.’(l)

Regarding these people -  and refuge is with Allah -  the Prophet 
M gave a similitude of a cocolynth with its sweet fragrance but bitter 
taste. The sweet fragrance is due to that which they possess of the 
Qur’an, and the bitter taste results from the mischief of their inner 
thoughts and their corrupt intentions.

As for the hypocrite who does not recite the Qur’an, the Prophet M 
gave an example of the basil which has a bitter taste and no fragrance.

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of The ahadeeth o f the Prophets, Chapter on the 
statement o f Allah Honored and Glorious “And as for Ad, - they were destroyed by 
a furious violent w ind"..., no. 3344 and Muslim, the Book of Zakaah, Chapter on 
the mention of the Khawarij no. 1063.
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This is the hypocrite who does not recite the Qur’an; nothing about 
him is good. He tastes bitter with nothing of the Qur’an to benefit 
people. These are the categories of people with regards to the Book of 
Allah Honored and Glorious.

So, O Muslim brother, you should strive to be one of the 
believers who recite the Qur’an and do so in the proper way. This 
way, you would be comparable to a citron whose fragrance is sweet 
and taste is delicious.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 996
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‘Umar bin Al-Khattab reported: The Prophet M said, 
“Verily, Allah elevates some people with this Qur’an and abases 
others.” [Muslim]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  cited this 

hadeeth in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen, under the chapter on the 
excellence of reciting the Qur’an. The commander of the believers, 
Umar bin Al-Khattab - may Allah be pleased with him -  reported 
that the Prophet It said: ‘Verily, Allah elevates some people with this 
Qur’an and abases others’

This means people take this Qur’an and recite it. Allah elevates 
some of them with it and debases others with it in this life and the 
hereafter. So, who are these two parties? Allah will exalt the one 
who applies the Qur’an, believes in its reports, obeys its commands, 
eschew its prohibitions, follows its guidance and imbibes its virtuous
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manners in this world and the hereafter. This is because this Qur’an 
is the foundation of knowledge and the fountainhead of all kinds of 
knowledge. Allah Exalted had said:

“Allah will exalt in degree those of you who believe and those who 
have been granted knowledge.” (Al-Mujadilah: 1 1 )

As for the hereafter, Allah shall exalt some people in the Blissful 
Paradise. It will be said to the reciter (of Qur’an): ‘Recite rhythmically 
and ascend,,(l) and his position in Paradise will be where he completes 
his recitation by Allah’s leave.

Allah will debase those who recite it in a perfect manner but they 
arrogantly turn away from it, refuge is with Allah. They do not believe 
its reports nor do they act according to its rulings. They haughtily 
turn away from applying it and belie its information. Whenever a 
portion of the Qur’an discussing the stories of past Prophets or other 
people, the Last Day or similar issues reach them, they cast doubt on 
these, refuge is with Allah, and fail to believe them. Rather:

‘In their hearts is a disease!’(Al-Baqarah: 10)

They are skeptics - and refuge is with Allah. Although they recite 
the Qur’an, this condition may even lead them to denial. They turn 
away arrogantly from its rulings by disobeying its commands and 
carrying out its prohibitions. Allah will abase these people in this 
world and the hereafter, refuge is with Allah.

Inevitably, their lot shall be perdition. Even if it is assumed that they 
have this world and its adornments, their end will be damnation -and 
refuge is with Allah. It may be assumed that they are granted respite

i  Reported by Ahmad in his Musnad (2/192), Aboo Dawood in Book o f Salat, 
Chapter on Preference for Rhythm during Recitation ..., no. 1464, At-Tirmidhi in 
the Book of Virtues o f the Qur’an, Chapter on What Has been Related Regarding 
What the Reward is o f One Who Recites a Letter of the Qur’an ..., no.2914.



for a period and the treasures of this world may be unlocked for them. 
However, whenever some superfluities of this world are unwrapped 
for them, it will only increase their final loss - and refuge is with Allah.
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“On the Day when those who disbelieve (in the Oneness of Allah 
-  Islamic Monotheism) will be exposed to the fire (it will be said): 
‘you received your good things in the life of the world, and you 
took your pleasure therein. Now this day you shall be recompensed 
with a torment of humiliation, because you were arrogant in the 
land without right and because you to used to rebel and disobey 
(Allah).” (Al-Ahqaf: 20)

That is, Allah may grant respite and pleasure to an arrogant 
disbeliever -  Glorified be Allah- in the life of this world. However, this 
will only increase his torment of humiliation in the life of hereafter 
-refuge is with Allah. So, you should be cautious not to be amongst the 
second category that Allah will debase with the Qur’an. You should be 
amongst the first category; the ones Allah will elevate with the Qur’an.

May Allah count you and us among them.

Hadeeth 997
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Ibn ‘Umar 4® reported: The Prophet M said: “Envy is justified in 
regard to two types of persons only: a man whom Allah has given 
knowledge of the Qur’an, and so he recites it during the night and 
during the day; and a man whom Allah has given wealth and 
so he spends from it during the night and during the day.” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  cited this 
hadeeth under the Chapter on the excellence of reciting the Qur’an in 
his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen. Ibn Umar - may Allah be pleased with 
him and his father- reported that the Prophet H said: ‘Envy is justified 
in regard to two types of persons only.’

Scholars explained that envy is not permissible in any matter except 
these two. You would observe that people envy one another in regard 
to several matters of this life and the hereafter. For instance, some 
people envy a man whom Allah has blessed with wealth, children, 
family, mansions, cars and similar things. They would say: ‘This one is 
fortunate’ and similar statements.

A person may envy another for what Allah has bestowed upon him 
of health, honor and prestige among his people. Perhaps, people listen 
when he talks and follow him when he acts. So, he says: ‘This one is 
fortunate.’ However, the Prophet M explained that the only enviable 
person is he who possesses any of these two attributes:

The first: Allah has bestowed the Qur’an upon him and he is dutiful 
to it night and day. Allah has granted him the knowledge of the Qur’an; 
he memorizes it, understands it and applies it every time. He ponders 
over what Allah, Honored and Glorious, says about Salat. So, he says:

“And perform As-Salat (iqamat as-Salat),” (Al-Baqarah: 43) 

Hence, he performs Salat.

Commentary
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He ponders over what Allah says about Zakat; so, he says:

“And give Zakat,”  (Al-Baqarah: 43)

Hence, he gives out his Zakat.

What does He say about parents? Allah the most High said:

“Worship Allah and join none with Him in worship, and do good 
to parents...” (An-Nisa: 36)

And what does He say about joining the ties of kingship?

x  ^ *** _/* ^

“Those who join that which Allah has commanded to he joined 
(that is, they are good to their relatives and do not sever the bond 
of kingship),” (Ar-Rad: 21)

So he joins the ties of kingship.

What does He say about the neighbors? He, the Exalted, said:

“(Do good) to the neighbor who is near of kin, the neighbor who
is a stranger and the companion by your side ...” (An-Nisa: 36)

He continues in this manner.

So, you would observe that he upholds the Qur’an, night and day. 
This is real bounty and fortune because this is what will remain.

The second: Allah has bestowed wealth upon him and so he 
spends from it day and night; that is, in the path of Allah, and on 
what pleases Him, Honored and Glorious. He spends his wealth on 
anything pleasing to Allah. This includes building mosques, charity 
for the poor, assistance to the fighters in Allah’s path, support for the
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distressed among other things.

The important point is that he commits his wealth to whatever can 
earn him closeness to Allah every time. He is neither a miser nor a 
spendthrift who is extravagant and excessive in spending. Rather, he 
spends for the sake of Allah, following His command and His path, with 
sincerity in accordance to His legislation. This one should be envied.

As for the one who possesses some portion of this world and takes 
pleasure in it as animals relish their ration and then leave it, he should 
not be envied. Likewise, he should not be envied for what he does 
because the wealth will become worthless or it will destroy him. Only 
the one who spends in the path of Allah is worthy of envy.

This hadeeth is evidence that one must be dutiful to the Qur’an, day 
and night. One should always establish his deeds upon the Qur’an and 
follow its guidance. Likewise, it is obligatory for whoever has been 
granted wealth by Allah to pay its dues and uphold its obligations and 
spend it in good causes.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 998
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Al-Bara bin ‘Azib reported: A man was reciting Surat Al- 
K a h f, and a horse was tied with two ropes beside him. As he 
was reciting, a cloud overshadowed him, and as it began to come 
nearer and nearer, the horse began to trample voilently. The man
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came to the Messenger of Allah M in the morning and mentioned 
the incident to him. He ft said, “That was tranquillity which 
descended as a result of the recitation of the Qur’an.”

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned 

hadeeths showing the virtues of recitation in his book, Riyaadus 
Saaliheen, under the chapter on the excellence of reciting the Qur’an.

One of such hadeeths is the hadeeth of Al-Bara bin Azib - may 
Allah be pleased with him - about a man who was reciting Surat Al- 
K ahf(i.e. Chapter 18). Surat Al-Kahf is between Al-lsra (i.e. Chapter 
17) and Maryam (i.e. Chapter 19).

One of the virtues of this Surat is that when one recites it on a Friday, 
it illuminates the period between two Fridays for one. It also contains 
stories and lessons which Allah narrated to His Messenger $|.

So, this man was reciting the Qur’an and a canopy of cloud covered 
him. As he increased in recitation, the clould began to come nearer and 
nearer. So, his horse, which was tied with two ropes, began to trample 
violently eager to escape from what it saw. When he informed the 
Prophet %, he ft said: ‘That was tranquility which descended as a result 
of the recitation of the Qur’an.’ This is because tranquility descends 
when the Qur’an is recited. When a person recites the Qur’an slowly, 
pondering over it, then tranquility will descend until it reaches the 
heart of the reciter. So, Allah sends down tranquility upon his heart.

This story is one of the supernatural event which Allah bestows 
upon His friends. The friends of Allah may experience supernatural 
events but not necessarily all of them. Allah only grants this to some 
of His friends as a means of reassurance from Him and an attestation 
to the truth upon which they traverse. Miracles are occurrences which 
conflict with the natural order; that is, they do not conform to normal 
happenings. Allah makes them to occur through some of His friends 
as a means of esteem, reassurance and attestation to the truth upon
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which they are. At the time this occurred (descent of tranquility), it 
was also a miracle for the Messenger H whom this man followed.

Scholars explained that there are three categories of 
supernatural events:

1. Signs of the Prophets;

2. Miracles of the friends of Allah; and

3. Despicable actions of the devils. These are extraordinary
acts which Allah makes to come about through the devils, 
refuge is with Allah.

What differentiates the categories is if it occurs through a Prophet, 
a friend of Ar-Rahman (The Beneficial, i.e. Allah) or a friend of 
Satan. It is known that there would never be a miracle which is 
a sign of a Prophet, referred to as M u’jizah, after the demise of the 
Prophet Muhammad M- This is because prophethood has ended. The 
Messenger of Allah H was the seal of Prophets. What remains are the 
miracles of the friends of Allah, satanic situations, sleight of hand, 
magic and other similar things.

The sign of the miracles of the friends of Allah is that He, Honored 
and Glorious, brings them about through a righteous servant among 
His friends. The friends of Allah are those who believe and fear Allah 
much as Allah the most High said:

“No doubt! Verily, theAwliya of Allah [that is, those who believe in 
the Oneness of Allah and fear Allah much (abstain from all kinds 
of sins and evil deeds which He has forbidden), and love Allah 
much (perform all kinds of good deeds which He has ordained)], 
no fear shall come upon them nor shall they grieve. Those who 
believed (in the Oneness of Allah -  Islamic Monotheism), and 
used to fear Allah much (by abstaining from evil deeds and sins 
and by doing righteous deeds).” (Yunus: 62-63)



When an extraordinary event occurs through a righteous 
person, one who is a believer, pious and known for good, then it is 
referred to as Karamah.

The third category: Magic and Satanic actions. These occur 
through despots and friends of the devils who may claim to be friends 
of Allah. He fools silly people and the unwary masses. You would find 
a person with a big turban and wide sleeves, he grows his beard long 
and rubs his forehead on the ground in order that the sign of Sujud 
be apparent. He does all these to beguile the intellect of the masses. 
Then he elicits the services of devils for specific purposes. He may be 
transported swiftly to a far place and conveyed to fly in the air. Indeed, 
he may be seen in his house in the early morning on the Day of Arafat, 
then devils would convey him to join people at Arafat. These devils 
only captivate the peoples senses.

Although they bring about these things, they are not Karamah for 
them. Scholars have written extensively on Karamat, the extraordinary 
feats of the pious, and Ihanat, the extraordinary feats of the reprobates. 
One of the best books written in this regard is Al-Furqan Bayna 
Awliya Ar-Rahman wa Awliya As-Shaytan’ by Shaykhul-Islam Ibn 
Taimiyyah -  may Allah shower blessings on him. He mentioned 
several extraordinary feats of friends of Allah and the reprobates, who 
are enemies of Allah.

He mentioned that some people approached Musaylamah the liar, 
who came from Al-Yamamah in Ar-Riyadh claiming to be a Prophet. 
They informed him that they have a very deep well in their community 
which has almost dried up. So, they requested that he visited the well 
in order to bless it as the Messenger H would do. Whenever people 
complained about unavailability of water to him M, Allah would make 
water gush forth from his fingers gjg with ease.

So, they came to Musaylamah and he followed them to the well. 
When he got there, he spat out water into it but the little remaining 
water dried up. They were expecting the volume of the water to 
increase but Allah, Honored and Glorious, showed them a proof of the
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falsehood of this man. There is no doubt that this is an extraordinary 
matter; it is not normal that a person spits into a well and its water 
dries up. This is not normal but Allah permitted it to denigrate him.

In any case, whenever you witness an extraordinary feat from a 
pious believer, who is known for goodness and steadfastness, then 
this is from the Karamat of the friends of Allah. Otherwise, such 
feat is a satanic action of the devils or magic which has bewitched 
peoples eyes. Magic may be used to change people’s perception, 
hence they would consider a moving object as stationery and a 
stationary object as moving.

A case in point are the magicians of Fir’aun. They threw their 
ordinary ropes and staffs to the ground and bewitched the eyes of 
people to see a room full of snakes. Indeed, Musa a ®  conceived fear in 
himself. Then Allah - the most High - revealed to him to cast his staff:

“1hen [Musa (Moses)] threw his stick and behold! It was a serpent 
manifest!” (Al-Araf: 107)

A giant serpent! It approached these ropes and staffs and swallowed 
them. So, they recognized that it (the serpent) was true because it 
swallowed all their magic.

“And behold, it swallowed up all the falsehood which they 
showed!”(Ash-Shuara: 45)

In summary, this cloud which overshadowed this person reciting 
Surat Al-Kahf is a Karamah for him and an attestation from Allah, 
Honored and Glorious, to this action. It demonstrated that the Qur’an 
is true and its recitation is a source of tranquility.

We beseech Allah, the most High, to benefit you and us with it, and 
make it a proof for us and a leader to the Blissful Paradise.
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Ibn Mas'ud reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Whoever 
recites a letter from the Book of Allah, he will be credited with a 
good deed, and a good deed gets a ten-fold reward. I do not say 
that Alif-Lam - Mim is one letter, but A lif is a letter, Lam is a 
letter and Mim is a letter." [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Ibn Abbas 4 ® reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “He who 
does not memorize any part from the Qur’an he is like the ruined 
house.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

These two hadeeths are about the excellence of reciting the 
Qur’an and its reward.

The first hadeeth is from Ibn Mas'ud - may Allah be pleased with 
him; the Prophet M said: ‘Whoever recites a letter from the Book of

Hadeeth 1000

Commentary
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Allah (i.e. the Qur’an) will be credited with a good deed, and a good 
deed gets a ten-fold reward.’

Then he elucidated on his statement: ‘I do not say that Aliflam  Min 
is one letter, but A lif  is a letter, Lam is a letter and Mim is a letter.’ 
So these are three letters for which one earns a reward of thirty good 
deeds. The same holds for the remaining words of the Mighty Qur’an. 
So, it is necessary for one to frequently recite the Book of Allah, 
Honored and Glorious, as mush as possible. It is not compulsory 
for you to have memorized the entire Qur’an; rather, you should 
recite what is convenient for you, even if you have not memorized 
more than Surat Al-Fatihah (chapter 1), Juz amma (chapters 78-114) 
and Juz Tabaraka (chapters 67-77) or something similar. All of the 
Qur’an is good. Indeed, the Messenger of Allah stated recitation 
of Qulhuwa Allahu Ahad (Chapter 102) is comparable to reciting a 
third of the Qur’an.

So also, in the second hadeeth, the Messenger $g explained that the 
heart which is devoid of any part of the Qur’an is like a house in ruins. 
The Qur’an gives life to the heart and illuminates it with knowledge 
and light. When the heart of the servant (of Allah) is devoid of the 
Qur’an, it becomes like a house in ruins -  refuge is with Allah. There 
is no good in such heart.

This hadeeth also warns against not reciting the Qur’an and 
encourages reciting it.

We beseech Allah to count you and us among those who 
recite it as required.

Chapter 181: warning against 
forgetting the qur’an 

Hadeeth 1001
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Abu Musa Al-Astiari 4* reported: The Prophet M said, “Read the 
Qur’an regularly. By the One in Whose Hand Muhammad’s soul 
is, it escapes from memory faster than a camel does from its tying 
ropes.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Ibn ‘Umar W reported: The Messenger of Allah M said: “ The

parable of an owner of hobbled camel. I f  he remains vigilant, 
he will retain it; and if  he neglects it, it will go away.”  [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned in 
his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on the Command to Preserve 
the Qur’an and Warning against Forgetting It.’

That is, when Allah has blessed you with the opportunity to 
memorize it, then you should preserve it. This is because the Noble 
Qur’an, as described by the Prophet It, is comparable to a shackled 
camel: one preserves it if one watches over it but it escapes and 
vanishes if one frees it.

The Prophet M swore regarding this in the hadeeth of Aboo Musa 
Al-Ash’ari - may Allah be pleased with him. He said: ‘Read the 
Qur’an regularly. By the One in Whose Hand Muhammad’s soul

Hadeeth 1002

parable o f one who knows the Qur’an by heart is as the

Commentary
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is, it escapes from memory faster than a camel does from its tying 
ropes’ You must create a daily revision routine. For instance, you 
may decide to read one Juz (1/30 of the Qur’an) per day, hence you 
complete the Qur’an once every month. You may read two Juz daily 
and you complete the Qur’an in fifteen days; or three Juz daily and 
you complete it in ten days. You may plan to complete it in nine days, 
seven days or three days. Thus, you revise it in order not to forget it.

There are hadeeths which warn against forgetting the Qur’an for the 
one who pays no attention to it. There is no problem for the one who 
forgot it naturally. However, it is feared that grievous punishment would 
befall a person who neglected it after Allah has blessed him with its 
memorization. O you brother, when Allah blesses you with the Qur’an, 
endeavor to preserve it by reciting it regularly and acting by it. It is known 
that acting by something leads to its memorization and preservation. 
This is why some scholars said: ‘Preserve knowledge by applying it. This 
is because acting by knowledge results in its preservation; it remains in 
your heart and on your limbs. When this is the case, it is preserved and 
not forgotten.’ If however it is neglected, then it disappears.

It is necessary for one reciting the Qur’an to do so with contemplation 
and gentle recitation. It is not permissible to hasten so much that some 
letters are omitted because one would have altered the meaning of the 
Words of Allah with such omission. However, there is no problem in 
haste that does not result in omission of letters.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 182: the merit of recitation 
of the qur’an in a pleasant voice 

Hadeeth 1003
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Abu Hurairah 4® reported: I  heard the Messenger of Allah M 
saying, “Allah does not listen so attentively to anything as He 
listens to the recitation of the Qur’an by a Prophet who recites well 
with a melodious and audible voice.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Abu Musa Al-Ashari 4» reported: The Messenger of Allah M 
said to him, “You have been given a Mizmar (sweet melodious 
voice) out of the Mazamir o f Prophet Dawud (David).” [Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his book, 
Riyaadus Saaliheen, regarding the etiquettes of recitation: ‘Chapter 
on the merit of recitation of the Qur’an in a pleasant voice.’

These are two issues:

The first Issue: The merit of beautifying the voice while reciting the 
Qur’an. Beautifying the voice is of two categories:

1. The beautification of pronunciation: one clearly pronounces 
the letters from their appropriate points of articulation. Hence, the 
Qur’an is recited clearly, its letters are not muddled up and nothing is 
omitted from that which Allah has revealed to His Messenger M-

Hadeeth 1004

Commentary
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2. Beautifying the voice; that is, he makes it sweet.

Both are desired. However, it is not permissible to go overboard in 
beautifying pronunciation. You may find a man overstretching and 
exasperating himself while reciting the Qur’an. He goes to extremes 
when uttering sounds modulated by the nasal resonators in the course 
of assimilating some letters among other things. These are all excessive 
articulation of letters. Rather, the recitation should be natural with 
clear phonation of the letters and the diacritical marks. This is what is 
required not inordinateness.

Thus, we understand that it is not compulsory to learn At-Tajweed, 
the science of recitation of the Qur’an. It deals with beautifying the 
voice without overindulgences. Hence, it is one of the recommended 
matters with which one accomplishes a recommended act, 
but not compulsory.

The second issue: Beautifying the voice. Someone might say that 
a beautiful voice is not within a person’s prerogative because Allah - 
the most High - is the One Who blesses whoever He wills amongst 
His servants with it. So, He grants a strong larynx and a beautiful 
voice. So, it should be said that the matter is as stated. Nevertheless, a 
person should enhance his voice through training because voice can 
be acquired as much as it is natural. So, he does not cease to improve 
his recitation until he learns to recite with a beautiful voice.

Thereafter, the author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  
mentioned the hadeeth of Aboo Hurayrah - may Allah be pleased 
with him. He reported that the Prophet St said: Allah does not listen 
so attentively to anything as He listens to the recitation of the Qur’an 
by a Prophet who recites well with a melodious and audible voice.’

The scholars explain that this means that Allah does not listen to 
anything with more attention as He listens to a Prophet’s recitation of 
the Qur’an with a pleasant and clear voice. The Prophets occupy the 
most honorable pedestal amongst creation. This hadeeth refers to a 
Prophet raising his voice with the Qur’an. This is the one to whom 
Allah listens because He loves the beautification of the voice for the 
Qur’an and a good recitation.
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Then he mentioned the hadeeth of Aboo Musa Al-Ash’ari - may 
Allah be pleased with him. His name is Abdullah bin Qays, one of the 
speakers of the Prophet M- The Prophet U listened to his recitation 
one night and was thrilled, so he said to Aboo Musa: ‘You have been 
given a sweet melodious voice from the sweet melodious voice of the 
family of Dawud.’ Dawud had a sweet and audible voice so much that 
Allah the most High said:

“O you mountains. Glorify (Allah) with him! And you birds 
(also)! And we made the iron soft for him.” (Saba: 10)

The mountains would chant with Dawood whenever he was 
reciting the Zaboor (Psalms) with a beautiful voice. Mountains, which 
are a mass of static objects, and birds would recite with melodious 
intonation with him. Glorified be Allah! Whenever the birds hear 
Prophet Dawud’s recitation of the Zaboor (Psalms), they would gather 
in the sky and chant with him.

This is why the Prophet $g told Aboo Moosa: ‘You have been given a 
sweet melodious voice from the sweet melodious voice of the family 
of Dawud.’ That is, a beautiful voice similar to the voice of the family of 
Dawud. Then, Aboo Moosa responded to the Messenger: ‘Were that 
you saw me while I was listening to your recitation yesterday night,’ 
he said: ‘had I known you were listening, I would have embellished it 
greatly for you.’ That is, beautified it more than that.

Scholars say that this is evidence that it is not detrimental for a 
reciter (of the Qur’an) to beautify his voice for the enjoyment and 
pleasure of his listeners. This is not considered as show-off; that is, 
it is not said that this man beautified his voice to show-off so that 
people may enjoy it. Rather, this is one of the things which encourages 
people to listen to the speech of Allah, Honored and Glorious, and 
take joy in it. Hence, you find a depressed person whose mood is lifted 
after listening to the recitation of a reciter with sweet and melodious 
voice. The recitals of reciters who possess stunning voices and 
excellent recitation, without being superfluous, abound nowadays
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in recordings. When a person listens to them, he is almost incapable 
to turn away. This is because when the words of Allah come from 
a person with a beautiful voice and an excellent recitation, it has a 
strong effect and one is unable to turn away from it.

It can be derived from these two hadeeth that it is necessary for one 
to recite the Qur’an in the best manner possible for him; to recite with 
a good voice and an excellent manner.

We beseech Allah, the most High, to make you and me among 
those who establish His letters and limits till it becomes a proof for 
us and not against us.

Allah alone grants success.

Al-Bara bin ‘Azib 4k reported: I  heard the Prophet M reciting 
Surat Wat-Teen Waz-Zaitun (Chapter 95) during the ‘Isha’ 
prayer. I  have never heard anyone reciting it in a more beautiful 
voice than his. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 1005

Hadeeth 1006
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Abu Lubabah Bashir bin ‘Abdul-Mundhir 4e reported: The 
Prophet M said, “He who does not recite the Qur’an in a pleasant 
tone is not o f us.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 1007
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Ibn Masud reported: The Prophet M said to me, “Recite the 
Qur’an to me.” I said: “O Messenger of Allah! Shall I recite it to 
you when it was revealed to you?” He M said, “I  like to hear it from 
others.” Then I  began to recite Surat An-Nisa . When I  reached the 
Ayah : 'How will it be when We shall bring a witness from every 
people and bring you as a witness against them?’ (Having heard 
it) he said, “Enough! Enough!” When I  looked at him, I found his 
eyes were overflowing with tears. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
These hadeeths explain the virtues of beautifying the voice and 

recitation of the Noble Qur’an. The hadeeth of Al-Bara bin Azib - 
may Allah be pleased with him - states that he observed Salat Al-Isha 
with the Prophet H and he recited Wat-Teen Wa Zaytun (Chapter 95). 
He said: ‘I have never heard anyone reciting it in a more beautiful 
voice than his’ or he said: ‘a voice more beautiful than his.’ Both
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phrases are correct. The Prophet it is the one with the best voice for 
reciting the Qur’an. He is the first and most entitled to be included 
in his statement in the previous hadeeth: ‘Allah does not listen so 
attentively to anything as He listens to the recitation of the Qur’an 
by a Prophet who recites well with a melodious and audible voice.’(l)

So, the Messenger of Allah U is the best of people in reciting and 
articulating the Qur’an. This is because the Qur’an was reveled to him 
and the Qur’an is his M character.

This hadeeth contains evidence that there is no problem with 
reciting the short chapters of the Qur’an, one of which is Surat Teen, 
in Salat Al-Isha. However, one should recite the moderate chapters 
because the Prophet H ordered Mu’adh bin Jabal to recite ‘Sabbih ismi 
Rabbika Al-Ala’ (Chapter 87), ‘Hal Ataaka hadeethul ghashiyyah’ 
(Chapter 88), Wal layli idha yagsha (Chapter 92), ‘Wash-Shamsi wa 
duhaha’ (Chapter 91) and chapters similar in length. However, there 
is no problem with reciting the short chapters like At-Teen (Chapter 
95) and Idha Zulzilate [Chapter 99] and similar chapters.

Likewise, the Prophet M encouraged us to recite the Qur’an with 
melodious tone. He said: ‘He who does not recite the Qur’an in a 
pleasant tone is not one of us.’ This statement has two meanings.

The first meaning: It refers to the one who does not find sufficiency 
in it but seeks guidance from other sources. There is no doubt that 
Allah will leave anyone who seeks guidance from other than the 
Qur’an to stray, refuge is with Allah.

The second meaning: It refers to the one who does not recite the 
Qur’an with a pleasant voice; he is not one of us.

This shows that one must beautify his voice for the Qur’an and find 
sufficiency (of guidance) in it as against other things.

As for the third hadeeth, Ibn Mas’ud - may Allah be pleased with 
him - narrated that the Prophet M requested that he recites the Qur’an 
to him St. So, Abdullah bin Mas’ud said: ‘Shall I recite it to you when it 
was revealed to you?’ So, he M said: ‘I like to hear it from others!’ This

1 Its reference has preceded.
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is because it may be easier for the listener to ponder over the Qur’an 
than the reciter. The reciter would attach great importance to not 
making mistakes in his recitation whereas the listener contemplates 
and ponders (over the meanings). This is why it is said that the reciter 
is the one who milks while the listener is the one who drinks; that is, 
the reciter milks the camel or goat while the listener drinks the milk 
and benefits from it.

The important point is that the Prophet H requested that Abdullah 
bin Mas’ud -  may Allah be pleased with him -  recites the Qur’an to 
him. So, Abdullah bin Mas’ud said: ‘Shall I recite it to you when it was 
revealed to you?’ So, he $£ said: ‘I like to hear it from others!’ So, he 
began to recite Surat An-Nisaa (Qur’an Chapter 4) until he reached 
the statement of Allah - the most High:

“How (will it be) then, when we bring from each nation a witness 
and We bring you (O Muhammad M) as a witness against these 
people?”(An-Nisa: 41)

That is, how will the situation be? So, the Prophet M said: ‘Enough! 
Enough!’ He - may Allah be pleased with him - said: ‘When I looked at 
him, I found his eyes were overflowing with tears!’ He Jt was weeping 
because he would be brought as a witness on the Day of Resurrection 
for his Ummah. On the Day of Resurrection, a witness will be brought 
from every Ummah (nation). The Prophets will be witnesses. The 
scholars are also witnesses because they are the intermediaries between 
the Messengers and the rest of creation. They are the ones who convey 
the Sharee'ah (Laws) of the Messengers to the rest of creations, so they 
are witnesses. The scholar witnesses from two perspectives; the higher 
perspective and the lower perspective.

The higher perspective: He witnesses that this is the Law of Allah; and

The lower perspective: He witnesses that he has conveyed the 
message to mankind.
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On the Day of Resurrection, a witness will be brought from 
each Ummah (nation):

The first to witness are the Messengers. They will say: ‘We testify 
that we have conveyed the Message of our Lord to His creatures.’ 
From this Ummah, Muhammad ft will be brought to testify before 
Allah that he conveyed the message. This is despite the fact that he 
ft called upon his Lord to bear witness that he has conveyed the 
message. This was during the largest gathering of Muslims at that time 
on the Day of Arafat, when he delivered a great and important lengthy 
speech to people and said: ‘Have I not conveyed (the Message)?’ They 
responded: ‘Yes.’ He said: ‘O Allah! Bear witness (to this)’(l)

He said: ‘Have I not conveyed (the message)?’ They said: 
‘Yes’ He said: ‘O Allah witness (to this).’ He said (again): ‘Have 
I not convened (the message)?’ They said: ‘Yes.’ He said: ‘O Allah! 
Bear witness (to this).’

When he reached this verse, he M wept because he could imagine 
this situation, a serious situation; every Ummah (nation) humbled to 
their knees. Each Ummah being called to its Book!

“This day you shall be recompensed for what you used to do.” 
(Al-Jathiyah: 28)

Hence, He said in the noble verse upon which Abdullah 
bin Mas’ud stopped:

s^(0? iS-u-

“On that day those who disbelieved and disobeyed the Messenger 
(Muhammad M will wish that they were buried in the earth,

1 Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Pilgrimage, Chapter on the speech at Muna... 
no. 17 4 1 and Muslim in the Book o f Divisions, Combantants, Stories and Indem
nities, Chapter on the grave prohibition of (violation of peoples) blood, honor and 
wealth no. 1679.
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but they will never be able to hide a single fact from Allah.” 
(An-Nisa: 42)

That is, they wish that they were not resurrected, nor created nor 
taken (their soul taken in death).

4 t l )  J= o i'y y i 3\J^)\ 'j> y ^ S f i '

“How (will it be) then when We bring from each nation a witness 
and We bring you (O Muhammad M) as a witness against these 
people. On that day those who disbelieved and disobeyed the 
Messenger (Muhammad M) will wish that they were buried in 
the Allah.” (An-Nisa: 41,42)

They would wish that they remained on earth or became dust, but 
this (their wish) will not be of benefit to them. This is why He (Allah) 
-  the most High - said:

“But they will never be able to hide a single fact from Allah.”

Summarily, it is permissible for a person to request from a skilled 
reciter to recite for him, even if this reciter is less knowledgeable than 
him. Allah - the most High - grants some people very beautiful voice 
and excellent recitation though they may posses only little knowledge. 
There is no problem if you ask a particular person to recite the Qur’an 
to you. You may specify what to recite or you leave the matter to 
him and you listen.

Also, this hadeeth shows that both the reciter and the listener benefit 
from the Blessing of the Qur’an. There is no doubt that the Qur’an is 
the greatest book in terms of Blessing, the most beneficial book, the 
most reformative for the heart and the most pleasing to the Lord.

We beseech Allah to make you and me among the people of the 
Qur’an, those who implement it in open and in private, those who live 
by it and die upon it.

(S>
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If a person has a need to discuss, then he should not open a radio 
program for the Qur’an or play a recorded cassette. However, if he is 
free, solely for the Qur’an and listens, then this is good.

If a person is discussing or preoccupied with some other matters, 
he should not play the Qur’an. This is because the Qur’an is more 
valuable than for people to be discussing and thereby pay no attention 
to it. It is either you discuss with people or listen to the Qur’an or you 
switch off the radio, you have varied choices and praise be to Allah.

Chapter 183: inducement towards 
the recitation of some special verses 
and s u r a h  of the noble qur’an 

Hadeeth 1008

Abu Said  Ar-Rafi‘ bin Al-M u‘alla 4 ® reported: The Messenger 
of Allah it  said, “Shall I teach you the greatest Surah in the 
Quran before you leave the mosque?” Then he M> took me by the 
hand, and when we were about to step out, I  reminded him of 
his promise to teach me the greatest Surah in the Qur’an. He M 
said, “It is Alhamdu lillahi Rabbil Alamin (i.e., Surat Al-Fatihah 
) which is As-Sab‘ Al-Mathani (i.e., the seven oft-repeated Ay a t)
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and the Great Qur’an which is given to me.” [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  said in his book, 

Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on inducement towards the recitation 
of some special verses and Surah of the Noble Qur’an.’

The previous chapter is about the merit of reciting the Qur’an in 
general terms. However, this chapter mentions the virtues of specific 
verses and chapters.

One of such chapters is Surah Al-Fatihah (Chapter 1). It is also 
referred to as Ummul Qur’an, the mother of the Qur’an. In Arabic 
language, Umm is the one to which a thing returns; hence, the meaning 
of the entire Qur’an returns to Surah Al-Fatihah. Thus, Allah made it 
mandatory to recite in every Rakat of Salat. The Prophet it said: ‘There 
is no Salat for the one who did not recite Ummul-Qur’an (the mother 
of the Qur’an) or Fatihatul- Kitab (The Opener of the Book).’(l)

This chapter has some distinct qualities. When a person recites it 
upon a sick person, the person will be healed by Allah’s leave. However, 
this is on the condition that he recites it with the faith of a believer; that 
is, he recites it with firm belief that it is a beneficial healing invocation.

The second condition is that he recites it upon a sick person who 
also believes and trusts that it is a beneficial healing invocation. This is 
indicated in the hadeeth that the Prophet St dispatched a raiding party 
which halted at the place of a people and asked them for some hospitality. 
These people refused and Allah made their leader to be overwhelmed 
from the bite of a scorpion. He experienced therefrom great discomfort. 
So, some of them said to one another: ‘Go to the group (the raiding 
party), perhaps there is one amongst them who can recite some healing 
incantations’ So, they come to the raiding party and said to them: ‘Our

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari the Book of the Call to Prayer, Chapter on the Compul
sion of Recitation upon the Imam and the Followers during in Salat... no.756 and 
Muslim in Book of Salat, Chapter on the Compulsion of Reciting Al-Fatihah in 
Each Rakat and that.. .no.394.
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leader was stung by a scorpion, is there amongst you anyone who can 
recite (that is, healing words)?’ They replied: ‘Yes, but we will not recite to 
you unless you give us a ram in return!’

They said: ‘We shall give it to you!’ So, one of the companions of 
the Prophet proceeded to recite Surah Al-Fatihah upon the man. The 
man was in serious pain due to the sting of the scorpion. So, he recited 
upon him. Thereupon the stung man stood as though breaking loose 
from a halter, that is, as though a camel breaking loose from its halter; 
as though he was free of any discomfort. So, they gave them the ram. 
The companions of the Prophet said to one another: ‘We fear that this 
ram may be unlawful, we shall not eat from it till we reach the Prophet
H.’ They informed the Prophet M when they returned to Madenah. 
He M told them: ‘Take (accept) it and allot me a share!’(l) That is, 
give me a share of it.

He only said this so that their mind may be at ease; otherwise he M 
is not in need of this and also to explain that this is permissible. Then, 
he said to the one who recited it: ‘What informed you that it was 
healing?’ Whenever, one recites it upon a sick person believing that 
it is beneficial by Allah’s leave, Allah the most High, benefits by it in 
a surprising way. This is amongst the virtues of Surah Al-Fatihah. It is 
the greatest chapter in the Book of Allah as contained in this hadeeth.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1009
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Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of food, Chapter on Healing with Incantations 
of SuratAl-Fatihah ..., no. 5736 and Muslim in Book of As-Salam, Chapter on 
the Permissibility to Take a Wage upon Healing with the Qur’an and Words of 
Remembrance..., no.2201.
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Abu Said Al-Khudri 4® reported about Surat Al-Ikhlas (Chapter
112 ) : The Messenger of Allah M said, “By Him in Whose Hand my 
soul is, it is equivalent to one-third o f the Qur’an.”

Hadeeth 1010
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Afrw Sa‘id Al-Khudri 4® reported: A man heard another 
reciting Surat Al-Ikhlas repeatedly. The next morning he came 
to the Messenger of Allah M and informed him about it as if  he 
considered it to be of little reward. On that the Messenger of Allah 
M said, “By Him in Whose Hand my soul is, this Surah is equal to 
one-third of the Qur’an.” [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
An- Nawawi -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  cited these 

hadeeths under the ‘Chapter on inducement towards the recitation 
of some special verses and Surah of the Noble Qur’an ’

They are about the virtue of:

“Qul Huwa Allahu Ahad. Allah As-Samad. Lam yalid wa lam 
yulad, wa lamyakun lahu kufuwan ahad. -  Say (O Muhammad
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M)! He is Allah, (the) One. Allah-us-samad (The self-sufficient
Master, Whom all creatures need, He neither eats nor drinks).
He begets not, nor was He begotten. And there is none co-equal
or comparable unto Him” (Al-Akhlas: 1-4)

This Surah is named Surah Al-Ikhlas (purity or Tawheed 
[Monotheism]) because Allah, The Mighty and Sublime, devoted 
it to Himself. Thus, He did not mention anything in it except His 
Names and His Attributes. Also, whoever recites it, having faith in 
it and believing in what its contents indicate, then he is one who has 
purified his Religion for Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, free 
from associating partners with Him. The enitire chapter contains the 
Names and Attributes of Allah:

“Qul Huwa Allahu Ahad - Say (O Muhammad it): ‘He is
Allah, (the) One!’

It is said that the polytheists asked the Prophet M: ‘Tell us the 
Genealogy of your Lord!’ That is, what is His lineage, as though they 
were saying: ‘He is the son of who?’ - refuge is with Allah. Alternatively, 
they could mean to ask him: ‘From what did He originate? Is it from 
Gold or Silver or something similar to these.’ So, Allah revealed 
the Surah-. ‘Qul Huwa Allahu Ahad - Say (O Muhammad $i): ‘He 
is Allah, (the) One.” That is, He is single and distinct from all His 
creatures, Glorious and Honored is He. Nothing is similar to Him 
amongst His creatures.

‘Ahad -  One,’ is a Name exclusive to Allah, the Mighty and Sublime. 
It cannot be used to refer to anyone else.

“Allah-us-Samad- The Self-Sufficient Master, whom all creatures 
need, He neither eats nor drinks.”

‘As-Samad’: The Qur’an exegesists differ regarding its meaning but 
the comprehensive connotation is that As-Samad refers to the One, 
perfect in His Attributes, whom all His creatures need. He is perfect 
in His Knowledge, His Power, His Mercy, His Forbearance and in His 
other Attributes. Also, He is the One whom all His creatures need, all 
creatures refer all their needs to Him and beseech Him for them, even
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the polytheists. When they are on the sea and the waves begin to toss 
them about, they beseech Allah alone. He Glorious and Honored is 
He, is the repose of all creatures. Therefore, As-Samad refers to the 
One, perfect in His Attributes, whom all His creatures need.

“Lam yalid walam yulad. Wa lam yakun lahu kufuwan ahad- He 
begets not, nor was He begotten. And there is none co-equal or 
comparable to Him!”

‘Lam yalid’: He begets not; that is, He has no child -  Honored 
and Glorified is He -  because He is independent of anyone. Allah 
the most High said:

“How can He have children when He has no wife?” (Al-Anam: 10 1)

In this is a refutation of the claim of the Jews, Christian and 
polytheists. The Jews said: ‘Uzayr (Ezra) is the son of Allah’; that is, 
they claimed that Allah begot a son who is Uzayr.’ The Christians said: 
‘Christ is the son of Allah,’ and the polytheists said: ‘The angels are the 
daughters of Allah!’ So, Allah refuted all of these (sayings):

‘He begets not, nor was He begotten.’

This is because He, Glorious and Honored is He, is the First, and 
nothing precedes Him. So, He is the First, and every other thing came 
into existence after a period of non existence. As for the Lord (Allah), 
Glorious and Honored is He, He is the first, Eternal and Everlasting.

“And there is none co-equal or comparable to Him!”

That is, He has no partner or associate in His Knowledge, Power 
and other Attributes. When the Ad (people of Prophet Hud) became 
haughty and boasted of their strength and said:

“Who is mightier than us in Strength?” (Fussilat: 15)  

Allah - Honored and Glorious is He - said:

( j5 3 8 j
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“See they not that Allah, Who created them was mightier in 
strength than them. And they used to deny Our Ayat (proofs, 
evidences, verses, lessons, revelations and so on)! So we sent 
upon them furious wind in days of evil omen (for them).” 
(Fussilat: 15,16)

They were destroyed by wind which is one of the lightest of His 
creatures. Yet, it completely destroyed a people who were saying:

“Who is mightier than us in strength?”

Allah, Honored and Glorious, will never have a partner.

You should note that Kufuwan (co-equal) can be recited in three 
different manners: read with a Dammah (on the letter Faf) followed 
by letter (Waw) that is, when it has (Waw) the (Faf) takes a Dammah. 
It is not permissible for it to be with Sukuun of the (Faf). There are two 
other recitations: with Hamzah along with the Sukuun of (Faf) and 
Hamzah along with Dammah of the letter Faf. But whenever (Waw) 
is present then the letter (Faf) goes with Dammah. We hear many 
reciters reciting it with a Sukuun along with (waw), this is a defect. 
Whenever you recite it with (Waw) then give the (Faf) a Dammah.

The Prophet H swore that this chapter is equivalent to a third of the 
Qur’an. He asked his companions: ‘Does any of you feel incapable 
of reciting a third of the Qur’an in a night?’ This was difficult 
for them and he said:

“Qul Huwa Allah Ahad. Allahu As-Samad. Lam yalid wa lam 
yulad. Wa lam yakun lahu kufuwan ahad,”(l) is equivalent to a

1 Qur’an Chapter 1 12
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third of the Qur’an. That is, in terms of reward.

However, it is not a replacement for the Qur’an. Therefore, if a 
person recites it three times, for instance, instead of reciting Surah 
Al-Fatihah in Salat, it would not suffice him. This is because there is a 
difference between something being equivalent in reward and being 
a substitute. A thing may be equivalent to another in reward but not 
acceptable as a substitute for it. For example, do you see that when a 
person says: ‘La ilaha ilia Allah, wahdahu la sharika lahu Al-Mulk 
wa lahu Al-Hamd wa Huwa ala kulli shay’in Qadeer - There is no one 
worthy of worship except Allah alone having no partner. To Him 
belongs Dominion and Praise, and He is over all thing Able,’(l) ten 
times is comparable to manumitting one of the descendants of Ismael 
8S0  from slavery; that is, it is equivalent to it. However, if one has an 
obligation to free a slave and he recites these words of Remembrance 
ten times, it would not suffice him. So, we must know the difference 
between equivalence in reward and equivalence in substance.

So, it is equivalent to a third of the Qur’an in reward but is not 
equivalent to a third of the Qur’an in substance; that is, it is not a 
substitute for it. This is why if a person recites it in his Salat three 
times, it suffices him not from reciting Al-Fatihah.

Allah alone grants success.

Abu Hurairah 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “ Surat 
Ikhlas is equivalent to one-third of the Qur’an.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth

i  Reported by Muslim in Book o f Remembrance, Supplication, Repentance and 
Seeking Forgiveness, Virtues of Tahleel, Tasbeeh, and Supplication..., no. 2693
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Hadeeth 1012
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Anas A® reported: A man said: “O Messenger of Allah! I  love 
Surat-Al-Ikhlas [Say: He is Allah, (the) One].” He M said, “Your 
love for it will admit you to Jannah .” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 1013
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‘Uqbah bin Amir 4® reported: The Messenger of Allah M said: “Do 
you not know that last night certain Ayat were revealed the like 
of which there is no precedence. They are: ‘Say: I  seek refuge with 
(Allah) the Rubb of the daybreak’ ( Surah 113), and ‘Say: I  seek 
refuge with (Allah) the Rubb of mankind’ ( Surah 114).” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 1014
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Abu Said  Al-Khudri 4  reported: The Messenger of Allah ft used 
to seek protection against the evil of jinn and the evil eyes till 
Surat Al-Falaq and Surat An-Nas were revealed. After they were 
revealed, he took to them for seeking Allah’s protection and left 
everything besides them. [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 1015

Abu Hurairah 4  reported: I  heard the Messenger of Allah M 
saying, “There is a Surah in the Qur’an which contains thirty Ay at 
which kept interceding for a man until his sins are forgiven. This 
Surah is ‘Blessed is He in Whose Hand is the dominion.’ ( Surat 
Al-Mulk 67).” [ At-Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 1016



r
Abu Masud Al-Badri reported: I  heard the Prophet M saying, 
“He who recites the two Ayat at the end of Surat Al-Baqarah at 
night, they will suffice him.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned these 
hadeeths under the ‘Chapter on inducement towards the recitation 
of some special verses and Surah of the Noble Qur’an.’

The virtues of reciting Surah Al-Fatihah and Surah Al-Ikhlas 
have been discussed.

Among such chapters are the Muawuwidhatayn.

The Muawuwidhatayn refers to Qul audhu bi Rabbil-Falaq (Chapter
113 )  and Qul audhu bi Rabbin-Nas (Chapter 114). No one seeks 
protection with them, with firm faith, except that Allah, Honored and 
Glorious is He, protects him. As for Surah Al-Falaq, Allah, Honored 
and Glorious is He, said:

"Say: I  seek refuge with (Allah) the Lord of the day-break. From 
the evil of what He has created.” (Al-Falaq: 1 ,2 )

That is, say - O you man seeking assistance from your Lord 7 seek 
refuge with (Allah) the Lord o f the day-break."

Al-Falaq refers to the cleaving of the day-break, the seed-grain and 
the fruit-stone. Allah - the most High- said:

“(He is the) Cleaver o f the day break.” (Al-Anam: 96) 

He -  the most High - also said:

Commentary
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"Verily, it is Allah who causes the seed grain and the fruit-stone 
(like the date stone, and so on.) to split and sprout.” (Al-Anam: 95)

He, Honored and Glorious is He, is the Lord of the cleaving. None 
is capable of cleaving any of these aforementioned things except Him, 
Honored and Glorious is He.

“From the evil of what he has created.”

That is, from every created object.

One of such created things is human soul as reported in the 
authentic hadeeth: ‘We seek refuge with Allah from the evil of own 
souls and the ills of our actions.’*1* The soul commands one to evil. 
So, you should seek assistance with Allah from the evil of what He 
has created; that is, from the evil of all created things be they men, 
Jinns, the soul and so on.

“And from the evil o f the darkening (night) as it comes with darkness 
(or the moon as its sets or goes away).”

The darkening is night; this is because vermin are abundant at 
night and predatory animals prowl around in the dark. So, the night 
contains a lot of evils. Therefore, you should seek assistance with Allah 
from the evil of the night - the darkening as it comes with dimness, 
that is, when it enters.

“And from the evil o f the witchcrafts, when they blow in the knots.”

That is, magicians who blow in the knots to bewitch people. He 
(Allah) mentioned them as females though magic could be found with 
females as well as males. However, it is more common with females. It 
is possible that the meaning of: ‘those who blow,’ is those souls which 
blow in knots, and therefore it encompasses men and women.

“And from the evil o f the envier when he envies.”

This refers to the evil eye. For the one with an evil eye - may Allah

1  Reported by At-Tirmidhi in the Book of Marriage, Chapter on What has Been 
Narrated about the Khutbah (solemnization speech) of Marriage..., no.1105 and 
An-Nasa’i in Book of Al-Jumu’ah, Chapter on the Manner o f the Khutbah..., no. 
1404 and Ibn Majah in Book of Marriage Chapter on the Khutbah o f Marriage..., 
no.1892
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protect us from it, he does not love that good things happen to others. 
Whenever Allah blesses anyone with some form of wealth, honor, 
knowledge, children, wives and so on, evil will shoot from his soul, 
like an arrow, to affect the man. This arrow does not benefit him aught, 
but his soul is evil -  it does not love good for others. So, the evil eye 
affects the person. The Prophet M said: “Were anything to overtake 
Predestination, it would have been the evil eye.” (l)

The evil eye has effect and it is real. Indeed, some scholars said that 
it is what is intended in His statement, Exalted is He:

"And verily, those who disbelieve would almost make you slip with 
their eyes through hatredness when they hear the Reminder (Qur’an).”<2>

Then He said: “when he envies!”  This is because the envier does not 
envy at all times, hence he does not afflict everyone with his evil eyes. 
However, whenever he envies -  May Allah protect us therefrom -  his 
evil affects others.

It is possible that the meaning of the verse is: the envier with an 
evil eye and the envier without an evil eye: some people are envious, 
refuge is with Allah, because they do not love good for others. Envy 
is to dislike the favors which Allah has bestowed upon others; that 
you dislike what Allah has blessed others with though you may not 
desire that such should vanish. When you desire that such blessings 
should vanish then the situation becomes worse, refuge is with Allah. 
Enviers, and we seek refuge with Allah (from their evil), do not 
destroy except their own souls.

The envier burns whenever Allah bestows His favors upon His 
servant, his heart burns. This envier -  refuge is with Allah - is unjust 
to others and transgresses against them when he envies. The envy 
becomes a mountain in his heart. Let us imagine that Allah has 
blessed a person with wealth and he spends it in the path of Allah. An 
envier would be furious within himself, ‘Why should Allah bless this

1  Reported by Ahmad in his Musnad (6/438), and At-Tirmidhi in Book of Medi
cine, Chapter on What has Been Narrated about Healing the Affliction of the Evil 
Eye ..., no.2059

2 Qur’an 68 verse 51
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man with wealth and made him to spend it in Allah’s path.’ Whenever 
this man is praised in a gathering, he would say: ‘May Allah guide 
him, he shows off and is not interested in the face of Allah and the 
abode of the hereafter.’

So also, when Allah blesses a person with knowledge and he 
becomes accepted among people, he envies and wishes that blessing 
of Allah upon this person vanishes. There are other examples.

Envy -  and refuge is with Allah -  is one of the major sins and Allah 
castigated the Jews for it. He said:

“Or do they envy men [Muhammad H and his followers] for
what Allah has given them o f His Bounty?”  (An-Nisa: 54)

The bounty belongs to Allah and to no one beside Him. He grants it 
to whomever He Wills. Do you envy people over bounties which Allah 
has granted them? You commit a crime and transgress against the 
Rights of Allah, Honored and Glorious is He. Perhaps, you are saying: 
‘Why does this man achieve this bounty which he is not worthy of?’

In summary, it is necessary to seekprotection with these two chapters. 
At-Tirmidhi -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned that 
the Prophet M used to seek protection with Allah from Al-Jann, the 
Chief Jinn, and from the evil eye of men until ‘Qul audhu bi Rabbil- 
falaq’ and ‘Qul audhu bi Rabbi-Nasl’ were revealed.’ Thereafter, he 
began to seek protection using them and abandoned all other things.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1017
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Abu Hurairah -f& reported: I  heard the Messenger of Allah M saying: 
“Do not turn your houses into graveyards. Satan runs away from  
the house in which Surat Al-Baqarah is recited.” [Muslim]

Hadeeth 1018
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Ubayy bin Kab A* reported: The Messenger of Allah St said: “Abu 
Mundhir! Do you know which Ayah in Allah’s Book is the greatest?” I  
replied: “It is ‘Allah la ilaha ilia Huwal-Haiyul-Qayum (Allah! none 
has the right to be worshipped but He, the Ever Living...)’.” (2:256) 
Thereupon he M patted me in the chest and said, “Rejoice by this 
knowledge, O Abu Mundhir!” [Muslim]

Commentary
The hadeeths explain the virtue of specific verses and chapters of 

the Noble Qur’an, one of which is Surah Al-Baqarah.

Regarding Surah Al-Baqarah, the author -  may Allah shower 
blessings on him -  reorted on the authority of Aboo Hurairah that 
the Prophet St said: ‘Do not turn your houses into graveyards.’ 
Scholars explained that you should not abandon performing As- 
Salat in your homes; that is, do observe Salat in your homes. He 
M described houses in which Salat is not performed as graveyards
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because Salat is not valid in graveyards. This is narrated in the 
hadeeth of the Prophet |J: ‘The entire earth is a place o f Salat except 
the graveyard and the bathroom!,(l)

He M also said: ‘Do not observe Salat towards graves and 
do not sit on them!’(l)

Salat, obligatory or optional, is not valid in the graveyard. Indeed, 
the prostration of recitation and the prostration of gratitude are not 
valid in the graveyard. The only Salat that may be performed in the 
graveyard is the funeral prayer. There is no harm in observing the 
funeral prayer in the graveyard before or after the burial. However, 
funeral prayer should not be performed after burial at the prohibited 
times. For example, if you come to participate in the funeral prayer 
after Salat Al-Asr but you found out that the corpse has been buried, 
you should not perform Salat upon it. This is because you can observe 
it at another time, outside the prohibited times; for example, the 
forenoon. But, if you meet the corpse in the graveyard before burial, 
there is no problem if you observe Salat upon it even though it may 
be after Al-Asr. In this case, the Salat has as cause. For any Salat that 
has a cause, there is no prohibited time.

Then he M informed us that the Satan flees from a home in which 
Surah Al-Baqarah is recited. That is, when you recite Surah Al-Baqarah 
in your home, Satan will flee from your house and would not come 
near it. The reason for this is that Surah Al-Baqarah contains Ayat Al- 
Kursiyy (Al-Baqarah 2 verse 255).

This is supported by the subsequent hadeeth of Ubayy bin Ka’b - 
may Allah be pleased with him -  as mentioned by the author. The 
Prophet M asked him: ‘Do you know which verse of the Book of 
Allah is the greatest?’ He replied: ‘Ayat Al-Kursil So, the Prophet 
patted him in the chest and said: ‘Rejoice by this knowledge, O

1  Reported by At-Tirmidhi in the Book of As-Salat, Chapter on what has been Nar
rated about the Whole Earth being a Mosque except the Graveyard and the Bath
room . . . ,  no.317; and IbnM ajahin Book of Mosques and Congregations, Chapter 
on Places where Salat is detested...., no.745

2 Reported by Muslim in Book of Funerals, Chapter on the Prohibition of Sitting on 
Graves or Observing Salat upon them..., no. 972
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Aboo Mundhir.’ Thus, he applauded him for knowing the greatest 
verse in the Book of Allah. This is because this verse contains ten of 
Allah’s Attributes, Honored and Glorious is He. Allah - Honored and 
Glorious is He - said:

“Allah! La ilaha ilia Huwa (none has the right to be worshipped 
but He), the Ever Living, the One Who sustains and protects all 
that exists.” (Al-Baqarah: 255)

This contains the sanctification of the Oneness of Allah, Honored 
and Glorious is He. ‘La ilaaha ilia Huwa Al-Hayyu Al-Qayyum) means 
there is no god worthy of worship in truth except Him, Glorious and 
Honored. Everything worshipped besides Allah is a case of misplaced 
worship even if it is named a deity. This is just a name, which they 
have forged for which Allah has sent down no authority.

That is, the One Who is perfect in His living and His Timeless 
Existence. He is the perfect Living One Whose existence was not 
preceded by a period of nonexistence nor will it be followed by 
extinction. This is because He is the first, and nothing precedes 
Him. and He is the Last, and nothing succeeds Him. Allah, 
Honored and Glorious said:

“Whatever is on it (the earth) will perish. And the face of your 
Lord full of Majesty and Honour will remain forever.” (Ar- 
Rahman: 26, 27)

Some of the pious predecessors said that the one who recites: 

“Whatever is on it (the earth) will perish,” must not stop at that.

n

“The Ever Living, the One Who sustains and 
protects all that exists.”

( 649 )



Rather, he should say: “Whatever is on it (the earth) will perish and 
the Face of your Lord full of Majesty and Honour will remain forever,” 
so that the deficiency of creatures become manifest and the perfection 
of the Creator, Glorious and Honored is He, becomes apparent. He, 
The Mighty and Sublime, is the Ever Living, perfect in His Life. So 
also, His life is not blemished or defective in any form while the lives 
of others are defective. Take a look at your life, O man; if you consider 
your sense of hearing, then your hearing is deficient, you cannot hear 
everything. So also your sight, same for your health; there are several 
illnesses which afflict man. The same goes for all other elements of life, 
they are all deficient. As for the Lord (Allah), Honored and Glorious 
is He, He has perfect Life.

“Al-Qayyum  -  the One Who sustains and protects all that exists!”  
That is, the One Who is Self-Subsisting and also sustains others. 
He is the Self-Subsisting, Honored and Glorious is He, Who is 
not in need of anyone:

“And whoever disbelieves then Allah stands not in need of any of 
the Alamin (mankind, jinn and all that exists).” (Al-Imran: 97)

"If you disbelieve, then verily, Allah is not in need of you; He 
likes not disbelief for His slaves. And if you are grateful (by being 
believers), He is pleased therewith for you.” (Az-Zumar: 7)

He is the Rich and the Independent. In a divine hadeeth, He, 
Glorious and Honored is He, said: ‘O My slave, you can never be able 
to harm Me, nor can you ever be able to benefit Me.’(l)

So, He exists by Himself and is not dependent or in need of anyone. 
He maintains everything else. The Sustainer of everything is Allah,

1 Reported by Muslim in Book of Kindness, Joining the Ties of Kinship and Man
ners, Chapter on the Prohibition of Oppression...no.2577
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Honored and Glorious is He. Allah the most High said:

7s then He (Allah) Who takes charge (guards, maintains, 
provides) of every person and knows all that He has earned (like 
any other deities who know nothing).” (Ar-Rad: 33)

That is, is He similar to the one who has authority over nothing? The 
One in charge of every soul and Who knows what it has earned is Allah, 
Honored and Glorious. Therefore, Al-Qayyum has two meanings:

1. The Self-Subsisting Who exits by Himself and is not 
in need of anyone; and

2. The One Who sustains every other thing; that is, every other 
thing is in need of Allah.

“Neither slumber nor sleep overtake Him.” (Al-Baqarah: 255)

Slumber is a dormant state which precedes sleep. Sleep is well 
known. Allah, Honored and Glorious, is not overtaken by slumber nor 
sleep but man is overtaken by slumber and sleep even while observing 
Salat. Man sometimes slumbers while talking to people as he is unable 
to control himself. But Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, is never 
overtaken by slumber nor sleep because of His perfect Existence, the 
Mighty and Sublime, and His Perfect Self-subsisting nature.

In an authentic hadeeth, the Prophet f j  said: ‘Verily, Allah does 
not sleep and it is not proper for Him to sleep.’(l) This means 
that it is totally impossible for Him, Honored and Glorious is 
He, to sleep, because He has perfect Existence and is perfectly 
Self- Subsisting. Who would maintain creation if the Creator 
slept! There is no one, so He, Glorious and Honored is He, is not 
overtaken by slumber nor sleep.

Allah alone grants success.

1 Reported by Muslim is Book o f Faith, Chapter on His Statement -M: Verily Allah
does not sleep..., no.179.
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Afow Hurairah 4e reported: The Messenger of Allah IS puf me 
in charge of charity of Ramadan ( Sadaqat-ul-Fitr ). Somebody 
came to me and began to take away some food-stuff. I  caught him 
and said, “I  must take you to the Messenger of Allah M” He said, 
“I am a needy man with a large family, and so I have a pressing 
need.” I  let him go. When I  saw the Messenger of Allah M next 
morning, he asked me, “O Abu Hurairah! What did your captive 
do last night?” I  said, “O Messenger o f Allah! He complained of 
a pressing need and a big family. I  felt pity for him so I  let him 
go.” He St said, “He told you a lie and he will return.” I  was sure, 
according to the saying of the Messenger of Allah ft that he would 
return. I  waited for him. He sneaked up again and began to steal 
food-stufffrom the Sadaqah. I  caught him and said; “I  must take 
you to the Messenger of Allah I t ” He said, “Let go of me, I am a 
needy man. I have to bear the expenses of a big family. I  will not 
come back.” So I  took pity on him and let him go. I  went at dawn 
to the Messenger of Allah M who asked me, “0  Abu Hurairah! 
What did your captive do last night?” I replied, “O Messenger 
of Allah! He complained o f a pressing want and the burden of 
a big family. I took pity on him and so I  let him go.” He St said, 
“He told you a lie and he will return.” (That man) came again to
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steal the food-stuff. I  arrested him and said, “I  must take you to 
the Messenger of Allah M, and this is the last of three times. You 
promised that you would not come again but you did.” He said, 
“Let go of me, I shall teach you some words with which Allah may 
benefit you.” I asked, “What are those words?” He replied, “When 
you go to bed, recite Ayat-ul-Kursi (2:255), for there will be a 
guardian appointed over you from Allah, and Satan will not be 
able to approach you till morning.” So I  let him go. Next morning 
the Messenger of Allah it asked me, “What did your prisoner do 
last night.” I  answered, “He promised to teach me some words 
which he claimed will benefit me before Allah. So I  let him go.” 
The Messenger of Allah i l  asked, “What are those words that he 
taught you?” I  said, “He told me: ‘When you go to bed, recite 
Ayat-ul-Kursi from the beginning to the end [ i.e., Allah! none 
has the right to be worshipped but He, the Ever Living, the One 
Who sustains and protects all that exists. Neither slumber nor 
sleep overtakes Him. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens 
and whatever is on the earth. Who is he that can intercede with 
Him except with His Permission? He knows what happens to 
them (His creatures) in this world, and what will happen to them 
in the Hereafter. And they will never compass anything of His 
Knowledge except that which He wills. His Kursi encompasses 
the heavens and the earth, and preserving them does not fatigue 
Him. And He is the Most High, the Most Great].’ (2:255). He 
added: ‘By reciting it, there will be a guardian appointed over you 
from Allah who will protect you during the night, and Satan will 
not be able to come near you until morning’.” The Messenger of 
Allah M said, “Verily, he has told you the truth though he is a liar. 
O Abu Hurairah! Do you know with whom you were speaking for 
the last three nights?” I  said, “No.” He it  said, “He was Shaitan 
(Satan).” [Al-Bukhari]

Commentary
This story is really amazing. The Prophet it put Aboo Hurairah -
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may Allah be pleased with him -  in charge of charity of Ramadan, 
that is Sadaqatul-Fitr.

They would gather it together a day or two before the Eid, and Aboo 
Hurairah was entrusted with it. One night, a man came to steal from 
the food and Aboo Hurairah apprehended him. He said: ‘I must take 
you to the Messenger of Allah M- He became frightened and said: ‘I 
am in dire need and have dependents, with needs’ He was merciful 
to him and freed him. When he woke up in the morning and came to 
the Messenger of Allah M, he said to him: ‘What did your captive do 
last night?’ This is one of the signs of Allah. Although the Prophet M 
was not with him, he was informed of the incident through revelation.

He said: ‘What did your captive do last night?’ I said: ‘O Messenger 
of Allah, he complained of a pressing need and a big family. I felt pity 
for him so I let him go.’ The Prophet M said: ‘He told you a lie’ that 
is, he has no dependents and no need, ‘and he will return.’ He (Aboo 
Hurairah) said: ‘I was sure, according to the saying of the Messenger 
of Allah M that he would return.’ The companions of the Prophet - 
may Allah be pleased with him - believed in whatever the Messenger 
H informed them just as they believe things which they see with their 
own eyes or even more. He said: ‘I waited for him. He sneaked up 
again and began to steal food-stuff from the Sadaqah. I caught him 
and said, ‘I must take you to the Messenger of Allah.’ So, he repeated 
his previous plea that he is in need and has a large family. So, he - may 
Allah be pleased with him - was compassionate to him (again). He 
was compassionate to him only because he knew the Prophet M was 
forebearing and large hearted. Hence, he knew that he M would not 
reprimand him as he had not rebuked him for letting him off earlier.

When morning came, he went to the Prophet Jg and informed him. 
He M said: ‘He told you a lie and he will return.’ He laid in ambush 
for him the third time and was on the look-out for him. The man 
came again to steal the food-stuff. So I said: ‘I must take you to the 
Messenger of Allah M and this is the last of three times. You promised 
that you would not come again but you did.’ He said: ‘Let go of me and 
I shall teach you some words with which Allah may benefit you.’ He 
asked: ‘What are those words?’ He responded: ‘Ayat Al-Kursi: “Allahu
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La ilaaha ilia Huwa Al-Hayyu Al-Qayyum  “ (Al-Baqarah 2: verse 
255). When you go to bed, recite Ayat Al-Kursi (Qur’an Baqarah 2: 
verse 255). There shall be a guardian appointed over you from Allah, 
and Satan will not be able to approach you till morning.’ These are 
light words which would protect you. If you employ several guards, 
they cannot prevent the devils from approaching you, but Allah will 
protect you with these few words.

Next morning, he went quickly to the Prophet M and narrated the 
event to him. He $t said: ‘Verily, he has told you the truth though he 
is a liar.’ That is, this time he was truthful in what he told you but he 
is a liar. He asked: ‘Do you know with whom you have been speaking 
for the last three nights?’ I said: ‘O Messenger of Allah, I do not know.’ 
He said: ‘He was Shaytan, appearing in human form.’

This hadeeth contains numerous benefits, amongst which are:

1. There is no problem if people turn in the Sadaqah Al-Fitr to the 
authority or its representative. A committee may be established for 
the collection of Zakat Al-Fitr from people. When a person hands it 
over to this committee, he is free of the obligation.

2. It is permissibile for the agent to dole out the substance provided 
the legal guardian acquiesces. Aboo Hurairah handed out the food
stuff to this man or person. I said man or person because the Jinns are 
called men as Allah the most High said:

“And verily, there were men among mankind who took shelter 
with men among the jinn.” (Al-Jinn: 6)

Aboo Hurayrah -  may Allah be pleased with him -  again dispensed 
the food-stuff on the second night though the Messenger M had said: 
‘He told you a lie and he will return.’

Satan may appear in human form; as a man, or in the form of a 
dog. Some scholars even said about the statement of the Messenger %. 
‘The black dog is a Shaytan (devil),’ means that it is the Shaytan that
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takes on that form and appears as black dogs. However, the correct 
understanding of this hadeeth is that the black dog is the devil among 
dogs; it is the evilest, most dangerous and craziest of them.

Also the devils may appear in the form of animals like cats or 
snakes. This is supported in the authentic hadeeth about a newly 
wedded young man from the Ansar. He came home one day to find 
his wife outside. He queried her and she asked him to enter the house 
to see for himself. When he entered, he found a snake on the bed. So, 
he picked up a spear and killed it but he also died at that moment. The 
sequence of their death was not clear. This snake was a jinn and when 
he killed it, its family killed him at the same instant?

Hence, the Prophet M prohibited the killing of snakes found in the 
home. It is not permissible for one to kill the snake when one sees it in 
the home; rather, you should warn it for three days. You say to it: ‘You 
are discomforting me, so do not sit in my house.’ If it remains there 
after the third day, you should kill it. If it is a Jinn, when you forbid it, 
it will not come back; otherwise, it is just one of the animals with no 
knowledge. So, it should be killed if it comes after the third day.

However, the Messenger M singled out two types of snakes to be 
killed at all times. These are the short tailed snake (Abtar) and the one 
with two white lines on its back (Dhu At-Tafitain). These two should 
be killed because they 'Snatch away the sight,(l) due to their ugliness 
and cause miscarriage in pregnant women. Hence, the Prophet M 
ordered us to kill these two types even in the house. The important 
point is that devils and Jinns may appear in forms different from 
their original forms.

4. It is permissible to hand out the Zakat Al-Fitr prior to the Eid even 
if by more than two days provided he hands it over to the authority. 
However, people in authority must not distribute it before its time.

5. It shows one of the signs of the Messenger of Allah U. He gained 
knowledge of what happened without witnessing it because revelation 
came to him from Allah, Honored and Glorious is He.

1  Reported by Muslim in Book of As-Salam, Chapter on Killing of the Snake and
others... no. 2232
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6. One should recite the entire Ayat Al-Kursi (Al-Baqarah 2: verse 
255) before retiring to bed.

The statement of Allah:

“There is no compulsion in religion ...” (Al-Baqarah: 256) 

is not part of it; this verse is past Ayat Al-kursi which ends with:

“And He is the Most High, the Most Great.”(Al-Baqarah: 255)

So, you should recite it every time you retire to bed at night. Satan 
will not come near you till you rise in the morning and Allah will 
appoint a guardian over you. A reliable person informed me that 
he used to recite it every night but he forgot on a particular night 
that a scorpion stung him. The Messenger M said: ‘There shall be 
a guardian appointed over you from Allah.’ He forgot to recite it, 
thus the guardian was not present on that day and a scorpion stung 
him. Hence, you should endeavor to recite Ayat Al-Kursi every night, 
particularly when you go to bed.

7. One must accept the truth irrespective of its source, even if it is 
from a devil, an idol worshipper, a Jew or a Christian. Allah accepted 
the truth from the idol worshippers. Likewise, the Prophet H accepted 
the truth from the Jews and confirmed the truth from Satan as 
seen in this hadeeth.

As for the acceptance of truth by Allah from the idolaters:

“And when they commit a fahisha (evil deed, going round the 
ka’bah in naked state, every kind of unlawful sexual intercourse), 
they say we found our fathers doing it and Allah has commended 
it on us.” (Al-Araf: 28)

They gave two reasons:
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The first is that they met their fathers upon it and the second is that 
Allah ordered them to do so.

So, Allah - the most High - said:

“Say: Nay, Allah never commands Fahisha -  Do you say of Allah
what you know not?”

But He was silent about their statement:

“We found our fathers doing it,” because this statement of theirs 
was true. Indeed, they found their fathers doing this evil but Allah 
did not command it.

“Say: Nay, Allah never commands Fahisha...’

As for the Prophet Ŝ’s acceptance of the truth from the Jews: A 
Jewish scholar came to him and said we find that (in our Book) Allah 
places the Heavens on His Finger, and also the earths and the trees 
on His Finger, then he mentioned the rest of the hadeeth. So, the 
Prophet laughed till his molars became visible as a confirmation of 
the statement of this Jewish scholar. Then, he M recited:

j>J> LA-A>- 1)j A* Ly ^

“They made not a just estimate o f Allah such as is due to Him. 
And on the Day of Resurrection the whole of the earth will he 
grasped by His Hand and the heavens will be rolled up in His 
Right hand. Glorified be He and High is He above all that they 
associated aspartier with Him. (Az-Zumar: 67)”(l>

He also confirmed the truth utteredby the devil as seen in this hadeeth.

Thus, it is obligatory for you, O Muslim, to accept the truth from

i  Reported by Al-Bukhaari in Book of Exegesis of the Qur’an Chapter on his state
ment: “They made not a just estimate of Allah such as is due to Him . . no. 4 8 11 and 
Muslim in Book of the Description of Resurrection, Paradise and Hell, a Chapter 
from i t ..., no.2786
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anyone and to reject falsehood from anyone. The speech of whoever 
utters falsehood must be rejected and the statement of whoever utters 
truth must be accepted. As a consequence, one of the statements 
which has been transmitted from the scholars is: ‘Men are known by 
the truth, and the truth is not known by men.’ That is, you should not 
make personality your yardstick for accepting the truth.

It is true that the statement of a scholar may be trusted and accepted 
than the statements of others, but not all his statements will be right. 
He may err or be correct, but a scholar is more likely to be right 
without doubt. Hence, they said: ‘Men are known by the truth.’ As for 
the truth, it is not known by men because a man may err or be right. 
And Allah is the Guide to that which is right.

Let us return to the explanation of Ayat Al-Kursi. We stopped at His 
statement, Exalted is He:

Slumber is a dormant state before sleep, and sleep is well known.

This verse hints at the comprehensive Dominion of Allah, the 
Mighty and Sublime.

“ ToHimbelongswhateverisintheheavenandwhateverisontheearth."

The evidence of this comprehensiveness is the word 
‘whatever’ in His statement:

It is a relative pronoun which denotes that to Him belong all that

“Neither slumber nor sleep overtakes Him.”

“ To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and 
whatever is on the earth.”

“And whatever is on the earth.”
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because it implies all-inclusiveness in Arabic language. The evidence
of His sole ownership of Authority is that He put the predicate first: 
"to Him belongs whatever is in the heavens." Putting the predicate first 
indicates an all-encompassing nature.

There is no one who has dominion over anything in the heavens or 
in the earth save Allah. Whatever a man owns such as clothes, landed 
properties and other materials are a limited ownership which he may 
not dispense as he wills. For instance, a person may wish to burn his 
garment but he is prohibited from doing that. Hence, his ownership 
over those things is not total because he is not free to dispense it 
except in accordance with Allah’s Legislation.

For this reason, it is not permissible to engage in usury with our 
wealth even if the borrower is pleased with it and willingly agrees 
to pay it. It is not permissible because we are not free to dispense 
our possessions as we wish. Our ownership and authority over 
our properites are limited. Complete ownership, which allows the 
owner to do whatever he wishes, belongs to Allah, Honored and 
Glorious is He, alone.

Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, says:

“To Him belongs whatever is in the heaven and whatever 
is on the earth.”

“Who is he that can intercede with Him except with is 
His permission.”

That is, no one can intercede on behalf of another before Allah 
without His permission. Intercession is well known and it to intervene 
on behalf of someone else in order to bring about benefit or prevent 
harm. It is well known that irrespective of the might of the empire 
of an earthly king, people will still intercede with him without any 
permission. Even kings with gigantic empires, their wives would

C e e i )
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intercede without seeking permission.

However, no one can intercede with Allah, Honored and Glorious, 
except with His permission. Even the Most Honorable of His servants 
do not intercede with Him except by Allah’s permission. This points 
to the completeness of His Dominion, Honored and Glorious is He. 
No one is capable of speaking before Him or interceding, which is 
good, except with His permission.

Who is the most honorable creature amongst the offspring of Adam 
before Allah? Verily, it is Muhammad On the Day of Resurrection, 
he will not have the right to intercede until Allah permits him. Then he 
will remain in the state of prostration for a very long period until Allah 
will reveal certain words of praise to him. These words will never have 
been granted before then. Thereafter, he will proceed to intercede.

Thus, any inferior being has more reason to seek permission. 
No one can intercede except with Allah’s permission. Why? This is 
because of the complete nature of His Ownership and Authority, 
Honored and Glorious is He.

“He knows what happens to them (His creatures) in this world, 
and what will happen to them in them in the Hereafter.”

Allah, Honored and Glorious, knows what is before them, that 
is, all future affairs, and what is behind them, that is, all their past 
affairs. This is evidence of the Perfect Knowledge of Allah, Honored 
and Glorious is He, and He encompasses everything: past, present 
and future. What is before you is what you face even in the next 
minute, and what is behind you is that which you have left behind, 
even if a minute away.

For instance, is our discussion right now after Salat Al-Asr before 
us or behind us? It is behind us, my statement which I am uttering 
right now? Whatever is after now is the future; now is the present and 
that which has preceded is past behind you. So, Allah Honored and 
Glorious, knows whatever is before us, the present and the future,



and whatever is behind us. This is a proof of the perfection of His 
Knowledge, Glorious and Honored is He. The knowledge of other 
than him is deficient:

Firstly: We are initially ignorant of several things. Then, they 
became known to us through knowledge.

Secondly: Whenever we learn something, there remains a defect in 
our knowledge, which is forgetfulness.

However, Allah’s Knowledge, Honored and Glorious is He, does 
not entail forgetfulness or prior ignorance. Moosa a ®  mentioned this 
when Fir’aun told him:

d-Cau V 'AJ d^ dC dt ^

“[.Fir’aun (pharaoh] said: what about the generations of old?
[Musa (Moses] said: The knowledge there of is with my Lord, in a
Record. My Lord is neither unaware nor He forgets.”(Ta-Ha: 51 ,52)

That is, He is never ignorant nor does He forget what is past. Our 
knowledge is affected by two defects: a defect which has preceded, 
which is ignorance; and a defect which will affect it in future, which 
is forgetfulness. Allah’s Knowledge, Honored and Glorious is He, is 
free from all of that.

----------------------------------------------- iS/uzrA (fti/ja a z/a ,z^ faa/i/ue& i
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“Who is he that can intercede with Him except with His 
permission? He knows what happens to them (his creatures) in 
this word, and what will happen to them in the Hereafter. And 
they will never compass any thing of His knowledge except that 
which He wills.”

That is, the creatures do not comprehend anything of His 
Knowledge except that which He Wills. Knowledge here refers to

( 663 )
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what is known, that is, we cannot encompass anything of what Allah 
knows except that which He, Honored and Glorious, wills. This is 
similar to His statement:

“(He alone) the Knower of the Gha’ib (unseen), and He reveals to 
none His Gha’ib (unseen). Except to a Messenger (from mankind) 
whom He has chosen (He informs him of unseen as much as He 
likes), and then He makes a band of watching guards (angels) to 
march before him and behind him.” (Al-Jinn: 26,27)

Also, we cannot capture the essence of His knowledge; that is, 
knowledge of His Person and Attributes except that which He wills. 
Therefore, we do not know about what has to do with His Person, 
His Names and His Attributes except that which He wills. This is 
why the scholars say that the Names of Allah and His Attributes are 
Tauqeefiyyah (that is, known only through revelation). This means 
that its confirmation or negation is based soley on what has come 
through the Sharee'ah. This is because we do not know the Names of 
our Lord except that which He teaches us nor His Attributes except 
that which He teaches us. Similarly, we do not know anything about 
His Person, Honored and Glorious, except what He teaches us. 
This statement is a proof that man is in need of Allah’s knowledge, 
Honored and Glorious is He. It is necessary for man to beseech Allah 
to teach him that which he does not know which is beneficial to his 
Religion and mundane life.

“His Kursi (footstool) extends over the heavens and earth.”

About Ayat Al-Kursi, Ibn Abass - may Allah be pleased with him 
- said: ‘It is the foothold for the two feet of Allah, Honored and 
Glorious, and is smaller than the Throne.’ The Throne is bigger than it. 
In a hadeeth from the Prophet M, he said: ‘The similitude of the seven
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heavens to the Kursi is like a ring thrown onto a field. The vastness 
of the Arsh compared to the Kursi is like the vastness of the field 
compared to the ring.’(l) When you throw a ring onto a field, which is 
a piece of expansive land, it will be insignificant.

This is the similitude of the seven heavens and the seven earths to 
the Kursi; as a ring thrown onto a field. And the vastness of the throne 
in comparison to the Kursi is like a ring on a field. The Throne is much 
mightier than the Kursi, and its Creator, Glorious and High is He, is 
much greater than it. If this is the case; that is, the Kursi encompasses 
the heavens and the earth, and the Arsh is greater, and the Lord is 
greater than everything and He is the greatest of all things:

‘And He feels no fatigue in guarding and preserving them.”

That is, Allah, Honored and Glorious, is not overworked or 
incapacitated because He is preserving the heavens and the earth. This 
is in spite of what they contain, their size and expanse. Yet, He is High, 
Honored and Glorious is He, is above everything. Nothing is invisible 
to Him. He is not overburdened due to preserving the heavens and 
the earth, nor is He overburdened due to preserving whatever is in the 
heavens and the earth:

“For each (person), there are angels in succession, before and behind 
him. They guard him by the command of Allah.”(Ar-Rad: 1 1 )

“But Allah is the Best to guard, and He is the Most Merciful of 
those who show mercy.” (Yusuf: 64)

Despite being High as He is above all things, Allah, Honored and 
Glorious, feels no fatigue in maintaining the heavens and the earth.

£

1  Reported by bin Hibban in Saheeh in the Book of Goodness and Kindness, Chap
ter on what has been narrated about obedience and its reward..., no.361
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“And He is the Most High, the Most Great.”

He is High, Honored and Glorious is He, above all things; and 
He is Great, greater than every other thing. Some of the people of 
knowledge say: ‘The highness is of two categories: The Highness of 
His person, Honored and Glorious, that He is above everything; and 
the Loftiness of His Attributes. His Attributes are loftier than those 
of every other thing. The Great means One with Greatness, Power, 
Magnificence, Honor and Majesty. These meanings reinforce that it is 
the greatest verse of Allah’s Book.

Allah alone grants success.

Abud-Darda’ 4 ® reported: The Messenger of Allah ft said: 
“Whoever commits to memory the first ten Ayat of the Surat 
Al-Kahf , will be protected from (the trial of) Ad-Dajjal 
(Antichrist).” [Muslim]

The author -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  mentioned these

some special verses and Surah of the Noble Qur’an.’ They are about 
Surah Al-Kahf (Chapter i 8), Fatihah Al-Kitab (Qur’an chapter i) and 
the concluding verses of Surah Al-Baqarah.

Hadeeth 1020

Commentary

hadeeths under ‘Chapter on inducement towards the recitation of
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Regarding the first, the Prophet M informed us that whosoever 
commits the first ten or the last ten verses of Surah Al-Kahf 
(Chapter 18) to memory will be protected from the (trials of) Ad- 
Dajjal (The Antichrist).

Ad-Dajjal is a disbeliever who will be raised before the end of time. 
He will initially claim Prophethood then he will claim to be a god, 
refuge is with Allah from his trials. This will be the greatest tribulation 
on earth since the creation Adam till the end of time as we were 
informed by the Prophet H: ‘If he appears while I am with you, I will 
defend you against him. But if he appears after I die, then everyone 
of you is his own defender. Allah is the One Who remains after me 
to guide every Muslim.,(l)

The Prophet M warned about his tribulation. There was no Prophet 
except that he warned his people so that the progeny of Adam may 
prepare for this great tribulation. Otherwise, it is known that he will 
not come except at the end of time. Notwithstanding, this warning 
shows the severity of this tribulation from which none will escape 
except whoever Allah, Honored and Glorious, rescues.

Allah will make extraordinary feats to happen through this Dajjal. 
He will give command to the sky and it will send down its rain upon 
the earth and he will give command to the earth and it will bring 
forth its vegetation. He will come to a people in barren land devoid of 
pasture with weak and lean animals. He will invite them to disbelief 
and give them false hope. So, they will follow him and he will give 
command to the sky and it will rain and give command to the earth 
and it will bring forth vegetation. Then he will revitalize their animals, 
so they have udders full of milk and their flanks stretched.

Then he will come to another people and invite them, but they will 
reject him and their land will become barren without plants. Do you 
know of any tribulation greater than this?

A lot of people will follow him in the villages. He will admit

1 Reported by Muslim in the Book of Tribulations and the Signs o f the Last Hour,
Chapter on the Mention of the Anti-christ, His Attributes and What is with Him...,
no.2937
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whoever follows him into his paradise and put whoever rejects him 
in his fire. However, that which people consider to be paradise will 
in fact be hell, and that which people will consider as hell will in fact 
be paradise and sweet water. Unfortunately, men do not know except 
that which is apparent.

However, Allah, The Mighty and Sublime, explained that he (the 
Dajjal) is a liar. Allah gave details of this as reported to us by the 
Prophet M- The word Kaafir (kaaf-faa-raa) will be written between 
his eyes. Every believer, even if he is uneducated, will be able to read 
it. However, every hypocrite will be prevented from seeing it even if 
he is lettered. So, he does not see that which is written between his 
eyes because he is misguided - refuge is with Allah.

This is similar to the condition of a man in the grave; a believer 
will respond correctly: ‘My Lord is Allah, my religion is Islam and 
my Prophet is Muhammad.’ But a hypocrite, even if he is lettered, 
would not be able to respond correctly, refuge is with Allah. Also, 
our Prophet M gave us a manifest sign which is that Dajjal is one- 
eyed, having only one eye, and our Lord Glorious and Honored, is 
not one eyed. He is free of all blemish and defect. Whoever is on the 
truth is safe and saved.

This despicable Dajjal will remain on earth for forty days. The first 
day will be like a year, that is, twelve months. Imagine this, Glorified is 
Allah! Presently, the earth completes its orbital rotation every twenty- 
four hours but it will complete this in twelve months on the first day 
of Dajjal’s appearance. The second day will be like a month, the third 
day like a week and the rest of the days will be like our normal days. 
He will remain for this period, and then Isa son of Maryam s&Sl will 
descend to kill this Dajjal. The true Christ, the pure Prophet will kill 
the evil (and false) Christ, the Dajjal. Allah, Honored and Glorious, 
will grant him power over the Dajjal and he will kill him.

Due to the enormity of this tribulation, the Messenger of Allah M 
commanded us to seek refuge with Allah from him in every Salat. He 
said: ‘Seek refuge with Allah from four things saying: ‘O Allah, I seek 
refuge in you from the punishment of Hell, and the punishment of
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the grave, and the trial of living and dying and from the evil of the
trial of the (false) Christ, the DajjaVM

The horror of his tribulation requires that we seek refuge with Allah, 
Honored and Glorious, with a truthful heart from the tribulation of 
the (false) Christ Dajjal.

Also, one of the means of escape from his tribulation is 
memorizing ten verses from Surah Al-Kahf, either from its beginning 
or its end. Whoever memorises and recites them will be protected 
from his tribulation.

Ibn ‘Abbas 4® reported: While Jibril (Gabriel) was sitting with the

i  Reported by Muslim in Book o f Al-Mosques and the Places o f Salat, Chapter on 
What from which refuge Should be Sought during Salat..., no. 588

Chapter 184: desirability of 
assembling for the recitation 
of the noble qur’an 

Hadeeth 1021
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Messenger of Allah M, he heard a sound above him. He lifted his 
head, and said: “This is a gate which has been opened in heaven 
today. It was never opened before.” Then an angel descended 
through it, he said: “This is an angel who has come down to 
earth. He never came down before.” He sent greetings and said: 
“Rejoice with two lights given to you. Such lights were not given 
to any Prophet before you. These (lights) are: Fatihah-til-Kitab ( 
Surat Al-Fatihah ), and the concluding Ayat of Surat Al-Baqarah. 
You will never recite a word from them without being given the 
blessings it contains.” [Muslim]

Among the special chapters and verses are Surat Al-Fatihah and 
the last two verses of Surat Al-Baqarahh. None among this Ummah 
will recite them with firm belief except that Allah, the most High, will 
grant him the request in them.

In Surat Al-Fatihah:

“Guide us to the straight Way. The way of those on whom you 
have bestowed Your Grace, not (the way) o f those who earned 
Your Anger (such as the Jews), nor of those who went astray (such 
as the Christians).” (Al-Fatihah: 6,7)

Allah the most High said to his servant: ‘When he recites it in 
Salat; He (Allah) says; this is for my servant and for My servant is 
whatever he requests’

As for the concluding verses of Surat Al-Baqarah:
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“Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope. He gets reward 
for that (good) which he has earned, and he is punished for that 
(evil) which he has earned; Our Lord! Punish us not if  we forget 
or fall into error, our Lord! Lay not on us a burden like that which 
You did lay on those before us (Jews and Christians); our Lord 
put not on us a burden greater than we have strength to bear. 
Pardon us and grant us forgiveness. Have mercy on us. You are 
our Maula (patron, supporter and protector, and so on.) and give 
us victory over the disbelieving people.” (Al-Baqarah: 286)

The one who believes with certainty will never ask Allah with these 
seven statements of supplications except that He answers him. This is 
a distinction and tremendous honor.

We beseech Allah - the most High - to pardon you and us and grant 
us victory over the disbelieving people.

Hadeeth 1022
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Abu Hurairah reported: The Messenger o f Allah M said, 
“Any group o f people that assemble in one o f the Houses of 
Allah to study the Qur’an, tranquillity will descend upon 
them, mercy will engulf them, angels will surround them and 
Allah will make mention o f them to those (the angels) in His 
proximity.” [Muslim]

The author, An-Nawawee -  may Allah shower blessings on him 
-  said in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: ‘Chapter on desirability of 
assembling for the recitation of the noble Qur’an’
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He implied that it is meritorious for people to gather together for 
the recitation of the Qur’an and teaching it. This is one of the things 
which the Prophet M encouraged in the narration of Aboo Hurayrah
- may Allah be pleased with him. He said: ‘Any group of people that 
assemble in one of the Houses of Allah to study the Book of Allah 
(i.e. Qur’an), tranquility will descend upon them, mercy will engulf 
them, angels will surround them and Allah will make mention of 
them to those (the angels) in His proximity.’ This assembly benefits 
from these four things.

He M said: ‘Any group of people that assemble in one of the 
Houses of Allah.’ The houses of Allah on earth are the mosques. Allah
- the most High said:

“In houses (mosque) which Allah has order to be raised (to be 
cleaned and to be honored); in them His Name is glorified in 
the mornings and in the afternoons or the evenings. Men, whom 
neither trade nor sale diverts from the Remembrance of Allah 
(with heart and tongue), nor from performing As-Salat (Iqamat -  
as-Salat), nor from giving the Zakat. They fear a Day when hearts 
and eyes will be overturned (from the horror of the torment o f the 
Day of Resurrection).”(An-Nur: 36, 37)

Allah mentioned these places in conjunction with himself as a 
way of honoring and elevating them because they are places for His 
remembrance, the recitation of His Word and seeking nearness to Him 
in Salat. However, He - the Mighty and Sublime, is above His Throne, 
beyond the heavens. He does not reside within any of His creatures 
nor does any of His creatures exist within Him, Glorious and Honored 
is He. However, this association to Himself is to honor (those houses).

Scholars -  may Allah shower blessings on him -  have explained that
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things which are mentioned in conjunction with Allah are of two types:

The first: Attributes which do not exist separately. These are the 
Attributes of Allah, Honored and Glorious. For example, the Honour 
of Allah, the Power of Allah, the Speech of Allah, the Hearing of Allah, 
the Sight of Allah. These Attributes are mentioned in conjunction 
with the One to whom they belong. So, these are the Attributes of 
Allah, Honored and Glorious is He.

The second: Entities which exist separately from Allah, Honored 
and Glorious is He. They are created things which are not amongst 
the Attributes of Allah. They are only mentioned in conjunction with 
Him, Honored and Glorious, by way of honoring and elevating them. 
For example, the mosque of Allah, the houses of Allah, the she camel 
of Allah. So also is His statement, Exalted is He, about Adam:

“And (we) breathed into him (Adam) the (our) soul which I
created for him.”(Al-Hijr: 29)

Likewise, as regards 'Eesa son of Maryam, the soul is 
distinct and separate from Allah, Honored and Glorious, 
and is one of His creatures. However, it is related to Allah 
by way of honor and nobility.

Also, he M said: ‘study the book of Allah.’

The recitation of Allah's Book, Honored and Glorious is He, 
is of three classes:

1. Recitation of the text;

2. Recitation of the meaning;

3. Recitation of implementation.

The recitation of the text is well known; one recites a particular 
part and it has two forms:

The first form: That a reciter recites a page or two pages and the 
rest recite exactly what he recited after him. This usually occurs 
during teaching periods.
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The second form: That a reciter recites a page or two pages, then the 
next reciter reads the subsequent page or two and the cycle continues.

Someone may say that this second form results in the loss of reward 
for some of them because what one recites is not recited by another. It 
should be explained that nothing is lost because the listener is similar 
to the reciter in terms of reward. The evidence for this is the statement 
of Allah, Blessed and Exalted is He, in Surah Yoonus (Chapter 10) in 
the story of Moosa §§, when he cursed the people of Fir’aun saying:

“Our Lord! Destroy their wealth, and harden their hearts, 
so that they will not believe until they see the painful 
torment” (Yunus 10:88)

The one speaking here is Moosa 8SSI as shown at the 
beginning of the verse:

“And Moosa (Moses) said: Our Lord! You have indeed bestowed 
on Fir’aun (pharaoh) and his chiefs splendor and wealth in the 
life of this world, our Lord! that they may lead men astray from  
Your path. Our Lord! Destroy their wealth, and harden their 
hearts, so that they will not believe until they see the painful 
torment.” (Yunus: 88)

Allah, the most High, responded:

“Allah said: Verily, the invocation of you both is accepted. So you 
both keep to the straight way (that is, keep on doing good deeds
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and preaching Allah’s Message with patience), and follow not 
the path of those who know not (the truth that is, to believe in 
the Oneness of Allah, and also to believe in the Reward of Allah: 
Paradise and so on)” (Yunus: 89)

Although the supplicant was only one, the scholars explained 
that Harun was listening and saying Amen to the invocation, so the 
invocation was for both of them.

As for recitation of the meaning: That these people should study 
the Book of Allah, Honored and Glorious is He, to understand its 
meanings. The pious predecessors would not read more than ten 
verses until they understand them, knowing what they contained of 
knowledge and actions. They said: ‘So we learnt the Qur’an, knowledge 
and action together.’

As for the third category of recitation: That is, the recitation of 
implementation, and this is the major goal of the Noble Qur’an as 
mentioned by Allah the most High:

“(This is) a Book (the Qur’an) which We have sent down to you 
full o f blessings that they may ponder over its verses and that men 
of understanding may remember.” (Sad: 29)

The primary aim is to apply the content of the Qur’an by affirming 
the information from Allah, implementing His commands and 
avoiding His prohibitions. This is the recitation of implementation of 
Allah’s Book, Honored and Glorious is He.

He H said: ‘tranquility will descend upon them.’

Allah, Honored and Glorious, plants tranquility into the hearts and 
they become at ease, having certainty and calmness. These hearts are 
free of anxiety, doubt or uncertainty. They are peaceful and tranquil. 
This is one of the greatest favours of Allah on the servant; that He 
plants tranquility in his heart; he is free of apprehension and doubt, 
and he is pleased with the ordainments and predestination of Allah. If
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he is afflicted with harm, he is patient and awaits liberation from Allah; 
and if he is touched with joy, he thanks and praises Allah for it with 
tranquility, peace and calmness. This tranquility is an immense favor 
of Allah; we beseech Allah to put tranquility in your hearts and ours.

Allah the most High had said:

“He it is Who sent down As-Sakinah (calmness and tranquility) 
into the hearts of the believes, that they may grow more in faith 
along with their (present) faith.” (Al-Fath: 4)

It is one of the causes which strengthen faith.

‘tranquility will descend upon them, mercy will engulf them,’ that 
is, mercy will envelope them. Engulf may mean to envelope or cover 
as in the statement of Allah, Exalted is He:

“By the night as it envelopes”  (Al-Lail: 1)

That is, when it covers the earth with its darkness.

‘Mercy will engulf them,’ which is the Mercy of Allah, Honored 
and Glorious is He.

‘And angels will surround them,’ that is, they encircle them listening 
to the remembrance and acting as witnesses for them.

The fourth: ‘and Allah will make mention of them to those (the 
angels) in His proximity.’ Allah, the most High, mentions them to the 
highest group of angels. This is similar to His statement in the Hadeeth 
Qudsi: ‘Whoever remembers Me in a group, I will remember him 
in a better group.’(l)

1 Reported by Al- Bukhari in Book of Oneness of Allah, Chapter on the statement 
of Allah the Exalted: “And Allah warns you against Himself (His punishment). . . ” 
no.7405, and Muslim in Book of Remembrance, Supplication Repentance and 
Seeking forgiveness ..., Chapter on encouragement to Remembrance (remem
brance) of Allah the Exalted ..., no.2675
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Summarily, this hadeeth points to the virtue of gathering for the 
recitation of the Book of Allah Honored and Glorious is He.

Allah alone grants success.

The Fourth Volume ends here -  by Allah's Favour and His granting 
success. The Fifth Volume will follow it -  by Allah's Leave -  and it will 
commence with the Chapter on the Virtues of the Ablution.




